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ily of the Spider ~eetr is a FORGOTTEN 

REALMs® adventure. presenting a substantial 
quest into the deep Underdark of Faerun. 

Against the background of civil war among the drow, the char
acters must halt the onslaught of an anny of undead created 
to exact a terrible vengeance upon the surface world. 

Encounter Levels: City of the Spider §)geen is designed for 
a party of four characters. who begin the adventure at lOth 
level. The characters' long quest should offer enough experi- ' 
ence to bring them as high as 18th level by the conclusion of 
the ad ven ~ure. 

• prepurut1on 
You need a copy of the 'Player's Handbook, the 1JUNGEON 
MASTER's CTttide, the Momler Mmmal, and the FoRGOTTEN 
REALMS Campaign Setting to use this adventure. Some mon
sters from Monster Compendium: Momters of Faerri11 also 
appea1· in this book, but their complete statistics are given in 
Appendix 2. If you prefer to use monsters from the Monster 
Marmal, appropriate monster substitutions ru·e suggested in 
Appendix 1 as welL Several :t-.TI>Cs ill this adventure have pres
tige classes that are detailed ill other books. These books are 
not required to run this adventure, since all pertinent statistics 
and abilities for these NPCs are mcluded m Appendix 1. 

Text that apP,ears "ill shaded boxes is player information, 
whi~h you may read aloud or paraphrase as appropriate. Text 
in sidebars contains ll1lportant notes for the Dungeon Master 
(DM) and background campaign lnformation. Monster and 
Itonplayer character ()\TFC) statistics are provided with each 
encounter in abbreviated form. Full monster statistics for 
standard monsters are in the Momter Manual or the FOR· 
Go:ITEN.REALMS Catrzpaigtr Setting, while s~atistics for new 
or unique monsters are provided ill Appendix 1 and Appen
dix 1 at th6 end of this book. You should review all these sta

. tis tics before the game starts to refresh your. memory of the 
creatu.res' abilities. 

' 
3 

Adventure 
Buck~ round 
Lolth has fallen silent. . 

Each midnight, the priestesses ill their darkened chrunbers 
send their pleas to the Demonweb Pits, but they receive no 
ru1swer. They gain no spells. They hear no reassurance that 
Lolth has not abandoned them, still watches over them, or 
even remains alive. 

Many priestesses.remaill ft.rm in their faith. In their minds, 
it is perfectly logical that Lolth would test them this way, 
withdrawmg her presence and observmg whether her followers 
remain faithful. In most cities of the drow, life goes on as 
normal. Not so·in all cities, howeve·r. · ' 

In the Underdark city of Maerilllydra, Lolth's slackened grip 
on the drow has brought about utter anniliilation. Initially, insur· 
rection, um:est. and the unbridled ambition of the city's archmage, 
Buneth Wharreil, weakened Maeri.mydra and·led to its fall ~t the 
hands of 311 mvading force of goblins, ogres, giants, and demons. 
Led by the fearsome half-fiend fire giant Kurgoth Hellspawn, the 
invaders sacked the city ru1d slaughtered most of its population, 
drow and slaves alike. From his Shattered Tower, Duoeth greatly 
aided Hellspawn's onslaught and brought about the fall of many 
drow strongholds and redoubts. 

Duneth ru1d his barbaric allies were not alone in their 
ha~ed for House Chumavh, the ruling house of Ma~rimydra. 
Worshipers of Kiaransalee, the ·drow deity of ~eath and 
vengeance, took advantage of the chaos to seize control of 
Castle Maerimydra, home of House ChUmavh. Under the lead
ership of !rae T'sarran, an albino drow priestess, the 
Kiaransaleen. overthrew the last bastion of Lolth-worshiping 
drow. While Kurgoth's troops burned and plundered the city, 

r 
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Irae rsarran struck against Duneth, killing the archmage and 
casting d,own his tower. Then, at the direction of her evil deity, 
the priestess gatltered her living and undead servants in Castle 
Maerimydra and SUUlmoned Kiannsalee's Undying Temple to 
the Material· Plane. 

Although most of Maerimydra's drow· were killed or en
slaved, small bands of refugees escaped into the Underdark. 
One sut'h group fled toward Maerimydra's former outpost at 
Szitll Morca:1e, located some 100 miles to the southwest. Irae 
Tsarran's agents (includlltg her son and daugltter) pursued the 
fleeing refugees to Szith Morcane \Vith instructions' to discover 
whether the Lolth-priestesses in the colony had been similarly 
robbed of theu· spells, and-if possible-to seize control of 
Szith Morcane. These agents quickly accomplished both mis
sions, flaying the priestesses of Loltlt and transforming them 
into quth-marens, hideous UJtdead servitors. Inspired by their 
new leaders, the drow of Szith Morcane have begun making 
raids on the surface, primarily on the lands of Daggerdale, 
almost directly above the drow outpost. · 

Back u1 Maeruttydra, Irae Tsarran is now engaged in inten· 
sive research on a g;reat revenance spell. Guided by Kiaransalee's 
diville whispers, ilie priestesS' prepares to use the potent nega
tive energy of the temple in conjunction with the new spell to 
simultaneously animate the thousands of fallen drow, goblins, 
ogres, and giants in and around Maerimydra into a sutgle horde 
under her command. The magic Irae studies would raise a 
vengeful legion of revenants in full possession of th~ir facul
ties, but slaved to her will. Irae has already savored the first 
sweet taste of the venge~UJCe demanded by her deity by destroy
ing ilie Lolthites of Maerm1ydra-now she dreams.of fulfilling 
tlte age-old dream of all drow and exacting revenge against the ., 
peoples of the surface world 

Advent·ure ·outline 
The adventure begins as the playe~: characters investigate a 
number of recent drow raids on the surface ill Part 1. Their eX'
plorations lead them through some ancient crypts in the 
Dagger Hills to the caverns of Szith Morcane, a small dr.ow 
outpost originally founded by colonists from nearby Maerimy
dr~. In Szith Morcane, the characters discover a thriving cult 
of Kiaransalee. The cult has taken control of the outpost, 
flayed the priestesses of Lolth, and spurred the natives of 
Szith Morcane and the refugees from Maerimydra alike utto 
renewed activity against the surface world. 

At the heart of Szith Morcane, the character's find a 
tunnel leading off to the northeast, toward MaerimydJ·a. In 
Part ?. of the adventure, they must travel th1·ough roughly 
100 miles of UnderdaJ·k tunnels, past numerous dangerous 
regions, including the Lake of Shadows, the Wailing Cliff, 
and Vournoth's Mire. Battling past the evil denizens of these 
tunnels, the cha1·acters eventually make their way to the 
ruins of Maerimydra. 

In Maerimydra, in Part 3, the party finds the drow city in 
ruins. The remnants of the army of Kurgoth Hellspawn have 
overrun the cavern. The cult of Kiaransalee still defends the 
last. redoubt of the drow city, bolstered by large nW11bers of 
u11dead. Irae rsarran's summonu1g of the Undyu1g Temple 
created serious local corruptions u1 the Weave. of magic. The 
bulk of the adventure takes place in the ruins of Maerimydra 

(the City of the Spider QQ_een) while the PCs fight tlte living 
and undead servants of lrae rsarran, as well as the remaining 
invaders.of the city. 

Part 4, the climax of the adventure, occurs in the Undying 
Temple, Irae Tsar ran's sinister fane at the top of. Castle Maer
imydra. Built partially in the Material Plane and partially in 
the Ethereal Plane, the teniple sits at the center of a large a11;d 
expanding area of disruption in the Weave. Within this strong
hold, the PCs battle !rae's fiendish and undead minions and 
finally the priestess herself. 

churucter :Hooks 
The default hook for this adventure has tJ.te characters becom
ulg involved becaus~ of the recent rash of drow raids u1 the 
Daggerdale region. The PCs may be asked to stop the raids by 
some higher authority (such as Randal Morn or some Harper 
.higher-up), or they may be lured to investigate for more per
sonal reasons. If any of them have family or holdu1gs in Dag
gerdale, those could be the targets of drow raids. 

If your campaign's activity centers so'mewhere other than 
the Dalelands, you can move Szith Morcane to that location, 
draw tlle characters ut through drow raids i.n that area, and 
connect Szith Morcane -to the ·Deep Wastes and Maerill1ydra 
through a portal. The adventure assumes you are maku1g use 
of the Daggerdale setting. 

Altother option entails a rather different campaign style. 
The novel'I>issolutio11 by Richard Lee Byers and the remainutg 
novels u1 the War of the Spider 2JJ~ee1r series follow the actions 
of a group of Lolth-worshiping _drow from Menzoberr·anzan 
ill the wake of Lolth's sudden silence. This adventure works as 
well for evil drow cha1·acters as it does for heroes from the sur
face, though their motivations are completely different. If this 
kind of campaign appeals to you, the characters could be drow 
from Menzoberranzan or members of House Jaelre u1 Cor
manthor sent to Szith Morcane to learn what they can about 
the rumored destruction of Maeril'nydra. Finding the clerics of 
Lolth slaughtered and transformed into undead, the player 
characters (assuming they remaill loyal to Lolth) might feel 
compelled to destroy the Kiaransaleen drow and track down 
their leader in Mae.runy.du. 

Runnin<s t~e 
Adventure 
Descending deep into the Underdark to confront powerful 
drow villains u1 their own demesne fnake.s for aJ1 extraordi
nary adventure. You will want to address several unique com
plications inherent in tllis adventur-e ill order to make the best 
use of the pJotline, the villau1s' capabilities, and the features 
of its unusual settu1g. Faerzress, the magical emanation 
common throughout the Underdark, scrambles teleportation 
magic. The villains have powerful spells they may employ 
against the he,roes ohce they become aware of the threat ilie 
player characters pose. Finally, tlte heroes will have to balaJtce 
tlle use of tinle to rest and re-equip against the advaJtce of the 
villains' plots.. · 
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Faerzress und the underdurk 
The Underdark of Faerun is suffused with a magical radiation 
that the drow callfaerzress. A remnant of the mighty forces 
that shaped the terrain of the Undcrdark,faerzress distorts 
and interferes with certain types of magic. In the context of 
this adventure,faerzress has the following effects: 
• Each Scry check made for scrying oi1 a target 

located within the Underdark (as opposed to checks 
made to detect magical sensors) rakes a - 4 penalty 
because of the interference of fnerzress with 
divination magic. 

• Transmutation (teleportation) spells and effects 

make a Spellc~aft check (DC 2f} If the check is successful, the 
spell works proper!~. If it fails, the character suffers a mishap 
and an off-target result as described above. 

The effects of faerzreu on spells are not widely known among 
surface-dwelling characters. Before a character attempts a spell 
that would be affected by the Underdark's magical conditions, you 
should allow the caster a Knowledge (arcana) check (DC 2r) to de
termine whether the character happens to know about ha1.ards of 
which the player may not be aware. 

The effects of faerzreu apply to Parts 2, 3, and 4 of the ad
venture. The Dordricn Crypts and Szith Morcane in 
Part 1 are simply not deep enough to be immersed in 

the dangerous magical aura. 

such as teleport, 1vord of recall, r·efuge, and even tete- • k f • 
POI'I7vitbout error do not work reliably over distances Kee pin cs True 0 Time 
greater than 1 mile when either the origin or the desti- Because getting into and out of the Underdark can be 
nation is within the Underdark. A character who casts the challenging, a party of characters may fi~d "it difficult 
telepor·t spell or uses an ability that duplicates the spell must to rest or ·re-equip duri11g the course of this advent,ure. 
make a SpeUcraft check (DC 3r). If the check is S ~ 1 .# K" l Once the heroes embark on their journey into the 

.ymuo OJ t•r•,s• ee d h . P 2 d be . I . . d M successful, the spell works properly. If it fails, the cpt s m art an g111 exp ormg rume aer-
telcporting character automatically suffers a mishap, just as imydra .in Part 3, a return t~ the surface becomes 
if he had rolled 100 on the table in the teleport spell descrip- less and less practtcable, at the same t1me that !rae's plans 

t. r II . db " ff ··" 1 begin to accelerate. The adventure is paced so as to afford the 10n, 10 owe y an o -targe. resu t. , . . . . 
characters a couple of retreats for rest and re-equ1ppmg durmg 

A character using a normally infallible form of telcportation 
magic (such as 1vord if recall or teleport 1vitbout erro,·) must 

the latter stages of the adventure, but the heroes can't afford 
to do so every time they might want to: It's a goo<! idea to keep 

Kiur·unsoJee (oemicsod) 
Lady of the Dea<t the- Revenancer, the Vengeful Banshee, 
the White Banshee 
Symbol: • -Female drO\\ hand wearing silver rings 
Alignment: Chaotic evil 
Portf oiio: Undead, ve•1geance , 
Domains: Chaos, Drow, Evil, Retribution, Undeatb 
Favored Weapon: "Cold He·art" (dn,gger) 

Kiaransalee (kee-ub-rafl·Sa-Jee) is the tlrow deity of &orb 
vengeance and the undead. She is cruel, twisted, and con
sumed by tbough.ts of vengeance against Loltb and every 
other dei"ty and mortal being who· has wronged her. 
Ki~~,Fansalee descended into madness long ago, but she retains 
her rwisted cunning and prefers to solve problems herself 
rather than trust someone else to execute her plans. 

Kiaransalee's church is made up of secretive cluster6 of 
drow within larger drow communities, plus a hapdful of in
depende.nt enclaves. Her clerics arc agents of vengeance, 
plotting revenge on ·those who have s1ain, harmed, 01; in
sulted the priesthood in any way. They also regularly go out 
on missions to kill others and animate their corpses. 

Clerics of Kiaransalee pray for their spells at midnight. 
They have only one holiday: the Graverending, celebrated ·on 
Mid\\ inter Eve. On this unholy night, every cleric of 
Kiaransalee animates as many undead creatures as possible, 
sending them in~o .the world to \Heak havoc upon tltcYfiving. 

Besides this annu-al macabre celebration, clerics of 
lGaransalee observe minor devotions every month. , 

H istory{R..elat ionships: Kiaransalce was once mortal, a pow
erful drow necromancer-q'lteen on another plane. Her unholy 
experiments. provoked her husband to curse and banish her, 
and she Oed into hiding with a cadre of undead servitors. She 
continued her grisly work in secret for centuries before raising 
an yndead army to exact vengeance on her husband, leaving 
all the inhabitants of her home realm dead in' her wake. This 
act of all-consuming destruction' secured her place among the 
immortal deities, and she hl).S chafed under Lolth's rulership 
ever since. Her first significant advance was bet murder of the 
abyssal lord Orcus, which ghnted her a brief taste of inde
pendence from Lolth's tyrannical contlrol. Her activities on 
Faenin have earned her the enmity of Dumatboin, Kelemvor, 
and Jerga.l, while securit1g her alliances with Malar, Hoar, 
and Velsharoon. 

Dogma: Death comes to all, and cruel v,engeance will be 
exacted on those who waste their lives on the petty concerns 
of this existence. True power comes onl1 from the unques
rioning servitude of the once-dead, mastery over death, and 
the eventual earned stature of one of the ever-living in 
death. Hunt, slay, and animate those who scom the Reve
nancer's power, and answc:r any slight a thousandfold so that 
all may know the coming power of kCiaransalee. 

'· 
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a record of exactly how long the characters take to proceed 
through the adventure. You may, of course, alter the following 
timeline to challenge your players in a suitable manner. Day 0 
marks the beginning of the player characters' involvement. 

Day 
D-60 

D-H 

D-35" 
D-30 

D- ?S 

D-H 

D-10 

D- 7 

D-r 

D-3 
D+O 

Event 
Loltb falls silent; her clerics stop receiving spells. 
Several powerful houses of noble drow in Maerimy
dra tnmediately begin an awful bloodletting. 
Duneth Wharreil, Archmage of Maerimydra, se
cretly contacts Kurgoth Hellspawn and persuades the 
half-fiend to come to Maerimydra to support his 
seizure of power. 
Kurgotb Hellspawn attacks Macrirnydra. 
Irae Tsarran slaughters Lolth-worshipers in Castle 
Macrimydra and claims it as her scat. 
lrae Tsarran destroys the Archmagc of Maerimydra 
and throws down his tower. She begins researching a 
great re'Uenaflce spell to raise her undead army. 
Dori11a rsarran overthrows the ruling house of 
Szith Morcane and takes over. 
lrae Tsarran casts thiracle to summon Kiaransalee's 
Undying Temple to Castle Macrimydra. 
Dorina orders a raid into Daggcrdalc, during which 
drow attack several farms. 
Members of the drow band described in D3 of the 
Dordricn Crypts are killed as they try to escape to 
the surface from Szith Morcanc. 
Dorina orders a second raid. 
The adventure starts with the heroes being asked to 
investigate the Dordrien crypts. , 

D+10 

D+30 

The drow launch a third raid if Szith Morcane bas 
not been attacked. Refer to the Raiding Party de
scription in this section. 
The Weave corruption described in Part 3 grows to 
cover all of Castle Maerinl);dra. , 
The drow launch a fourth raid if Szith Morcane has 
not been attacked yet. Refer to tbe Raiding Party de
scription in this section. 
The Weave corruption described in Part 3 grows to 
include the cavern of Maer imydra. 
The Weave corruption expands to include everything 
within a '20-mile radius of Maerimydra; surface 
dwellers notice. Patrons or associates of the player 
characters contact them to describe the effect, ex
plain that it continues to expand, and urge them to 
accelerate their efforts. 

D+60 The Weave corruption expands to include everything 
within a YO-mile radius of Macrimydra. 

D+.65" lrac successfully concludes the research on her great 
reve11a11ce spell. 

D+68 lrac casts great reve11a11ce and raises an army of sev
eral thousand revenants. Kurgoth Hellspawn's army 
is destroyed. 

D+70 The Weave corruption expands to include everything 
within a 100-mile radius of Maerimydra, including 
Szith Morcane. 

D+ 75" Irae's army emerges from beneath Haptooth Hill 
and ravages Battlcdale. 

D+85" I rae's army moves into Featherdale. 
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D+90 !rae's army moves into Tasseldale; the Weave cor
ruption expands to a HO-mile radius. It expands by 
SO miles for each additional twenty days that pass 
from this point forward. 

Aided by Harper agents, Archendalc, ·Deepingdale,, and Mis
tledale unite to confront !rae's ftrst horde and stop the depreda
tions at about D-t-100. This action culminates in a terrible battle 
in Arkhenvale at D+120. The undead army is defeated, but at an 
awful cost; many thousands of Dalesfolk die, and three of the 
small Dales (Battledale, Featberdale, and Tasseldale) are virtu
ally depopulated by !rae's scourge. Worse y~t, unless l'rae and her 
Undying Temple arc destroyed, she simply gathers the valiant 
dead who feLl stopping her initial invasion and animates them, 
starting the cycle of destruction again a few months later. 

The D+YO event offers an excellent chance for you to have 
an NPC known to the characters contact them and urge them 
~o redouble their efforts. 

Restin~ und Re-equip pin~ 
Obviously, the Uoderdark offers few safe places in which to study 
new spells, sell or buy magic items, or engage in item creation. 
Dagger Falls and Hillsf ar .provide such services, or the characters 
can look elsewhere. 

D AGGER FALLS 
Dagger Falls is located only 10 miles from the Dordrien 
Crypts and its hidden entrance to the Underdark. It takes a 
party of adventurers on foot abou.t r hours to hike the distance 
along a wide, dusty track. On horseback, it's about a '2-bour 
ride. Dagger Falls is close, but it is not a very large community, 
so it offers few poSsibilities for high-level characters looking to 
acquire expensive magic items. 

...W Dagger. Falls (Large Town}. Conventional; AL CG; 3,000 
gp limit; Assets 420,600 gp; Population 2,804; Isolated 
(humans 92%, halflings 3%, dwarves 2%, half-m:cs '2%). 

Autbority Figure: Randal Morn (Lord of Daggerda)e), NG 
male human Rog4/Ftr6. 

lmpor1a11t Cbaracters: Tunfer the Stout, LG male human 
Clr9 of Tyr (highest-level cleric in Dagger Falls and advisor to 
Randal Morn); Dulwar the Leatherworker, NG male human 
Rog9 (spy for Randal Morn); Shevaril Stardoak, CG female 
half-elf Abj8 (wizard advisor to Randal Morn). 

HILLSFAR 
The closest city of any size, Hillsfar is still a good distance 
from Dagger Falls. A decent track runs nearly 100 m~es to 
Tcshwave, and from there it's another 160 miles to Hillsfar 
along roads patrolled by Zhent soldiers and plagued by bandits. 
On foot, it's a journey of almost twenty days from Dagger 
Falls to Hillsfar, assuming no trouble on the road. On horse
back, it's closer to six or seven dnys. (Characters with access to 
travel spells such a$ pbanlom steed or '111i11d wal/l can, of 
course, make the trip much quicker than that.) 

HiUsfar is not a particularly friendly city, .especially to 
nonhumans, b~t it is a safer place to visit than Zhentil Keep. 
Hillsfar is large enough to offer access to many of the items 
or markets high-level characters may be seekll}g. The city is 
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also home to a Red Wizard enclave offering many minor 
items at good prices, and a few more powerful ?nes to discreet 
customers. 

~Hillsfar (Metropolis): Conventional; AL N; 100,000 gp 
Limit; Assets 199,880,000 gp; Population 39,976; Isolated 
(humans 97%, half-orcs '2%). · 

Authority Figure: Maalthiir (First Lord of Hillsfar), N 
male human Wiz18. 

lmpqrlntll Chnrncters: Vaustal Uric, LN female human 
Clr17 of Helm (high-level cleric willing to aid adventurers serv
ing lawful deities); Imaerphil Clovenshield, l\TE fem·ale human 
Ftr9/Rog4 Qeader of Maalthiir's guard); Dreveth the Gray, NG 
male human Div16 (high-level wizard willing to aid adventurers 

~ serving the cause of good); Chaumyk Vorn, LE male human 
~ ~ Evo7fRed4 (khazark of the Thayan enclave in HiHsfar). 
~ 
~ OTHER CITIES 
~ Characters with access to telepq,·t speJls oc with ' knowledge of 
~ the right pq,·fnls in the area may decide to travel to any 

·::: 
,. number of other cities. Distance is no longer a constraint once 
~ ... characters reach a certain level of power and affluence. Char· 
-! ::;: acters in search of the largest city with the greatest likelihood 

of having whatever it is they seck would be well advised to 
travel to Waterdeep. Other large and wealthy cities.tbat would 
serve the needs of adventurers include Calimport, Ordulin, 
Raven's Bluff,.or Westgate. Each of these cities has its own 
unique perils, but in the context of this adve!1ture they serve as 
excellent refuges and armories. 

pluvin-s the 
villains smu.ct 
Once Irae rsarran realizes that she is under attack by surface
dwelling adventurers, she doesn't ignore the approaching 
threat. She begins to take steps to make the heroes' lives more 
difficult. Her actions allow you to introduce the players to 
their primary antagonist before they even reach her citadel, so 
that they can build up an honest loathing for her wickedness 
and evil ways. It also lets the players know that their task wiJI 
become more difficult if they take too long to interfere with 
Irae's plans. 

Tri~~ers 
Four t1•igger events may trip particular NPC responses in the ad
venture, as descrtbed below. These events arc: an attack on Szith 
Morcane, the death of Dorina rsarran, the detection of a pl~ycr 
character's scrying efforts, and an attack on Castle Maerirnydra. 
Additional events may have other consequences; use the sug
gested events here as a guidelint:" for other villain reactions. 

ATTACK O"N SZITH MORCANE 
If the heroes attack Szith Morcane, cause noticeable damage, 
and then withdraw, the drow there naturally blame the folk of 
Daggerdale. In addition to the defensive adjustments described 
in Part 1, Dorina organizes a counterstrike. 

lrtlt '.Destroys '.Du11e1b 

•• 
7 
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The ftrst time the heroes enter the complex, cause damage 
or an alarm, and then leave, Dorina organizes a raiding band 
the next night and sends it up through the Dordrien Crypts; 
see the event description under Szith Morcane in Part 1. 

The first time the heroes enter the House Morcane level 
(S37 dtrough SSO) and then retreat, or if 'tbey defeat Solom 
Ned'razak or one of the Tsarran nieces, Dorina organizes a 
hunter-killer ream and scuds it out in search of the offendi11g 
characters on' the following night. Again, refer to the descrip
tion in Szith Morcane. 

DEATII OF D ORINA T'SARRAN 
While Irae Tsarran holds no more affection for her daughter 
than she does for any of her minions, she encrusts Dorina with 
important responsibilities and expects her to perform well. To 
this end, she communicates with Dorina once or twice a tenday 
by means of sending spells and summons infernal messengers 
to carry her orders to her daughter. 

Dorina naturally does not divulge any· information ~bout 
troublesome surface meddlers to her mother, and she goes to 
great lengths to conceal problems from Irae Tsarran. How
ever, if Dorina suddenly becomes incommunicado, note the 
day on which that occurs. Irae notices Dorina's lack of re
sponse 1d8 days later and investigates the following day with 
discern location, scrying, and similar spells. On the second day 
after she notices, she uses one of the responses noted below 
(most likely resurrection). 

H EROES· NOTICED SCR YING 
Should the heroes succeed in learning the name of their ulti
mate antagonist and scrying on her activities, Irae may notice • 
their efforts. She is entitl~d to a Scry check of her own (DC 
20) to notice the magical sensor used against her (Scry modi
fier +12) O•uhe day following the noticed attempt, !rae tries 
to scry on the spellcaster who was spying on her, as described 
below in !rae's Responses. 

HEROES l l\TV ADE CASTLE MAERIMYDRA 
!rae could not care less what happens in the Deep Wastes .or 
the ruined city of Maerimydra, but the appearance of adven
turers in her citadel provokes an immediate response. If she 
ha; not done so alteady, she makes use of one or more of the 
tactics listed below and directs her followers to prepare an 
ambush as described in Part 3. 

Irae's Responses 
!rae is busy with her spell research, so she doesn't want to 
devote much time to dealing with enemies who aren't actually 
inside the walls of Castle Macrimydra. Once the heroes attract 
her notice by defeating D01·ina or otherwise interfering with 
her plans, she employs one or more of the tactics below. 

SCRYING 
!rae attempts to scry one of the characters in the party. If she 
has no better idea of her target than "the person who was scry
i.ng on me" or "the person who killed my daughter," she must 
make a Scry check (DC 20) She checks in on the characters 
once every 1d6 days until tlley reach Maerimydra, after which 
she attempts to scry them at least once per day.' · 
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SENDING 
Once she knows one of the characters in the party, lr;te uses a 
sending spell to deliver a threat. Imaginative and sadistic, she 
looks for opportunities to sow dissent or uncertainty among 
hor foes through this ractlc. For example, her message might 
be, "One of your companions is destii1ed to serve. me, fool. 
When the time is right, 'you will learn the meaning of 
vengeance," or perhaps, "Every spell you cast only adds co my 
strength. How can you hope to defeat me?" 

TRUE R ESURRECTION 
Irae Tsar ran views undeath and revenanc;e as a suitable result 
of any of her minions' defeats, but she can't make a revenant 
without a body close at band. If a key follower dies in some 
remote or particularly destructive way, the high priestess of 
Kiarai1salee is willing to cast a true resurrection spell to restore 
that individual to lier service. Because the spell costs 5',000 gp 
per usc, she takes this step only for important followers. 

Two NPCs likely to be brought back this way are Dorina 
rsarran or Zedarr Tsarran. When restored to life, the subject 
lacks any gear not .recovered by !rae's forces. Once the resur
rected minion reaches !rae's citadel, he or she can re-equip with 
masterwork arms and armor, plus a handful of minor magic 
items that lrae makes available. 

If Dorina is restored to life, she endeavors to return co her 
previous existence as a vampire as quickly as possible, because 
she actually prefers that state. 

SUMMON M ONSTER (EL 12-13) 
Once the player characters have. wrecked Szich Morcane or 
found some other way co irk !rae, she begins to engineer attacks 
on them from the sanctity of her citadeL Once she locates the 
characters'through s.cryi.ng, she uses a summon mtmster spell to 
summon a demon or devil, then orders it to teleport to the 
party's location and attack. Her monsters of choice for this 
tactic include a cornugon (devil, CR 12), gelugon (devil, CR 13), 
or vrock (demon, CR 13) She doesn't bother to summon any
thing less dangerous, or anything that can't ce.leport to cl1e 
party's location. While !rae could theoretically use t~ tactic 
every day, she doesn't attempt it more than once per tenday be
cause she is busy researching her grenl revennnce spelL 

Even though the chli.racters don't really defeat the sum
moned monster or !rae Tsarran when they kill or drive off such 
a fiend, the encounter should be worth something. Award expe
rience as if the party had fought the monster, with an ad hoc ad
justment of -5'0% betause of the creature's inability to use its 
own summon ability and its limited time on the Material Pla11e. 

PLANAR ALLY (EL 16) . 
When Irae rsarran becomes truly concerned about the approach 
of the player characters, she casts planar ally and summons a 
nalfeshnee (demon) She strikes a deal with the creature to locate 
the party and slay or carry off at least one of the heroes. 

Because the nalfeshnee is quire intelligent and the nature of 
the spell (a calling) exposes it to the risk of real dea~, it does 
not rush headlong into combat with the heroes. Given a 
chance, it uses niter self or i11visibility to get clQSC and study 
the characters. lookll1g for a weakness or an opportunity to 
attack while the party is divided. When it decides the time is 
right, it uses its spell-like abilities to prepare for battle, 

j 
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attempting to summon addit ional demons and casting unholy 
aura before attacking. 

Since Irae is already heavily indebted to various demonic 
powers and does not wish to incur additional obligations, she 
does not do this more than once. 

cust of chur<icters 
The following significant characters are found in this adven
ture. This list is organized alphabetically by first name to help 
you reference a particular character quickly. 

.Alisannara Morcane: The high priestess of Szith Morcane, 
now a ghost. 

Cabrath Nelinderra: Drow cleric and second-in-command of 
Kiaransalee's cult in Maeri.mydra; !rae T'sa.rran's chief lieutenant. 

Chahir: Valupire sorcerer residing in the Dordrien Crypts. 
Chiirikk: Phasm belonging to the group known as the 

Hidden in the ruins of Maerimydra. ' 
Dessa aik-Morcane: A minor noble in Szith Morcane, now a 

prisoner. 
Dorina T'sarran: Vampire drow cleric of K.iaransalee who 

commands Szith Morcane; !rae T'sarran's daughter. 
Duneth Wharreil: Former Archmage of Maerimydra, now 

a siJveraitb under I rae T'sarran's dominion. 
Pih:aur: Drow wizard, Inverted T~wer student in Szith 

Morcane. 
PJenser: Draegloth torturer who serves Irae T'sarran in the 

Undying Temple. 
Ghindul: Kir-lanan leader at the Wailing Cliff. 
Glouroth: Shadow dragon at the Wailing Cliff. 
Gok'Uak: Grimlock barbarian dominated by the mind flayer 

O!!.thnorak in Vournoth's Mire. 
Guk: Goblin rogue, member of the Hidden in the ruins of 

Maerimydra. 
Hamadh the Unseen: Drow sbadowdancer, leader of the Hidden 

in Maerimydra. 
Ice: White dracolich, important ally of !rae T'sarrao in 

Castle Maerimydra. 

· Bncounter ·Numberincs 
For clarity, the eocounter areas in this adventure have 
been broken UJ? into.several discrete locales. For example, 
the. twenty locations descri&ed in and around the Dor
dricn Crypts are numbered Dl to 0'20. In order, the areas 
are designated: 

D Dordrien Crypts y Yrthak Cavern 
s Szirh Morcane v Vournoth's M ire 
N Naga Crawls M Maerimydr a 
L Lake of Shadows c Castle Maerimydra 
w Wailing Cliff u Undying Temple 

The descriptions for subrooms listed by letter }\'ithin 
the~ areas can be found i11 the text for the nearest main 
numbered room. 

I rae T'sarr~n: High Priestess of 'Kiaransalee in M,aerimydra 
and leader of the White Banshee's cult. She plans to raise an 
army of revenants to unleash on the surface world. 

Jhorganni: Drider cleric of KiaransaJee in Castle Maerimy
dra, one of Irae's important lieutenants. 

Karas: Divine seeker of Vhaeraon and member of the 
Hidden in the ruins of M acrimydra. 

Khumarr: Blackguard of Kiaran$alee, an important lieu
tenant of Irae T'sarran in Castle Maerimydra. 

Kurgoth Hellspawn: A half-fiend fire giant who conquered 
Maerimydra, aided by the treachery of Duneth Wharreil. 
Kurgoth's army still besieges Castle Maerimydra. Kurgoth has 
a fiendish war elephant companion named T-usk . 

Lady <ll!_aUem: A human ghost in the Dordrien Crypts. 
Laerekh: An important necromancer of K.iaransalee's cult 

in Castle Maerimydra. 
Laraia Dumian: An insane half-drow fang of Lolth, hiding 

near Szitb Morcane. ' 
Logala Thenduk: Drow wererat . rogue,. a member of ,the 

Hidden in Maerimydra. 
Maaa: A drow vampire assassin in Castle Maerimydra, the 

lover of Cabrath Nelinderra. 
Nobruzzal: A male drow wizard, student at the Inver ted 

Tower in Szith Morcane. 
Paelinn: Divin~ seeker of Kiaransalee, a resident of the 

Undying Temple. 
PhaiHul: Kir-lanan leader at the Wailing Cliff. 
<li!_thnorak: A mind flayer in Vournoth's Mire. 
Solom Ned'razak: Archmage of Sz.ith Morcanc and head of 

# the Inverted Tower. 
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Sshumath Daerindra: A drow half-dragon sorcerer in the 
Deep Wastes. 

Suaztam Mar-Shinn: Drow wizard, Head Student at the In
verted Tower in Szitb Morcane. 

Taharak: A drow ghost champion of K.iaraosalee. He rides a 
nightmare and leads an ethereal patrol in Maerimydra, the 
castle, and the Undying Temple. 

The Claw: A half-fiend kuo-toa cleric/assassin who rules the 
kuo-toa in the Lake of Shadows., 

Thull:: A bugbear fighter who bosses the siaves of Szith 
Morcanc. 

Tierak Morcane: -A drow priestess of Lolth in the Dordrien 
Crypts. She fled her home in Szith Morcane after the followers of 
K.iaransalee overthrew her House and flayed the other Lolth clerics. 

Tooman Thendrik: A drow cleric of Ghaunadar, the deity of 
slime and corruption. He maintains a secret shrine in Szith 
Morcane. 

Umaerh: A drow lich arcane devotee of Kiaransalee, found 
in the Undying Temple. 

Velaata and Velina 'J''sarran: Twin drow clerics of 
Kiaransalec, members of House T'sarran, and !rae's nieces. 
They answer to Dorina T'sarran in Szith Morca9e. 

Wisp: A half-drow rogue in Maerin1ydra, ·membct of the 
Hidden. 

Wyrruth: An ambassador from the City of Shade, guest in 
Castle Maerimydra. 

Yaahar: A medusa sorcerer who helps to defend the Undying 

~~k • 
Zedarr T'sarran: Blackguard of Kiaransa1ee, Dorina T'sarran's 

chief lieutenant in Szith Morcane, and !rae's son . 

•• 



D aggerdale has recently experienced a number of raids con· 
ducted by drow-not the drow resident in Cormanthor who 
make life so difficult in l'v,{istledale, but drow from t.he Under
dark. Hailing from a small drow outpost called Szith Morcane, 
these Underdark raiders are vicious, thoroughly evil, and sup
ported by ghastly undead troops. 

Szith Morcane lies in the upper Underdark, below an an
cient burial ground called the Dordrien Crypts. The forgotten 
folk of Dordrien, a town that once nestled in,the Dagger Hills, 
built a series of crypts in some natural limestone caverns 
nearby. Those caves connect to the Underdark in the vicinity 
of Szith Morcane, an outpost built a few centuries ago by drow 
from the deep realm of Maerin1ydra. While the drow of Maer· 
in1ydra also ruled Shadowdale, Szith Morcane served as a 
supply station for dtow operating on the surf:rce and a staging 
point for new drow incursions against the surface. Since 
humans rook back control of Sbadowdale, however, the drow 
of Szirh Morcane have shown little interest in the surface 
world. The folk oF nearby Daggerdale know of the crypts and 
believe they bouse an entrance to the Underdark, but they 
avoid the area, believing it haunted. 

A month ago, refugees from the destruction of Maerimy· 
dra arrived in Szith Morcane, led by a handful of surviving 
priestesses of Lolth. Unbeknownst to them, senTants of Irae 
rsarran had infiltrated the group. !rae's minions were in· 
structed to learn whether the priestesses of Lolth in Szith 
Morcane had lost their spells as those in Maerimydra had, ~nd 
if so, to usurp control of the entire colony. They quickly ac
complished these goals, and they now lead the drow of Szith 
Morcane in revived raids upon the surface. 

The residents of Daggerdale, suddenly exposed to drow 
raids stemming from the vicinity of the crypts, naturally 
suspect the rumored Underdark connection there. The 

• 
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"Character Hooks" section of the Introduction suggests ways 
to lead the characters into investigating. and the victims of 
the raids naturally point the characters toward the Dordrieo 
Crypts. 

Adventure sturt 
The player introduction presented here assumes that you set 
the beginning scenes of City of the Spider i1tl.ee11 in or around 
Daggerdale, and that your players respond to a request for as· 

, sistance from a local ruler with a good reputation. If you have 
decided to locate the drow outpost of Szith Morcane some
where else in Faenln, or if your players are not likely to inves
tigate the recent drow raids simply because they're asked to do 
so, you may need to set up your own starting scenario. 
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When you are ready to start the adventure, read or para
phrase the text below to the players: 

You have received an urgent summons to the hall of· Lord 
Randal Morn, ruler of Daggerdale. Randal Morn has gov· 
erned the war-torn dale for more than four years now. 
Under his wise guidance, much of the damage done by the 
decades-long Zhent occupation hall been repaired, and the 
folk of Daggerdale have begun to prosper again. The heroic 
story of Randal Morn's resistance against the Zhents and the 
rc~toration of his throne ll> WJdcly known throughout the 
Dalclands. 

The Lord of Daggerdale docs not stand on ceremony, 
and l1e personally greets you at the doors of his hall. Lead
ing you to a comfortable study lined with bookshelves, he 
calls for refreshments. "I thank you for coming so quickly," 
he begins. "I'd heard that your company was passing 
through the area, and you have a reputation as courageous 
problem-solvers. Well, I think [have a problem that needs 
solving. 

"Seven days ago., a baud of drow ra1ded several farms and 
freeholds about 10 mile:. south of here. A number of pt:ople 
were killed, and the marauder:. caused much danlage. Local 
militia tracked the drow band to the vicinity of an old set of 
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crypts on the western edge of the Dagger Hills. Rumor has 
it that tho:;e crypts conceal an entrance to the Underdark. 

"Three nights ago, the clrow raiders returned and caused 
even more damage. I think the time has come for some ex
perienced and capable adventurers to put a stop to these 
raids. We haven't had trouble with drow in Daggerdale for 
hundreds of years. and I have no idea what has stirred them 
up now. Can you help me?" 

Randal Morn knows of two raids. His soldiers have reported the 
deaths of ftfteen to twenty farmers in the affected area. Very 
little loot was carried away, and no captives were taken-the clrow 
seemed bent on mindless slaughter, which strikes the Lord of Dag
gerdale as unusually savage and pointless. The signs indicate that 
perhaps a dozen clrow on foot were responsible for the damage. 

Mercenary-minded characters might ask Randal Morn 
what's in it fot them. The Lord of Daggcrdalc is willing to pay 
5',000 gp if asked, and he promises to cover up to 5',000 gp 
worth of healing or other spells at the temple of Tyr in 
Dagger Falls if necessary. Randal Morn is not an especially 
wealthy lord, and if the characters press him for too much 
more than that. be tells them that he can't afford their serv
ices and that he'll have to call in some favors to get another 
company of adventurers to look into the raids. 

If the characters press Randal Morn for more Uiformation 
about the crypts, he tells them that they are rumored to be 
haunted, and be knows that the folk who live nearby give the 
place a wide berth. "But I've never looked Into it," be says. "No 
trouble has ever surfaced there before. I would round up some 
companions and go myself, ~utI have too many duties here." 

This is a good opportunity for the characters to make any 
last-minute preparations they wish before setting off. 
Randal Morn urges them to look into the situation before 
the drow launch another raid, but beyond that he is willing 
to provide lodging, mounts, porters, or other such·resources 
as requested. 

The D~rdrien C1ljpfs 
A little more than 10Juiles south of Dagger Falls lie the Dor
drien Crypts, on the desolate western edge of the Dagger Hills. 

A cart track ~unning from the town into the farmlands and 
wilds of southern Daggcrdale passes roughly 2 miles to the 
west of the crypts. From the road, a trail leads past several 
nearby homesteads (most of them recently burned or aban
doned, although some have been empty for many years) 
towar'd the entrance. Based on the directions Randal Morn pro
vides, the characters can fmd the place without difficulty. 

Until the latest raid, local goatherds often grazed their 
herds in the vicinity. The trail leads pasfthe crypts and up into 
the Dagger Hills, where the high summer pastures lie. It fi
nally peters out 5' miles farther east. 

The Dordrien Crypts consist of a passage carved into a hill
side, leading to three elaborate vaults carved from the rock. 
Two impressive stone mausoleums still stand outside the 
cr-ypts proper, their stonework crumbling and worn, and their 
doors hanging open in the wake of ancient tomb robbers. A 
handful of other mausoleums have not fared so well, and over 
many, many years, nearby homesteaders have hauled off most 
of the fallen stones to use in their own buildings. On sev~ral 
occasions, bandit groups have attempted to use the crypts as a 
hideout, but the depredations of Chahir and his minions (02) 
quickly drove the interlopers away. 

nord.rien c.rvpts Feutu.res 
Both the two freestanding mausoleums and the underground 
crypts share the following features, unless noted otherwise in a 
specific area description. 

Doors: The doors in the crypts are stone. They are neither 
' locked nor stuck. Standard doors are as follows: 

~Stone· Doors: 4 in. thick, hardness 8; hp 60; ·AC S; break 
DC28. 

Walls: Walls in the freestanding mausoleums (and their ex
terior walls) and the surface level of the crypts (Dl-D6) are 
superior masonry walls. 

~Superior Masonry Walls: 1 ft. thick, hardness 8; hp 90; 
AC 3; break DC 3S; Climb DC 20. 

Walls in the lower crypt level and the Underdark level 
(D7- D20) are unworked stone. , 
~Unworked Stone Walls: Minimum 5' ft. thick, hardness 8; hp 

900 (per 5' feet of thickness); AC 3; break DC 65'; Climb DC 20. 
Graves are carved into the walls of the crypt caverns 

The~ Lo.rds ,of nordrien 

The hold of Docdrien was founded in the shadow of the· 
Desertsmouth Mountains by a Jhaamdathan noble who led 
his ·people north ftom the coasts of what is now Sembia in 
the year -25'1 DR. He and his folk were survivors of the 
calamitous destruction of Jhaamdath i'l1 - 25'5' DR. 

On the western slopes o~ the Oagger Hills, the Dorclriei1 
lords raised a sizeable keep, which guarded a large and pros· 
perous town nearby. The realm nourished for a century Qr so 
and then failed, .weakened by ore raid~ from the mountains 
and the decline of its ruling family. Most of its folk drifted 
back to the more populous lands ncar thj: Sea of Fallen Stars, 
and the town was abandoned by -75' DR. 

II 

Very littJe is Jeff to indicate that an)' human settlement 
existed in the region prior to the rise of the Dalesfolk, hun
dreds of years later. The ~cathercd .foundations of Dordrien 
Keep lie 0)1 a barren hilltop 2 miles south of the crypts. The 
remnants of fieldstone walls and the skeletal shells of old 
farmhouses dot the nearby valley. The ruins of the town lie 
near the foot of tbe hill on which the keep stands. The~ rem
nartts consist of little more than a handful of crumbling 
walls overgrown with briars and brush. Adventurers have ex
plored the remains of both th'e keep and the town many 
times and found little'Of note . 

• 
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(D7- DH} Any given 10-foot section of wall holds four 
graves, ~me of them containing the bones of multiple bodies. 
A character willing ro step on the grave ledges can climb these 
walls as easily as climbing a ladder (no Climb check required). 

Three areas (the hall connecting the staircase with D7, the 
hall between D 7 and D8, and the east watl between D8 and 
D9) have hewn stone walls, where the builders of the crypts 
had to alter the natural cavern walls. 
~Hewn Stone Walls: Minimum 3 ft. thick, hardness 8; hp 

f40; AC 3; break DC fO; Climb DC 22. 
Floors: The floors on the surface level of the crypts 

(D1- D6) are all composed of relatively smooth flagstones. 
The floors in the crypt level (07- DH) are hewn from the 

natural cavern floors. They are relatively even but can be 
treacherous to run across. A character attempting to run or 
charge across these floors must make a successful Balance 
check (DC 10) or fall prone, halting all movem~nt . . 

The floors in the Underdark level (DH- D20) arc natural 
stone noors. Running and charging arc impossible on these 
surfaces, but no Climb checks are required to navigate them. 

Ceilings: Ceilings in the surface level crypts (D1-D6) are 8 
feet high and as smooth as the walls. The natural caverns on 
the crypt level (D7-Dl4) are 12 to H feet high, and .those on 
the Underdark level (DH-D20) are 14 to 18 feet high. The 
ceilings in all the natural caverns are unhewn and marked by 
the occasional stalactite. 

surfuce Level 
Before you, the trail winds past a low, rounded hill dotted 
with jutting boulders and dense briar patches. Sere grasses 
crown its barren slopes. Beyond this first rampart, a long 
chain of rugged hills stretches away to the south and the 
east-the Dagger Hills. The trail turns here and continues 
south, skirting the lower slopes. 

Two old, small. stone buildings stand here in the shadow 
of the hill The ruined shells of several more lie nearby, 
overgrown with tough brown grass. A niche has been cut in 
the hillside just past the surface buildings. Within it, a stone 
door stands closed in a masonry alcove. 

The crypts and mausoleums on the surface level are the resting 
places of the most important families and individuals from Dor
drien's short history: the noble families and founders of the barony. 
Common citizens \\"ere interred in the natural caverns below. 

D1~ L OOTED MAUSOLE.UM 

Great stone double doors bar the cntrancc to this ancient 
mausoleum. The doors or the lintel may once have borne 
an inscription or crest, but centuries of wind and rain have 
erased any such marking, just as they have slowly eroded 
the structure of the building itself, leaving cracked walls 
and crumbling mortar in their wake. 

The stone doors, though heavy, pivot easily to allow entrance 
to the mausoleum. If the char acters enter, read the following 
text: 

n . 

Though coated with dust, this large stone chamber has 
clcarly not lain undisturbed since its crafting. Human 
refuse is strewn around the room as if this place bad served 
as a campsite for more tl1an one group of travelers, bandits, 
or grave robbers. 

Four closed doors lead out of the chamber. 

Crypts A through Dare all the same. Read the following text 
when the characters enter one of them: 

A large stone sarcophagus rests in the center of this other
wise bare room. Unlike the outer chamber, this room shows 
no sign of habitation, and dust lies thick on the floor and 
on the carved lid of the stone coffin. 

A careful examination of any of these sarcophagi (Search DC 
22) reveals that the lids do not rest squarely on the coffins. 
Scratch marks are visible, suggesting that the Lids have been re
moved, probably with crowbars. Each heavy stone lid weighs 
about 600 pounds. Two strong characters can lift a lid off (two 
characters, each with Strength 18, can share a lid between 
them as a heavy load-see "Carrying Capacity" in Chapter 9 of 
the 'Pln)'er's Hnndb()()k), -Dr a character with merely average 
strength can slide a lid over (a character with 12 Strength can 
push 6fO·pounds)-but if a lid falls from the top of the coffm 
to the Ooor, it breaks. The corpses inside have decayed to bare 
skeletons-anything of value that was buried with them has 
either decomposed or been taken by grave robbers. 

0 '2. VAMPIRE M AUSOLEUM (EL 11) 
A single, massive, stone door bearing a weathered but still visible 
family crest marks the entrance to this crumbling mausoleum. 

The crest is.ancient and obscure, as well as hard to read The Knowl
edge (nobility and royalty) skill is of no help here, since the family 
is long extinct. With a successful Se:trch check (DC 18), a character 
can read the name "Chahir," written in the Thorass sc~ipt still 
used to write Common and other languages. A character who 
can read ancient Thorass, or who makes a successful Decipher 
Script check GJ)C 201 can also make out the words, "Together 
for Eternity." A successful Knowledge (Dalelands local) check 
(DC 30) reveals that the name Chahir was somehow connected 
with the vampires that plagued Daggerdale around 796 DR. 

The door to the mausoleum is stuck. Chahir and his minions 
have plastered over the top and sides of the door, leaving just 
the crack underneath it for them to eJ,ter and leave the mau
soleum in gaseous form. Characters can break the . door 
(Strength DC 28), enter in ethereal or gaseous form them
selves, or use teleportation magic to get in. If they enter the 
mausoleum, read the following text: 

Two ornately carved stone coffins lie side by side against 
the wall across from the door. Dust lies thick on the floor, 
and the air is deathly still. 

Any character .who makes a successful Spot check (DC 20) no
tices small amounts of dirt on the noor near each coffm, dark 
spots among the light-colored dust. 
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Creatures: Chahir, the ancient noble interred in this mau

soleum, is a vampire. He rests in the western sarcophagus, 
which bears his likeness on its lid. The eastern' sarcophagus is 
carved to reSemble his wife, also a vampire, who was destroyed 
in Daggerdale. Two would-be tomb robbers, now vampire 
spawn, lie together in the close quarters of her coffm. 

' Chahir is gaunt but very· handsome, despite the slightly 
feral cast to his features. He has thick black hair and almost 
beige skin, and he sports a neatly trimmed moustache and 
beard. He wears a fmc silk robe, fastened down the front with 
gem-studded buttons and embroidered with golden thread. 

The \'ampire spawn arc much rougher in appearance than 
Chahir. They are dressed in traveling clothes and generally 
filthy. Their stocky frames mark them as Dalcsfolk. 

~ '1 Chahir, Vampire Sorcerer: hp 66; see page 131. 
'! '1 Vampire Spawn (2.): hp 33, 29; sec Momter Ma11ttal. 
~ Tactics: If the characters made noise outside the mausoleum :-
~ (by trying to force open the door, for example), the vampires 

are ready (or them. All three arc in gaseous form: ready to seep 
~ out through cracks in their coffins. Chahir has already cast im
.t' pr()'IJed i11visibilit)' and mage armor on himself. 
~ When the characters arc inside (and in material form, if they en

-~ tered by becoming gaseous or ethereal! the two vampire spa\\11 ma-
........ .. terialize and attack, taunting their foes with the words, "Thought to 
~ rob the dead, did you? That's what we thought we'd do, too." 

Chahir, meanwhile, exits his coffin invisibly and takes up a 
position on top of it. He uses haste on himself, then peppers 
the party with light11i11g bolts for as long a~ he can. I f he can 
tell t hat one of the characters can see him, he uses his domi11a · 
1io11 power on that opponent. 

Treuure: Chahir has killed more than one traveler camping 
i11 Dl over the years, and he's taken a fair bit of loot from his 
victims. In addition to the items carried on his person, the 
treasure here includes sacks in his wife's coff m that contain 
4,8SO sp, 9SO gp, a garnet ring worth 140 gp, and a fmc emer· 
aid worth 800 gp. 

D3. CRYPT ENTRANCE 

Another large pair of stone doors is set into the hillside. 
These are flanked by a pair of columns cat·ved to resem
ble skeletal warriors in full plate armor, their visored 
helmets open to reveal their leering skulls. The doors are 
unadorned except for two stone handles, although gouge 
marks mdicate that heavy tools dealt some damage to 
the doors in the past. 

On the other side of the doors, a length of chain is wrapped 
around a Rair of inside hru1dles and joined with a good quality 
padlock. The break DC · for the doors is 24 because of the 
damage innicted by tomb robbers long ago. A character who 
can somehow get to the padlock securing the inside chain can 
open it with a successful Open Lock check (DC 30). Despite the 
likely suspicions of the cbaractcrs,.the pillars are just pillars. 

The doors open into a long, wide hallway that runs deep 
into the hillside. The only illumination comes from items the 
characters bring with them. While the outer doors arc open 
during the day, sunlight illuminates the ftrst H feet of the 
hallway. When the heroes get a look inside, read the following: 

Cbabir, Yampire Sor~erer 

A 10-foot wide hallway of stone runs back into the hillside 
as far as you can sec. Right 111 front of you, ftve dead drow, 
two female and three mak, lie 111 th~ mouth of the tunnel. 
They have been stripped of arms and armor, but each sttll 
wcars a black tabard emblazoned Wtth a silver spiderweb in
signia. The air here smells strongly of death. 

A cursory examination reveals that three of the dr ow died 
from wounds inflicted by small crossbow quarrels, which arc 
still lodged in their bodies. The other two seem to have been 
killed by blows f rom blunt weapons. 

A character with the Track feat who succeeds at a Wilder· 
ness Lore check (DC 22) can follow the tracks these drow 
made bad to the stairs that lead down to D7. A char acter with 
the Track feat who scours the area for additional tracks may 
attempt a Wilderness Lore check (DC 20) to determine that 
an additional dozen or s6. drow were present, and that they 
dragged away two bodies that fell ncar the others. 

The corpses are those of four drow sentries aop a spellguard 
from Szith Morcane, all Lolth-worshipers. Five days ago, they 
ned the outpost and made for the surface, hoping to fmd their 
way to a city where Lolth still held sway. If questioned via a 
speak 1vi1h dead spell, some of the~r likely responses include: 

liTho killed you? "Followers of the White Banshee." 
liTho is the White Bamhee? "Kiaransalee." 
IYhere did you come frum? "Szith Morcane." 
Where is Szilb Morcarre? "Below the old human crypts." 

•• 
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Why 1vt:rt: you killed? "Because we followed the Spider 

O!!een." , 
These drow don't know much about how or why the 

Kiaransaleen came to Szith Morcane. If carefully·questioned, 
they reveal that the worshipers of Kiaransalee now hold sway 
in Szith Morcane, and that most Lolth-worshipel:S have been 
driven off or killed. If questioned about Szith Morcane, they 
state that it is home to about 15'0 drow, most of them com
moners of little standing, and about 80 slaves. 

The killers of these drow removed all their valuables, so 
nothing remains here to loot. · 

D4. EMPTY FAMILY VAULT 

This wide hallway extends about 40 feet into the darkness 
before ending in what looks like a small crypt, though 
there is no sarcophagus. Two alcoves branch off from each 
side of the hall. These are also apparently empty, except for 
a thick coating of dust. 

This vault was built for a family that never bad the opportu· 
nity to use it because Dordrien fell before they could be buried 
here. All five crypt areas are as empty as they appear~ 

Dr. l 1-.1TACT FAMILY VAULT (EL 11) 
The door here was obviously once plastered shut, but the 
wide crack in the plaster surrounding it indicates that it has 
since been broken open. The door is now closed. 

Several tomb robbers have tried their hands at stealing the • 
riches from this vault, so (ar without success. A character who 
makes a successful Search check (DC 20; a dwarrs stonecun
ning bonus counts) while examining the plaster sees clear 
marks from a chiseL 

On the other side of the door, in the hall leading to the 
crypt proper, the ancient builders placed a potent trap to dis
courage thieves-a greater glyph of 1varding. Anyone who 
moves more than r feet into the room without speaking the 
pass phrase (a long-forgotten word) or disarming the glypb sets 
of( the trap. 

-1 Su,,o, Mot~sler P'I Glyph: CR 11; two celestial dire 
lions; Search DC 31; Disable Device DC 31; resets after 24 
hours. 

Read the text below if the trap goes off: 

On the floor at the threshold of the crypt, a dangerous
looking glyph suddenly becomcl> visible and flashes bright 
blue. With a peal of thunder, two bright-golden lions 
appear, roaring with anger! 

Beyond the glowing lions stand several stone sar
cophagi-at least four, probably more. 

These creatures are celestial dire lions with orders to attack all 
those who enter the vault. The lions remai11 for only 12 rounds 
before the smnmo1r monster VI spell ends, returning them to 
their celestial home. 

Creaturea: If summoned, the celestial dire li<?nS defend this 
room ferociously, but they do not pursue intruders who nee 

farther than 30 feet outside the door. Since the glyph's activa
tion probably signals the begi11ning of combat in t~. room, 
and summoned monsters can act on the round they appear, the 
lions are likely to surprise anyone who unwittingly triggers the 
greater glypb of 1vardi1rg. 

_, Summoned Celestial Dire Lions (2): hp 66, 1:.7; acid J'e
sistance U, cold resistance is, DR r/+2, electricity resistance 
H, SR 16; Int 3; see Dire Lion in Momter Ma11ua/. 

Treuure: One of the bodies in this tomb wears a silver neck
lace set with moonstones, worth 600 gp. Another wears a gold 
ring set with a black pearl, worth 900 gp. In addition, the 
moldering skeleton in the center coffin (:~; minor diuid in life) 
holds a +1 shocking shortspear and a 'lvmrd of neutralize poiso11 
with 6 charges left. It wears a gold tore worth 3SO gp. 

. D6. SEALED F AMILY V AULT (EL 
. VARIABLE) 

The door to this vault is sti ll plastered shut (break DC 28) be
cause the trap it bears has killed every robber who has at· 
tempted to opeH it. Since this trap amuses the drow, they take 
care to remove corpses from the area befo~e the door, so as not 
to generate suspicion in newcomers. 

Trap (EL 8): The door to the vault is trapped with a slay 
living spell, which goes off when someone touches the door. 
Any attempt to break the door down also triggers the trap. 

-1' SUy L;.,;,, Trap: CR 7; death; Fortitude DC 17 for 
3d6+13; Search DC 30; Disable Device DC 30. 

If the characters get past the trap and through the door, 
read the following text: 

This vault's most prominent feature is a large stone statue 
of a regal-looking woman dressed in a long, elegant gown. 
Her pose is commanding, and her presence is imposing 
even in stone as she stares in1periously toward the door. 
Two doors behind her and two doors flanking her lead out 
from this antechamber. 

Still another threat wards this vault of the O!!allem family
the ghost of Lady O!!allem, head of the family. 

Creature (EL 9): The gl)ost of L1dy O!!allem sleeps rest
lessly in this tomb, unable to pass out of this world until her 
last descenda11t's body iS found and buried here beside her (a 
task beyond the scope of this adventure). Though she was not 
exceptionally powerful in life (an 8th-level aristocrat), Lady 
O!!allem is a fearsome foe in undeath, particularly since she 
can animate the staru·e that bears her likeness. 

_, Lady <lltallem, Ghost Ari8: hp 49; see page 131. 
Tactica: Lady O!!allem reacts to the characters invading her 

tomb by first moving to the statue in the center of the !OOm 
to animate it. If any characters are ethereal or can see her in 
her ethereal form, they are immediately subject to her horrific 
appearance special attack. Sl1e then animates the statue and, 
through it, verbally challenges the intruders and warns them 
to depart. She speaks Thorass, or Old Common, which is unin
telligible to modern speakers of Common. 

If the intruders fail to leave, she fiJ'st emerges from the 
statue and manifests, subjecting them all to be1= horrific aJ?· 
pearance, then.uses her corrupting gaze to weaken them. After 
that, she returns to the statue and fights the intruders physi· 
cally as long as the statue holds up. 

:--

• 
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Treasure: The northwestern crypt holds the body of 
Lady <2!!_allem's eccentric son, a wizard of 
59me small ability. The corp;e wears a 
gold pectoral worth 45'0 gp and a ring of 
protection + 2. If either item is removed, 
a magic "mouth spell on the corpse 
causes' it to say, in Thorass: 'Whom
soever despoils my tomb will be de
voured by demons seven days hence!" 
The curse has no real power, but it 
might alarm would-be tomb robbers. 

c.cypt Level 
=:; This level consists of natural caverns 
~ used by the people of Dordrien for or
~ dinary burials. Graves are cut into the 
~ cavern walls like shelves in a pantry, and 
~ the bodies unceremoniously piled within 

them have little if any adornment. This 
arrangement proves convenient for the ~ 
maurezhi (detailed in Appendix 1)-a 1., ';;::!. 

~ demon that enjoys eating human f 
.j bones. / !_, ,.~c>o~ 
- The maurezhi lairs in cavern D14 
~ but frequently wanders the other cav
..!! erns to gnaw old bones. The bebiliths in ;:::: 

DlO keep it from bothering the drow 

., 
The people of Dordrien di.dn't blfl'y 

commoners with any worldly pos
sessions, least of all valuable 
treasw·es. The graves here are 
unremarkable except for the 
yl:lloW' mold that infests many 

of them. 
The ball between this cavern 

and D8 is hewn stone. The natural 
tunnel connecting the two caves 
was too small for human use; so 
the builders of the crypts widened 
it. 

Trap: Yellow mold grows in 
many of the ·graves cut into 
the walls of this cavern. If 
one of the graves is disturbed, 
there is a 40% "chance that 

the ydlow mold within bu~sts 
forth in a cloud of poisonous 

spores. (S·ee Chapter 4 of the 
1JUNCEON MASTER's Guide for 
more . information about yellow 
mold.) 

-?Yellow Mold: CR 6; 10-ft. 
cloud of poisonous spores (ld6 

Con/2d6 Con); Fort DC 15' resists. 

who currently live in the caverns beyond, . Latly.Jls1111,,, lbost 
but it has killed two other dr9w-a powerful cleric 

D8. G REAT CRYPT C AVERN 
(EL V A:RIABLE) 

of Lolth and, most recently, a male fighter sent to scout tlre 
caverns.-and consumed their identities. 

While the characters explore the crypt level, the maurezhi 
spies on them in the guise of a male human rogue it consumed 
some years ago. It uses its i1zvisibiiity to remain out of sight. 
Allow characters Spot checks to detect the demon onJy if they 
are actively looking around. 

If one character splits off from the rest of the party at .any 
point while the characters ate in the crypt level, the maurezhi 
attacks the lone ch~racter, hoping to add another identity to 
its repertoire. If it overcomes its target, it retreats to its lair 
(D14) for a feast. In DB, it pauses for 2 rounds to animate 
'twelve of the skeletons there. The animated skeletons ca1i 
serve as an early warning if pursuers arrive. 

If the maurezhi manag.es to consume the PC, it assumes 
the dead character's identity, dons his or her gear, and then 
joins the party. Wirh access to the character's memories and 
potentially some of his or Jier skills and feats, the maur~zhi 
should be iible to p~11 off its deception for a ·time. While so 
disguised; it seeks oppo1:tunities to kill and consume other 
characters. 

-, Maurezhi: hp 5'9; see page 132. 

D? MOLDY CRYPT CAVERN (EL 6) 
A hallway of worked stone extends some 20 feet from the 
base of the stairs, then opens into what appears to be a nat
ural cavern. Graves arc hollowed out from tlte walls of this 
cave, and some jw11bles of bone are visible within. 

A marble statue in the center of this large cavern depicts a 
gaunt, alien-looking creature with bulbous eyes, an insect's 
mandibles, and au elongated oval head. More graves are 
carved into the stone walls all arow1d. 

The statue represents the deity J ergal, guardian of tombs. The 
yellow n1old from D7 has t)ot spread into this cave. 

The west wall of the passage leading from this cave to D9 is 
hewn stone. Like the passage betw.een D7 and DS, this corridor 
was widened for human use. 

Trap (EL 6): The statue of Jergal animates (as a Huge an
imated object. with speed 30 feet and hardness 8) only if 
someone 'uses animate dead, creale tmdead, or create greater 
utJdead within this cavern. If that occurs, it attacks the 
caster w1til it is destroyed or the offender either dies or 
leaves the chamber. 

·?.Animate O!Jject Trap: CR. 6; a11imate object.; Search DC 
31; Disable Device DC 31; resets automatically. 

"Huge Animated Obj~ct: bp 44; see Momter Mmmal. 

D9. NARROW CAVERN (EL J-0) 
A barely noticeable bulge in the tunnel is marked by 
more graves carved into the wall. Here they line only the 
east side. 

The narrow space between caverns 8 and 9 restricts t;he graves 
to one wall. 

Creature: A roper hides (Hide modifier + 18) near the western 

'· 
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wall at the north end of the cave, blending into the natural stone 
wall. The _roper is accustomed to sharing its home with the drow, 
and it normally allows groups of them to pass unaccosted. If it· 
appears that a drow accompanies the party, it questions that indi· 
vidual (m Undercommon) about his or her business and the pres· 
ence of any nondrow. If the drow character makeS a plausible 
reply and succeeds at a Bluff check, the roper lets the party pass. 
If no drow is present, the roper attacks without conversation. 

'J R.oper: ftp 70; see Monster Manual. 
Treasure: A small hollow beneath the roper's base contains 

a handful of gems: a 300-gp blue spwel, two tourmalines worth 
80 gp and 120 gp, and three rose quartz stones worth 20 gp 
each. Gems are the only kind of treasure the monster values. 

D10. BEBILITH N EST (EL 11) 
The entrance to this cavern is covered with an illusory 1vall 
placed here by the drow of Szith Morcane years. ago to protect 
their hiding place. It is crafted to blend perfectly with the 
stone walls on either side. A creature un'der a true seei11g effect 
sees right through the figment, and touching or probing the 
wall immediately reveals th:it it is not real. 

The read-aloud text below assumes that the bebiliths are 
aware of the party's approach. They can hear any ordinary 
nois~ outside the cavern, such as fighters walking past in 
armor or conversation about the illusory wall. If the charac
ters are completely silent, they find the two demons crawling 
in their webs on the walls of the room. 

Two enormous spiderlike creatures stand at the ready in this 
small cavern. One hangs back, near the exit at the far end, but 
tlte other ad\'ances menacingly, making a loud clicking noise 
as it comes. More graves are cut into the walls of this chamber. 

.. 
Before the arrival of the refugees from Maerimyrtra, thes.e 
three caverns (D10-D12) served the Szith Morcane drow as a 
secret hiding place. They_ used this area to stage ambushes on 
any surface-dwellers foolish enough to follow them into the 
crypts after a raid, and they kept supplies hidden ' here as well. 

When the followers of I rae Tsarran too~ over Sziih Morcaue, 
they transformed most of the nobles and priestesses of House Mor-
cane )nto quth·marens, but a f~w escaped, fleeing into these con· 
cealed tmmels. The TSa.rran drow, not knowing about this hiding 
place, believe that the refugees have either died or fled to tlte sur
f ac~. The remaining arow of Szith Morcane have so far cl1osen not 
ro reveal the existence of these tunnels to their new masters. 

Creatures: Two bebiliths serve as watchdogs for the drow ~ 
priestess and Iter retinue who hide in D12. The clicku1g sounds ~ 

they make ut battle. serve to alert the araneas in Dll, which in ~ 
turn notify the drow of an intrusion before moving into posi· ... ~ 
tioti to defend their cavern. The araneas do not aid the be- ~ 
bilitbs in any way. Allow.any character who is keeputg an eye 
on the exit a Spot check (DC 19) to notice an aranea watching 
the battle' for a few rounds. 

'J Bebiliths (?.): hp 104, 89; see Monster Mameal. 
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D1l. SPIDER W ARDERS (EL 10) 
Use this text if the spider warder araneas in this cave know 
t)lat the characters are appr~aching-for example, if they 
beard the characters fighting with the bebiliths. 

A white-haired, dark-skinned woman sits crumpled against 
the north wall, sobbing quietly. More graves line the 
cavern walls all around 

Should the characters somehow maJlage to enter this cavern 
withgut alerting the araneas, they simply see both creatures in 
their natural form, resembling Large monstrous spiders. 

Creatures: Two 'aranea rangers, devout worshipers of Lolth, 
guard this area. They are sworn to protect the drow in Dl'l.. 
The araneas ha.ve no love for the bebiliths, so they do not enter 
DlO to help the demons fight. 
~Spider Warders, Aranea Rangers ('2): hp 69, 62; see page 

132. 
Tactics: Assuming that the araneas h.ear tHe combat be

tween the characters and the bebiliths before the party enters 
their cave, they spread webbing behind the illusory 1vail lead
ing to Dl2, then assume an ambush position. One aranea, in 
spider for m, crouches on the wall just above the cavern en
trance, while the other huddles against the north wall in hu
manoid form (appearing as a drow female), feigning sobs as 
described above. 

When the characters enter the cavern, the aranea in spider 
form first casts a web across the entrance (from DlO) to seal 
off the party's escape, then attacks by casting a web at one of 
the characters. If possible, it. chooses a lightly armored charac- ' 
ter such as a rogue or ranger. The other aranea remains u1 hu
manoid form, first drawing the characters into the cave with 
its "damsel in distress" act, then using spells and weapons to 
both battle the PCs and support its companion. 

Treasure: In addition to their gear, the two araneas have the 
following items wrapped in webbing in their nests: 402 gp, 
moonstone (40 gp), golden yellow topaz (400 gp), bloodstone 
(20 gp), black opal (800 gp), and a mighty composite shortbow 
(+2 Str bonus). Each cache of webbing has 6 hit points and 
takes double damag~ from fire. · 

Trap: The entrance to Dl2 is covered by ·another illusory 
1vail, which forms a false back to the Dll cavern. Assuming 
that the araneas had advance warning of the characters' ap
proach, a sheet of webbing lies just behind this iiltuory 1vali. A 
character who walks through the iitusory wail while the web
bing is there risks becoming entangled as .if the ru·anea had cast 
the web at the character. Only one character can become en
tangled in this manner. 

To the .distinct advantage of the characters, the web trap 
also preveuts the drow ill Dl2 from becoming involved in the 
fight with the araneas. 

.;'Web Trap: CR included in aranea's CR; entanglement; 
Reflex DC 20 avoids; Search DC 20; Will DC 16 disbelief for 
illruo,.y ?((ail; the web has 6 hp anp takes double damage from 
ftre, but it can't be removed with a Disable Device check. 

An entangled character. takes a -2 penalty on attack rolls 
and a -4 penalty to Dexterity, and he or she cannot move, An 
entangled spellcaster must make a successful Conceqtration 
check tDC H ) to cast a spell. 
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.D12. S~IDER-KISSER HIDEOUT (EL 12) 
The drow in this ca.vern probably know of the characters' ap
proach, either because the ara11eas in Dll warned them while 
the characters were fighting the bebiliths in DlO, or because 
they heard the party fighting the araneas. Assuming that the 
drow are aware of a threat, they reatly themselves for battle 
(see below) and immediately attack when the characters enter. 

When the characters have time to look ru·ouod, they dis
cover that there is little to see-a long tunnel slopes ahead and 
down into another crypt cavern, though only a few graves 
have been dug into the walls here. · 

Creatures: Four drow-the sole surviving priestess of Lolth 
from House Mo'rcane, her two bodyguards, -and a loyal spell
guard wizard-have made an uneasy camp here to hide them
selves from the new regime in Szith Morcane. UnwiJling to 
venture t~ close to the surface, these drow lurk in this well
concealed cavern, plotting revenge against the minions of the 
drow deity of vengeance. • 

Tierak Morcane, the priestess of Lolths is a striking drow 
woman with a permanent scowl but an almost tangible aura of 
authority. She wears a fine mithral shirt and carries a spider· 
shaped dagger at her belt. Each of her noble guards wears the 
livery of House Morcane-a deep purple tabard with crossed 

·rapiers beneath an image of a black wldow spider-over his 
mitlu·al shirt. The' spellguard is clad in a deep purple tunic and 
black breeches. His clothing has no insignia of any kind. He 
wears a rapier at his belt, b.ut he hasn'hlrawn it from its scab
bard in a hundred years. 

'J Tieralc Morcane: hp 3S; see page 133. 
'J Szith Morcane Noble Guards (2): hp 66, 6S; see page 133. 
'JSzith' Morcane Spellguard: hp 19 (43 temporary); see 

page lB. 
Tactics: When the drow become awru·e of the characters' 

impending arrival, the two noble guards take up positions just 
inside the entrance and attack characters as they come 
through the illusory 1vali. If a character becomes entangled in 
the araneas' web trap, one drow gleefully attacks the entangled 
character while the other waits for the next intruder to enter. 

The spellguard prepares for combat by casting see itrvisibil
ity and stoneskin, pins mage armor from his scrolL In the ftrst 
round of combat, he casts haste and then ice storm. In the fol
lowi.tig rounds he uses lightning bolt indiscriminately (the death 
of Tierak Morcane would cause him no great grief). H e also 
uses web to entangle troublesome foes. If his baste spell (dura
tion 7 rounds) rul1S out before combat ends, he quaffs his 
potion of haste to maintain his increased rate of spellcasting. 

Tierak Morcane is painfully hampered in this battle by the 
lack of her clerical spells. She uses her 1va11d of sea,.ing light 
conservat ively, since she knows that when its charges run out, 
she will have no more magic. She tries to stay out of melee, 
using the ievitatio11 power of· her dr01v house i11Sig11ia as needed 
to avoid combat on the ground. , 

Treasure: In addition to the incidental treasure m6st drow 
characters carry (see Drow l\1J>Cs sidebar, page 132), Tierak 
carried away a small cache of loot and supplies whell she fled 
Szith Morcane. At the western end of the room ue five small 
casks of pickled rotM sausage, four sacks of mushroom flour, 
and two kegs of mushroom ale-enough supplies to ,Provision 
this party of drow for another tenday or so. Alongside the sup
plies is a locked iron strongbox (Open Lock DC 30), the key to 
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which is in Tierak's possession. Inside the strongbox arc 35"0 gp, 
110 pp, al1d a fine silver ser vice. The ewer is worth 130 gp, and 
each of the four cups is worth 30 gp. 

Development: If Tierak and her followers survive one 
attack from -surface dwellers; they decide to hide elsewhere 
until the followiJJg night, then slip out of the crypts and make 
for Cor mail thor. Thus, this room is empty the second time the 
characters visit .. 

• 
D13. R ESTLESS CRYIT_CAVERN (EL 0) 

No unusual features mark this cavern, beyond the graves 
carved into the walls all around. 

This cavern is unexceptional unless the maurezhi has created a 
diversion here. 

Creat ures: If the maurezhi has killed a ~haracter and 
retreated to its lair to consume the corpse, it has left a 
dozen animated skeletons in this room, ·both to slow down 
pursuers and to give him early warning of their impend· 
ing arrival. The skeletons are not a significant challenge 
for the party (a lOth-level' good cleric can't help hut de
stroy them all with a si11gle turning check), so. do not 
award experience for defeatjng them. 

"'Skeletons (12): hp 6 each; see Monster Manual. 

D14. M AUREZHI NEST (EL 11) 
The reek of death hangs thick in the air, replacing the dry 
odor of the ancient graves with a more pungent and nause· 
ating stench. No graves line these walls, but Loose piles of 
gear-a breastplate and greataxe here, a large shield and 
chain shirt there-litter the cavern floor. 

If the maurezhi is in the process of consuming a character's 
corpse, read the followu1g text: 

Your compa11ion's corpse also lies on the floor of this foul 
cavern. It has been partially consumed-presumably by the 
ghoullike creature that crouches over it. An almost palpable 
energy crackles between the creature and the body, as if the 
thing were feeding not only on the flesh but also 011 the spirit 
of your friend. 

Creature: If the maurezhi has not yet killed a ~haracter, it 
crouc!ies, invisible, in the crevices of the cavern. 

"' Maurezhi: hp 5"9; see page 132. 
Tactics: If tire characters don't detect the maurez.hi, it 

remains ·in hiding until they start looting its treasure. 
OllCe it decides to eJHer combat, it first uses blM on itself 
for protection, then summons ld4 ghouls to distract the 
party. Next it uses hold person andfear to thin down the 
party's ranks and drive off dangerous fighters. When it 
fee ls it . has evened the odds, it emerges from hiding and 
attacks, trying to use the ghouls (if any remain) to get 
flanking bonuses. The maurezhi seeks to paralyze as many 
chafacters as possible so that it can consume them at its 
leisure. 

The maurezhi's death1vatch ability allo~ws it ~o see when its 
foes are dyu1g. It goes to great lengths to reach dying characters 
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and use its death knell ability to suck out their life energy for 
its own use. "-

Tre~sure: Five distiJ1Ct piles of gear can be found in this 
room, one for each victim the maurezhi has consumed. 

Male Human Rogue: +1 studded leather· arm~, +1 buckler, 
masterwork rapier. · .. 

Male Vro1v Fighter: +i mithral shirt, large steel shield,. 
+1 r·apier. 

Female Hmna11 Barbariatr: Masterwork breastplate, mas-
terwork greataxe. · 

• I 
Male Gno/1 Ratrger·: +1 studded le_ather armor, masterwork 

battleaxe, mast'erwork handaxe, masterwork mighty composite 
longbow (+4 Str bonus), quiver with '2.0 arrows. 

Female Vr01v Cleric: +1 elven chaimnail, +1 large steel 
sbield? masterwork dagger, +1 cloak of resista11ce. 

underdo.'rk Level 
The people of Dordrien used these natural caverns for 
their crypts because the Location was convenient, but the 
Underdark conne.ction posed continuing problems. For 
many years, the Dordrien people successfully used magic· to 
prevent Underdark creatures from enter ing the crypts, but 
those defenses crumbled after Dordrien itself was aban· 
doned. 

The Uhderdark level of the crypts provided ready access to 
the surface when the drow of Szitb Morca11e began actively 
raiding the surface centuries ago. When the drow retreated to 
a less aggressive stance, they themselves sealed off the connec
tion to the crypts. Recently, ho~ever, Szith Morcane's new 
leadership has reopened the connection to facilitate renewed 
raids upon the sur.face world. 

D15'. U PPER O UTPOST (El: 8) 
The tunnel widens into a cavern, its entrance marked by 
scattered rubble on the ground. A masonry wall formerly 
sealed the end of this tunnel, hut it seems to have recently 
been removed. In the cavern beyond the doorway, a large 
hole in the floor leads to a passage sloping steeply down. 

During Szith MorcaJJefs retreat from the outside world, a 
wall of stone blocked this cavern off from the crypts above. 
When Irae T'sarran's followers t0ok control of the city aud 
began leading raids to the surface again, they chipped 
through the wall, but its edges are still visible (Search DC 
10) 31·ound the walls, floor, a11d ceiling of the tunnel. The 
dro~ carted away most of the rubble and <jumped it into the 
chasm (S'l), but they were not thorough, so some r!Jbble 
remains. 

Creatures: Two drow sentries and a Large wraith spider 
watch the upper reaches of Szith Morcane. 

The sentries crouch by the old wall at the entrance to 
Dlr. They can see as far as point X on t he map, where the 
corridor ben~s ~way. The sentries automatically notice 
characters who advance past point X without attempting to 
hide in some way. They also notice if any illumination falls 
on the hallw~y at point X, so a party carrying sunrods 
alerts the sentries in this area as soon as a sunrod comes 
within 30 feet of point X. 
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T.he wraitl{ spider lurks in the shadows by the hole leading 
down to D16. With its tremors!!nse, it can dete~t the approach 
qf any character who traverses point X on the map. The mon
ster has been· commanded to stay i11 tl1is chamber and alert the 
sentries to the approach of any creature, then attack all 
nondrow "entering the room. 

For the purpose of this encounter, assume that tl1e 
guards take 10 on their Listen and Spot checks and apply a 
-r penalty for inattention. Each then has a Listen check 
result of 9, which lets him hear people talking 90 feet up 
the t.unnel. 

.,Szith Morcane Sentries (2): hp 37, 31; see page 134. 
~Large Wraith Spider: hp 33; see Appendix 1. 
Tactics: If they remain unaware of the PCs' approach, the 

sentries are sitting on the cavern floor near the south wall 
when the characters enter, with their weapons close at hru1d. 

If the sentries detect the heroes' approach, they use the 
renmants of the wall for roo~ cover 'and engage the intruders 
with missile weapons for as long as possible. The' wraith spider 
skitters out and attacks. These drow are more interested in self
preservation than in story. They use their potiom of cure light 
111ounds when wounded and flee when the situation looks hope
less, l1urtling down the tunnel toward the guard post at the top 
of Szith Morcane proper (S1). 

D 16. D ESCENT 
Since this tunnel slopes precipitously u1to the depths, a certain 
amount of agility is requ4'ed for anyone w~o is not flying to 
negotiate it. The slope at the·top of the tunnel is too steep to 
walk up or down, so a succe~ful Clllnb check (DC 0) is needed 
to traverse it. 

A character attempting to move at full speed down the 
tunnel must make a successful Balance check (DC 10) or fall 
proM, ending all movement. Rumung and charging are impos· 
sible here, just as they are in the rest of the Underda.rk level. 

Dl7. W AL-L OF S TONE 

The tunnel ends abruptly in a wall of hewn granite that 
looks rather out of place among these natural tunnels. A 
hole gapes in the tunnel floor in front of the wall, and a 
large iron ring is set securely into the floor a couple of feet 
from the lip of the hole. 

When Szith Morcane was c!osed off from the surface, the hole 
here was sealed with the same thick spider webbing that con
nects the caverns of·Szith Morcane, and the driders from D20. 
ruled this area of caverns. When the Tsarran drow decided to 
use the opper caverns again, they opened the webbing seal and 
used a 1ua// of stone to trap the driders in their own caves. A 
successful Search check (DC 12) allows a character to fu1d 
scraps of charred webbu1g around the openu1g in the floor. The 
~on ru1g was sunk into the stone to provide an anchormg 
point for, the rope of climbi11g kep~ u1 S1; if that rope is taken, 
the drow tie a normal Jmotted rope here and leave it in place. 

'IY•/1 of Sto,e: 3 in. thlck, hardness 10; hp 60 per r-foot 
square; AC 3; break DC 26; Climb DC 22. 

The hole in the floor leads down to Sl on the Siith Mor· 
cane n1'ap. The floor of Sl is about 20 feet below the level of 
this tunnel. 

D1.8. NEST OF SPIDERS (EL 6) 
Gigantic tangles of webbing, encrusted with dust and 
rubble, fill this large cavern. An enormous spider's head 
protrudes from one of the trutgles, as if the creature were 
using it for a nest. 

The tangles are shelters for the spiders that live in this cavern. 
Creatures: Two Huge monstrous spiders lair in this cave. 

Su1ce the drow sealed them i.n their caverns, constraining their 
huntmg range, the spiders have been slowly going hungry, 
though so far they are suffering none of the ill effeGts of star
vation. They have eaten all the smaller spiders that used to 
dwell u1 D19 and D20, and they have even managed to kill one 
df'ider. l'hey are still ravenously hungry, however, so they 
attack the party without hesitation. 

These are bunting spiders, so they cannot use webs agaiJ1st 
opponents. 

_,Huge Monstrous Spiders (2):. hp Y6, 51; see Mo,jter 
Manual. 

D19. ALCOVE 

Webs hang u1 dusty tatters from the ceillltg and walls of 
this small cavern, but nothiJJg moves anywhere within. 

This small cave used to be the nest of Geluntless Tiny and Small 
monstrous spiders. In the last montlt, si11ce these caverns were 
sealed off, tltese spiders have all bCcome meals for the Huge 

' spiders in D18 and the driders ut D20. . . 

D20. THE B ANISHED (EL 10) 

The acrid, sulfurous odor that fills this cavern probably 
emanates from a heap of filth in the far southwest comer. 
Two large forms shaped like bloated spiders creep slowly 
along the walls and ceilmg. 

Two driders lair in this cavern, which they have warded with a 
spiked pit trap near the entrance., · 

Trap: These drider sorcerers used a scroll of illusory 1va/l 
captured from a slain drow to create a pit trap near the en
trance to their lair. An illusory 111all that looks just like the 
floor covers the pit, and its location is not marked lll any 
way-the driders rely on memory to avoid their own trap. 

-/'Spiked Pit Trap (60ft. deep): CR r; no attack roll neces
sary (6d6), +10 melee (ld4 spikes for ld4+S points of damage 
per successful hit); Reflex DC 10 avoids; Will DC 16 disbelief 
for iilMory ·wall; Search DC 20; Disable Device DC 10. 

Creatur-es: Outcast fro1'U drow society, the two dJ·iders that 
lair here have not ve11tured far from home. Though they are 
sworn enemies of the drow who cast them out, t.)le driders are 
smart enough to refra.in from any assaults on· Szith Morcane. 
These two driders are sorcerers; the Huge spiders u1 D18 re
cently kille9 their cleric compattion. 

., Driders (2): hp 43, 33; see Momter Manlltl/. 
Sorcerer' Spells Known (6/7/6/4; save DC 13 + spell level): 

0-daze, detect magic, disrupt undead,flare, open/cfose, read 
magic, reshtance; 1st- mage armor, magic missile, shield, true 
strike~· '2nd-blur, Melj's acid arrow; 3rd-lightning bolt. 
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Treasure: The filth heap in the southwest corner contains 
the driders' collected trea!(ure: 70 pp, 800 gp, a potiotr of jump, 
a scroll of greater magic 1veapot1, locate object, and kt~ock, and 
another scroll of bumi11g hands, displacement, ·and mitror 
image. The scrolls and potion are sealed in waterproof tubes to 
protect them from the refuse in which they ar e embedded. 

A character searching through the filth for treasure risks 
contracting blinding sickness. If the character washes thor
oughly wit~ 1 minute after searching the pile and cleans any 
treasure recovered from it before handling it fu rther, there is 
no risk of infection. Otherwise, the character must make a 
Fortitude save (DC 16) to avoid contracting the disease. Blind
ing sickness is described in Chapter 3 of the V UNGEON 

MASTER's Guide. 

szith Mo.ccune 
The drow settlement of Szith Morcane has lain beneath the 
Dordrien Crypts for centuries. Founded in 804 DR as an out
post of Maerimydra when that city also ruled Shadowdale, 
8zith Morcane served as a supply station for drow operating 
on the surface and a staging point for occasional raids into 
Daggerdale. With the flight of the drow from ShadO\v.dalc, the 
inhabitants of Szith Morcane lost interest in the surface world 
until the recent arrival of refugees from Maerimydra. 

szith Morco.ne Features 
8zith Morcane was built inside- a complex of caverns, all of 
which open out into a va~t chasm that penetrates deep into the 
earth (see 82). The caverns of 8zith Morcane aU share the fol- • 
lowing featu res unless noted otherwise. 

Doors: T he doors in Szith Morcane are stone. Standard 
doors are as f.ollows: 

~Stone Doors: 4 in. thick, hard11ess 8; hp 60; ACS; break 
DC28. \ 

Walls: Walls in most of 8zitl1 Morcane are hewn stone. 
~Hewn Stone Walls: Minimum 3ft. thick, hardness 8; bp 

r40; AC 3; break DC fO; Climb DC 22. 
Walls in natural cavern areas (812, ·828, S30-S3.2) are on-

worked stone. · 
~Unworked Stone Walls: Minimum f ft. thick, hardness 

8; hp 900 (per f feet of ~hickness); AC 3; break DC M; Climb 
DC20. 

Floors: The floors throughout 8_zith Morcane 'are hewn 
from the natural cavern floors. They an; relativefy even but 
can be treacherous to run across. A character attempting to 
run or charge across these floors must m~ke a successful Bal
ance check (DC 10) or fall prone, halting all movement. 

Ceflings: Ceilings in most areas of 8zith Morcane arc 7 feet 
high and smooth. The ceilings in the natural cavern areas (S12, 
817, S19-S22) are unhewn stone, at least H feet high, and 
marked by many stalactites. 

Beto.lio.tion 
In addition to the defenses the drow of Szith Morcane mount 
when surface adventurer' assault their home (sec the Intruder 
Alert! sidebar, page 20), they immediately plan appropriate 
counterstrokes. On the night following the PCs' first intrusion 
into Szith Morcane, Dorina T'sarran dispatches a raidu1g 
party (see below) to go out through t he crypts and scour the 
nearby counuyside for the intruders. On the n ight following 
the party's first intrusion into. the House Morcane level 
(S37-Sf0), Dorina organizes a hunter-killer team to track 
down the heroes a,nd eliminate them before they strike again. 

lntrud~{ Alert! 
Two sentries are posted at the edge of the chasm in S4 to. 
listen for · tlre 'S9unds of combat anywhere within the com
ple:t. Echoes \Vith.in the chasm and the sound of rushing 
water below duplicate the effect of severe wind on hearing, 
imposthg a -4 penalty on Listen cheiks in the chasm area. 
The S4 sentries CaJ1 easily hear the sounds of a pitched battle 
or a shouted alarm in 81 while takif!g 10. As a rule of thumb, 
the S4 sentries move into ~ction on the round follow~1g a 
shouted warning or the casting of any energy-based spell §uch 
as iigbtlli11g·bolt,flreboll, or ice storm. 

When S,Pnrred to action, one S4 sentry moves.ll1to Sf ru1d 
sends a sentry from that room to -notif'y the officers in S7, 
~h~1 (u1 the second round) returns to S4 to keep an eye ru1d 
ear on the chasm, The other sentry waits for the first sentry 
to return, then (in the thi(d round) begins his climb down 
the web to notify the priestesses on the House 'Morcime level. 
It takes him 6 rou~1ds to reach S37 (taking 10 op his.Climb 
checks <~;,nd a - f penalty for accelerated climbing), where he 
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. . 
passes the \yarning to the quth-maren . .One round later, he 
heads back up the web ro 84, which takes ru1other 6 roynds of 
climbing. While climbing in either diJ·ection, he is quite vul-

~ . 
nerable to attack from any charact~rs who CaJl see well 
enough u1 the dru·kness to target him. 

The room descriptions in the Barracks level and the 
House Morcane level describe the rooms in two states: Un
awa,c and Alerted. Three rounds after being warned' by a 
sentry, the sentries, officers, and spellguards on the Barracks 
level have moved into their Aterted positio11s, and the web 
team (see S2) leaves the Bar,racks level and begu1s patrolling 
the web. It tak~ the drow and undead on the House Morcane 
levelS rounds to move intoltheu· Alertecl'positioJlS. 

If the characters kill the sentries.in 1DH of the Dordr ieu 
Crypts or Sl of Szith Morcane, the drow move into their 
1\lerted .{>OSitions after a-maximum of 1d6 hours, whei1 shifts 
change and new sentries discover the deaths of the old ones. 
The dead sentries' posts are not filled in the,Alerted state. 
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RAIDING P ARTY (EL 13) 
Unless the characters have found an extremely well-hidden 
place to camp or simply aren't anywhere nearby, a drow parry 
attacks their· camp during the night. If the drow cannot locate 
the heroes who attacked Szith Morcane, they settle for harry
ing the countryside nearby, attacking Se\<eral farms and home· 
steads within 3 to 4- miles of the Dordrien Crypts. The raidi11g 
party consists of the following individuals: 

., Common Drow Warrior& (10): hp 3 each; see page 135'. 

., <ll!..th-Maren (2): hp 78, 63; see Appendix L 
" · Velina, T'sarran Niece: hp 44-; see page 139. 
., Arcane Goard: hp U; see page 136. 
The common drow warriors are from S18. The two quth

marens and the T'sarran niece arc from S42. The arcane guard 
is from S26. Reduce the creatures encountered in those areas 
to account for any raiding party members killed ouside Szith 
Morcane. If ~orne of these monsters and ~TPCs were killed 
before this raiding party was formed, either substitute equiva
lent ones from another part of the complex 6r skip to tl1e 
Hunter-Killer Team encounter. 

H UNTER-KILLER TEAM (EL l S) 
After the heroes have demonstrated that they pose a deadly 
threat to Szith Morcane, Dorina assembles a crack squad to 
track them down and deal with them. If necessar}\ the drow 
leaders make use of spells such as scryiJig and commune to lo
calize the parcy before dispatching this terun. Unless the char
acters have used extreme caution in concealing their crunpsite 
or simply aren't anywhere ncar t he Dordrien Crypts, the 
hunter-killer teru11 attacks tl~em during the night. 

., Zeda.rr T'sarran: hp 92; see page 139. 

., Sun: tam Mar-Shinn: hp 37; see page 137. 

., <ll!..th-Maren (2): hp 73, 5'0; see Appendix L 
~ Velasta, T'sarran Niece: hp 70; see page 139. 
Zcdarr T'sarran is from S43, and Velasta and the-two quth

marens are from S4'2. Susztam Mar-Shinn is from S3L If any 
members of the hunter-killer team are killed ouside of Szith 
Morcane, note their absence from those rooms. If some of 
them have already been killed when the team is formed, sub
stitute vampire nobJe guards from S39 or arcane guards from 
526. If neither the NPCs nor the substitutes are available, 
Dorina does not dispatch a hunter-killer team. 

szith Morcune Description 
A large chasm forms the basic structure of Szitb Morcane. Six 
tunnels lead from the southeast side of the chasm wall into the 
caverns that house the drow"outpost. From the floor of S1, the 
chasm pluuges to a depth of 600 feet before ending i.n a rush
ing torrent of black wate-r. 

A character who falls that entire distance (which takes 
almost an entire round) takes 20d6 points of damage and is 
swept away by the water, carried at the rate of 100 feet per 
round into lightless, air less cavern~ rar under the drow outpost 
(sec fast-ruoving water: under Water Dangers in Chapter 3 of 
the 1JUNCEON MASTER's Guidt~ 

SL E NTRY PosT (EL 12) 
The hole in the floor at D17 drops down through about 10 
feet of rock, then opens into the ceiling of a 10-foot-high 

cavern. Dr ow ~sceod and descend by means of a rope qf climbing 
kept at this guardpost. 

Though they do not expect any reprisals from the surface, 
the drow of Szith Morcane always keep guards stationed here 
to monitor the chasm. Thei.r position allows them to reach any 
point on the web of the city with relative speed. 

The guards have several ways to notice the approach of en
emies rrorn above-for example, they might hear a loud noise, 
or the wraith spider might sense someone approacbll1g, or a 
light source could suddenly illuminate the bole in D17. If the 
guards do detect approaching intruders, they hide along the 
walls and ready themselves for a fight. Should the heroes 
manage to catch them off-guard, read the text below: 

A hideous creature stands watch near the ceiling entrance 
to this cavern. Though it has the overall shape and stature 
of a drow, no shred of skin or l1air is visible on its body
just gleaming muscles slowly oozing blood. Its eyes watch 
without blinking, and its fists constantly clench and un
clench as i.f it can't wait to pound something with them. 

Behind this monstrosity arc three drow-two in chain 
shirb and white tabards, and a thtrd wearing a deep purple 
tunic and black breeches. A big black spider scuttles around 
their feet. The cavern is comfortably appointed, with four 
padded wooden chairs set around a square table. 

Creatures: This post is well guarded by two drow sentries in 
the livery of lrae T'sarran (white tabards with leering black 
skulls), a spellguard wizard (in the tradit ional purple tunic 

* and black breeches), a Medium-size wraith spider, and a qutb
maren-a powerful undead creature created from the flayed 
corpse of a priestess of Lolth. All the guards are loyal to the 
new regime in Szitb Morcane-or as loyal as chaotic evil 
creatures can be. They have witnessed the failure of Lolth 
first-hand and are committed to backing the up-and-corning 
new power-Kiarru1salee. 

If the characters chased a fleeing sentry from DH into this 
cavern, the guards here arc ready to fight, but the Oeeing 
sentry has continued down the web to S9 to alert the rest or 
the guards. · 

., Szjth Morcane Sentries (2): hp 42, 30; see page 134. 
-, S:tith Morcane Spellguard: hp 16 (40 temporary); see 

page 133. 
., <ll!..tb-Maren: hp 16; sec Appendix L 
., Mediom-Size Wraith Spider: hp 16; see Appendix L 
Tactics: Already impressed by the quth-maren's abilities, 

the sentries are happy to stand back and let it have its way 
with the intruders-at least until the characters prove 
themselves to be a threat. During the fight, one sentry 
spends a r.ound moving tp the edge of the cliff and shouts 
loudly down to S4- i.f no sentries rrom DH have yet carried 
the alarm below. • 

The spellguard is ratber more cautious about i.ntrude'rs, so he 
is happy to assist the quth·rnaren with his magic. Given a 
chance to prepare, he casts stoneski11 and mage armor before a 
battle. He ftrst uses lower-level spells, iJ1cludi.ug magic missile, 
burning ha11ds, and flaming spbere, saving his greater ftrepower 
for a serious threat. As soon as he realizes that the characters 
are dangerous, he drinks his potion of baste, then la~nches his 
ice storm and begins a barrage of ligbtning bolt spells. If the 
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., 
characters use silenu to quiet the sounds of battle, the spell
guard u~ dispd magic to negate it, knowing that the sentries 
below are listening for the sounds of combat. See the "Intruder 
Alert!" sidebar for details of Szith Morcru1e's reactio11 to the 
characters' arrival. 

A character standing at the edge of the ·chasm ·and looking 
around carefully may spot the Gargantuan monstrous spider 
in S2, since it is only about ro feet north of tills cave and a 
little below ii. The creature has rOOh concealment in its web
bing nest there. 

Treasure: The drow in this chamber keep a rope Of climbing 
coiled neatly on the table, for use in getting to the level above. 
When necessary, one of the sentries orders the rope to afflX 
itself to the iron ring in Dl7. 

Development: The drow of Szith Morcane do not allow this 
post to go unguarded. If the sentries here arc slain, remove two 
sentries from the barracks ill Sll and place them her~. This ad
justment reduces the Web Team by two sentries ·if the complex 
goes to alerted status. Replace the spcllguard with an arcane 
guard from S26 and the quth-maren with another from S37. 

If their rqpe of climbing goes missing, the drow replace it 
with a mundane knotted rope, which they leave tied to the ring. 

82. THE CHASM (EL VARIABLE) 

In striking contrast to the deathly still air elsewhere in 
these caverns, a cold, strong breeze blows up from some 
unknown depth here. A chasm yawns in the earth, reach
ing far down into the endless reaches of the Undcrdark. 
Though it is only about 30 feet wide, the rift continues 
for hundreds of feet on either side. Large webs stretch 
down into the darkness, and from far below you cru1 hear 
rushing water. 

A sheet web spun by a Gargantuan monstrous spider connects 
the caverns. The drow can use certaio of its strands (see Trap, 
below) to climb from one tunnel mouth to another. 

The wall of the chasm is quite rough, dotted with natural 
handholds and footholds. The Climb check DC for sections .of 
the chasm wall that arc not covered in webbing is H. 

Climbing up or down the main stem of the web, which is 
coristructed like a Htdder, requires a successful Climb check (DC 
0). The diagonal strands of the web are more difficult to move 
on, requiring a Climb check (DC 10) to navigate. 

A creature that falls while climbing the web plummets 1d4 
x 10 feet before becoming entangled in another section of web
bing (sec below for the effects of entanglement). A creature 
that falls while climbing a section of chasm wall that is not cov
ered with webbing can catch itself on the wall with a successful 
Climb check (DC 3r). Failing this, it falls to the bottom of the 
chasm unless some sort of magical aid prevents it. (The drow 
view the extreme danger of their city's construction as a means 
of weeding out the weak ru1d unworthy from their populace.) 

Trap: Most of the strands on the sheet web are sticky, except 
a few that the drow use to move from cavern to cavern. Any 
creature that strays from the "safe" strands (marked in red on 
the map) becomes stuck in the web (unable to move, but not en
tangled} A stuck creature can try to free itself with an E.scapc 
Artist check (DC 30), a Strength check (DC 36), or by cutting 
itself loose (a sticky section has 16 hit points and DR r jfrrc). 

In addition to the sheet web, a loose mesh of web strands 
stretches across the width of the rift. Any charactet Oying 
within the chasm must make a Spot check for each round of 
movement or ny headlong into a web and become entangled 
(not just stuck, like a character caught on a sticky strand). 

·?Web Trap: CR included in spider's CR; cnta,nglcmcnt; 
Spot DC 20 avoids. See Mo,;ster Mt~nua/ for more details. 

An entangled creature takes a - 2 penalty on attack roll's 
and a - 4 penalty to Dexterity, and it cannot move. An entan
gled creature capable of spcllcasting must make a Concentra
tion check (DC H ) to cast a spell. 

Combat on the web is difficult. A c~bing creature loses 
any Dexterity bonus to AC and .can't use a shield. Further
more, an attacker gets a +2 bonus on attack rolls made against 
a climbing creature. The drow likely to be encountered here 
have climbing ACs listed with their statistics in Appendix 2. 

Any tin1c a cliinbing character takes damage, be or she 
,nust make a Clin1b check against the DC of the web (noted 
above). Failure means the character falls, as described above. 

The spider (see below) quickly moves to attack any creature 
that becomes stuck,or entangled in its web. It can crawl across 
the chasm on a single strand if necessary. 

Creature (EL 9): The spider that made this web is a fierce 
ally of the Szith Morcane drow. Under orders to ignore vibra
tions on the nonsticky strands (marked in red on the chasm 
map), it ~icws creatures that touch any other strands as fair 
game. It can cross the entire web in r rounds to attack a crea
ture that strays from the "safe" strands. 
~ Fiendish Gargantuan Monstrous Spider (Web Spinning): 

hp 132; sec page Hr. . 
The spider spends most of its time in a huge nest of webbing 

almost 30 feet in diruncter, located at the upper northern 
corner of the web: It has rOOh concealment within its nest. 

Tactics: Though it is immeasurably smaiter and more 
malevolent than a normal vermin, this spider is hardly a 
genius. It obeys its drow allies and ignores creatures traveling 
on the safe strands, but otherwise it follows its instincts and 
cats creatures caught i11 its web. If harassed by opponents who 
are not stuck or entangled, including Oying charact~rs, the 
spider tries to entangle them by casting webs at them. If seri
ously wounded (40 or fewer hit points remaining), it retreats 
to its corner li>f the web, where it defends itself to the death. 

.Alerted: The Web Team (EL 1+): If the drow on the Bar
racks level are warned of the characters' approach (see the "In
truder Alert!" sidebar on page 20), they send a party of guards 
to patrol the web. This team moves directly from S4 to the 
spine of the web. From there, its members can move quickly to 
address any disturbance they detect. 
~ Szith Morcane Officer (1): hp 67; sec page Hr. 
~ Szith Morcane Spellguard (1): hp 16 (40 temporary); sec 

page lB. 
~ Szith Morcane Sentries (8): hp 45", 42, 41, 41, 37, 33, 32, 

30; sec page H4. 

S 3. SOUTHERN CAVERN (EL 13) 
The entrance to this cncrn is not visible from S1 or any of 
the other tunnel mouths leading into Szith Morcanc. The only 
ways to acce~ the cavern arc by Oying or by crossing the 
chasm on tl1e spider webs and climbing at least 10 feet to the 
cave entrance (Climb DC lr). A Oying character within 10 
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feet of the entrance must make a Spot check (DC 15) to notice 
the cleft in the rock face. 

Clean and dry, this small cavern feels more like a roadside 
campsite than an underground cave. Halfway into the caven, 
the floor drops away 111 a short but steep cliff, leading to a 
lower area about 10 feet down. A bedroll-tightly rolled and 
neatly tied-and a backpack Lie in the lower section, propped 
against the north wall. Othcrw1se, the room seems clear. 

The small cliff in the center of the cavern is smooth and diffi
cult to climb up or down (Climb DC '2Y). 

Creature (EL 13): The refugees from Maerimydra are not 
the only new residents of Szith Morcanc. Shortly after their 
arrival, a warped and twisted half-drow came to the chasm, 
troubled by the absence of Lolth's insidious whispers, which 
had previously been a constant presence in her mind. Finding 
the priestesses of Lolth in Szith Morcane exterminated, this 
balf-drow, whose name is Laraia Dumian, now feels called to 
destroy the worshipers of Kiaransalee, in the belief that it is 
they who have silenced Lolth's whispers. 

The magic of the fn11g scnrnb she wears has deformed 
Laraia's body. Her skin, once dusky gray, is now completely 
black, and her canine teeth arc long and sharp. H er limbs and 
digits are unnaturally long, and tufts of coarse, black hair 
cover her body. The most striking aspect of her transforma
tion is her eyes, which are large and multifaceted. She wears 
black studded leather armor that seems to blend into the dark
ness around her, and she moves with incredible quiet (another 
property of her armor). Laraia is not entirely sane; in fact, she 
displays considerable paranoia. She also bas a habit of mum
bling and whispering to herself (a behavior begun in response 
to the whispcri11gs of Lolth in her own mind, but which con
tinues even now that Lolth has fallen silent). 

"'Laraia Damian: hp 78, see page 13S. 
Tactics: Laraia Dum ian spends much of her time sitting at 

the base of the cliff, where she is ou't of sight of creatures en
tering the cave. If she hears the characters enter, she hidesjn a 
shadowy corner at the cliff base (Hide modifier +3'2). 

Despite her evil ~lignmcnt, Laraia is not automatically hos
tile to the characters. Her initial attitude is indifferent, though 
that quickly shifts to unfriendly if the characters head straight 
to her backpack and start looting. L'lrala's enemies arc the drow 
leaders of Szith Morcanc, not a random band of surface-world 
interlopers-in fact, she could conceivably ally with the charac
ters against the drow, despite her paranoia. If the PCs use Diplo
macy or raw Charisma to sway her attitude to friendly (DC H if 
she is indifferent, or '2Y if she is U11friendly), she assists them in
sofar as their goals ·align with hers-no further. If they can 
change her attitude to helpful (DC 30 if she is indifferent, or 40 
if she is unfriendly), she aids them as much as she can . 

Treasure: In addition to the gear she carries on her person, 
Laraia's backpack holds her mundane equipment: caltrops, 10 
feet of chain, a crowbar, a grapp!41g hook, YO feet of silk rope, 
a full watcrskin, a set Qf masterwork thieves' tools, ana a small 
pouch containing 10 gp. 

A.d Hoc XP Adjustment: Award the characters expericmce 
as if they had defeated Laraia should they win her help against 
the drow. • • 
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Barracks Leuel 

S4. BARRACKS El\rrRANCE (EL ·8) 
Inside the cavern mouth, the walls are smooth and even, 
narro" ing toward a short passage heading to the east. 

This is not re~lly a separate room from SS'; it's actually a hall
way leading from the chasm to tl!at guardpost. 

Creatures Two sentries are stationed here at· all times, 
crouching at opposite sides of the entryway and carefully lis
tening for sounds of disturbances in the chasm. Noise in the 
chasm is baffled by echoes and the spiderwebs, imposing a -4 
penalty on the sentries' L isten checks. Assume that both sen
tries take 10 (giving a check result of 10), which allows them 
to hear combat in any of the entrance chambers e~cept S37. 
See the "Intruder Alert!" sidebar on page '20 for information 
on their actions in case of a disturbance. · 

The sentries wear the livery of I rae Tsarran (white tabards 
with leering black skulls). 

'J Szith Morcane Sentries (2): hp 43, 35'; see page lH. 
Unaware Tactics: If the sentries are surprised here, they 

immediately raise a cry (or run, if sile11ced) to summon the 
other sentries and the qoth-maren from Sr. One sentry from 
SS' runs to notify the officers in S7, while the other three 
bring the quth-maren to assist here. As soon as possible, one 
of the sentries hurries out of the cavern entrance to notify 
the quth-maren in S37; as described in t he "Intruder Alert!" 
sidebar. 

Alerted Tactics: If they have already detected the ap
proaching characters, the sentr ies remain here to watch for 
the intruders. If they see the characters coming, they retreat 
immediately .into sr. . 

S5'. G UARDPOST (EL 11 OR 13) 
Standing guard at the entrance to this chamber is another 
skinless undead creature, its unblinking eyes on the lookout 
for intruders. Drow forms arc visible in the bare room 
behind it. 

The drow of Szith Morcanc generally believe that guardposts 
are for guarding, so they keep such rooms unfurnished. (Area 
S1 is an exception to this rule.) Drow on guard st~lnd or squat 
on the ground, usually in complete silence, communicating 
only in their sophisticated sign language. 

Unaware Creatures (EL 11): A quth-maren and four sen
tries ordinarily keep watch in this chamber, ready to respond 
to any emergency situation. The sentries wear the livery of 
Irae Tsarran (white tabards with leering black skulls). 

'J <lltth-Maren: hp 66; see Appendix 1. 
'J Szith Morcane Sentries (+): hp 37, 33, 3'2, '26; see page 

lH. 
Unaware Tactics: The sounds of battle in this room are 

enough to alert the officers in S7 that intruders have entered 
the level. The officers rouse the off-duty sentries in S8 and Sll 
and the spellguard in S9, then all of them hurry to Sr. 

If the characters use silence to keep the so.unds of batt le 
from reacl1ing beyond this room, one of the sentries runs 

toward S7 to notify the officers. If the message is delivered, 
one of those officers hurries to help the sentries here, while the 
other rouses the remaining drow on the Barracks level and 
brings them to the battle. 

Alerted Creatures (EL 13): If the Bar racks level is in a state 
of alert, the guard contingent here increases to seve.n sentries, 
plus the quth-maren and orie officer. The sentries and officer 
wear the livery of I rae T'sarran. 

'J <ll!.th-Maren: hp 66; see Appendix 1. 
'J S%ith Morcane Officer: hp 5''2; see page 135'. 
'J S%ith Morcaoe Sentries (7): hp ;H, 37, 33, 32, 32, 3'2, '26; 

see ,Page 134. • · 
Alerted Tactics: If the assembled guard force here is not 

sufficient to handle the intruders, one sentry withdraws from 
melee and runs to S4, where he calls loudly into the chasm for 
help, hoping to summon the web team (see S'l). 

S6. PRISON C ELLS (EL 9) 
A long hallway with six heavy iron doors in the south wall 
stretches out to the west. A small, shuttered window is set 
into each door. 

Drow rarely keep prisonecs for long, and that pr actice has been 
followed even more rigorously under Szith Morcane's new 
regime. Kiaransalee's faithful find it eminently practical to 
transform uncooperative prisoners into cooperative (if mind
less) undead servants. As a result, all these cells are empty. The 
thought that well-meaning would-be rescuers could be cabght 
in a deadly trap docs amuse the drow, however, so they have 
trapped one of the cell doors (see below} 
~Iron Doors: 2 in. thick, hardness 10; hp 60; AC 5'; break 

DC '28; Open Lock DC 30. 
Trap: A magical trap protects the door to cell C. Unlocking 

the door by any means triggers the trap, which summons a 
noble salamander. T he creature appears in the hallway in 
front of the door, positioned as necessary to ensure that it 
isn't sharing a space with a character. 

.('Summoning Trap: CR 9; mmmon monster VJJJ (noble 
salamander, duration 15' rounds); Search DC 33; Disable 
Device DC 33. 

'J Noble Salamander: hp 11'2; see Momter Mnnunl. 

S7. O FFICERS' <lgARTERS (EL 12 OR 0) 
A heavy brocade cloth hangs from the ceiling, splitting this 
room into two semiprivate bedchambers. Large, sumptuous 
beds with wooden frames lie in opposite corners, and a 
hardwood chest of drawers stands beside each. Flanking the 
door are two wntmg tables-one bare except for a neat pile 
of papers, the other covered with a disorderly mass of 
scrolls a11d shceb of paper. 

These fine quarters belong to the two officers of Szith Mor-
cane's guard force. . 

Unaware Creatures (EL 12): The. two guard officers work 
or rest here most of the time, but at least one is.always ready 
to respond to ~n alert called by the sentries in Sr. The officers 
wear tbe livery of Irae T'sarran (white tabards with leeri11g 
black skulls) and arc natives of Maerimydra 1yho arri,·ed in 
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Szith Morca11e only recently. They were !rae's followers 
before coming here, and they are completely loyal to her and 
to Kiaransalee. · · 
~ Szith Morcane Officers ('2): hp 67, 5'2; see page 135'. 
Alerte~ Creatures (EL 0): The room is em~ty. One of the 

guards is on duty in SS, while the other leads the web team (see S2) 
Treasure: Each guard officer canies a key to the iron grate 

in S19 on her person. · 
The brocade curtain is heavy (25' pounds) but quite valuable 

(worth 1,000 gp on the open market). Stuffed deep into the 
mattress of one bed is a sturdy leather pouch (Search DC H 
for a character who specifically searches the bed). I11 the pouch 
are 6S pp, SO gp, ~nd a-mithral necklace worth 1,300 gp. 

Most of the papers on the writing tables are uninteresting: 
duty rosters showing which sentries are assigned to which 
guardposts-the Upper Outpost (DH), the Entry Post (S1), 
the Chasm Edge (S4 ), and the Guard post (Sr). A review of 
these papers reveals that the guards operate on two alternating 
shifts, but it is impossible to determine when tht! shifts change 
because the drow don't use surface notations for time. Notes in 
the margins reveal which guards can't be trusted on duty at the 
same post together. 

On top o(the neat stack of papers is a wax-sealed bone tube 
containing a letter penned by one of the officers. It is intended 
for a cousin of hers in Corman thor. The letter is ' written in 
Elven (Espruar script, the drow dialect) and reads as follows: 

btdrizil: 
Word has probably reached you about the fall of Maer· 

imydra, and perhaps you have 1vondered about my safety. 
Obviously, f mrvived the sack of the city, although it 1vas a 
close call indeed. The city fell at the hands of mere cbat
te/- the priestesses of the Spider ~een had kept the city so 
c01ved thai, 1vitb their pO?Ver go11e, its deje11ders could 1101 
resist even a force of gob lim, ogres, and gia11ts. We beld our 
strong places for a time 1vithoul the clerics, but then House 
Chiimavh 1vas overthrO?Vn from 1vitbin, and so 1ve 1vere 
undone. 

I wt·ite to you n01V from Szith Morca11e1 the old outpost 
n01·th and 1vesl of the city. 'Perhaps you 1vi/J come visit me
though l must say that if you still profess faith in Lolth you 
will not be 1velcomed by those 111bo rule bere t/0111. Tbe 
Spider ~eett's priestesses bave found a ne111 role here, 
which l think you '111ould not enjoy very much. 

l do not kn01v if you still cli11g to tbe hope tbat tbe Spidet· 
~ee11 will restore you·-•TViil restore ail of tiS-to her favor, 
but if yo11 do, I urge you to reconsider. It is not too late for 
yot~ or for ot4r bo11d of blood. The Lady of the Vead 111ill 
accept you still,jtiSI as she has take11 me into ber care. All 
Maerimydra is her temple 110111, twd her emissaries mle 
here too. Abando11 yottr empty allegiance to a silent goddess 
and come to Szitb Morcane, but do 1101 111ear tbe emblem of 
the spider. I have need of allies of my 01V11 blood, and if 
Lolth stitl ignores yor1r pleas, I suspect you do as 1vell. 

- Rhavauz 

A successful Knowledge (religion) check (DC 20) identifies. the 
Lady of the Dead as one of lGaransalee's titles . 

Rhavauz, the guard officer, intends to send the message 
with the next Underdark merchant who happens to pass 

through the o_utpost. A few such individuals carry on a small 
bit of uade between Maerimydra's outposts and the drow 
living in the shadows of Corman thor. 

Development: In Part '2 of the adventure, the officers 'may 
return as revenants to exact revenge on the characters. Make 
note of the spells and tactics the ·characters use in . this en
counter so that the revenants, if they appear, can adapt their 
tactics to suit the techniques used by the PCs in this battle. 

88. BARRACKS 1 (EL 11 OR 0) 
Six bunk beds flll nearly all the available space in this room. 
The smell of sweat lu1gers in the air, along with some less 
pleasant odors. One of the bunks has just a bare mattJ'ess; 
the others are covered with linen sheets and wool blankets. 

This barracks is home to eleven drow sentries, th~ugh no more 
than six are ever here at any given time. · 

Unaware Creatures (EL 11): Five off-duty sentries ,are 
meditating u1 their bu11ks. They doze iii their mithral shirts, 
but they must spend a full round after being roused to collect 
tlieir weapons and bucklers. (A sentry's AC without his or her 
buckler is 15'.) As long as the characters stay reasonably quiet 

·outside the door, they cau surprise the drow here. 
~Szith Morcane Sentries (r): hp 46, 43, 41, 33, 32; see 

page 134. 
Alerted Creatures (EL 9): The room is empty. Two of the 

sentries from this room are assigned toSS; the other three are 
on the web team in S2. · 

1 Treasure: At tl1e end of each of the eleven bunks is a small 
footlocker secured by a simple lock (Open Lock DC 20). Each 
footlocker contains several chllnges of: clotbiJlg a.nd some odds 
and ends of no great value. The drow don't trust each other, so 
they carry most of their personal tJ'easure on their persons. 
One locker, however, conceals a gold comb studded with small 
diamonds (worth 45'0 gp), a scroll of baste and mggestiott, and a 
wa11d of fl:>' with 14 charges ren)aining. These valuables lie be
neath a false bottom (Seard1 DC H ). The owner of this foot
locker murdered a wizard he disliked during his escape from 
Maerimydra, and he is now trying to decide how 'best to sell off 
his dead foe's magic items. 

89. WIZARDS' QQAR TERS (EL VARIABLE) 
The door· to this room is warded with a fire trap. 

Trap (EL r): The three Szith Morcane spellguards share a 
secret password ("QJ!.elzaress/' a nonsense word) that allows 
them to open the door safely. Anyone opening the door with
out speaking t.he password triggers the trap. 

..("Fire Trap: CR S; S-foot radius (1d4+ 7 fire); Reflex DC 
18 half; Search DC 29; Dl!;able Device DC '29. 

Four plain beds line the walls of this room. One is simply a 
bare mattress on a wooden frame; the other three have 
linen sheets and wool blankets as well. 

This chamber is home to the three spellguards...:..evokers who 
serve as part of Szith Morcane's guard force. A fourth spell
guard fled toward the surface with Tierak Morcru1~ and has 
taken up residence uJ D12. 

Unaware Creatures (EL 8): One off.duty spellguard is 
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meditating in his bed before the characters arrive. He rises 
ready f01: combat if the fire trap goes off, though he is wear
ing only his long purple tunic. 

., Szith M orcane Spellgoard: hp 16 (40 temporary); see 
page 133. 

Unaware Tactics: Caught alone and posSibly sUrprised, the 
spellguard concentrates on survival. He drinks his potion of 
haste, then tries to trap the party in a 1veb. If anyone escapes the 
1veb, his next'two spells are purely defensive: stoneski11 and fire 
shield. Protected by these spells, he's willing to risk running out 
the door to fmd help, but if that proves impossible, lie stays and 
puts up a good fight, using ice stonn and a hail of light11i11g bolts 
to whittle the party down. He makes as much noise as possible 
during the battle, hoping to draw aid from the other guards. 

Alerted Creatures (EL 0): The room is empty. The off-duty 
spellguard has joined the web team in S2. 

Treuore: A small chest filled with clothing (pw:ple shirts 
and black pants, the spellguards' normal garb); empty scroll
cases, blank parchment, and other odds and ends sits Qeside 
each bed The spellguards share the same spell repertoire, but 
each keeps a separate spcllbook in his chest. Each spellbook 
contains the spells listed in the spellguards' description (see 
page 133) and is protected by afire trap spell with the same 
characteristics and password as the one on the door to the 
room. The third chest also holds a bag containing six pearls 
worth 100 gp each, which that spellguard has been collecting 
for use in idmtify spells. 

S10. MEss H ALL 

A large rectangular table surrounded by chairs fills most of 
this room. A counter with cupboards lines the south walL 
Crumbs and spills on the counter reveal recent use. 

This room is where the drow guards prepare a11d eat their 
meals. It is unoccupied, and the fopdstuffs stored here are 
uninspiring-dried ratio11s form the bulk of the stores. Large 
blocks of pungent cheese (made with rotht milk and laced with 
a green mold), sacks of dry, stale crackers, bottles of water.ed 
wine, and a large ur n of clean water round out the supplies. 

S11. BARRACKS 2 (EL 10 DR 0) 
If the characters have already been to SS, you can skip the 
read-aloud text below and describe the room as 'just like the 
other barracks." 

Six bunk beds fill nearly all the available space in this 
room. The smell of sweat lingers m the air, along with 
some less pleasant odors. One of the bunks has just a bare 
mattress; the others are covered with linen sheets and 
wool blankets. 

This barracks is home to eleven drow sentries, though no more 
than six arc ever here at any given time. 

Unaware Creatures (EL 10): Four off -duty sentries are 
meditating in their bunks. They doze in their mithral shirts, 
but they must spend a full round after being roused to collect 
their weapons and bucklers. (A sentry's AC without his or her 
buckler is H.) As long as the characters stay r~asonably quiet 
outside the door, they can surprise the drow here. · 

, 
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., Szith M orcane Sentries (+): hp 42, B, 32, 30; see page 
13~ ' 

Alerted Creatures (EL 0): The room is empty. One of the 
sentries from this room is assigned to sr; the other four have 
joined the web team in S2. 

Treasure: At the end of each of the eleven bunks, is a small 
footlocker secured by a simple lock (Open Lock DC 20). Each 
footlocker contains several changes of clothing and some odds 
and ends of no great value. The drow sentries carry most of 
their treasure. 

nuzuur Level 
At Szith Morcane's height, its bazaar-centrally located in 
the heart of the great spiderweb-was a bustling hub of ac
t ivity. Merchants-not just from the six merchant families 
residing in the outpost, but also from drow settlements across 
~he Dales region and even as fa r away as Mcnzoberranzan
came here in droves to sell their wares. But in the years after 
the drow of Maerimydra were driven from Shadowdale, Szith 
Morcane gradually changed from a busy mercantile ceoter 
into a spartan military outpost. A few traders from other 
Underdark settlements still visit the outpost, providing the 
supplies (mostly foodstuffs, arms, and armor) that the drow 
here need to subsist. The rotht! herds and mushroom farms 
on the Commoners' level provide for the settlement's other 
needs. The warehouses of the six merchant families now 
stand mostly vacant, and the bazaar is generally quiet. 

S12. BAZAAR (EL 12- 13) 
This huge natural cavern seems overlarge for the single 
clump of creatures gathered near its southwest wall. Two 
lizards loaded down with packs and crates stand at the 
center of the clump. Three gray dwarves beside them seem 
to be selling wares from the lizards' packs. The customers 
include a pair of drow, a trio of kuo-toas, and a mind flayer. 
A ledge, about 10 feet off the ground, runs the length of 
the northeastern wall, and some half -dozen doors arc set 
into the wall beyond the ledge. The cavern's ceiling is about 
20 feet high. 

This chamber is Szlth Morcane's bazaar, in all its diminished 
glory. Over the course of any given week, a couple of mer
chants from elsewhere in the Underdark arrive wit h their 
pack lizards. The sentries, wizards, priests, and commoners 
of the outpost, as well as a handful of visitors from other 
Underdark locales, come to haggle over the merchants' 
wares. 

The cavern wall below the ledge is pitted with a number of 
natural handholds and footholds, making it fairly easy to 
climb (Climb DC H ). 

Creatures: The potential combatants in the bazaar include 
the duergar merchants, two off -duty sentries, and the mind 
flayer, who simply can't resist a good fight against surface
worlders. At the firsr sound of combat, the sentries .and spell
guard from the Bazaar Watch post (S17) come to join the fray, 
raising the Encounter Level to 13. 

., Duergar ~erchants (3): hp 6S, H, 5'1; see page 135'. 

., Pack Lizards (?.): hp 89, 79; see FoRG07TBN REALMS 

Campaig11 Se11i11g. 
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~Szith Morcane Sentries (2): hp 46, 33; see page 134. 
"Szith Morcane Spellguard: hp 16 (40 temporaq); sec 

J!age lB. · 
"Mind Player: hp SO; see Momtet· Manual. 
The three kuo-toas are not interested in fighting tl1e char

acters. Tl1ey flee toward the back of the. cavern and make for 
S19 (on the Commoners' level) as soon as any trouble begins. 

"Kuo-Toas (3): hp 14, 8, 7; see Moi1ster Mameal. 
Tactics: The ducrgar are not accustomed to seeing surface

dwellers in the bazaar. Should a group that obviously does not 
consi.st entirely of subterranean races approach the merchants 
as if to do business, the duergar treat the visitors with suspicion 
and unclisguised contempt, while the other customers edge 
slowly away from the group. 

~ If sentries still stand guard in 84, the sounds of combat here 
~ ~ alert them, and they notify the officers and the quth-maretl as 
~ described in the "Intruder •Alert!" sidebar (page 20). The web 
~ team then moves as quickly as possible to assist in the bazaar. 
,.t> Treasure: The mind flayer has a good deal of treasw·e on its 
·! person, including magic items it captured from another hap
~ less party of adventurers and hopes to sell for gems. Its treas
ii ure is 90 pp, '2,000 sp, six gems (three lO·gp azurites, two 

E::: lS -gp blue quartzes, and a 1, 200-gp blue sapphire), a + 1 
g1·eata:~:e, a potion of alter self, a potion of meaking, a scroll of 
color spray and jump, a scroll of beat metal, delay "poison, and 
cbill metal, a scroll of cbam: persotl or-a!limal, and a scroll of 
magic circle a(lli1lSt evil (divine). The creature stores all this in 
a bag of botding (Bag 1). 

I 

The pack Li.zards are laden witl1 a wide assortment of trade 
goods: raw fabric from a.ll over the world~ arms and armor (i11· 
eluding some masterwork items, but no magic ones), large 
quantities of foodstuffs (cheese, dJ·ied meats, and fungus); and 
a few items of mundane equipment (some leather goods such 
as pooches, boots, belts, and backpacks, a small assortment of 
pottery, and tools useful for navigating the Underdark, such as 
climbing kits, picks and pitons, and rope). The armor and 
weapons plus a few bolts of rare silk bring the total value of 
these miscellaneous goods to '2,12Y gp. The whole lot weighs 
1,200 pounds. 

In addition to their personal gear, the duergar carry various 
forms of cash. In total, the three merchants -have 300 pp, 300 
gp, 670 sp, and twenty-two gems (five lO·gp violines, four YO
gp tchazars, five SO-gp moonstones, two 100-gp waterstars, 
three 100-gp amethysts, a YOO·gp violet garnet, a YOO-gp deep 
blue spinel, and a YOO-gp black pearl). 

Sl 3. A BANDONED W AREHOUSE 
The doors to all six abandoned warehouses (the five mar'ked 
SB on the map as well as the one marked SlY) are barred 
from the outside. Each building has a heavy wooden beam 
nailed to the door and to both sides of the doorframe. The 
beam can be pried off (Strength DC 20; +2 circumstance bonus 
if a crowbar is us~d) or simply broken through (Strength DC 
2Y) to open the door. 

The five warehouses n~arked S13 are virtually identical 
Read the following should the char~cters enter any of them: 

•• 
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Dust swirls into the air and clings to tl1e spiderwebs that 
hang everywhere in this large, clearly abandoned room. 
Sheets of cobwebs hang from the ceiling to the floor, and 
intricate networks of webbing cover the ceiling. Dozens of 
spiders are visible in the webs-some as small as peas, 
others as large as dogs. Some of these spiders are sitting 
still, others are crawling slowly arouJ!d. 

In Szith Morcane's heyday, these warehouses were home to 
goods traded by six wealthy merchai1t families whose power ri
valed that of the priestesses of Lolth. Now the buildings stand 
vacant, infested with spiders and coated in dust. 

The spiders, though plentiful, do not pose a serious 
threat to the cbaracters. Most of tbem are ordinary spiders, 
but cacb abandoned warehouse holds 2d10 Tiny monstrous 
spiders and 2d6 Small monstrous spiders. ~one. of them 
have treasure. Do not award experience points for destroy
ing the spiders. 

814. ABAl-.1DOl-.TED M ERCHANT R ESIDENCE 

It appears that tbis chamber once served as a residence. In 
one corner stands a bed with a crumbling frame, and beside 
it is a dresser with its empty drawers heaped on the floor. 
Against the opposite wall stand a writing table and a chair. 
Any creature comforts arc long gone. Spiderwebs cover the 
ceiling and hang idly from the walls and furniture. 

Like their •warehouses,, the residences of Szith .Morcane's 
merchant families are deserted. All distinctions among # 

them bave been obliterated with the passage of centuries. 
Each residence now houses 2d6 Tiny monstrous spiders and 
2d4 Small monstrous- spiders, in 'addition to multitudes of 
ordinary arachnids. 

815'. S PIDERLESS wAREHOUSE (EL 
VARIABLE) . 

As with the other five abandoned warehouses (813), the door 
to tbis one is barred from tbe outside. However, a character 
exa,mi.ning this bar (Search DC 18) migbt notice that it is not 
actually attached to the door. In fact, the door swings inward 
easily with a~push. Characters can enter by ducking under the 
bar, wbich remains in place across the door frame. 

Tbis large room seems completely bare and featureless, 
from floor to ceiling. 

This warehouse has been purged of spiders (and their web
biqg) by the oozes that prowl its walls. Worshipers of 
Ghaunadar, the drow deity of oozes, use one of the inner 
chambers (S16) as a secret shrine. Their mindless allies 
lurk here in the darkness. 

Creatures (EL 9): Two black puddings seep across the walls, 
ceilings, and floor of this room, eating any organic matter 
(except members of the cult) that dares intrude into Ghau
nadar's domain. The puddings tend to remain in the back of 
the pitch-dark room, so characters without a decent light 
source or the ability to see in the dark at 'long range may not 
spot them' immediately- · 

?..8 

" Black Puddings (2): hp 113, 107; s-ee Mo11sler Ma11ua!. 
Trap (EL 7): Tbe door to S16 is protected by a greater glypJJ 

of wardit;g trap, wbicb triggers whenever anyone who is not a 
worshiper of Ghaunadar stands in front of the door. Tbis glyph 
was created by the cult's cbief cleric, Tooman Thendri.k. 

...;' Gr6altr Glyph of Wardi,g (Blasi): CR 7; 5'-(oot radius 
(5'd8); Reflex DC 20 half; Search DC 31; Disable Device DC 3+. 

816. S HRINE TO GHAUNADAR (EL 11) 
An unspeakably vile stench, combining the worst elements 
of decaying flesh, refuse, and waste, fills this small room. A 
fetid pool of slime glistens in the center of the chamber, and 
a number of amorphous shapes twitch around it. Within the 
pool of slime, something glows with a sickly violet light. 

Tbis abandoned me'rchru1t residence bas been appropriated for 
pse as a shru1e by the tiny, outlawed cult of Ghaunadar in Szith 
Morcane. The cult's drow members visit here only rarely, but 
certain nonbumanoid members of the cult are here all the time. 

The pool of slime is strongly acidic.' AJ1y creature that 
touches it takes 1d6 points of acid damage; ru1y creature 
tha't falls into it takes 10d6 points of damage per round of 
in1mersion. At the bottom of ·the pool, a permru1ent magi
cal effect (a variation on the dtmcitrg lights spell) traces the 
holy synibol of Ghaunadar (an unblinking lidless eye) in 
dark purple light. ' 

Creatures: The cult of Ghaunadar has some members wl10 
cannot move freely among the drow of Szitb Morcane. These 
members, a roper and three ochr~ jellies, remain in the 'cult's 
meeting place as guardians. The roper looks for opportunities 
to pull or bull rusl1 intruders into the acid pool. 

" Roper: hp 86; see Momter M~mtal. 
" Ochre Jellies (3): hp 70, 65', 64; see Monsler Marma/. 
Ad Hoc XP Adjustment: Add a +25'% experience point ad-

justment to tbis encounter because of the complication pre
sented by the acid pool. 

Treasure: Tooman Thendrik, the cu.lt's leader,_ keeps a small 
amount of the cult's treasure here. Two large clay urns (one on 
either side of the primitive altar) hold a total of 4,400 'sp, '2.90 
gp, 20 pp, ru1d a silk pouch full of gemstones-two 80-gp spo
dumenes, two.60-gp' citri'nes, and three 12-gp greenstones. 

817. BAZAAR W ATCHPOST (EL 10) 
This cavern bulges out from the tunnel, forming a natural 
watchpost with a fine view of the tunnel leading off to the 
east. It is unfurnished and undecorated. 

Three guards are posted here at aU times to keep watch-over 
the bazaar (S12) and the Commoners' level. They stand or 
crouch on the ground while on duty, keeping complete silence. 

Creatures: Two of the gu.ards are s-entries in the livery of Irae . 
T'sru-ran (wbite tabards bearing leering black skulls). The third is 
a spellguard in ~he traditional purple tunic and black ~rousers. 

" Szith Morcane Spellguard: hp_ 16 (40 temporary); see 
page 133. 

" Szith MQrcane Sentries (2): l1p 40, 31; see page 134. 
The guards react quickly to any disturbance in the bazaar 

or the immediate area. Allow each a Listen ,check (Listen 
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modifier +4 for the sentries and + 7 for the spellguard) to 
notice soU11ds in the Commoners' level as well. 

Commoners' Level 
On this !eve~ an enormous, rambling cavern stretches for more 
than 1/4 mile from the chasm. !fhis cavern is home to Szith Mor
cane's hundred or so common drow, plus afmoot two hundred slaves. 

The Commoners' level produces many of the necessities of 
life for the Szith Morcane residents. A small herd of rotM 
provides milk and cheese, furs, and sometimes meat, and the 
various fungi culti~ated here supply t:he bulk of the arow's diet. 
A stream brings fresh,·clear water to the community as well. 
The noble drow of the outpost-including all the members of 
House Morcane, the wizards and sorcerers of the Inverted 
Tower, and the officers of the guard-rarely set foot on this 
level. When they do, they sunound themselves with armed 
guards and parade tlU'ough in state as quickly as possible. 

The scale of thls map is much larger than tile scale of the 
maps of the other Szith Morcane levels. 

Sl8. D ROW CAVERN (EL 9 TO 13) 
The cave mouth in the chasm winds back deep into the 
rock, opening into a very large cavern. A fair1t green phos
phorescence dances along the ceiling, which is easily 30 feet 
overhead at the entrance and rises sharply from that point. 
The cavern stretches for hundreds of feet to the east, its 
floor broken into a myriad of ledges and tilted slabs. Many 
of these are covered with weird fungal growths that appear 
to have been carefully cultivated; others sport bulbous 
houses or cottages that seem to have been grown from 
giant toadstools. Eerie green witchlight dances in the small, 
round windows of these dwellings. A few dark figures move 
about between the fungus patches and the houses. 

The western !1alf of this level is home to Szith Morcane's 
conunon drow. About one hundred nolliloble drow live in the 
tWenty-one houses scattered tlll'oughout tills aJ·ea. 

The escarpments (each 1d6+f feet high at any given point) 
make it difficul t to move quickly around the cavern. Unless 
the chru·acters are following one of the cleared paths, climbi_ng 
an escarpment requires a successful Climb check (DC .f). 

Creatures: The nonnoble drow residing in tills cavern in
clude thirty-five 1st-level warriors (slave drivers and maraud
ers), twenty-five 1st-level experts (craftspeople ru1d artisans), 
twenty 1st-level commoners (farmers and herders), ru1d fif. 
teen 1st-level commoners (children). 

At any given' time, roughly one-third of· the warriors are 
resting in tl1eir homes, one-third are out in the nearby 
stretches o~ the Deep Wastes or on the bottom of the chasm 
hunting and scavenging, ru1d one-third are moving about this 
cavern engaged in vru·ious tasks. The experts spend most of 
their tin1e in their homes, where their workshops are located. 
The farmers spe11d about half their. time in their homes lind 
the other half tending the mushroom fields and rotM pastures. 
The children generally remain in their homes. Any given toad
stool house is home to '2d6 of these lowborn drow, usually with 
a mix of occupations. 

One slave overseer is restirlg in his home (C) when the 
characters enter the Commoners' level. He. emerges at the 
sound of prolonged melee, but a brief scuffle is not enough to 
draw his attention. . · 

Tooman Thendrik lurks neru· his bouse (B) when the char
acters arrive, pretending to be nothing more than an ordinary 

' drow warrior. He fights only if he sees the characters system
atically breaking into or destroying dmw homes. •Adding rum 
to a general melee here raises the Encounter Level to H. 

"}Common Drow Warriors (13): hp 3 each; see page Bf. 
"}Common Drow Commone.rs (10): hp 2 each; see page 136. 
"} Slave Overseer: hp n; see pl\ge 136. 

A common DfOW Household 
A commoner's house in Szith Morcane generally consists of 
a decent-sized li\Ling room, a large workshop, a kitchen, a· 
pruJ,.try, and several small, pr'ivatc alcoves that serve as sleep
ing quarters for the family members. Sometimes wooden 
doors divide these areas, but more often heavy curtains suf
fice for privacy. The typical liom.e o1!ce had a small hous~
hold slll'ine to Lolth, but the co•ruuoners of Szith Morcane 
have dispensed with these to comply with the edicts of the 
new regin1e. Lowborn drow' do not enjoy much of the j;>pu
lence and luxw-y· that noble drow do, so the fw·nisbings ill a 
commoners' 4ouse are generally plain, with pleasing lines but 
no extraordinary value. 
·~ Despite their humble stati011, low-level dJ·ow commoners 
are" 1\0t nice pe<?ple. They reap the benefits of enslaving 
weaker humanoids to do their hard labor, and they do not 
hesitate to lash out at th'ese creatures, knowing that no 
goblin o'r ore dares raise a hand to defend itself for fear of 

the awful reprisals ~hat would follow. Th~y compete ruth
lessly to pl;rce their dapghters and sons 'in the service of the 
I)Oble families, and they maintain generations-long vendettas 
against each other.· Eyen.. the lowliest drow commoner is 
always plotting some way to grab a little more wealth, a little 
more respec't, and a little more power. Jealousy, avarice, and 
long-nurtured grudges poison a drow commoner's every 
waking thought. . 

Killing drow too weak to resist is not a particularly heroic 
course of action, but-truth ~ told-"freeing'' the lower 
drow classes from the oppression of the nobles would only 
create a differ"'1t set of tyfants a few years down the road. 
For the saki! of the advenrvre, you may •want to encourage 
the players to ignore the common dr?w (who really aren't 
worth tlieir time) and concentrate on beating the inf.lnitely 
more dangerous and malicious noble d1·ow elsewhere: in the 
complex. · • · 

•• 
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"1 Tooman Thendril, Cleric of Ghau.nada.r: hp 77; see page 136. 
Tactic~: If the heroes are spotted or cause trouble, 1d4 

common drow warriors from this area converge on the party 
each round until thirteen of them l1ave engaged the characters. 
The rest remain in their homes and defend against attackers 
seeking to force their way inside. Drow commoners stay well 
clear of any fighting. but they may rw1 for help, dashing up 
the ramp (A) or out to the chasm and shouting for sentries 
from nearby levels. In a pinch, low-level drow make aggressive 
use of their darkness ability to slow down dangerous attackers 
and buy themselves a chance to escape. -

The common d1·ow quickly recognize superior opponents 
aud retreat to the safety of their homes. The toadstool houses 
are tougher than they look. (The walls are the equivalent of 
6-inch thick wood, with hardness S, 60 hp, and break DC '20.) 
If the characters clearly intend to root out and destroy every 
drow in this cavern, the residents flee for the. Deep Wastes, 
the Bazaar Level, or the chasm by the most expeditious 
route. 

The common drow and the roth~ provide no real challenge for 
the characters. Do not awru·d experience points for defeating them. 

I 

A. RAMP 
This ramp curves up to the Bazaar level, about SO feet above. 
It passes right in front of 817, so characters carryu1g lights or 
advertising their presence in some other manner may walk 
u1t0 an ambush. 

B. TOOMAN T HENDRICK'S H OUSE 
Tooman Tbendrick, the ~!eric of Ghaunadar who maintains the 
shrine in S16, lives here with five otl1er drow-two warriors and , 
three farmers, all of whom belong to his cult. The cleric is very 
slow to intervene against the heroes, figuring that the more of 
!rae's sentries and spellguards they kill, the more likely it is that 
he can find a war to advance GhaUJladar's worship in the city. 

C. O VERSEERS' QgARTERS 
All of Szith Morcane's drow have some responsibility for 
overseeing the work of the outpost's slaves, but three ve.ry 
competent slave overseers are primarily responsible for 
making sure that the slaves stay in their place. Two are on 
duty at S'21 during' active· hours, and one during hours of rest. 
Currently, ope is restu1g here in his room, although be may 
come out to investigate any real disturbances in the area. 

D. S TREAM 
A swift, cold stream drains from the lake (E) and flows toward 
the southwest in -a rushing brook. The stream is about 10 feet 
wide and only a foot or two deep, and its bottom is rocky and 
ve~y slick. A successful Balance check (DC 18) is·requi.red to 
cross the stream without falling. A character who slips and 
falls while crossing sustains 1d4 points of damage from tlie 
many stones. Sand has been poured across the bottom at the 
ford marked on the map to provide a safe crossing poult. 

E. L AKE (EL 11) 

The still surface of the lake reflects the light of the phos· 
phorescent fungus u1 the cavern, maku1g it difficult to see 
what might lie beneath the surface. 

Observant characters might notice that the rotM-like .the drow 
and the bugbears-actually avoid the lake, drinkiJJg insteil.d from 
the stream aud staying at least 10 feet away from the lake itself. 
A successful Anin1al Empathy or Sense Motive check (DC H) 
allows a character to discern that the rotM are afraid of the lake. 

The depth of the lake ranges from f foot at the e.dges to 40 
feet at the center. · ~ 

Creatures: Two bizarre creatures dwell u1 the waters of the 
lake-giant octopuses t~at have been uuused with spidery 
essence. Each has a.rubbery body covered with chitu10us plates, 
from the junctures of which sprou; coarse black ' hairs. Its 
twe,lve tentacles arc studded with barbs :i!ld sharp-edged suck
ers, and its mouth is a set of spioerlike mandibles capable of de
livering deadly poison. These <;reatures fight with the mindless 
ferocity of bwlting spiders. 

The reflective surface of the la.ke gives tbe octopuses total 
concealment and o·oe-balf cover relative to creatures outside 
the lake. If the monsters extend their tentacles out of the lake
to attack nearby creatures, they still have one·quarter cover 
against melee or rauged attacks from landbou.nd opponents. 

"1 Arachnoid Giant Octopus (2): hp 5'9; H; see page B6. 
Tactics: The octopuses are mindless, but their instiller is- to 

draw potential prey u1to the water. They use their improved 
grab ability to pull their targets·into the water, but they always 
choose to take the - '20 penalty on their grapple checks so as to 
keep theit other tentacles free for attacking other foes. 

S19. NORTHEAST P ASSAGE 

About 30 feet illto the tunnel, a heavy, swingillg iron grate 
bars the passage. A padlock holds the barrier closed. Beyond 
it, the tunnel continues to the northeast, stretching into 
the darkness. 

The grate was intendea to prevent the slaves from using this 
passage as an escape route into the Underdark, so it was built to 
resist even stone giant strength. Forcing it requires a successful 
Strength check (DC 30). Five keys to this padlock exist: One is 
held by each of the slave overseers .in S18c a11d S'2.1, and one by 
each of the guard officers u1 S7. · 

~Iron Grate: 3 u1. tl1ick, hardness 10; hp 90; AC S; break 
DC 3'2; lift DC 30; bpeu' Lock DC 30. 

The passage leads into the Deep Wastes, where Part '2 of 
this adventure takes place. See Map 7b: The Deep Wastes on 
page 7 of the map booklet. 

If You Relocated Szith Morcane: If you placed Szith Mor
ca11e ill anot11er area of Faenin, the tunnel leadillg out from 
this cavern leads to a portal. After '2 hours' , travel, the charac
ters arrive in a dead-end cavern. A po,·tal is clearly mark~d on 
the wall, and the name "Maerimydra" is engraved on it in the 
Espruar script. It can be activated by laying a hru1d on its sur
face and saying "Maerinlydra." The pt»·tal leads to a nearly 
identical cavern some 100 miles northwest of Maerirnydra, in 
the spot where Szitb Morcane is shown on Map 7b: The Deep 
Wastes. A tun!Jelleads off to the southeast from th.is cavern, 
toward the Lake of Shadows and Maerimydra. 

S20. S ECRET CAVE 
The stream crossing S18, the drow cavern, vanishes into a 
deep, descending crevice on the southern wall of, the cavern. A 
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little more th~n a hundred feet down, it drops abruptly into a 
chute that funnels it into Szith Morcane's great chasm, 100 
(eet below the bottom edge of the web. This cleft is just barely 
large enougli for a Small character to squeeze through with a 
successful Escape Artist check (DC 30). A Medium-size char
acter cannot pass through, since the crevice ~s smaller than 
such a character's head. 

Crystal formations sprout like leafy ferns from every sur
face of this small, almost spherical cavern. The stream 
rushes into a swirling whirlpool that almost fills the 
cavern. A humanoid skeleton Lies beside the stream, one ar
mored leg dangling into the clear water. 

The corpse is that of a svirfneblin adventuJ·er who hid in this 
cave, badly wounded, after the rest of his party was slaughtered 
while attempting to infiltrate the drow stronghold. He eventu
ally starved to death, too afraid to venture back out into Szith 
Morcane. He has been dead for twenty-fiv.e year~. 

Since the body is far from the "mostly intact" state required 
for a speak 111ith dead spell, this corpse is almost entirely 
beyond communication. However, it can answer yes or no ques
tions by nodding or shaking its skull. In life, the svirfneblin was 
a neutral good 8th-level rogue; if the caster of the speak 1vith 
dead spell is of a different aligmneut, the corpse receives a Will 
save (+5' bonus). Should the charact~e.rs try to restore the 
svirfnebfuJ to ,Life, the result is yours to decide. If the party 
needs help or you want an ~xcuse to bring a qew player into the 
group, let him return-possibty with a different class, level, or 
race, as long as be is Small. Otherwise, be refuses to return. 

Treasure: The corpse's nonmagic gear is worthless at this 
point, but it has +1 studded leather armor, a +1 buckler, two po
tiom if neutralize poison, a potio11 if cure serious ?uoutrds, a potilm 
if haste, a cloak if protection +1, and a bag if holding (Bag 1). 

S21. OVERSEER STATION (EL 12) 
An 8-foot-high wall built of crudely mortared fieldstone di
vides the cavern in two here. One end extends out into a 
very large, dark Jake to the left; the other is anchored in 
the cavern wall to the right. A strong iron grate stands 
open, allowing a glimpse of mushroom fields and broken 
cavern floor beyond. Two strong and cruel-looking drow 
males stand watch by the opening. 

This station allows a pair of overseers to keep an eye on events 
in the slave cavern (822), while remaining close to the relative 
safety the other dark elves provide. A wraith spider also guards 
this post, clinging to the ceiling of the cavern about 30 feet 
above the floor. Approaching characters may not note ,the 
undead spider's presence (see below) . . 

Creatures: Two drow slave overseers and a wraith spider 
~tand watch here, dealing with any disturbances among the 
slaves an.(! the common drow on_ this level. They aren't sup
posed to l<eep watch on eyerybody passing in or out of the 
cavern, and they don't challenge drow with business in 822. If 
all the characters appear to be drow, the overseers and their 
ally barely give them a second glance as tltey go ori through. 
Howe,rer, if any of them are obviously surface-dwellers, the 
overseers make a concerted stand against them, hollering for 

help. Under n9 circumstances do the overseers venture within 
20 feet of the Lake to the nm·th. 

The wraith spider is difficult to spot on the ceiling. Its Hide 
modifier is +1 because of its dark coloration rutd ui1Jlatural 'still
ness. Allow a Spot check if ruty cbru·acter uses rut action to look 
around for foes. The wraith spider was tommanded by one of the 
Tsar ran nieces (a lOth-level cleric) to stand watch here and attack 
any creatures indicated by the slave overseers. The goblins and 
bugbears in 822 bate and fear the wtdead spider, since it has killed 
more than one of their kind who tried to sneak 0\rer the wall. 

The sound of a pitched battle in this area carries easily to 
the common drow in S18 (if any remain) aJJd the slaves work
ing in 822. If the web team is patrolling the chasm, that group 
responds· quickly to the sounds of combat be.re. Otherwise, a 
disturbance here serves to alert the guards, as described in the 
"Intruder Alert!" sidebar (page 20). 

'J Slave Overseers ('2.): hp 61, 5'2; see page 13~. 
'J Large Wraith Spider: bp 35'; see Appendix 1. 
This chamber· is open to cavern S22. Combat here draw~ in

terest from the residents of that cavern, but no assistance. The 
slaves in cavern S22 are only too happy to see tbe overseers 
killed. The third overseer is meditating in his bouse (S18c). 

If the characters' fight the· overseers while 818 and S22 
are still populated, a small crowd of drow and bugbears gath
ers to watch the n)elee, with Thulk at its front. If the charac
ters emerge victorious, Thulk invites them into 822 and tries 
to convince them to aid /lim in bid for control over Szith 
Morcane. A goblin eavesdrops outside and tells the drow 
what he hears if not intercepted -and killed. They in turn 

' report the conversation to Dorina T'sarran, who places the 
area on ale'rr, if it is not already. · 
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S22. SLAVE CAVERN (EL 13) 
The ceiliJtg of this vast cavern rises more than 100 feet 
from the uneven ground. Stalactites hang from the ceiliJtg 
and stalagmites rise to meet them throughout the cavern, 
occasionally joining to form a solid column. Dense patches 
of phosphorescent fungus grow in various locations 
throughout the cavern, including on some walls, illuminat
ing the whole area in a soft purple light. Several beasts re
sembllitg small cattle or yaks seem to roam about a 
stone-walled enclosure beside a large, dark lake. A number 
of side-caves are visible in the walls at various altitudes on 
the eastern end of the cavern. 

Eight caves line the walls of the cavern, their entrances at 
varying heights off the floor. These caves provide shelter for 
any slaves that can stake a claim to them. As in the drow area 
to the west, the escarpmepts here make it difficult to move 
quickly around the cavern; each is ld6+5' feet high at aoy given 
point. Unless the characters are following one 9f the cleared 
paths, climbing an escarpment requires a successful Climb 
check (DC 5'} A character must make a successful Climb check 
(DC 20) to reach a cave entrance more than one-half of his or 
her height off the ground. Lower caves can be entered as a 
part of nonnal movement. 

Creatures: This cavern is home to the slaves of Szith 
Morcane. The slave contingent here includes ab~ut sixty 
goblins, twenty bugbears, and a trio of stone giants. The 
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slaves have learned not to attack drow, but they would wel
come th<;_ chance to flex their muscles against surface-world 
intruders, hoping to wi11 some small amount of favor in 
their cruel masters' eyes. 

The bugbear slaves are loosely ruled by a barbarian bully 
named Thulk, a goblinoid strong in both bOdy and ·personality. 
He has cowed even the stone giants through sheer bluster com
bined with a cruelty that rivals that of the drow. 

At any gi~en time, half of the goblins aJtd bugbears are 
scattered arou11d the rotM enclosure and the mushroom fields 
working, and rest of the goblinoids are resting, malingering, or 
squabbling in their noisome, warrenlike caves. All three stone 
giru1ts are engaged in refilling a big cistern at area B, since they 
don't fear the monsters in the cavern's big lake rutd can carry 
an enormous amount of water with each trip. 

., Goblin Slaves (30): hp 3 each; see Momter Manual . 

.,Bugbear Slaves (10): hp 16 each; see Momfer .Manual. 

., Stone Giant Slaves (3): hp 1'23, 119, 113; see Monster 
Marmal . 

., Thullc, Bugbear Boss: hp 84; see page 136. 

., Deep RotM (20): hp 13 each; see FORGOTTEN R EALMS 

Campaig;11 Setting. 
The goblins, bugbear slaves, and roth~ provide no real chal

lenge to the characters. Do not award experience points for de
feating them. 

Tactics: News of fighting 'at the gate in S'21 spreads like wild
fire through the slave cavern, as goblins from all over the mush
room fields come running to see what's going on. They view a 
band of ignorant surface--dwellers as a walking feast wrapped up 
in treasure, so they gathe~ in a surly crowd and prepare to attack 
characters who force tlteir way into tlle slave enclosure. ; 
· After the fu-st assault is.driven back, or at the fu-st display of 

serious power on the part of the invaders, tlte goblins flee back to 
their boltholes in the side caves, yammering in terror. The bug
bears and giants are somewhat more determined, but even they 
know better tllan to take on a powerfo.l band of surface heroes. 

Thulk offers to padey once he sees that the slaves have no 
chance to overwhelm the heroes. He's willing to agree to a 

·parley anytime the heroes offer one, figuring he can always 
kill them later if they turn out to be weak. 

Development: If the characters wish to extirpate everything 
in this area, they find that each of the side-caves is only about 
10 feet in he,!ght. The interiors are squalid, fouled by the gobli
noid slaves livutg therein. Of the sLx side-caves not marked as 
areas of special interest, two are home to about ~eu bugbears 
each, and the other four are occupied by about fifteen goblins 
each. Feuding ove.r "good" caves is endless and deadly. 

F. GIA:t-.'l'fS' CAVE 
Th.is cave is home to the three stone giants who ;tre enslaved 
here. They were raised in Szith Morcane's slave caverns after 
they were taken capt~ve as young children. While they could 
probably escape if they wanted to, they simply don't know any
thing other tha11 their lives in the drow outpost. The giants are 
all too willing to curry favor with their drow masters by at· 
tacking surface dwellers who venture into this area. 

G. CISTERN 
This pool serves as the source of water for the ~laves, most of 
whom do not dare venture within '20 feet of the big lake (E). 

The stone giants, who haul ~undreds of gallons from the 
cavern's big lake with each trip, replenish it from time 'to time. 

H. THULK'S CAVE 
Thulk, the bugbear boss, lives here with his three wives, two 
sons, and three most loyal bullies. He ·is backed by. the drow 
overseers, but he sku·ts a dangerous lilte between kiling t~ 
please his dark elf masters aud keeping a lid on the festering 
discontent of the slaves he bullies. 

In ue.cted Towef Level 
The Inverted Tower (so named because it consists of rooms 

·branching off from a tall, octagonal cavern) is Szith Morcaue's 
center for the study ·and practice of arcane magic. Unlike the 
rest or the outpost, it has remained almost completely unaf
fected both by the aecline of drow ill the region SU1Ce Shadow
~ale was reclainted by humans ru1d by more recent events-the 
arrival of refugees from Maerimydra and the fall of House 
Morcane. It remains what it has always been, a small, insular 
commw1ity of wizards (and a handful of sorcerers) pursuing 
their own ends with li ttle influence from the outside world. 

the Inverted Tower has fow· levels, each one branching out 
from the central column. in a different direction. Ceilings on 
each level are 7 feet high, and the levels are 10 feet apart. 

813. I NVERTED T OWER E NTRANCE (EL 7) 
A short tunnel leads from the chasm inward, ending i.u an 
archway that opens utto a larger room. 

The archway is th~ only in1portant feature of this area. 
Trap: The archway leading from the entrance into the In· 

verted Tower itself (S'24) is protected by a trap that is trig
gered whenever any creature enters the archway without 
speaku1g the password ("B'zadarra"). When triggered, the trap 
creates a g;um·ds and 1vm·ds effect throughout the Imrerted 
Tower area. 

·I' Guards and Wards Trap: CR 7; special; Search DC 31; 
Disable Device DC 31. · 

The rooms affected by the spell are S'24, S'27, S30-S3'2, and 
S33. The follE>wing effects are in place for '22 how·s after the 
trap is triggered, or until Solom Ned'razak dismisses the effect: 

• Fog fills the two hallways labeled S27, obseuring vision 
beyond 5' feet. A creature within S' feet has one-half con· 
cealment (200h miss chance), and creatures farther away 
have full concealment (5'00h miss chance). 

• Jhe doors from S24 into S27 and S34t the doors from 
S27 into S'28-S33, and the doors from SH illto S3~ and 
S36 are secu1·ed with arcane lock and covered by glamers 
to appear as plain walls. The students who live ill 
S28-S31 ca11 freely pass through the doors into their 
ow11 rooms. Solom Ned'razak can freely pass through 
any of the doors secured with arcane lock. 

• Areas S27, an~ SH are warded by the spell's cotifusion 
effect. There is a 5'00h chance that illtruders go through a 
door other than the one they u1tend. This is an enchant· 
ment (miQd-affectillg) effect subject to spell resistance. · 

• A gust of 1vi11d appears u1 SH, blowing from the west 
wall toward the entrance from S24. The wind makes it 
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impossible for Medium-size or smaller flying characters 
to enter 834. This effect is subject to spell resistance. 

• Alerted by the gust of 1vind blowing outs1de his private 
chambers, S61om Ned'razak casts clairaudience/clairvoyance 
to see who triggered the trap. If he decides that the heroes pose 
a real till-eat, be prepares for battle by casting his power-up 
suite of spells, as described in his entry on page 138. Sitting on 
his throne in 834, he continues periodically checking on S24 
via clairvoyartce for the duration of the spell (15' minutes) or 
until the characters either come to him or enter level three of 
the t9wer. Should the latter occur first, he follows the heroes. 

None of the guards attd wards effects are noticeable in this 
area, making it fully p0Ssible for the characters to trigger the 
trap without realizing they have done so. 

. 
S24. T HE l l\TVERTED T OWER (EL VARIABLE) 

Glisterting walls of smooth, black rock tower upward, form
ing an octagonal room that looks like a squat tower turned 
inside-out. A single archway leads to the northeast on the 
ground level. 

The walls of the Inverted Tower are extremely hard to climb 
(Climb DC 30) because they are smooth and slope inward. A 
spider climb effect allows a character to move up die wall, but 
the preferred method of moving about. within the Tower is to 
fly (or, in a pillch, levitate). 

If the characters triggered the guards m~d 1uards trap, the 
doors set higher in the tower's walls are not visible to normal 
sight because they are cover~d by glamers to appear as part of 
the normal wall. If the characters avoided the trap, they can 
see the .three doors higher in the walls. 

Creatures (EL 10): Two guards are posted in S2r at all 
times. Unless the characters enter by stealth, the guards move 
to intercept them as soon as they enter the Inverted Tower. 
Triggering the guards and •wards trap does not automatically 
alert the guards, since none of its effects are noticeable here. 

The arcane guards are male drow wearing mithral shirts 
and purple tabards adorned with the crest of the Inverted 
Tower, a stylized spjder atop a staff. · 
~Arcane Guard (2): hp 33, 32; see page 136. 
Treasure: In addition to their standard gear, each arcane 

·guard carries one of the guard post's two wands, a 1vand of 1ueb 
(20 charges), or a 111and of dispel magic (10 charges), while on 
duty here. 

The sounds of combat in this room travel throughout the 
Inverted Tower complex. 

. S25' . . ARCANE GUARDPOST 

This small, square room is unfurnished and undecorated. It 
is completely unremarkable except for the door leading off 
to the left of the entrance. 

' . 
Two arcal1e guards ace stationed here at all times, operat-
ing in three daily shifts. If the characters entered in co1n
plete silence and invisibly, the guards do not immediately 
emerge, so they may be encountered in this room instead 
of in 'S?.4 (see their abbreviated statistics and additional 
equipment above). 

S26. A R9ANE GUARD BARRACKS (EL 12} 

A large round table surrounded by chairs dominates one 
corner of this room. Across from it, a cupboard and 
counter unit occupies another wall, apparently serving as a 
minimal kitchen for this room's occupants. A heavy cur
tain hangs across the room beyond the cabinets. 

Behind the curtain are four double bunk' beds where the arcane 
guards rest while off duty. 

The cab~nets hold food supplies for the guards. These stores 
consist of dried meat and fungus, rotM cheese laced with green 
mold, dry crackers, and an urn of clean water. 

Creatures: This room is home to the six arcane guards who 
keep watch over the entrance to the Inverted Tower. At any 
given time, two are on duty in S2r, while the other four are in 
here. They rarely leave the Inverted Tower level, even when 
off-duty. Usually, two guards are meditating while the other 
two sit a~ the table eating or playing dice. Gu3.1·ds who are JlOt 
resting wear purple tabards over their mithral shirts like the 
guards in S24 do, have all their gear ·close at hand, and join a 
co'mbat in progress within 2 rounds. Guards in elven trance 
wear their mithral s&irts but not their tabards. They take 1d4 
rounds to gather all their gear and join a· fight in progress. 
~ A.rcane Guard (+): hp 41, 31, 30, 29; see .page B6. 

S27. ;HALLWAYS 
These two hallways are unexceptional unless the guards a11d 
zuards spell is in effect. If the c'haracters did trigger the 

' trap in S?.3, both hallways are fille~ with fog. The doors in 
the halls, as well as the deors leading into the halls, are se
cured by arcane lock effects and ccwered with glamers to 
appear as plain walls. Tbe hallways are also warded by the 
spell's confusion effect. 
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S28. V ACANT STUDENT'S QQARTERS 

This small room has clearly been unoccupied for some 
time. Dust lies thick on the floor, and cobwebs fill every 
corner and dangle from the ceiling. 

The lnverted Tower is.designed so that the archmage can train 
four apprenti~es at a time, but it bas been some time since 
Solom Ned'razak has had that many students in his tutelage. 

Despite appearances, no monstrous spiders lurk in this 
room- just a number of ordinary ones. 

S29. STUDENT'S QQARTERS (EL 9) 

This is au austere chamber, reminiscent of a monastic cell. 
A simple pallet serves as the only bed, and a small chest, 
reading table, and stool are the only other furnishings. A 
leather-bound book lies open on the reading table. 

The students of tba Inverted Tower live ascetic lives, denied all 
but the most basic necessities. Solom Ned'razak belie,res that 
this austerity increases their discipline and, eventually. their 
mastery of the arcane arts. , 

Creatures: Filzaur, a student in the Inverted Tower, 
spends virtually every hour of his Life in this room. He is an 
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8th-level wizard with a strong preference for spells that in
flict cur~es or diseases. Filzaur is an average-looking drow 
male who favors greens and yellows i11 his clothing. He usu
ally wears au emerald-green shirt, black trousers, black boots, 
and a yellow sash around his waist. On the rare occasions 
when he leaves the Inverted Tower, he also wears a volumi
nous black' cloak. 

~Inverted Tower Student (Filzaur): hp 31; see page 137. 
Treasure: Filzaur's spellbook, which sits on the reading 

table, is the only treasure here; its spells are listed in his entry 
on page 137. The trunk holds several changes of clotl1ing and 
a silk pouch containing 15 pp, 9S gp, 43 sp, and three catseye 
agates worth 1r gp apiece. 

S30. STUDENTS Qg:ARTERS (EL 9) 
At first glance, this room appears identical to S'29. The cover 
of the spellbook on the reading table is snakesk.in ra.ther tl1an 
leather, but otherwise tl1e rooms are almost indistinguishable. 

Creatures: A second student named Nobruzzal, an 8th-level 
wizard with eclectic magical tastes, lives in this room. He is a 
tall and gaUJJt drow male who dresses completely in black
black shirt, black trousers, black boots, aJJd black cloak. 

'J Inverted Tower Student (Nobruzzal): hp B; .see page 
137. 

Treasure: The spells in this student's spellbook are listed 
with his entry on page 137.' 

S31. H EAD STUDENT'S Qg:ARTERS (EL 12) 
Behind the door is a featureless stone wall. 

The wall behind the door is an iliusor;• wall designed simply 
to delay any intruders attempting to enter the head stu
dent's private study. The room itself is larger than. the other 
students' quarters but not llluch more comfortable~The thin 
mattress that serves as a bed is covered with a linen sheet. 
Instead of a reading table and stool, a black sitting mat rests 
on. the floor with a spellbook on a small stand beside it. 
Against one wall, a chest provides storage space for personal 
belongings. . · 

Creatures: The best student at the arcane academy gains the 
dual privileges of larger quru·ters and more freedom to move 
around Szith Morcru1e. Suszcam Mar-Shinn has been the head 
student for eighteen years. He dreams of one day usurping 
Solom Ned'razak's position. Susztam is a specialist illusionjst 
~houses the Shadow Weave to power his spells. 

Susztam is unusually plump for a drow, displaying a defi- ~ 
nite roundness t-o his face and body. He seems soft and weak at ~ 

first glance, but he is actually hard as adan1antine-cruel, stub- ~ 
~ born, and driven. He wears a dark gray shirt and black 

trousers, and he wraps himself in a cloak if arach11idn. 
'J Susztam Mar-Shinn, Inverted Tower Head Student: hp 

37; see page 137. 
Tactic~: Knowing that his neighbors on this floor have 

every reason to want him dead and no moral qualms about 
helping that to happen, Susztam treats any intrusion as a 

I n<Jertul To'Uitr .Arcane Guards 
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threat on his 'life. When the door to his room opeus, he first 
casts improved invisibility on himself. If he has time before 
t_he intruders find their way through the 'wall, he casts 
mi1·age arca"na to make the room look dusty and vacant, 
much like S'28. His use of the Shadow Weave makes both 
spells difficult to detect or dispel (see the Pernicious Magic 
and Tenacious Magic feats- in the FoRGOTTEN REALMS 
Campaig11 Setting). · 

If the characters leave quickly after entering the appar
ently vacant room, Susztam ignores the disturbance and lets 
the~ go. If they start searching the area (and thereby interact 
with the glamer),, he casts haste on himself and plumlasmal 
killer on the character ·he judges most likely to fail the saving 
throws (an apparent rogue is his first choice). He follows this 
tactic with displaceme11/ and stone skin to protect himself, then 
launches into his offensive spells: greater sbnd01u evocation 
(replicating a cone of cold or, if he feels very threatened, a 1uall 
of force), greater shad01u co1yurntio11 (replicating a summon 
monster TV spell to bring a shado\\!Y ho.wler, br a solid fog 
spell), enervation, ray of enfeeblement, and 1ueb. 

Treasure: The head student's spellbook contains the spells 
listed with his statistics on page 137. The chest contains a few 
sets of clothing (all the same gray and black shades, except for 
a bright red shirt be saves for special occasions) and, buried 
under the clothing, a small devotional icon of Lolth (forbid
den under Szith Morcane's new regime). A sma.llleather pouch 
holds ~8 pp, ~S gp, rr sp, and a fine diamond pendant worth 
660 gp. 

S32. CO:t--1J~Y (EL 13- 17) 
A large arcane diagram fills most of the floor in this oc
tagonal room. Traced in paint, powdered silver, and colored 
sand, the diagram is circular, with various shapes and stars 
circumscribed within. The odors of smoke and sulfur hang 
in the air as if a large chemical fire had burned in here re
cently. The room is otherwise featureless. 

Cha.racters who can see invisible creatures spot the nycaloth 
(see Creatures) imm,ed.iately. ' 

The door to this room is protected with a permanent alarm 
spell. When any creature passes through, a mental alarm 
alerts Solom Ned'razak. As soon as that occurs, Solom takes 
several rounds to cast some of his power-up spells in his own 
chambers, concluding with. baste. He then teieports into the 
room, arriving 1d4+'2 rounds after the characters enter, to pre
vent them from freeing the creature within. 

Creatures: Three days ago, Solom Ned'razak summoned a 
nycaloth-:a creatu;e from the infemal plane known as the 
Barrens of Doom and Despair-into a calling diagram in the 
center of this room. The nycaloth is invisible, but characters 
who can see invisible creatures can discern its true form. It re
tembles a large gargoyle with powerful bat like wings and thick, 
green ski:{1. Its hands and feet spo.r t razor-sharp claws, and its 
bead is vaguely canin~ with small webbed ears and horns. It 
stands in the middle of the arcane diag\:am 011 the noor. 

So far, the archmage ha.s not been successful jn forging a 
bargain with the fiend, so it remains here, trapped ii1 the call
ing dl'agram, attempting a difficult Charisma check 
(Charisma modifier+~ against a DC of '21) each day to win its 

freedom. At t.he time the characters arrive, it has just failed 
another attempt, so. it is stuck in the circle for '24 hoUJ·s more. 
If no one seems to see it, the nyca1oth remains invisible, 
hoping the characters will free it by disturbing the diagram 
unwittingly. If the creature realizes that someone can see it, 
or it seems that no one will break -the circle, it addresses the 
characters telepathically and makes whatever promises it 
must to convince them to set it free. All that is necessary is 
for someone to step over, mar, or lay" any object across the 
con tainjng diagram. 

If the nycaloth is freed by chance or design, it is not partic
ularly grateful to its rescuers. It makes 1 round of melee at
tacks on the nearest character, then teleports to Solom 
Ned'raza:k's chamber to attack him. (In that case, the wizard 
successfully casts dismissal on the nycalotb but sustains 10 
points of damage from the creature before doing so.) If Solom 
Ned'razak appears in this room while the nycaloth is free, it 
makes a single round of attacks on the archmage ~na then van
ishes, rec.ognizing that Solom has readied himself for con1bat 
with numerous powerful spells. 

_, Nycaloth: hp 67; see page H7. 
· Tactics: If the players attack the nycaloth, it invokes its 

deeper darkness power a.ud looks for an opportunity to 
grapple a weak character. If it is free, it simply mauls one 
character within ' reach 'before teleporting off in search of 
the archmage. 

Development: If Solqm Ned'razak arrives while the 
nycaloth is still trapped in the calling diagram, he politely in
vites the characters to join him ii1 his audience hall (S~+), 

' trying to draw them away from the nycaloth before they can 
free it. If they reveal that they know of the creature's presence 
and make any threat to free it, he attacks them immediately. 
Finally, if the nycalotb attacks the archmage before he's ready 
to join battle in this chamber, be drinks his potion of ct~re 
moderate wou11ds and then telepor.ts into this room to open ne
gotiations with the player characters.• 

_, Solom Ned'razalt, Atchmage of Szith Mor cane: hp H; 
see on page 138. 

Solom Ned'razak is not necessarily hostile to the characters 
unless they threaten his life by releasing tl1e nycaloth. If they 
peacefully accompany him to the audience hall, he is more 
than· willing to negotiate an alliance with them. See SH for 
more information. 

Ad HOc: XP Adjustment: Since the nycaloth is interested 
only in causing a few rounds of mayhem before departing, 
award SOOh of the normal experience foJ" the encounter. Char
acters who actually kill the creature before it can leave of its 
own accord earn normal experience. 

~ S33. I NSTI\UCTIONAL RooM 
The eight walls of this room are covered with slate, 
whitened with chalk powder. Arcane scrawlings and dia
grams in white chalk cover roughly half of the available 
surface. A high stool stands in the center of the room, with 
a reading table in front of it. A lectern faces the door. 

This room is where Solom Ned'razak teaches his students 
every couple of days. The head student has the privilege of 
sitting on the stool, while the other students sit on the floor 
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behind him. Solom stands at the lectern or the chalkboards 
a11d lectu,res or demonstrates spell techniques. 

Casting read magic allows a character to decipher the 
scrawlings on the chalkboard. These reveal that the archmage 
has recently taught his students the intricacies of the detect 
scrying spelL as well as general information about scrying 
spells and the magical sensors tltey create. 

834. A UDIENCE H ALL (EL 16 OR 0) 
If the characters triggered the guards and 1vards trap, the gust 
of 1vi11d effect blows from the throne to the door in~this room. 
No creature can ny in through the door without first negating 
the effect. 

An impressive throne made of heavy-looking black metal 
looms on a high dais on the far side of the room from the 
door. Rich tapestries with abstract designs hang on the wall 
behind the throne, nanking it and contributing to its air of 
impressive authority. Two doors, one on either side of the 
entrance, lead out of the room. 

In outright rebellion against the dominance of female clerics 
in drow society, the archmage of Sz.ith Morcane asserts his 
own power and authority as much as possible here in his inner 
sanctum. H~ rarely uses• tlus room for actual audiences, since 
few visitors come to the top levels of the Inverted Tower. 
When he does hold audience, however, he enjoys perc~g high 
on his throne and looking down at the lesser beings who come 
before him. 

Creatures: If the cha_r:acters have triggered the guards and 
1vards trap but have not yet entered the conjury (83'2.), Solom • 
Ned'razak is here, powered-up and ready to fight if necessary. 
He does not attack inllllediately, however, because he would 
prefer to lear,n the reason for the i.t1trusion and see whether he 
can use the PCs for his own purposes (see Tactics, below). 

Solom is a m·iddle-aged drow with. a fine. fashion sense and 
an air of hedonism. He is ruggedly handsome, though not es-· 
pecially muscular, and he wears a large gold hoop in his left 
ear. His garb consists of black trousers tucked into knee-high 
black leather boots, and· a billowing purple shirt unbuttoned 
halfway down. A fine gold headband (his headband of intel
lect) holds his long white bait· back from his face, and the 
sleeves of -his shirt are tucked into elaborate gold bracers (his 
bracers of armor). A fine black cloak (his cloak of charisma) 
completes the ensemble. He smells of perfume ~nd incense, 
particularly sandalwood . 

., Solom Ned'razak, Archmage of Szith Morcane: hp H; 
see page 138. 

Tacticg: If given an opportunity to talk to the characters, 
Solom takes it. He has no love for the theocratic rulers of 
Stith Morcaue-either the deposed clerics of Lolth or the new 
clerics of Kiaransalee..-and he harbors dreams of establishing 
a magocracy similar to that in the distant drow city of 
Sshamath, with himself at its head. If the characters show the 
potential to remove the clerics from power, he might offer his 
assistance-and a promise to halt the raids against the surface 
that drew the characters here in the first place-if they help 
put him mto power. 

835'. ARCHMAGE'S CHAMBER (EL 16 OR 0) 
This richly appomted room has an air of decadent luxury. 
A gigantic bed draped with soft silks and velvets fills one 
corner of the chamber. A low dresser next to the bed holds 
a smoldering brazier that sends thick smoke with a heavy 
odor of sandalwood u1to the air. A plush divan smothered 
with pillows stands against another wall, and on the floor 
beside it sits a short stack of books. 

In stark contrast to the austerity he_forces upo1j hjs students 
(and unbeknO\~nst to them, since they ~re not permjtted in 
this chamber), the archmage of Szith Morcane lives in com
fortable luxury, saturating his senses with soft fabrics and 
heady incense. 

Creatures: If the characters did not trigger either the 
guards and 1vards trap or the alarm in 83'2., they might 
~urprise Solom Ned'razak here in his private chambers. If. 
so, they fi.t1d him draped across the divan with a book on 
his lap. 

-, Solom Ned'rl\Zak, Archmage of Szith Morcane: hp H; 
see page 138. 

Treasure: The four books that lie beside the archmage's 
couch represent the curr.ent thrust of his reading: an investi
gation imo the historical precedents for current events in the 
Underdatk, specifically Lolth's silence. The· books are a his
tory of Maerimydxa, a similar history of Menzoberranzan, a 
treatise on the worship of Lolth and her nature, and a planar 
tome on the Demonweb Pits, the Outer Plane where the drow 
pantheon resides. Each book wejghs 3 pounds and could be 
sold for about '2.0 gp to someone with an interest in its topic. 

A small secret panel in one wall (Search DC '2.0) conceals a 
niche where the archmage keeps his comage and monetary 
wealth. The panel is protected by afire trap spell. 

·I' Fire Trt~p: CR. 5'; S-ft. radius (ld4+16 fire); Reflex DC 
'2.0 half; Se.arch DC '2.9; Disable Device DC '2.9. 

Within the niche are SS pp, 40 gp, 1'2.5' sp, and a pair of rich 
purple corundums worth 400 gp apiece. 

836 .. L IBRARY 

The walls here are lined with shelves. Books and scrolls spill 
over every available shelf surface in an apparently disor
ganized jumble. An aroma of cedar, combined with the 
faint odor of dry paper, fills the room. 

This is Solom Ned'razak's library, an extensive collection that 
covefs much ground i.t1 the archmage>s are,as of expertise, in
cluding arcana, history, Underdark local, the planes, an~ reli
gion (particularly drow religion). He keeps his spellbooks 
scattered over different shelves to prevent a student or other 
interloper from easily stealing them all 

Treasure: The arclunage's library is quite extensive and 
fairly valuable. A character using the entire library for refer
ence gaillS a +'2. circu1bstance bonus on Knowledge (a.rcana) or 
Knowledge (Underdark local) checks, since those are the clear 
strengths of the collection. Characters hopi.ttg to loot the li
brary and sell. the books mus~ contend with their bulk and 
weight. Each of the sixty books weighs 3 pounds and fetches a 
price of 3d6 gp. · 
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In addition to the mundane books, Solom's three spellbooks 
and his Boccob's blessed book are on the shelves. All four books 
are protected with fire trap spells (see below), a'nd each bears a 
Nystufs undetectable arn·a to keep it from being easily located 
with a detect magic spell. Solom renews these spells every fif
teen days'. One spellbook holds all the arcbmage's cantrips and 
1st- and '2nd-level spells (with twelve pages to spare), another 
holds all his 3rd-level spells plus e11e1"Vatio11 and ice stonn (with 
twelve pages to spare). and the third holds aU his 4tll·level 
spells except e1reMatio11 and ice storm (with four pages to 
spare} The Boccob's bLessed book holds all his spells from rth to 
8th level (with room for eleven more spells} 

Trap: Each spellbook is warded with afire trap. 
-1' Fire Trt~p: CR f; r -ft. radius (ld4+16 fire); Reflex DC 

'2.0 half; Search DC '2.9; Disable Device DC '2.9. 

House Morcnne Level 
Once the center of power for House Morcane.....!the family of 
Loltb-worsbiping drow who ruled Szitb Morcane until re-
cently-this level is now nearly deserted. Tbe followers of 
Kiaransalee who have usurped power live here, but they hardly 
fill the space left vacant after they slaughtered the Lolthites. 
Many of the clerics who died in the coup remain here as quth· 
marens, while others inhabit different areas of the outpost. 

Like the guards on the Barracks level, the drow on this level 
actively respond to reports of intruders (see the "Intruder 
Alert!" sidebar on page '2.0 for details of the guards' alarm 
system). The creatures on this level do not move to other 
levels when an alarm is sounded; instead, they focus 011 pro
tecting their leader, Dorina Tsarran. 

If the characters reach this level 
without raising an alarm else
where in the complex, every ' 
creature they encounter here at
tempts to sound the alert on this 
level. Each inhabited area's de· 
scription includes information 
on how its residents try to 
spread word of the 4anger. Once 
the alarm is raised, all the inhab
itants move into their Alerted 
positions in r rounds. 

Persistent Spell Effects: The 
entire House Morcane level is 
affected by two spells with last
ing effects: forbiddance and rm
hai/O'Tv. Dorina Tsarran (see' page 
139) cast both spellS: 

Tbejorbidda11ce effect means 
that each character whose align
ment is not chaotic evil must 
make a successful Will save (DC 

for a character of any other alignment. In addition, the area is 
scaled off from all planar travel (including dimension door, 
teleport, plane shifti11g, astral travel, ethereal travel, and all 
summoning spells) that would bring creatures into the level. 

Tbe tmhai/O'Tv spell has several effects. Every creature 
within the House Morcane level gets a +'2. deflection bonus to 
AC and a +2 resistance bonus on saves against attacks made by 
good creatures. The spell also wards against possession or 
mental control. Subjects are likewise protected against bodily 
contact by summoned or conjured creatures, except for evil 
outsiders and elementals. Each turning check made to turn 
undead takes a -4 profane penalty, and each one made to 
rebuke undead gains a +4 profane bonus. Finatly, an i11visibility 
purge effect fills the entire level as part of the tmhai/O'Tv spell. 
Anything invisible becomes visible while in the area. 

537. H OUSE M ORCANE E NTRANCE 
(EL VARIABLE) 

Dorina's forbiddance spell (see above) is in effect when ,the 
characters attempt to enter this level. 

A yawning bole u1 the chasm wall opens into a well-crafted 
room with smooth walls and floor. The far portion of this 
chamber curves in an octagonal shape. Two passages lead 
out of the room through crafted archways, and a narrow 
runnel seems to form an exit through the ceiling. A ladder 
that strongly resembles a spiderweb leads up to the tunnel 
mouth. 

' The spiderweb ladder leads up to S46 through a very narrow 
• tu11nel, which rises steeply for 10 feet, 

then ascends ·more gradually toward 
the fane above. The tunnel is only 3 

feet in diameter, so Medium-size 
characters must either crawl up 
the ladder the entire way (on 
hands and knees for much of the 
distance) or fly headfirst along 
t11e tunnel. A Large creature 
must make an Escape Artist 
check (DC 30) to reach the fane. 
The ladder is trapped (see below). 

Unaware Creatures (EL 
11}. Four quth-marens guard the 
entrance to the rsarran domain. 
They em~body both the new 
power in charge of the drow out
post and the fate of tllose who 
came before. 

., <l!!_th-Maren (+): hp 
49, 70, 64, 64; see Appendix 1. 

Unaware Tactics: If the 
characters enter this level with· 
out having previously alerted 
the inhabitants, two of the 
quth-marens flee the room im
mediately, moving at top speed 

'21) to eJ\ter the House Morcane 
level. Any character who fails the 
l>aving throw is hedged out and 
takes damage: 3d6 points of 
damage for a chaotic good, chaotiC 
neutral, lawful evil, or neutral evil 
character, or 6d6 points of damage 

So/om Netl'rt~Jelllt, 11rcbm•r.e 

out of the room throu,gh oppo
site doors. Each one is trying to 

reach Dorina T'sarran to alert her, 
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Tne Trouble with forbid donee 
Tbeforbiddattce spell is an excellent defense for an :t-.'PC 
spellcaster who want;s to keep the wrong sort of people out 
of~ temple or .Sanctuary, buf it presents a serious problem 
in play because it divides the party. Some characters can 
pass through it, and others will fail rheir saving tl1rows 
and be unable to accompany· their tom pan ions. Fortu
nately, there's a way around this. Forbiddance, like most 
other spells, can be dispelled, though it takes a character 
of equal or higher level than the creator of the forbid
dance to do so. 'Jh.is spell was cast by Dori1,a Tsarran, an 
11th-level cle.ric, so a dispel magic spell cast by a character 
of at least·llth level defeats the forbiddance with a dispel 
check result of 22 or better. Of course, characters can cast 
inu'fti_flc dispel magic spells until they succeed, as long as 
the caster is of equal or higher level than the creator of 
the forbiddance. 

You (nay need to drop a hint or two regarding this 
tactic if your players become stuck here. This same spell is 
also usecllater in the adventure by a mufh more powerful 
-cleric (see Castle Maerimydra, in Part 3), but the charac
ters need to use a different tactic to bypass that o'ne. 

but they move in opposite directions around the "web" of 
this level in order to split and confuse any pursuers. The 
quth-marctr that beads clockwise (out the northeast door) 
reaches S44 in r rounds; the one that heads counterclockwise ' 
(out the south door) takes 11 rounds. 

The two vampire noble guards from S39 arr ive here and 
join the battle 2 rounds after it begins, unless the combat takes 
place in complete silence. 

Alerted Creatures (EL 1+): The v~mpire,noble guards from 
S39 join the quth-maren to defend against any intruders. 

'J Vampire Noble Guards (2): hp 60, n; see page 138. 
If a vampire guard is reduced to 10 or fewer hit points, it as

sumes gaseous form and nees toward S44 to warn Dorina 
T'sarran. 

Trap (EL 8): The trap on the ladder activates whenever a 
creature that does not worship Lolth touches it. Such a crea
ture adheres to the web that forms t he ladder, becoming en
tangled as if by a web spell. The webs do not burn, however, 
and the DCs for escaping the web are higher than those for 
the spell: A creature can escape with either a successful 
Strength check (DC 20) or a successful EsCJ~pe Artist check 
(DC 2S). 

·I' Web Trap: CR 8; entanglement; Renex DC 20 avoids; 
Search DC 32; Disable Device DC 3'2. 

Though they were clerics of Lolth in life, the quth-marens 
are now animated by the will of Kiaransalee, so iliey serve her 
clerics. Thus, they are not immune to the web traps. 

S38. .A.scEl-.11'5 TO THE FAt''-TE OF l.oLTH (EL 8) 
A spiderweb ladder like the one in the entr)'\\·ay rises to a 
tunnel in the ceiling of this octagonal room. 

In addition to the entrance (S37), seven ascents lead to the 
temple above-one for each leg of the spider-shaped fane. 
These seven rooms are virtually identical to each other and 
also very similar to S37. See S37 for details on the tunnel that 
rises to the fan e. 

Trap: Each of the spiderweb ladders ln these arealj bas a web 
trap like the one in S37. · 

-1' Web Trap: CR. 8; entanglement; Renex DC 20 avoids; 
Search DC 32; Disable Device DC 32. 

S39. G UARD P OST_(EL 13) 
Two sets of manacles hang from the wall in this bare room. 
One set is empty; the other holds a female drow. She sits 
slumped on the ground, her arms twisted awkwardly above 
her head. It is hard to tell whether she is alive or dead. 

~ike other guardposts in Szith Morcane, this room is unfur
nished, offering no comfort to the guards on duty. The guards 
on duty now, however, care little for physical comfort because 
they have been dead for several months and are now vampires. 

The prisoner, on the other hand, cares a great deal about the 
physical discomfort she is in. She is a lesser member of House 
Morcane, kept alive since the fall of her family primarily to 
serve as food for the vampire guards. She is extremely weak 
now (Con'Stitution 1). She readily accepts any help the charac
ters may offer while waiting for an opportunity to repay them 
with quick deailis. 

Creatures: The vampire guards arc former noble guards 
Oikc the two who accompanied Tierak Morcane to her hide
away in the Dordrien Crypts). They were traJlSformed into 
vampires by Dor~a Tsarran and will remain completely obe
dient to her, at least until she is destroyed. These vampire 
guards wear no Livery over their mithral shirtS. Their coffms, 
where they retreat if brought to 0 hit points, are in S40. 

The vampire guards move to S37 if they hear combat 
there or if the House Morcane level is on alert. Only two 
vampires live here, and if they are in S37, there are no guards 
in this room. 

Dessa sik-Morcane, the prisoner, is a minor cleric and a 
powerful barbarian. She is unarmed and unarmored, and her 
former possessions are not in the area. She is shameless about 
pleading for her life wid, the player characters, urging them 
to heal her, equip her, and let her help them against Dorina 
T'sarran and her minions. If they comply with her requests, 
however, she turru on them at the ftrst convenient opportu
nity, unable to stand the thought of being indebted to a ragtag 
bunch of surface-world adventurers. 

Dessa is a strongly built drow with wild white hair and deep 
black skin. She wears a simple black tunic and black breeches, 
with no boots or belt. 

If the characters kill Dessa sik-Morcane without healing or 
equipping her, do not award any experience points for defeat
ing her, since she is not a significant challenge in her weakened 
state. At full strength, she is an EL 1'2 encounter. . 

'J Vampire Noble Gouda (2): hp 60, n; see page 138. 
~ Dessa Sil-Morcane: hp 4; see page 139. 
Tactics: If J;educed to 10 or fewer hit points, the vampire 

guards asswne gaseous form and n ee toward S44 to warn 
Dorina T'sarran. 
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,. S40. G UARD B ARRACKS 

Three wooden coffins lie in state on the floor of this room. 
Behind them stands a row of counters and cupboards that 
has obviously been well ransacked. Some of its doors bang 
open; others have been broken off. There a1·e cuts i11 the 
countertops, and most of the shelves have been pulled out. 

When the rsarran drow took over Szith Morcane, they hurled 
the guards' bunks, as well as the table at which they used to sit, 
into !be chasm. Then they tore apart the cupboards and set up 
these coffins as resting places for the three guards wbo became 
vampires (the two'posted in S39 plus tl1e one in 841} 

If reduced to 0 hp, the vampire noble guards flee to their 
coffins in gaseous form. 

S41. MAKESHIFT T EMPLE (EL 13) 

Enormous, lurid tapestries featuring grisly deaths and walking 
corpses line most of the walls of tllis large room. Near one wall 
stands a massive stone block draped witll black silk and adorned 
witll silver candelabras, silver bowls, and a silver-handled dagger. 

This room used to be the audience chamber for House Mor· 
cane, but it has now been converted i11to a · shrine to 
Kiaransalee. The drow and associates of House rsarran now 
gather here to,worship their dread goddess. 

Creatures: The drow clerics of Kiaransa.Jee actually spend 
most of theu· time in their own quarters (S4'2 and S44), leav
ulg the shrine in the care o( three vampiric creatures: a drow # 

noble guard and two drider vampires. 
The vampire noble guard, like its fell0ws in S39, wears no 

livery over his armor and serves Dorina rsarran only because 
she created bun. He wears a mithral shirt and carries a large 

steel shield an? a rapier. Drider vampires are described in Ap· 
pendix L These twQ are clerics, and their web nests (to which 
they must retreat if reduced to 0 hp) are located on the ceiling 
ill the northwest and northeast corners of the room. 

., Drider Vampires (2): hp 41, 37; see Appendix L 
Cleric Spells 'Prepared: (f/f/ f/4; save DC 14 +spell level): 

0- detect magic, greidatrce, read magic, resista11ce, 'Virttte; lst
batre, bless, divine favor, obswritrg mist, shield if faith*; 2nd
butts strength, death k11eil, desecrate*, hold pe1·son, resist 
eleme11ts; 3rd-best07v curse, deeper dtf1·kness, itrvisibility purge, 
magic circle agaimt good". · 

*Domain spell. Domains: Evil (cast evil spells at +1 caster 
level), Retribution (strike of \rengeance). 

., Vampire Noble Guard: hp 4r; see page BS. 
Treasure: The silver items on the altar are somewhat 

valuable. Each of the three silver candleholders is worth 
'2.00 gp, weighs 1 pound, and can hold eight candles. Each of 
the small bowls is worth ro gp and weighs 1 poulid, and the 
sil ver-ha;1dled dagger is worth 2r gp and .weighs 1 pounq. 

S4'2. D AUGHTERS' S UITE (EL 14) 
This text describes only what is visible from tlte doorway, 
which is not much. 

The door leads into a short hallway. Its only features are 
three archways leading out. 

Read this text if tbe characters look into S4'2a or S4'2.b. 

Inside the archway is a well-furnished bedroom with a com
fortable-looking bed, a bureau with a mirror, and what 
looks like an altar with an unlit brazier atop it. 

Read this text if the characters look into S42c. 

whnt the ptow Know 

·The drow on this lever know more than any other drow in. 
Szith Morcahe-e.bout what bas happened recently, both here 
ancf in Maerunydra. If captured or charmed, they can pro
vide a good deal of useful infonnation, The details are likely 
to be more accurate if the infor.Q:Jantt is chnrmed. Captured 
drow lie to the greatest extent that they ca11 get away with, 
or they silnply keep sile-nt if they are aware of Some magical 
effect that would reveal the. truth-for example, if theY._ are 
within a zotre if {ruth. 

The dro\v of the T'sarraJt family (including Dorina in 
S44, Zedarr ill S43, and V elasta and Velina in-S4'2.) know 
everything in the Adventure Backgrou~d. They do not dis-

- C;u~ !rae T'sarraJt's plans with each other, nor do they share 
this iilformatio)l with the characters, even if charmed. Other 
spells might be able to wxest this informa.tion from the 
minds of Zedar, Velasta, or Velina, but the undead borina is 
immune to all such spells. 

The yaJnpire noble guards in S3~ and S41 know nothing 
.about the events in Maerunydra, but they know all about 

39 

what has happened 1n Szith Morcane. 'fhey are completely 
under Dorina's control as long as she is alive, and tbey are 
immune to rnind-affectin,;_ spells ju$t as she is. 

Some other drow in Sz1th Morca"ne.came from Maerimy
dra, including the officers in S7 and a rnajority of the sen· 
tries on the Barracks level (enough to maintain loyalty to the 
officers among the troops). These drow all helped 4t the 
slau~hter of the Lolthites and participated"in. the defense of 
Macrimydra before fleeing for their lives. They are not 
aware of !rae T'sarran's specific 'actions or plans, though tlley 
have beard their new leaders talk of a Great Day of 
Vengeance thai is coming soon. , · 

One of the most useful ~ieces of information a tJJnnned 
drow can provide is a decent and acclirate description of a 
locale within Maerirnydra, which could theoretically allow 
characters to use teleport or teleport -without error to reach 
the city. Any captured drow provides a false description, 
causing telepflrl ~pells to fail or malfunctiG>n (see Reachlllg 
Maerimydra Through Magi~). • 
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This bedroom is obviously deserted, and its furnishings look 
as though they have been intentionally ruined, though not 
utterly destroyed. Tl1e mattress on the bed has been ripped 
open, and the sheets lie on the Ooor, torn into rags. The 
mirror above the large bureau is broken, and the drawer 
handles have been snapped off. 

This suite for'merly housed the three lesser priestesses of House 
Morcane-the daughters of Alisannara. Dorina Tsarran, her
self childless except for her vampiric spawn, has turned this 
room over to her two nieces, both of whom are clerics of 
Kiaransalee. The two women are twins and fierce rivals, so the 
largest of the three bedrooms remains vacant because the 
twins could not agree on which of them should have it. 

Creatures: The two nieces of Dorina rsarran, Velasta and 
Veliua rsarran, are identical twins and impl:~:cable enemies. 
Both are row1d-faced (by elven standards) and solidly built, and 
their manner is alternately imperious and charming. Both wear 
voluminous black cloaks over their dark-colored elven chain and 
display Kiaransalee's holy symbol (a feminine drow hand with a 
silver ring on each fmger) prohlinently around their necks. 

Each of the nieces has two quth-maren bodyguards with her 
at all times. 
~Velasta and Velina, Tsarran Nieces (2): hp 70, 44; see 

page 139. 
~ <l!!_th-Marens (4): hp 78, 73, SO, 63; see Appendix L 
Because of the mutual hatred the nieces bear one another, 

each is slow to respond· to sounds of trouble from the other 
chamber, waiting '2d4 r9unds before investigating a fight or 
other commotion. If either one can "accidentally'" harm the 
other while attacking the ~haracters (by catching 'her sister in 
the area of aflame strike, for example) she does so with 
little hesitation and no regret. · 

Treasure: Velasta, the occupant of S4'2a~ has toJ
Iected a fair amount of loot from the o~her por
tions of the complex, ge'nerally by colnmandi!\g 
qutb-marens to lead her to ·the caches i:iiey 
owned in life. Beneath her bed is a heavy. 
trunk containing a layer of clothing and " 
sm!lll personal belongings atop three sacks:· 
In total, the sacks hold 14 pp, BS' gp, 
680 sp, and ~ wooden case containing a 
set of thirty-two beautiful gold chess
men worth HO gp collectively, or 10 
gp apiece. Velina spent considerable 
time in the nearby Deep Wastes by 
order of her a1111t, so she missed the 
chance to match her sister's pillaging- . 
a fact that only adds to the consuming · ... y 
hatred she feels for her twin. • 

Development: In Part '2 of the adven
ture, Velasta and Velina may return 
as revenants to exact revenge on 
the characters. Take notes on 
this encounter, including spells 
and tactics used by the charac
ters, so that the revenants can 
adapt their tactics to suit the tech
niques usea by their foes in this battle. 

S43. P ATRON,S QQARTERS (EL 14) 
This large room is lavishly furnished. Fine leather couches 
arc placed tastefully, golden lamps hang from the ceiling, 
and majestic tapestries of purple and gold decorate tl1e 
walls. Several large armoires decorated with gold filigree 
stand along the walls. 

Once the home of the most favored male of House Morcane, 
this room now has a new resident from House rsarran. When 
Zedarr rsarran moved in here, he de.cided to keep tlie furnish-
ings of its previous occupant. . · 

Creatures: Zedarr Tsarran, Dorina's brother, now occupies 
this chamber, along with his cohort, a displacer beast known 
simply as Ripper. Zedarr is a blackguard and an unholy cham
pion of Kiaransalee who embodies her doctrine of dispropor
tionate retribution· ("answer any slight a thousandfold"). He 
)>ears an eternal grudge against the people of the Dales because 
their rangers once captured him during a raid on the surface. 
He escaped, of course, and has since killed every relative of the 
men who captured him. Nevertheless, his thirst for retribution 
still consumes him, and he is one of the main reasons the dr.ow 
of Szith Morcane have resumed their raids upon the surface. 

Zedarr is a terrifying f:igure, imposu1g in l1is black full plate 
armor despite his average drow stature. He wields a dire flail, and 
in combat' he keeps both ends whirling too fast 'for the eye to see. 
His face is heavily scarred from burns be suffered while escaping 
from the Dales rangers, and as a result his dark gray skin is mot
tled with pink marks. Most etlemies, however, never see his face, 
since he rarely Lifts his visor (especi!llly in combat) 

Ripper is a Huge displacer beast of fiendish descent. Unlike 
most displacer beasts, it stands as big as a dire tiger and bas 

fur. The creature attacks anyone enteri,ng the 
room, fighting preferentially from the eastern 

corner of tl1e d1amber so that its master can 
move in from tl1e western alcove and Oank 
their common foes. 

" Zedarr Tsarran: hp 92; see page 139. 
~ R.ipper: hp 108; see page 139. . 

Tactics: Zedarr is resting on the bed in 
the western alcove when the characters 

enter. When he bears Ripper attack, 
he prepares to rush out and flank 
any enemy who is fightu1g the dis-

. placer beast, hoping to use his sneak 
attack. Zedarr leaps into any combat with a 

fler<;e joy, looking for opportu11ities to use his 
Sunder feat on enemies' wtapons if he can't 
sneak attack his foes. If Zedarr drops to ~0 hit 
points or below, he uses dark11ess to cover a 

tlash for the chamber's door. He knows the 
layout of the room well and can nav

igate surprisi11gly well without 
being able to see. 

Treasure: Ma11y of the 
furnishings in this room 
are valuabl~ but they're 

exceedingly large an·d 
bulky. Each of the two leather 

couches weighs 400 pounds and ts 

• 



PART I 

worth '2'20 gp; the bed, mattress excluded, weighs 600 pounds 
and is worth 4r0 gp. Between them, the armoires hold more 
than a do?.en ensembles of drow aristocratic ftnery. Each 
outfit weighS r pounds and is worth '20 gp but is covered with 
sinister spider designs. Each of the two gold lamps suspended 
from the ceiling is worth HO gp and weighs '2Y pounds. 

844. M ATRON M OTHER'S <l!IARTERS (EL 14) 
The door to this room is warded with a greater glyph of ward
ing that holds aflame strike spell. The glyph is t riggered when 
any <;reature that does not worship Kiaransalee opens the door. 

-1' Fl•me Strike Glyph: CR 7; 10.foot-radius, 40.foot-bigb 
cylinder (lld6 points of fire/divine damage); Reflex DC '21 
half; Search DC 31; Disable Device DC 31. 

The ceiling of this octagonal room rises 30 feet off the 
ground, and a pillar in the center stands fully half that 
height. On the pillar rests a throne made of bones, with a 
gaunt drow woman draped casually across it. The walls of 
the room are covered with majestic dark tapestries, and 
several long tables of gleaming black wood stand along 
the walls. 

The needs of the undead cleric who now rules Sz.ith Morcane 
from this throne are rather different from those of the living 
cleric who once held sway here, so the--Jlew resident has modi
fied the room to her benefit. 

The pillar, throne, and gaunt drow ar~ all a ·permanent 
image cast by Susztam Mar-Sh inn, the head student of the In
verted Tower. They were created with the Shadow Weave, so ' 
they are difficult for Weave users to detect or dispel. A Weave 
user wh.o casts detect magic must make a successful caster level 
check (DC '2'2) to successfully detect the permanent image as 
magical. A Weave user who tries to dispel the permanent image 
must succeed at a caster level check (DC 26) to do so. The 
saving throw to disbelieve the illusion has a DC of '2Y. 

A secret door leads into room 545". A successful Search 
check (DC '20) reveals the round door, but not bow to open it. 
A second successful Search check (DC 18) iJl the same area re
veals one of the fol,jr trigger stones that rnust be depressed in 
order to open the door. One of these stones is placed in each of 
four locations around the door: at the top, bottom, right, and 
left edges. When all four stones are depressed, the door sinks 4 
inches into the wall, then rolls off to the right. 
~Secret Stone Door: 4 in. thick, hardness 8; hp 60; .AC Y; 

break DC '28; Search DC '20. 
Creatures: Dorin:t Tsarran, daughter of Irae Tsarran and 

current ruler of Sz.ith Morc:ine, spends most of her time in this 
room-in fact, she iS usually within the illusory pillar. Like the 
image in the pennane1rt iilusion, Dorina is a gawlt drow vam
pire with deep black skin and yellowish-white hair. She wears 
black elven chain and carries a heavy mace, which leaves her 
off hand free to make slam attacks and drain energy from her 
opponent,s. Her face is beautiful bu_t angular, with something of 
a feral loo'k about it. S.lle snarls like a wild animal while fight
ing. revealing her sharp fangs and conveying an impression of 
being less coldly calculating and strategic than she actually .is. 

"J Dorina T'sarran: hp 76; see page 139. 
Tactics: Dorina trusts that the greater glyph of •warding on 

the door and the permanent image will keep intruders busy 

long enough (or her to properly prepare for combat. As soon 
as the greater glyph. is triggered, she begi11s casting spells on 
herself, starting with true seeing, then divine purver. After ob
serving the spells the characters are using (particularly any 
they are hurling at her decoy image), she casts spell immunity 
to protect herself against two of their lower-level (4th-level or 
below) spells. If she has time, she uses banishment to get rid of 
any planar allies or summoned monsters the party has before 
joining battle with the characters themselves. She casts spells 
from within the illusory pillar for as long as possible, trying 
not to reveal her true location. When she is forced to reveal 
herself or she reali?.es that one or more characters ca11 see her 
(by way of true seeing or simply disbelieving- the illusion1 she 
uses her domination gaz.e and sets party members against each 
other as much as possible. 

Treasure: Dorina does not care as much for wealth as she 
did when she was alive, but she still has an eye for objects of 
beauty. On one table stands a large weirwood ly~e Inlaid with 
mithral; it is a masterwork insttument worth 1,400 ,gp. 
(Dorina docs not play, but she admires the workmanship.) A 
small jewelry case sitting on one of the tables along the wall 
contains a dragonbone comb worth 300 gp, a gold hairbrush 
worth 1'20 gp, a silver brooch bearing the emblem of House 
Morcane (actually a druw bouse imignia with shield, which 
Dorina refuses to'wear because of its association with a house 
of Lolth-worshipers), and a silk pouch holdiJ1g a doz.en agates 
(worth an average of 8 gp each). · 

Thrust through Dorina's belt is an elegant bone scrollcase 
containing a letter from her mother Irae, written in Elven: · 

'])aughter: 
Our '])ar/r lAdy favors m; efforts, and my research pr()

ceeds wei/. Witbin five tendays, perhaps six, aJJ wiil be ready 
for the '])ay of Creal Ve1rgea1tce. The Spider %en is dead; 
1ve have already brougbt low the Spider-kissers and seized 
our rightful place i1r tbe realms of the dark. Now the '])ay 
dra1vs near 1vbf!lt 1ve sbail ave1rge ourselves ttpon those of the 
da;•-blasted lands, too, and achieve that ultimate triumpb 
denied us so long ago. 

While I prepare my Great Revmance, it f11lls to you to 
make read;• tbe 1vay. Harry tbe surface-dweJJe,·s, hunt 
them in thei,· 1voods and fields, a1rd lake tbe meamre of 
tbeir strengtb. '])o 1rot concern yourself 1vitb pulling tbem on 
their guard; our lAdy desires tbei,· blood, tbeir fear, and 
tbeir dreadful a1rticipation of our ultimate act of revenge. 
Witb each slayi1rg 1ve grow i11 her favor and s01vlbe seeds of 
our coming victory. 

If tbey come agahrst you in Szitb Morcane in irresistible 
strength, slay aS matt)' as you can. Withdraw from tbe fight 
if;·ou must, a1rd britrg Zedarr 1vith you, but as for the rest
tbe; are to stand and die for the glory of tbe Wbite Bansbee. 
The battle for Szitb Morcane ?viii come to nothing 1vhen our 
Great Revetratrce comes to pass. If an;•thing, our final 
ve~rgeance is made ever nveeter b;• each fleeting,false hope 
our enemies entertain before it falls upon them. 

IYorl: great slaughter for our Lndjs dark glory, my daugh
ter. Soon ! 1viJJ come to you from Maerimydra witb such dark 
and terrible migbttbat aJJ Faerri1r1viJJ tremble before us. 

Motber 

•• 
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Irae Tsarran dispatches summoned demons to carry messages 
back and.forth to Dorina on a regular basis, and this letter is 
her latest missive. 

845" .. HousE M oRC.Al\'lE ThEASUR Y 

This room is unusual for this area in that its walls are plas
tered white and the floor is tiled with flagstones. A stone 
sepulcher covered in gorgeous, shining copper leaf stands in 
the middle of the chamber, and copper bands securely 
fasten the lid to the rest of the coffin. The lid is carved to 
resemble a beautiful drow woman. The room is otherwise 
bare. 

It has been many years since the treasury of House Morcane 
was filled with goods taken in surface-world raids and tribute 
paid by Underdark neighbors. When Dorina 'fsan:an seized 
power, she sent what little treasure remained here back to 
Maerimydra for her mother's use. Then the vampire cle(ic of 
Kiaransalee had her coffin moved in here and cast several 
spells to protect it, including one that prevents the copper leaf 
from growing green with age:' 

The coffin is very difficult to open because the lid is not 
meant to be removed. A close inspection (Search DC H ) of 
the copper-covered figure on the lid reveals that tiny holes 
have been drilled in the eyes, oostrils, and mouth. These pas
sages are sufficient for Dorina to enter or leave her <;offin in 
gaseous form. A well-hidden hole beneath one of the copper 
bar1ds (Search DC 30) provides her with a second means of 
egr ess shoutd someone bJock the holes in the sculpture's face. 

Trap (EL 7): Dorina has prepared a greater glyph of '111ardi11g ' 
as a fmal defense of her coffin. If even one copper band is burst 
or parted (a necessary step toward removing the lid1 the glyph 
surrounds the coffin at·a distance of 3 feet with a blade barrier 
effect that lasts for 110 minutes. Any creature that makes its 
saving throw must leave the area of t:,he blades, which means it 
must be OIJ the other side'of the barrier ftom the coffin. Dorina 
figures that this tactic may buy her enough rime to recover 
from whatever damage forced her to retreat to her coffm. 

f Coffin: Hardness 10, 90 hp, AC 4, break DC 28. 
-? Gre11ter Glypb of Trt~rtli11(/ CR 7; blade barrier (lld6); 

Reflex' DC 21 nega'tes; Search DC 31; Disable- Device DC 31. 
Treasure: porina's gear· accouDtS for most of her treasure, 

but she keeps "Some additional personal wealth in her coffin. 
Two small wooden coffers within the capacious sepulcher con
tain a total of 490 pp, 37) gp, and 440 sp, as well as a scroll of 
iriflict critical 111otmds and a 711fl1td of searitrg light with 12 
charges left. (Dorina does not like this devic~ but she keeps it 
around in case she needs to discipline one of the other vrun
pir~s in Szith Morcane.) 

Her coffin also contains one very useful item that can help 
lead the characters into the next part of the adveDture ar1d 
guide them along their way. She has a map of the Deep Wastes 
that clearly shows both Szith Morcane ru1d Maerimydra, as 
well as much of the territory in between. However, mau_y im
portruJt locations are not labeled, and branches in the pathway 
are not marked. Give the players the handout on page 6 of t11e 
map booklet when their characters discover this map. 

The map Labels Shadowdale's Twisted 'rowe~ as "Azmaer's 
Folly," after the last dJ;OW ruler of Shadowdale, wliose 

incompetence (in the drow history) led to the human tri
umph in the dale. A successful Knowledge (history'} check 
(DC 23) allows a character to recollect this bit of historical 
trivia. 

£une of Lolth 
I 

The former temple to Lolth is completely vacant, inhabited 
by no living being and b!Jt one undead creature: the ghost of 
the former high prjestess. 

The fane is built to look like a gigantic spidJr. Within its 
wavs, the priests and servants of Lol;h used to perform 
their prayers and sacrifices. The forepart of the spider's 
body was called the outer fa11e. This section was the public 
area open to all drow, araneas, and other worshipers of the 
Spider Qg_een. The spider's abd~men, separated from the 
outer fane by a h'eavy iron gate, was known as the inner 
fane, off-limits to all but Lolth's drow clerics (all of whom 
were female nobles of House Morcane). In this inner sanc
tum, the clerics performed secret rites ranging from mere 
blood sacrifice to fouler ceremonies ·iovolviDg demons 
called from the Outer Planes. 

846. D UTER F ANE 

The pungent smell of decaying flesh fills the stale air, 
giving this great hall the aura of a battlefield-but without 
the croaking of ravens. Indeed, most of the corpses strewn 
about the floor and slumped against the twin rows of 
columns look as though they fell in battle, since their 
weapons are close at har1d. The flesh of the corpses has 
begun melting to slime, allowing the bones to show 
through-a fact that suggests this battle was fought long 
ago. 

The walls of the chamber are carved to resemble an 
enormous spider, as if this room were the inside of its front 
portion. At one end, an opening leads to some kind of plat
form where the spider's mouth would be. At the other end 
of the room, a heavy iron gate hangs loose on its hinges, 
battered and bent. Eight tunnels leading down converge, 
four on a side, near the wall separating the two parts of the 
spider's body. 

non '·t Miss This clue 
After defeating t~e outpost of Szith Morcane, the players 
may feel that they have dealt with Daggerdale's problem. 
In fact, their adventure has barely begun. Make sure the 
players. ur1derstand that they're not done with the drow 
yet. The letter in Dorina's belt- iS. intended to be f1 "caJJ't
miss" clue to·spur the characters into continuing their in
vestigation of the drow·beneath the Dalelands. 'Make sure 
you place this clue somplace where the player charactex:s 
are sure to come ;tcross it. If Dorina man.ages to escape the 
heroes, have the letter stored li1 her coffin in S4S, along 
with the map' and·her other belong_ings . . 
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The .odor of d~ath in this room is vile. Any creature that fully 
enters the room must make a successful Fortitude save (DC 
J,r) or become nauseated for id6+4 minutes. Nauseated crea
tures are unable to attack, cast spells, concentrate on spells, or 
do anything else requiring attention. The only action such a 
creature can take is a single move (or move-eqdivalent action) 
per turn. A delay poiso11 or treutralize poison spell removes the 
effects from one creature. · 

Seventeen corpses lie about the room. A cursory examina
tion reveals that all of them wear symbols of Lolth. Many 
wear. the vestments of her clerics (black robes trimmed with 
dark red and purple, or purple or red robes trimmed'with black 
for lesser priestesses); others wear simple holy symbols of wood 
or silver. Though followers of Kiaransalee certainly fell in the 

,t' battle here; their bodies have been removed and either burned 
~ or animated as some form of undead. 
.,:: Careful examination of tl:ie room (Search DC 10) reveals many 
~ .:: areas where corpses apparently lay for a while, but have been re-
.. moved Dorioa Tsarran has used some, of tbese co'rpses to create 
~ 
.t' 

zombies that now serve as shock troops on raids against the surface . 
No valuable items-not even magic armor or weapons-

remain on the corpses. 

S47. SACRIFICIAL ALTAR (EL VARIABLE) 

The platform at the front of the spider is clearly a sacrifi
cial altar. It is surrounded by walls carved to look like the 
sharp, venomous fangs of a spider. A female drow corpse 
lies on the altar, staring vacantly toward the ceiling, a hand 
crossbow bolt still protruding upright from its neck. 

The entire alt?L£ radiates a strong aura of necromantic magic 
and a lingering aura. of evil (see Trap}. 

Trap (EL 10): Any living creature that touches the altar, 
willingly or unwillingly, suffers the effect of an energy drai11 
spell. Any creature killed by this energy dniin attack rises as a 
spectre as soon as its body loses contact with the altar .. 

.(" Eflt rt.f 1Jr•i, Trap: CR 10; 2d4 negative levels; Forti
tude DC 23 negates; Search DC 34; Disable Device DC 34. 

Creat'ure (EL 7): If the characters remove the body -from 
the altar, the slain drow rises as a spectre and attacks. 

'J Spectre: hp H; see Momter Matrual. 

S48. S HATTERED GATE (EL 8) 
This heavy iron gate has clearly been bashed in. It hangs 
crookedly on its hinges, open ill the middle. About 8 feet 
behind it is a curving wall adorned with a tattered tapestry . 
Drow figures are visible in the foreground of the tapestry, 
but the figure before which they are prostrating them
selves has been almost completely defaced. 

Though the gate has been broken, it still holds the magic trap 
that warded it before the recent coup. It is open wide enough 

·for characters to pass through in single file without touching 
it, but any contact with the metal triggers .the trap. If the 
players do not specifically state that they are avoiding contact 
with the broken gate, assutne that there is a SOOh chance that 
any character passing through happens to touch it and set off 
the trap. · 

* Trap: Any creature other than a female dt·ow worshiper of . . 

1J()r;, . T"s•rr·•, , JT ampire 'Pries~ess f. 
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•• 
Lolth who touches the gate triggers a summo11 momter VI! 
spell tha~ brings a bcbilith to attack the characters. 

-1' Su•mow Mowsltr Yll Trap: CR 8; summons bebilith 
for 13 rounds; Search DC 3'2.; Disable Device DC n 

_, Bebilidr. hp 102; see Momter Mamtal. 

S49. l'l\~"ER F A1\"E (EL 14) 
Two short, curving walls loosely define this area as a distinct 
section of the temple. Inside the curve of the far wall is a 
long platform that looks like it might be a sacrificial altar. 
A plush carpet covers the noor, and a number of cushions 
and pillows are strewn haphazardly around the area. 

A lingering stench of death remains here. Bloodstains 
and weapons arc scattered about the noor, but there arc no 
corpses. The air feels thick and unusually cold. 

Though many clerics died in this chamber, tlteir killers ani
mated the bodies immediately. Most of the fallen now serve 
their new masters as quth-marens. A scattering of ash in front 
of the altar is the only physical remnant of the former high 
priestess, who was consumed by a destructio11 spell 

Creatures: The ghost of Szith Morcane's high priestess re
mains in the inner fane as a keening spirit (see Appendi'< 1} Its 
manifestation looks like the hazy outline of the living cleric
a stern drow woman of slight proportions, dressed in a black 
robe trimmed with purple and burgundy. 

Alisannara's spirit manifests when any character comes 
within 10 feet of the :tltar, and its first action is to use its 
keening. The only way to destroy Alisannara permanently is 
to cast desecratt on the altar, either before or after reducing ' 

the keening spirit to 0 hit points. If the altar is not so treated, 
the spirit's rejuvenation power is Likely to bring it back. 

., Alisannara Morcane, High l'riesteas of Szith Morcane: 
hp 80; see page 140. 

SSO. VESTRY 
Behind the wall that forms the back of the inner temple, a 
large alcove holds clerical vestments and temple fixtures, 
all of which bear the spider symbol of Lolth. A pile of cin
ders and ashes on the noor seems to indicate that any other 
items stored here have been burned. 

..J 

This vestry also held a small collection of sacred texts, which 
the rsarran drow burned when they seized control. A success
ful Search check (DC 18) allows a character to find tiny scraps 
of charred paper tliat indicate the nature of the documents. 

Six complete sets of clerical vestments hang from pegs on the 
wall. Any character wearing these vestments in conjunction with .:' 
a disguise attempt receives a +7. circumstance bonus on his or her ~ 
Disguise checks. Such a disguise does not,' however, grant the ., 
wearer a warm reception in either Szith Morcane or Maerimydra. ~· 

Treasure: Gold adorns all the temple fiXtures here. Each ~ 
large brazier is worth 1J.O gp and weighs 160 pounds, each i;? 
small brazier is worth 70 gp and weighs 60 pounds, each can- ,. 
dleholder·is worth 35' gp and weighs 2 pounds, and each censer 
is worth S gp and weighs 4 pounds. AdditionaUy, there is a 
small stash of incense worth 35' gp that weighs 4 pounds. All of 
these items feature spider motifs, so the followers of 
Kiaransalee consider them worthless. The rest of the valuable 
trappings of this temple have been removed to Maerimydra. 
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n Part 1., the characters set out to stop the drow of 
Szith Morcane from Taiding the surface. During their 
explorations, they certainly discovered that the cult of 

Lolth in Szith Morcane had been exterminated at)d replaced 
by a cult of Kiaransalee. The party may also have discovered a 
tunnel leading off toward Maeri.mydra and a map showing the 
route between that city and Szith Morcane. Self-motivated 
characters probably do no~ need any further encouragemcm 
to explore this situation and head toward Maerimydra via the ' 
underground tunnel. . 

Other groups, however, may need a nudge in tltat directio11. 
How you deliver that nudge depends in large part on the hooks 
you used to draw the characters into the,adventure in the fU'St 
place. Certainly, if a higher authority such as Randal Morn asked 
the characters to stop the raids, that same authority might ask 
them to continue their investigations. Randal Morn, the 
Harpers, or Lord Mourngrym Amcathra of Shadowdale would 
all be rightly concerned to learn of such a major development in 
the Underdark as the fall of a drow city. With drow already 
active in Cormanthor and the recent raids in Daooerdale, surface 
d\vellers can no longer afford to ignore the affairs of the drow. 

Depending on how the characters have progressed on the 
timeline of the adventure, the Weave disruptions described in 
Part 3: Maerimydra may by now have expanded beyond the 
city's cavern. If so, the characters notice the phenomenon the 
first time they fttterflpt to cast one of the hindered spells 
during their travels through the Deep Wastes. Consult the 
tin1eline in the Introduction to determine how far the Weave 
disruptions have spread. 

t'he~uvto . 
MUef'IIDljd.fU 
The most direct route from Szith Morcane to Maerimydra is / 

·along the tunnel leading out from the Commopers' level (S19). 
This route is not by any means the easiest, since it involves a 

--

HO-mile journey through the Underdark and a number of haz
ards. If the characters return to the surface after fmisbing 
their work in Szith Morcane,-they might decide to look for an· 
other entrance into Maerirnydra from the surface, or they 
might use magic to get there directly. 

From the surfo.ce. 
Maerin1ydra lies roughly 20 miles south of Ashabenford in 
Mistledale, and several tniles below it. Characters can make use 
of related Knowledge skills (geography- or local, either Dale
lands or Underdark) to learn a bit about Maerirnydra and how 
they might access it. Heroes without such skills .might fmd it 
useful to employ a local sage to assist them, or to attempt 
spells such as contact other plmre, legend lore, or visi011. 

A successful -check (DC 20) with. any of the specific'Kn'owl
edge skills mentioned above unearths a conn<!ftien between 
Maerirnydra and the drow who ruled Shadowdale up until four 
hundred y~ars ago. Drow from Maerimydra have been en· 
countered in the tunnels under Old Skull ill' Shadowdale as re· 
ce11tly as 1367 DR, and it seems dear that underground 
connections exist between Old Skull and Maerirnydra. The 
lord of Shadowdale sealed off the Underdark connections 
under Old'Skull after the incidents of 1367 DR, but othe~ en
trances tO this complex of ca VCrilS and tU!lllels are thought tO 
exist somewhere near the EJven Court .in Connanthor and be· 
neath the hill of Hap ill Battledale. 

At the time of the most recent encounters with drow near 
Shadowdale, the dark elves were buy1ng or capturing dwarven 
slaves in the Moonsea region and ferryillg them along a sub· 
tcrranean river to the caverns under Old Skull. This facf sug· 
gests that there may be a surface connection somewhere i11 
th~ Moonsea. region, though no record. exists of i!s location. 
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(Even the most phenomenal Knowledge check result can't 
reveal t~at the drow purchased the dwarven slaves from 
duergar in the Underdark near Zhentil Keep. The duergar, in 
turn, had tunnels conuecting their domain to · the sewers 
under the keep.) 

In summary, there are exactly four entrances ~1to the Un
derdark uf the vicinity of Maerin1ydra: one beneath the Dor
drieo Crypts, one near the E lven Court, one under Hap Hill i11 
Battledale, ru:d one in the sewers of Zhentil Keep. Because it in
volves passing through both Zhentil Keep and a thriving duer
gar community, the fou r th option may be more of a1J 
adventure than the heroes are looking for at the moment. If 
you wish to customize this adventure by adding your own en
trances, you could easily create dungeons beneath Old Skull or 
Hap Hill. 

Mo.<sico.l Tro.nsport 
A number of spells can help the characters reach Maerim,ydra, 
either through an underground route or more directly. Find 
the path can lead the characters from Szith Morcaoe to Maer
irnydra, and in fact use of this spell may become necessary 
along the way in order to choose the right tunnel at an ultcr
sectjon. If this spell is cast on the surface, it leads the caster to 
the Szith Morca11e entrance (or the Hap Hill or Shadowdale 
entrance, if you've prepared' for one of those options), and into 
the Deep Wastes from there. 

Teleport spells might work, if a character gets a reliable 
description of the city by some ·meaos-for example, by cast
ulg cbarm person on a qrow in Szitb Morcane or. by exhaus
tively researching the city and making a successful , 
Knowledge (Underdark lqcal) check (DC 30). Using telepor
tation magic in the Underdark does carry certain risks, par
ticularly for .someone ·trying to travel more than 1 mile (see 
Faerzress in the Introduction). Also, Castle Maerimydra is 
protected by a forbiddance spell that prev,ents teleportation 
into it (see Castle Maerimydra). 

Spells such as pha11tom steerl, shad07v 1va/k, or 1vind 1utzlk 
can make the Underdru·k trek faster and possibly bypass so~e 
of its dangers. However, -characters using shad07u 1valk cannot 
ignore the dangers of the Wailing Cliff. 

~ . . . 

Trekkin<s Throu<sh the neep 
wo.stes . 
The journey from Szith Morcane to Maerimydra is a long 
overland trek, even though it takes place. entirely under
ground. ·underdark terrain is equivalent to trackless 
bat;ren/ badlands terrain, since the course is seldom straight or 
unbroken for long. Characters move at half their normal 
overland speed along this route (sec Chapter 9 of the 'Player•s 
Handbook for details). The Deep Wastes are well and truly 
within the Underdru·k, so the area is subject to the full effects 
of faerzress (see the Introduction). 

The trek can be divided into seven segments, each one 
ending at either an encounter area or a fork in the path. 
The route forks twice; each time one branch leads onward 
toward Maerimydra and the other leaas seyeral miles in 
the wrong direction befo~e ending in a monster's lair. The 

segments are as follows, with alternate incorrect routes 
given parenthetically. \ 

• From Szith Morcane to the ftrst fork: 17S miles. 
• From the first fork to the Lake of Shadows: 10 miles 

(or from the first fork to the Naga Crawls: 35' miles). 
• Across the Lake of Shadows: 17S -miles. .. 
• From the Lake of Shadows to the Wailing Cliff: 18 

miles. 
• From the Wailing Cliff to the second fork: 15' miles. 
• From the second fo~k to Vournoth's Mire: 35' miles (or 

from the second fork to the Yrtj1ak Cavern:' 40' miles). 
• From Vot.l.rnoth's Mire to Maerunygra: 40 miles. 

This .chapter deta.ils each leg of the journey and each encounter 
area, as well as general features of the caverns and random en
counters with wru1dering creatures in the Deep Wastes. 

Maps: Page 7 of'the map booklet shows the Deep Wastes as 
!l whole at a large scale. The maps on pages 8 through 10 show 
the three major encou11ter areas in the Deep Wastes: the Lake 
of Shadows, the· Wailing Cliff, and Vourn<_>tb's Mire. 

neep wo.stes Feo.tures 
Most areas of the Deep. Wastes are either natural Under
dark caverns or long, windu1g tum1els. At any given time, 
there is ·a 5'0% chance that the characters are passing 
through a cavern and a 5'0% chance that they are following 
a tunnel. The typical cavern is 70 to 160 (ld10+6 X 10) feet 
long and 20 to 5'0 (1d4+1 X 10) feet wide. The typical 
funnel is 100 to 1,000 (1d10 X .100) feet long and 5' to 20 
(5'd4) feet wide. Streams and lakes are very common, and 
travelers must oc.casionally wade through icy-cold water for 
hundreds of feet at a stretch. 

Passages and caverns in the Deep Wastes share the features 
described below, UJllesS"" noted otherwise u1 a specific ru·ea de
scription . . 

Walls: Walls, for the most part, are unworked stone. 
~Unworked Stone Walls: Muti.tnum 5' feet ¢ick, l1ardness 

8; hp 900 per 5' feet of thickness; AC ~; break DC 65'; Climb 
DC20. . 

Floors: Floors in the Deep Wastes are natural stone. Run
ning and chargi11g ·are impossible on these surfaces, but no 
Clinlb checks are normally required to navigate them. In cer
tain locations (specified in the area descriptions), the floor may 
be uneven enough to require Climb checks for movmg from 
one elevation to another. Stalagmites are common throughout 
these caverns. 

Ceilings: Ceilings in the Deep Wastc!s an; natural unworked 
stone and .raoge from 15 to 20 feet high-higher ill certain 
areas, as noted in the area descriptions. Stalactite~ are 
common, just as stalagmites on the floors are. 

Ro.ndom B·ncounters 
Each day that, th~ characters spend journeying th(ough t he 
Deep Wastes, roll twice for a random encounter-once in 
the mornmg and once iJ1 the evening. There is a 20% 
chance of enc.ounteru1g a wapdering creature or group. if 
an encounter occurs, roll d% on the chart below to deter
mine the monster. 



d% 
01-03 
Q4-09 
10-14 
H-19 
20-34 
35"-39 
40-42 
43-1-S 
46-48 
49-~3 
5"4-61 
62-66 

67-74 
75"-81 
82-91 
92-94 

P ART 'l. 

E ncounter Number 
Half.dragon• (see description below) 
Infernal Raiders (see deseription below) 
Inq·uisition (see description below) 
Invader Party (see description below) 
·Revenants• (.see description below) 
T'sarran Scouts* (see description below) 
Troglodyte Raiding Band* (see description below) 
Aboleth (see Momter Manual) 1d3+1 
Bodak (see Monster Manual) 1d3+1 
Bulette (see Momter Manual) 1d2 
Cloaker (see Momter Manual) 1d4+2 
Deathkiss beholderkin* 1 
(see Momlers of Faerli11) 
Delver (see Monster Manual) 
Dire bat (sec Momler Manual) 
Purp1c worm (see Momter Mmmat) 
Tomb tapper• 
(see Momters of Faenln) 

1 
1d4+4 

1 
1 

95"-100 Umber hulk (see Momter Mamta/) ld3+1 
*Unique encounter. Do not use that same encounter again if 
the characters kill all the creatures involved in it. 

In general, encounters such as the ones described below 
should be handled as noted in Encounter Distance iri Chapter 3 
of the VUNCEON MASTER's Gttide. W.hen both parties come 
within spotting distance of each other, permit each side a Spot 
check (usually at DC 20) to see if either side .detects the enemy. 
If all members of both groups miss this first check, they all 
spot each other at half the encounter distance. 

H ALF-DRAGON (EL l r) 
The characters encounter a drow half·dragon named Sshu· 
math Daerindra who haunts these tunJlels. Ssbumatb is both 
naturally inquisitive and supremely confident in his strength, 
so be opens the encounter with conversation rather than at· 
tacking. Because he asks so many' questions (and is tough 
enough to get answers), he knows a great deal about recent 
events in Macrimydra. He's more interested in getting infor· 
mation from the d1aracters than in giving it to them, but he 
happily repays useful or interesting news (such as the destruc· 
tion of the drow outpost at Sz.ith Morcane) in kind. 

Encounter Distance: 40 feet. 
-, Sshumath Daerindra: hp 71; see page 140. 
Tactics: If the characters initiate combat, Sshumatb .begins 

by casting haste and impr01Jed in'Uisibi/ity on himself. Then he 
attacks with his breath weapon, his area spells (fireball and 
Aganazzar's scorcber1 and finally his greatsword, alternat· 
ing that with touch spells ( 'Uampiric touch, chill touch, and 
shocking grasp). 

l l--TFERNAL R AIDERS (EL 13) 
The characters arc assaulted by a group of devils on a slaugh· 
ter·filledjoyride through the Mat!!rial Plane. 

Encounter DistlllCf<: 100 feet. 
-, Cornugon Devil: hp 88; see Momter Mamtal. 
-, Hamatula Devils (~ ): hp 5"8, 5"4, SO; see Moth!ler 

Ma11ual. 
Tactics: The devils can see perfectly in darkness-almost 

cer tain ly better than the characters can even with light 
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., 
sources or dark vision. As soon as they have a clear line of sight 
and effec! to the characters, they launch offensive spell effects 
from the darkness. The cornugon uses afirebal~ one hamatula 
uses order's 1vrath, and another uses tmboly blig/Jt. (The two 
have a longstanding game to see which one can deal more 
damage with its favorite spell. Since these' devils 'entered the 
Underdark, the one using order's 1vrath is far ahead). The third 
hamatula uses teleport 1vithou1 error to get behind the charac
ters and cut' off their retreat. After th.is initial volley, the 
devils close quickly to engage the•characters in the melee they 
so thoroughly enjoy. • -

I NQQISITION (EL 1 '2. ) 
A group of mind flayers is wandering this 
portion of the Underdark with two 
purposes. First, they want to de
termine the state of affairs in 't 
and around Maerimydra and 
whether an invasion of mind 
flayers from Ch'Chitlmight be 
in order. Second, they are 
hunting for food and sport. 

Encounter Distance: 60 feet. 
~Mind Players (+): hp 69 

(with bracers of health +1), 5'6, 
47, 34; see Monster Manunl. 

Tactics: If the mind flayers 
spot the party approaching 
(generally, this would occur if 
the party was carrying a.bright 
light), they hide along the 
cavern or tunnel walls ancl pre
pare an ambush. They use their 
mind blast ability first, then 
suggestion on characters who 
aren't stu11ned. They use pla11e 
shift to flee if combat goes 
against them. 

tion: Maerimydra and the Mines of Tethyamar. Kurgoth is 
also sending patrols into the Deep Wastes. Such a pattol con
sists or' a few goblins and ogres, plus a fire giant and a vrock 
demon. 

Encounter Distance: 100 feet. 
~Goblins (12): hp 4 each; see Monsie1· Ma11ual .• 
~Ogres (6): hp 26 each; 'see Momter Mamtal. ~ 
~ Fire Giant: hp 142; sec Momter Mamtal. 
~ Vrock (Demon): hp 66; see Momter Manual. 
Tactics: The goblins and ogres happily charge forward to 

certain death, while the fire gian.t holds back and hurls 
rocks at spelltasters. The vrock uses ?17irror image, then 
tries to summon another vrock, then finally wades into 

't melee, using its $pores and stunning screech at 
random intervals. 

R EVENANTS (EL 16) 
KiaransaJee is not known as the 
Reveuancer for nothing. She fre· ~ 
quently rewa:ds her followers by ~ 
raising them as revenants after ~ 
their deaths. Such revenants may <\ ... ~ 
rise spontaneously from drow the 
player characters killed in Szith lr 
Morcane. No corpse is necessary 
for a revenant to appear. 

Creatures: This encounter as
sumes that the revenants are 
Velasta and Velina T'sarran 
(froJl? S42 in Szith Morcane) 
and the two officers (from S7 i11 
Szith Morcane). This group re
sults in an EL 15'-16 en
counter. The statistics presented 
on page 140 for these revenants 
assume that the characters re
.moved all useful gear from the 
drow t hey killed ~nd that the 
revenants were able to scavenge 
only a chain shirt and ·dagger 
apiece to re-equip. Adjust the 
statistics accordingly if the 
revenants still possess any of 

Treasure: The mind flayers 
carry belt pouches containing 
the gems they use for trade. In 
tot~l, they have tbe f oliowing 
gems: crown~ of silver worth r 
gp, 8 gp, 9 gp, 9 gp, 10 gp, 10 gp, 
10 g.J,>, 10 gp, and 11 gp; hydrophanes 

their magic items. Because they 
Re'lletumts always know how close their killers are, 

they are not surprised and begin battle with key ·enhancing 
spells u1 place. These spells have been marked off from the 
clerics' spell lists and calculated into the ~tatistics given. 

worth 20 gp and 40 gp; waters tars worth 60 gp, 80 gp, and 100 
gp; a violet garnet worth roo gp; and red tears worth 800 gp, 
900 gp, and 1,5'00 gp. In addition, two differ.ent mind flayers 
each carry a potirm of i11visibilit;• and a potio11 of spider climb. 
Th~ group leader carries (but does not use) a +1 dagger, wears 
bracers of health +2, and has 200 pp in its pouch. 

I NVADER P ARTY (EL 13) 
Use this encow1ter only between the Wailing Cliff and Maer
imydra, not earlier in the t(ek. 

Unlike Irae T'sarran, whose goal is gaining and solidifying 
control over Maerimydra, Kurgoth Hellspawn, the con
queror of the drow city, is more interested in finding the next 
target for his army. Most of his forces are spre!ld throughout 
the nearby Underdark, but there are two areas of conceni:ra-

If you wish, you can choose other drow the characters have 
killed as base creatures for the revenants, but undead such as 
Dorina T'sarran or Alisannara Morcane can't return agau1 
this way. If the characters dealt unfairly with any drow, or 
killed a drow in a treacherous fashion, he or she would be a 
good candjdate for revenance. Apply the revenant template 
(presented in 4pp$!ndix 1) to these other drow as you see fit, 
but try to keep the Encounter Level in the 15' -16 range. 
Revenants are most effective when facing their killers, so 
round up when, calculating EL. · 
~ Velasta and Velina, T'sarran Niece Revenants (2): hp 6f, 

64; see page 140. 

.._ 
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'J Szith MorciJle Officer Revenants (2): hp 64, r7; see page 
140. 

Tactics: The revenants have complete and very vivid mem
ories of thclr final battles against the player characters, so 
they adapt their tactics (possibly including the clerics' speU se
lections) 'to best effect against the characters as they remem
ber them. 

T'SARRAN ScouTS (EL 13) 
While Irae T'sarran struggles to lay claim to Maerimydra's 
ruins, she sends regular scouting patrols into the Underdark to 
keep an eye on movements and conditions in the surrounding 
area. Each of these patrols consists of a small undead horde 
(zombies animated from the fallen drow of the city), three 
rangers, and a cleric/ ranger leading the patrol and controUing 
the zombies. 

Encounter D istance: 60 feet. 
'J Zombies (12): hp 13 each; sec Momter Ma11ua/. 
'J Drow Rangers (~): hp 43, 42, 38; sec page 140. 
'J Cleric Scout: hp 7'2; see page 141. 
Tactics: As her fLTst action, the cleric scout bolsters the 

zombies against a possible turning attempt. She then sends 
them forward into melee and casts flam~ strik~ to engulf as 
many of the characters as she can. The rangers lead off with 
their hand crossbows and poisoned bolts, closing to 'melee only 
after the zombies have fallen. If the. combat turns against 
them, the drow flee, hoping to get back to Maerimydra and 
inform I rae T'sarran of the heroes' presence in the Underdark. 

TROGLODYTE RA~DING BAND (EL 14) 
Latar, troglodyte cleric of Laogzed, leads two troglodyte bar
barians, Skred and Theod, and a small group of regular troglo
dytes. This group is what's left of a larger band that wreaked 
much mayhem. They're keen on acquiring some booty before 
returning to their home settlement many miles from here. 

Encounter Distance: 110 feet. 
'J Skred and Theod: hp llJ, 10Y;see page lU 
'J Latar: hp 78; see page 141. 
'J Troglodytes (f): hp 13 each; see Momter Mmmal. 
Tact ics: Optimally, the troglodytes seek small or weak-

looking parties. The barbarians use their tracking skills to find 
and follow likely targets. Latar is canny enough to insist that 
the group delay its attack until the targets have camped fo~ 
the night and most of them arc asleep. 

Before initiating an attack, the cleric prepares by casting~~~
durance and air walk on himself and the two barbarians, 
magic circle agaimt law on Skred, magic circle agaimt good on 
Theod, divi11ejavor on him5elf, and deatlnvatcb. 

Just be(ore the troglodytes attack, Latar casts bless. The 
following round, he casts sile11ce on the area with the greatest 
concentration of PCs, then the ba•·barians drink their potiom 
of baste, throw their javeli11s of ligbt11i11g, and begin their 
rage. The barbarians enjoy fighting in melee. The cleric 
prefers to soften up the oppositiQn by casting slay living and 
chaos banimer before ~ngaging in physical combat. Because of 
the deatlnvatch, he can target fragile creatures and knows 
when his companions arc in dire need of cure spells. If the 
fight goes poorly, he casts pla11e shift, taking his companions 
along if convenient. 
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stu.ctin~ out · · 
The first leg of the journey from Szith Morcane is about 16 
miles. Depending on the speed of the party, it takes anywhere 
from one day to almost three. Sometime on the second or 
third day of travel from Szith Morcane, the characters reach 
the first fork. 

The branch to the west leads to the Naga Crawls; the 
branch to the east leads to the Lake of Shadows. The 3Y-mile 
journey to the Naga Crawls takes between three and six days, 
while the 10-mile trip to the Lake of Shadows lasts·anywhere 
from Y hours to a day and a half. The Naga Crawls area is a 
dead end; characters who go there must backtrack to the fork 
before they can continue on to the Lake of Shadows. 

Nu~u crawls 
This is the lair of a trio of spirit nagas. They do not invqlve 
themselves with either the drow of Szith Morcane or the 
giants and kuo-toas of the Lake of Shadows. Refer to page 7 of 
the map booklet for this location. 

N1. LAIR .El--rrRANCE (EL 8) 
The tunnel comes to an end in a small cavern that shows 
no signs of habitation. Cold water showers down from a 
hole in the ceiling, puddles below it, and then nows off to 
a crevice in the south wall where it vanishes into the rock. 
A rusty iron ladder is propped up in the hole to give 
access to whatever lies above. There is a small side cavern 
to the north. 

The ceiling here is only about 8 feet above the Ooor. The hole 
is the entrance to the nagas' lair. The nagas are long enough to 
coil under the entrance and crawl up into the hole while avoid
i11g the trap trigger (see below), but they often use fly to get 
up. The shower of water from abo,re is frightfully cold, but it 
does not make the ascent difficult or dangerous. 

Trap: The lair entrance is protected with a tnip that makes 
intruders easier targets for the nagas' Enchantment spells by 
sapping their Wisdom. Stepping on the second rung of the 
ladder releases a poisonous mist from hidden jets in the ladder 
itself. The mist fills the cavern in 1 round, but since it is heav
ier than air, it does not rise into the cavern above . 

..('Insanity Mist Vapor Trap: CR S; insanity mist poison, 
1d4 Wis/'2d6 Wis; Fortitude DC H negates; Search DC 2Y; 
Disable Device DC 20. 

N2. ·D EAD END 

This side cavern seems to be a dead end. A number of bones 
piled on the Ooor give that phrase new depths of meaning. 

The nagas have piled a large number of bones here, most of 
which are from relatively weak Undcrdark creatures such as 
grimlocks, quaggoths, and kuo-toas. Despite appearances, these 
creatures did not die in this area. The nagas bring th,eir refuse 
here, both to keep their lair tidy and to warn off intruders who 
choose the wrong fork. 

f . 
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N 3. U PPER CAVERN 

The ladder ascends about 10 feet imo a low, cramped 
cavern only 4 feet in height. A small, shallow rivulet of 
water no more than 2 feet wide and only inches deep winds 
down to the hole in the floor from a passageway leading to 
the south. 

The low clearance in this cavern means that Medium-size 
characters cannot walk upright; they must stoop or crouch to 
move around. A crouching charac'rer is reduced fo one-half 
normal speed and loses any Dexterity bonus to Armor Class. 
Any creature not hindered by the low ceiling gains a +2 bonus 
on attack rolls against crouching characters. 

N 4. GIANT'S D EMISE 

Lying across the stream is the enormous corpse of a stone 
giant. He could 110t have stood up in this room, or even 
crouched-be must have crawled into this place on his 
belly from some reason of his own. The corpse is in poor 
shape and seems to have been dead a long time. Great 
chunks of flesh have been stripped from the body in places, 
as if something bas been feeding on it. 

With some difficulty, characters can crawl around or over the 
corpse to continue toward the cast. The body is the na~as' 
latest meal, a hapless giant convinced by their suggestitm spells 
to crawl up to his doom in their lair. The body is not dangerous 
to the chara'cters, but it !nay be distracting. 

N 5'. NAGJ\ L AIR (EL 12) 
A large, shallow pool of cold water lies in the mouth of a 
low-ceilinged cavertL A stream splashes down from a spring 
in the rock at the eastern end of the chamber, then trickles 
out to the west on the other side of the pool. The roof is no 
more than 4 feet above the floor, and in some places it is 
lower than that. 

Thjs room is home to three spirit nagas. Because they have 
very few guests in' their !air, they are not particularly atten
tive, but they do notice any light or loud conversation in area 
l\4 and come out to investigate. They also spot any characters 
splashing across the pool at the mouth of their 1*. They can 
even detect invisible characters who move through the pool, 
since the displaced water marks their approach. 

Creatures: The nagas arc a malicious trio of murderous, 
deceitful, and hungry monsters. They've grown quite tired 
of stone giant meat, especially since it's gone ·over a bit, 
and they would love to feast on fresher fare. A spirit naga 
looks like a giant snake banded in black and crimson, with 
a humanlike face. Its eyes arc sickly yellow and have no 
visible pupils . 

., Spirit Nagas (~): hp 86, 84, 80; see Monster Manual. 
Sorcerer Spells KnfJ'U/11 (6/ 7/7/ S; save DC 13 + speU levcl}-

0-arcane mark, daze, detect magic, disrupt undead, mage 
battd, l"ay of frost, read magic; lst-e11dt1re elements,featber 
fall, mage annor, magic missile, ray of e11jeekiemettl; 2nd
Agallazz'ar's scorcber, see i11visibility, 1veb; 3rd-fly, suggesiio11. 
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Tactics: When the characters investigate the stone giant 
corpse or cross the pool, the nagas approach and confront 
them directly, hoping to charm one or more of them with a 
gaze attack. They subject characters who resist their gazes to 
repeated suggestio11 spells ("You're very tired. Why don't you 
put down that sword and go to sleep?". or, "Your companions 
l1ave been replaced by doppelgangers. Best slay them before 
they slay you!"). Finally, they resort to their less subtle spells 
(web, Aganazzar's scorcher, magic missile). 

Treasure: The nagas' treasure is piled in sacks along the east
ern wall of the room. It amounts to 6H gp, '2.,900' sp, and a 
bundle of ten sunrods. (The nagas pref~r the dark, so they 
don't use these.) In addition, under the stone giant's crumpled 
body is his buckler: a +5 large steel shield. 

Luke of shudows 
T he Lake of Shadows is a large body of fresh water located 
beneath the Dagger Hills in the extreme northwest of Cor
manthor. Its dark water is the domain of a kraken, which 
rules the lake as an iron-fisted tyrant. The kraken's subjects 
include a small group of kuo-toas dwelling in the western 
portion of the lake and a brood of abolcths in the eastern 
portion. The characters do not encounter the aboleths unless 
they travel far out into the Jake. 

The l.;ake of Shadows is the home of the kuo-toas. They 
worship the kraken as a manifestation of Umberlee, and their 
leader is a half-fiend cleric/assassin called the Claw. They main
tain a shrine on an island ncar the shore, where they live in 
uneasy proximity to a small tribe of stone giants. 

The Flight from Maerimydra: When the drow fleeing 
Maerimydra came through the Lake of Shadows, they 
fought the kraken while hurrying the bulk of their party out 
of its reach, losing only a half-dozen of t heir 'number in the 
process. The kraken has since healed all the wounds the drow 
inflicted. The drow also fought the stone giants and killed 
several of them. The giants are still angry, so they attack 
any party that contains a drow unless that drow is obviously 
a prisoner. 

Lower caverns . 
The Lower caverns are those areas that directly connect the 
tunnel from Szith Morcane to the Lake of Shadows. The 
domain of the stone giants is directly above the lower caverns, 
and the giants keep guards posted here at A and B. 

Ll. CAVERN (EL 10-12) 
The tunnel abruptly opens into a large, irregularly shaped 
cavern. Several natural stone columns make it hard to 
judge the exact size or extent of this chamber, but some 
openings arc visible around the walls. 

This is the entrance to the stone giants' domain. A stde cavern 
(labeled A) provides a watchpost for the giants to monitor 
creatures passing through the area. 

Allow each. character to make a Listen check (DC 12). 
Those who are successful hear the sounds of growling and 
laughter, both deep and guttural, apparently ,coming from 
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directly overhead. One of the stone giants in L4 is playfully 
wrestling with his pet dire bear. 

Creatures: Two stone giants are on watch in the alcove 
caver n (A) at any given time. They stand guard near the 
entrances to the alcove with a ready supply of rocks to 
throw. · 

A stone giant stands about -1'2. feet tall and looks like a lean, 
muscular human. Its gray, smooth skin is completely hairless. 
It has gaunt facial features and deep-sunken black eyes. Stone 
giants are generally taciturn with strangers but playful among 
theJl1selves. AU the giants in this area speak only Giant and 
Undercommon, so the characters may need to use magic to 
make themselves under.stood. 

'J Stone Giants (2): bp 118, 117; see Monster Manual. 
Tactics: Unless it appears that one or more unconfined 

drow are with the party, the stone giant sentries do not attack 
immediately-though it might seem as if they do, particularly 
if no one in the party speaks Undercommon. As soon as the 
characters enter the cavern (passing tbe southwestern en· 
trance to the alcove), a boulder hurtles past them and shatters 
on the wall. An instant later, a rumbling voice calls out (in Un
dercommon), "I missed on purpose. What are you doing here?" 

The stone giants despise the drow and warm quickly to the 
characters if the latter explain their mission in terms of oppo
sition to the drow. Initially, the stone giants' attitude is indif
ferent, but a successful Diplomacy check can change it to 
friendly (DC H) or even helpful (DC 30} If the character 
making the check takes pains to explain th~ party's hatred of 
the drow, he or she gains a +4 circumstance bonus on the check. 

If the giants remain indifferent, they let the characters pass 
through to the lake but give them no advice, warnings, or di
rections. One of them does shout out a code word in Giant so 
the sentries in L3 will let the group pass. If the giants become 
friendly, they willingly point the characters toward Maerimy
dra and also warn them about the chuul, kraken, and kuo-toas 
in the area. Read the text below to the players: 

"No tunnels circle the lake," the giant rumbles. "From here 
you must sail, fly, or swim. A little more than 17 miles to 
the cast, on the north wall of the lake cavern, you will find 
a passage that leads to the drow city. The lakeshore is down 
that way-but watch out for the little fish-people, they're a 
bad lot. Stay away from their island." 

"Don't go near the cavern just across from it, either," 
the second giant adds. "A big lobster-crawler lives there, 
and it eats up little people like you." 

"One more thing," the first giant says. "Don't spend a lot 
of time in the water. There's a great devil-kraken nearby. 
The kuo-toas worship the beast as a god. Good luck." 

If the giants become helpful, they add the following: 

"Listen, we sometimes ferry travelers across the lake, and 
you seem like decent folk. Do you want to meet our elders 
and see if you can make a deal with them? The devil-kraken 
probably won't trouble you if you're with us." 

The giants don't agree to take the party across until their elders 
have d&:ided on a fair price, nor do they allow the characters to 
use the rafts in L 3 without ftrst speaking to the elders. 

If the ch;u:acters badly botch a Diplomacy check (check 
result below 1), the giams become unfriendly. They tell the 
PCs that to get to Maerimydra, they must wade through the 
Jake to L9. The giants hope that this advice will result in the 
characters becoming a meal for the chuul. 

If the characters attack the giants, or if the party contains 
at least one apparent drow who does not appear to be a pris
oner, the giant sentries are hostile and choose to fight rather 
than talk. The sentries engage the intruders in melee, while the 
two giants from L3 hurry to the scene and throw boulders into 
the fight, making good use of their Precise Shot feat. The 
battle's noise easily carries into L4, alerting the stE>ne giants 
there, who ready themselves for combat. 

Treasure: Each giant carries a bag with '2.d12 throwing 
rocks and ld4+6 mundane items (see the table in the MIJ11ster 
Ma11ua/). In addition, one of the giants carries half of a pair of 
giO'IJes of s1vimmi11g a11d climbing (the right glove). 

XP Award: Award full experience points for 'defeating the 
giants here and in L3 if the characters use. Diplomacy to ;alk 
their way through. 

L'2. CAVERN 

A large hole in the ceiling, about '2.0 feet up, is the only in
teresting feature in this cavern. 

If the characters come here under escort from the sentries iu 
Ll, the giants above throw down a large rope ladder for them. 
Because tbe rungs are spaced to be comfortable for a giant, 

# climbing it requires a Medium-size o•· smaller character to 
make a successful Climb check as if climbing a knotted rope 
(DC S} 

On the other hand, if the characters come here after having 
fought the giants in Ll, they fmd the hole ringed with four of 
the stone giants from L4. They are angry and hefting boul
ders. The fifth giant is guardi11g the entrance into L6. 

L 3. CAVERN (EL 12) 
At the far side of this large cavern, the dark. waters of a 
subterranean lake lap gently at the rocky shore. A massive, 
natural stone column stands just in front of the water, and 
a second blocks most of a small alcove in the north wall. 
Near the lake on the north wall is another tiny alcove 
formed by the natural stone. Pulled up on the rocky shore 
are two enormous, ramshackle rafts, made from some 
strange, white, woodlike material. Huge lacquered bladder:. 
amached to the rafts provide for flotation. 

The giants here keep watJ;h for activity from the kuo-toan 
shrine just. SO feet out on the lake. They have a formal peace 
agreement with the kuo-toas, memorialized in ,the paintings 
that line the walls of alcove C. Nevertheless, they hardly trust 
the chaotic and insane kuo-toas to keep to their word, espe
cially if the kraken commands them to attack. 

The walls of alcove C are covered with paintings. Eight 
bands, each 1 foot high, run around the circumference of the 
alcove, progressively telling the story of the inter~ction be
tween the giants and the kuo-toas. The scenes near the top 
show the construction of the kuo-toan shrine under watchful 
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giant eyes, then what appears to be a kuo-toan invasion of the 
giants' ca,ves. This set of scenes also reveals the presence of the 
kraken to a character who makes a successful Search check 
against DC 8 (in a few of the paintings, the monster's tentacles 
reach from the lake into the caves to attack the giants). Many 
scenes are devoted to the warfare betwcen ' the giants and the 
kuo-toas, including a massive counterattack that reduced the 
shrine to rubble. Later scenes near the bottom show the two 
factions eati1ig together, though the composition of the meal 
is not clear. Finally there is a scene showing the giants helpi11g 
the kuo-toas rebuild their shrine. · • 

Each of the rafts is nearly '20 feet wide and 30 feet long. Both 
arc made from woody fungus stems that grow in nearby caverns 
plus the inflated bladders of some of the lake's larger and more 
dangerous fiSh. The lruo-toas allow the giants to fiSh the lake as 
part of their peace arrangement, as long as they do so in the 
areas specifically designated by the kuo-toas. Char~cter:; thinking 
of stealing the giant rafts may reconsider when they discover 
that the rafts must be dragged into the water, and each w_eighs 
4,000 pounds. A stone giant can drag one easily enough, but 
human-sized characters may find them hard to move. 

Creatures: The giant sentries here hide i11 the alcove marked 
B. If the characters received leave to pass from the giants in 
L1, the sentries here do not even reveal their position, hiding 
behind the large column that blocks the opening of their 
alcove (Hide modifier +8} One of the sentries growls an angry 
warning if visitors begin poking around the rafts-permission 
to pass without molestation does not entitle the characters to 
take a raft. 

'J Stone Giants (2): hp 114, 111; see Momler Manual. 
Treasure: Each giant carries a bag with '2dl'2 throwing • 

rocks and 1d4+6 mundane. items (see the table u1 the Momler 
Ma11ua/). 

upper cuuerns 
The stone giants live in these chambers. If pressed badly in the 
lower caverns, they retreat to this level and defend it to the 
best of their ability. 

. L4. L ARGE UPPER CAVERN (EL 13) 
This large, high cavern looks lived in. Huge furs are spread 
over the floor near the walls, and a number of paintings 
and carvings adorn the stone of the cavern. The smoke 
f rom a cookf'rre u1 one corner escapes up through a narrow 
crev1ce in the ceiling but also flavors the air with its crisp 
scent. Piles of rather large rocks lie here and there through
out the room. One great stone column rises from the floor 
to meet the ceiling far overhead, and a wide passage leads 
out to another cave. 

This cavern is the main living area for most of the stone 
giants. A rope ladder, normally kept rolled up beside the 
hole leading down to L'2, provides access to the lower 
cavern level. 

Creatures: Five stone giants usually reside here, along with 
their two pet dire bears. The dire bears are not quite fully 
grown, but they have the same statistics as th~ presented in 
the Monsier Manual. · 

p . 

'J Stone Giants (1'); hp 131, 119, 114, 114, 107; see Momter 
Ma1111al. 

'J Dire Bears (2): hp 95', 90; see Momler Ma11ua/. 
Tactics: If the characters come here peaceably, the two 

giants with the most hit points escort the characters to see the 
elders in cavern Lr, while the others watch from .a distance, 
staying close to the piles of throwing rocks. • 

If the characters come in force, the giants strive to pre· 
vent them from entering the cavern, sending one giant to 
L6 to keep anyone from using the other entra11ce. If combat 
erupts at the entrance, the elders (rom L r join in after 1 
round. 

Treasure: Each giant carries .a bag with 2d1'2 throwing 
rocks and 1d4+6 mundane items (see the table in the Momter 
Manual). In addition, the toughest giant (the one with 131 
hp) carries an emerald worth '2'20 gp, half of a pair of g/01Jes 
of nvimmi11g and 'climbi11g (the left glove), and a potion of 
gboul toucb. 

.Lf. CAVERN (EL 14) 
A natural stone column provides a bit of privacy for the 
cave beyond, which amounts to little more than two large 
alcoves. Furs are piled in one chamber to make a rather 
large bed, while the other alcove looks like a sort of rock 
garden, with large boulders arranged artistically around the 
space. 

The two leaders of this giant community live here, sleeping on 
the furs and using the "rock garden" for furniture. 

Creatures: The stone giant leaders are elders, each with 
four character leyels as sorcerers. Their names are Ghunda 
and Thurrak. Though less shy than most of their kind, they 
are prone to long, thoughtful pauses in dialogue. Ghunda is 
considerably more pessimistic than her husband, particularly 
since their. last encounter with the drow fleeing from Maer
imydra toward Szith Morcane. She has a hard time believing 
that trouble for u1y race in the Underdark can be good for 
anyone else, but Thurrak tries to see how the difficulties 
among the drow could be used to the giants' ad,;antage . 
Thurrak speaks much less often than Ghuuda. 

If the chuacters persuade the elders to assist them by con
verting their attitude to friendly with a Diplomacy check 
(DC U ), the two agree to ferry the party across the lake for 
a suitable sum (goods, coins, or valuables worth at least 100 
gp per traveler). If the elders become helpful, they not only 
offer to ferry the party across but also waive their normal 
fcc for doillg so. 

Should the party fail to persuade the elders with J?iplo
macy, they can offer to earn passage across the lake with a 
service. In that case, the giants ask them to raid the kuo-toa 
shrine and destroy the creatures' fiendish leader. This kuo· 
toa, known as the Claw, has been inciting his minions 
against the giants of late, and the stone giant elders see a 
chance to have the half-fiend removed without . breaking 
the truce themselves. If the heroes destroy the Claw, the 
elders promise to see that they get across the Lake of 
Shadows safely. 

'J Ghunda and Thurrak, Stone Giant Elders (2): hp 15'4, 
144; see page 141. 
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PART 1. 

T~ctics: If the characters decide to fight their way through 
the stone giru1ts at L4, the elders prepare for a fight by casting 
epdm·ance and endure elements against whatever attack form 
the party's spellcasters seem to favor. They fight fiercely, but 
if half the giants fall, the rest retreat down through the hole 
io L6 aod stomp through the chuul's lair. as quickly as possible. 
They wade from L9 back toward L3 and flee by boat out onto 
the lake, trying to stay ahead of their attackers. 

Treasure: While this small clan of giants is hardly wealthy, 
its members do occasionally collect handsome fees for their 
servi~es. Beneath a large, round boulder in the rock garden (a 
'2,000-pound stone that the giants can roll aside with little 
trouble) is a holl~w several feet deep. Inside are si.x sacks of 
coins (1H pp, '2,85'0 gp, and 5',900 sp in total). 

L6. CAVERN 

The large hole in the floor is this cavern's only interesting 
feature. A wide tunnel leads away from it. 

.. .. 
~ The giallts do not like to live in close proximity to the chuul in 
~ L9, directly below this cavern. Nevertheless, they let the mon· 
~ ster live there undisturbed, since it provides a useful guard for 

the rear entrance to the giallts' lair. 

on the Luke 
The Lake of Shadows is huge, some 60 mil~s in its· longest di· 
mension. The cavern above arches from 5'0 to 100 feet above 
the lake at its highest point, .and the lake itself reaches a depth ' 
of 100 feet. Its water is clear and fresh, and it is inhabited by a 
wide variety of eyeless fish, crabs, and less mu11dane creatures 
such as aboleths and kuo-toas. The unquestioned ruler of the 
lake, however, is a fiendish kraken that is served and worshiped 
by every intelligent inhabitant. 

L 7. THE LAKE OF· SH.ttDOWS (EL 14) 
The waters of this lake are dark, a darkness so impenetrable 
that its surface reflects any light back to its source. Small 
waves and ripples zigzag across the water, suggesting that 
something, somewhere, is moving in the lake. 

Two islands-a small one close to the shore, and a larger 
one farther out crowned by a sizeable building-break the 
surface of the water nearby. 

The water of the take is extremely cold. Any character in 
direct contact with it takes ld6 points of subdual damage per 
minute of .exposure· to the water. A character who takes any 
damage from hypotherniia in this manner is fatigued (unable 
to run or charge, -2 penalty to Strength and Dexterity). 

It is possible for a Medium-size character (but not a Small 
9ne) to wade from the shore at L3 along the edge of the lake 
to L9, O( as far as the small isl<\tld (LS). Wading counts as 
direct coritact with t.he water for the purpose of the hy· 
pothermia effect above, and the lake bottom along both 
paths is somewhat treacherous. A wading character must 
make a successful Balance check (DC H ) or slip into a 
crevicet10 feet deep. If the character can swim, he or she may 
retw·n to shallow water and contu1ue along the desired path 

with a single ~uccessf ul Swim check (DC 10), but a. character 
too heavy to swim is at risk of drowning tn the deeper water. A 
soccessful Balance check allows the character to wade carefully 
around the deeper areas. 

Creature: The kraken that rules the lake, ever hu11gry, 
regularly patrols the shallow waters for prey. Each round 
that any characters are in the water (whether swimming or 
merely wading), there is a 10% chru1ce the kraken appears 
and attacks. · 

A kraken resembles an immense 5Huid, but with only ei~ht 
tentacles, which are the only parts of the creature that charac
ters on the surface can see. Its body is approxitnarely 40 feet 
long and protected by layers of thick muscle.· Six of the beast's 
tentacles are short arms (each about 20 feet long); the remaul
ing two. are nearly 80 feet long ru1d covered- with cruel barbs. 
Its beaklike mouth is located where the tentacles meet the 
lower portion of its body. 

_,Fiendish Kraken: hp 303; see page 142. 
Tactic;s: The kraken attacks all the characters simultl!ne

ously, if possible, dedicating one tentacle to each opponent 
within its reach. It uses its long tentacles to reach characters 
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on the shore, if necessary, and its shorter tentacles for foes in 
the water. With its grapple bonus of +44, it can easily afford 
to suffer a -20 penalty on its grapple checks to hold one 
character in each tentacle, continuing to fight normally with 
its remaining tentacles against characters who elude its grasp. 
The kraken pulls grappled characters underwater so that 
they are at risk of drowning. If it takes more than 100 points 
of damage and .bas characters in its grasp, it squirts ink and 
jets away, raking the grappled characters with it. If the 
kraken takes more than 200 points of damage, it jets away 
even if its tentacles are empty. · ~ 

LS. S MALL I SLAND 

This barren and rocky island is roughly 25' feet long. Two 
heaps of rocks that appear to have been purposefully 
stacked up alongside each other both bear sturdy iron 
chains. 

On the lake side of the island, not visible from the shore, lies a 
manacled corpse. The kuo-toas sacrifice an occasional victim to 
the kraken, but sometimes it pleases the monster to have the 
kuo-toas feed some of its other pets. This crude arrangement of 
rocks and chains allows the fishfolk to shackle a surface
dweller close to the waterline, where he or she is at the mercy 
of whatever comes to partake of the meal. 

The corpse here is a male d1·ow. His arms arc still secured in 
the chains, but bis body missing from the waist down. He was a 
highly placed lord of House Chumavh who escaped from the 
castle after' !rae T'sarr~n's followers overthrew . the ruling 
house. He intended to make his way to Szith Morcane and ; 
cventua!Jy escape to Corrn,amhor. 

L 9. 0 UTL¥ING CAVERN (EL 12) 

A large stone column dominates the center of this cavern 
on the lake's shore. The floor by the lakeside is composed of 
tiny pebbles worn smooth by the unceasing motion of the 
waves. A number of bones-most of them fish skeletons, 
others ominously humanoid-lie scattered about the cave. 

Neither the stone ·giru1ts nor the kuo-toas claim tills cavern, 
regarding it as a sort of no-man's land between them. Thus, it 
has become the lair of an unaligned power-an oversized chuul 
strong enough to hold its own against the kraken. 

Creatures: A chuul of tremendous size makes its lair in 
this cavern. Standing 10 feet high at the shoulder, this 
monstrous creature has huge pincerlike claws, four webbed 
legs, a \Vide tail, and a mandibled mouth surrounded by 
squirming tentacles. Its body is encased in an t>range and 
black carapace. 

The chuul attacks.anything that enters its cavern. It bas 
battled the kraken more than once and generally comes out 
the worse for such an encounter, so it ventures only into the 
shallows unless it is certain the kraken is nowhere nearby. 

'J Advanced Cbuul: hp '216; see page 14'2. 
Treasure: Scattered among the bones of the cbuul's victims 

and the tatters of their gear are a few valuables. In the detritus 
lie several shredded purses and pouches; their co!1tents total16 
pp, 115' gp, 184 sp, and three 5'0-gp onyx gems. In one corner 

5'4 

lie bracers of armor +f half covered by a ruined (nonfunc
tional) cloak of elvenkind of drow manufacture. Beneath the 
ribcage of another skeleton lies a +2 icy burst dagger> also of 
drow make. 

' Tl1e last bit of treasure is a nondescript wooden box, 1 '2 
inches long, 6 inches wide, 6 inches· deep, and cpmpletely 
empty. It is actually afolditlg boat, once owned by' a human 
wizard who believed it represented a safe and convenient 
way to cross the Lake of Shadows. The item's command 
words are not written on its surface or inside it, so they can 
be determined only through a11 identify or analyze 
d1veomer spell, or some equivalent m'!gic. The · words are 
"Suthellin" (for the rowboat farm ), "Maraniath" (for the 
ship form), and "Tumberrin" (for the box form). 

shrine of the clo.w 
Hundreds of kuo-toas inhabit the Lake of Shadows, 
dwelling in half a dozen small clutches and dens deep in the 
lake's icy deptas. This shrine is an isolated outpost of the 
fishfolk, a retreat where a handful of eli te clerics and 
monks from the various dens sometimes gather to venerate 
their ruthless lord. 

L10. L ARGE I SLAND (EL 4 ) 

The building on this island has been constructed from gran
ite blocks, and its exterior bears carved images of fish, 
squids, and fishlike humanoids. The structure is shaped like 
a large cube with a smaller square attached to one corner. 
The entrance-a stone door nanked by statues of fish
folk-is on the smaller square, facing the caves on the 
shore. 

This building is the shrine of the kuo-toas, built to honor the 
kraken and their half-fiend leader, the Claw. The statues are of 
kuo-toas; they have rounded bodies covered with fine scales, 
slender limbs with broad bands and feet, and bullet-shaped 
heads with bulging eyes and wide mouths. . 

Trap: The door to the shrine is inscribed with a glypb of 
1varding set to go off when any creature other than a kuo-toa 
opens tbe door. The. glyph holds a besto·w wrse spell. 

-1' Glyph of IY•rtli•~ CR 4; besl07v curse ( -6 penalty to 
Constitution); Will DC 17 negates; Search DC '28; Disable 
Device DC 28. 

L11. FOYER (EL 12 OR 14) 

The door leads into a small room with another door on one 
side, presumably leading deeper into the building. Directly 
opposite the door is a statue of another of the fishlike hu· 
manoids, its head nearly brushing the ceiling 10 feet above. 
The statue's features appear far more wicked than those of 
the carvings outside-its teeth protrude from its mouth, 
and a row of sharp spines runs down its back. It holds a 
staff with a clawlike attachment at the end. 

The mosaic on the noor of this chamber is done in blue 
and green tiles that form abstract images of waves, sea
weed, and fish. 
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The.statue in' the foyer demonstrates the reverence the kuo
toas hold for the Claw, their half-fiend leader. Though the 
s.culpture is larger than life, it is a good likeness. 

Creatures: The k'llo-toa monk who guards the entrance hall 
is the shrine's first line of defense against outside attack. He 
looks more like the kuo-toas on the carvings odtside the build
ing than the one depicted by the statue here. He moves with a 
grace and fluidity that belies his gangly· frame, swinging a pair 
of nunchakus-one flaming, one glowing blue with cold-with 
blinding speed. 
~-Kuo-toa Monk: hp 81; see page 14'2. 
Tactics: The monk attempts to stun enemies early and 

often, especially ir' he seems to be outnumbered. 
Sounds of combat in this room attract the templars from 

L13 in 1d4 rounds. These two kuo-toas raise the Encounter 
Level to 14. The clerics in L14 do not leave that room. 

L11. H ADL 

The mosaic tile from the entrance hall continues into this 
room, but here the design is of a squid! ike creature, done in 
lifelike detail This depiction of the creature's body fills 
most of the odd-shaped room, while its eight tentacles 
snake around the corners. A large pair of doors carved with 
fishfolk stand closed near the creature's eye. One door 
stands near one bunch of tentacles, another is situated near 
a second group of tentacles, and a fourth door is located at 
the top of the creature's body. 

A careful examination of .the double door leading to area 
L14 (Search DC '2S) reveals the very faint tracings of a sigil 
much like a glyph of 7{1ardittg. This pattern is deceptive-no 
trap actually wards this door, and it does not radiate magic. 

L13. T EMPLARS' QQARTERS (EL 11) 
Tbis small room features two 11arrow, shallow pools of 
water. Each is about the size of a humanoid body and just 
deep enough to cover such a body with water. The walls and 
floor are bare of decoration. Several large clay urns stand 
against the far wall 

·The kuo-toas use the twin pools as beds. The water in them is 
saltier than the lake water, but just as cold. 

Creatures: Two kuo-toa temple guards live in this chamber, 
sleeping in the bed-pools. They respond withu1 1d4 rounds to 
sounds of combat i.r1 Lll or L14, but it is also possible to sur
prise them in this room. These kuo-toas wear chain shirts and 
carry sticky shields and half spears. 
~ Kuo-to~ Templars (2): hp 80, 75"; sec page 142. 
Tactics: Both templars are fightc:r/ rogues who attempt to 

Oank opponents so that they deal sneak attack damage. They 
!Dove frequently iJ1 combat (making good use of the Mobility 
feat) to ~void being flanked the111selves and to gain the best 
advantage' against their opponents. 

Treasure: The clay urns contain a total of 860 gp and 3,250 
sp-toinage skimmed from the offerings of other kuo-toas. 

L14 .. SACRED PooL (EL 13 OR 15') 
This large room is ornately decorated, with an elaborate 
mosaic on the floor and fine carvings covering every waU. 
The figure depicted in the mosaic resembles the spiny 
statue in the entrance hall, but here it is surrounded by a 
large group of fishlike humanoids batt1i.rlg creatures that 
look like stone giants. The carvings show various scenes in
volving a giant squidlike creature, the spiny humanoid, and 
still more fishlike humanoids. 

The mosaic design on the floor artfully wraps around a 
large circular pool that occupies nearly half the room's 
area. The pool glows dimly as if lit from below, sparkling in 
various shades of blue and green. 

The ceili.rtg above the door is about 8 feet high, but over 
the pool it rises to twice that height. A balcony on the 
upper level overlooks the pooL 

This sacred pool is the center of r!!ligious life for this ~uo
toan cult. Here the kuo-toas offer sacrifices and pay homage 
to both the half-fiend kuo-toa they call the Claw and to the 
fieudisl1 krakcn that rules the lake. The kraken often extends 
a tentacle or two up "from the pool (through a magical portal 

·in the cave below) to accept a sacrifice, and the Claw lives 
below the pool in 'a cave· shaped, appropriately enough, like a 
crab's claw. 

Although the water ip the pool · is just ordinary Jake 
water, the floor su rrou11ding it is magical, and it imparts 
some of its magic to the water on· a temporary basis. A cup 

• of water drawn from the pool and drunk within an hour of 
its removal acts as a potio11 of cure ·seriMs wounds. A char
acter gazing into the pool has a chance (Spot DC '20) of 
noticing a vaguely humanoid shadow (the Claw, see LU) 
pass briefly across the phosphorescent glow from the 
cavern floor below. 

Creatures: Four kuo-toa whips (clerics) live in this room, 
tendillg to the sacred pool. All of them carry pincer staffs (but 
no shields) and wield them expertly. 
~ Kuo-toa Lesser Whips (~): .hp 6'2, 60, 5"8; s~e page 143. 
~ Kuo-toa Greater Whip: hp 82; see page 143. 
These whips prefer to act in concert against enemies, using 

their lightning bolt ability at every opportunity (every ld4 
rounds, as long as at least two of them remai.r1 alive). 

SoundS of combat in this room bring the templars from 
LB (if they are still alive) in ld4 row1ds. These two kuo-toas 
raise the Encounter Level to H. 

If the characters leave this room without entering the pool, 
the Claw follows them (see the Tactics section of LH). 

L1S. CAVE OF mE CLAW (EL 14 OR 16) 
Tbis cavern is entirely filled with water. The pool opening in 
L14 is the only place where a swimmer can rajse his or her 
head above the water. The openiJlg can be surprising!}" hard to 
find from below, requiring a successful Spot check (DC 20) 
unless there is a br~ght light source in L14, such as a lingering 
dayligbt spell or a burning sun rod. 
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This water-filled cavern is eerily lit by softly glowing 
colored lights of green, blue, and purple on the walls, 
ceiling, and floor. The source of the light is not immedi
ately apparent. In contrast to the well-lit surfaces all 
around, the middle of the cavern seems extremely dark. 
A number of clay urns lie along the walls, scattered 
more or less at random. 

The lights come from naturally bioluminescent algae that 
grow on the cavern surfaces. They ave harmless, ancftheir light 
fades in 1d4 minutes if they are removed from the rock on 
which they grow. 

The entire northeast section of the cavern wall radiates a 
strong aura of Transmutation magic. With a command word 
("Kharak"), that section of wall opens as if by a pamva/1 spell, 
allowing creatures to swim out to the lake or in fr_om it. The pas
sage is wide enough for the kraken to enter. This opening lasts 
wltil another command word ("MorthaR") is spoken. 

Creatures: The half-fiend kuo-toa called the Claw lives in this 
cavern, serving as the intermediary between the kuo-toas and 
the kraken they revere. The Claw looks much 
like the statue depicting him in Lll, though 
be is no larger than an ordinary kuo-toa. 
The spines cunning down his back and his 
w1earthly green-glowing eyes are a legacy 
of his hezrou father, but otherwise he 
takes after his kuo-toa mother. 

The Claw is consumed with hatred 
for air-breathing creatur!!s, and par
ticularly surface-dwellers. If he in
dulges in conversation, it i& only to 
boast of his might and promise his 
opponents ce.rtain death . 

., The Claw: hp 6'2.; see page 
143. 

Tactics: The Claw is a'Ware 
of the characters if they 
bring any light source into 
the sacred pool room 
(L14) above this cham
ber~ As soon as he ilotices 
them, he drinks a potion of 
i11visibility and casts his 
longer-duration spells (e11-
durattce and shield of faith ) 
on himself. He then moves ncar 
the pool and chooses one character to 
study carefully. If the heroes enter the 

slides out of the water, then follows them. He then studies a char
acter for 3 rounds again before attacking in the sarnematwer. 

'treasure: The urns contain most of the shrine's accumulated 
wealth. The casp portion amounts to 44 pp, 3,81r gp, and 8,970 
sp1 ln one urn, carefully sealed against water damage and 
wrapped in scraps of cloth, lies an instrument of th~ bards-a 
Cli lyre, to be precise. (This· magic item is found in :Magic of 
Faerii11; if you do not have that book, substitute a iJ•re of build
ing.) Another sealed u1·n holds a scroll of control undead, gtobe 
of i,tvttlnerability, and 1vali of sto11e taken from a surface
dwelling wizard long ago. 

Ll6. B ALCONY/GALLERY (EL 8) 
This 5'-foot-widc balcony overlooks the pool some 8 feet 
below. A rail runs around the edge about 3 feet off the 
ground, supported by posts carved to resemble the fishlike 
humanoids that inhabit this place. 

Opposite the railing, two walls formed of archways lead 
into a sort of gallery beyond. An elaborate mural covers 
the wall, but its subject is not discernable. 

The mural defies description. Any character exam-
ining it carefully begins to bear soft whis

pers in his or her mind and must 
make a successful Will save ~C 

2'2.) or be struck by an immrity 
effect. 

-/' ltrs4nity Trap: CR 8; 
imanity; Will DC 2'2. negates; 

' Search DC 31; Disable 
Device DC 31. 

Across the 
Luke of 
shadows 
From the caverns' of the 

stone giants and kuo-toas, 
the characters must travel 
17 1/ '2. miles across the Lake 
of Shadows. This is the only 
distance marked on the map 
from Dorina T'sarran's 
coffi11. A find the path spell 
clearly leads, the subject along 
the edge of the lake and toward 
the runnel leading east.ward 

from it. 
p<><;>l, he attacks the character he has been 
studying as soou as possible, using his clerical 
smite ability (+4 to hit and +3 damage) as well as 
his assassin's death attack (Fort DC 17 with his as- Kuo·lo# S#crul 'Pool 

The characters have several options 
for making this trip. They can persuade the stone 
giants to ferry them·across with some artful diplo

macy or a service, us~ the folding boat from L9, fl}.' by some 
means (characters affected by a fly spell can cover 18 miles in 
'2. hours), or use some other spell, such as 'lvittd 1valk or pban
tom steed, to g<;t across. · 

sassi1/s dagger) and sneak attack (+4d6 damage). 
The Claw opens the northeast wall as soon as he enters 

111elee with the characters. If the kraken (see L 7) is still. alive, 
it cQmes to his aid in '2.d4 rounds. The kraken raises the En
counter Level to 16. 

If the characters leave the sacred pool area w!thout entering 
the water, the Claw casts silence on the stones around the pool' and 

r6 

By boat, the trip is both slow and dangerous. The folding 
boat moves 11/'2. miles per hour in its boat form, or '2. miles 
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per hour in its ship form. The stone giants' raft travels 1 mile 
per hour with two rowers of giant stature and strength, or only 
1)1 mile per hour if rowed by. Medium-size creatures. If the 
kraken fron1 L 7 is still alive, it attacks the characters and 
their boat about halfway through the journey, using control 
7Vitrds as well as its tentacleS i.n an attempt tO Sink Of Crash the 
boat. (The kraken does not attack if giants ferry the party 
across the lake.) Flying or using some other magic is a faster 
and probably safer method. 

At the end of 171/1 miles, a large tunnel branches off from 
the C!lvern wall toward the east. (Again,flnd the path leads the 
characters into that tunnel.) This tunnel winds eastward for 18 
miles before reaching the Wailing Cliff-a journey that re
quires between 9 and 71 hours to complete. 

~ ~~!~~ 1. '~~~~!w"f"l ~~mi< inddon< 
(more likely magical than natural in origin) that sundered 
the passage between the Lake of Shadows and Maerimydra. 
Where once the passage ran smoothly, sloping gently down
ward as it headed east, a 300-foot-high cliff uow divides the 
wide corridor. Three cavern mouths lead into the cluf face, 
two of them inhabited by groups of kir-lanan gaigoyles and 
the third housing a shadow dragon. 

A peculiar ,planar phenomenon exists here as well as a 
striking geological one. The borders bet~eeu the Material 
Plane and the Plane of Shadow are thin at the Wailing Cliff
a condition that has several .repercussions. 

First, using shado•zv 111alk in the region of the Wailing Cliff is 
dUficult. Auy character attempting to move via that spell be
tween Szith Morcane and Maerimydra must make a successful 
W~ save (DC 10) or emerge from the Plane of Shadow 1/2 mile 
west of the base of the Wailing Cliff, ending the spell. SJJad01v 
1valk cannot be cast anywhere within 1/ 2 mile of this spot, mean
ing that characters must pass the Wailing Cliff and travel at least 

Player characters of 12th level or hi~her are likely to deal. 
with the physi~CobStacle of. the Wailing Cliff by flying. All 
the·residents of the Cluf can fly as well, and tltey are quite 
comfortable engaging ill either melee.or ranged combat on 
the wuig. This sidebar expands.the information presented in 
Ghaptcr 3 of.the VUNGEON MASTER's Guide. 

Characters under the effect of. a fly spell (or a magic 
item that duplicates some pr all the effects of that spell, 
such as 1vings of flying. winged boots, a broom of flyi11g. or a 
oarpet of fiyhrg). have good ma~euverability, as do the kir
lanans. This means that they can do the following: hover in 
place or fly backward, lose only r feet of movement for re
'Yer~g, turn 90" while moving r feet, turn in J>lace at the 
cost of 5' feet of. movement per 90" turned, fly up at any 
angle at half speed, or flx aown at any angle at double 
speed. They also need not fly level for any distance" between 
descending and ascending. 

l / 2.mile beyo~d it before they can usc shad01v 1valk again. 
Second, spells caat around the Wailing Cliff may be altered 

by the proximity of the Plane of Shadow. Spells with the 
shadow descriptor are enhanced, always functioning as though 
they were prepared with the Empower Spell feat, though they 
don't require higher-level spell slots. ·Sbad01v conjt1ration and 
shadO'lV evocation spells are 300/0 (rather than 200/0) as power
fu l as the conjurations and evocations they mimic. G,·eater 
sbad0111 conjuratio11 and greater sbodriw evocation spells are 
600/0 (not 40%) as powerful, and a sba,des spell conjures at 900/0 
(not 60%) of the original spell's power. To deter mine ·the 
effect of such spells, first apply the effect of the ·Empower 
Spell feat, then t)Je percentage above. 

Finally, spells that use or generate light or fire may fail 
when cast in the Wailing Cliff region. A spellcaster attemptiug 
a spell with the light or fire descriptor must succeed at a Spell
craft check (DC 15' +spell level) or the spell fails,and is ruined. 

The Flight from Maerimydra: The drow of'Maerimydra 
have an aucient·pact with t he shad.ow dragon Glouroth t,hat 
allows them free passage past the Wailing Cliff, but only 
priestesses of Lolth know about it. When the refugees from 
Maerimydra passed through here, the priestesses of Lolth 
who led the party spoke to Glouroth and called upon the 
·pact to guarantee their safety. If the characters have a drow 
captive with theth who.happens to be a sucviviug priestess 
of Lolth, she speaks a code word to Glouroth that means, "I 
am a captive, please destroy my captors." Any other drow 
captive knows nothing about the ~ncient pact. 

• Wl. C LIFF B ASE 

The tunnel opens into the floor of a chasm with no visible 
ceiling. The floor is covered with huge boulders and broken 
rubble. At the tunnel mouth, a little space has been cleared 
through the rubble, creating a passage that leads over to 
the opposite chasm wall-a sheer cliff of smooth rock that 
rowers upward into the perpetual Underdark gloom. A 

Glouroth, has poor maneuverability, though this drawback 
is mostly offset by hiS' aerial combat feats. The Hov,er feat 
means that he can- hover in place, fly straight down, or fly 
straight up. Normally, 'he~an turn bnJy 45'" while moving 5' 
feet and cannot turn u1 place, but the Wingover feat lets him 
change direction quickly (180• in plate) once per round, 
though he can't gain altitude while executing a wingover. He. 
mu't fly level for at least 10 feet between descending and be
ginning a new ascent. These feats help 'him maneuver in the 
tight spaces around the Wail.i.ng'Cliff. 

Glouroth and all the ki.r-lanans have the Flyby Attack 
feat, an impro.,ed version pf Spring Attack that lets a crea
ture rake a:ny partial actidn (usually, but not always, an 
attack actiou) at any pointlcluring its move action. 

While hovering, Glouroth can use his bite attack, four 
claw attacks (instead of -two), and .tail slap attack, or· he can 
use his breath weapon or cast a spell. 
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sound like a constant, low moaning reverberates through 
the gorge, occasionally rising to a high-pitched wail. A great 
iron chime hangs by the mouth of the tunnel, with a heavy 
iron mallet beside it. 

The Waililig Cliff is a 300-foot-high sheer rock face (Climb 
DC 30), The south wall of the chasm is rougher and easier to 
climb (DC 'l.Y), but the tunnel continues at the top of the 
north wall. The bell is provided ·so that Underdark travelers 
who have negotiated passage with the shadow d'ragon can 
summon his kir-lanan servitors and gain permission to ascend 
the cliff. The responses of the dragon and the kir-lanans to the 
heroes' two possible approaches are described below. 

The Charact ers Ring the Bell: Ringing the bell alerts not 
only the kir-lanans in W2 but also the other wing in W3 and 
the dragon in W4. The f ive kir-lanaus from Vf2 a11swer the 
summons within ld3+1 rounds. They are indifferent toward 
parties consisting of nothing but arow c~aracters, un
friendly toward parties of familiar Underdark races, and 
hostile to all others. If tlie party consists of nothing but 
drow, the kir-lanans simply'state, "You may ascend if you 
wish," and watch the group closely. They do not ~ttack 
unless the party does something to invite suspicion. 

Other U)lderdark dwellers sometimes pass this way and 
pay a toll to cross Glouroth's territory-usually goods or 
coins worth at least '2.0 gp per person. Extremely persuasive 
surface dwellers who succeed in modifying the ki1·-lanans' 
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attitude to unfriendly can buy some time to strike a deal 
for passage, but doing this is extremely difficult (requiring 
a Diplomacy check opposed by a kir-lanan's Sense Motive 
check result). ~o check is necessary if the party includes at 
least one drow character. 

The Characters Do Not lUng the Bell: A11y nojse in this 
area-even quiet conversation and spellcasting-araws thr 
attention of the Howling Wing kir-lanans in W2, the en
trance to which lies some 70 feet up. These guardians assume 
that any creatures advancing into the cavern without ring
ing tbe bell are enemies. They em,_erge to attack ' in ld3+1 
rounds, chasing flying characters on the..wing if necessary. If 
the characters continue flying upward, the Screeching Wing 

· kir-lanans in W3 emerge to fight them when they reach the 
altitude of that cavern. If they continue up, the kir-lanans 
shout· to the shadow dragon in W 4, drawi11g him out to fight 
the characters as \vel!. 
. The best strategy is to deal with the monsters one group at 
a time. The two groups of kir·lanans do 110t get along well in ~ 
general, so they· do not cooperate to fight the characters. They ~ 
never fly into each ,others' lairs, so fighting the Howling Wing a. 
kir-lanans near the entrance to W2 does not draw out the ..g 
Screecbi11g Wing gargoyles from W3- though it does alert ~ 
them that trouble mjght..be on the way. ~ 

It is unusual for two groups of kir-lanans to occupy as small ~ 

an area as the Waili11g Cliff, but the Howling· Wing and the 
Screecbi11g Wing are essentially a single group sundered by the 
presence of two strong leaders who cannot reconcile w~th each 
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other. Given the anarchistic nature of kir-lanans, it is not sur
prising that the membership of the two groups has shifted 
qver the years, with some kir-lanans transfer.ring from one 
wing to the 6ther more than once. 

W2. H OWLING W ING C AVE (EL 13) 
If these kir-lanans emerge from their cave to fight the charac
ters, read the followi.J1g text: 

A strongly built humanoid with large black wu1gs emerges 
from a cave i.J1 the cliff wall and takes night;, headi.J1g 
quickly i.J1 your direction. Two more step out behind the 
first, and there seem to be more on the way. 

If the characters enter the kir-lanan cavern, read this text: 

The darkness ill this cavern almost seems to have sub
stance, making the air feel thick and close. 

This cavern is the lair of a grou~ of kir-lanan gargoyles (see 
the FORG01TEN REALMS Campaign Setting). 

Creatures: The Howlillg Wing is a loose band of five kir
latlans led by a fighter/sorcerer called Ghmdul-a maniacal 
tyrant who quashes any hint of rebellion or u1subordillation, 
usually with more force tha11 is necessary. His physical 
strength and the force of his personality, however, demand the 
kir-lanans' respect. Ghi.J1dul has deep ebony scales and eyes of 
an unusually rich amethyst color. . 

, Ghindul, Kir-Lanan Ftr6/Sor 3: hp 8?.; see page 143. 
, Kir-Lana.n F ighters (4): hp 67, 66, 6+, Yl; see page 144. 
Tactics: The Howli.J1g Wing is somewhat notorious for its 

use of tflnglefoot bags against flying opponents. Each member 
of the wmg carries two tanglef oot bags, which it hurls at oppo
nents with wings or (as a second choice) at spellcasters. Wi.J1ged 
creatures that are entangled cannot fly. 

Treasure: The kir-lanans offer most valuables they find to 
Glouroth as tribute, but they· have rudden away a few items 
that the dragon does not know about. Concealed beneath a 
small pile of loose stones lies a belt pouch of drow manufac
ture containing 30 pp, H gp, 80 sp, and t1\•o potiom of wre se
rious wounds. (The kir-lanans cannot make use of the healing 
potions.) Beside the pouch is a wtmd of invisibility with 11 
charges remami.J1g. · 

W 3. SCREECHING W ING CAVE (EL 13) 
This natural tUJlnel penetrates only ?.5' feet into the cliff 
wall, but then turns sharply downward and opens into a 
cavern below. 

This cavern is the home of the secon<J kir-lanan wmg, known as 
the Screeching Wing. The cave eLl trance drops down ?.0 feet to the 
Qoor of the mam cavern. This layout is not a concern for flying 
character~ but it is for others, sillce .there is no wall to cwnb down 
within easy reach of th~ hole in the entrance tunnel floor: 

Creatures·: The Screeching Wu1g consists of only four Wir
lauans, though its leader, Phaikkul, is arguably more powerful 
than the leader of the Howli.J1g Wing. Several kir-lailaps have 
drifted'-bad and forth between the two groups, but most of 
Ghindul's followers are uncomfortable with Phaikkul because 

she. is not a full-blooded kir-lanan. She is a hdf-shadow 
dragon, the daughter of Glouroth, whose lair is in the large 
cavern above (W4). Though her dragon blood undeniably 
gives her enough power to command the obedience o( her 
wing, kir-lanans are naturally suspicious of other creatures, 
and that suspicion extends to halfbreeds such as Phaikkul u1 
the minds of Ghindul's followers. 

Phaikkul is an amazmg physical speci.Juen. Where most kir
lanans have very fme scales like those of a snake or lizard, the 
dark gray scales on Phaikkul's chest and back are large and 
thick, like a dragon's. The horns over her temples are long and 
sharply pointed, and her ears are large and frilled, like those of 
a shadow dragon: She has a spiny crest running down her back, 
with thin skin stretched between the spines like a sheet of shad
ows. Her ta~l is unusually long and thick, and it bears spwes of 
its own. Her eyes glow emeral.d green. 

Like Ghi.ndul, Phaikkul rules her wmg with an iron hand, 
though she is not prone to fits of umeasonmg fury . Rather, she 
tends to .speak quietly and with subtle statements, revea~ing 
the full force of her wrath only when directly challenged. 

, Phailtkul: hp 100; see page 144. 
· , Kir-Lanan Fighters (3): l1p 78, 5'9, 5'2; see page 144. 
Tactics: If Phaikkul is badly injured (reduced to ?.0 or fewer 

hit points), she Oees to W4 to shelter in· her father's lair. The 
rest of her wing b'reaks off and flees to the rC(mote reaches of 
the great cliff cavern if Phaikkul gives up the fight. 

Treasure: Like her rival Ghi.J1du.l, ·Pba.ikkul ' bas profited 
from the refugees of Maerm1ydra who fled this way. In a 
hidden nook of her cave (Search DC 20) she bas a cache COil

, tainillg 390 gp, 8H sp, and several pieces of jewelry-a copper 
bracelet wortb 60 gp, a fme mithral necklace of sapphires 
worth 1.100 gp, and a gold hairnet worth ?.SO gp. 

5'9 

. W 4. GLOUROTH,S CAVE (EL 15') 
A gaping hole in the cliff wall, fully 40 feet wide and half 
that high, opens into a still wider cavern. Shadows seem to 
pool on the floor and rise mto mounds-or is it some trick 
of darkness that makes the shadows look like mounds of 
cows piled on the floor? Certainly, the shadows here seem 
alive, billowmg through the air like clouds of dark vapor 
and slinking menaci.J1gly along the noor. 

This cave· is the lair of Glouroth, a mature adult shadow dragon 
and the father of Phai.kkul. Thougl1 his long-ago dalliance 
among the kir-lanaus produced a daughter (Phaikkul) who lives 
nearby, the dragon pays little attention to the gargoyles now, 
considering them hardly worth his notice. 

Creature: Glouroth is a seething mass of hatred and fury 
hidden behind a mask ofl.calm, well-mannered subtlety. He 
slinks ill the darkness, uswg·his shadow blend ability to make 
himself nearly invisible, and speaks in a his~mg whisper, 
murmuring quiet pleasantries while his thoughts are c6nsumed 
with blood and murder. Whetber these behaviors are all part 
of some gaJue he plays with himself or signs of deep mental 
imbalance is unclear, but the overall effect is that he verbally 
plays with his food before devourmg it. 

When he tires of bamer, he casts deeper dark11ess., (smce he 
can rely on his blilldsight), then uses his breath weapon to affect 
as many opponents as he can. Next he literally leaps wto melee 
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(or uses dimension door to appear among a group of opponents) 
and uses his six melee attacks to wreak havoc on the party. He 
breathes ~ often as he can, knowing tl1at every creature that· 
succumbs becomes a significantly weakeJ opponent.·He uses his 
speUs primarily for backup support: true strike to help him hit 
opponents he's having trouble hitting (or to maximize the bene· 
fits of his Power Attack). ray of enfeeblement against strong op· 
ponents who deal too much damage to hin1, and deeper· dark1tess 
if his first use' of it is dispelled. 

-, Glouroth, Adult Shadow Dragon: hp 232; see page HY. 
Treasure: The heaps of treasure· are no illusion br trick of 

the shadows. In proper draconic fashion, Glourotl1 has amassed 
quite a fortune in his cavern lair. The kir·lanans, knowing that 
GlouJoth is quick to anger and unceasing in his vengeance, no 
longer try to steal anything from his hoard. 

The foundation of the hoard is 7, 700 gold pieces and 13,200 
silver pieces. Scattered among the coins are eleven getns: two 7· 
gp crowns of silver, an 11-gp violine, a 40-gp moonstone, a YO· 
gp onyx, an 80-gp jet, a 300-gp black pearl, a 900-gp black 
corundum, a 1,000-gp black opal, a 1,000-gp black star sap· 
phire, and a 6,000-gp jacinth. The pile also includes truee po
tions: a potion of lesser restoraYio11, a potion of e11durance, and a 
potion of clairaudie1rce/ciairvoymrce. A single scroll in a bone 
tube contains the arcane versions of summon momter V and 
teleport. Finally, the hoard includes a 1va1rd of ct~re light 
1vormds (38 charges), a rod of thtmder mtd lightni1ti;J and a 
quiver of sixteen +2 sbocki1rg arr01vs. 

W'J-. CLIFF's T OP 

At the top of the cliff the tunnel stretches toward the east, 
continuing the passageway from some 300 feet below. An· 
other large iron chime stands here, with a mallet beside it. 

The residents of the Wailing Cliff do not pursue fleeing prey 
beyond the area shown on the map bes:ause tl1ey enjoy tl1e local 
proximity to the Plane of Shadow. The bell is used as described· 
under W1 to announce a traveler's intention to pass, except 
that Phaikkul's wing (the kir-lanans in W3) is first to respond. 

'the Middle stretch 
The next segment of the journey, from the top of the Wailing 
Cliff to the second fork, is H miles-another journey requir· 
ing 1 to 3 days. ·On the second or third day, the characters 
reach the second fork. 

The eastern branch of this fork leads to Vournotb's Mire 
and on to Maerimydn. The southern branch leads to t11e 
Yr;hak Cavern, sloping steadily downward all the way. The 2Y· 
mile journey to the Yrtbak Cavern takes between 11/?.. and 4 
days, willie the 3Y-mile trip to Vonrnoth's Mire Lasts anywhere 
from two to six days. The Yrtllak Cavern is a dead end. 

Yrthuk cuvern 
This area is the lair of a clutch of subterranean yrthaks. Refer 
to page 10 of the map booklet, noting that thc.scale is differ· 
ent than tbe other maps. · 
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The square cavern measures roughly 1/ 2 mile per.side and 
supports a small ecological system all its own. Several h.erds of 
deep rothC live here, feeding on the abundant fungi and lichens 
that grow on the rocks. The yrthaks-a mated pair and their 
two young adult offspring-feed on the rotM. The birth of the 
twins has strained t he ecology, and the'yrthaks have begun to 
overhunt the roth~. They have already reduced the herd beast~' 
population below a sustainable level. 

The ceiling of the cavern rises to 300 feet at its highest point. 

YL END OF THE T Ul\ll'ffiL (EL ~-1) 
The tunnel abruptly comes to an end in a cavern so large 
that being within it feels almost like being outside on a star· 
less night. The stone floor stretches out like a rocky hillside, 
dotted with stalagmites and loose stones and pocked with 
smaiJ pits and gullies. The ceiling rises out of sight, and the 
walls stretch out to either side beyond the range of vision. 

Au odd, deep thrumming fills tlle air, though it's not so 
much beard as felt. From somewhere off in the darkness 
comes the sow1d of falling rock. 

The two young yrthaks are out hunting in tlle cavern; their posi· 
tions are marked on the map. The characters are likely to' see or 
l1ear evidence of the yrthaks before actually spotting them. Most 
chancters, even with true seei11/;J can't see fartlier than 120 feet, 
which is also the range of the yrthaks' blindsight Fro~ a 
greater distance than that, the characters sense only a subsonic 
vibration that pulses in their inner ears-a sign that a yrthak 
is using its sonic Lance within the ~a vern. The sound of shatter
ing rock comes from a yrthak creating an explosion to injure a 
whole herd of rotM. 

Creatures: Tak.ing 10 on their Listen checks allows the 
yrthaks to bear characters talking up to 290 feet away. If they 
hear prey more interesting than a herd of roth6, they move to 
hunt it, sw.ooping overhead and impairing the characters with 
sonic attacks before using their bites and claws. 

A yrthak vaguely resembles dragon- it is a r.eptilian crea· 
ture with yellow-green scales, large wings, and a cro~odilian 
head. It has a long tail and a large fin on its back, and horn· 
uke protrusions on its head project focused sonic energy. 

., Yrthaks.(?.): hp 92,' 88; see Momter Mameal. 
If either yrrhak is reduced to 30 or fewer hit points, it 

breaks off and flies toward the Lair (Y?..) to warn its parents. 
The mated pair comes out to drive off the intruders 2d4 
rounds after one of toe young yrthaks flees the fight. 

Y2. YRTHAK L AIR (E~ 11) 
A steep escarpment rises up into the gloom here. Several 
large, shaggy corpses of creatures resembling hair-covered 
oxen utter the floor. On closer examination, it appears that 
they have been dropped from some height. 

The cliff leading up tO the plateau is steep and rough,.requiring 
Climb checks (DC ?..S) to ascend. It rises 40 feet to the plateau. 

Creatures: The four yrthaks make tlleir lair on the plateau. 
Tbe monsters fire not particularly protective about this nest. 
They have a sizeable cavern to hide in, so they do not defend 
their lair to the death. 
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~Yrthaks'(?.): hp lOr, 99; see Monster Manual. 
Tact ics: The older yrthaks make good use of their Snatch 

1-!bility, seizing characters from the ground anl carrying them 
off into the cavern. They do not drop the unfortunate victims 
anywhere near their companions; rather they take several 
rounds to scatter the party by dropping carried characters 
hundreds of feet from other heroes. 

Treasure: Few travelers come this way, but the monsters 
rooted through the ruins of the keep in Y3 and accumulated 
llr gp, 890 sp, a +2mithrai breastplate, and a +1 keen d1uarven 
'!uara,:re. These items were taken from the skeleton of a duergar 
champion who die? in the attack on the tower. · 

Y3. M YSTERIOUS T OWER (EL 8) 
In the remote eastern end of the cavern stands the battered 
wreckage of a lonely tower. The stones of its upper floors 
seem to have been blasted apart by a great force, and its 
empty walls rise no more than 20 feet into the air. In and 
around the wreckage, large shaggy beasts graze on lichens 
and fungi. 

Many years ago, an eccentric archmage from the surface 
world raised this tower as.a hidden refuge, but his stronghold 
was discovered by raiding duergar. In the ensuing' battle, the 
place was destroyed and looted by the surviving gray dwarves. 

Creatures: A herd of thirteen deep rothe, one of several 
herds that roam this cavern, grazes around t~e wreckage of the 
tower. The rothe are nonaggressivc but may stampede if 
threatened. They resemble s~nall musk oxen with shaggy coats 
and curling horns. These creatures are not a significant threat 
to the party, so characters do not receive any experience points 
for killing them. 

, Deep R.otM (13): hp 13 each; see FORC07TEN REALMS 

Campaign Setting. 
Development: If the party is in need of reinforcement or an 

opportunity to heal or re-equip, you can place a ptn"tal to a rea
sonably hospitable place on the surface within the wreckage of 
the tower. 

vou1noth's Mire 
The region known as Vournoth's Mire consists of the intersec
tion between the natural tL!J111e1s that connect Szith Morcane 
with Maerimydra and a.n underground river that eventually 
Dows into the Lake of Shadows. The river cuts a deep gully 
through the caverns surrounding it, and changes in its path qver 
the years have formed two small, stagnant lakes within the caves. 

Vournoth's Mire has · had many inhabitants over the cen· 
turies, but the most prominent of thc:m was the lich Vournoth, 
who Ia ired here before the founding of Szitb Morcane. A drow 
tharnpion from Maerimydra finally bunted down Vournoth 
in 800 l)R, paving the way for. the establishment of Szith 
Morcane rour years larer. 

During the years when .the dro\V of Maerimydra and S7Jth 
Morcane controlled the r~gion now known as Shadowdale, 
Vournotb's Mire was a well-patrolled drow campsite. When 
Asbabaldrove the drow from the Twisted Tower and traffic to 
Maerimydra slowed to a crawl, other denizens moved into the 

Mire, and it hiJ.S been a fiercely contested lair space I!Ver sinte. 
The latest inhabitants of Vournoth's Mire are an unlikely 

duo: an illithld sorcerer named Qg_thnorak and a beholder 
called Sekrr. These two mostly leave each other alone, but ·they 
occasionally collaborate on some arcane project a.nd often 
team up to defend their lair. 

The Flight from Maerimydra: When the refugees from 
Maerimydra tr aveled through Vournoth's Mire, they hurried 
along the gully and past the lairs of its two inhabitants as 
quickly as possible. Sekrr the beholder caught up with the rear 
of the party, killing three fleeing drow a.nd charming three 
more. One of the latter made his saving throw when the first 
charm momter spell wore off, then became the beholder's 
meaL Th-e other two still work for Sekrr. 

V1. GULLY CAVERN 

The tunnel widens out as a stream flows through a crack in 
one wall and begins to run down the middle of the tunnel 
Door, forming a deep but 11arrow gully. Ahead, the tunnel 
narrows again to a width just slightly greater than that of 
the gully. 

Just before the stream flows out of the cave, it runs 
around what looks like the lower half of a. statue-a pair of 
legs captured in mid-stride, a little bit of torso, and then 
jagged, broken stone. 

The stream gully ranges from 2 to 5' feet wide and averages 
about 21/2 feet deep. Any character below r feet tall who ends 

' up in the gully for any reason must _make a relatively simple 
Climb checll. (DC H ) to get out. A larger cbaracter,can clamber 
out as part of a move action (using r feet of movement for the 
ro1,1nd). A character who falls into the gully takes ld4 points of 
subdual damage from the rocks. 
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The exit from this cave is barely wider than the gully, offer
ing roughly 1 foot of level space on the north side of the creek 
and none on the south side. Characters can try to creep along 
the narrow north side (Balance DC 10), or step down into the 
gully and wade ca1·efully along in single ftl.e. 

The partial statue is part of a ,drow who was 'rut by Sekrr's 
flesh to stone eye ray. The upper half of it is in Sekrr's lair. 

y 2 .. F ETID L AKE (EL 11 TO 15') 
Past the narrow tunnel the course widens again, opening 
into a cavern to the left, where a small lake lies some 20 
feet from the stream. Between the stream and the lake is a 
field of mushrooms that forms a nearly solid carpet of 
fungus. The stream continues on through another narrow 
gap, though this one is not as narrow as the last. 

In contrast to the solid rock found throughou~ most of the 
Uuderdru·k, the ground between the gully and the lake'is soil
hard and rocky, but considerably softer and more fertile than 
most groun.d in the Deep Wastes. The lake used to be part of 
the creek, but as the flowing water cut a deeper and deeper 
swath throogh the cavern floor, .it carved a more direct route. 

·Sed.imeut carried in the water eventually cut off the !ake from 
the stream's course. This sediment now forms a fme bed for a 
mushroom farm. 

•• • 
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The lake itself is shallow and smells foul, thanks to the va

riety of qrganisms that call it home. None of the lake's inhabi
tants are dangerous to the characters unless ingested, but 
drinking the water exposes a character to blinding sickness (see 
Disease in Chapter 3 of the 1Jf!NCEON M-ASTER's Guide.) 

The bole in the ceiling that leads up intb Sckrr;s lair is dif
ficult to see (Spot DC H ) unless a character is standing right 
beneath it and looking up (Spot DC 0). Climbing the cavern 
wall and the Aarrow stretch of ceiling between the wall and the 
hole requires a moderately difficult Climb check (DC 25"). 

Creatures: Sekrr charmed two drow from the fleeing party 
of Maerimydran refugees, and these two-once ranking offi
cers in Maerimydra's army- now tend the beholder's mush
room bed. They consider Sekrr a very good friend, placing 
more trust in him than in any drow (including each other). 

Both officers are strong drow women, solidly built by elf 
standards. They carry weapons and wear armor eyen when 
working among the mushrooms- the Underd~k is a danger
ous place, after all. Their hatred of surface-dwellers is undi
minished by their cbarmed status, and they attack the 
characters on sight. 

'I Maerimydra Officers (2): hp 60, 60; see page 145". 
The sound of combat in this room quickly draws the atten

tion of the beholder (V3), who floats down in ld3 rounds to 
see what the fuss is about. His presence raises the Encounter 
Level to 14. 

If battle rages here for more than 5" rounds, it draws the at
tention of O!!_thnorak, the mind flayer in V5". He emerges 
from V4 ld<l-+1 rounds·after Sekn appears. If Sekrr and the 

drow are still alive, his presence raises the overall Encounter 
Level to H. 

V3. SEKRR'S L AIR (EL 13) 
This cavern looks like a bizarre parody of a trophy room or 
treasure vault in a human-built castle. Grotesque statues
probably petrified creatures-are arrayed around the walls, 
frozen in positions of horror or surprise and chipped or 
broken in ways that might be intended as artistic. Each has 
one or more gemstones embedded in some part of its face 
or body. Besides the statues, two suits of full plate armor 
stand as if on display, except that the helmets are turned 
around to face the bad of the armor. A tigerskin rug is 
spread on the floor, but it too looks wrong somehow-the 
limbs are too long, the face is not completely feral, and 
there are visible bloodstains on the fur. A few sacks burst· 
ing with gold coins lie on the floor, mostly tucked behind 
the statues. 

This is the lair of, Sekrr, a beholder with an inventive and 
artistic mind- at least to his own way of thinking. The 
eleven statues have all been smashed to the point where a 
brenk encbantment or similar spell produces only a corpse. 
The suits of armor are magical and part of the beholder's 
treasure (see below). The tigerskin rug was actually made 
from a weretiger in hybrid form (skinned alive so the skin 
would retain its form when the weretiger died). It covers a 
pit trap. 

Sd:rr's L11ir 

J 
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PART 'l 

Trap: The ' weretiger rug covers a 100-foot-deep pit trap 
with poisoned spikes at the bottom. 
. -/'Poisoned Spike Pit Trap: CR 7; no attack roil necessary 

(10d6), +10 inelee (1d4 spikes for 1d4+f plus poison per suc· 
cessful hit); Reflex DC 20 avoids; Search DC 20, Disable 
Device D·c 20. 

The spikes are coated with giant wasp poison (DC 18, initial 
and secondary damage 1d6 points of Strength damage). 

Creature: If Sekrr did not emerge from his lair to fight in 
V'2, the characters 1 md him here. He is a typical beholder, with 
a ric)l, maroon-colored, scaly hide and bright blue multiple 
eyes. He is missing_ several teeth from his bottom jaw. 
~ Sekrr, beholder: hp f9; see Momler Manual. 
Treasure: Sekrr has amassed quite a fortune during his stay 

in Vournoth's Mire. Thirteen gems are embedded into the 
petrified bodies that line the walls: an 8-gp chunk of ivory, a 
10-gp lapis la'luli, an ll·gp blue quartz, a 12·gp turquoise, a 
13-gp awrite, a SO-gp citrine, a 5"0-gp phenalope, a 60-gp sard, 
a 70-gp tchazar, a 90-gp amethyst, .a 11,0-gp J1lde, a 110-gp 
white pearl, and a 600-gp violet garnet. The sacks are exactly 
what they appear to be and contain a total of '2,900 gp and 
3,675" sp. Also in the sacks are a +lthr01ving axe, a potion if 
cal's grace, and a potion if hiding. The two suits of full plate 
armor are magical-one is simply +lfuJI plate; the other is+ 1 
moderate fortification fuJI plate. · 

V4. OXBOW L AKE (EL 11 TO 14) 
The cavern widens and opens up on the right side of the 
stream, where there is another lake, this one U-shaped and 
also surrounded by a thick growth of mushrooms. A branch 
of the cavern extends around to one side, doubling back up· 
stream. The cavern smells earthy, like freshly tilled soiL 

This lake was formed in the same manner as the one in V?.. 
Like that lake, it carries blinding sickness, though its water 
does not appear quite as vile. · ' 

Creatures: QQ.thnorak has but a single thrall of his own,. but 
he considers that one a particularly fi11e specimen and easily a 
match for Sekrr's n.ewly acquired drow "allies," should it ever 
come to a battle. Gok'Uak is a grin1lock barbatian, a massively 
muscular humanoid with thick gray skin and no eyes. He has a 
thick mane of black hair and extremely large ears studded with 
a variety of rings and gemstones. 
~ Gok'llak: hp 183; see page 145". 
The sound of combat in this cavern does not draw QQ.thno

rak out, though ic does alert him to the presence of intruders. 
He trusts the grimlock to defend himself and views Gok'Uak's 
death simp.ly as evid~nce _that he needs a better thrall 

vr. Q_UTHNoRAK,s L AIR (EL 13) 
This oddly shaped cavern is clearly inhabited, but the 
nature of that inhabitant is not clear. A massive circular 
platform covered with spongy gray moss stands in the 
center of the cave. Just behi11d it is a large abstract statue 
that mixes rather graceful curves with disturbing textures 
that seem to defy the solidity of the stone. In a small nook 

to the left of the entrance, a number of pillows are piled on 
the noor next to a strange device apparently assembled 
from bones, the purpose of which IS not in1mcdiately appar
ent. A larger alcove opens to the right, but its contents are 
not visible from the entrance. A faint salty smell, reminis
cent of the ocean but also mingled with less pleasant odors, 
fills the cave. 

This is the lair of the mi11d flayer sorcerer QQ.thnorak. The 
round mossy platform is his bed, and a pool of briny fluid in 
the large alcove allows him to both bathe and moisten his 
slimy skin. The throw pillows mark his study-area. He reclines 
on the pillows while contemplating magical mysteries or ex
perimenting with the ebb and now of the Weave. 

The bone device beside the pillows radiates a lingering aura 
of Transmutation magic. A successful Spellcraft check (DC 
2r) made while examining the item with a detect magic spell 
reveals that it somehow channels magical energy, but no ~ore 
details are evident. QQ.th110rak is currently experimenting
quite unsuccessfully-with effects sirnilar to what Irae rsar· 
ran has accomplished using the Undying Temple. The device is 
not inherently magical; the mind Oayer simply uses it as a 
focus for channeling the experimental er1ergies. 
~ Qp_thnorak, inind f'layer sorcerer: hp 102; see page Hr. 

If you are using the 'Psio11ics Ha11dbook in your game, you can 
use <l!!_thnorak as a psion rather tharl a sorcerer. Alternate 
skills and psionic powers are presented in Appendix 2. In this 
case, his experimentation is psionic in nature. 

V6. END OF THE GULLY 

The stream and its gully wind across this cavern, then exit 
through a narrow crevice like the one three caverns back. A 
wider tunnel leads off from the left side of the stream, 
rrslllg upward as it continues. 

It is possible for a character to squeeze into the crevice where 
the stream returns to the rook. With a successful Escape 
Artist check (DC 30), a Medium.size creature can squeeze in 
to a maximum of 10 feet, and a Small one to a maximum of 
20 feet. Nothing of interest lies in the streambed here. 

LUSt Le~ 
The last leg of the journey from Vournoth's Mire to Maer
imydra is about 40 miles. Depending on the speed of the 
party, it takes anywhere from 60 hours to almost 168 hours 
to traverse the distance!.Sometime between the third and 
the seventl1 day of travel, the characters reach Maerimydra 
at last. • 

This part of the journey presents an excellent dpportu· 
nity to introduce the player characters to Irae rsarran if 
they have r)Ot yet-run afoul of her. Review "Playing the Vil
lains Smart" in the Introduccron to see whether any of the 
events that might trigger !rae's personal intervention have 
taken place . 

f . 
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e nee rhe.largest drow settlement in .the north
central portion of Faeniu, Maerimydra was 
long past .its glory days even before Kurgoth 

Hellspawn marched his army to its gates. Castle Maerimy
dra-home to the city's- ruling house-has been no more than 
half full for centuries. Now, the mighty temple to Lolth that 
was the city's greatest pride lies in ru!lble, no stone left stand
ing on another. The Shattered Tower, home to Maer imydra's 
renowned arcane college, now matches its name, lying in a 
heap of rubble. The large cavern that once spor ted abuJJdant 
fungus fru·ms and rotM pastures now burns with the campfires 
of its conquerors. 

Kurgoth Hellspawn, the half-fiend fire giant who led the as
sault on theciry, has clearly won his greatest battle. Most of the 
drow of the city were slain. Between the perfidy of the city's arch
mage and the powerlessness of its cleric-leaders, the populace fell 
like cattle before the marauding army. Some survived by fleeing 
the city, like the party of refugees that journeyed to Szith Mor
cane. Others souglrt sanctuary with the duergar who dwell under 
Zhentil Keep, but the gray dwarves put them to the axe. 

The war is not over here; some drow still hatmt Castle 
Maerimydra. The city bad long housed a sect of heretics, wor
shipers of Kiaransalee led by !rae Tsarran. While Maerimydra 
fell, Irae Tsarran rose to a new height of power, destroying 
the Shattered Tower, transforming the Arcbmage of M~er
imydra into an undead monster, and seizing the city's central 
castle for her new seat. Every drow, goblin, or giant that fell 
in barrie became a potential soldier for her cause, rising up as a 
revenant or a zombie to do her bidding. 

.. 
·. 

The BUrnin'S City 
Page 11 of the map booklet shows a large-scale map of the 
ruined city of Maerimydra. There are thirteen encounter areas 
within the ruins, numbered on the map and described below 
under SiteS in Maerimydra. 

Moving through the cavern is a challenge in itself, due pri
marily to the two armies operating within it: the brutish hordes 
of Kurgoth Hellspawn and the undead legion of Irae Tsarran. 
Currently, Kurgoth's forces are clustered arow1d the coliseum 

• (Ml2) where he makes his camp, and Castle Maerimydra, 
where his siege lines surround the redoubt. !rae's forces hold 
Castle Maerimydra, although bands of undead reavers hunt the 
wrecked city and make life difficult for Kurgoth'S warriors. 

The two forces clash with some regularity in the cavern as 
Irae Tsarr:u1 seeks to drive the HeUspawn out of the city and 
Kurgoth tries to complete his conquest. From time to time, 
Kurgoth gathers his warriors and tries to storm th.e castle with 
the :aid of his demonic allies. So fa.r, the magical defenses of 
!rae and her followers have frustrated Kurgoth's at tempts to 
take the castle by assault. A handful of spies and rogues prowl 
the ruins, avoiding the conflict as they search for means to 
survive and profit by the chaos in the city. 

F EATURES OF M AERIMYDRA 
Maerimydra has been thoroughly destroyed in the long ten
days of looting, burning, and pillagi11g since the city's fall Vir
tually all the city's 11,000 residents diM in battle or duru1g 
the sack of the city. A few hundred have fallen into wret~hed 
captivity at the hands of Kurgoth's savage warriors, and still 
others managed to escape ulto the Underdark. Kurgotll holds 
the wreckage of the city and Irae the castle. Both sides avoid 
the Shattered Tower and the Courtyard of Lolth. 

T HE CAVERN 
Maerimydra occupies a great cavern about 4 miles below the 
surface. From nor th to south the cave is almost 3/4 mile wide, 
and it is about 1/2 mile from east to west. As previously noted, 
this was formerly a city of about 11,000 inhabitants, although 
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PART 3 

only half of these were drow-the rest were slaves. mostly gob
lins, bugbears, and ogres. Hundreds of these former thralls 
now swell the ranks of Kurgoth Hellspawn's ariny. 

The noor· of the cavern is highest in the northwest corner, 
where several noble drow houses built their palaces on forbid
ding plateaus overlooking the city. Most of the city lies in a 
large middle tier, dominated at its center by the small plateau 
on which Castle Maerimydra stands. To the east, the cavern 
drops again in two large depressions. The Lake of Blood sits in 
the larger of these. 

Many lesser caverns surround the city. In fact, player char
acters who marched to Maerimydra from Szith Morcane or 
one of the other surface accesses undoubtedly passed through 
some of these. The route through this mazelike network is 
clearly marked, and no sires of interest to the heroes arc lo
cated in this region, so no maps of these outlying caverns are 
provided. They are significant only in that the fungi, lichens, 
and creatures found in them formerly supplied much of the 
city's food, and some nwnber of dro.w rc(ugces'shelter there, 
hiding from invader warbands. If the players want to find a 
secure place to camp or rest a mile or two outside the city, 
these outlying ca\•erns can suffice. 

BUILDINGS AND R UBBLE 
All the city blocks indicated on the map are nO\v a mix of 
standing buildings, piles of rubble, and burnt-out shells. Smoke 
and dust hang in the air, a11d destruction is everywhere. Dozens 
or hundreds of bodies, botlt drow and goblinoid, lie unburied in 
each block. The terrible stench is alleviated only slightly by the 
fact that many of the corpses were burned in the frres that 
swept over the city. 

Furniture and personal belongings of a thousand different 
descriptions can be found in and around the ruined blocks
tables, chairs, couches, workbenches, tools. kitchen utensils, and 
so on. Most have been broken, ruined, or vandali~ed. Many 
basements lie beneath the ruined buildings, providing dozens 
of good hiding spots in each brock. ' 

Visibility: I:Jiding places and cover arc rarely more than 10 
or 1f feet away, and line of sight almost never extends more 
than 30 feet or so unless a character looks out of the block into 
one of the surrounding streets. 

Movement: Characters traveling through the blocks of 
ruined buildings must go slowly. Any attempt to run or charge 
in the ruins requires a Balance check (DC 10) to avoid falling 
prone. Shifting rubble and debris underfoot make moving 
silently very difficult, imposing a - 4 circumstance penalty on 
all Move Silently checks in the ruined buildings. 

THE FIELDS 
Large tracts of "Maerimydra's noor were formerly dedicated 
to crops and pastureland, supporting edible mushrooms of a 
dozen different varieties, beds of edible lichen and moss, and 
large rotbc: herds. Dozens of slave shanties, the squalid homes 
of Maerimydra's field slaves, stood here and there across the 
fields. Kurgoth's army rapidly stripped the city's' nearby fields 
of most of their edibles. . 

Visibility: Characters with darkvision of sufficient range 
can see 120 feet in the city's fields before the rise and fall of 
the ground blocks their lu1e of sight. Smoke and haze reduce 
spotting distances to 2d4 x 10 feet, and the prevalent light is 
about as bright as moonlight. 

Movement: Tliough "the cavern noor in the mushroom 
fields can be difficult u1 places, it is not particularly uneven or 
treacl1crous. · 

T HE CITY STREETS 
' While the collapse of buildings has partially blocked an adjoin

ing street with rubble in many places, most of Maerimydra's 
streets are relatively clear. The typical street is 20 to 30 feet 
wide. 

Grand public staircases lead from one level to another at 
the spots marked on the map. Each is about fO feet wide and 
ro feet long, ascending or descending about 30 to 40 feet be· 
tween the city's various plateaus. 

Muerimvdru and th~ orow of c ocmunthor 
Maerimydra lies beneath the heart of the Dale lands. roughly 
10 miles below, the "south-central border of Mistledale. No 
tunnels lead dii-ectly up from the city to Mistledale, but pas
sages (\Ill to Haptooth Hill in Battledalc, the Underdark be· 
neath Shadowdale, and the outpo:.t of•Sz.ith Morcane u1 the 
DO\gger Hills: 

For two centuries, drow I rom Mt~crimydra ruled a signifi· 
cant parcel of the surface, Once called the Land Uttder 
Shadow, this arel! is kJtown as Shadowdalc today. Now, nearly 
five hundre"d years after human rule was established in Shad
owdalc, dJ;ow· have returned in force ~o Cormanthor. The 
major powers in the Elven Woods do not hail from Maer· 
1'm):dra, however; the Auz.kovyn Clan came from ·the High 
Forest and House Jaelre from Meanoberranzan. 

The drow of Maerimydra did not sit idly _by while inter· 
lopers from other dro\V communities started mbving into 

lands they bad long"desired as their own. Before the fall of 
Macrirnydra, scouts aiid raiders from the city were,a con· 
Stant presence in the for<;_:;t and a constant thorn in the side 
of the interloper drow."Tbese Maerimydran drow are num· 
bered among the Spider-kissers and Underdark Raiders de
scribed in the FORCO'ITEN REALMS Campaign Setting (page 
125"). The officer's letter in S7 is intended for a Mae.runy
dra~ drow living in Cormanthor. 

With Maerimydra in ruins, any plans its leaders had for 
Cormanthor have become moor. The refugees from the city 
arc too few to provide a significant challenge to the 
Auz.kovyn drow or House Jaclre-at leasr not without cleri
cal su pport.1rae T'sarran hJ. not yet turned her attention to 
the surface, so the drow in Cormanthbr are safe from her 
plottmg for now. 

f . 
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PART3 ., 
Visibility: Visibility is unrestricted up or down a street, al

though ~uildings standing close on either side prevent char
acters from seeing what lies beyond the front row of 
buildings in any given block. Smoke and haze reduce spotting 
distances to 1d4 X 10 feet, and the prevalent light is about as 
bright as moonlight. 

Movement: Movement on the streets is fast and easy, but it 
carries the greatest risk of detection (sec Random Encounters, 
below} ' 

CEILING AND 'WALLS 
The cavern ceiling is 600 feet high at its highest point, over 
the boulevard between the Courtyard of Lolth and Castle 
Maerimydra. Smoke from the burning campftres and the 
smoldering rubble fills most of the cavern's upper reaches. 
Any character more than 100 feet above the grOtllld is sur
rounded by smoke thick enough to limit visibility to half 
normal and grant three-quarters concealment to creatures 
within it. 

Maerimydra's fires would have fouled the cavern's air to a 
lethal point long ago, but tl1e city's builders created a number 
of tiny, hidden pqrtals to the Elemental Plane of Air in the 
upper reaches of the cavern. Fresh air enters above the noble 
palaces it1 the northwest corner, and a soft but noticeable 
breeze blows south and east, exiting through another array of 
tiny pqrtals in the vicinity of the East Gate. Smoke and dust 
from the rubble are drawn up and carried along. 

The walls of the great cavern, and the mighty pillars found 
within it, tend to be rough and steep (Climb DC '2.5'). 

I NVADERS' BIVOUACS (EL 13-i4) ~ 
Kurgoth's army is encamped throughout the city of Maerit11y
dra. Almost sixty campsites are scattered through the ruins of 
the city, mostly clustered in two spots: the Coliseum (M12), 
where Kurgoth HeUspawn has his headquarters, and Castle 
Maerimydra (MS). 

Each bivouac is marked on the map of Maerimydra. Over 
time the gangs abandon one site and choose another, so feel 
free to rearrange the camps. Most of the bivouacs are marked 
by smoldering, smoky aookfires, filthy bedrolls, and untidy 
hc<ws of assorted victuals, such as lichen flour, wheels of 
cheese, pickled mu.Shroon1s, casks of water, and so on. 

In general. parties moving through Maerirnydra need con
cern themselves with a bivouac only if they happen to enter 
the map square in which it is located. Each square is 100 feet, 
so parties passing-only one square away from a bivouac are rea
sonably safe. 

Creatures: Each bivouac is home to 3d6 ordinary goblins, 
2d4 ordinary ogres (SO%) or bugbears (SOOh), and 1d6-3 
common drow thralls (captives taken in the fall or the city) in 
wretched condition. I11 addition, 1d3 ogre mages and an ogre 
champion (SOOh) or 1d3 fire giants (SOOh) occupy each camp
site. It is not difficult to sneak past a bivouac. For convenience, 
assume that the goblins and ogres or bugbears take 10 on their 
Spot and Listen checks. Roll only for the ogre mages, ogre 
champions, and ftre giants. 
~ Goblins (3d6): hp 4 each; see Momter Matmal. Listen 

13, Spot H (taking 10). 
~ Ogres (2.d+): hp 26 each; Listen 12, Spot p (taking 10); 

see Momter Manual; or · 
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~Bugbears (2.d+): bp 16 each; Listen H, Spot B (taking 
10); see Momler Matmal. 
~Ogre Mages (ld3): hp 37 each; Listen +S, Spot +S; see 

Mo11ster Manual. 
~Ogre Champion: hp 118; L isten +10, Spot +2; see page 146. 
~ Fire Giants (ld3): hp 142 each; Listen +0, Spot + 7; see 

Momter Manual. · • 
Tactics: Bivouac gangs do not actively look for trouble, and 

they are not likely to rouse themselves from the ftreside be
cause of a strange noise nearby. They mobilize for combat only 
if they sec a defUlitc threat. 

If the characters become embroiled i}1 a battle against a 
bivouac, nearby bivouacs assume that the gang's members arc 
brawling among themselves and pay little- heed until a loud or 
highly visible spell effect (one that clearly does not originate 
with :in ogre mage) goes off. Even then, nearby groups look at 
the battle with morbid curiosity ani! point patrols in that di
rection if there are any nearby, but they do not get involved 
personally unless the fight carries into their own campsite. 

Intervention: Though the soldiers encamped in nearby 
bivouacs are not likely to involve tbe~selves in another 
camp's problems, several patrols roam the cavern. There is a 
101'A1 chance per round of open combat in the cavern that a 
patrol comes within car,hot (roughly 100 feet for a pitched 
battle). If a passing patrol hears or sees something suspi
cious, it hurries to the scene at its best possible speed. Deter
mine the patrol (see Random Encounters, below) that 
intervenes in a bivouac battle by rolling d% and consulting 
the chart below: 

d% 
01- 10 
11-40 
41- 100 

Patrol 
Winged Terror 
Winged Patrol 
Heavy Patrol 

Treasure: Each giant's bag contains 1d4+1 throwing rocks, 
3d4 mundane items (see the table in the Monster Manual), 
and a tinderbox. Common ogres and bugbears normally carry a 
handful of coins apiece, amounting to 1d10 gp and 1dl0 sp. 
The goblins carry nothing worth looting. · 

Development: Each time surface dwellers skirmish with a 
bivouac or a •patro1, Ku'rgoth learns of the fight 1d4 hours 
later unless every monster was slain and no one was close 
enough to hear the fight. In that case, Kurgoth's patrols stum
ble across the evidence and report 2d8 hours later. After three 
such reports reach the fiendish commander of the horde, Kur
gotb orders his army to increase its vigilance. From that point 
forward, warriors in camps near a bivouac that is under attack 
seize thciJ; weapons and rush over to assist their comrades, 
maki11g it much more dangerous to attack the encampJ;,ents. 
The army's increased vigilance lasts for 1d3 days unless more 
attacks on bivouacs occur. Each new attack extends the army's 
vigilance by another day. 

RANDOM ENCOUNTERS IN MAERIMYDRA 
The cavern of Maerimydra contains two literal armies, one 
consisting of more than a thousand goblins, ogres, giants, 
and demons, a.nd the other made up of zombies of all sizes, 
some skeletons, and a large number of revenants. Check 
once per hour to see if the characters stumbJe into one of 
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the encounters described below. The chance of an encounter 
depends on the characters' ability to move stea~thily: 

Condit ion 
Carrying lights 
No lights 
Stealthy 
All invisible 
All ethereal 
Well hidden 
Trav!!l on streets 

E ncounter Chance 
400h per hour 
25'% per hour 
100h per hour 
S% per hour 
2% per hour 
2% per hour 
+100h 

Reduce the encounter -chance for all conditions (except well 
hidden) by half if the party is not moving. 

Stealthy pacties are those whose only visible members have 
Hide modifiers of at least +10. 

If an encounter occurs, roll d% and consult the table below. 
Use the F lying column if the party is entirely airborne. 

Normal 
01- 10 
11- 15' 
16- 25' 
26- H 
5'6-65' 
66- 85' 
86- 95' 
96- 100 

Flying 

01-15' 

16-40 
41-5'0 
Sl-100 

. 
Encounter 
Drow Scouts 
Ethereal Scouts• 
Ghoul Pack 
Heavy Patrol 
The Hidden• · 
Walking Dead 
Winged Patrol 
Winged Terror• 
No Encounter 

*Unique encounter. If you r<?ll that encounter again, treat it as • 
no encounter. 

D ROW SCOUTS (EL 14) 
While Kurgoth's army claims most of the cavern, Irae Tsar
ran sends teams of scouts (supported by undead tFoops) out 
from the Tower on a regular basis, primarily to gather infor
mation about enemy activities but occasionally to perform sur
prise raids. Such a group consists of a single cleric/ ranger and 
five revenants who were ra11gcrs in life. 

'J Revenant Drqw Rangers (r): hp 46,' 35', 33, 33, 26; sec 
page 146. 

., Cleric Scout: hp 76; sec page 141. 

ETHEREAL SCOUTS (EL 16) 
A group of Irae Tsarran's followers regularly patrols the 
cavern of Maerimydra ethereally, avoiding all contact with 
Kurgoth's forces. These scouts likewise avoid the characters, 
but characters under see itrvisibi/ity or true seei11g effects can 
see the ethl!real patrol and may choose to engage it. 

Taharak, the leader of the ethereal scouts, is the ghost of a 
powerful drow fighter. H e was a mighty force for the cause of 
Lolth in life, but he abandoned Lolth in favor of Kiaransalee 
after dying and becoming a ghost. H e is an impressive figure in 
full plate armor with a helm cr;tfted to resemble a leering 
skull. He 'wields a spiked chain but uses his withering touch 
against opponents on the Material Plane. He rides a night
mare, which gives impressive testimony to both his power and 
the depths of his evil. 

Taharak is accompanied by three clerics of Kiaransalee, 
female drow who also wear full plate armor. They wield rnagic 

morningstars !'flade of black iron set with silver spikes, echoing 
Kiaransalee's holy .symbol (a black drow hand with silver 
rings), and they wear actual representations of their deity's 
symbol openly around their necks. 

The ethereal scouts also collect corpses for reanimation. 
The corpses of any Living creatures that the characters have re
cently slain (except giants, which are too heavy for the night
marc to carry) are slung over the nightmare's back when the 
party meets the scouts. 
~ Tabard:, Ghost Cham pion: hp 65'; see page 146. 
~ Nightmare: hp 45'; see Momter Manual. 
~ Cult Clerics(~): hp 61, SS, 5'3; see page 146. 
Development: Taharak and his entourage may reappear 

later (see U2). Even if Taharak is destroyed, his rejuvenation 
abili ty may allow him to return and confront the characters in 
the Undying Temple. The only way to permanently destroy 
Taharak is to permanently destroy Irae T'sarran._ 

GHOUL P ACK (EL 13) , 
Abyssal ghouls prowl among the ruins of the city in search of 
corpses to devour. This encounter is with two of these crea
tures, accompanied by five ghasts. Summoned to Maerimydra 
to aid Irae Tsarran, the vile, corpse-eating undead harry the 
forces of Kurgoth H ellspawn. They eagerly attack any surface
dwellers they encounter,'although they do not trouble a party 
that is apparently composed entirely of drow. 
~ Abyssal Ghouls ('2.): hp 111, 83; see Appendix L 
~ Ghaats ( f ): hp 31, 27, 25', 19; see Monster Manual. 

H EAVY PATROL (EL 1r) 
Six heavy 'patrols move constantly throughout •the cavern, 
keeping a watchful eye out for suspicious activity, including 
drow moving around. They also respond ( though often slowly) 
to any disturbance among the camps, since large groups of 
mostly chaotic evil monsters rend to get along poorly, and 
brawls erupt quite often. A heavy patrol may arrive on the 
scene if the characters attack a bivouac (see above). 

A heavy patrol consists of two fire giants and three ogres, 
led by a hezrou demon. A hezrou resembles a massive, roughly 
humanoid toad with arms in place of forelegs. I ts wide mouth 
has rows of blunt, powerful teeth, and long spines run the 
length of its back. Unlike the fire giants at the broken gates 
(M1), those on patrol wear ordinary chain mail. 
~Ogr'es (~): hp 26 each; sec Momter Mt11111al. 
~ Fire Giants ('2.): hp 143, 127; see Mo11ster Manual. 
~ Heuou Demon: hp 74; see Momter Mamtal. 
Treasure: Each giant's bag contains 1d4+1 throwing rocks, 

3d4 mundane iterns (see the table in the Momter Mn11ua/), 
and a ti11derbox. 

T HE H IDDEN (EL 13) 
From their secret hideout at M4, the Hidden cr~ep out to spy 
on the forces of both Kurgoth Hcllspawn a11d Irae T sarran. 
They keep their eyes open for potential allies, and a powerful 
company of adventurers certainly fits that description. 

Creatures: Not all of the Hidden are here. Three of their 
best scouts-'-Wisp, Logala, and Guk- make up this encounter. 

., Wisp: hp 5'8; see page 147. 

., Logala Tbendok: hp H; see page 147. 

., Guk: hp 49; see page 148. 
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Tactics: Wisp, Logala, and Guk are aU quite stealthy, and 

they norplaUY move about the cavern at half their normal 
speed in order to Hide as they move. If they spot the charac
ters before the characters spot them, Logala and Guk hide and 
ready attacks from concealment, while Wisp creeps up to de
termine whether the party is interested · in talking. "Pssst! 
Wan t to trade some food for information?" she says. "We can 
tell you everything that's going on in this city, humans." 

If the party attacks, Wisp uses her shadowdaucer abilities to 
disengage while Logala and Guk•cover her escape with cross
bow ftre. If the characters agree to hear her out, she asks them 
to follow her to M4, the Hidden's hideout. Wisp wants the 
characters to deal with Hamadh (see M3), the leader of the 
Hidden, while he has the group to protect him. She simply 
gives up and leaves if the party refuses to follow. 

WALKING D EAD (EL 12) 
As in Szith Morcane, Irae's followers in Maerimydra subjected 
some of the captured Lolth·priestesses to the gruesome pr.ocess 
of transformation into quth-marens. A small number of these 
fearsome creatures roam the city cavern in the company of 
other UJJdead, slaughtering bands of Kurgoth's soldiers and 
avoiding contact with more powerful groups. 

Creatures: The composition of these undead bands varies 
widely, but a typical one is presented here. Feel free to create 
different groups if this encounter happens multiple times. 

., Mohrgs (2): hp 99, 80; sec Momler Mamtal. 

., <lJ:tth-marens (2): hp 70, 63; see Appendix 1. 

~ Large Zombies(+): hp 29 each; see Momler Manual. 

W INGED P ATROL (EL 1S) 
Several pairs of vrock demons circle around the cavern in the 
air, scouting for Kurgoth. They descend to investigate any· 
thing suspicious. A vrock resembles ari 8-foot-tall,.)lumanoid 
vulture with strong limbs covered in fine gray featliers and a 
long neck topped with a vulture's head. All four limbs end in 
wickedly sharp claws, and its beak is made for tearing flesh. 
~ Vrock Demons (2): hp 61, 60; see Momter Manual. 
Tactics: The vrocks would love n9thing more than to win 

glory for themselves by dealing with an ,!ncursio11 'of surface
dwellers, but if one of them is downed in combat, the other 
chooses the better part of valor. The survivor teleports away 
to warn Kurgoth that a powerful band of adventurers is wan
dering the city. Kurgoth docs not order his army to full vigi
lance until he is convinced that the heroes are a threat. 

W INGED T ERROR (EL 18) 
A single balor patrols the air above the cavern floor, generally 
staying close to the top of Castle Maerin)ydra. He pays little 
attention to the ground, but characters flying above the city 
may attract his notice. This demon is called Badrazel, and he is 
Kurgoth's chief lieutenant and personal "flXer." He is hot-tem
pered enough to press a fight against almost any foe, and he 
breaks off to report to Kurgoth only if reduced to 20 or fewer 
hit points . 

A bator is a towering humanoid (about 12 feet tall) with 

weo.ve njsru ptions 
The presence of the Undying Temple at the top of Castle 
Maerimydra and-the growi11g inlluence of the orb of nega
tive energy at tne temple's heart is beginning to corrupt the 
fabric of magic in the vicinity of Maerimydra. Consult the 
timelirie in t he Introduction. to de~ermine how far the 
Weave disruptions have spread. These disruptionS'are similar 
in some ways to the wUd magic and dead magic zones that 
have plagued Faerun since the Time of Troubles, but their ef
fects are dependent on the type of magic used. The fiefii of 
Weave disruptioh enhances spells that use negative en.ergy 
while impeding sp.ells that use positive energy. , 

Enhanced Magic: Necromancy spelfs (except those that 
use ..positive energy), aU other spells and spell-W.'l! abilities 
that use negarive energy, and spells with the death or evil de
scriptors (as well as spell-like abilities that mimic those) arc 
empowered as if the Empower Spell feat had'been osed with 
them, though spells so affected don't require ~ighe.r-level 
slots. Spells and spell-like abilities that are already empow· 
cred are· unaf fec ted by this benefit. Spells cast f rom wands, 
'staffs, or scrolls are enhanced, but those from o,ther magic 
items are not. 

Impeded Mag.ic: Spells and spell-like abilities that use pos
itive energy, _including a l ~ Conjuration (Healing) spells as 
well as spells sutb as bless ?Vater, comecrate, and disrupt 
undead, are impeded. These spells and spell-like abilities can 

68 

still be used, but a successful Spcllcraft check (DC H +level 
of the spell) is required to do so. Spells f rom wands, staffs, 
and scrolls are likewise impeded, but other magic items (such 
as potions) are unhinderCd. The Weave disruption also in1-
poses a - 4 _penalty on Fortitude saving throws made to 
remove negative levels if such are attempted w!,l ile ~ithin 
its ar ea. 

Effects on Undead: The Weave disruption is similar to a 
desecrate spell in its effects on undead. Charisma checks 
made to turn undead \Vithin a disruption take a -3 penalty, 
while Charisma checks made to rebuke or control undead 
gain a +3 profane bo~us. Undead within the area gain a +1 
profane bonus on attack tolls, damage rolls, and saving 
throws. , 

Detecting the Weave Disruption: A character who views 
the Wea~e disruption w.ith a detect magic spell detects the 
presence of magic on the first round aud the existence of 
some kind of disruption on the second round. A character 
who studies the area for 3 rounds can atte;npt a Spellcraft 
check (DC 30) to determine 'its effects and its exact borders. 

Weave Disruptions and the Sbado·w Weave: Shadow 
Weave spellcasters are unaffected by these disruptions in the 
Weave. Such characters can detect a disruption normally 
(even if they have the I nsidious Magic feat), since it is 
essentially necromantic u1 function. , 

t 
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dark red skin and massive, clawed hands. He has huge wings, 
and his body is wrapped in dancing red flames . 
. ~ Balor Demon: hp 122; see Momter Mrmu.al. 

Tactics: Badrazel makes use of his 1mholy aMa ability early 
in the fight to fortify himself against enemy attacks. Against 
flying foes, he uses two tactics. First, he. attempts to entangle 
winged creatures with his whip, releasing the weapon to fall 
with the entangled victim. Second, he targets creatures flying 
through magical means with greate,· dispelling. 

Badrazel was called, not summoned, so he can use his gate 
ability to bring in demonic reinforcements if necessary. 

sites in Moerimvdro 
~ There are hundreds of different structures in the ruined city, 
~ ranging from the hovels of goblin field slaves to the palaces of 
~ the great nobles. Only a few arc described in detail in this sec
~ tion. Feel free to add more sites if you wish, but keep in mind 
~ that the more time the characters spend .exploi'ing the ruins, 

the less time they have to stop lrae rsarran from having her 
Great Day of Vengeance. 

Ml. BROKEN G ATES (EL 14) 
Two massive iron gates, twisted off their hinges and crum
pled on the ground, mark the end of this long tunnel and 
the entrance to Maerimydra. Four hulking figures block 
the path to the city, their features lost in shadows cast by 
burning fires behind them. 

The once-mighty gates to the city of Maerimydra were 
crusheclundcr the onslaught of Kurgoth Hellspawn's army. 

Creatures:. Four fire giants, elite troops from the 
Hellspawn's army, stand guard at the cify gate. They prevent 
al1yone from entering or leaving the city. 

The fire giants are typical for their kind, standing 12 feet 
tall and resembling immense dwarves. Their skin is coal·black 
and their hair flaming red or orange. These four wear black· 
cned steel full plate armor, which increases their Armor Class 
and reduces some skill modifiers compared with the standard 
giant in the Momter Mam1ai. · 

-"Fire Giants(+): hp 147, 144, 1~1, 138; AC 24, touch 8, 
flat-footed ·24; Climb +10, Jump +10; see Monster Manual.' 

Treasure: Each giant's bag contains ld4+1 throwing rocks, 
3d4 mundane items (see the table in the Monster Manual), a 
tinderbox, ld6 X 100 gp, and a potion. The first giant's bag 
also contains a potio11 of bulfs streTJgth, the second giant's bag 
has :a potion of cure light 71/otmds, the third giant's bag has a 
potio11 of vision, and the fourth giant's bag holds a golden 
yellow topaz worth 400 gp. 

M2. T HE FIELDS OF W AR 

Dust and smoke hang heavily in the air, but for a brief 
moment the sluggishly roiling clouds part, permitting a 
glimpse of what lies beyond the gate. In stark contrast to the 
ever-present darkness that shrouds most of the Underdark, 
this enormous cavern is alight with flre. Immediately in 
front of you lie extensive fields of fungus a11d a paved road 
leading south into the wreckage of a mighty city. 

Campfires are scattered throughout the city, most concen
trated arou11d a large, oval structure on the far side of the 
cavern, more than 1/2 mile away. To your left, larger fires 

Brolten Gates 
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burn in a ring around a towering fortress of dark elegance. 
The castle rises from a steep plateau in swooping ramps and 
great landings. Arching bridges connect the main towers to 
additions built into the massive stalactites that bang down 
beside them. Faerie fire in hues of green, blue, and violet 
dances along the structure's swirls and curves. 

Opposite the great castle, on your right, stands a squat 
building that resembles a gigautic stone spider. It is lit by 
softly glowing globes of magical radiance, and it seems to 
have been heavily damaged. Close before you, beside the 
road leading to the city, figures move around a camp or 
bivouac by a large, smoky fire. 

Far above, the cavern ceiling is shrouded in roiling 
clouds of smoke. In fact, it looks like there are fires burning 
even in the air overhead-the clouds of black smoke are oc
casionally lit from within by a Lurid red Light. After each 
such flash, billowing clouds of smoke descend again, blot
ting out the city. 

This is the great cavern ofMaerimydra. The fields around 
the northern gate once provided sustenance for the city's 
population with fungus fa r ms and rotM herds. Smoke and 

haze generally reduce spotting distances to 2d4 X .10 feet, 
and the reflected firelight is about as bright as mo0Jllight. 
Randomly appearing clear spaces in the smoke give travelers 
occasional glimpses of the true size and grandeur of the 
cruve.rn. 

M 3. T HE SHA'ITERED T OWER (El >l4) 
The air here crackles with magical energy that seems to 
spark from the rubble strewn across the cavern floor. A 
ring of stones in the shape of an oval marks the rough out
line of a destroyed building. Countless loose stones, ranging 
from huge blocks of marble to tiny pebbles, are tl1e only 
otber remnants of whatever structure used to stand here. 

The tower of Maerimydra's archm~ge was always called the 
Shattered Tower because its walls were cracked like broken 
glass-a purely aesthetic effect. The name took on new mean
ing after !rae T'sarran stormed the tower and killed Duneth 
Wharreil. Now,·no stone remains standin& on another. 

Creatures: Two .undead creatures haunt the wreckage of 
the Shattered Tower. These former apprentices of the arch
mage became silveraiths (see Appendix 1) after losing a 
spellduel against their f ormer 1naster, who had already been 

politics in j\IO.erimydru 

'The situation in Maerimydra lends itself to a different style· 
of ,lllay than' rpost ~f the rest of this adventure. While it is 
certainly possible for characters who have attained Hth 
level Of higher to storm in and start wreaking some havoc of 
their own in the already-chaotic ruhied city, a .subtler ap· 
proach is alSo feasible. T~o warring factions control the 
ruins: the armies of Kurgoth Hellspawn (tl1c goblins, ogres, 
demons,· and ftre giants) and the legiqns of !rae T'sarran 
(revenants, ghosts and other undead, and drow cultists). In 
a·ddition, a few survivors hide in Maerimydra (see' the 
Hidden) and are no friends to eith~ faction. 

Clever and diplomatic parties can play these fa~tions off 
a ginnst each other, or use one (likely Kurgoth's gang) to herp 
them 'Clef eat the other. Kurgoth certainly bas nothing to lose 
by helping a group of adventurers stop !rae T'sarran. If the 
charactt!rs prove their usefulness to him, perhaps by ititer
vening in a skirmish~ he may commission them·as a~assins 
and inf'iltrators to help him bring his ar.my inside the castle. 

Bargainillg with Irae T'sarran to remove Kurgoth from 
Maerimydra is likely to involve a great deal .more J:>lotting 
and scheming on both siqes of the negotiating. Such a deal is 
also likely to end in betraya~ one way or another. Alliattce 
with !rae is a li~gerous course for the players to pursue, but 
it is still feasible (particularly if the characters are evil drow). 
!rae T'sarran is desperate to rid herself of the fir~giant 
fiend, which makes her willing to listen to a proposal from a 
band of adventurers. 

Political maneuvering of this sort relies heavily on role
playing and off-the:cuff decisions by the Dungeon Ma~te; 

during play-much· more so than straightforward combat 
does. AU of the potential variables cannot be anticipated and 
adequately covered' in a ptJ].)lished aqve.nture, even one of this 
scope. Use the followir1g guidelines ·in.combination with the 
adventure background and individual NPC descriptions to 
steer you through a complicated encounter like this. 
• Make extensive use of Diplomacy checks to modify ~rpc 
r~ctions (see Chapter r of the VUNGEON MASJ'ER's 

Guide), and Bluff checks opposed by ~rpc Sense Motive 
checks. 

• If players roleplay their fnteractions with the ~TPCs par
ticularly well, freely assigh circumstance bonuses of +2 or 
even higher. 

• Try to make a diplomatic encounter at least as exciting 
as a combat one. Keep- all the players irlVolved, not just 
the ones whose characters have the best Charisma scores 
or the most tanks in Diplomacy. If characters aren't . . 
actively participating, you can still ask them to make 
Sense Motive checks to pick up oa somethlng the charis
tl)atic:. character might tniss., for example. Look at the 
Encounter Level for each encounter, and don't let the 
characters get off any ~asier for talking their way 
through than for fighting. 

• Finally, if you succeed in making diplomatic encounters 
as difficult as ~OJnbat ones, make sure yo'u award as many 

'ex-perien<!e points for them as you wou!d for combat, 
using )\'PC Challenge Ratir1gs as a guide. · 

J 
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so transfonn~d. T hey rise up from the ground whenever any 
creature approaches within 60 feet of the ruins and fight 
qntil no living creatures remain within that 'distance. They 
d'o not leave· the area of the tower themselves. 

Silveraiths are incorporeal undead creatures that glow with 
pale blue'energy Qike that created by a cbilltoucb spell). Their 
forms are vaguely skeletal but suggest the flowing robes they 
wore in life. A silverait h is illustrated on the back cover of 
this book. 

'I Apprentice Silveraiths (2): hp 74, 5'1; see page 147. 

. M 4. L AIR OF THE H IDDEN (EL 16) 
I 

A large inn stands at tl1is intersection in the ruined city. Its 
upper stories seem to have been destroyed by fire, but its 
ground floor is more or less intact, even if the broken win
dows and smashed furniture out in the street indicate that 
it did not escape the attention of looters. 

Refer to the map on page 1'2. of the map booklet. This inn 
once .served various Underdark merchants visiting Maerimy
dra. It is now the home of a band of skulking drow rogues and 
spies who ar e neither followers of Kiaransalee nor undead 
minions of ! rae rsarran. The Hidden, as they have taken to 
calling themselves, are shapechangers, shadowdincers, and 
other "invisibles" who have managed to escape detection 
since the fall of the city, dodging both Hellspawn patr ols ana 
T'sarran scouts. 

The primary goal of the Hidden's ,;,embers (beyond 
mere survival) is to f ind . allies to help them overt hrow • 
bot h ! rae T'sarran and Kurgot h H ellspawn and dr ive their 
respective armies out of M aerimydra. The group's ultimate 
aim is the restoration of the status M aerimydra held 
before its fall, though this seems a nearly impossible goal 
at the moment. 

Creatures: While three of the Hidden (Wisp, Logala, and 

Guk) roam th~ city, spyit1g out new developments, the rest ·of 
the band (Hamadh,. Kar os, and ChiirikkJ hides out in a large, 
safe cellar reached either through a nan ow stairway in the inn's 
kitchen or via a secret trapdoor in the building next door (a 
ruined clothier's shop). Chiirikk and Karas stand watch ill the 
groll!nd noor of the inn, keeping an eye on the nearby streets 
from the gloom behind the broken windows. Their position 
grants them three-quarters cover and a + 7 circumstance bonus 
on H ide checks to remain unseen from tne street outside. 
~ Hamadh the Unseen: hp 67; see page 147. 
~ Karas: hp 41; see page 148 . 
~ ChiiriH: hp 185'; see page 148. 
Wisp, Logala,' and Guk are normally away from the lair. If 

they are all together, the Hidden are an EL 18 encounter. 
Hamadh tbe Umeen: The leader of the group, Hamadh is a 

drow shadowdancer. He dyes his white hair black and keeps it 
cut short, and his ski.n is as inky black as the shadows he lives 
in. He dresses stylishly in black and dark gray, wear ing shadO'lv 
studded leatber ·nrmflr. He moves . very gracefully, e.ven, ill 
combat, swinging his greatsword ill both hands like an exten
sion of his lithe body. Hamadh is chaotic neutral, and he has 
grown uncharacteristically fond of the other members of the 
groll!p (except Karas). 

Wisp: The other shadowdancer in the group, Wisp is a very 
small half-drow with a cliildlike appearance aqd demeanor. She 
wears a mithral shirt under her pi1vaj1vi (cloak of elvenki11({) 
and carries a keen short S7Vfl,rd. She is prone to baoble when not 
trying to be stealthy, and even willie she works her mouth 
moves silently it1 an endless u1terna'! monologue. 

ugala Tbendrek: This drow wererat rogue avoids detect ion 
by spending most of her t ime it1 rat ·form. She has a number 
of dire and nor mal ra t all ies; from which she garners infor
mation about what's happening in the city. Her personality 
resembles that of her animal form: inquisit ive, sneaky, and 
always hungry. 

Karas: A divine seeker of Vhaeraun, Karas is unde~bly 

, . How cun tht# I-iidden Help? 
Hamadh and his followers can assist the party in four ways .. 
First, they c~ ,expiain the ·situation in Maerimydra-Irae 
T'sarran and her Kiaransalee cult hold Castle Maeritnydra, 
while Kurgoth Hellspawn's army has sacked the city and be· 
sieges the castle. They volunteer thi\i much e~en if they 
remaitJ indifferent, sillce it demonstrates the potential use
fulness of their ituormation. 

If their attitude becomes friendly, the Hidden point. out 
routes by which .the party can approach the castle without 
passillg directly through the siege lit1es. A party circling 
around through the Slave District (M9) .can stick-close to the 
north wall of that part of the cavern and scale the pear by es
car~ments to come up behitld the castle without being seeti. 
The 'Hidden also point out that a Oying party could pass over 
the siege lit1es undetected, but they warn the charact~rs about 
the Oying demons in the vicinity. ' 

Third, and perhaps most importantly, Harnadfl can 
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pro~ide t411 password that defeats Castle Maerimydra's 
forbiddtwce spelL (He learned it from a cult cleric he cap· 
iured while scouting in ~e city.) Hamadh is slow to part 
with the password, beciiuse he suspects that !rae will cast a 
new forbiddance and change the password once her castle 
comes under attack. He reveals it if his attitude becomes 
friendly and a suitable deal is struck. 

Rjnally, if the party changes Harn~dh's a~titude to help
ful, he not only gives them the .password but ~ffers to use his 
band to create a diversion so that the party can more easily 
slip past the siepe lines. • . 

Treacher.ous parties migpt be able to use the Hidden 'to 
gait1 access to Kurgoth or !rae in another way-by betraying 
them to· their enemies. 'Both the half-fiend and the priestess 
~f Kiaransa!ee would look kindly upon anyone wh? deliv
ered the Hjdden into tlieit· hands; although this is hardly a 
good act. 
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the most evil of the Hidden. Much like Irae Tsarran and the 
other M~erimydran followers of Kiarausalee, he was part of a 
small cult that operated in secret in the city. He would rather 
see the Lolthites back in power than the undead hordes of 
Kiaransalee, but he plans to seize as much personal power in 
the transition as possible. He loathes Haniadh and views the 
other mem'bers of the group as useful pawns, but he puts on au 
agreeable face while pursuing his private goals. Karas is a very 
thin but mus~ular drow man. The left side of his face is cov
ered in scars. He wears elven chain and carries a magic short 
sword and a hand crossbow. • -

Chiirikk: This creature is a phasm, though only Hamadh 
and Logala know this. The other Hidden think that Chiirikk is 
a drow sorcerer with a mastery of polymorph self (and little 
else). Chiirikk usually takes the form of an elderly male drow 
when interacting with the others, but otherwise it rarely ap
pears in the same form twice. It often creeps at>?ut the city in 
the shape of some kind of vermin. It is generally inquisitive 
and good-natured, which leads Wisp, Karas; and Guk to think it 
at least mildly insane. 

Guk: A former slave, Guk is a goblin who survived the sack of 
the city by hiding in an urn. She is an accomplished rogue, who 
has blossomed under the tutelage of the other members of the 
Hidden until she is nearly the equal of Logala Thenduk in 
stealth. She almost nevet speaks, rivaling even Hrunadh in that 

regard, but occasionally she squeaks loudly when frightened. Guk 
is a small goblin with yellow eyes and deep red skin. She wears 
shndO'lv studded lentber armor and carries a magic short sword. 

Tactics: Karas and Chiirikk keep an eye on characters who 
spend more than a few rounds in the vicinity of the inn. If they 
are impressed with the characters (parr'icularly if th,sey happen 
to see the party defeat a random encounter) and believe they 
might be amenable to an alliance, Chiirikk disappears to fetch 
Hamadh the Unseen, the leader of the group. 

If the characters detect the Hidden spies and attack, Karas 
and Chiirikk flee immediately to .set up an ambush with 
Hamadh in their cellar. They flee tbroug]l their trapdoor and 
escape into the city if pressed hard. (The band members have 
prearranged meeting places wjth their sceuts in case they are 
forced to abandon their lair.) 

If "the sentries summon Hrunadh to meet the characters 
peaceably, he approaches them cautiously while maki11g it 
quite clear that he wants to parley. Hru11adh's approach to ne
gotiation is simple. He suspects that he and the characters 
share a common goal- the overthrow of Maeri.mydra's new 
masters-and suggests that he can help' them achieve that 
goal. He begins with an attitude of indifferent, but he is willing 
to strike a deal to sell them information. Hamadh is unlikely 
to volunteer his bru1d as.. followers for the heroes; he is not 
looking for entanglements of that sort. 

The Hitldew 
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PART 3 

The Hidde~ are most interested in magic items, gems, and 
other small items of high value. Spells cast for their benefit 
s.uffice, too. Each SOO gp worth of items offered by the player 
characters gives them a +1 bonus on their Diplomacy checks to 
win the assistance of the Hidden, to a maximum of +20 for . . \ 

10,000 gp worth of goods or services. 
Development: If the heroes fight the Hidden, or even fail 

to strike a deal, Hamadh leads his band to a new hiding place 
among the ruined palaces (MS). 

Mr. NoBLE PLATEAu 

This plateau is dominated by a number of large, fortresslike 
palaces and citadels. All seem to have been overrun by the 
invading army. Smoke billows from great breaches in their 
walls, and the rotting bodies of well-dressed drow swing 
from crude gibbets atop the palace battlements. 

Kurgoth's soldiers garrison this level only on 'the orders of 
their fiendish master, since the powerful drow who resided 
in the plateau's palaces seem much more likely to rise as 
undead than the common drow of the city's lower districts. 
The more isolated palaces (such as the compound at the 
northernmost end of the plateau) might make good hiding 
places for the heroes. · 

M6. THE COURTYARD OF L OLTH (EL 16) 
A gracefully sculpted archway beneath the stony fangs of a 
great building in the shape of a spider marks the entra11ce to 
this large courtyard. Glowing orbs of magical light are set 
into the sides of the arch, shedding a pale, blue-green light 
into the entryway. The walls are decorated with an arachnid 
motif, though the spiders portrayed look distorted, alien, 
and defmitely evil. 

Beyond the archway, the courtyard itself is a blasted ruin. 
There may once. have been a building in its center, but now 
there is only a blackened crater, still emitting wisps of acrid 
smoke into the unusually cold air. A dead fire giant lies in 
the courtyard, its eyes fixed and staring, with an expression 
of utter horror on its face. 

·Refer to the map on page 12 of t11e map booklet. The orbs i1l 
the archway create an invisibility pm-ge effect. Any invisible 
creature passing through the arch becomes visible for .an in
stant while underneath it. When the temple of Lolth still 
stood here, this effett was an important security measure, but 
nOW it iS little more • than a CUriosity. I 

The temple of Lolth here fell in two stages. During the 
initial assau~t by Kurgoth Hellspawn and his army, it was 
quickly cleared of its spell-robbed clerics and battered heavily 
in the process. Sometime later, Irae T'sarran leveled the 
temple after seizing Castle Maerirnydra. The crater radiated 
a Lingeriflg aura of magic for a fu!l six days after the temple's 
destruction, but that C!Ura has now faded. The fire giant was 
killed by the nightwalker (see below) while poking around1in 
hopes of finding more loot, 1 

Creature: The many deaths that occurred in this place, com
bined with the powerful negative energy that now suffuses it, 
have dnwn a powerful undead monster to dwell near the 
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blackened cra~er. This nightwalker-a 20-foot-tall .humanoid 
figure composed of featureless darkness-lurks in the shadows 
atound the crater, using invisibility and hiding skillfully (Hide 
modifier +'20) despite its great size. · 

When the characters enter the cou1·tyard, the nightwalker 
uses its summon undead ability to bring forth a spectre, then 
sends it forward to do battle with the characters in order to 
study their tactics. Then the nightwalker uses first haste, then 
one attack spell each round (cloudkill, cotifusion, hold person, 
and finger of deatb), followed by i11visibility as its free partial 
action. When the characters dispatch the spectre, the night
shade emerges from hiding to battle them in molee, again 
using i11visibiiity as its free partial action each round. 

~Nightwalker (Nightshade): hp 130; see Momter Manual. 
· Treasure: The temple's vaults were looted thoroughly 

during the attack on Maerimydra, so little remains here. The 
nightshade, however, has accumulated some wealth from its 
victims. Purses, pouches, and weapons lie in di~ari·ay u1 the 
small alcove behind the courtyard. The following treasure fall 
be found in the pile: 44 pp, 1,6SO gp, a pair of 120-gp 
chrysoberyls, a drow stole of cloth of·gold worth HO gp, a suit 
of +.2 eiven shad01u chaiflmail, a +1 lar'(.e steel shield, and a +2 
flami11g heavy mace: 

M7. THE GRAND BOULEV.:ARD 

Almost HO feet across, this grand avenue bisects Maer
imydra into its northern and southern halves. At the east 
end. glunpsed occasionally through the driftu1g clouds of 
smoke, rises a great castle, its upper spires merging with the 
mighty stalactites of the ceiling. Many can1pfires burn 
near the castle. At the west end, a black spider-shaped build
ing crouches atop a plateau overlooking the city. Great 
sweeping staircases lead up to each of these impressive 
buildings. 

Once the busiest street in the city, the Gra11d Boulevard is a 
dangerous place to linger. The normal chance of a random en
counter doubles for any party passu1.g through t.his area. 

' 
M8. C ASTLE M AERIMYDRA (EL VARIES) 

A plateau nearly 100 feet in height rises at the eastern 
end of a great avenue bisectiog the city. A steep set of 
stairs leads up to the gates of the dark, elegant castle at 
the heart of Macrimydra. Its graceful curves and fluted 
battlements arc weirdly beautiful, the very summation of 
drow aesthetics. Encampments of goblins, ogres, giants, 
and other creatures surround the castle. The monsters 
gather around their cookfires, squabbling, bickering, and 
coo versing in a dozen different tongues. 

' The soldiers here arc no more vigilant than these camped else-
where i11 the city, but their sheer numbers present.difficulties 
for charact.ers trying to slip by without being noticed. When 
the party reaches the castle, corrtinue with Castle Maerimydra. 

Creatu.res (EL B to 18): A trio of vrocks is always airborne 
· in the vicu1ity of the castle's upper reaches. They w~tch care
fully for any signs that drow raiders might be attempting to 
slip into the city unseen, but they would be just as eager to stop 
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unknown intruders of any sort from getting inside. The crea
tures lurk near level five of the castle, staying clear of the 
wraith spider there but watching the doors on either side of the· 
bridge. They are easily '2.5'0 feet above the cavern floor and can 
be encountered only by flying-or climbing characters. 

'J Vrocks (3): hp 60 each; see Momter Mm1uai 
Tactics: A vrock has no ability to see invisible or ethereal in

truders,• but it can detect the presence of invisible creatures 
within 30 feet with a successful Spot check (DC 20} If alerted 
to the presence of invisible creatures, the vrocks use detect 
magic to locate the general vicinity of their foes and then move 
about with teleport, searching for the intruders. If they cannot 
locate the invisible intruders within 3 rounds, one vrock tele
ports off in search of the balor (see Winged Terror, under 
Random Encoullters above), returning with it in 2d4 rounds. 

M9. THE SLAVE D ISTRICT (EL lJ) 
Beneath the drow city, on a lower level, lies a sprawling 
and squalid neighborhood of ramshackle shelters and di
lapidated buildings. Fire has ravaged this area, and very 
Little of it remains intact. Even with the damage, these 
structures look more like goblin work than drow architec
ture. Strangely enough, no corpses lie on the streets in 
this neighborhood. 

Since there is very little here worth looting and the cjrow are 
gone, Kurgoth's army does not pay much attention to this tan
gled web of narrow alleyways and filthy huts. It would be the 
safest place in the city n9w, except for the fact that.a ferocious 
pack of abyssal ghouls prowls the district. , 
· Creatures: No living c~;eatures r emain on the plateau, but 

six undead lieutenants of !rae T'sarran have free rein in tl1e 
ruins. These abyssal ghouls (see Appendix 1) rummage through 
the ruins for corpses that their conunander may have missed. 
They hungrily assault any living crs:atures (except powerful 
demons) that trespass on· their territory: 

'J Abyssal Ghouls (6): hp 134, 106, lOr, 102, 98, 7Y; see 
Appendix 1. 

MlO. THE EAST GATE (EL 13) 
A pair of massive iron gates guards this exit from the city. 
They are intact, but one is propped open. Three hulking 
giants stand guard here, pitching rocks into the nearby lake 
to pass the time. 

These gates wen~ not destroyed in Kurgoth'!i. attack. The pas
sage beyo11d leads through more than 40 miles of twisting tun
ne~s to a series of caverns and dungeons beneath Ha:ptooth Hill 
in Battledale. 

Creatures: Three. fir e gian ts, elite troops from the 
Hellspawn's army, stand guard at the city gate. Like tl1eir fel
lows in Ml. their orders are to keep anyone from leaving the 
city without Kurgoth's ·permission. These giants wear black
ened steel full plate armor, which increases their Armo~ Class 
and .reduces some skill modifiers compared with the standard 
giant in the Monster Manual. 

'J Fire Giants (3): hp 147, 144, 138; AC 241 touch 8, flat-
footed 24; Climb +10, }w11p +10; see Momter Manual. · 
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Treasn.re: Each giant's bag contains ld4+1 throwing rocks, 
3d4 mundane items (see the table in the Momtet· Ma>IUa/), a 
tinderbox, and ld6 x 100 gp. 

Mll. L AKE OF BLOOD 

Two small streams flow in from the cavern walls to fill 
this small lake. The water is murky and smells vaguely like 
blood. Splashes sound at odd intervals. 

The Lake of Blood earned its name. long before the sack of 
Maerimydra. Drow legends attribute t~e water's. red-tinged 
color and acrid smell to a failed .coup shortly after the city's 
founding, after which the rebels' bodies -were heaped in the 
lake. The drow, and now the followers of Kurgoth, get their 
water· from the streams, where it flows clean and pure. 

The giants at MlO pitch rocks hu;1dreds of feet out into the 
~ake to alleviate their boredom, causing the splashes. 

.Ml2. THE COLISEUM 
Sounds of battle ~!merge from within 'the coliseum, even 
through two stone walls separating the inside from the outside. 
The base Listen DC to hear these sounds is 10, plus 1 per 10 
feet of distance from the coliseum. When the characters get 
close to the coliseum, you can either ask the players to make 
Listen cliecks, or simply assume that they are taking 10 and 
determine at what distance they hear the sow1ds. Read this text 
when the characters hear the noise. 

Sounds of combat-the clang of metal, the roars of angry 
warriors, the cheering of harsh voices, and a disturbing 
sou11d like a blast blown on a gigantic trumpet-echo 
from within the enormous building ahead. From the 
volume, it sounds like a crowd of some size, but not a 
throng of thousands. 

The building itself is oval, and its outer walls are more 
tha11 60 feet in height. A battlement runs along the top of 
the wall, and numerous windows dot the sides. Six large 
double doors stand open along the long side of the building. 

The drow of Maerimydra viewed their coliseum as the crown
ing achievem~nt of their' city, the height of their cultw·e. Over 
centuries uncounted thousands of slaves, prisoners, and exotic 
beasts died here for the entertainment of the drow. 

A. PUBLIC ENTRANCE 
The main entrance to Macrimydra's coliseum lies along the 
nort{least side, facing the city, but a smaller one can be found 
on the opposite side of the arena. Read the following if the 
characters advance through the maih entrance. -

The open doors allow access to a large public gallery be
neath the coliseum's stands. This chamber is almost 200 
feet long and 40 feet wide. The ceiling is close to SO feet 
high at the outer wall and 20 feet high at the inner wall. 
Three magnificent staircases lead up to the seating areas 
above, and two small doors at either end lead to other areas 
of the coliseum's lower level. Flickering continual flame 
torches suspended from the ceiling illuminate the chamber. 
Several goblins lie against the back wall. 
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The.six goblins are thoroughly drunk, having found a cask of 
good brandy during their looting of the city. The stairs lead up 
t.o the stands (M12j). · 

B. ~UB.GOTH'S QQARTERS (EL 0 OR 18) 
These rooms were obviously the suite of an important 
drow. They are lavishly decorated with murals depicting 
cruel arena scenes, and old weapons are artfully arranged 
for decoration along the walls. A narrow window slit looks 
inward toward the arena floor. 

This apartment w~s the home of the Master of Games, a drow 
official entrusted with the administration of the arena. Kur

~ goth Hellspawn has appropriated the suite for his own per
t1 ... soual quarters until he succeeds in taking Castle Maerimydra. 
~ A secret door (Search DC 20) leads fron1 the inner room to 
~ .1: A. The door is located behind a very large mural of a marilitb 
... demon and can be opened with a hidden catch. • 
~ If anyone looks out the window, refer to I for a description 
~ of the action in the arena. • . ~ .... .. 
.!: ... 
..!! 
~ 

Creatures: The first time the heroes visit the Coliseum, Kur
goth is in the· stands above, watching with sadistic delight while 
his fiendish elephant Tusk kills ogres. After that, he can be found 
here. Two ogre champions stand guard in the outer room, while 
Kurgoth rests or schemes in the interior chamber. He has found 
the secret door, leading back to A, and be may flee through it to 
gather reinforcements if badly pressed by an a.ttack on his person. 

~ Kurgoth. Hellspawn, Conqueror of MaerimydJ:a: hp 218; 
see page 149. 
~Ogre Champions (2): hp 127, 119; see page 146. 
Tactics: Kurgoth may seem like nothing more than a 

bruiser, but he has a formidable array of spell-like abilities. He 
creates a11 tmboJy nura to protect himself if suddenly ~tracked, 
then uses his smnmott momter IX spell to conjure ld4+1 
fiendish dire tigers, \Vhich he directs to keep the attackers busy. 
He wades into melee after his spell-like abilites and guards 
h.ave softened up the opposition. 

Treasure: Kurgotl1 bas the pick of the city's plunder, so this 
room is filled with a marvelous array of valuables. Three large 
chests bulge with a total of 710 pp, S,600 gp, and H,400 sp. 
Fifteen fine chalices, platters, cases, a11d statuettes of various 
precious metals lie scattered about, each worth an average of 
300 gp. The half-fiend's favorite piece so far is a large crystal 
skull of exquisite workmanship, worth 3,600 gp. , 

In a locked iron chest (Open Lock DC 30) lie sever-al magic 
items that Kurgoth bas not yet distributec4 including a cm;pet 
of flyir~g (3ft. by r ft.), bracers of nrmor +4, a ring of ?uiznrdry 
I, .a + J short sword, and a+ 2 mithral tbad01u bt·eastplate . 

C. A RENA A CCESS (EL 0 OR 16) 
Two small portcullises block the passage circling the 
arena's outer wall, and a large double door leads outside. On 
the inner wall, a 20-foot wide portcullis-now closed
leads out to the arena floor. 

CoJiseum/l(urt:,oth 
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The portcullises guarding the interior passages are open, but 
the one s~aling the arena presents a formidable obstacle. 
~Iron Portcullis: 3 inches thick, hardness 10; hp 90; AC S; 

break DC '20; lift DC '28. 
If anyone looks through the portcullis to see what's going 

on ius!de the arena, refer to I for a descript'ion. · 
Creatures: The rest of Kurgoth's personal guard-three fire 

giants a.nd two ogre champions-quarter in the northernmost 
of these roon;s, close to their leader's suite. When Kurgoth re· 
tires to his rooms, these loyal guards take up their stations 
here, ready to respond at an instant's notice. They leave the 
portcullis leadiug to the arena floor open because Tusk doesn't 
fit very comfortably in this room. 

A surface dweller who suddenly appears in this room is 
likely to be set upon at once, but someone who forcefully de
mands an audience with Kurgoth Hellspawn has a small 
chance (Diplomacy DC 35') of being heard ou~ and escorted 
into the half-fiend's presence. 

"' Tusk. Fiendish Elephant: hp 180; see-page 149. 
"' Ogre Champions (+): hp 1'27, 119, 111, 103; see page 

146. 
"' Fire Giants (3): 15'4, 12:6, 121; see Mo11Sier Ma11ual. 
Treasure: Each giant's bag contains ld4+1 throwing rocks, 

3d4 mundane items (see the table in the Momter Ma1mal), a 
tinderbox, a gem, and in some cases an additional item. The 
first giant's bag holds a 40-gp bloodstone and a potio11 of aid. 
The second giallt's bag has a 700·gp black pearl and a 9-gp 
moss agate. The third giant's bag contains a 70.gp sard and a 
+1 lo1tgs1vord. 

D. A RENA ARMORy 

This room is clearly an armory. It holds a variety of 
weapons-primarily swords, but also spears, tridents, axes, 
maces, and exotic weapons such as double-bladed swords and 
spiked challis. Several suits of light armor (drow-sized) and 
chainmail stand up agai.nst the walls. 

None of the weapons or armor here are remarkable-they are 
not even masterwork quality. Their weight probably exceeds 
the,ir value to all but the most thorough of looters. 

E. SLAVE P ENS 

This room is partitioned into several cages by sturdy iron 
bars. No one seems to be confined within. 

Dozens of prisoners were kept io these cells to await their 
turns in the arena, along with various Underdark monsters 
cap,tured by Maeritnydran patrols and brought back to the city 
for the games. Soon after the city feU, the cells were full of 
clrow, but Kurgoth has exhausted his supply of dark elves for 
the arena. 

F. HOLDING P ENS 

This large room features a portcullis on its northeast side, 
Leading to the arena floor. A cage of iron bars partitions 
the room. The portcullis is currently closed. 

These rooms were used to hold slaves or anitnals ready to be 
driven out into the arena. If any characters look out tnto the 
are~a, re[er to that description C?f M1'2i. 

G. KITCJ;IEN. 

Thls room, evidently a kitchen, contains several large 
hearths. A huge cauldron rests in each fireplace, and pots 
and pans hang from hooks on the walls. A huge bugbear 
bullies several sin1pering goblins as they prepare a meal in 
one of the kettles. 

Meals prepared here were fed to the captives in the various 
holding cages, but Kurgoth has conscripted a few goblinoids to 
fix his meals now. 

Creatures: The kitchen boss is a bugbear named Stamkk. De
spi~e his size and utter brutality toward his goblin underlings, 
~tamkk is a coward of epic proportions who flees at the first· 
sign of danger. The goblins follow in a yammering horde. 

"' 'Bugbear: hp 23; see Mo11ster Matmal. 
"'Goblins (+): hp 4 each; see Monster Ma11ual. These goblins 

are unarmored and armed only with cleavers and kitchen 
knives. 

~ 

H. G UARD QQARTERS 

This was apparently a buukroom of some kind, but it has 
been thoroughly looted. The beds have been smashed and 
overturned, trunks full of clothing have been dumped out 
and rifled, and weapon racks have been emptied. 

These two rooms .housed the guards who worked at the arena 
and looked after the slaves held here. All the drow formerly 
stationed here met bad ends in their own arena: 

I. ARENA F LOOR 

The source of the battle sounds is now clear. An enormous 
elephant decked out for war stands near the center of the 
arena. Chainmail barding covers its scaly-looking rude, and 
metal blades adorn its fearsome tusks. It trumpets loudly 
as its adversaries-three frightened-looking ogres-circle 
cautiously. 

Characters looking through the portcullises or windows on the 
west and· south sides of the Coliseum can see a little more. 

In the gallery above, a number of ogres and giants are 
watching the battle, cheering loudly and gesticulating 
wildly. In the center of the front row, an oversized fire 
giant cheers loudest of all While the other fire giants have 
fiery red or orange hair, this one's hair and beard seem 
quite literally to be made of fire. He wears black full plate 
armor, and his eyes smolder like embers. He seems to be 
rooting for the elephant. 

Cltaracters looking through the portcullis or windows at the 
northern end Qf the stadium can't see Kurgoth, but they cait 
hear him. 
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Narrow galleries rise high above the arena floor, but they 
seem deserted. Out of sight directly above you, however, 
several creatures are shouting quite loudly in response to 
the fight. 

Creatures: The elephant is ·Kurgoth Hellspawn's fiendish 
companion, Tusk. Kurgoth enjoys pui1ishing disobedient or 
unruly soldiers by forcing them to fight his elephant in the 
arena. He does not hesitate to intervene if such a combat 
goes poorly for Tusk. At the moment, Tusk is fighting three 
ordinary ogres. · 

1 Tusk, Fiendish Elephant: hp 180; see page 149. 
"' Ogres (3): hp '2.6 each; see Momter Ma11uai. 
Tactics: If anyone else suddenly appears in the arena, Kur

goth and his minions in the stands a, below) instantly take 
notice. The half-fiend leaps•into battle (using his spell-like abil
ities f~rst) against a11yone unwise enough to take a shot at his 
favorite pet. ' 

J. THE STANDS 

A steeply inclined, 40-foot-wide seating gallery circles this 
great building. The arena edge is 20 feet above the floor, 
and the back wall is at least 60 feet above the ground out
side the structu.re. Four large stairways descend from the 
gallery into the depths of the stadium-three on the east
ern wall, and one on the western. 

The stands are mostly empty, except for a knot of fig
ures at the 11orthern corner. A number of ogres and giants 
are watching a pitched battle on the arena floor, cheering 
loudly and gesticulating wildly. In the center of the front 
row, an oversized fire giant cheers loudest of all. While 
the other fire giants have fiery red or orange hair, this 
one's hair and beard seem quite literally to be made of 
fire, and his eyes smolder like embers. He wears black full 
plate armor, and large batli.ke wings stretch behind him, 
twitching as he cheers. In the center of the arena, a huge, 
armored elephant battles three frightened-looking ogres. 

This area is not shown on the map. The stairs· lead down to A, 
the public entrance to the Coliseum. The seating area of the 
stadium can hold almost four thousand drow-sized spectators. 
The arena's walls are extremely smooth and steep (Climb DC 
30), because the drow did pot want condemned prisoners to 
escape by climbiJlg up to the relative safety of the crowd. 

Creatures: Kurgo·th and his retinue sit in the front rows at. 
the north end of the stadium. Characters who loudly pro
claim thei.r desire for an audience with the Conqueror of 
MaerimyJra may be beard out, but Kurgoth sets his minions 
to attack characters who approach in any other manner. 

"'Kurgoth Hellspawn, Conqueror of Maerimydra: hp 218; 
~e page 149. 

"'Og(.es (7): hp 26 each; see M.omter Manual. 
"'Ogre Champions.(+): hp 127, 119, 111, 103; see page 

146. 
"'Fire Giants (3): 15'4, 126, 121; see Momter Ma11ual .• 
Tactics: The fire giants hang back to pelt spellcasters and 

archer);. with thrown boulders, while the ogres and ogre cham
pions cliarge forward to engage attackers in melee. Kurgoth 
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watches for a. round or two to gauge the seriousness of the 
threat. The half-fi~nd prefers to use his powerful spell-li.ke 
abilities to blast away at surface-dwellers impudent enough to 
attack him, especially while be has a cordon of guards to 
engage the enemy in melee. 

Treasure: Each giant's bag contains ld4+1 throwing rocks, 
3d4 mundane items (see the table in the Momter Manual), a 
tinderbox, a gem, and in some case~ an additional item. The 
fu·st giant's bag holds a 40-gp bloodstone and a potion if aid. 
The second giant's bag has a 700-gp black pearl and a 9-gp 
moss agate. The third giant's bag contains a 70-gp sard and a 
+ 1 io11gs1P()rd. 

Development: If the characters leave Kurgoth and his lack
eys in the coliseum and return later, they do not find the same 
scene. J.<,urgoth retires to his quarters (M12B) between bouts i.t1 
the arena. The characters are most likely to encounter him 
there on a return visit, surrounded by the ~e ogres and 
giants, witll Tusk standing guard. 

M13. W EST GATE 
A roadway leads through the fungi fields to a great iron 
gate, which is closed and barred with a mighty bolt. Three 
fire giants sit by the closed gate. One is asleep, but the other 
two keep an alert watch. 

Like the east gate, tl1is portal was not ·destroyed' in Kurgoth's 
attack. The passage beyond leads through 60 miles of caverns 
to the Underdark beneath Old Skuli, in Shadowdale. 

Creatures: Three fire giants, elite troops from the 
Hellspawn"s army, stand guard at tl1~ city gate. Since the gate 
is sealed and has been sealed for many days, t11ey have reached 
an agreement--one sentry can sleep while the others watch 
out for any authority figure who tnight take umbrage at 
guards sleeping on duty. These giapts wear blackened steel full 
plate armor, which i11creases their Armor Class and reduces 
some skill modifiers compared with the standard giant in the 
Mo11ster Manual. 

"'Fire Giants (3): hp 147, 144, BS; AC 24, touch 8, Oat
footed 24; Climb +10, Jtunp +10; see Momter Marmal. 

Treasure: Each giant's bag contains ld4+1 throwing rocks, 
3d4 mundane items (see the table in the Momter Manual), a 
tinderbo~, am~ 1d6 X 100 gp. 

castle Mue.cimyd.cu 
Castle Maerimydra was the seat of House Chumavh before its 
fall. This enormous castle rises 25'0 feet, from the floor of 
Maerimydra's cavern to its ceiling. Its seven floors housed 
hundreds of drow, from tl\e exalted priestesses of Lolth to the 
common guards and servants who served the rulers of the city. 

After the Archmage Duneth Wharreil betrpyed the city 
and brought Kurgoth Hellspawn's horde withi'n Maerimydra's 
defenses, the sur\'iving loyalists of House Chomavh shut their 
castle's gat~s and barred themselves within, content to allow 
the city to burn. But !rae rsarran did not permit House Chu
mavh to escape the city's doom. Gathering her followers, she 
slipped in past defenses that bad stymied giants and d~rnons. In 
a long day of terrible slaughter, !rae's forces destroyed House 
Chumavb and took the castle for their own. 
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Kurgoth Hellspawn's army still besieges the castle. The 

half-fien~ hungers for cdmplete victory, and as long as the 
castle is held by drow, that victory is denied him. Castle Maer
imydra is warded with a potent forbidda11ce spell that pre
vents Kurgotb's forces from entering, and to date the 
half-fiend has not found a way to breach tbe castie's physical 
and magical defenses. 

Even though !rae's cult lacks the numbers and discipline 
of House Ch~mavh, !rae's living and undead followers have 
held the castle for more than two months in the face of Kur
goth's siege. The high priestess ofi Kiaraosalee lias created 
many undead servants from the remnants of House Chu
mavb. Her word$ to the surviving drow of the city are 
simple: Abandon the worship of Lolth and claim 
Kiaransalee's protection to join her 
alive, or die in futile opposition and 
join her forces as revenants. 

The custle 
DeSI~n 
The maps on pages B to 16 of 
the map booklet show the floor
plan of Castle Maerimydra. 
The castle consists of three 
basic structures (the Great 
Tower, the Lesser Tower, and 
the South Column), tO' which 
Irae T'sarran has re~ently 

added a fourth component, the 
l::Jndying Temple. 

The Great Tower is about 
100 feet in. diameter at its 
base, narrowing to a little 
more than 60 feet at its top, 
neu the roof of the cavern. 
The Lesser Tower is 60 feet 
in diameter at its base, nar
rowing to SO feet at the· top. 
The two towers are joined by 
large halls and thick watis of 
stone on their lower two levels, 

custle Muerimyd.ru 
Features 
The following featu1·es are common throughout Castle 
Macrimydra, unless specifically indicated otherwis.e. 

Doors: The doors in the 'castle are neither locked nor stuck 
unless otherwise noted. Interior doors come in two varieties: 
wooden single doors (actually, wood from a particular type of 
tough, fibrous giant fungus) and stone double doors. Doors leading 
to the exterior of the castle, where eJlemies might conceivably 
arrive by flying or scaling the walls, are m~de of magically rein
forced iron. Some special doors (the main gate in Cl8, for example) 

have special properties described in the appro
priate location. 

~Strong Wooden Door: 1 u1ches 
thick, bardbess S; hp 10; AC S; break 

DC 15"; Open Lock DC 30 if 
locked. 
~Stone Double Doors: 4 

utches ritick, hardness 8; hp 
60; AC S; break DC 7.8; 
Open Lock DC 30 if locked. 

~Iron Doors (exterior): 
1 inches thick, hardness H; 
hp 90; AC S; break DC 35"; 
Open Lock DC 40 if locked. 

Walls: Walls within the 
tower are made of magi
cally treated superior ma
sonry. Exterior walls are S 
to 10 feet thick ru1d also 
magically treated. The walls 
have a hard; smooth finish 
and cannot be climbed by 
means of the Climb skill. 

but from the third level on up they 
rise as separate structures, linked only Caslle Maerimydra 

~Magically Treated Su
perior MasoQry Wails: 1 

foot thick (interior) or S to 
10 feet thick (exterior); hard

ness 16; hp 180 (iJtterior ), 900 
(S-foot thick exterior), or 1,800 

(10-foot thick exterior ); AC 3; 
break DC 1'5'; Clunb DC - . 

Windows: The walls of Castle Maerimy-
by three slender; arching bridges hundreds of 
feet above the cavern fLoor. These towers house the bulk of the 
halls, corridors, barracks, apartments, kitchens, armories, and 
suites of rhe castle's inhabitaJJts. 

,The South Column is not really a column; it ili a gigantic 
stalactite hanging down from the ceiling. Its lowermost cham
bers are on level five of the castle, where it is about 40 feet in 
diameter. The South Column widens as it climbs, reaching a di
ameter of 80 feet at level seven. Its most notable feature is on 
the seventh level, where·a shrine to Lo!th has been converted 
iuro a temple to Kiaransalee. In this temple lies the only access 
to tlle fourth part of the castle, the Undying Temple. 

The Undying Temple is ·described u1 Part 4 of this adven
ture. It lies in a high, narrow cavern above th~ castle, in the 
roof of Maerunydra's migQty vault. · 

dra abOve the first level are dotted with narrow, 
slitlike windows. These apertures are specifically designed to 
make entry by fLying creatures difficult; if npt unpossible. Each 
opening is.only 6 inches wide and 4 feet high. A Small cr~ature 
ean enter a window with a successful Escape Artist check (DC 
30), but a Medium-size or larger creature is too big to squeeze in. 

Each window has a sliding iron shutter that can be easily 
lowered into place to seal the opening. There is a SOOh chance 
that any particular window is· shuttered. The iron shutters 
have tlte following characteristics: . 

~Iron Shutters: 1 inch thick, hardness 10; hp 30; AC S; 
break DC 23. 

Floors: Th" floors withil1 t.he towers are all smooth, pol
ished stone. Many areas are floored with high-quality 
marble block. 

-... 
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Ceilings: Ceilings in the towers are 30 feet hjgh. Each level 
of a tower occupies a total height of almost 40 feet, including 
the stone floors and ceilings. Powerful drow expect to use the 
height of the ceiungs to their advantage in battle with le'Vitate, 
fly, and similar spells. 

Leviti tion Shafts: Several hollow shafts run through por
tions of the Great Tower anct the Lesser Tower. These magic 
devices allow creatures to move from floor to floor within 
Castle Maerimydra without physical effort, simply by entering 
the shaft and concentrating on moving up or down. A con
staut_ levitation effect fills each shaft, with no limit to the 
amount of weight that can levitate in a given sh"aft at one 
time. A character can easily enter a shaft, rise or gently fall to 
the desired level, then step back out. 

If two creatures are grappled or otherwise bound togethel" 
within a levitation shaft and seek to travel in opposite direc
tions, make opposed grapple checks for the creatures but sub
stitute each creature's Intelligence modifier for its Strength 
modifier when calculat ing its grapple.chec}c result. The winner 
of the opposed grapple check can move both creatures '2.0 feet 
in the desired direction (up or down one level). 

Flying creatures can move at their normal fly speeds in the 
shafts. The levitation effect does not slow them down. 

The main shaft in the Great Tower is capped at level five by 
a grate in C38. The Lesser Tower's levitation shaft does not 
begin until level four. The drow builders designed chokepoints 
in the castle's, accesses to slow down the movement of any 
attackers who breached the walls. 

M AGICAL D EFENSES 
The entire castle is protected by a powerful magical defense
a forbiddance spell that Irae rsarran cast soon after unseat
ing the drow of House Chumavh. It is not keyed to alignment 
(after all, most of the demons and monsters outside are chaotic 
evil) but to a password: "Isztava morthaum." Because the cap
ture of someone with knowledge of the password could give 
Kurgoth the edge he needs to mounfhjs fmal assault, Irae bas 
been extremely careful about whom sbc allows to leave the 
castle. Her undead minions arc immune to most forms of tor
ture and compulsiOJ1, SO she has few Concerns about sending 
them out into the city. Living drow are pcrnl'itted to venture 
out only after !rae has assured herself that they will not allow 
themselves to be captured alive. 

The forbiddance spell bars all planar travel into Castle Macr
imydra, so it is in1possible to teleport into !rae's stronghold (or, 
for that matter, to cast summoning spells once inside it). The 
spell also prevents the entry of any creature that does not speak 
the password-even _if !rae threw open the castle gates, not one 
monster in Kurgotb's horde could set foot through the open 
door. A creature with spell resistance, however, may succeed in 
ignoring the forbiddance. (Roll 1d'2.0+'2.'2.; if the result is equal to 
or greater than the creature's SR, it cannot pass.) 

Getting past the forbiddance is difficult, but not impossible. 
Some gOQd tactics include the f ol19wing: 
• Strike~ deal with the Hidden (M4) to learn the password. 
• Capture a living drow in a random encounter in 

Macrimydra (for example, the cleric scout in the Drow' 
Scout encounter) and gain the password from her. 

~ 

• Cast spell resista11ce on the characters and attempt to pass. 

, 
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• Dispelhae'sforbiddance. Only a caster of at least '20th 
level can achieve thjs. The balor demon has tried ·several 
times and failed, leading it to the erroneous conclusion 
that the caster is simply too powerful. 

• Disjoin the effect with Mordenkainen's disjrmction. 
• Use a divination such as cotrlact other plane, leget1d l01·e, or 

'Vision to ferret out the password. 

Once within the boundaries of the area guarded by forbid
dance, creatures may resume planar movement. uae's s_pcll 
prevents an ethereal character from crossing the threshold, 
but once inside a character may become ethereal, use dimen
sion door to move from point to point within the castle, or tele
port to a point outside the castle. Only the outer border bars 
planar movement, and it only prevents creatures from using 
sucb means to move into the warded area. The ethereal patrols 
uac sends out iJltO the city can leave the castle easily, but tbey 
must manifest and usc the password to reenter through one of 
the castle's physical entrances. 

GETTING I NSIDE 
Presuming the characters have found a way to get rid of or 
pass through I rae's forbiddrmce, tbcy fmd several possible en
trances to Castle Macrimydra. 

The Main Gate: In (ront of the castle a. grand staircase 
sweeps up and around from C1 to C18, on the castle's second 
level. The gates at C18 arc closed and locked, but" a resourceful 
party armed with powerful magic can defeat the gate and walk 
in the front door. 

The Poster n Gate: On the castle's cast side, facing the 
cavern wall, stands a postern gate at C2. Like the main gate, 
this ground-level entrance is closed and locked, but it is some
what less sturdy than the main entrance on the second level. 

Plying: Flying characters have several additional options 
available to them. First, they may be able to squeeze inside a 
window. Second, several landings and bridges high up on the 
castle have doors leading to the interior. The battlements at 
C24, tbc balcony at C25', and the bridge at C4'2. arc aU poten
tial lauding spots; the other bridges are completely covered. Fi
nally, the Observation Hall (C45') boasts windows wide enough 
to enter easily, but the windows arc barred. 

Making a Door: A disi11tegrate or pasS1vall spell can brcacb 
the exterior walls of the castle in all but a few places, permit
ting entry at virtually any point on the map. (If the forbid
dance is still in effect and the characters don't know the 
password, it still bars their entry.) 

R ANDOM ENCOID.1J'E.RS 
!rae's forces do not aggressively patrol the castle, although 
they guard several of the '-cy chokepoints descr ibed in the Key 
to Castle Maerimydra section. Tbc denizens of the castle do 
have business in various spots around the stru~turc, so they 
may be encountered away from their normal lairs. 

Tbe chance of a random encounter is 100AI per 10 minutes. 
If an encounter occurs, rolJ d% and consult the table corre
sponding to the level of the castle being explored. 

01-20 
21-30 

L EVELS 1 THROUGH 4 
Abyssal ghouls 
Assassin strike team 

•• 
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31-40 
41-H 
S6-6r 
66-70 
71-90 
91-9S 
96-98 
99-100 

o1-2r 
26-3S 
36-4S 
46-H 
S6-6S 
66-90 
91-94 
9S-97 
98-100 

Cleric scout 
Cult cleric 
Cult necromancer 
Demon silveraith 
T'sarran gu~rds 
Ethereal scouts 
Jhorganni 
Laerekh 

., 

L EVELS 5' THROUGH 7 
Abyssal ghouls ·, 
Assa.ssin strike team 
Cult cleric 
Cult necromancer 
Ethereal patrol 
Ghostly patrol 
Jhorganni 
Khumarr 
Wyrruth 

A BYSSAL GHOULS (EL 15' -16) 
Jrae's horrid allies from Kiaransalee's domain, these vile crea· 
tures do not attack cult members. Instead they slake their 
hunger by slipping out of the castle to bunt whenever Irae 
allows it. These creatures arc detailed in Appendix L 

Three distinct gangs of abyssal ghouls roam the castle. The 
first normally lurks near CH by the postem gate, the second 
cru1 be found in C28, and the third frequents the levitation shaft 
at the top of CB. If <r gang is wiped out or weakened in a 
random encounter elsewhere in the castle, make sure you record 
the effects in the appropriate room descriptions (and vice-versa} • 
· 'J Abyssal Ghouls Gang 1 (6): hp 11r, 112, lOS, 102, 91, 
86; see Appendix L 

'J Abyssal Ghouls Gang 2 (7} hp 120, 108, 108, 106, lOS, 
103, 93; see Appendix 1. 

'J Abyssal Ghouls Gang 3 (f): hp.l20, 116, 116, 114, 98; 
see Appendix 1. 

A SSASSIN STRIKE T EAM (EL 16) 
!rae T'sarra11 transformed four House Chumavh monk/assas
sins into revenants, and they now serve as the favored trou
bleshooters within· her stronghold. Their primary task is to 
defend the castle by neutralizing any intruders. 

The assassins wear black knee-length trousers and wrap 
their bracer I of armor in strips of black cloth. Their chests are 
bare and show visible signs of the wounds that killed them. 
Their shaved heads are likewise bare and visibly injured. Each 
assassin carries a single dose of deathblade poison with which 
he coats his siangham blade before entering combat with a 
living foe. The assassins try to hide while studying poten tial 
targets, then kiH them as quickly as possible with poison and 
death attacks. If that approach fails, they fight until obviously 
outmatched, taking full advantage of flanking in order to de
liver sneak attack damage as often as possible. If tbey are 
unable to kill or incapacit:ne a single character in their frrst as
sault, however, they retreat and try again later. 

'{he assassins patrol tirelessly. They have no lair as such in 
the castle. 

'J Revenant Maerimydra Assassins (+): hp ?S, 69, 68, 32; 
see page 149. · 
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CLERIC SCOUT (EL 12-14) 
Four cleric/rangers inclined toward stealth and scouting reside 
in C9. They are among Irae's most valued information-gather
ers, and they report to Khumarr. The cleric scouts normally 
lead revenant rangers outside the castle, but within Castle 
Macrirnydra they are likely to be encoun tered in the: company 
of T'sarran guards. One clei·ic scout and ld6 guards make up 
this encounter. Reduce the number of drow encountered in 
areas C9 and Cl2 accordingly if any of these cultists arc slain. 

'J T'u.rran Guards (l d6): hp 39 each; see page lSO. 
'J Cleric Scout: hp 72; see page 14 L 

CULT CLERIC (EL 12- 15') 
Six clerics loyal to Kiaransalce reside, two to a room, in C26 
and C44. They answer directly to Cabrath Nelindcrra and 
serve as marshals for !rae's undead armies. This encounter con
sists of one cult cleric and ld4 revenant Maerimydra officers 
engaged in some task within the castle walls. 

'J Revenant Maerimydra Officers (ld+): hp S2 each; see 
page 1S2. 

'J Cult Cleric: hp 72; see page 146. 

CULT NECROMANCER (EL 13- 15') 
!rae's forces incLude four~fighter/necromancers who report to 
Laerekh and assist in directing the undead in the castle about 
their appbinted tasks. Each occupies one of the rooms in the 
castle's former hostel, C30. Like the clerics, their duties often 
take them all over the castle. This group consists of one cu lt 
necromancer accompanied by ld3 revenant slave overseers. 

'J Revenant Slave Overseers (ld3) hp 67, SO, 4 7; see page 151 
'J Cult Necromancer: hp 63; see page ln. 

D EMON SILVERAITH (EL 16) 
An unusual undead creature haunts the lower' reaches of the 
Lesser Tower-a hez.rau that has been transformed into a sil
veraith. The creature usually lurks in Cl4, but sometimes it 
wanders the castle on the business of the cult's leaders. The 
demon silveraith's form is vaguely skeletal, but it also suggests 
the hunched, froglike shape it bad in life. 

'J Demon Silveraith: bp 4S; see page ln. 

T'SARRAN G UARDS (EL 9- 13) 
Over the course of the last two months, Irae has fou11d excuses 
to transform many of her tiving followers into -revenants, but 
almost forty of her own house guards remain alive. These sol
diers are billeted in ClO, Cl2, and C21, and they answer to a 
trio of officers quartered in CB. 

This encounter group is composed of 2d4 guards. If it seems 
they are w.oefuUy outclassed, they retreat as quickly as possible 
to report intruders in the castle. · 

'J T'sarran Guards (2d+): hp 39 each; see page HO. 

ETHEREAL SCOUTS (EL 16) 
Unless the characters attacked and defeated the etherealscouts 
out in the city., they may encounter them in the ~stle. The 
scouts are ethereal. which means that they cannot be seen 
unless someone in the party uses ree i11viribility or true seei11~. 
Unlike the Ghpstly Patrol, the ethereal scouts do not get in
volved in combat even here; instead they simply wait to collect 
any corpses they can. 

I 
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" Taharak, Ghost Champion: hp 6S; see page 146. 
" Nightmare: hp 4r; see Moruler Manual. 
" Cult Clerics (3}. hp 61, H, n; see page 146. 

. J HORG.Al\TJ:-.11 (EL 16) 
Jhorganni, the drider vampire, is one of !rae's chief lieu
tenants. She spends a lot of her time roving the castle, makiJtg 
sure that everything is as it should l>e. Unlike some of the 
living denizens of the castle, or even the intelligent corporeal 
undead, Jhorganni has nothing to fear from fighting to the 
death; she figures that the odds of enemies discovering her 
nest before she can recover are almost nonexistent. 

Jhorganni can be found in en when she is not taking care 
of business elsewhere in the castle. 

" JborgJ.nni: hp 101; see page H2. 

L AEREK.H (EL 15") 
Tlte cult's chief necromancer stays close to his rooms and 
rarely walks in the castle, except to visit wjth tM dracolich Icc 
and make sure that experiment proceeds to his satisfaction. Of 
all the characters who might be encountered in the castle, 
Laerckh is undoubtedly the most craven. He Oees at top speed 
as soon as he suffers any damage at all, determined not to 
become another corpse for the Ethereal Scouts to pick up. 

Laerekh is normally found in C37. 
" Laerekh: hp H; see page ln. 
" QJlasit Familiar: hp 27; sec page ln. 

GHOSTLY P ATROL (EL 16) 
Among the castle's other def~nses., Irae has created a team of six ' 
former Maerintydran captains, all of whom arc now ghosts. 
Though they are ftghters by training, they arc stealthier than the 
assassins and better at fmding stealtlty intruders. In addition, they 
can walk through walls (or ceilings). vanish into the Ethereal Plane 
at will, and blast living beings with a glance. They rno\'e through
out the castle in ethereal or incorporeal form, keeping a watchful 
eye out for intruders. While ethereaJ, t1tey often space themselves 
out. When an encowtter begins, two of them manifest in the nrst 
round, tlten the other four do so over tlte next two rounds. 

The ghost offic\!rs were all female drow in life, strong 
and solid. They still wear their magic chai11mail and carry 
shields and rapiers, though these items are now ethereal and 
ineffective against opponents on the Material Plane. Their 
eye sockets loo"k like dark voids but blaze with unholy light 
whenever their corrupting gaze takes effect. Like the 
revenant assassins, these officers have no true lair within 
the castle and roam its corridors and chambers ceaselessly. 

" Ghost M aerimydra Officers (6}. hp 6S, 64, n, n, 42, 
41; see page 149. 

KHUMARR (EL 18) 
The most fearsome martial champion of )Ciaransalee's cult, 
Khumarr is the commander of the castle's defenses. He dele
gates m~t of the supervisory dutjes to the offtcers (CB), but 
he does spend a fair al_llount of time checking the sec(Uity of 
the place and challenging the vigilance of his subordinates. 
Khumarr is normally encountered in CSl, accompanied by 
ld2 abyssal ghouls from the same area. 

" lthumarr: hp 126; see page lH. 
" .Abyssal Ghouls: hp 110, 99; see Appendix L 
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. W YRRUTH (EL 18) 
The Ambassador o£ Shade frequently walks the castle halls, 
saying little but observing much. He is not necessarily hostile 
to a band of surface dwellers; he views them as an UJJexpectcd 
new development that merits more investigation. He is not 
looking for a fight, but he is not interested in allying himself 
with a band of invaders, either. When nor wandering the 
castle, Wyrruth can be found in en. 

" Wyrruth: hp 71 (87 in darkness); see page US. 

Rev to custle Muerimvdru 
The following pages list sixty locations in and around the 
castle. Unnombered ha!Jways are simply hallways, some with a 
modest amount of decoration such as tapestries or murals, 
others made of bare black stone. Rooms that are not numbered 
tend to be linen closets, pantries, privies, storerooms, and other 
mundane enclosures one would expect to find in ~ large castle. 

C1. T HE GRAND STAIR 

A mighty castle of dark stone rises before you. You are 
standing at the foot of a very large tower, perhaps 100 
feet in diameter, that rises several hundred feet in height 
and scrapes the cavern ceiling overhead. A smaller, more 
slender tower rises up beside the f~tst, meeting the mighty 
stalactites of tlte cavern. To your right, the castle's Lower 
walls stand easily 60 or 70 feet in height, and you catch a 
glimpse of spikelike ramparts at the foot of the small 
tower. To your left, a great staircase of gleaming dark 
stone winds up around the larger tower. 

No arrow slits pierce the castle walls-on the ground level-a 
design feature intended to reduce its vulnerability to picks, 
augers, and similar siege engines. !rae's followers do not keep 
a close watch on this spot; they devote their attention to 
more vulnerable points, such as the doors leading in from the 
battlements (C24). 

C2. T HE P OSJ'ERN GATE 

On the east side of the castle, facing the nearby cavern 
wall, stands a curved wall sheltering a large, sturdy door of 
iron. Two small loopholes pierce the iron door, but it would 
seem that the fteld of fire from the other side is restricted 
by the arrangement of the sheltenng wall. 

This back door was intended to allow small raiding parties to 
slip out and harry anyone besieging the castle. !rae's followers 
have put it to good use. 

' Postern Gate: 4 inch~s thick, hardness 15"; bp 180; AC S; 
break DC 40. 

The postern gate is locked and barred, but t4e lock can be 
picked from the outside (Open Lock DC 40). Success does not 
remove the bar-the outside lock was provided so that noble 
drow wishiqg to slip in and out of the castle discreetly could do 
so, provided there wasn't an enemy at the gates. · 

If the characters have not dispelled I rae 'Psarran's forbid
dallce spell or learned the password to get through, they cannot 
enter the castle regardless of whether or not they ~anage to 
open the door. 

f . 
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PART 3 ., 
Creatures: The drow guards in C3 keep a close watch on this 

gate and_make good use of the loopholes to pepper intruders 
standing in the postern alcove with crossbow frre. The guards 
in C3 have 900h cover against any characters trying to return 
fire through the door. See C3 for details. 

Development: If the viJlains discover 'that the party en
tered Castle Maerimydra through the postern gate, Cabrath 
Nelindcrra places a symbol of imanity on the outer door, 
triggered by the approach of any nonevil creature. 

C3. P OSTERN GUARDPOST (EL 11) 
Thts small guardroom protects the castle's postern gate. The 
room is about '20 feet wide and 30 feet long, although the 
back wall curves sharply. The door is made of exceptionally 
sturdy iron, with two loopholes side-by-side for frring out at 
anyone standing on the other side. A Large double door leads 
out to the north. Four Living drow and one clearly UJtdead 
one stand guard here. 

Irae's forces guard this room carefully, since Kurgoth's troops 
have tried to storm it ou more than one occasion. 

Creatures: Four drow guards and a revenant Maerimydra 
spellguard stand guard here. They have strict orders not to 
open the gate to anyone·except drow or undead who know the 
password . 

~ T'sa.rran Gua.rds (+): hp 41, 37, 33, '25'; see page UO. 
~ Revenant Maerimydra SpeUgua.rd: hp 61; see page UO. 
Tactics: The guards frre through the loopholes at characters 

on the other side. Once every '2 rounds, the revenant speUguard 
moves up to cast a spell through the loophole at anyone who 
happens to be in the line of sight. !(intruders ge;: past the 
postern gate and the forbiddmrce, one guard dashes off 
through C4 to Cl'2, sprearung an alert. The revenant has mage 
armor in effect. 

C4. R EFECTORY (EL 11) 
Several huge stone tables with plam benches beside them 
dominate this large, curving hall. Two large double doors exit 
to the south and the west, while at the north end of the 
room, well around the curve, is a light wooden swinging door. 

J 
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The more power ul dark elves do not care to eat together, and ll 
the undead do uot eat at aU. Prjncipally it is the drow guards of -t 
the nearby barracks who dine here, although from time to ;:> 
time one of the cult clerics decides to com~ down for a meal. I 

Creatures: Six off-duty drow guards are seated around 
one of the tables, sharing a meal in what passes for a com
panionable manner among the dark elves. If attacked by 
overwhelming forces, the drow guards use dark1ress and try 
to slip out through the kitchens and go for help. 

~ 
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'J Tsarran Guards (6) hp 38, 35", 33, 3'2, 29, 27; see page 150. 
Tactics: If alerted by the drow on watch in C3, these 

guards hastily overturn the table nearest the door (it goes 
over with a ·toud crash) and take cover behind it, readying 
their bows to shoot at any enemy coming through the door 
at the south end of the room. They gain one-half cover from 
the table. 

Development: Once an alert begins, the three officers in 
CB arrive in this room in f rounds, raising the EL to U. 
After another 3 rounds, drow guards from C12 arrive in the 
hallway outside and enter C4 if enemies are present. The two 
cleric scouts from C9 join them 2 rounds later. 

CS. LoWER HALL 

This magnificent ball rises in a series of sharply pointed 
gothic arches to a ceiling 30 feet overhead. The floor is 
made of gleaming black marble, and dim globes of faint 
blue light illuminate the chamber. There is a large double 
door to the south and another to the north, while a smaller 
hallway branches off toward the west. 

This hallway happens to be one of the most heavily trafficked 
places in the entire castle. Double the chance of a random en
counter as long as the party remains in this area. The drow in 
the nearby rooms muster here if an alert goes out. 

' 
C6. GREAT ToWER LEVITATION S~ (EL lr) 

Four large pillars dominate this small room, surrounding a 
strange, glowing shaft of light 10 feet in diameter. The 
glimmer of light comes down through a hole in the ceiling 
30 feet above, and it seems to go much higher than that. 
The same column of light lmks several more chambers 
above this one together. The whole shaft seems to go up 
hundreds of feet into the castle. 

As noted under "Castle Maerimydra Features," the levitation 
shaft carries any creature stepping into it to the desired level 
with a simple act o( wilL This particular sliaft rises from level 
one all the way up to level five, but a heavy iton grate blocks 
access to level five (see C38} 

Creatures: While this shaft is safe enough for the cultists to 
travel, a guardian makes it a perilous place for intruders. A 
doomsphere-tbe ghost of a beholder-drifts the length of 
this shaft from level one up to level four. The creature can 
most often be found on level three, lurking around the pillars 
and keeping an eye <?n who's· traveling up or down. 

When it manifests, a doomsphere appears as an incorporeal 
version of itself in life: a Large spherical creature with ten 
eyes on stalks and a large cenr.-al eye above its gaping maw. 
The only \Vay to destroy this doomsphere permanently is to 
~ill a drow in the levitation chamber on level three, near 
where the beholder itself was kill!!d many years ago. This ap
peases the twisted sen~ of vengeance that keeps the ghost Lin
gering in the mortal world. 

'J Doomsphere (beholder ghost): hp 83; see page HO. • 
Tactics: The doomsphere bas a nasty trick to play qn char

acters coming up from below. By coming up to the edge and 
tilting forward to look down the shaft, it can use its antimagic 

eye to cut off .the levitation power. Any creature suspended in 
the shaft plummets. to the bottom, a fall of 40 feet per level 
(or 120 feet from the beholder's favorite hiding place on level 
three} The doomsphere would like to catch several characters 
at once with this tactic, so it waits to open its central eye until 
it sees a good opportunity to drop more than one character 
down the shaft. 

Development: If an alert has gone out, the drow guards in both 
areas marked ClO come out from their rooms to guard the lowest 
level of the levitation shaft. The doomsphere remains above and 
does not join this r tght, although any loud or prolonged battle at 
tllC bottom of the shaft certainly attracts its attention. 

C7. THE LOWER KITCHEN 

Huge hearths against the walls, large iron cauldrons, and 
a bewildering variety of pots, pans, and dish cupboards 
make this room's purpose clear. A large stack of dried
out fungus stems looking suspiciously like firewood 
stands against the west wall. It seems that no one has 
been cooking much in here-only one small fire burns 
in a hearth along the east wall, and no one is present at 
the moment. 

lrae did not bother to save her servants and kit.chen-slaves from 
the sack of Maerimydra; she brought only her house soldiers out 
of the wreck of the city. With no one assigned to ·prepare food, 
the drow guards and the other living drow nearby eat a lot of 
cold meals from the castle's ample stores. On occasion a couple 

~ of soldiers prepare something bot for themselves, but that is the 
extent of toe cooking that goes on in here now. 

Alert on Level on·e 

The drow sqldiers OJl this level have a plan for dealing 
with enemies who force the postern gate. If a drow guard 
escOlpes from C3 to sound the alarm, the forces inside pre
pare as-follows: 

Rfmnd o.- Guard leaves C3. 
Rou11d 1: Drow in C4 alerted. 
Rou11d 2: Drow in C4 turn over tables for cover and pro
pare to hold the intruders in the refectory. 
Rormd 1: Vaqtpire officers in CB alerted. 
Rou11d 4: Drow gliards in C12 alerted. · 
Rormd ): Vampire officers from CB reach C4, the.refec
tory,~nd superV'ise the defense of that room. 
Romrd 6: Cleric scouts in C9 alerted. 
Rormd 7.· Drow guards in C10 alerted. 
Rotmd 8: Drow guards from C12 muster in the hallway 
outside (Cf) and prepare to join any nearby fighr. · 
Rou11d 1.0.. Cleric scouts from C9 read\ cr and join any 
-nearby fight. 
Rou11d 11: Drow guards from C10 take up positions in C6 
and defend the l~vitation shaft. 

•• 
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P ART 3 ., 
C8.PANTRY 

This small room is clearly a pantry of some kind, filled 
with various drow foodscuffs-large wheels of rotM cheese 
wrapped in oiled cloth, heavy barrels filled with preserved 
mushrooms, dried rothC sausages hanging from hooks, and 
big sacks of a fine gray Oour. A wheeled ladder reaches up 
to the room's higher shelves, 1?. feet above the noor. 

Fortunately for Irae's troops, the soldiers of House Cbiimavh 
bad spent years stocking their larde'Ds against the possibility of 
a siege. The gray Oour is made from ground mushroom spores 
and bakes iJlto odd-tasting but nourishing bread. 

C9. CLERIC SCOUT QQARTERS (EL 14) 
Four comfortable bunks occupy this small barracks room. 
A small footlocker stands next to each. The chamber is 
about 30 feet wide and ?.0 deep, but the back wall curves 
sharply. 

This room is the home of the cul.t's four cleric scouts, multiclass 
ranger/clerics of Kiara11salee. 

Creatures: At any given time, two are out in the city leading 
a band of revenant •drow rangers to harry Kurgoth 
Hellspawn's forces, while two are resting here. Since deadly 
danger is never far, even within Castle Maerimydra, the cleric 
scouts keep their armor on and their weapons close at hand. 

1>oomsphtrt Attack 

'1 Cleric Scouts (?.): hp 79, 66; see page Hl. 
Tactics: Given a chance, these clerics prepare for a f.ight by 

casting their divine po·rver and resist e/emerlts spells. If faced 
by invisible foes, the clerics make use of their i11visibility 
purge spells early on. Otherwise, one hangs back to strike at 
intruders with attack spells while the other engage$ in melee. 
The two cleric scouts switch roles after a few round& 

Treasure: Each footlocker is protected by an average pad
lock (Open Lock DC ?.5') and contains several changes of 
clothing and various personal belongings. The footlocker by 
the bunk on the northern waiJ alsQ contains two 'potio11S of 
cure ser·ious 1VOLmds. • · 

Development: If the cleric scouts have responded to ru1 
alert, or have been encountered elsewhere through a random 
encounter, they aren't here. 

C10. SMALL BARRACKS (EL 9 OR 15") 
This is another barracks room. Five double bunks provide 
space for up to ten soldiers, although several of the bunks 
have been stripped and don't seem to be in use. A small 
footlocker lies beneath each bunk. 

While the drow soldieri quartered here are no match for 
Kurgoth's giants and demons, they can hold their own 
against twice their number of bugbears and ogres, and they 
fear no goblins that walk Faeriin. 

Creatures: Six drow guards arc quartered in each of these 
rooms, but two from each chamber are on duty at the Main 
Entrance (C18). Off -duty guards ~eep their armor on and their 
weapons close at hand. Only two in each room are actually in 
their bunks resting. 

'1 T'sarran guards (4-): hp 39 each; see page lrO. 
Tactics: If badly outclassed by intruders, tliese guards use 

darktress to try to escape to bet ter fighting ground. They fight 
to the dea.th if cornered, resigning themselves to continued 
existence as revenants in Irae Tsarrru1's service. 

Treasure: A simple lock (Open Lock DC ?.0) secures each 
footlocker. The footlockers contain several changes of clothing 
and various odds and ends of no great value. · 

C11. THE 'CASTLE DID.TGEONS 
A dusty stairway winds down into darkness here. The air is 
cold and smells drunp. 

Several levels of dungeons lie beneath Castle Maerimydra, 
providing a vast amount of storage space fpr fresh water and 
foodstuffs-the living denizens of the castle are in no danger 
of starvation, despite Kurgoth's siege. There is nothing of 

I 

particular note in the castle's subterranean levels, so they are I 
not described in any detail here. 

C12. L ARGE BARRACKS (EL 14) 
Row on row of double bunks and a variety of martial accou
trements hanging from the walls identify this room as a 
large barracks. At a quick count, there appear to be no less 
than twelve double bunks in here, and most are neatly made. I 
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Mor.e than hair of !rae's surviving footsoldiers are quartered in 
this room. Four are on duty in C3, four are upstairs watching 
t.be Great Hall (C19), and six ~e relaxing in the refectory, but 
that still leaves ten soldiers in this room. 

The small room to the south is a large washroom and privy 
for the barracks. · 

Creatures: Of the ten drow guards in this room, three 
are resting in their bunks. They require 3 rounds to rouse 
themselves and ready weapons. The remaining seven are 
dressed for battle and vigilant. (K.nowu1g that an army of 
gian;s and demons is camped just outside tends to keep 
one's senses sharp.) · 

.iJ T'sarran Gu~ds (10): hp 39 each; see page 15"0. 
Tactics: Like the guards in C10, these drow use darkness 

to try to escape to better fightu1g grouud if confronted by 
foes who are out of their league. They fight to the death if 
cornered. 

Treasure: Each double bunk has two footlockers tucked 
under it. A suuple lock (Open Lock DC 10)' secures each 
footlocker. The footlockers contain changes of clothing and 
personal belongings of no great value. 

C13. O FFICERS' QQARTERS (EL 14) 
The door to this room is Locked from the inside (Open Lock 
DC '25'). Trying the lock or forcing the door warns 'the room's 
denizens that they are about to come under attack. When the 
heroes open the door, read the following: 

The furnishings in here-comfortable bunks, large 
trunks, and small writing desks-have been shoved into 
the corners to make room for three large coffins. The air 
seems cold and musty. 

Fofmerly the residence of three minor officers of House Chu
mavh's army, this room has been taken over by three of Irae's 
officers-vampire noble guards, to be precise. 

Creatures: Thr'ee vampire noble guards lair in this room. 
They leave the door locked and come and go by streaming 
under the door in gaseous form. If warned by someone trying 
the door, the vamp,ires use their spider cllmb ability to scale 
the walls and take up positions on the north wall, about 10 feet 
above the door. They have an excellent chance of surprising 
anyone entering the room. 

., Vampire Noble Guards: hp 61, sr, 46; see page 138. 
Development: If the level is alerted as described in the 

sidebar above, two of these vampires proceed to C4 to set up 
a defense of the castle's interior, while the third rallies 
troops in Cf and directs t!1em where needed. Any of tl;tese 
officers slain els~here should be removed from the en
counter in t.Qis room. 

Treasure: The vampires carry mo?t of their treasure in the 
form of their equipment, but not all of it. In the middle coffin 
lies a large leather belt pouch containing a potio11 of 1Jeutralize 
poiso1r (us.eless to a vampire), 5'5' pp, 160 gp, a fine deep-blue 
spinel wor·th 700 gp, four pink tourmalines worth 90 gp each, 
and a citrine worth 60 gp. 

C14. PRACTICE H AL L 

This round chamber is 40 feet in diameter, but almost 
80 feet high. A globe of dim blue Light wreathed in mist 
illuminates the ceiling far above. A stau·way on the 
southern wall leads around to a balcony on the north 
side of the chamber, 40 feet above the floor. Doors lead 
out from the ground floor to the east and west, and a 
grand double door to the north. 

The chamber is outfitted as a sparring area, with a thick 
canvas mat coveri11g most of the floor. The walls are lined 
with iron racks that hold practice weapons, including six 
wooden swords and several quarterstaffs . 

This room extends through two levels and comprises the 
bottom two levels of the Lesser Tower. The drow prefer to 
avoid it because an unusual undead creature haunts tbe 
room: a heuou from Kurgoth's demon army that has been 
transformed inro a -silveraith. The. heuou managed to ~lip 
inside the castle with a lucky check of its spell resistance and 
encountered the archmage in his new form. The demon de
stroyed itself when it attacked Duneth Wharreil with its 
spell-like abilities. 

The glowing orb is siluply a sphere of colored glass in which 
a continualflame'burns."The dark glass mutes the light of the 
flame to a level the drow fmd pleasu1g. The practice weapons 
are not remarkable in any :vay. · 

Creature: The demon silveraith lurks in the vicinity of tlte 
light-globe at the ceiling (Hide modlfier +'2'2). Since the illumi-

• nation cast by the light·globe does n9t extend to the floor of 
the practice chamber, the silveraith does not perceive intrud
ers oH the chamber floor u1rtil they· ascend halfway up the 
steps leading to the balcony on the second level, unless they're 
carrying light sources of their own or making some noise 
below (Listen modifier +31, with. a -1 penalty per 10 feet). 
The silveraith has reached a shaky agreement with the 
Kiaransalee cultists to guard this chamber against intruders, so 
it does n·ot attack drow. 

Silvcraiths are incorporeal undead creatures that glow with 
pale blue energy, like that created by a chill t;ucb spell. The 
demon silveraith's form is vaguely skeletal, but it also suggests 
the hunched, froglike shape it had in Life. 

., Demon ~ilveraith: hp 45'; see page 15'1. 
Tactics: The demon silveraith prefers to lurk at the top of 

tl1e chamber and blast away at intruders with chaos hammer 
and mrholy blight. It may also use an action to cast ntrimnte 
object on the practice weapons. It can animate aLL eight at once 
as Small animated objects. The weapons are unlikely to cause 
any harm to the intruders, but they may add to the chaos of the 
situation . .At an appropr[(tte moment, the demon silveraith 
readies an .action to use its magic absorbing power, hoping to 
create more of its kind. 

ClS. G HOULS' N EST (EL lr) 
This small antechamber is a horrific sight. Bodies and parts 
of bodies, all gnawed and cltewed upon, lie scattered about 
the room, and the place stinks of death. One door exits to 
the south and another to the west . 

•• 
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Before !rae's followers stormed the castle, this room served as 
quarters for the Master ·of Training, a highly skilled drow 
warrior who instructed others in the nearby practice room. 
The Master is dead, and this room has been claimed by some 
of Irae T'sarran's followers. 

Creatures: This room is home to the first of· the abyssal 
ghoul gangs described under Random Encounters. An abyssal 
ghoul looks similar to a common ghoul-a warped humanoid 
figure with bCstial features. A foot-long tongue dangles from 
its mouth, trailing into smoky ineorporeality at its tip. 
~ Abyssal Ghouls Gang 1 (6): lip US, 112, lOY, 10'2, 91, 

86; see Appendix 1. 
Development: Xf these abyssal ghouls are encountered else

where in the castle, make sure to account for any damage or 
losses they have suffered. 

C16. CISTERN RooM 
A large, stone-walled well or cistern of water sits in the 
northern corner of this small room, and doors lead out to 
the east and south. The room is otherwise bare. 

The well in this room is periodically renewed from the huge 
water-caverns beneath the castle's dungeons. The cistern is a 
fulllO feet high, so it cO'rltains a large amount of water. There 
is nothing else of interest here. 

C17. A RMORY 

This room is littered with toppled weapon racks of iron. 
Dozens of weapons of all descriptions lie scattered about 
the room or jut into the air from the wreckage of the over
turned racks, but many seem to be damaged and useless. 

A slow and careful examination of the weapons i11 the room 
reveals four masterwork short swords, two, masterwork hand 
crossbows, and three masterwork light crossbows among the 
ruin and disorder. No magic weapons have been left here, and a 
great many mundane weapons of no great value lie alongside 
the masterwork weapons. 

C18. M AIN ENTRANCE (EL 15') 
The grand stairs that ascend around the curve of the 
castle's great tower end at a great gate here, almost 40 feet 
above ground level. The gate is made of iron reinforced 
with bands of some other metal, and it is pierced by a pair 
of shuttered loopholes. 

Th.e main gate is made of two magically strengthened doors of 
iron plate, reinforced by bands of adamantine. It has no exter
nal lock to pick and, once locked, tan be opened only from the 
inside. At the moment the main gate is both locked and barred. 

f M ain Gate: 8 inches thick, hardness '20; hp 3'2.0; AC r; 
break DC 40. 

While a knock spell can undo the lock, it cannot raise the bar. 
If tb.e characters have not dispelled Irae Tsarran'sforbidda11ce 
spell or learned the password to get through, they caJlOOt enter 
the castle regardless of whethe.r or not they mau~ge to open the 
door. · · 
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Creatures: The drow guards do not open this gate for 
anyone, since parties slipping in and out of the casti.e have 
been instructed to either use the postern gate or fly from 
the battlements or balconies above. They fire at enemies 
outside through the loopholes in the great gate. The guards 
have 90% cover against foes trying io retuJ'I1 fir~ through 
~~~ . . 
~ T'sarran Guards(+): bp 39 each; see page 150. 
~ Revenant Maerimydra Spellguard: hp 66; see page UO. 

The revenant bas a mage armor spell in effect. 
If the heroes succeed in getting past the gate or come up on 

this room from the other side, continue wi~h the foHowing text: 

Behind the castle's main gate is a large antechamber. At the 
northeast end of the room, a mighty double gate of iron 
and adamantine seals the castle entrance, while a large 
double door of stone emblazoned with a golden spider seal 
leads to the west. Four drow in white tabards with black 
skulls stand guard here, along with a gaunt undead creature 
dressed in the purple robes of a drow wizard. 

Tactics: The guards fire through the loopholes at characterS·on 
the' other side. Once every '2. rounds, the revenant spellguard 
moves up to cast a spell .through the loophole at anyone who 
happens to be in the line of sight. If intruders get past the 
main gate! and theforbiddattce, one guard dashes off to C19 to 
alert the castle's denizens. 

Cl9. GREAT H ALL (EL 14) 
Beyond the door lies a grand chamber, a magnificent hall 
lit with a double row of glowing gree11 globes of light on 
the ceiling. The floor is black polished marble, and rich 
tapestries of 
gold and russet decorate the walls. In the center of the 
floor lies a gold inlay of a spider design. Large double doors 
lead to the north, south, and east, while three smaller 
panels lead to small rooms on the north and south .. Several 
of the wall-hangings along the curve of the western wall 
are badly burned, and the room smells faintly of smoke. 

The rulers of. House Chilmavh hosted great banquets and re
ceptions in this room, but Irae Tsarran has found no such use 
for the place yet. The cult posts guards here because the room 
is centrally located and easily accesses both the Greater and 
Lesser Towers nearby. 

Creatures: Four guards and a cult champion are posted here to 
keep an eye out for intruders. The guatds are drawn from the 
barracks in ClO, while the·cult champion normally bunks in C'29. 

_, 'rsarran Guards(+): hp 33 each; see page HO. · 
~ Cult Champion: hp 76; see page HL 
Tactics: The champion begins this encounter with her ett

durance and bt1lfs strength spells in effect, since she casts 
them before going on watch. If alerted to approaching trouble 
by a guard from ClS, the guards in this room prepare to 
ambush anyone coming through the east door. Two guards 
take up positions flanking the east door, and the other two 
duck back into. the nearby clos~ts and close the doors to just ·a 
crack to gain 7S% cover while they prepare to attack with 
their ranged weapons. The cult champion casts ;bield of faith 
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and divi11e p~ver and takes up a position by the doors leading 
to C14. She plans to unleash a couple of her ranged spells 
fjrst, then close to melee with intruders. · 

If attackea without warning, the cult champion orders one 
guard to go spread the alarm as described in the sidebar. The 
guard rutis for the northern door. · 1 

Treasure: The spider desigrr inlay on the floor of this cham
ber contains almost r,OOO gp worth of gold. However, it re
quires several houn of painstaking work to rip out the gold 
wire, which weighs 100 pounds. 

T~e cult champion on watch here carries two keys, which 
open the doors leading out to C24. These keys are passed from 
watch to watch. ' · 

Development: If the drow on this level are alerted to the 
presence of attackers, the denizens of C21 and C20 begin to 
trickle in to reinforce the Great Hall. Refer to the sidebar. 

C20. SOLDIERS IN WAITING (EL 16) 
A deathly silence hangs in the air, in striking contrast to 
tlte press of bodies that fills the room. Row upon row of 
undead soldiers stands at the ready, completely motionless 
and utterly silent. A clear path through their ranks leads 
across the room to a door in the northern wall 

This room is a holding pen for Irae T'sarran's lowliest troops, 
a horde of zombies. Every day she adds a few more animated 
corpses to the ranks here, buiJding a force t9 be reckoned with 
throughout the nearby Underdark. 

Creatures: Most of the z_ombies here (twenty-eight of the 1 

thirty-five) were formed from drow corpses and are Medium
size; th!! rest are fire giants (Large zombies). Though their 
numbers are impressive, their tlu·eat level is minimal. The 
party earns no experience for destroying them. 

Three other creatures here provide some threat ·and cbal
lenge to the characters. Three revenant fighter/rogues (former 

Alert on -Level TWO 

'If attackers force. the n)ain gates, the drow on the castle's 
second level ha~e w alert }>Ian much like the one the 
dro~ on level ~ne have in place. 

i 
Rou11d 0.· Guard leaves Cl8. 
Rotmd L· Drow in Cl9 alerted. 
Rotmd 2: Drow in Cl9· mo~e to ambush positions; guard 
from crs continues. 
Rormd 4: Drow guards in C21 alerted. 
Rormd 7.· Cult necromancers in C20 alerted. 
Rotmd 8: .Drow guards from C2l _muster in the hallway 
outside and head to the Great Hall (Cl9) to help r~pel in
tnmers; cult necromancers cast defensive spells. 
Rou11d 9: Revenant slave overseers in C20 bring seven fire 
giant zombies out of C20 and muster in the lt.all optside. 
They head to the Great !!all (Cl9) to repel intruders. 
Rorma 11: Cult necromancers muster outside C2.0 and go 
to the Great Hall (C19) to repel intwde_rs. 

slave overseers like the ones in Szitb Morcane) command the 
zombies. The ~even;~nts look like decaying drow corpses, but 
they are well equipped with magic chairunail, magic rapiers, 
slippers of spider climbi11g, hand crossbows with poisoned bolts, 
and other gear. 
~Medium-Size Zombies (28): bp H each; see Momter 

M a11uttl . 
"'Large Zombies (7): hp 29 each; see Momter Manual. 
"'Revenant Slave Overseers (3): hp 67, SO, 47; see page Hl. 
In the small room just to the north of the larger chamber 

lurk two other villainous drow. Two cult necromancers keep an 
eye on the revenant slave overseers, although they spend their 
guard watches here closeted together in the small aJttechamber, 
plotting the overthrow of Laerekb, the Chief Necromancer of 
Kiaransalee's cult. These two fighter/wizards emerge from their 
room 2 rounds after any serious disturbance in the large outer 
room, flinging spells left and right. 

The· cult necromancers are male dt·ow fighfer/Wizards i11 
mithral ?hirts and billowing black preeches and cloaks. T}ley 
wield keen rapiers. 

"'Cult Necromancers (2): bp 6r, 63; see page Hl. 
· Tactics: The necromancers prepare for a fight by cast

ing stot1eskit1 and shield. They have few damaging area 
spells prepared, so they can cast spells without fear of 
wrecking Irae's u'ndead 'troops. Tl1e revenants skulk behind 
the mindless zombies, trying to pass as drow zombies until 
they get close enough ~o flank and sneak' attack any 
unwary characters who think t~ey're fighting mindless 
oppone11 ts. 

C21. UPPER BARRACKS 

This is a barracks room fitted into the curve of tbe tower 
wall. Five double bunks line the walls. A faint stink of 
rotting flesh permeates tbe room. 

Most of the rooms on this level' of the Great Tower formerly 
housed soldiers, but this is the only one that still houses living 
troops-!rae T'sarran's, of course. . 

Creatures: Six drow guards are quartered here, althougb they 
arc none too happy about the fact that the rest of the level is 
packed with !rae's mindless undead. These gL1ards replace the 
soldiers on gu!lrd in Cl8 and Cl9 every few days in order to 
provide a'break in the watch rotation. 

"'T'sarran Guards (6): hp 39 each; sec page HO. 
Tactics: If pressed bard, the guards bolt througb the door to 

C22 and bead for the levitation shaft. They know that the 
undead in tbe room next door will not attack drow, and they 
hope to join more of their living comrades on the lower le\rel, 
believing that safety lies in numbers. 

Treasure: As with the other barracks rooms, each soldier 
is assigned a footlocker and given a lock and )'ey for it. In 
one of the empty, unlocked footlockers beneath au' unused 
bunk, one soldier has stashed a small sack of dark cloth 
containing, two 80-gp garnets, a dro111 house i11signia (with 
levitate), and a ri11g of prottrction + 2. One of the guards 
stole them from the corpse of a speUguard wbo was soon 
raised as a revenant, and be has decided that he'd rather 
not find out what the revenant might do if it sp~tted him 
wearing its former possessions. 

•• 
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G22. RAl\1KS OF THE DEAD (EL 6) 
This room is an utter shambles, to the point that it's bard 
to determine its former purpose. Several large workbenches 
stand along the walls, and an oversized hearth indicates 
that tbis chamber might once have been an armorer's 
workshop. The room reeks of deatb now, and several large 
figures lurch aimlessly around the wreckage. 

About a tenday before the char<tCtcrs arrived on tbe scene, a 
Hellspawn war band clashed with.•some of Irae -rsarran's 
forces before the main entrance and suffered an ignominious 
defeat. 

Creatures: Irae T'sarran ordered the corpses of the slain 
giants animated as zombies, since giants cannot become 
revenants, and they remaitl in this room. They attack any 
Living nondrow that enter, as commanded, bu.t they do not 
present a significant threat to the characters. Defeating them 
earns the characters no experience points. · 

"# Large (Ogre) Zombies (S'): hp 29 each; Spd 30ft.; AC 14, 
toucb 8, flat-footed 14; Atk +4 melee (2<16+4, Huge greatclub); 
see Monster Manual. The ogre zombies still wear their hide 
armor and carry their greatclubs. 

., Large (Fire Giant) Zombies (3): bp 29 each; Spd 30ft.; 
AC 16, touch 8, flat-footed 16; Atk +4 melee (2d8+4, Huge 
greatsword); see Monster Mmmal. The fire giant zombies still 
wear their chainmail and carry their greatswords. 

C23. REVENANTS' CHAMBER 
The door tO' this room i~ locked (Open Lock DC lO). Each of 
the revenant Maerirnydra speUguards carries a key. When the # 

characters breach the lock!!d door, read the text below: 

Two large couches marred by sword-slashes and axe-cuts 
lie overturned in this room, in the midst of other simple 
furnishings similarly damaged. A large wooden reading 
table sits near the wi.ndow slit, and a cold hearth lies 
against the west wall. Several empty bookshelves line the 
other walls, but three large, heavy tomes rest on the 
reading table. 

Th,is room was forme rly ·a lounge for the House guards. It is 
now used frpm time to time as a quiet p lace to st11dy and 
prepare spells by the revenant Maerimydra spellguards 
under Irae's control. Irae has brought five of .the former 
spellguards u11der her command. One watches the postern 
gate, one guards the main entrance, and three attend 
Laerekh as bodyguards. None are here now. 

Most of the revenants posted in various places around the 
cas.tle have no assigned chambers. Unlike living ·guards, the 
undead are sleepless, tireless, and never need to be anywhere 
except on watch. Still, revenant spellcasters require a quiet 
place to prepare their spells, and so the revena11t Maerimydra 
spellguards periodically retire to this room to study. 

Treasure: One set of three spellbooks holds all the spells 
d.escribed in the revena11t Maerimydra spellguard entry (see 
pag~ lSO). !rae's agents bothered to retrieve only one of the 
wizards' spellbooks, but the other fou r have had sufficient 
opportunity to decipher the arcane writiilgs a11d make use of 
it -as a bot: rowed spell book. · 
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C24. THE BATTLEMENTS (EL 0 OR 16) 
A long, crenellated rampart encircles the lesser tower like 
the prow of a great stone ship. The roof level is perhaps 40 
feet above the ground outside the castle walls. On the west 
side of the battlements, an impressive staircase winds up 
along the tower's face to a balcony 40 feet above. Two 
sturdy iron doors lead into the small tower, one on the west 
side, and one on the east side. 

This is a dangerous place ro linger, sirtce it is outside the bounds 
of the forbiddance spell protecting the r!st of the castle and 
thus exposed to the atte11tion of .the three vrocks who patrol 
the castle exterior (see MS in the preceding section). 

The doors leadillg into the castle from the battlements are 
typical exterior doors. They are locked (Open Lock DC 40); 
the cult champion in C19 has the keys to both doors. 

Creatures: The vrocks tend to watch the higher portions 
of the castle and are usually 100 to lSO feet above the bat
tlements, but any light, loud noise, or unusual activi ty down 
here may attract .their at tention. Evet; if the par ty does 
nothing noteworthy, a vrock circling the castle may swoop 
low enough to come within 60 feet of the battlements and 
see characters skulking, abou t out here (10% chance per 
minute). 

., Vrocks (3): hp 60 each; see Momter Mameal. 

C25'. THE BALCOl\TY (EL 0 OR 16) 
The stairway ascending the Lesser Tower reaches a 
small balcony on the south side of the structure, 40 feet 
above the battlements below and 80 feet above the 
plateau outside the castle walls. The view, though hardly 
unobstructed, is striking. In the eternal darkness of the 
cavern, the ring of watchfires outside the castle walls 
stands out dramatically. Another large concentration of 
watchfires burns near a great stadiumlike building far 
off in the southwest corner of the city's immense 
cavern. 

L ike the battlements on tltt: level below, the balcony is a dan
gerous spot. The door leading into the tower from the balcony 
is a standard exterior door and is locked (Open Lock DC 40). 
One of the cul t clerics in C26 has t he key. 

Creatures: The vrocks arc even closer, and there is a 2S'% 
chance per minute the characters loiter at the top of the stairs 
that one of the cirCling vrocks comes close enough to see 
anyone standillg here. 

., Vrod:s (3): hp 60 each; see Mrmster Afanual. 

C26. CULT CLERICS' CHAMBERS (EL 10 ro·12) 
The doors to both of these areas are protected by glyphs of 
111ardi11g. 

*I' Glyph of Wartlillg: CR 4; r-foot radius (Sd8 sonic); 
Renex DC 16 half; Search DC 2-8; Disable Device DC 28. 

Once the c~racters are past the glyph, read the fqllowi.ng: 
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This room seems to be a minor officer's quarters. It is 
somewhat small, only 20 feet by 30 feet, and features a 
window slit, a hearth, two bunks, and a small privy nearby. 
A drow woman in heavy armor is here, brandishing a 
morningstar with a head of black iron a11d spikes of silver. 
She wears a white tabard with a black skull emblem . 

Each of these two rooms is home to two cult clerics. H owever, 
one of the clerics from each room is serving with the ghost 
Tahapk on the ethereal patrol, scavenging the city for bodies 
suitable for reanimation in Kiaransalee's service. 

Creatures: The' cult· cleric in each room goes about her 
duties armed and armored, resting only four hours per day. 
These clerics are some of I rae's most trusted mortal minions, 
si11ce they have served Kiaransalee of their own volition for 
many years. 

~Cult Cleric: hp 4Y (east), 44 (west); see page 146. 
Tactics: The cleric is warned of the approach' of trouble by 

the detonation of the glypb on her door. Thus alerted, she 
prepares for combat by casting/ire sbieid and divi11e po1ver. 
The sound of combat in one of these rooms is very likely to 
be noticed by the cleric in the other. In a rare show of dark 
elf solidarity, the cleric in the room that isn't under attack 
casts her own power-up spells and emerges to join' the fray 3 
rounds after the giypb on her neighbor's door goes off (or she 
hears the first-sounds of combat). 

Treasure: The cleric in the east room carr.ies a key to the ex
terior door leading out onto 1:he balcony (C2Y). The cleric in 
the western room possesses a, small wooden jewelry case, which 
she keeps u.nder her bed. The case is protected by a glyph if 
7varditl(, identical to the one scribed on the door. It contains a 
set of silver and diamond earr ings worth 6SO gp, a silver 
chqker set with diamond chips worth 200 gp, and a silver 
bracelet set with·emeralds, worth 880 gp. 

C27. L OWER BRIDGE 

A short, slightly arched bridge joins the large tower to the 
smaller one here. It stands only a few feet above the 
sharply pitched roof of the hall between the two buildings. 
The covered bridge is about 10 feet wide, and its sides are 
lined with narrow windows open to the smoky air of the 
cavern outside. 

The windows of the lower bridge are the same size as windows 
in the rest of the castle, making it very difficult to get inside .. 
However, the bridge walls ire no thicker tban interior WilliS, 
so determined characters might be able to make their own 
entrance -here, provided, "of course, that they have already by
passed the jorbidda11ce. 

C28. D ESPOIL ED L IBRARY (EL 16) 
This dizzying cltamber is illuminated by several green
glowing globes, suspended at different levels among 
monstrous bookcases that tower dose to 30 feet in 
height. The room itself seems to be a full two levels 
tall, its ceiling almost 80 feet above. A slender staircase 

ascends along the curve of the outer wall to a wide balcony 
halfway up. Two large, grand doors lead to the south, ru1d a 
smaller door painted with an odd hydra symbol leads to 
the west. 

The books on this library's shelves seem to have fared 
badly in the recent fighting, and hundreds have fallen to 
the floot·, strewing the place with torn pages. Several 
corpses and portions of corpses lie among the literary ruin, 
many disturbingly chewed upon. Several gaunt gray figures 
squat on the floor or clamber on the shelves, squabbling 
over the choicest pieces of meat. 

Listing the library's contents here would simply take too much 
space. J:here are no magic books or spellbooks hiding on the 
shelves. Most of the tomes are genealogies, histories, and 
records of the mundane business of ruling a sma~ city. 

Creatures: The second gang of abyssal ghou1s ·mentioned 
under Ra_ndom Encoumers is normally found in or around ~his 
desecrated library. L ike the other abyssal ghouls roaming the 
castle, they have an understanding with the cultists not to 
devour any drow they come across, but most of !rae's living 
minions don't push their luck by spending much time in the 
·ghouls' haunts. 

~Abyssal Gho1uls Gang 2 (7): hp 120, lOS, 108, 106, lOS, 
103, 93; see Appendix 1. 

Treasure: Characters d~termined ro carry off whatever 
books they can, regardless of value, can recover approximately 
two hundred tomes of interest from the shelves. It takes at 

• least 8 man-hours to sort through th~ mess and set aside books 
that may be valuable. Each book of interest weighs an average 
of 3 pounds and fetches an average of·lO gp. Most are written 
in the drow dialect of El ven. 

C29. C ULT CHAMPIONS, Qi[ARTERS (EL 14) 
Like the doors to the clerics' rooms on this level, the door 
to this area is ,protected by a giypb of 1vardi11g. The cult 
champions are a little ner vous about the neru·by pack of 
abyssal ghouls in C28. 

·I' Glyph of IP•rtlill(: CR 4; r.foot radius (fd8 electricity); 
Reflex DC 16 half; Search DC 28; Disable Device DC 28. 

Oi1ce the characters are past the gi;,pb, read the following: 

This room is finished with elegant lacquered paneling 
and contains three beds, a reading table, and a pair of 
armoires. A small door to the south leads to a wash
room. Two drow women wearing white-and-black 
tabards over full plate armor are here, with gleaming 
scythes in their hands. A chesslike game lies forgotten 
on the table between them. 

Three cult champions live here, although one is op duty in Cl9. 
Creatures: The cultists are engaged in a ga'rne of sava, the 

drow version of chess, but like many of Irae's followers they 
view their ?ituation in the castle as perilous enough to stay 
ready for any dru1ger. 

~Cult Champions (2): hp 73, 61; see page Hl. 
Tactics: If warned by the detonation of their gl;;pb, these 

two fighter/clerics prepare for battle by cast ing their personal 
enhancement spells (buffs slrengtb, endtlrance, and divitte 
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pQ'luer} They know they will become revenants after death and 
fight wit~ fanatic zeal. 

Treasure: The two armoires hold nothing but changes of· 
clothing and personal effects, but the sava board the drow are 
playing "rith ·is made of gold ·and ebony, worth ~00 gp. The 
thirty-two chessmen, also made of gold ana ebony, are worth 
'25' gp apiece or 1.000 gp as a complete set. 

C30. THE R AMPANT H YDRA (EL 16) 
The two doors leading into this st~-ite of room are decorated in 
a noteworthy fashion: • ~ 

This door is painted with a colorful and unusual design. It 
depicts a hydra with six heads standing on its left hind leg, 
its forelegs elevated (the right above the left), its necks 
snaking about and all its heads in perfect heraldic profile. 

This is the sign of the Rampant Hydra, a h~stel provided 
for guests of Castle Maerirnydra who did not merit special 
accommodations in the higher levels. It consists of a 
common room (the northernmost chamber, adjoining C'28) 
and three guest rooms (the slnaller rooms along the western 
passageway). If the player characters go inside, continue 
with the following: 

The door leads into a small, cozy common room with 
several plush chairs and a bar in the westeru corner. A 
hallway leads to the south, with several doors visible i11 
that direction. A gaunt, decaying drow male in chainmail 
armor stands on guard here. 

!11 the guest rooms resi<!e four cult necromancers: two in 
the largest, and one each in the two smaller rooms. Each 
room is furnished wil'h one or two beds, plus small writing 
desks and armoires. 

Creatures: A revenant Maerimy~ra officer stands guard 
over the necromancers' domain. At the ·moment, two of these
necromancers are on duty in 0'20. Only the two necromancers 
in the northernmost of the guest rooms arc at home. One. is 
deep in trance, and the other is studying his spellbook. 

' Revenant Maerimydra Officer: hp 74; see page 15''2.. 
., Cult Necromllncers t 2): hp 49, 4'2.; see page 15'1. 
Tactics: TJle revena11t's job is to guard the necromancers, a 

task it detests but cannot refuse. If a fight breaks out here, the 
sounds alert the necromancers in the room next door, who 
prepare for battle by casting their defensive spells before 
coming out to meet the threat (they don't want to be trapped 
in their room). • 

The necromancers are somewhat cowardly, so they flee 
tlu;ough either of the doors leading out of the Rampant 
Hydra in preference to standing their ground and being 
killed. 

Treasure: As livi11g drow spellcasters, the cult necro· 
mancers are unwilling to share their spellbooks. Each 
necromancer owns two · spell books containing the spells 
mentioned in their descriptions on page 15'1. The spellbooks 
are ,c::arefully stored with each necromancer's personal gear 
in the guest room armoires. 

C31. L ESSER SUITE 

A pair of double doors emblazoned with the seal of the gold 
spider leads into a small foyer, once comfortably furnished 
but now thoroughly looted and vandalized. Finely made 
chairs lie hacked into bits, and the walls show scorch marks. 

~ 

This suite consists of three rooms: a foyer, a large sitting room 
(the middle room), and a small private bedchamber (the room 
to the southeast). Before the fall of the city, this suite was the 
residence of a lesser noble of House QbUmavh and her family. 
I rae T'sarran and her f oUowers purged th,cse areas of any sign 
of their former "heretical" occupants in a remarkably thorough 

·act of revenge against the ruling nobles of Maerimydr-for 
slights she most likely only imagined. 

Several of the cult's clerics and champions have petitioned 
Cabrath for permission to claim these rooms, but ! rae's lieu
tenant is waiting to see who offers the most tempting bribe for· 
use of this comfortable suite. In the meantime, it is a reason
ably safe place for intruders to rest; the chance of a random 
encounter here is only 5'% per hour. · 

C3'2. SPIDER)S L AIR 
This large suite is now the domain of Jhorganru, a powerful 
drider vampire who stands high in the ranks among Irae Tsar
ran's followers. 

A. THE PARLOR (EL 11 TO 1 7) 
Another gold spider seal marks the door to this chamber. 
The room beyond is a good-sized parlor or foyer, about 30 
feet by 15' feet, with another door leading out to the north. 
A number of valuable furnishings in this room have been 
destroyed. Fine chairs lie hacked to pieces, beautiful tapes· 
tries have been torn down, and a couple of marble busts on 
pillars have been toppled over a11d smashed on the floor. 
The air has a strange, acrid smell to it. 

Allow characters entering or passing through this r?Om to 
make Spot checks in order ~o notice the arachnoid roper near 
the northern door (Hide modifier +19). Unless the characters 
themselves ar.c invisible or otherwise hidden, the roper attacks 
immediately. It and any characters who successfully spotted it 
can roll initiative to act in the first round of combat. 

Creature: An arachnoid roper, the bizarre creation of 
Jhorganni, keeps watch in this room to prevent intruders 
from disturbing its master. 

Tlte roper is infused with spidery eSS<!nce ~nd bears a mixture 
of spider like features and its own natural form. Its stony hide is 
actually covered with plates of chitin, and coarse gray · hairs 
sprout between the plates. It has ten strands instead of the usual 
six, and spiderlike mandibles in front of its gaping mouth. 
Unlike the octopuses in S18 (E), the roper is still intelligent, 
though not as bright as a normal roper, and it speaks both 
Terrru1 and Underconimon. It shouts out after attacki11g, "Lady 
Jhorgann~ Intruders!" The drider vampire and her bodyguard 
emerge from area C 1d4+'2 rounds later. Their presence raises 
the EL to 17. . · 

., Arachnoid R.oper: hp 61; see page 15'2.. 
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B. THE SPIDER'S L ARDER (EL 4) 
Huge spiderwebs stretch from wall to wall, a tangled 
mass of sticky strands. The webs look somewhat thinner 
and more passable to the west, where a narrow path 
winds into the room. A door is dimly visible on the far 
side of the chamber, but the path does not lead directly 
toward it. Several desiccated bodies-goblins, bugbears, 
and drow, it seems-hang twisted in the webbing. 

Jhorganni can assume gaseous form to slip through the web
bing whenever she wishes, but her arachnoid gray render 
must pick its way' along the path to get through this room. 
Any creature trying to move through a square filled with 

~ webs becomes stuck (Escape Artist DC-'28, break DC 34, hit 
c:.j 
._ points 14 per 5'-foot section, hardness 5'/fire). 
{ Creatures: Aoother of Jborganni's pets, a Huge monstrous 
.~ spider, created these webs. The creature's body is ouly about 5' 
._ feet in diameter, so it can squeeze itse).f inti> almost any 
~ 
~ 

corner of the room despite its 15'-foot by 15'-foot facing. Most 
of the rooms in Castle Maerimydra have 30-foot ceilings, so 

-~ the spider has plenty of room to move vertically as well as 
~ horizontally.' 
~ ~Huge Monstrous Spider: hp 5'1; see Monster Manual. 
i:::: Tactics: The spider is mindless, but it possesses a certain 

verminous cunning. It tries to keep 5' feet of webs between it 
and any attackers, and it casts its webs to trap enemies trying 
to move along the path. . 

Treasure: One of the drow bodies trapped deep in the webs is 
that of a Lolth priestess o~ House Chumavh. She still wears 

her.+] elve11 c~aimnait and a dr07u horMe insignia carrying the 
levitate spell. 

C. SPIDER NEST (EL 16) 
Huge spiderwebs form a gigantic nest in the northeastern 
corner of this room and heavily cover the walls in other 
places. Crouching in the nest, its legs knotted in the sticky 
strands, is a female drider, its eyes glowing red with hate. 
At the creature's feet stands another hulking monstrosity, 
a multi-eyed thing with multiple arms and huge mandibles 
dripping with venom. 

Jhorganni's pet, the Huge monstrous spider from B, spun the 
web where the drider vampire now maJ...-es her lair. The 
strands are easy enough for characters on the ground to spot 
and therefore avoid, but characters pushed into the web risk 
entang-lement, as do flying creatures (see th~ Monstrous 
Spider entry in the Momter Matmt~l for details). • 

Creatures: This is the lair of Jhorga'tuli, a drider vampire 
cleric of Kiaransalee and an impottant leader in the new 
cu'lt in Maerimydra. When Jhorganni failed the Test of 
Lolth and became a 'drider, her bitterness led her to abandon 
Lolth entirely and turn to Kiaransalee. She actively sought 
out undeath as the best way to serve her new. deity. She takes 
great delight in creating more of her kind, introducing them 
to the cult of Kiaransalee, and sendiag them into the world. 

Jhorganni also enjoys creating arachnoid creatures, and 
two such creations guard her lair. The arachnoid roper u1 A 

' is one of ?er creations, and an ar!lchnoid gray render in 
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PART3 ., 
this room is her personal bodyguard. The render is covered 
with clll,tinous plates, and coarse brown hair protrudes 
from between the plates. It has eight eyes instead of six, 
and six muscular arms instead of just two. · Poisonous 
mandibles jut from its mouth. 

'1 Jhorganni: hp 101; see page H2. 
'1 Arachnoid Gray Render: hp 267; see page ln. 
Tactics: Jhorganni is only too happy to allow her render to 

take on the b~unt of the action by wading into combat. If she 
has some warning that foes are coming, she casts freedom of 
mO'IJement and buffs sn·e11gth on the monster, enfiancing its 
ability to move through the webs and deal damage. In a fight, 
she hangs back and supports it with distance spells until she 
sees a good opportunity to attack a trapped or isolated foe. She 
would love nothing better than to grapple and drain a weak 
second-rank character such as a wizard or bartl while her 
arachnoid gray render keeps the rest of the par~y bttsy. 

Treasure: Hidden under the webs in the eastern corner of the 
room is a large chest in which JhorganJ1i keeps a small h.oard. 
The chest is protected by a greater glypb of 1uarding trap. 

-?Gm1ter Gl, pb of ll'ardi,,: CR 7; Y-ft. radius (10d8 acid); 
Reflex DC 23 half; Search DC 31; Disable Device DC 31. 

Inside the chest are HO pp, 870 gp, a red spinel worth 
300 gp, a golden yellow topaz worth 400 gp, a fire opal 
worth 1,100 gp, a fine lady's mantle of silk embroidered 
with moonstones worth 2,ioo gp, and a + 2 ia?vful d1varven 
1vara:~:e. Jhorganni detests the weapon but keeps it in the 
hope of trading it to someone who won't turn on her. 

C 33. L ESSER T OWER L EVITATION 
SHAFT (EL 15") 

A strange glowing shaft of light 10 feet in diameter 
pierces this room, stabbing down through a hole in the 
ceiling 30 feet above. In the weird illumination it is 
possible to see that the column of light ascends 
through several more chambers above this one, going 
up a hundred feet or more. 

Like the Great Tower shaft described in C6, this levitation 
shaft carries any creature stepping into it to the desired level 
with a simple act of wilL' The Lesser Tower· shaft rises from 
level four altthe way up to level seven. 

Creatures: 'Fhe third band of abyssal ghouls roaming the 
castle frequents this shaft. They normally lair on level seven, 
lurking near the top of the shaft to ambush anyone coming up, 
although they are under orders not to attack any of the other 
Kiaraosalee cultists. The top chamber on level seven is a filthy 
lair, empt'y of furnishings and despoiled by the ghouls . 

. '1 Abyssal Ghouls Gang 3 (1'): hp 120, 116, 116, 114, 98; 
see Appendix 1. 

Tactics: The ghouls are quite i11telligenr and understand 
perfectly how the shaft works. If they sense the approach of 
potential targets rising up the shaft, they begin the fray by 
leaping down upon the intruders, trying to grapple them in 
the levitation field. 

C34. CULT CHAMPIONS' CHAMBER (EL 1'2) 
The door to this room is trapped with a gl);pb of.1uardi11f.> si11ce 
the champions who live here are somewhat concerned by· the 

abyssal ghouls who haunt the nearby levitation shaft. 
-? f?lypb of l/Tardi,,: CR 4; Y-ft. radius (Sd8 sonic)},Reflex 

DC 16 half; Search DC 28; Disable Device DC 28. 

This room seems to have been the residence of an official 
of some importance. It is richly decorated with darkly 
beautiful murals depicting underwater scenes in some vast, 
black sea of the Underdark. A faint fishy odor pervades 
the place. A drow woman stands by a couch weariJlg partial 
armor, the rest of her full plate lying on the floor beside 
her. 

Two cult champions reside in this room, which used to belong 
to a kuo-toa ambassador to Maerimydra. One of the champions 
is on duty in C38, and the other is usually taking her ease in this 
room. 

Creature: This cult champion has just risen from her rest 
and is dressing to relieve her fellow in C38. Because she has put 
on only part of her armor, reduce her AC by 3. 

'1 Colt Champion: hp 65'; see page ln. 
Tactics: If she is. alerted to the approach of enemies by the 

detonation of the glyph, she begins casting defensive spells at 
onc'e to prepare for a fight. 

Treasure: Both cult champions have trunks to store their 
personal possessions. The chests are locked (Open Lock DC 2Y) 
but contain nothing of special interest. 

C35'. NECROMANCER'S GUARDS (EL 15') 
This room is an unfurnished ru1techamber, with another 
door leading to the east. Three rotting drow in armor stand 
guard outside the other door, their eyes dull and glassy. 

Laerekh, the cult's chief necromancer, is engroSsed in study on 
this level (he actuallf•works in C37). The door to the next 
chamber (C36) is locked and barred from the inside. 

If the characters start trying to break the door down, 
Laerekh may open it before they are finished. He reacts 1d4+1 
rouuds after the first attempt to open the door, flinging the 
door open as he bellows, "I tpld you I was not to be disturbed!" 
See C37, below. 

Creatures:, Three revenant spellguards protect Laerekh 
from any disturbance or intrusion. In life, they were similar 
to the spellguards in Szitb Morcane- wizards trained to 
defend the city from intrusion, a functiou that they continue 
admirably in undeath. They are undead drow, desiccated and 
bearing signs of deep wounds, dressed in deep burgundy tunics 
and black trousers. . 

These revenants all have mage armor in effect, giving .them 
a +4 armor bonus. 

'1 Revenant Maerimydra Spcllguards (3): hp 80, 61, 5'6; see 
page HO. 

Tactics: The spellguards try to handle ru1y intrusion with
out disturbing Lacrekh, since he has threatened them witb 
anuihilation if tht;y :illow ru1ything to disrupt his wprk. They 
attempt to trap dangerous characters in Otiluke's resilient 
sphere or wall of force, then concentrate their attack spells on 
any characters. who are not englobed. -
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C3'6. NECROMANCER'S P ARLOR 
The door to this room is locked and barred (Open Lock DC 
~0, break DC 30). When the heroes open it, continue with the 
following. · 

This cluttered room is filled with an odd collection of 
furnishings, ulcluding an unmade bed, a writing desk lit
tered with papers and notes, and several trunks stuffed 
with clothiJlg-mostly black robes with various bits of 
embroidery and decoration, such as silver skull emblems. 

Laere.kh is engaged in his studies in C37, but the sound of the 
door bursting u1 this room certainly gains his attention. If he 
hears the door break, as opposed to simply rattle or thump, 
he remains in C37 and begins preparing his defensive spells. 
However, prolonged banging or thumping brings him from 
his laboratory to demand explanations. 

Treasure: A number of interesting knick-knacks and 
items decorate this room, including a locked'trunk (Open 
Lock DC 30) with a large silver skull for a hasp. Laerekh 
carries the key. While the design is quite alarming. it is not 
trapped in any way. It contains more changes of clothing, 
four 1-pound ingots of mithral worth 5'00 gp apiece, a silk 
pouch containing 40 pp and 240 gp, a poti011 of lesser 
restoration, a sct-oJ/ of fire trap, and a ma11ual of bodily 
bealtb +1 (Laerekh intends to read the book very soon, but 
he simply hasn't gotten to it yet). 

C37. NECROMANCER'S L AB '(EL 16) 
A strange mixture of odors fills the air: the stench of 
death and rot, sweet spices and perfumes, and a few more 
chemical odors as well. A h:u1dful of makeshift tables are 
spread around the room, littered with metal tools ru1d 
arcane components. A beholder floats in the center of the 
room, its Oesh gray and deliquescent. 

This room is t he abode of Laerekh, a sorcerer who ear.ned 
the title of "Chief Necromancer" within the cult of 

Kiaransalee i11 Maerimydra-no small distinction. He · is 
very, very good at what he does, and he earned this honor as 
much through the incredible force of his personality as his 
actual arcane knowledge. With a Ch:u·isma of 22, he exudes a 
presence comparable to that of a mature dragon, and the 
lesser wizards and even clerics of the cult tend ~o shake 
visibly when he is around. 

Laerekh is currently working with a death tyt·ant (a zom
bieUke undead beholder), which he has controlled by means of 
a cotrtrol undead spell. He is furious at being disturbed and 
lashes out with uncontrolled rage. · 

Laerekb is a very handsome drow, almost as- tall as a 
surface elf, and he smells musky and sweet. He wears a 
voluminous robe, a cloak of midnight blue, and a finely 
cr·aftcd. amulet (his amulet of natural annor) made from 
the glittering scale of a blue dragon. His ri1rg of protectiorr 
is inlaid with lapis lazuli, as are his bracers of armo1·. 
Even t he scales of his quasit familiar are bfuish in tint, 
rather than the sickly green com(non to its kind. • 

The death tyrant is not nearly as handsome. Its f1esh is 
rotting away, its large central eye Is covered with a milky 
yellow fiJJU, and three of its eyestalks are severed. It attacks 
at Laerekh's command . 

., Laerekh, Chief Necromancer: hp 5'5; see page 15'3. 

., <l!tasit Familiar: hp. 27; see page 15'3. 

., Death Tyrant (undead beholder): hp 66; see FORCO'ITEN 

REALMS Campaig1r Setting. This deatlrtyrant has lost the use 
of four of its eyes: its central antimagic eye and its fear, sleep, 
and flesiJ to stone eyestalks. · 

Tactics: Laerekh quickly casts baste and sbield, sheltering 
behind the· death tyr:ult- After he has seen to his• defenses, he 
makes use of his deadly attack' spells. He's fond of using his fa
miliar to deliver vampiric toucb attacks. 

C38. El\TIR.ANCE. m 1HE UJ?PER REALM (EL 16) 
A heavy iron grate blocks tl1e shaft at this leveL A character levi
rating in the shaft doesn't have the leverage to force the grate 
open with a Strength cl1eck. It must be opened from above, 
blasted through, or passed through by magic. The. lock is out of 

Alert on the, up per Levels _ 
The drow o~ the _u·pfer-Ievels are not quite as organized and. 
prepared for a~ck as those whoSe posts keep them near the 
n'lam entrances to Castle Maerunydra. However, if charac
ters enter the upper portion of the castle first by some means 
(such as usmg disintegrate to er~ate a' hole in the wall) and 
st:u·t wreak.irTg havoc near tJ.le top of the castle, they may 6e 
in for a long fight. 

In geileral, any tu11e a r.esident of the castle escape~ an 
encounter with .the player characters,' that creature flees 
toward the nearest other resident. There is a 5'00h chance 
that the flee-ing creature has a r31ndotn encouucer before 
reachu1g its goal, which might raise the alarm eyen more 

e fftctively. The ethereal scouts and the ghostly patrol, i'h 
particular, are very good at gettu1g from place to place u1 
the tower and alertutg those in charge-the cult c4ampions 
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on level thr;ee (C29), Laerekh on ]eveJ•four (C37),_Duneth 
Wharreil on level rlve (C39c), Kbumarr on le-vel six 
(C5'1b), and Cabrath Nel!.!!_1derra ou level seven (C5'3). 

No matter what me-ans the chancters use to enter the 
castle, they 'Should be in for a lot of action. In the end, the 
pace of the game is up to you. Pile encounter upon en
counter until the characters are m over their heads if you 
wislt, or simply let them wander the castle u1 relative peace 
until they encounter something on their o~n. Try t~ vary 
the pace somewhat, and have tbe castle's residents react as 
intelligent l-.TPCs, responding appropriately to the threat the 
PCs represe!lt- bne evenm9's furious play m'ight consist 'of 
four sep,arate encounters, with the players getting only a 
moment or two of breathing room 1 between them, and 
~nding the ~nslaught bY_ retreating to a safe resting ~lace . 
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reach from below the grate. The cult champion in the room above 
holds the ,key to the lock, which has an Open Lock DC of 30. 

~Iron Grate: 3 inches thick, hardness 10; hp 90; AC 5'. 

Past the grate is a large room with two double-door exits 
and two smaller wooden doors. The walls and floor are bare 
stone, undecorated and unfurnished. The levitation shaft 
continues up beyond the grate and ends in the room above, 
but the obstacle prevents anyone from passing up the shaft 
and into the room above the grate. 

As usual among the drow, there are no furn ishings that would 
allow guards on duty to get comfortable and thus lax in their 
watch. The revenant guards need no rest anyway. 

Creatures: As the entrance to the most important levels of 
Castle Maerirnydra, this area is well guarded. The guard consists 
of three undead soldiers (two revenants and a ghost to guard 
against ethereal invaders), a revenant fighter/wizard who used 
to guard the Shattered Tower, and a living drow fighter/cleric 
of Kiaransalee, who commands the force. 

The undead officers are strong drow women in chain
mail, carrying bastard swords and shields. The revenants 
look much as they did in life, but they are clearly dead and 
beginning to decompose. The ghost is an insubstantial ver
sion of its appearance in life. The revenant fighter/wizard 
wears a polished black breastplate with the emblem of the 
Shattered Tower (a white rectangle laced with a network of 
cracks, like broken glass) and carries a spell stori11g halberd 
with vampiric touch cast into it. 

The cult'champion q>mmander is a frightening figure in 
full plate armor, swinging a magic scythe to deadly effect. She # 

wears a white tabard over her armor, emblazoned with the 
symbol of Kiaransalee: a ~lender drow hand with a silver ring 
on each finger. A helm "shaped to resemble a skull covers her 
face, but it also allows her white bair to escape through a hole 
in the top in a long plume. 
~Revenant Maerimydra Officers (2): hp 43, 43; see page 

15'2. 
., Ghost Maerimydra Officer: hp 46; see page 149 . 
., Revenant Shattered Tower Guard: hp 80; see page 15'3. 
, Cult Champion: .hp 93; see page 15'1. 
Tactics: The guards here open the grate· to admit fellow 

cultists who peed to ascend or descend the shaft on legitimate 
business. Any party of intruders coming up from below faces a 
difficult test in passing the grate. The revenant pfficers fire 
their crossbows through the grate, gaining 5'0% cover, while 
the revenant Shattered Tower guard and cult champion use 
their attack spells to blast enemies clustered .beneath the gate. 
The ghost remains above, watching for enemies trying to slip 
pa~t the grate in ethereal form. 

Treasure: The cult champion on duty here carries a key for 
the grate and a key to the exterior door leading out onto the 
Middle Bridge (C41). 

C39. ARGHMAGE'S D OMAIN 
Duneth Wharreil,. the A.rchmage of Maerimydra and perhaps 
the )DOSt culpable figure in its downfall, now serves I.rae T'sar· 
ran as a silveraith. Irae wields the undead spellcaster Like a 
mighty weapon, directing the silveraith as she ~ees fit against 
her enemies, both real and imagined. · 
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A. T HE ARCHMAGE'S G UARDS (EL 1 7) 
Magnificent tapestries showing scenes of warfare between 
drow a11d surface elves line the walls of this chamber, and 
several marble benches and busts indicate that this was 
once the foyer of a prestigious suite in the castle. Magical 
energy crackles through the air, creating an unearthly chill 
unpleasantly reminiscent of death. Four undead drow men 
wearing polished black breastplates and carrying wicked
looking halberds guard the chamber. 

The three roolus in this suite once belqnged to the leading 
male wizard of House Chfuuavh .. This room was the wizard's 
parlor and private hall. 

Creatures: Four revenants, formerly guards of the Shat
tered 'Tower, guard the entrance to the arcluuage's quarters, 
standing near the levitation shaft in 'order to intercept anyone 
j:leading up toward the top level. These guards are fighter/wiz
ards wearing polished black breastplates emblazoned with the 
emblem of the Shattered Tower (a white rectangle Laced with 
a network of cracks, like broken glass). Each guard carries a 
spell stori11g halberd with ll differ~nt spell stored within: sl01u, 
vmnpir·ic touch, chill touch, and another sl01u. 

., Revenant Shattered Tower Guards (4-): 87, 74, 61, 67; 
see page 15'3. 

B. A BANDONED BEDCHAMBER 

L ike the hall outside, this room is well appointed and appears 
to have been the bedchamber of someone important. A huge, 
plush bed and several armoires Line the walls, but all have 
been ransacked. Other tban the defaced furnishings, there is 
nothing in this room. 

The former occupant Of this suite savored his elevated position 
and denied himself no luxuries, but !rae's followers thoroughly 
looted the place during the taking of the castle. 

c. T HE ARCHMAGE'S CHAMBER 

The temperature drops abruptly in this chamber, suddenly 
becoming quite chill. Glowing blue mist drifts along the 
floor. A churning fountain of the stuff, like a11 incorporeal 
geyser, spouts in the middle of the floor. Beside it, its arms 
dramatically outstretched, is a creature that seems made of 
the same misty substance-a vaguely skeletal form 
wrapped in wisps of glowing blue energy. 

. 
The blue !'geyser" is actually the raw magic of the w_eave, 
made visible by the proximity of the Weave disruption 
based in the Undying Temple and Duneth Wharreil's 
arcane experiments. A successfuL Spellcraft check (DC 30) 
allows a character to .understand both that the mist is raw 
magical energy and that it is-distorted in some way. If a 
character casts a $peU in this room, the mist flows. and con
geals around the character's hands before dissolving into 
the desired spell effect. The effect is startling but basically 
harmless. The. mist moves in~mediately out of the area of 
an a11timagic field but is otherwise completely unaffected 
by any spell or other effect. The geyser seems jlt first gl'ance 
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to be erupting out of the floor, but a closer inspection reveals 
easily (no Search check required) that its base is actually several 
iJlches off the floor. · 
· Creature: The resident of this chamber is Duneth WJ1arreil, 

once the renowned Archmage of Maerirnydra and now an 
undead slave of Irae T'sarran. He is a silveraith, created by her 
power in the Undying Temple. Irae T'sarran believes he is 
studying the local corruption of the Weave caused by the pres
ence of the Undying Temple in order to harness its power for 
her cause, but the truth is that he hopes to find his freedom 
from. her yoke-or at worst, his own death. 

Though the archmage detests his· undead existetice and his 
new mistress, he aiso hates all living things with a passion, and 
his loathing of surface-worlders is undiminished by death. He 
may engage in idle conversation with the characters, but only 
in the midst of combat as he strives to wipe them from the 
face of the earth. 

As a silveraith, Duneth bears little resemblance to his ap
pearance in Life. His form is vaguely skeletal, but' flowing wisps 
of glowing blue energy surround his form in a shape that sug
gests · the robes he once wore. H'e is illustrated on the back 
cover of this book . 

., Duneth Wharreil: hp 104; see page 1J4. 
Tactics: If the Weave corruption has spread to include Castle 

Maerimydra within its bounds, Duneth chooses hls spells in 
combat to make the best possible use of-its effects. He uses haste 
in his first action (raising his AC to 24 ), then hot·rid 1uilti11g. In 
the following rounds, he us.esfinger of death. agains~ a rogue or 
wizard who managed to survive the horrid 1JJilting, then readies 
his extra partial action to ab~rb the first spell targeted at him 
in the next round (assuming any spellcasters survive). His other 
favorite spells include eneMation,fear, and vampiric touch. He 
also does not hesitate to use his very effective incorporeal touch 
att!lck in melee. He uses his extra action from baste each round 
to ready his magic absorption ability, hoping to ·eliminate 
enemy spellcasters with tl1e negative energy backlash. 

Treasure: Lying on the floor near where Duneth stood when 
the characters entered the room is a large, flawless pearL A char
acters examining the room must make a success[ ul Search check 
(DC H ) to locate it .because of the mist cloaking the floor. This 
is the phylactery of the dracolich, Ice (see C46 on level six). 
which Duneth uses mage htmd to carry with him. It has a 
Nystufs ttltdetectable tmra cast on it, so hasty characters might 
sell it (it is worth 2,600 gp) before realizing. its magical nature. 

The phylactery has a ha~dness of H, 60 hp, and a break DC 
of 40. Destroying it while Ice's life force is within it destroys 
the dracolich. Destroying it while Ice's life force is withi.n her 
body prevents her f~om pos5essiJlg another corpse if her body 
is destroye(i. 

C40. U PPER KITCHENS 

Countertops of gleaming copper, two large hearths, and an 
array of cooking implements hangi11g from the walls make 
this room's purpose clear. No one is in here now, but tl1e 
kitchen is tidy and clean. 

This room was the personal kitchen serving the highest
ranking nobles of H ouse Chilmavh. Irae and her followers 
have little time for the exquisite banquets and delicacies 

'])u,eth Wharreifs Lair 

that formerly graced the tables of the previous ,rulers, so 
this kitchen is used primarily to si:ore the better foodstuffs 

• remaining in the castle: strong r?tM cheese laced with 
green moJa, pickled mushrooms, long-lasting biscuits made 
from mushroom-spore flour, and· a variety of hanging 
sausages and hard cheeses. 

C41. MIDDLE BRIDGE (EL 9) 
A slender bridge arches between the two towers at this level, 
almost 160 feet above the cavern floor and close to 100 feet 
above the battlements encircling the castle's lower level. The 
bridge is open to the air, and its sides are lined with graceful 
crenellations that seem more decorative than functional. At 
either end. sturdy iron doors bar entry into the towers. 

Unlike tb.e ot.her two bridges joining the upper levels of the 
Great Tower and the Lesser Tower, this span is not covered. 
Flying intruders could easily alight here and try their luck 
at one of the two iron doors at either end of the bridge. 
Both doors are locked (Open Lock DC 30). The cult cham
pion in C38 holds the key for the north door, and one of the 
quth-marens in C4'2 holds the key for the south door. !rae's 
forbiddatz.ce is still in effect here. 

Creature: A Gargantua.tl monstrous spider us<;d to make its 
home near the top of Castle Maerimydra, serving as :t symbol 
of the favor of Lolth and a mascot for the city as.a whole. It 
perished dqring the fall of the city, but Irae T'sarran trans
formed even this monstrosity into an undead minion. It is now 
a wraith spider-its chitinous shell empty and its deadly poison 

· replaced with deadlier negative enel'gy. It no longet; feeds on 
vital fluids, but on Life itself. 

Its nest is built on the south face of the Great Tower in the 
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vicinity of level six, between the castle and the large stalactite 
there. Frpm this perch it keeps an eye on the bridge 40 feet 
below. Despite its size, the creature is somewhat difficult to see.· 
It has 7Y% cover in its nest, and its coloration matches the 
dark stone q1:1ite well, so its Hide modifier is +3. Characters 
flying around at the bridge level who do not look up toward 
the ceiling· are unlikely to notice the wraith spider at all. 

"1 Gargantuan Wraith Spider: hp 189; see Appendix 1. 
Tactics: T~e wraith spider is allied with Kiaransalee's cult, so 

it does not attack drow wearing the cult's emblems. Anyone else 
crossing the bridge looks like a meal to the monster. It can 
easily climb on the tower's walls, the bridge, or on the stalactite 
that hangs down to this level. 

C42. Q!lTH-MAREN POST (EL 12) 
This small room is a guardpost. A sturdy iron door leads to 
the north and presumably exits the tower. A staircase winds 
down on the western side of the room, probably leading to 
lower h:vels of the tower, and there is a large double door of 
stone on the southern wall of the room. Six flayed hu
manoids, horrible creatures of oozing muscle and dripping 
blood, stand ready to defend this chamber. 

Castle Maedmydra is designed so that those proceeding from 
its bottom floors to its upper floors cannot easily go all the 
way up via one tower; they must take the bridge to switch 
towers. That makes this guru·dpost an in1portant chokepoint in 
the Lesser Tower, muC'h like C38 in the Great Tower. Irae 
rsarrau has not left it u.nguarded. 

Creatores: Six quth-marens stand guard here, with orders to # 

destroy any non-Kiaransal~en who enter the room. Irae origi
nally created a great number of undead of this sort when she 
first overthr.ew House Chiimavh, ·but she expended most of 
them battling Kurgoth's horde iu the city, and now there is a 
shortage of Lolth-priestesses from which to make new ones. 

"1 OJ!.th-marens (6): hp 74, 71, 6r, 62, ·60, Y8; see Appendix L 
The quth-maren with 74 hp holds the key to the exterior 

door that opens out onto the bridge. 

C43. CABRATH,S APARTMENTS 

The door opens into a small suite of rooms, stripped of all 
but the most utilitarian furnishings. The chamber adjoining 
the levitation shaft is a small sitting room. A bedchamber 
lies to the north, while a door ou the east wall leads to a 
dining room with a large table and a couple of chairs. 

Though Cabrath Nelinderra spends most of her tin1e in the 
Le?Ser Temple (CY3), she eats and occasionally rests in this 
suite. Unlike Khumarr, she takes no pleasure in physical luxu
ries. She bas removed.most of the furnishings and all the idle 
decorations from her suite, throwing them on the fires of the 
burning city. Only two chairs sit at the dining table (Nfaas 
sometimes enjoys watching her eat), ru1d the kitchen is nearly 
bare. In the bedroom, Cabrath replaced the former owner's 
lush. bed with a simple woven straw pallet on the floor. The 
coffin of the vrunpire Maas is here, too-the vampire returns 
to this place in gaseous form if defeated els~where in the 
castle. The sitting room is also bare. 

C44. CULT CLERICS, R OOM (EL 10) 
A damaged tile mosaic opposite the door catches the eye 
as soon as one enters. It's hard to be sure now, but the 
mosaic seems to depict a horrible sacrificial rite to Lolth. 
The artwork bas been badly damaged by repeated blows 
of a heavy implement, and shattered bits of tile lie about 
the floor. Two plain bunks have been moved into the 
room, along with bea vy trunks and a small writing desk. 
A drow woman wearing a white surcoat emblazoned with 
a black skull over her plate armor stands here, clutching 
a black-iron morningstar with silver spikes. 

This room was formerly a small household shrine to Lolth. It has 
been commandeered to house two of the cult clerics of Kiaransalee. 

Creatures: One of these clerics is on duty with Taharak, 
serving as part of Irae's ethereal scout force, while the other 
11ttends to her devotions l1ere. 

"1 Colt Cleric: hp H; see page 146. 
Tactics: Tltis pru·ticular cult cleric has an edge over her 

fellows-in a poucl.) at her belt she has a pinch of dust of dis
appeara11ce, which she's been saving for a real emergency. If 
con'fronted here, she uses her dust immediately and looks for a 
chance to circle back out to the ~eviration shaft, blasting at the 
intruders from the safety of ber invisibility. 

Treasure: In addition to the typical belongings of Tsarran 
drow, the writ ing desk holds an unusual surprise. In a secret 
compartment (Search DC '20) so far unnoticed by the room's 
current inhabitants lies a battered bag, rolled up tightly a11d 
stuffed i11to the small space. The .bag is a bag of holdi11g ~ ru1d 
inside it are the following items: provisions (sixty days of 
trail rations and six full waterskins), a dozen sunrods, three 
winter blankets, . three bedrolls, ·and a zvtmd of dayiigbt 
(arcane) with H charges. The bag belonged to a surface 
wizard captured by tlie Maerimydran drow who owned this 
desk many. months ago. 

C45'. 0 BSERV ATION HALL (EL 13 OR 16) 
A spiral staircase leads down to a sort of upside:down 
turret, a spike protruding from the bottom of a gigantic 
stalactite. Barred windows surround the room on all sides, 
offering a smoke-clouded view of the cavern far below. 

Since it is nearly 160 feet off the cavern floor, this observa
tion ball is useful primarily for spotting strange lights within 
the city (often a sign of intruders, in the days before the 
cavern floor was lit with campfires) br ae,rial approaches to 
Castle Maerimydra. Its windows are much larger than the 
windows elsewhere in the castle, but thick iron bars spaced 
every (l inches and the castle's magical defenses protect the 
hall from would-be burglars. 

Creatures: With winged demons circling close around the 
tower in search of a way to strike at their enemies, an observa
tion hall surrQunded by open windows can be a pangerous 
place. If the characters bring a light into this room or spend 
any significant amount of time here (such as resting for an 
hour or more).they attract the attention of the trio of vrocks 
(7Y%) described in M8, or the bator ('2Y%), described in tl1e 
random encounter Winged Terror in Appendix f.. 
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., Vrock Demons (3}. hp 60 each; see Momter Ma11tta/. 
or ., Balor Demon: hp 122; see Mo11ster Manual. 
If the characters previously encountered 'and killed the 

patrolliJlg vtocks, they do not encounter vrocks here. Like
wise, if they already killed the balor, they do not have to 
face another one here. 

Tactics: The demons know that the forbiddatrce spell 
prevents them from entering the hall, but the castle's mag
ical defenses do not keep out their ranged attacks. They 
gleefully hurl teleki,resis spells ( the vrocks) or tmholy bligbt 
and _implosion (the balor) at anyone foolish enough tO 
remain in view in this hall. 

The EL of this encounter is adjusted down to account for 
the fact that the demons cannot use all their attacks against 
characters ·in this room. 

C46. NECROMANCER,S EXPERIMENT (EL 1 7) 
Two dragon corpses-one black, one white, and both about 20 
feet long-lie sprawled on the floor of this room. Both are in 
poor condition, with bones visible through the rotting flesh. 
The white one looks and smells drier, as if its decomposition 
had been halted somehow. Yet it is the black one that stirs, 
lifting its head to look in your direction. 

This level was formerly the throne room and grand banquet 
hall of the ruling house, but !rae's minions have put it to a 
different use. After spending some time experimenting with 
creating undead in the corrupted vicinity of the Undying 
Temple, Duneth Wharreil ~t his sights on the pu1nacle of ' 
necromancy: the creation of a dracolich. This experiment, too, 
was a success. 

Creatures: An old white dracolich is the result of Duneth's 
experimentation, and it remains in this room alongside his 
first failed attempt, the black dragon corpse, which is now 
animated as a 1.ombie. The undead archmagc promised the 
dracolicb enormous wealth ill exchange for its patience, but 
it is about ready to leave this place with or without its 
reward. As long as Duneth holds its phylactery, however, it is 
not about to show t,he least sign of rebellion. 

In this position, the dracolich (whose name is Ice) is not 
anxious to plunge into combat, particularly since she isn't 
convinced that Duneth would allow her spirit to possess an
other body if this one died. The black dragon zombie is far less 
calculatillg, and it shambles to its feet to attack the chaxacters 
when they enter. 

If the characters are willing to talk to her, Icc tries to trick. 
them into bringing her phylactery here, or at least killmg Duneth 
for her. She offers Glformation about Duneth ru1d the cult of 
Kiaransalee (though her knowledge is fairly limited) in exchange 
for a single item (her choice) from Dunetb's treasure hoard 

., Ice, Old White Dracolich: hp 161; sec page H4. 

., Huge (Black Dragon) Zombie: hp S3; see Momter 
Manual. , . 

The H:'uge zombie .does not provide a real challenge for 
the characters, and they do not receive any experience for 
defeatmg it. 

Tactics: The 1.ombie black dragon spends its first action rismg 
from prone, and then simply shambles after the nearest livmg 
thing and tries to kill it. Icc observes the melee (using blindsigbt, 
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not. turning b~r head to watch) with mild amusement, neither 
moving nor speaking until after it is all over. While she is not in 
a hurry to take foolish risks by picking a fight with a band of ad
venturers, she defends herself if attacked. She also may decide to 
wade ill if the party looks weak, foolish, and overly burdened 
with powerful magic items just waitmg to be stripped from their 
f roun corpses. 

If Ice joins the fray, she begins by using her freezing fog 
ability ro divide the party, then seeks to paralyze characters 
with her gaze or physical attacks. Icc is not above pausu1g to 
administer ·a coup de grace to a paralyzed character if no one 
else is nearby. 

C47. PRIVATE L EVITATION SHAFf 

This small shaft is only 10 feet across, just large enough to 
house a sparkling green pillar of light that leads up to the 
top of the castle. 

' 
This levitation shaft formerly provided the Matron Mother 
of the house with her own private route from her apartments 
at the top of the castle to her throne room on the sixth level. 
lrae claimed the matron's rooms but has found little use for 
ostentatious displays of power such as audiences m the throne 
room below. ' · 

C48. TRAPPED S TAIR CASE (EL 9) 
A steep staircase ascends toward the south along the rower 
wall, lmkmg the ftfth and sixth levels together. The stairs 
are carved from some dark-graiJ1ed surface wood and gleam 
with an inner light. 

When she first overthrew House Chumavh, Irae was concerned 
that vengeful assassins might creep up through the Great Tower's 
secondary staircases and surprise her in the Matron's Suite. 
Therefore, she placed a very dangerous trap on this staircase to 
slow down aJly attackers moving up through the tower. 

-?Symbol if 1Jiscml: CR 9; discord; Will DC 22 negates; 
Search DC 33; Disable Device DC 33. 

The symbol is scribed on the topmost step of the staircase, 
just below the landing on the level six. 

C49. R EVENANT G UARDPOST (EL 13) 
This room is a small armory, complete with arming dummies 
on which suits of mail brulg and long racks of polearms and 
crossbows along the walls. Lights bob and weave diseoncert
mgly around m the darkness in the center of the room, floatmg 
around a skull n.>sting on the floor, lit with emerald green fire. 

An w1dead guard is posted ill this room to suwort the jade 
spider ill CSO. A wizard himself, the guard is experitnentu1g 
with the effects of the Weave disruption, but be responds 
quickly to the sounds of battle in the next room. 

The magical effects are exactly what they seem to be: the 
guard's umate spell-like abilities to create dancing lights and 
faerie fire, cast on a drow skull that is not otherw~ magical 
or special u1 any way. 

Creature: The revenant guard is a flghtcrfwi?.ard who used to 
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guard the Shattered Tower. He wears a polished black breastplate 
with the ~mblem of the Shattered Tower (a white rectangle laced 
with a network of cracks, like broken glass), and carries a spell 
stori11g halberd with vampiric touch cast into it. 

., Revenant Shattered Tower Guard: hp 67; see page ln. 
Tactics: If the party enters this room before the revenant 

can join a fight out in cro, the creature crouches back behind 
the arming dummies and throws damaging spells at intruders, 
hoping the bh.arre apparition in the center of the room dis-
tracts attackers from their t rue peril. · 

Treasare: Among the weapons anCI suits of armor lobe found 
in this room are four suits of elven chainmail (dark elven make), 
a masterwork light crossbow, and a masterwork short sword 
with a jeweled hilt set with emeralds, worth '2,400 gp. 

CSO. G ATEWAY TO THE CoLUMN (EL 14 TO 15") 
The levitation shaft opens into a large circular chamber 
with two small doors in the north wall and a large double 
door of stone in the south wall. The shaft continues to the 
room above and the room below. A large green statue of a 
monstrous spider dominates this chamber. The statue is 
011ly 5' feet high but fully '2.0 feet in diameter-easily half 
the width of the room. 

This room is a very important chokepoint in the castle's de
fense because it guards access to the Lesser Temple and the 
Undying Temple beyond that. 

Creature: A jade spicrer-a censtruct formed of jade in the 
shape of a ·Gargantuan monstrous spider-stands guard in 
this area. It stirs and attacks when any nondrow enters by • 
t'he door from the bridge,or sets foot in this room from the 
levitation shaft . 

., Jade Spjder: hp 144; see Appendix L 
The jade spider alone is an EL 14 encounter. The sounds of 

battle in this room alert the revenant in C49,,however, who joins 
the melee in just '2. rounds. The revenant increases the EL to H. 

CSL K HUMARR'S SUITE (EL 18) 
Occupying most of the Sou them Column on this level, tltis suite 
of rooms is the domain of Khumarr, one of Irae T'sarran's chief 
lie~tenants. The cdlumn is actually a great stalactite hanging 
down from the ceiling of Maerimydra's cavern, linked to the 
Lesser Tower by an enclosed bridge between areas cro and Crla. 

A. A NTECHAMBER 
The door to this room from cro is locked (Open Lock DC 
30} Khumarr, in B, carries the key. A simple but effective 
trap safeguards the door: three silver goblets are stacked pre
cariously just behind the door, so that when it is opened the 
goblets fall over and clatter loudly. This noisemaker can't be 
found or disarmed from the cro side of the door, although it 
is perfectly obvious to anyone approaching from the south. 

When you open this door, several large goblets clatter loudly 
to the ground-silver chalices that were stacked up behind 
the door. This small room seems to have been a reception area 
of some kind Double doors of stone lead out to the north and 
the south. The room is fwished in glossy black tile but has no 
other furnishings or decorations. No one is in here right no". 

Aside from the unusual choice of d~cor, there is nothing of in
terest here. Khumarr normally comes to th is room to open the 
locked door when someone knocks sharply and gives the cor
rect password. He stacks the goblets behind the door just in 
case someone opens the door without calling for him first. 

Treasure: The silver goblets are expensive doorst(>ps, worth 
80 gp apiece. · ' 

B. K HUMARR,S P ARLOR 

This ball is ostentatiously decorated. Stone doors lead both 
north and south, while a smaller wooden door on tlte north
ern wall seems to lead toward another room in this suite. In 
the center of the noor a spiral staircase of iron leads down 
into darkness. 

Several comfortable-looking chairs are spaced evenly 
nlong the walls. Small tables of fine mahogany stand be
tween, each holding some fine silver implement-a small 
tray, a large bowl, a tall goblet, and an unlit brazier. 

Khumarr was a lowborn drow of the c'ity's worst quarters 
before the fall of the city. He now relishes the opportunity to 
live the high life in the very homes of the drow nobles who so 
despised him- the same ~obles who now serve him and I rae 
rsarran as revenant soldjers. 

Creatute: Khumarr is sitting casually on the chair nearest 
the door to the bridge when the characters arrive, since he is 
supposed to help guard the Undying Temple from intrusion. 
Unless the characters opened the door into A in perfect silence, 
he is aware of their approach, bu.t he adopts a totally relaxed 
and confident demeanor. His visor is raised, his sword is 
propped up against the chair, and his head rests heavily on one 
hand as he slouches (as best as one can in full plate armor) iJl 
the chair. 

Khumarr is a talf and strong drow. He wears demo11 
armor, which gives him a particularly fearsome appearance, 
and swings a greatsword suffused with unholy energy. His 
face, visible through the demon's mouth on his helm, is quite 
handsome, and he smiles almost constantly-somet!mes in 
simple amusement, sometimes in perverse cruelty . 

., K.humarr: hp 1'26; see page lH. 
Tact ics: Khurnarr's slothfulness is a ruse, of course. If at

tacked he can spr ing to his feet and parry with surprising 
speed, and he is not alone here-three abyssal ghouls lurk just 
behind the door to the closet at the east end of this hall, 
awaiting Khumarr's Signal to leap out and attack. · 

-, Abyssal Ghouls (3): hp 110, 99, 9~; see Appendix 1. 
Treasure: The four silver implemellts on the small tables 

are valuable. The tray is worth ~0 gp, the bowl is worth 70 gp, 
the goblet is worth 80 gp (and rnatthes the ones found in A), 
and the brazier is worth 140 gp. 

Development: If the characters kill K.humarr and do not de
stroy his body, and if they have not already destroyed the ethe
real scouts led by Tabarak, then :raharak and his scouts harvest 
his body within the hour. If this occurs, Khumarr's. revenant 
appears as an encounter within the Undying Temple. Depend· 
ing on how much of ltis gear the characters stripped from his 
body, he may Qe a rather less effective fighter the second time 
around, but he at least has a revenant's drive for vengeance 
against its slayers working in his favor. 

.. 
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PART3 

C. K.HUMARR'S BEDCHAMBER 

The decoration in this suite maintains the high level of 
taste and quality found in the outer room. The door opens 
into an opulent room with a fine rug. probably Calishite, on 
the floor, and small lanterns offer a dim light so that its 
exquisite colors and patterns can be properly appreciated. 

This is Khumarr's residence, a large step up from the hovel on 
the plateau that was his home until very recently. He has 
changed very little of th<> docor since murdering the previous 
occupants of this suite, and he savors the feeling of great 
wealth even though he has Little to spend it on and no one to 
lord it over except an undead horde. 

The room includes a small table with two upholstered 
chairs, two paintings on the wall (depicting noble drow women, 
ancestors of the family that no longer occupies this suite), and 
a pair of gold candelabras on the table. The bed is large and 
soft, covered with fine blankets and furs. A Largt dresser has a 
mirror set above it. A f~replace with a fine marble mantelpiece 
warms the room. 

Treaaore: Though several valuable items adorn this suite, 
the only portable ones are the two gold candelabras on the 
table. Each is worth 35'0 gp and weighs 5' pounds. 

C5"2. TEMPLE F OYER. (EL 1 7) 
This room stands out from every other room in the tower. 
The chamber looks as if a crncd demon had wor ked its will 
on the place. A path made of bones curves from the doors 
on the north wall to a large staircase leading up to the cast, 
where the room appears to continue almost 40 feet above. 
The floor around the path is warped and shaped to look as 
though half-rotted corpses or melting souls were trying to 
free themselves from its grasp. The walls bear images similar 
to those on the floor, with all the f tgures facing toward the 
door. Two columns shaped like skeletons and surmounted by 
winged gargoylelike ftgures flank the staircase, and other 
nightmarish statues stand here and there. 

The top level of the Lesser Tower has become a shrine to 
Kiaransalee, a companion to the Undying Temple in C60 (de· 
tailed in Part 4), in a space more accessible to the cult members 
who spend their time in the tower. This antechamber bas 
indeed been shaped by a demonic imagination, which happens 
to belong to Cabrath Nelinderra, !rae T'sarran's chief cleric 
lieutenant. 

The floor in this chamber, except for the meandering path 
between the doors l~ading to en and the stairs, is extremely 
uneven. Characters can1iot run or charge in this room, and 
they must actually move at half normal speed if they leave 
the path. 

Creatures: Three blood fiends-demonic vampire ser 
vants of Kiaransalee-guard thi.s outer chamber. Two hide 
among the bizarre ~tatues on the floor (Hide modifier 
+15'), and the third lurks on the balcony area on level 
seven. The monsters attack only after they can surround 
the characters, or when discovered. 

Blood fiends are ogre-si?.ed demons, standing about 9 feet 
tall. Their thick, scaly hide is deep purple, almost black, and 
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each of their ~our strong arms ends in vicious claws. They h:rve 
wolflike muzzles wjth sharp teeth too large to fit in their 
mouths, and glowing red eyes that can sap a mortal's will 

" Blood Fiends (3): hp 76, 7?., 69; see Appendix 1. 
Tactics: The two blood fiends in the lower portion of the 

room begin the fight by attempting to use their domination 
power on any heavily armored warrior-type characters. The 
third blood fiend studies the fight from above for a couple 
of rounds to see how the intruders react, and then teleports 
down to grapple and drain a vulnerable-looking back-rank 
character. The blood fiends would like nothing better than 
to grapple and exsanguinate wi?.ards or rogues among the 
attacking party while the intr uder fighters battle each 
other to the death. 

C5"3. THE LESSEE. T EMPLE (EL 18) 
If the entrance hall outside this room was grotesque, the 
room itself is blasphemously obscene. I mages of death are 
all around-usually tor tured, painful death. Shattered 
fragments of bone dyed a variety of lurid colors form 
ghastly mosaics on the walls, floor, and ceiling. Decaying 
corpses are used like furniture: Two rotting drow kneel on 
the floor, supporting a slab of stone between them. Two 
more flank this makeshift altar holding smoking braziers 
Ill their seared hands. A fifth kneels in front of the altar, 
holding a massive tome up so that someone standing 
behind the altar could read from it. 

A small wooden door exiting to the south seems to lead 
to a sacristy or vestment room. A large double door of 
stone emblazoned with a silver-ringed ebon hand stands on 
the west \\<'311. On the curving northwest wall is a large 
mural, no less disturbing than the surrounding murals. A 
female drow sits on a throne made of bones, her otherwise 
beautiful face painted like a skull. A silver ring adorns each 
long finger on her slender hands. 

At the right hand of the seated figure in the mural 
stands another figure, an eerily beautiful elf woman with 
skin as white as alabaster and one eye glowing red. The 
other eye is covered with a silver plate studded'with rubies. 
Her head is hairless, and her body is wrapped in glowing 
blue-green mist. 

The mural depicts Kiar ansalee (seated on the throne) and Irae 
T'sarran (at her right hand), who is an albino drow. A success
ful Knowledge (religion) check (DC H ) allows a character to 
identify the deity. 

Creatures: Besides the five drow zombies (whose function is 
purely decorative), two cult leaders spend almost all their time 
in this lesser temple. Cabra_tb Nelinderra is a powerful cleric of 
Kiaransale~ and Irae T'sarran's second-in-command. She is a 
drow woman with dusky gray skin, gray-white b:Vr, and amber 
eyes. She wears a heavy black robe with royal purple irlside the 
sleeves as her vestment. Her weapon is a bone-handled dagger 
whose blade is an. insubstantial protrusion of glowing blue 
energy-a spectral dagger. 

With Cabrath is her lover, a vampire assassin named 
Maas. As the leader of Maerimydra's small force o( assassiJ1S 
under the command of the ruling noble house, Maas was a 
secret follower of Kiaransalee long before Irae T'sarran's rise 
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to power, and Irae made him a vampire to reward him for his 
valuable .role in assisting her overthrow of House ChUmavh. 
Maas is a handsome drow who wears only black trousers, black 
leather gloves of dexterity, and elaborate bracers if-armor. His 
shoulders are broad and his chest is well muscled. His stark 
white hair is cropped close co his head. He tarries no weapon. 

'J Cabrath Nelinderra: hp 81; see page 1H. 
'J Maas, Vampire Assassin: hp 81; sec page 1H. 
'J Mediom·size Zombies (r): hp B each; see Monster 

Manual. 
Tactics: Cabrach fights with recf:.Iess disregard fOr her own 

life, for she knows chat a glorious transformation awaits her 
after death. Maas, too, is fearless. If reduced to 0 hit pointS, the 
vampire retreats to his coffin in CH. 

Cabrath begins this fight with several long-lasting spells in 
effect. She has cast bu/l's strength on herself and greater magic 
111enpon on her spectral dagger. This raises her ~treJ\gth to 14 
and makes her weapon +5'. These spells add +6 to her attack 
and damage rolls with the dagger. She uses her dam~ging 
spells early but tries to avoid catching Maas in the area, even 
though the vampi.re would likely escape the spell effects. 

Treasore: The tome held by one of the :r.ombies is a worship· 
book for the church of Kiaransalee. Its pages are vellum and its 
cover is iron, making it valuable just for its materials. It weighs 
11 pounds and is worth '45'0 gp, although buyers interested in 
such disturbing material may be hard to find. 

Development: If the characters kill Cabrath and do not 
destroy her body, and if they have not already destroyed the 
ethereal scouts led by Taharak; then Taharak and his scouts 
harvest Cabrath's body within the hour. If this occurs, 
Cabrath reappears as a keening spirit within the Undying • 
Temple, raised to undeat)l by !rae T'sarran's create gt·enter 
undead ability. 

CS 4. P A TRON,S R OOST 

nus small but comfortable suite is well appointed with purple 
tapestries and comfortable velvet-covered furnishings. The 
room smells oddly of old perfumes. 

Th~se rooms were formerly occupied by the patron of House 
Cbumavh, which amounted to whichever male happened to 
catch the Matron Mother's eye for a time. She liked to keep 
her males close by and pampered, at least as long as they inter
ested her. No one resides here now. 

Development: If Dorina or Zcdarr T'sarran survived rhe 
battles for S:r.ith Morcane and Oed back to Maerimydra, one 
or both now resroe in these rooms. !rae is, of course, greatly 
disappointed by their failures and both rsarran children are 
virtually under house arrest as their mother contemplates a 
suitable punishment for their incompetence. 

CSS. THE HIGH BRIDGE 

A long, slender hallway arches between the Lesser Tower 
and the Great Tower, narrow windows looking down on 
the city below from a di:r.zying height. Huge stalactites 
hang down from the ceiling in this vicin1ty. Double doors 
of stone decorated with golden spider designs lie at each 
end of the bridge. 

This bridge is enclosed, so it is not possible for a Oying 
charac~er to simply alight here and enter the castle1in that 
manner. 

CS6. M ATRON's CHA~ER (EL 9) 
Clearly, drow of some importance lived in this suite of 
rooms. The walls are sheathed in magnificent Outed 
paneling of chon and gold, the noors arc made of black 
gold-veined marble, and the elegant furnishings are 
made from exotic surface hardwoods loviJJgly carved 
into beautiful, if vaguely sinister, designs. A great battle 
seems to have been fought through the rooms of this 
suite, as evidenced by the scorch and impact marks that 
mar almost every wall and the brown bloodstains that 
appear on many of the furnishings. 

The Matron Mother of House Chumavh formerly lived in 
these rooms. Although the suite was not the largest in the 
castle, she used ·this level only as her private parlor and bed· 
chamber, conducting all her public business in the throne 
room a level below. !rae T'sarran took these rooms for her 
own soon after her capture of the castle, but since her spell 
research now absorbs virtually all her time and at tention, she 
rarely leaves the Undying Temple. 

The door leading to the small southern room of the suite is 
locked (Open Lock DC 30); Irae herself carries the key. It is 
also trapped with a symbol spell. 

-1' Symbq/ if1Je.tb: CR 9; death; Fortitude DC '22 negates; 
Search DC 33; Disable Device D<:; 33. 

Treasore: Irae uses tbe smallest room of the suite as a vault 
for much of the l<?Ot she took from the castle's previous rulers. 
Five large· chests in l1ere contain 480 pp, 8,400 gp, 26,300 sp, 
a set of six golden goblets worth 300 gp each; a masterwork 
lute made of :r.alantar wood with mithral nets worth 4,400 gp, 
a ceremonial court costume of black and gold worth 1,600 gp, 
and a coffer full of assorted gemstones (thirty gems averaging 
5'0 gp apiece, plus twelve more averaging 100 gp apiece and a 
truly outstanding emerald worth 6,000 gp} A staff.of fmt 
with 40 charges is buried in one chest, a possession of Duneth 
Wbarreil that Irae confiscated and bas not returned. The most 
valuable items are the personal arms of the previous Matron 
Mother- a suit of +4elven cbaimnail of invubJerability and a 
+1 beavy mace of disruption. 

CS7. H ALL OF SHADOWS (EL 18) 
Darkness seems to cling to the door, the walls, and the noor 
like something solid and even alive, draping the entire room 
in shadow. Thi-; room is sumptuously fumished, tastefully 
decorated, and comfortably warm. A lush purple carpet 
covers the cold 5tone floor, thick brocades hang over the 
walls, and more heavy curtains hang at various locations in 
the room to divide up what might otherwise be a large open 
space. Still, it is dark-all the decorations arc in black, dark 
purples, or deep blues. 

This aparrme11t is the home of the esteemed ambassador to 
Maerimydra from the Empire of Shade. Soon after the shades 
reappeared in the desert of Anauroch, they sept Wyrruth, a 
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powerful enchanter and accomplished negotiator, as au ambas
sador to this subterranean city that lay so close to their new 
qome above the desert. He avoided the conf1ict' when Kurgorh 
Hellspawn first arrived on the scene. 

Creature: Wyrruth is a shade, a native of the newly 
formed Empire of Shade. :ije is a tall -and gaunt man with 
dark gray skin and eyes. He has long black hair pulled back in 
a ponytail, and he wears a goatee. His clothing is old-fash
ioned: a many-Layered tunic of burgundy and black with gold 
thread embroidered into the sleeves and collar, black 
bree~hes with more gold embroidery, and a heavy black 
mantle with a burgundy lining. His overall app'earance is 
stately and form~l-a first impression that carries through 
any extended encounter with him, echoing in his manner of 
speech, posture, and eloquence. 

Wynuth is absolutely loyal to Shade, and he places that 
loyalty above all else, including his own Life. He keeps a close 
eye on events in Maerirnydra, knowing that they could have a 

..t' significant impact on nearby Shade, .and he regblarly reports 
~ back to his superiors with sendinr; spells. He tries to stay out of 

-~ the conflict between the drow and the giants, and he does not 
~ seek out combat with adventurers from the surface world, 
~ either. Instead, he warns them away from his chambers, fight-

ing only in self-defense should that become necessary. 
" Wyrruth, Ambassador of Shade: hp 71 (87 i1i darkness); 

see page lH. ~ 

' 
CS8. S ANCTUM G UARDS' QQ:ARTERS 

Two neatly made bunks and a variety of weapons hanging 
from the walls occupy this room, which seems to be the 
residence of someone with plain but martial tastes. 

Nooe of the weapons are remarkable-they are nonmagical and 
not even masterwork. !rae T'sarran's sanctum guards. described 
in Part 4, originally took this room for their quarters, but when 
their mistress moved into the· Undying Temple, they took up 
residence there. Once every few days one of the guards retums 
here for some privacy, but this roon1 is ~asically unoccupied 
now. 

CS9. F IERY P ASSAGE (EL 16) 
The passage ahe~d is completely blocked by a column of 
violet f1ame that burns without heat, its lurid light flickering 
over the nearby walls and sending shadows dancing all 
around A huge, still figure can dimly be glimpsed through 
the f1ames. 

The column \of fire is a "small 1ual/ of fire made perman,ent 
with the permanency spell. It is 20 (eet tall and 10 feet in di
ameter, blocking the entire passage. The heat of the flames is 
(ocused inward. Each creature passing through the 1val/ of fire 
takes 2d6.+15' points of damage, while any character inside the 
column takes 2d4 poiltts of damage each round. 

Creature: Just inside the bow1darie,s of the 1uall if fire 
stands a powerful iron gole,m t hat enjoys almost constant re
generation from the eternal f1ames. It attacks any' uondrow 
charac'fer that passes through the 1uall of fire, backing itself 
into the midst of the f1ames if it takes any damage. 

, Lesser T emple 

., Mighty Iron Golem: hp '297; see-page 15'6. 
Ad Hoc XP Adjustment: Give the characters an extra 

100;0 over the normal experience award for this encounter, 
because of the golem's ready source of healing power in the 
1uall of fire. 

C60. T HE U NDYING T EMPLE 
Irae T'sarran's Undying Temple...-a sentient tower surrounding 
a sphere of eternal blackness-is built within a great stalactite 
adjacent to the castle's Southern Column. It is fully detailed in 
Part 4. 

The door between C5'9 and C60 marks the boundary of the 
forbidda11Ce spell protecting Castle Maerimydra. On the west 
side of the door, the restrictions against dimensional travel no 
longer apply. 

f . 
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I rae 'Y'sarran conj~;~red the stronghold of the Undying 
Temple within Castle Maerimydra. Its name is not just 
an evocative title s4ggesting its dedication to a deity of 

undeath, but also a li.teral description: The temple itself is a 
sentient ut1dead creature, sort of an· undead construct (a para
dox the drow delight in). The temple-creature lies half within 
the Material Plane and half within tht: Ethe,eal Plane, cupped 
Like two hands around a sphere of pure negative energy. The 
two portions of the temple overlap in some places, where 
ghosts freely travel between the two planes. A portal near the 
bottom of the Material Pla11e portion allows other creatures 
to e,nter the Ethereal portion of the temple, while another 
por·tal near the top" of the Ethereal Plane portion lets them 
cross back. Before the start of the adventure (D- 10), !rae 
Tsarran used a miracle spell to summon the Undying Temple 
within the castle, and its very presence, combined with the 
globe of pure negative energy at its heart, has begun corrupt
ing the fabric of magic around it. 

undvin~ Temple· 
.eeutu.ces 
The Undying Temple is a sentient creature with spell-like a~i
ties, similar in many ways to a sentient object such as a construct 
or an intelligent magic item. In game terms.. it is a construct, 
though it also has certain qualities of the UJJdead (such as being 
healed by negative energy and banned by positive energy) 
though it c~nnot be turned). See page 15'6 for its ~tatistics. 

.. 

Irae Tsarran's forbidda?rce spell specifically does not in
clude the Undying T,emple. The ability to move freely between 
the Material and Ethereal Planes is critical to the temple's 
multidimensional structure and Irae's pla11s for the device. 

Doors: Doors within the Undying Temple are made of 
smooth black stone that blends in closely with the walls. Every 
door in the temple is considered a conce(\led door, requiring a 
Search check (DC 20) to f U1d. The doors are not difficult to op~n. 

tStone Doors: 1ft. thick, hardness 8; hp 180; AC f; break 
DC 3f. ' 

Walls: The walls of the Undying Temple are smooth black 
, marble with magical reinforcement. 

tB.einforced Stone Walls: 1ft. thick, hardness 16; hp 180; 
AC f; break DC sf; Climb DC ?.J. 

Floors: The walls in the temple are the same smooth, black 
rock as the walls. They are level flagstone floors. 

Ceilings: Ceilings in the Undying Temple are 9 feet high. 

nestroyin<s the undvin<s 
Temple · 
The orb of negative energy at the heart of the temple-exist
ing simultaneously on the Material and the Ethereal Planes 
(see UH)-is both the source of the temple's power and its 
greatest weakness. While it is possible, given enough time, to 
destroy the temple pi~ce by piece, more direct methods can 
end its sentience and thus its threat. 

Po~itive Energy: Pouring enough po'Sitiv~ energy into the 
negative energy orb destroys it. This requires making enough 
successful turning checks (high enough to affect a ?.0:HP 
undead) to deal 100 HD wor-th of turning damage . 

Spells: As a construct, the temple is immune to mind-influ
encing effects, death effects, necromantic effects, ru1d any 
spell that requires a Fortitude save unless it also affects ob
jects. Its sheer size makes it resistant t~ even spells lijte disifl
tegrate, though many of those spells could eventually bring it 
down. Some spells cru1 affect the temple more immediately. 
Morde11kai11en's. disjtmctio11 strips the sentience from it if the
negative energy orb is within the area of the spell and the 
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temple fails its saving throw. Temporal stasis can incapacitate 
the temple if its spell resistance does not block the spell. Wish 
qr miracle can destroy the temple, though this ·is an extraordi
nary use of either spell and thus costly to the caster. No spell 
below 8th level has any effect on the orb. 

Hamp.ering the Temple: A rogue with ra'nks in Disable 
Device can prevent the tempie from using its spell-like abili
ties within the boundaries of a given room inside it. The walls 
of each room are laced with nearly invisible magical circuitry 
not unlike that created by a magical trap such as a glyph of 
1uarqit1g. A rogue who makes a successful Search check (DC 
34) can detect this circuitry. By making a successful Dis
able Device check' (DC 34), a character inside a 
room within the temple can effectively 

"g break the circuit, which not only prevents 
~ \•L ~ the temple from using its spell-me 
~ abilities in that room, but also curs off 
~ its ability to "see" (via blilldsight) and 
.t' communicate via telepathy with any 
-~ creatures in the room. Disabling 
• this "trap" requires only ldt 
~ - rounds, but the temple tends to 
~ 
~ direct its attacks against anyone 

who tinkers with its circuitry. 
Failing the check by 5" or more 
means the character is targeted 
by an enervalio11 attack as if cast 
by the temple. 

Bncounters in 
the· undvin«s 
Temple 
The cult of Kiaransalee is a chaotic 
and disorganized group at best. !rae 
T'sarran is magically powerful and in
spires obedience in her followers, but she 

the. temple, after alerting its inhabitants of tlte characters' 
intrusion, is content to toy with them instead of unleashing 
its full magical power against them. Only Paelinn, a divine 
seeker in service to the cult, takes some initiative and tries 
to hunt the characters down before they can wreak too 
much havoc i11 the temple. 

D IVINE SEEKER (EL 1 7) 
As soon as the characters enter the teniple, Paelinn leaves her 
chamber (UlO) and moves to intercept them-asking the 
temple where they are, if necessary. Knowing that her abilities 

are best used during a melee in which she can gain 
"flanking bonuses and thus ~neak attacks, she 

remains hidden and silent to the best of 
her ability (Hide modifier +35",. Move 

Silently modifier +35"} She shadows 
the heroes until they are engaged in 

melee with another r~sident of the 
temple, then she joins the m~lee, 
emerging from the shadows to 
deliver devastating sneak at
tacks. If seriously injured, she 
flees the scene to drink her 
curing potions until she is 
ready to attack again. She also 
goes out of her way to deliver 
coups de grace oil fallen char
acters, h10wing that a dead 
chiracter is a much more seri
ous inconvenience to the 
party than an unconscious 
one. She continues this tactic 
until she is dead or the charac

ters have fled. She does not hes
itate. to follow the characters 

through•the ethereal portal (U6) 
if necessary. 
Paelinn's ideal tactical situation 

lets her maneuver into position to 
flank three or more characters at once, is not a strong leadtr. Her organizational 

skills are minimal, and her unceasing spell 
research, fueled by her crazed thirst for 
·power and vengeance, leaves her little mental 
energy to spend on "trivial" matters such. as 

UnJy;,, T emple 

then use Whirlwind Attack to attack all 
of them and deliver a massive amount of 
sneak attack damage. The other residents of 

organizing the defense of ~er sanctum. As a result, even with 
the temple itself aware of the characters' presence and every 
inhabitant alerted, the characters meet very little organized 
resistance. 

Instead, each resiaent of the temple, upon learning of the 
character-s' intrusion, starts calculating how this disruption 
could work to his, her, or its ben~fit. Most of the guards 
stick to their posts, hoping that they can catch the intruders 
and thus earn !rae T'sarran's recognition. They are ex
tremely , alert and very diffic.ult to surprise. The lich 
Umaerh loB) starts formulating a plan to parley with tlte 
characters, help them overthrow Irae .rsarran, then destr'oy 
them, leaving himself at the head of the Undying Temple 
(or whatever is left of it). The undead members of the cult, 
forced t into loyalty and obedience to its high priestess, 
simply do as they are told, remai11ing at their posts. Even 

the temple don't go out of their way to set 
up this situation for her, however, and she would coUJlt herself 
extremely lucky if the opportuJtity presented itself. She always 
looks for the opportuttity and tumbles into position to accom
plish it if at all possible. 

Paelillo is an attractive young drow, tall and slender with a 
delicately .angled face and. brilliant emerald eyes. Her yellow
white hair is pulled tightly back in a bun and covered by the 
hood of her pi?uafrui-a voluminous black clo:!f (see Appen
dix 1). She moves with phenomenal grace and "elegane~, and in 
almost complete silence, thanks in part to the silent mO'IJeS 
studded lef!tber she wears. She carries a rapier of ?uormditlg 
and wears slippers of spider climbing. She is fond of using poi
soned hand crossbow bolts from hiding to incapacitate or kill 

· her foes. 
_, Paelinn, Divine Seeker: hp 74;·see page H7. 
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Key ,to the undyin~ Temple 
Irae T'sarran swnmoned the temple into a tall, cylindrical· 
cavern above Castle Maerimydra. The arrival of the construct 
displaced the existing rock, much like a steel wedge driven into 
soft clay. 

Ul. A P.PROACH TO THE T OWER (EL 20) 
The sceoe inside the door is quite different from anything 
else in the tower. You are at the bottom of a large, well-like 
cavern almost completely filled by a gracefully curving 
tower of ribbed black stone. Some 30 feet up, in the hollow 
of the tower's curve, a gigantic sphere of utter blackness de
vours any shred of light, obscuring the top of the tower 
almost completely from view. 

Any character using see it1visibility, true seei11g, or some other 
method of seeing ethereal objects perceives the rest of the pic
ture: a mirror image of the spiraling tower hangs upside-down 
above it in the Ethereal Plane, centered on the sphere of 
blackness. (One such spltere''exists in the same location on 
each plane.) 

}:Jo entrance is visible; there are only two physical ways to 
enter the temple. The easiest and most common is for the 
temple to open an archway. The other way is to fly through 
the negative energy orb (U14) and enter tltrough the Ofen 
walls in U12, UB, or UH. See UH for the effects of passing 
tltrough the orb. 

Creature~ The only en_cow1ter here is with the temple itself. 
If characters begin searching the walls for a secret door, the # 

temple first alerts all its ~;esidents that intruders are about to 
enter. Then it uses its detect evil ability to learn whether any 
of the party members are evil. If tiot, it attempts to gain con
trol of one of the heroes (a fighter, if possible) with its domi-
1/ate momter ability. If it successfJJlly gains control of a 
character, it opens an archway while commanding its new 
t!trall to tell the rest that he or she found a secret trigger to 
open it. At the same time, it sunrmons Taharak, who reaches 
area U2 in 2d6 rounds. 

If its domi11ate monster· attempt fails, the temple waits until 
a r~guelike character closely examines the walls, the'n uses its 
e11ervatio11- a~ility ou that character and immediately opens an 
archway. Because the bolt of negative energy springs from the 
temple wall, the effect looks very much Like a spru,ng trap, and 
the targeted character is Likely to believe that be or she acci
dentally triggered a secret door and the attached trap. 

The temple telepathically hails any evil characters it detects 
and asks their business, using detect tboughts to check their re
spqnses. If there is one evil character in a predomillantly good 
party, the temple asks if that character is planning to betray 
the others and encousages him or her to do so. If the entire 
party is evil, it might decide to let the group in, unless it can 
determine (with detect tboughts) tl1at its members mean harm 
to Irae T'sarran or Kiaransalee's cause. 

If the characters use magic to enter the temple before 
sear~hing for secret entrances, the temple alerts Taharak im
mediately and then tries to use domi11nte momter on a fighter 
once they are inside. In this case, Tal1arak' and ryis companions 
are still fully ethereal when the characters enter. · 

Once the characters are inside, the temple leaves them to 
Irae T'sarran and her followers, at least for the moment. Fur
ther actions it may take are described in other areas below. 

If the characters become ethereal outside the temple, the 
only way to enter the ethereal portion of it is tltrough the neg
ative energy orb. The temple does not open archways for any 
ethereal characters except Taharak and his cleric crew. 

U2. E NTRArcE H ALL (EL 16) 
This strange-shaped room is filled with smooth ivory 
columns arranged in four uneven, curving rows of four 
columns each. A stairway leads up at one end of the room, 
and a door leads out through the opposite wall. 

The columns provide one-half cover to a character fighting 
around them, or three:quarters cover to a character peering 
around them. 

Creatures: The ethereal scouts confront the characters 
here, assuming· that the party bas not already destroyed 
them. When the heroes enter or the temple warns the scouts 
that they are coming, Taharak manifests and the nightmare 
carries the clerics to the Material Plane to do battle. Alter
natively, if the character-s became ethereal to enter the 
temple, the scouts remain on the Ethereal Plane and fight 
the characters there. 

Taharak, the leader of the ethereal scouts, is the ghost of a 
powerful drow fighter. He was a mighty force for the cause of 
Lolth in life, but he abandoned Lolth in favor of Kiaraosalee 
after dying and becoming a ghost._ He is an impressive figure in 
full plate, with a helm crafted to resemble a leering skull He 
wields a spiked ch_ain but uses his 1~ithering touch against op
ponents on the Material Plane. 

Taharak is accompanied by tltrec clerics of Kiaransalee, 
female drow who also 1vear full plate armor. They wield magic 
momingstars made of black iron set with silver spikes, echoing 
Kiaransalee's holy symbol (a drow hand with silver rings), and 
they wear actual representations of their deity's symbol openly 
aJ·ound their necks. They consider themselves superior to 
Taharak but do not push the issue. The clerics make the best 
possible use of the columns as cover. 

The nightlnare iS son1ewhat at a loss if it is forced to fight 
on the Material Plane, since it is used to fighting with Taharak 
on its back. It flees back to the Ethereal Plane if seriously 
threatened, and it projects to the Astral Plane if characters 
follow it to the Ethereal. 

"Tahank, Ghost Champion: hp 65'; see page 146. 
"Nightmare: hp 45'; see Monster .Ma1w.al. 
"Cult.Clerics (3): hp 61, H, n; see page 146. . 
The Temple: If the characters de'Stroy Taharak, the temple 

lashes out at them with its JJorrid 1vilti11g ability. If that fails 
to kill them, it lets the matter rest for the time being. 

If the characters have already encountered and eliminated . 
the ethereal scouts, the temple· uses its summon momter IX 
ability to summoq a vrock demon to meet them instead. This 
encounter has an EL of 13. As a special exception to the usual 
rules, award experience for this vrock as if it were an inde
pendent creatu.re, not a summ'!J1ed monster. • 

"Vrock Demon: hp 65'; see Monster Manual. 
Development: Destroying Taharak is not nec~ssarily a fi11al 
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solution, sinci he bas the rejuvenation ability common to all 
ghosts. The only way to destror. him permanen!lY is to destroy 
Irae rsarran permanently. 

U 3. BASEMENT STAIR 

A stairway leading downward is the only feature in this 
long, narrow room. 

There is nothing remarkable about this chamber. 

U4. B ASEMENT 

This circular room bas all the trappings of a tortw·e cham· 
ber: a rack, an iron maiden, and numerous smaller imple· 
ments of pain. Stretched out on a table, its hands and feet 
locked in iron manacles, is a body that has been stripped of 
its skin. It looks much like the undead creatures in the drow 
outpost. 

A trapdoor is set in the center of the floor. 

This creature is a newly formed quth·maren. Unless the char
acters have taken a course of action that would make this 
impossible, the body belongs to Hamadh the Unseen, leader 
of the Hidden. Ideally, the characters encountere'd Hamadh 
in a diplomatic (if not necessarily friendly) capacity and left 

him alive. If l! different NPC better fits that description, use 
that character instead. 

Creature: As a qutb-maren, Harnadh is hardly a threat to 
the characters. He remembers nothing of Ills life or of them. 
If the heroes free him, he attacks blindly and, no doubt, falls 
quickly. Defeating him does not earn the party any experience 
points. 

., <ll!_th·Maren: hp 5'8; see Appendix L 
If combat here takes more thaJJ '2 rounds, Flenser emerges 

from the sub-basement (U5') to see what's going on. 
Treasure: If the characters search the room (Search DC H ), 

they find Hamadh's belongu1gs, which were stripped .from him 
before the process of turning him into a qutlr-maren began. (If 
you decide to use a different NPC, substitute that character's 
gear instead.) See Appendix 2 for the complete list of 
Hamadb's gear, all of which is all here. 

ur. SUB-BAsEMENT (EL 17) 
The odor of a charnel bouse fills the air. A rusty iron 
ladder descends down illto the floor, leading to a small, 
mostly bare, circular room. A furry hide of indetermu1ate 
nature is piled to one side of the ladder. Above it, a drow 
hand is nailed to the wall with a large spike. It wears a 
silver ring on each of its fingers. 

Etbertill S eoul 
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PART4 ., 
This is the home of the cleric responsible for tlte operation of 
the tortu_re chamber and 'the creation of the quth-maren up
stairs: a half-fiend drow, called a draegloth, named Flenser. 

The pile of hide is Flenser's bed, and the hand nailed to the 
wall is an object of devotion-a very concrete re.eresentation 
of Kiaransalee's symbol. A close look at the hand reveals that 
the rings fit poorly. The ring on the middle finger doesn't fit 
over tht:" knuckle, while the one on the smallest finger is too 
loose. These facts are a clue that the rings were placed on the 
hand after its owner's death. 

Creature: Flenser is the hideous 'spawn of a glabrez.u and a 
drow priestess of Lolth, a member of Maerimydra's House 
ChUmavh. While the birth of a draegloth such as Flenser is 
usually considered a sign of Lolth's favor among the drow, 
Flenser's birth killed her mother. Flenser was outcast from the 
city, and when she reached adulthood she became a cleric of 
Kiaransalee. She has achieved the vengeance sh~ swore on the 
ruling house that cast her out, and her role in placing Irae 
Tsar ran on the throne of Maerimydn has·earned her a spot in 
the Undying Temple-a place she enjoys to no end. 

Flenser is 8 feet tall, with inky black skin and a knotted mane 
of yellowish-white hair. Her hiile is thick and covered with a fme 
coat of white hair, and her body is powerfully muscled Two of 
her four arms end in hands tipped with powerful claws. The other 
two, much smaller, end in the normal hands she uses for spell
casting. Her face, which is slightly elongated like a dog's muzzle, 
has a bestial cast, ana her mouth is full of vicious, sharp teeth . 

., Flenser: hp 132; see page H7. 

U6. ETHER~AL PORTAL (EL 17) 
A short wall separates the stairs down from the rest of the 
room. A single door to the left is just barely visible arouud 
the edge of the wall. 

The characters cannot see the stairs vp, the,ethereal portal, or 
the second door until they come around'the sl1ort wall. 

The south side of this short wall contains a portal to the 
Ethereal Plane. The portal looks like au open archway filled with 
ghostly, swirling mist. From the other side, the wall looks-and 
is-completely solid. Any character stepping through the arch
way is transported to the corresponding location in the Ethereal 
Plaue (UlS) ~s if affected by an ethereal11ess spell. 

Creature: An unusual guard is stationed here-one who is as 
good at fighting ethereal opponents as physical on_es. Yashar is 
a medusa, with a gaze attack that can petrify ethereal crea
tures. He is also a sorcerer specializing in force spells, which 
ccu1 affect ethereal foes. He wears a ring of see invisibility that 
allows hiin to see ethereal creatures normally, so he is com
fo~table fighting creatures on either side of the portal. Yashar 
typically stations himself just behind the wall containing the 
portal, in the area occupied by U18 on the Ethereal Plane. If 
he moves elsewhere in the room, the walls of U18 prevent him 
from seeing any ethereal creatures inside. 

Yashar is short for his kind, only about r feet tall, but lithe 
aJid hardy. He has. a powerful presence that draws attention to 
him-often fatally. Yashar has a familiar, a tiny viper that he 
steadfastly refuses to name. 

., Yas~ar, Medusa Sorcerer: hp 104; see page. H7. 

I 

U7. YASHAR'S CHAMBER 

A thick fur on the floor of this room serves as a bed, with a 
few blankets and smaller furs piled on it in a heap. An as
sortment of small stone sculptures-life-sized animals such 
as lizards, rats, and other Underdark faw1a-stand around 
the room in very natural-looking poses, apparently a 
medusa's idea of art. Another door leads out to the south. 

Thjs simple room is Yashar's residence, where he sleeps but 
does little else. 

U8. DINING RooM AND kiTCHEN 

Three chairs surround a small table on one side of this long 
room. On the other side is a small kitchen, including cabi
nets and a countertop but no cookfire. 

Tlie living inhabitants of the Undying Temple-Yashar (U7), 
Paelinn, cutd the scu1ctum guards (U24)-come here to prepare 
and eat their meal!i. The cupboards hold typical drow foods
cured rotM meat, dried cave ftsh, pungent rotM cheese, and·aJl 
assOrtment of mushrooms, molds, and pickled slinte molds. 
Those who eat here rarely stay for long and almost never 
gather for a common meal. 

U9. THIRD F LOOR L ANDING (EL 11) 
A short landing marks the next floor of the tower. The 
stairs continue up, and a door leads off to the left. 

The door into Ulp is locked (Opeo Lock DC 40) and trapped. 
That chamber is the residence of Paelion, a divine seeker and 
accomplished rogue. ' 

Trap: If any character touches the lock on the door without 
inserting the key (which Paelinn carries on her person at aU 
times), a volley of poisoned darts fills the entire room. 

•/'Fusillade of Deathblade Darts: CR 11; +18 ranged 
(ld4+1 plus poison, dart); poison (deathblade, Fortitude DC 20 
resists, ld6 Coo/ 2d6 Con); fires ld8 darts at each target in U9; 
Search DC 2r; Disable Device DC 2r. . 

U10. SEEKER's REST (EL 17) 
This is a warm room full of pleasant smells, comfortable 
furnishings, and attractive decorations. A small bed stcu1ds 
in the far corner, with a finely crafted wooden dresser 
beside it. A full-length silver mirror in an ornate wooden 
frame stands on the other side of the bed. In the center of 
the room is a bronze brazier full of smoldering coals and 
delicately scented incense, lending warmth to the room. A 
low divan stands near the brazier. 

Opposite the divcut, a large wooden box stands open. Two 
wooden panels are folded out from the lid, forming a three
pane image. The center pane, the inside of the lid, depicts a 
cruelly beautiful drow woman seated on a throne of bones, 
her face painted to resemble a skull. Each of her fingers 
wears a silver ring. The left panel of the triptych shows 
another drow woman standing with her face turned 
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toward the center figure. She wears a simple black robe 
and holds a skull in her hands. Above her is a cavern 
ceiling studded with skulls whose eye sockets arc alight 
with a pale red glow. The right panel shows t he ghostly 
form of a heavily armored warrior. Her insubstant ial 
armor is forged to resemble demonic features, and she 
holds a serrated greatsword in both hands. Bodies are 
strewn on the ground at her feet. 

Below this three-part scene, the bottom of the box looks 
like a small altar. A lace cloth covers the wood, and three 
unlit candles stand before the three painted figures. A tiny 
brazier, also unlit, holds a few cubes of incense. 

This fine chamber belongs to Paelinn,. the divine seeker of 
Kiaransalee. A successful Knowledge (religion) check (DC 15') 
allows a character to identify Kiaransalee in the center panel 
of the triptych. Identifying the other two figures requires 
specialized knowledge of drow religion and' a successful 
Knowledge (religion) check (DC 25'). The figure on the left is 
Reaper of Souls Larynda Telenna, the leader of Kiaransalee's 
cult across Faeriin, high priestess of the Vault of Gnashing 
Teeth beneath Vaasa. The figure on the right is Gurdren 
Myrinn, a keening spirit ~nd divine champion of Kiaransalee, 
also based in the Vault of Gnashing Teeth. · 

Creature: If Paelirln is still alive when the characters reach 
this room, she attacks them by herself rather than allowing 
them to root through her belongings. . 

"1 Paelin n, Divine Seeker: hp 74; see page 15'7. 
Treasure: The two margipally valuable items in the room 

are the brazier (25'0 gp, 75' pounds) and the portable shrine 
(900 gp., 25' pounds). 

Ull. F OURTH F LOOR L ANDING 

This small landing has stairs continuing in both directions 
and a door 011 one side. This area is significantly colder than 
the lower levels of the temple. 

The chill here is ~cause of the proximity of the negative 
energy orb (UH). The effect is worse than natural cold-upon 
entering this level, any living character not warded against 
negative energy (such as by a negative energy protection spell) 
takes 1d6 points of negative energy damage. A new saving 
throw against the effect is required every round thet:eafter 
that the character remains in areas Ull-UH. An affected 
character feels as if the cold is slowly draining the life from his. 
or her body. A character reduced to 0 hp by this negative 
energy cru)'lJ bles into ash: 

Ul '2. T HE L AST R EVENA.l-.'T (EL 18) . 
On the left side of the door, t he wall rises only about 
halfway to the ceiling. Above it, the black orb that was vis
ible from outside the tower hangs suspended in the air. It 
seems to be the source of the cold that suffuses this area. 

A mosaic on the floor depicts a skull, its mouth open wide 
to hold a black circle. In the mosaic, this circle is represented 
by a single circular tile, fully 5' feet in diameter. The eyes of 
the skull are glowing blue. 

The black circ!e in the mosaic contains a trap (see Trap below). 
Every round a .character not warded against negative 

energy remains in areas Ull-UH, he or she takes 1d6 points 
of negative energy damage (see Ull for details). 

Creature: If the characters killed Khumarr but did 110t de· 
stroy his body (see C5'1), his revenant now occupies this room. 
He looks mucl1 like he did in life, less any gear that the char· 
acters stripped from his body before he was brought to the 
Undying Temple for reanimation, and with the addition of all 
the wou11ds he suffered in his first encounter with them. As· 
suming the- characters removed his demotr armor and took· his 
magic greatsword, he bas replaced these with masterwork 
armor and a masterwork greatsword.' If the characters left 
either item on the corpse long enough for Taharak's group of 
ethereal scouts to remove it with the body, the revenant still 
carries them, and his statistics improve accordingly from those 
presented on page 15'8. 

K.humarr has also lost his easygoing confidence and re· 
placed it with a furious hatred of those whG killed him . .UnJike 
most of the revenants in Maerimydra, Khumarr is not under 
the direct control of !rae Tsarran. Because he can discern the 
heroes' exact location with his find the guilty ability, their en
trance to this room does no.t surprise him unless they enter by 
way of the Ethereal Plane (his ability does not cross planar 
boundaries). ' · . 

"1 Khumarr Revenant: hp 101; see page 15'8. 
-/'Trap: The mosaic i? a trap-all energy 'draitr effect 

triggered by any character standing on the black circle in 
the skull's mouth. K.humarr's revenant (if he is here) 

' knows about the trap and uses it for two purposes. First, he 
tries to lure foes into standing on it so that they will suffer 
its ill effects. Second, he sta11ds on it himself to receive the 
beneficial effects it offers an undead creature (2d4 X 5' 
temporary hit points). 

-/'E,ertJ 1Jrai, Trap: CR lO; ,no attack roll necessary, af
fects any character standing on the black circle (2d4 negative 
levels); Fortitude DC 23 negates; Search DC 34; Disable 
Device DC 34. . 

U13. F IFTH F LOOR (EL 19) 
Opposite the stairs that lead both up and down, the entire 
right half of the wall is open, revealing the side of the huge 
black globe hanging outside the tower. The chill in this 
room is intense. 

This is the closest point to the negative energy orb at the heart 
of the Undying Temple (see vii for details). 

Every round that a character not warded against negative 
energy remains in areas t:lll-15', he or she takes 1d6 points 
of negative energy damage (see Ull for details). 

Creature: Any character who makes a success{ul Spot check 
(DC 28) notices a pair of red eyes within the orb upon ~ntering. 
An instant later, a shadowy form emerges from the orb and at
tacks. This ,creature is an orb wraith, an undead conglo~erate 
that dwells within the negative energy orb. I t lo:nhes all living 
things and·attacks without relenting. (The orb wraith moves 
freely between the Material and the Ethereal Plane~ so if the 
characters previously destroyed it on the Ethereal Plane, in 
U21, they do not encounter another one he~e.) 
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An orb wraith is a vaguely humanoid mass of darkness. 

Differenf features-faces, limbs, glowing red eyes-shift and 
surface within the creature at different times. Bolts of 
purple-black negative energy spark within its body, like light
ning within a looming thundercloud. 

_, Orb Wraith: hp '217; see Appendix 1. · 
The Temple: The orb wraith is very closely linked to the 

life fooce of the Undying Temple itself, and tl1e temple 
spares no effort to help the orb wraith defeat the charac
ters- particularly if they have been talking about finding a 
way to destroy the orb (and thus.•the temple). The temple 
uses all its spell-like abilities (including those that are usable 
only once per day, if it has not used them already that day) to 
help defeat the characters here. If it exhausts all its abilities 
that are usable either once or three times per day, it uses en
erwttion every round (with the bolts appearing out of the 
walls apparently randomly) until the orb wra.ith is slain or 
the characters fall or Oee. If the characters defeat the orb 
wraith and leave the room, the temple lets them go, but if 
they turn their attention to the orb and discuss how to de
stroy it, it reswnes its attacks to the best of its ability. 

Ul4. NEGATIVE ENERGY ORB (EL 19) 
The black orb is completely featureless and lightless. No 
depth is discernable, and nothing moves inside. It is as if 
vision itself is swallowed up in the inky void. Its cold seems 
to suck hungrily at every shred of warmth and life nearby. 

The orb is :t region of p!Jie negative energy, a tiny pocket of 
the Negative Energy Plane existing simultaneously on the ' 
Material and Ethereal Pl11nes. 

Any character foolish enough to touch the negative 
energy orb .gains a negative le~el (Fortitude DC '2S to 
remove). Any character who enters the orb gains a negative 
level each round he or she ren:iaiJlS inside. A character who 
gains as many negative levels as he or she has levels or Hit 
Dice dies and inuuediately rises as a wraith. 

Any undead creature that touches or enters t.he orb beals S 
hit points per round (or per touch) instead of gaining negative 
levels, ·up to its normal maximum hit points. This healing 
stacks with any fast healing ability the creature has. 

tA creature within the orb can use plrmc shift to nwve from the 
Material Plane to the Ethereal Plane, fro-m the Ethere;tl Plane to 
the Material, or from eitl1cr PJane to the Negative Energy Plan.r 
at will, as a move-equivalent action. (Characters who travel to the 
Negative Energy Plane fJ.!1d it a featureless void with the same 
energy draining properties as the orb itself. They must use their 
own resources to return to the Materia.l or Ethereal Plane.) 

Creature: The orb is inhabited by an. orb wra.ith, a con
_glomeration of normal wraiths formed by the orb's negative 
energy. The orb wraith attac).:s characters in UH and U21, 
so it is unlikely thanhey will enc~unter it within the orb. 

_, brb Wraith: hp 2~ 7; see Appendix 1. 

Ul5". SIXTH FLOOR 

Tltis long, narrow room approaches the tower's pointed 
spire. The wall opposite the stairs is open to the air, and the 
opening looks out over the top of the great black orb. 

Every round that a character not warded against negative 
energy remains in areas Ull-UH, he or she takes ld6 
points of·negative energy damage (see Ull for details). 

This area is empty. 

Ul6. SEVEl\i'fH FLOOR 

This small room is little more than a landing, with stairs 
leading down into the body of the tower and up to the very 
top of its spiral. 

Orb Trraitb 
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If the characters have not already slain the keening spirit in 
U17 or U26, a faint, eerie moaning echoes down the stairs into 
t_his room from above. · · 

U17. EIGHTH FLOOR (EL 18) 
This tiny room is the very top of the tower's spiral. On the 
wall opposite the stairs, an image of an archway is carved 
into the stone, but a solid wall fills the arch. 

This _is the back side of a one-way portal leading from U26 in 
the Ethereal Plane to this location on the Mate.rial Plane. 
Creatures using tl~at portal to return to the Material Plane 
seem to step through the solid wall. 

~ Creature: If the characters killed Cabratb Nelinderra in 
.! en of Castle Maerimydra and did not prevent the ethereal 
i_ scouts from bringing her body to the Undying Temple (by 
~ destroying the body or the scouts), then her ghost inhabits 

11 
U26, which is on the Ethereal Plane coex~stent tvith this area. 

~ As a ghost, Cabrath can attack characters in either plane (or 
..t' both simultaneously). 
-~ To opponents on the Material Plane, Cabrath's spirit 
~ appears as a ghostly, insubstantial version of the way she 
~ looked in life-a drow woman with dusky gray skin, gray
~ white hair, and amber eyes. She still wears a heavy black 

robe with royal purple inside the sleeves, but it seems to 
trail off into. smoke at the bottom and the ends of the 
sleeves. She does not seem to be enjoying her undeath at 
all; her face is contorted into a mask of grief, and she 
moans, sobs, and wails con~inually. 
~-Cabrath Nelinderra, Keening Spirit: hp 89; see page lS8. 

U18. ETHEREAL SECOND F LOOR (EL 17) 
This room is somewhat disorienting. The ceiling is smooth 
and level, but the floor slopes sharply up from a point at 
the bottom to meet the ceiling only 8 feet away. No grav
ity pulls down to the floor, so it is easy etlough to walk
either up the slope or simply up through the air-up to 
where a hole leads through the ceiling to a room above this 
one. On the wall opposite the hole in the ceiling, an image 
of an archway is carved into the stone, but a solid wall fills 
the arch. 

The air is foggy but not damp, though the stone of the 
building seems clear and solid enough. 

Because this room is so small, no part of the Material Plane 
area coexisting with" it (U6) is visible. 

Creature: If Yashar, the medusa sorcerer in U6 on the 
Material flane, is ;;hll alive and standing guard in his ac
customed sppt, he is vis1ble as an indistinct, almost gho~tly 
version of himself. Thanks to his r.ing of see invisibility, he 
can see characters in this room, and his spells and gaze 
~llow him to attack such, characters even while remaining 
on the Material Plane. If his att!lcks seem ineffective, he is 
willing to~ use the port.al to face his enem ies on the Ethereal 
Plane. 1 

~ Yashar, Medusa Sorcerer: hp 104; see page 157 . 
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U19. ETHEREAL THIRD F LOOR 

This small room has three solid walls, and the floor and 
the ceiling seem solid enough (except for the hole through 
which you entered), but the fourth wall seems baz.y and 
insubstantial. It blocks vision, but it's not at all clear 
whether it blocks movement as well. , 

The insubstantial wall is on the Maferial Plane- it is the 
curving north wall of UlO. Characters on the Ethereal Plane 
can move through it freely, but they can110t see through it 
without putting at least their eyes on the other side of it. 

Area UlO on · the Material Plane is Paelinn's residence. No 
features of her room are visible within this area (she avoids the 
n<:>rthwest corner of her room, without eve11 realizing she is 
doing so), atid she has no means to detect or affect characters in 
this area. 

U'20. ETHEREAL FO.DRTH FLOOR 

Thi.s room is long and narrow. A bole in the floor leads 
down, and another hole leads up about H feet away. The 
wall opposite these holes rises only about halfway to the 
ceiling, and the bottom of the gigantic black orb is visible 
beyond. It seems to draw the warmth out of the air here, 
leaving an unearthly cold behind. 

T as bar from lbt Etbtrtal 'Pia11t 
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A character who looks out the gap in the wall near the south 
end of t~e room can see arow1d the sphere to the indistinct 
form of the temple on the Material Plane. 

Every round that a character not warded against negative 
energy rema-ins in areas U20-U'23, he or she takes ld6 
points of negative energy damage (see U11 for details). 

U2J.. E ,THEREAL FIFTH FLOOR (EL 19) 
Opposite the holes that lead both up aud down, the entire 
right half of the wall is open, revealing the side of the huge 
black globe hanging outside the tower. The chill in this 
room is intense. 

This area is the closest point on the Ethereal Plane to the 
negative energy orb at the heart of the Undying Tentple. 

Every.round a that character not warded against negative 
energy remain~ in areas U20-U'23, he or she takes ld6 points 
oft negative energy damage (see Ull for details). 

Creature: Any character who ma.kes a succe~sful Spot 
check (DC '28) notices a pair of red eyes within the ~orb up01

1
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entering. An instant later, a gigantic shadowy form 
emerges from the orb and attacks. This creature is an orb 
wraith, an undead conglomerate that dwells within the neg· 
ative energy orb. It loathes all liying things an"d attacks 
without relenting. (The orb wraith mqves freely between 
the Material and the Ethereal Planes, so if the characters 

., . ... 
Bth~reo1 .pla:ne JJeutures 

. . 
The Ethere~l Plane is a misty, fog-bound dimension that is co-
existent with the Material Plane. Ethereal travelers must deal 
with altered senses, slow but three-dimensional movement, and 
the possibility of attack J10t only from other etherea~ creatures 
but also from certain spells and effects on the Material Plane. 

Senses: The Matcrial ·Plaue itself is visible from the Ethe
real Plane, but it appears muted and iqdistinct, its colors 
blurring irito each other and its edges turning fuzzy. No 
matter where a character is on the Ethereal Plane, he or she 
can see the c_c:)rresponding part of the Material Plane. V.ision 
is limited'tp 60' feet in both aspects. Furthermore, the Mat~ 

· rial Plane· appears as if wrapped in fog, so ethereal observers 
cap't cliscern precise details, such ·as normal writing, though 
it~s easy to distinguish faces a.nd lm~amarks. Sight is otherwise 
normal; so gaze attacks launched from the Material' Plane 
affect ethereal creatures. (A .vampire's domination ability 
and" the eyebite spell are. similar to gaze attacks b!J.t do not 
reach into tpe Ethereal Plane from the Material.) 

The Ethereal Plane emits its own diffuse light, so ethereal 
observers do not need torches to see onto the Material Plane, 
even .if it's pitch-black there. Light .sources do not expand the 

' 60-foot vision limit Oil the Ethereal Plane, nor do alternate 
methods gf sight such as darkvision. A creature with blind· 
sight on the Ethereal.J.>lane can detect pther ethereal crea
tures at its normal range. · 

To viewers on the Ethereal Plane, objects on the Material 
P1aJ1e are foggy, inclistinct, and almost translucent. Such ob
jects block line of sight but provide concealment, not cover. 
An ethereal observer can't see through a.wall on the Mater· 
ial Plane without poking his or her head through it first. Ari 
ethereal character whose eyes are totally within a Material 
Plane object cannot see. . 

Ethereal listeners hear Material Plane sounds only when 
they originate less than 60 feet away, and such sound is dis· 
torted and ghostly. Sonic attacks do not reach ytt11 the Ma· 
terial Plane to the Ethereal Plane, nor do the senses of touch, 
smell, and taste. • 

An ethereal traveler is normally inv-isible and inaudible 
to an individual on tl1e Mate{ial Plane, tl1ough spells and 
abilities such as see in1Jisible reveal. an ethereal object or 
creatur"e. BiinYsight used on the Material Plane does not 

- . 
reveal Ethereal Plane creatures. Creatures· on the Ethereal 
Plane.cannot talk to those on the Material .Pl!!ne~ even if 
they want to be heard. . 1 

Movement: Creatures move on the Ethereal Plane just as 
they do on the Material Plane. However, because of the misty . ' nature of the plane's protomatter, they can move up and 
down just as easily as they can along solid surfaces. Al.1 move· 
meot is at half speed, both for ·travelers and for creatures 
native to the Ethereal Plane. A .definite "down" on the Ethe· 
real Plane corresponds to the gravity of the coexistent plane 
to which it is attached, but there is no danger of Calling. 

Because the Etheq_al Plane !s coexistent with the Material 
Plane, most travelers walk normally along the ground of the 
Material Plane. Creatures in the ~thereat Plane can move 
through solid objects on the Material Plane, but they caru10t 
move tbJ·ough solid objects on the Ethereal Plaf!e (such as 
the ethereal portion of the Undying Temple} 

Force Effects! Force effects extend' onto the Ethereal 
Plane and affect creatures' therein. A 1vai/ if f;.ce, for ex· 
ample, prevents an etllereal creature from passing tltrough 
it. The appearance of the force effe~t is the same as ·it .is on 
the Material Plane-otten invisible. 

Ethereal Solids: Hair of the Uridyi11g Temple was built of 
stone and magically shifted to the Ethereal Plane. Now that 
portion is ethereal stone- invisible and insubstantial·to crea· 
tures on the Material J?Iane, but completely solid and real to 
creatures oq the Ethereal Plane. Characters in the ethereal 
portion of the temple qm move in any direction as if flying; 
which 1s why there arc no staircases, only holes in floors and 
ceilings to allow access to all the t~mple's levels. Ethereal 
characters can also move-through walls that exist only on 
the Material Plu1e, though such walls al"e opaque to them. 
They catulot, however, move through the walls that exist on 
the Ethereal Plane. The walls, floor, and ceiling there are,as 
real to them as material stone is· on the Material Plane. 

To the ~nefit of the temple's resid~nts, this effect makes 
·1t more aJ.fficult for characters to scout through walls by be· 
coming ethereal. However, characters on the Material Plane 
can use spells such as see in1Jisibility or true seeiflg to see crea
tures and oqjects 011 the Ethereal Plane, and they-can freely 
pass through ethereal walls. · 
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have previously destroyed it on the Material Plane, in U13, 
they do not encounter another one here.) 
. ., Orb Wraith: hp 217; see Appendix 1. 

The Temple: The Undying Temple spares no effort to help 
the orb wraith defeat the characters. See U13 for a description 
of the temple's tactics during this encounter. ' 

U22 E'IHEREAL SIXTH FLooK LANDING (EL 8) 
This small landing has holes leading both up and down and 
a door on one side. This area is quite cold. 

Every round a that character not warded against negative 
energy remains in areas U20-U23, he or she ta.kes ld6 points 

~ of negative energy damage (see Ull for .details). 
~ The door into U23 is locked (Open Lock DC 40) and 
~ trapped, $ince it is the residence of Umaerh, a lich and arcane 
t devotee of IGaransalee. 
~ Trap: If any living creature touches the doo'r, the handle, 

or the lock, a prismatic spray erupts from the door in a cone. 
(The effect is blocked by the wall opposite, but it would other

~ wise be a 60-foot cone.) 
-~ -/'Trap: CR 8; 10-ft. cone, one or more beams strike each 
~ character in the area (prismatic spray); save by beam color (DC 
-! 25"); Searcb DC 32; Disable Device DC 32. · 
::::: 

U23. D EVOTEE'S D OMAIN (EL 18) 
Beyond the door is what looks like another world. Instead 
of walls, ceiling, and floor, a tight lattice of bones fills 
the area. A throne made of bones stands in one cor ner of 
the room, and upon it a drow woman sits motionless. Her 
long, wrute bair flows down around her body, and her 
face is painted to resemble a skull like the one she holds 
in her left hand. The chill of the other rooms nearby is 
unabated here. 

This scene is. actually a permanent image created by Umaerh 
(from a scroll). The image is his version of a religious icon, 
depicting Kiaransa~ee on her bone throne: (Because the bone
lattice floor looks and feels about as smooth as the actual 
temple floor, walking in the room does not count as interact
ing with the illusion.) Any character who interacts in other 
ways with the image can make a Will sav.e (DC 19) to disbe
lieve the illusion. Success r~veals completely bare stone walls 
behind it. 

Every round that a character not warded against negative. 
energy remains in areas U20-U23, he or she takes ld6 points 
of negativ~ energy damage (see Ullfor details). Any undead 
creature (such as Umaerh) in this room heals ld6 point~ of 
damage each round, up to its normal maximum hit points. 

Creature: This room is the home ofUmaerh, a lich and an 
~rcane devotee of Kiaransalee. For a lich, Umaerh is in 
amazingly good physical condit.ion, thanks to his robe of 
get1tle repose. His in~y black flesh is smooth and supple, 
though he is extremely gaunt. His stark white hair is long 
and neatly combed, gathered below his shoulders in a loose 
ponytail. His magical garment is a light, open-frontyd robe 
of forl$t green, which he wears over a white shirt and black 
breeches, maintaining a stylish appearance. A mummified 

drow hand with five rings hangs around his neck, and heavy 
bracers rif arm.or adQrn his arms. He is surly and short-tempered 
(5ome would say half craz.ed) and f'<lScinated with death and un
death. He focuses on that aspect of IGaransalee's portfolio 
rather than vengeance. 

.,Umaerh, A.rcane Devotee: hp 122; see page HS. 
Tactics: II he has any advance notice of the characters' ap

proach (including a warning from the temple), Umaerh casts 
imprO'I!ed it1visibility on himself and p6sitions himself within 
the image of Kiaransalee. He COJJcentrates on manipulating 
the illusion to respond as he thinks the characters might 
expect, short of creating intelligible speech. 

Unlike many" liches, Umaerh is neither a wizard nor a 
necromancer- he is a sorcerer with an impressive repertoire 
o£ attack spells, from prismatic spray to magic missile. He 
remains i11visible as long as possible, using an action to 
recast imprO'I!ed invisibility if the characters dispel it. (If the 
characters all seem capable of targeting him effectively 
even while be is invisible, he does .not bother to renew the 
spell if they dispel it.) He begins combat by casting hast; on 
himself, then leads off with spells that do not have obvious 
points of origin, such as dominate person, feeblemitld, and 
repulsion. Then he launches into his most powerful attack 
spells-prismatic spray (which he can cast up to five times), 
chai11 lightning, abd feeblemind. 

Development: Umaerh's phylactery is an unadorned 
mithral ring on Irae T'sarran's left thnmb (she is in U29} II 
the characters slay him but do not destroy the ring, Umaerh 
reappears ldlO days after his destruct ion and goes to arry 

• length to recover the ring. The pbylactery radiates a strong 
aura of necromantic magic (caster level 12th). It? has a hard
ness of H, 60 hp, and a bteak·DC of 40. 

U24. SANCTUM D EFENSE (EL VARIABLE) 
Read the following text if the ch~acters came up from level 
six (U22): 

Opposite the hole in the floor through wruch you came is a 
straight wall with a door set in its middle. Another wall 
curves around alongside the hole, and a third wall joins the 
two-but it seems only half substantial. Where it meets the 
curving wall, the shorter wall is blurry, as if it were made 
of smoke. No hole leading upward is visible. 

Read the ·following text if tlte characters came down from 
level eight (U26): 

The hole leads down into a tiny triangular room. One wall 
seems blurry and indistinct, almost insubstantial. No hole 
leading downward is visible. 

As shown on the map, this room is divided by tht;north wall of 
U16 oo the Material Plane, and it is visible bue insubstantial to 
characters on the Ethereal Plane. Characters can move 
through it ~vith ease, but no form of vision can penetrate it. 

If the characters have oot already slain the keening spirit in 
U17 or U26, a faint, eerie moaning echoes down through the 
hole into this room from above. 

Creatures (EL 18): Two drow .guards armed with death 
spears stand watch here to prevent intrusion via the lower 
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levels of the ethereal temple. They wear fuU plate armor with 
visors coyering their faces, and they attack in complete silence. 
They hope in this way to give the impression of being nothing• 
more than magicaUy animated suits of armor . 

., Sanctum Defenders: hp 10'2, 89; see page 15'9. 
Trap (EL 8): The door to the high priestess's quarters 

(U'25') is warded with a trap that targets a slay living spell on 
anyone •Who touches the door without speaking the password, 
which is kno~n only to Irae T'sarran ("Vaiaran"). At the same 
time, a circle if doom spcU centered on the character touching 
the door affects all nearby creaturc·s. The trap resets automat
ically and immediately. 

-/' Death Trap: CR 8; slay livi11g, affects creature touching 
door; Fortitude DC '2'2 for 3d6+'21 damage; cir·cle if doom af
fects creature touching door and all other creatures within '20 
feet (ld8+'20 damage); Fortitude DC '22 half; Search DC 30; 
Disable Device DC 30. 

U25'. H IGH P RIESTEss>s QQARTERS 

The inside of this room is swatht:d in deep magical darkness. 

This effect is a deeper darkness spell that !rae T'sarran casts 
every twenty days to keep her chambers in darkness. Her 
eyes. if the spider give her continual true seei11g, which can 
penetrate the darkness; allowing her to function normally 
here while still surrounding herself with a feeling of gloom. 
If any character uses true seei11g or daylight to see normaUy 
in this room, read the following description: 

The darkness parts to reveal a luxurious chamber, draped in 
black brocades to complement the magical darkness. A 
large bed stands in the corner opposite the doorway and to 
the left. Its frame is black mahogany, and the bedclothes 
are black silks and sable fur. A dresser stands beside the bed. 
In the corner opposite t he bed is a small set of shelves 
loaded down with books and scrolls. A black woven rug lies 
on the floor in front of t he shelves. 

This room is Irae T'sarran's personal chamber, though she 
spends the vast majority of her time in the Greater Temple 
(U29), performing the spell research to develop her great 
re~enance spell. If the 'characters decide ·to wait here in 
ambush for her when she returns to her chamber, they 
must wait for 2dl0 hours before she comes to catch 4 
hours of rest. She does not arrive unprepareq, since the 
temple telepathically warns her of intruders and keeps Iter 
apprised of their locat ions, unless its sentience has already 
been destroyed: She always brings her two bodyguards 
(revenant Shattered Tower guards) with her, though they 
wajt outside her room unless she is expecting ·attack. Sec 
U29 for her statistics and those of her bodyguards. 

T~e dresser beside.the bed holds only mundane clothing. 
The books and scrolls in the corner are religious texts re
lating to the faith of Kiaransalee. A cbaracter with ranks 
in Knowledge (religion) can use the books to make a check 
(at a +'2 circumstance bonus) to learn specific details about 
Kiaransalee's faith and doctrine. A character with no ranks 
in Knowledge (religion) can still make an untrained Intel
ligence check (at a +'2 circumstance bonus) t<? answer basic 
questions' about the fait h (DC U or below). See 'the 

Introduction for more information about Kiaransalee and 
her church. ~ 

U26. M ATERJAL P ORTAL (EL 18) 
This tiny room is formed from two solid walls and two that 
seem misty and insubstantial. 

The characters cannot see the portal to the Material Plane or 
the second door until they come through the Material Plane 
wall of U17 and around the short wa.ll. 

Jhe north scde of t11e short waU contair]s a portal to the Ma· 
tcrial Plane. The portnl looks like atl open archway leading into a 
small room (U17), where the misty vapors of the Ethereal Plane 
are gone and everything looks cspeciaUy crisp and clear. From 
the other side, the wall looks-and -is-completely solid to ethe· 
real creatures. Any· character steppi.t1g through the archway is 
~ransported to tl1e correspondi.t1g location in the Material Plane 
(U17), cndi.t1g whatever effect made the character ethereal in the 
first place. 

Creature: If the characters killed Cabrath Nelinderra in 
C5'3 of Castle Maerimydra and did not prevent the ethereal 
scouts from bringing her body to the Undying Temple (by de
stroying the body or th~scouts), then her ghost inhabits this 
area. As a ghost, Cabrath can attack characters in either the 
Ethereal Plru1e or the Material. 

To opponents on the Ethereal Plane, Cabrath's spirit appears 
exactly as she did in life-a drow womru1 with dusky gray skin, 
gray-white hair, and amber eyes. She still wears a heavy black 
r-obe with royal purple inside the ~leeves. She does not seem to 
be enjoying her undeath at all: her face is contorted into a mask 
of grief, and she moans, sobs, atJd wails continuaUy. 

., Cabrath Nelinderra Keening Spirit: hp 89; see page 15'8. 
If the characters prevented Cabrath's body from returning 

to the Undying Temple, the spiderstone golem from U'28 is in 
this room instead. Unlike the keeni.t1g spirit, it has no ability to 
affect creatures on the Material Plane . 

., Spiderstone Golem: hp 94; see Appendix l. 

U27. EMPTY RooM 
This room is bare and featureless, except for a door on the 
side wall. 

This room is earmarked to serve as a vestry for the Greater 
Temple above (U'29). Currently all the temple gear·is stored in 
the temple itself, so this room is as empty as it appears. 

U.28. C ONSTRUCT G UARD (EL 18) . 
This room is bare and featur eless stone, except for a tall, 
obsidian statue of a four-armed male drow that stru1ds in 
the middle of the room, facing the two doors leading in. 

Like U'27, this room ts intended to serve as a vestry 9r storage 
area for the temple, but Irae T'sarran has not yet accumulated 
e11ough materials to make such storage necessary .. Jn the mean
time, a powerful golem is stationed here to help guard this 
level. !rae T'sarran is not entirely certain that it serves her 
faithfully; she believes that it may still have SO)Ue of Lolth's 
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will left in it. Thus, she does not trust it with solo 
guard duty as long as Cabrath's spirit is present. 

Creature: This creature is a spiderstone goiem-
a special cre'ation of the drow animated by an evil 
spirit from the Demonweb Pits. It stands about 9 
feet taU and is carved to resemble a male drow with 
four arms. It animates as soon as a nondrow enters 
the room, spitting webs to entangle creatures and 
slamming them with all four stone fists. 

-, Spiderstone Golem: hp 94; see Appendix 1. 
r( the ghost of Cabrath Nelinderra is not in 

U16, the spiderstone golem is in that area instead 
of here. 

:::: .. 
oQ 

U'29. THE GREATER TEMPLE (EL '21+) 
~ A giant skull, nearly 3 feet tall and probably orig-
~ inally belonging to a fire giant, is the focal point 
~ of this room. A black cloth embroidered with 
~ silver stretches across the skull, and several can-
~ 

dies in silver holders burn on top of it. Four .. .. .. 
rotting drow Corpses Stand flanking the skull, ..,. .. 

A: each one holdmg a candle. Two more corpses 
~ kneel before the skull, one clutching a heavy tome 
It to its chest, the other holding a silver dagger. On .. ·.:: 
~ the wall behind the skull is the looming image of .': .. a drow woman's face, painted to resemble a skulL -! ;::: The mural continues onto the floor, where the 

drow's out~trctched hand is pamted so that she 
seems to be cradling the skull in her outstretched 
hand. The other walls depict grisly scenes of death 
and torture. The floor is covered in an abstract 
mosaic of black, blue, and purple tiles. Three more 
corpses stand against the wall directly opposite 
the skull. One holds an unlit censer, one holds an 
aspergill, and the third holds a brazier, all made 
of silver. 

In the center of the room, standi11g on a large, 
whjte circle in the middle of the dark mosaic and 
flanked by two undead bodyguards, is an eerily 
beautiful elf woman with white skin and a hairless 
head. Her body seems to be wrapped in a glowing, 
blue-green mist that surrounds her shoulders and 
chest, then rises up behind her bead like a high 
collar and trails behind her like a cloak. On her 
right hand is a fine metal gauntlet, cruelly 
pointed at the fingertips. In her left hand she 
holds a long black rod with an elaborate design of 
loosely woven and twisted strands at one end. 
Energy, like a jet of pale green flame, spurts out 
from this end of the rod, which she holds Like a 
badge of office. A s1lver plate studded with a row 
of rubies adorns her head like a tight-fitting helm, 
extending down to cover her left eye as well. 

The greater temple is the symbolic and spiritual 
center of !rae T'sarran's power in the ruins of 
Maerimydra. The priestess spends almost aU her 
time tiere conducting her spell research, and every 
other denizen of the Undying Temple visits at least 
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PART 4 ., 
once a day to offer prayers and small sacrifices to the Lady 
of the Dead, Kiaransalee. 

The fi~e giant skull serves as the altar for the temple. The 
altar cloth atop it is embroidered in silver thread with the 
image of a slender drow hand wearing a silver ring on each 
finger. The painting behind and beneath' the altar depicts 
Kiaransalee. A successful Knowledge (religion) check (DC H) 
allows a character to identify the deity, and a successful 
Knowledge (;eligion) check (DC 10) allows identification of 
the symbol as Kiaransalee's. 

Creatures: The white-skinned elf in the center of the room 
is tbe albino drow Irae T'sarran. Characters close enough to 
attack her in melee notice that her one visible eye is as red as 
the ruby that has replaced her left eye. 

lrae T'sarran is cruel, ruthless, and completely unafraid of 
death. She has much in common with the deity she serves. Ut
terly consumed with a desire for vengeance stemming from 
her youth in Maerimydra, she totters on the brink of sanity. 
Sbe has already exacted her revenge upon ·the noble houses of 
the city for "allowing" House T'sarran to be destroyed by a 
rival bouse while she was away from the city, and she has 
since clawed her way to the top of a new order in Maerin1ydra. 
Convinced that she was robbed of her proper plaa: in the 
world, she continues to strive for ever-increasing power that 
reaches beyond the fallen drow city, while obeying the dictates 
of her vengeance-mad patron deity. Both Kiaransalee and !rae 
T'sarran believe they can and will overthrow the tyranny of 
Lolth and claim vengeance on the surface-dwellers who exiled 
the drow to the Underdark, reshaping Faenin in their image. 

!rae's bodyguards a~e former guards of the. Shattered 
Tower, revenant fighter/wizards. They wear polished black • 
breastplates. The image of the Shattered Tower that used to 
mark the breastplates is gone, and they now bear the holy 
symbol of Kiaransalee·instead. Each guard carries a spell stor
illg halberd. One guard's halberd holds a sl01v spell (Will DC 
16 negates), while the other's bot$ i11jlict serious 1vou11ds 
(3d8+U points of damage, Will DC 20 for half). 

In addition to lrae T'sarran and her two revenant bodyguards, 
nine Medjum-size zombies serve as acolytes and furniture in tl1e 
room. They do not fight unless attacked, and defeating them 
earns the characters no experience. If she has time before tl1e 
c~racters burst in;Irae also summons a bebilith to help defend 
her (see Irae rsarran's Power-Up Suite in her statistics on page 
H9} As a summoned monster, the bebilith does not raise the 
Encounter Level 

_, Irae T'sarr111: hp 114; sec page H9. 
_,Revenant Shattered Tower Guards (2): hp 82, 62; see 

page H3. 
_,Medium-Size Zombies (9): hp 8 each; see Monster 

Mrmual. 
_, Bebilith: hp 102; see Momter Mmmal. 
The Temple: If the characters have not yet destroyed the 

sentience of the temple by destroying the negative energy 
orb, it contributes all it can to the defense of the Gre<tter 
Temple and !rae T'sarran. This aid raises the Encounter 
Level to 22 or 23 (depending on how many spell-like abilities 
the temple bas remaining on that particular day), but do not 
award the characters experience for the temple until they 
destroy the orb. . 

· Tactics:" If the temple warns her of the characters' approach, 

Irae casts her power-up suite and makes a turning attempt to bol
ster the undead in tile room before tile characters arrive), When 
her foes are present. she alternates between multiple-target spells 
to affect as many of the characters as she can and single-target 
attacks (mcluding botll attack spell§ and melee attacks with the 
c/tt7V of the reveflatrCer), COncentrating each Of these .latter On a 
single character (starting with clerics, then wizards) u'i1til he or 
she faLLs, then moving on to the next character. 

conclusion 
The death of Irae T'sarran effectively decapitates the cult of 
Kiaransalee in Maerimydra and ends its power there. The 
drow raids against the surface world end, and the characters 
are hailed as heroes. 
Any remaining Kia"ransaleen disperse to lick their wounds and 
plot disproportionate revenge against the characters. The 
Undying Temple, if not destroyed, begins to lure new con verts 
to Kiaransalee's. cause. The Weave disruption continues until 
tbe temple is destroyed. · 

Kurgoth Hellspawn, if s till alive, eventually gains access to 
the castle and completes his conquest of Maerimydra. If he is 
dead, any remaining members of the Hidden move into the 
castle and take up the fight against his army. Leaderless, the 
goblinoidS lose interest and eventually disper~. 

Regardless of the outcome, Maerimydra is a drow stronghold 
no more. Its ruins continue to attract looters and scavengers for 
years to come. 

Further Adventures 
City of the Spider ~e11 is an adventure of epic scope. Charac
ters who achieve the main goal of the adventure (foiling Irae 
T'sarran's plan to raise an undead army to lay waste to the sur
face world) could still leave abundant loose ends behind them. 
For example, many of the villains in this adventure, such as the 
ghosts, are very illfficult to destroy permanently. Belqw are a 
few of the major players who might return to bedevil the PCs. 

Irae T'sarran, as a favored priestess of the goddess called the 
Revenancer, 'ould very \vel! return from death as a keening 
spirit. If she does, let her lie low long enough for the characters 
to savor their truly epic victory before she returns to plague 
them once more. 

Taharak, if he rejuv-enates, seeks out !rae Tsarran. 0nly her de
struction can prevent him from restoring himself. As long as she 
lives (or persists in Ulldeath), Taharak will be found in her service. 

Cabratb Nelinderra, by contrast, has no particular love for 
or loyalty to I rae T'sarran. If she rejUvenates, she considers her 
debt to the albino priestess paid and makes her own way in the 
world. Sbe relocates to another Underdark location (any place 
that makes sense for your campaign) and begins gathering her 
own cult dedicated to Kiaransalee. 

Finally, the characters might kill I rae T'sarran ;tnd leave 
Maerimydra without destroying all the villains in Castle 
Maer irnydra and the Undying Temple. As long as Irae 
T'sarran exist~ in any form, she tries to keep these creatures 
under her direct control, and any surviving creatures could 
populate her new stronghold. 
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his appendix contains statistics and descriptions 
for new monsters and magic items that appear 
in this adventure. 

Ahvssul ghoul 
Medium-Size Undead 
Hit Dice: 16d1'2 (104 hp) 
Initiative: + 7 
Speed: 40ft. 
AC: '27 (+'f Dex, +14 natural), touch B, flat-footed '27 
Attacks: '2 front claws +H melee and rear claws +13 melee 
Damage: Front claw 1d4+ 7 plus disease, rear claws '2d4+3 

plus disease 
Pace/Reach: r ft. by r ft./ Y ft. 
Special Attacks: Disease, improved grab, sneak 

attack +Yd6, Wisdom drain 1d6 
Special <lJ!.alities: Acid resistance '20, blind· 

sight, cold resistance '20, aealh· 
1vatch, electricity immunity, fire 
resistance '20, SR '20, uncanny 
dodge (Dex bonus to AC, can't be 
flanked), undead traits 

Saves: Fort +Y, Ref +10, Will +1'2 
Abilities: Str '2Y, Dex 16, Con -, 

Int 14, Wis H, Cha 18 
Skills: Balance +'21, Climb +H, 

Hide +11, J ump +'2Y, Move 
Silently +11, Tumble +'21 

Peats: Dodge, Improved Initiative, 
Lightning Reflexes, · Mobility, 
M11ltiattack, Spring Attack 

r ' 

Challenge Rating: 10 
Treasure: None 
Alignment: Always chaotic evil 
Advancement: 17-'24 H D (Medium-size); • 1S - 48 HD 

(Large) 
Vile minions of Kiaransalee, aby55:1l ghouls are twisted undead 
creatures with fiendish characteristics. Their abyssal connections 
make them far more formidable opponents than common ghouls. 

An abyssal ghoul looks similar to a common ghoul in that it 
is a warped humanoid {igure with bestial features. Its skin is 

scaly and tough, and its ftngers and toes end in fearsome 
claws several inches in length. Its teeth are equally 

fearsome, and a foot-long tongue dangles from 
its mouth, trailing itlto smoky incorporeal

ity at its tip. Though an abyssal ghoul is 
blind, its other senses allow it to per~eive 

prey around it. 
Abyssal ghouls speak Abyssal 

combo.t 
An abyssal ghoul enters combat 
slashing with its claws. Its 
strange tongue allows it to suck 

mental energy from prey it has 
pinned. 

Despite their apparent bestial 
nature, abyssal ghouls are quite intelli

gent, and they show considerable cun
ning in battle. In groups, they always try to 

Climate/Terrain: Any land and underground 
Organization: Solitary, pair, gang (3-r), or 

swarm (6-1'2) 

..t•711.1 Gbo•l flank opponents so that they can take advantage 
of sneak attack opportunities. 

Disease (Su): Any creature hit by an abyssal g~ouJ's front 
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claw or rear claw attack must succeed at a Fortitude save (DC 
18) or cqntract demon fever. After an incubation period of 1 
day, the disease deals 1d6 points of Constitution damage. Each 
day after contracting demon fever, the creature must succeed 
at another Fortitude save (DC 18) or take the same damage. 
Each time it is damaged by the disease, the creature must im
mediately succeed at another Fortitude save (DC 18) or 1 
point of the Constitution damage taken becomes Constitution 
drain instead.' After making a successful Fortitude save against 
the Constitution damage on eadl' of two consecutive days, the 
creature recovers. . -

Improved Grab (Ex): If an abyssal ghoul hits an opponent 
its own size or smaller with both front claws, it deals normal 
damage and attempts to start a grapple as a free action with
out provoking an attack of opportunity (grapple bonus +H ). If 
it gets a hold, it can attempt to pin and use its Wisdom drain 
ability on its next grapple check. Altcrnative!y, tbe abyssal 
ghoul has the option to conduct the 

Uncanny Dodge (Ex): An abyssal ghoul retains its Dexter
ity bonus to AC even when nat-footed or struck by an llttacker 
it can't perceive. In addition, it cannot be flanked except by a 
rogue of 20th level or higher. 

Undead Traits: An abyssal ghoul is immune to.mind-affect
ing effects, poison, deep, paralysis, stu1ining, disease# death ef
fects, necromantic effects,' and any effect that r~quires a 
Fortitude save unless it also works on objects. It is not subject 
to critical hits, subdual damage, ability damage, ability drain, 
energy drain, or death from massive damage. An abyssal ghoul 
cannot be raised, and resurrection works only if it ~ \villing. 

nemon, Blood Fiend 
Large Undead 
Hit Dice: 12d12 (78 hp) 
Initiative: +6 

Speed: 40ft., ny 80 ft. (perfect) 
grapple normally, or simply use its 

I front claws to hold the opponent """"""'"' ' """' 
AC: 31 (-1 size, +2 Dex, +20 natural), -t 

(-20 penalty on grapple check, 
but the ghoul is not considered 
grappled). In either case, each 
successful grapple check it 
makes during successive rounds 
automatically deals damage 
from both front claws. 

touch 11, nat-footed 29 ~ 
Attach: 4 cl~ws +B melee and 

Sneak Attack (Ex): Any 
time the abyssal ghoul's target· 
is denied a Dexterity ~nus, or 
when it is flanked by the 
abyssal ghoul, the latter deals 
an additional +Yd6 points of 
damage on a successful melee 
attack. 

Wisdom Drain (Su): If an 
abyssal ghoul successfully pins 
a living opponent, it can drain 
1d6 points of Wisdom with its 
smoky tongue on the same 
action. Each round thereafter 
th~t the pin is niaintained, it 
automatically drains an addi
tional1d6 points of Wisdom. A 
creature reduced to 0 Wisdom 
by an abyssal ghoul becomes un
conscious until at least 1 point 
of Wisdom is restored. 

bite +8 melee 
Damage: Claw ld6+8 plus energy 
drain, bite 1d8+4 plus blood drain 
PacefR.each: Y ft. by Y ft./10 ft. 
Special Attacks: Blood drain, 
domination, energy drain, spell
like abilities 
Special <lltalities: Acid resistance 
20,. alternate form, cold resist
ance 20, create spawn, DR 
20/+2, electricity immunity, fast 
healing Y, frre resistance 20, 
gaseous form, SR"14, turn resist
ance +6 
Saves: Fort +4, Ref +8, Will +13 
Abilities: Str 26, Dex ll, Con - , 
Int 17, Wis 20, Ch.a 11 
Skills: Bluff +22, Concel\tration 
+14, Diplomacy +9, Hide +H, 
Intimidate +7, Listen +24, Move 
Silently +19, Search +20, Sense 
Motive +21, Spot +24 
Peata: Alertness, Combat 
Renexes, Dodge, Improved 

Initiative, Lightning Renexes, 
Mobility 

Blindaight (Ex} An abyssal ghoul is 'lJtmo,, Blood Fit,J Climate/Terrain: Any land and underground 
blind, but it maneuvers and fights as well as a sighted creature Organization: Solitary, pair, or g:tng (3-Y) 
by using scent and vibration to ascertain its surroundings. This Challenge Rating: 14 
ability enables it to discern objects and creatures within 90 Treasure: Standard 
feet. The abyssal ghoul usually does not need to make Spot or Alignment: Always chaotic evil 
Listen checks to notice creatures within range of its blindsight. Advancement: 13-18 HD (Large); 19-36 HD (Huge) 

'lJt•tbw•tcb (Sp): This ability functions like the deatlnvatch 
spell, except that it is always active and the abyssal ghoul 
always knows bow near death all creatures within 90 feet of it 
are. Because of this knowledge, it often pauses to kill fragile 
creatures ( those with 3 or fewer hit points re~aining) before 
moving on to attack healthier foes. 

Blood fiends create more blood fiends from other demons in a 
manner similar to the way vampires create more vampires 
from humanoips. Their gazes can sap the will of mortals. 

A blood fiend is an ogre-sized, demonic creature that stands 
about 9 feet tall. Its thick, scaly hide is a dee.e purple color, 
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almost black. Each of its four strong arms ends in a humanlike 
hand, each finger of which is tipped with a vicious claw. A 
blood fiend has a wolflike muzzle lined with \v"ith sharp teeth 
that seem too large to fit in its mouth, aud glowing red eyes. 

Blood ~iends speak Abyssal. 

combut 
A blood fiend lacks the subtlety of an ordinary vampire. It does 
not hesitate to wade into melee with its four claws and vicious bite. 

Bl}>Od Drain (Ex): A blood fiend sucks blood from a living 
victim when it hits with its bite attack. Each succe5sful blood 
drain attack deals ld4 points of Constitution drain. 

Domination (So): Like a vampire, a blood fiend can crush 
au opponent's will by looking into its e-yes. This attack func
tions like a gaze effect, except that it is a standard action, and 
creatures merely looking at the blood fiend are not affected. 
Any creature within 30 feet that the blood fie11d targets for 
the attack falls instantly under its inf1u~nce a~ though by a 
domi1~ate monster spell (caster level 18th, Will save DC 21). 

~ Energy Drain (So) Any living creature hit by a blood 
-! fiend's claw attack must succeed at a Forti
~ tude saving throw (DC 21) or gain one 
~ negative level. For each nega
;::: tive level bestowed, the blood 

fiend heals ) points of damage. 
If the amount of healing is 
more than the damage the 
creature bas taken, it gains 
any excess as temporary 
hit points. If the negative 
level has not been re
moved (with a spell such 
as resturatio11) before 24 
hours have passed, the af
flicted opponent must 
succeed at a Fort itude 
save (DC 21) to remove 
it. Failure means the op
ponent's level (or. Hit 
Dice) is reduced by one. 

Spell-Like Abilities: At 
will-detect good, detect magic, 
teleport 1vithout err01· (self plus 

hit . points or. lower, a blood fiend automatically assumes 
gaseous form and attempts to escape. Its fast healing begins as 
soon as it has rested anywhere (it is not limited to a coffin) for 
1 hour without interruption. A dismissal, dispel evil, banisb
ment, dictum, or boly 1vord spell cast on it while its current bit 
points are below 1 destroys it utterly. 

Gaseous Form (So): At will, a blood fiend can assume 
gaseous form as a standard action. This ability functions like 
the gaseous form spell (caster level Sth), except that the blood 
fiend can remain gaseous indefinitely and has a fly speed of 20 
feet with perfect maneuverability. · 

Skills: A blood fiend receives a +8 racial bonus on Bluff, Hide, 
L isten, Move Silently, Search, Sense Motive, and Spot checks. 

ne-inon, Muu.cezhi 
(To.no.r'ri) ~ 

Medium-Size Outsider (Chaotic, Evil) 
Hit Dice: Sd8+S (27 hp) 

Initiative: + 2 
Speed: 40ft. 

17 

AC: 1J (+2 Dex, +3 
natural), touch 12, 
flat-footed 13 
Attacks: Bite + 7 melee 

·and 2 cla\vs +)melee 
Damage: Bite 1d6+2 
plus paralysis, claw 
1d4+1 plus paralysis 
Face/Reach: ) ft. by f 
ft./ f f t. 

Special Attacks: Consume, 
paralysis, pounce, spell-like 

abilities 
Special Qy_alities: Assume 

shape, DR 10/+1, outsider 
traits, SR 19, Stnmno11 
creatures, tanar'ri traits 
Saves: Fort +t, Ref +6, Will 
i-J 
Abilities: Str 14, Dex H, 

Con 1'2, Int 9, Wis 1'2, Cha 

pounds of objects only); 3/d'J:y-cbaos hammer, dark- . 'Demo11, Maurezbi Skills: Disguise +10•, Hide +9, Jump +10, Listen 
+10, Move Silently +9, Spot +10 11ess, tmholy bligbt; 1/day-blasphemy, de-secrate. Caster 

level 18th; save DC lJ +spell leveL 
Alternate Form (So): A blOod fiend can assume the shape of a 

regular or fiendish cfu-e bat, a dire wolf, a howler, or a nightmare 
as a standard, action. This-ability functions like a polymorpiJ felf 
spell (caster level 12th), except that the blood fiend also gains the 
extraordinary abilities of the form assumed. The creature can 
remain in the assumed form indefinitely. 

Create Spawn (So): An outside~ of the evil subtype slain by 
a blood fiend's energy_ drain attack (negative Levels equal to 
current Hit Dice, or drained below 1st level) rises as a blood 
fiend 1d4 days after death. The new blood fiend does not pos
sess any of the abilities it bad in life. 

Fasi'-Healing (Ex): A blood fiend heals ) points of damage 
per round as long as it has at least 1 hit point. If reduced to 0 

Feats: Alertness, Multiattack 

Climate/Terrain: Any land and underground 
Organization: Solitary, pair, or pack (3-J) 
Challenge Rat ing: 9 
Treasure: Standard and consumed characters' £Car 
Alignment: Always chaotic evil 
Advancement: Special (see below) 

Maurezhis are hideous demonS" that feed on corpses. Unlike 
common ghouls, they can assume the forms of humanoid crea
tures they consume . 

In its natural form, a maurezhi strongly resembl~ an ordi
naq ghoul. Its hunched and gaunt body has the pallor of 

I 
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death. Its ears are long and pointed, and its mouth is full of 
serrated Eeeth for rending flesh. Its elongated fingers end in 
wicked claws, and its muscular legs, which resemble those of a 
big cat, allow it to run quickly and pounce on its prey. 

Maurezhis speak Abyssal. ·When a maure7JU assumes an
other creature's form, it can speak any language that creature 
could speak. Like other tanar'ri, maurezhis can also communi
cate telepathically. 

• 

comho.t 
In its natural form, a maurezhi pounces on its prey and tears 
the flesh with its claws and teeth. It fights in a consumed crea
ture's guise only if it wishes to maintain that disguise or if it 
can gain some clear advantage by doing so. 

Consume (Ex): When a maurezhi slays a sentient living 
creature (Intelligence score 3 or higher) and . con~umes the 
body, it gains additional power from this grisly food. It must 
begit1 eating the corpse within 10 minu·tes· of its death and re
quires 30 mu10tes to complete the consumption. If t'he mau
rezhi is interrupted during this process, it can't completely 
consume the corpse or gain the benefits. 

A creature that has been consumed by a maurezhi cannot be 
restored to life through any form of raising or resurrection that 
requires part of the corpse. A 7uish, miracle, or true remrrecti011 
spell can restore a devoured· victim to life, but there is a rooh 
chance that even such powerful magic will fail. 

There is no limit to the number of corpses a maurezhi can 
devour in this fashion; but it advances (see below) only by 
devouring the corpses of creatures whose Hit Dice or levels 
are at least half its own current Hit Dice. For example, a • 
maurezhi of 13 Hit Dice .can advance only by devouring the 
corpse of a character of at least 7th level. 

For each suitable corpse a maurezhi consumes, its hit Dice, 
natural armor bonus, Strength, Intelligence, and base attack 
bonus each it1crease by +1. Its base &aving .throw bonuses im
prove according to its new H it Dice. It gains additional skill 
points equal to 8 + its Intelligence modifier, and it spends these 
additional points on skills possessed by its victitn (all of which 
are treated as class skills for the maurezhi). If the added Hit Die 
br41gs the maurezhi's total to any multiple of four, it gains a 
new feat as well, which it can choose from among the feats its 
previous victims had, assuming that it meets the necessary pre
requisites. In addition, the maurezhi gains access to the memo
ries of the creature it has consumed, can speak any l~nguage that 
creature knew, and can asswne that creature's form (see below). 

The maurezhi can reach a maximum of '20 Hit Dice 
through advancement. Its challenge rating, damage reduction 
and spell ·resistance improve with advancement as shown on 
th~ table below. 

Maurezhi Dama.ge Spell 
Total HD Reduction Resistance CR. 
r -7 10/+1 19 9 
8-9 H /+1· 20 10 
10-14 20/+2 21 11 
H -19 20/+'2 22 12 
'20 30/+3 23 13 
Paralysis (Ex): Any creature hit by a maurezh!'s claw or bite 
attack must succeed at a Fortitude save (13, or DC 10 + 1/'l the 

n8 

maurezhi's Hit Dice + its Constitution modifier, whichever is 
higher) or be paralyzed for ldll+4 minutes. "\ 

Pounce (Ex): If a maurezhi charges, it can make a full 
attack even though it has moved. 

1 Spell-L ile Abilities: Always active-death?vatcb; at will
mtimate dead, blur, cause fear, cbi/1 ioucb, deatb /Jne/1, bold 
person, invisibility.; 3/day~fear. Caster level equal to tOtlJ,I 
HD; save DC 13 + spell level. 

Assume Shape (So): A maurezhi can take on the appearance 
of any humanoid creatur·e whose corpse it has consumed. This 
ability functions like the alter self.spell (castet level lOth), 
except that the maurezhi can remain in .the chosen form in
definitely. It can assume a new form or return to its own as a 
standard action. 

Outsider Traits: Amaurezhi has darkvision (60-foot range). 
It cannot be raised or resurrected. 

Summo11 Crtu1tures (Sp ): This ability functions like a 
ittmmotr monster spell of the appropriate level, except that it 
has only a limited chance of success. Once per day a maurezhi 
can attempt to·summon ld4 ghouls with a lOOOh chance of 
success, or 2d4 dretches with a 600h chance of success. 

Tanar'ri Traits: Tanar'ri ca11 communicate telepathically 
with any creature within 100 feet that has a language. A 
tanar'ri is immune to electricity and poison, and it has a·cid re
sistance 20, cold resistance 20, and fire resistance 20. 

Skills: 1\. maurezhi gains a +8 racial bonus on Jump checks. 
*When using its asswue shape ability, a maurezhi receives an 
additional +12 circumstance bonus on Disguise checks (reflect
ing its access to the consumed form's memories as well as its 
physical alteration). 

n.cide.f vumpi.ce 
Large Undead 
Hit Dice: 6dl2 (39 hp) 
Initiative: +8 
Speed: 30 ft., climb 1r ft. 
AC: '25" (-1 size, +4 Dex, +12 natural), touch 13, flat-footed 

ll . 

Attacks: 2 claws +7 melee and bite +5' melee 
Damage: Claw lc18+5' plus energy drain, bite ld6+2 
Face/Reach: 10 ft. by lO ft./5' ft. 
Special Attacks: Attach, blood drain, energy drain, spell-like 

abilities, spells, spider master y 
Special OJ!.alities: Alternate form, cold resistance 20, DR 

H /+1, electricity resistance 20, fast healing 5', gaseous 
. form, SR 19, turn resistance +4 

Saves: Rort +2, Ref +8, Will +9 
Abilities: Str ll, Dex 19, Con-, Int 17, Wis 18, Cha.'20 
Skill~: Bluff +13, Climb +17, Concentration +7, H ide +18, 

Listen +20, Move Silently +22, Search +11, Sense Motive 
+12, Spellcraft +12, Spot +23 

Feats: Alertness, Ambidexterity, Combat Casting, Combat 
Reflexes, Dodge, Improved Initiative, I,.ightniug 
Reflexes, Mobility, Multiattack 

Climate/Terrain: Underground 
Organization: Solitary 
Challenge Rating: 9 
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Treasure: Double standard 
Alignment·: Always chaotic evil 
Advancement: By character class 

These undead abominations are 
creatures of pure hatred and 
malice, filled with loathing for 
everything that lives. Though a 
drider vampire drinks blood and has 
other abilities that resemble those of 
a CO!nmon humanoid vampire, the. 
two are actually quite different crea
tures. 

A drider vampire looks much as 
~ it did in life, with the head and torso 
~ of a drow and the lower body of a 
~ spider. Its hands are wick<!dly clawed, and l from its mouth protrude huge fangs like 

.t-
those of a venomous spider. 
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A successful save allows the creature ·to 
resist the command, but the 

drider vampire can at
t empt to command it 

again next round. Command
ing an unwilling target r~quires a 

standard action; otherwise, issuing 
commands is a free action. 
Alternate Form (Su): A drider vampire 

can assume the shape of a monstrous 
spider of any size from Tiny to Large 

as a standard action. This ability func-
tions like a polymorph-self spell (caster 
level 11th). The creature can remain in 

spider form until it 'Chooses to revert 
to its natural form or until the next 

sunrise. 
Fast Healing (Ex); A drider vampire beals S 

points of damage per round as lang as it has at l~ast 
1 hit .!?oint. If reduced to 0 hit points or lower, it au

tomatically assumes gaseous form and attempts to 
escape. It ml!s.t reach its web nest within ?. hours or be 
utterly destroyed. (It can travel up to 9 miles in ?. A drider vampire's abilities are a mixture of re

tained drider traits and special qualities similar 
to those of a common vampire. Unlike hu
manoid vampires, the drider vampire has a dan-

1Jritler Y11m pire hours.) After 1 hour of rest in its nest, its hit point 
total rises to 1, then it resumes fast healing at its 
normal.rate. 

gerous bite attack and can easily drain blood from a victim 
without resorting to grappling. A successful hit from one of 
its clawed hand drains life energy like a vampire's slam 
attack. 

Attach (Ex): If a drider ~ampire hits with its bite attack, it 
latches .onto the opponent's body and begins draining blood the 
same round. An attached drider vampire's AC is ?.L 

Blood Drain (Ex): A drider vampire drains blood, dealing 
ld4 points of C0nstitution drain immediately upon· attaching 
to its opponent. Each round thereafter that it remains at
tached, it automatically deals an additiona11d4 points of Con
stitution drain. 

Energy Drain (Su): Any living creature hit by a drider vam
pire's claw attack 1pust succeed at a Fortitude saving throw 
(DC 18) or gain one negative level. For each 11egative level be
stowed, the drider vampire heals S points of damage. If the 
·amount of healing is more than the damage the creature bas 
taken, it gains any excess as temporary hit points. If the nega
tive level has not been removed (with a spell such as restora
tion) before 14 hours have passed, the aff.licted opponent must 
succeed at a Fortirude save (DC 18) to remove it. Failure 
means the opponent's level (or Hit Dice) is reduced by one. 

Spell-Like Abilities: 1/day-dancitJg lights, dark11ess, detect 
chaos, detect e'!Jil, detect good, detect la?u, detect mngic,fne,·ie 
fire, levitate. Caster level 6th; sa.vc J?C H +spell level. 

Spells: A drider vampire retains all the spcUcasting abilities 
it had in life. Most driders are 6th-level clerics, wizards, or 
sorcerers, Drider vampire clerics .usually worship Kiaransalee 
(even tho6gh they seryed Lolth in life), and they choose their 
domains from Chaos, Drow, Evil, Retribution, and Undeath. 

Spider Mastery (So): A drider vampire can compel a ,spi
derkind creature (sec Spider kind sidebar) to obey its mental com
mands~ An unwilling, intelligent target that fails a Will saving 
throw (DC 18) obeys one command as if under a mggestion spell. 

Gaseous Form (So): At . will, a drider vampire can asswne 
gaseous form as a standard action. This ability functions like 
the gnseousform spell (caster level fth), except that the drider 

* vampire can remain gaseous indefinitely and has any speed of 
'2.0 feet witb perfect maneuverability." 

Skills: A drider vampire gains skills as an aberration. It re
ceives a +8 racial bonus on Bluff, Hide, Listen, Move Silently, 
Search, Sense Motive, and Spot checks. 

.spiderliind 
The term "spider kind" ·includes all of the following crea-
tures in the D&D game. · 

Momter Mam~'lll: All spiders, aranea, drider, retriever 
(demon), bebilith (demon), ettercap, phase spider, mon
strous spider. 

Monsters if FaertttJ: Subterranean (hairy and sword) 
spiders, yochlol (demonJ, myrlochar, chitine, cnoldrith. 

City if tbe Spider ~em: Arachnoid creature, dridq 
vampire, jade sp~der, wraith spider. · 

Certain items, class abilities, and spells that are intended 
to affect spiderlike C(catures affec~ aU qf spidcrklnd. The 
arachne prestige class (m Faiths & 'Pantheom) gtaJ}tS im· 
n1Ulljty to the venom of aU spiderkind creatures and the 
ability to commarnicatc with all spiderkind creatures. The 
araclwemaocer prestige dabS (presented in J)UNG_EON 
Adve11tares # 84) has tM ability to speak with spiders and 
command spiders; these abilities extend to all spiderlcind 
creatures. The webspinne.r ability of .the arachne class and 
.the webwalking ability of the arachnemancer class grant 
immunity to the webs of all spider kind. 

) I f . 
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Feats: A drider ·vampire gains feats as an aberration. It re

ceives Ater tness, Combat Reflexes, Dodge, Improved Initia
tive, and Lightning Reflexes as bonus feats. 

R EPELLING AND SLA ¥ING D RI DER V AMPIRES 
Drider vampires cannot be held at bay witli garlic; mirrors, or 
holy symbols like normal vampires can. They can freely cross 
running··water and enter homes uninvited. 

Drider va•upires can be slain by sunlight, but not by im
mersion in runni11g water. While driving a wooden stake 
through a drider vampire's heart is a sure way to kill it, few ad
venturers realize that the creature has hvo hear ts-one in its 
spider body and one in its drow torso-and both must be staked 
in order to kill the creature. 

<Jolem,_s_pid e.cst~ne 
Large Construct 
Hit Dice: 18d10 (99 hp) 
Initiative: +6 
Speed: 30 ft ., climb 30 ft. 
AC: 26 (-1 size, +2 Dex, +15 natural), touch 11, flat-footed 

24 
Attacks: 4 slams +23 melee, or web +19 ranged touch 
Damage: Slam 1d8+ 7 • 
Face/Reach: 5' ft. by S ft.j10 ft. 
Special Attacks: Berserk, spit web 
Special Qp_alities: Construct traits, DR 20/+1, fighting spirit, 

magic inu11unity, 'Spider climb, SR 22, 
webwaiking . 

Saves: Fort +11, Ref +8, Will +6 
· Abilities: Str 20, Dex lS,. Con -, 

L1t -, Wis 11, Cha 3 
Feats: Cleave, Dodge, Great 

Cleave, Improved Initiative, 
Mobility, · Power Attack, 
Spring Attack, ·Sunder, 
Weapon Focus (slam), 
Weapon Specialization 
(slam) 

Clinlate/Terrain: Any 'under· 
ground, 

Organization: Solitary 
Challenge Rating: 18 
Trea.sure: None 
Alignment: Always neutral eviJ 
Advancement: 18- 36 HD 

(Latge) 

A spiderstone golem is an obsid
ian construct with the combat 
prowess of a trained fighter. 
Animated by a demonic spirit 
from the Demonweb Fits, this 
creature is both more evil and 
mor.e unpredictable than most 
other kinds of golem. 

standing 9 feet tall and weighing 2,000 pou11ds. I t is carved f rom 
obsidian, so it has a smooth, glassy surface marred by ocuasional 
sharp fractures. When inactive, it usually stands with its arms 
folded across its chest. 

combat .. . 
, 

Spiderstone golems have an innate understanding of combat, 
and they conduct themselves in melee as if they were trained 
f ighters. A spiderst.one g~lem uses its four fists to pummel op
ponents and spits webs to entangle sp.ellcasters at{d archers. 

Berserk (Ex): When a spiderstqne gole'm enter s 
co1nbat, there is a cumulative 1% chance each round 
that its demon spirit breaks free and-goes berserk. The 
uncontrolled golem goes on a. rampage, attacking the 
nearest living creature or smashing some object smaller 
than itself if no crea-ture is witliin reach, then moving 
pn to spread more destruct ion. A divine spellcaster of a· 
drow deity, if within 60 feet, can try (Diplomacy DC ~ 
19) to regain· control by speaking firmly and persua- ~ 
sively to the golem. Resting for 1 ininute resets the .. 
golem's berserk chance .to 0%. !::i 

Fighting Spirit: A spiderstone golem gains a +4 racial bonus .! :.on attack rolls (already figured into t he stat istics above): i 
Spit Web (Su}. A spiderstone golem can spit forth a web as a ~ 

ranged toUch attack (maximum range 90 feet; range increment 
10 feet). A Large or smaller creature hit by this attack is entrul· 
gled (-2 on attack rolls, -4 penalty to Dexterity, unable to 
move). An entangled creatw·e attempting to cast a spell must 

succeed at a Concentration check 
(DC 'u ) to do so. An entangled 
creature can escape with a success
fuJ Escape Artist check (DC 26) 
or burst the web \vith a Strength 
check (DC 32). Both are stan-
dard actions. Once the golem 
spits a web, it can't spit another 
one until1d4 rounds later. 

Construct Traits: A spider
stone golem is immune to 
mind-affecting effects, poison, 
sleep, paralysis, stun11ing, dis
ease, death effects, necromrul· 
tic effects, and any effect that 
requires a Fortitude save unless 
it also works on objects. The 
creature is not subject to critical 
hits, subdual damage, ability 

'drunagc, ability drain, e?ergy 
drain, or death from massive 
damage. It cannot heal itself but 
can be healed through repair. It 
canJlOt be raised or resurrected. 
A· spiderstooe golem has darkvi-
sion (60-foot range). . 

A spiderstone golem appears as a 
statue of a male four-armed drow, Go/em, S piders/one 

Magic Immunity (Ex): A spi
derstone golem is immune to all 

spells, spell-like abilities, and su
pernatural effects except Evoca

tion spells ru1d effcqs, and divine 

n.o 
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speLls cast by drow divine spellcasters. Against such spells and 
effects, the golem's spell resistance still applies. Unlike stone 
golems, a spiderstone golem is not affected by 'tt·ammute rock 
to mud or st011e to fie sh spells. 

Spider Climb (Su): A spiderstone golem can move on walls 
or ceilings as if under the effect of .a spider climb spell, 
except that it moves at its fnll normal speed. This ability is 
always in effect. · 

Webwalking (Su): Spiderstone golems can move freely 
through any normal or magical web, as if affected by a free
dom qf m0'1Jeme11t spell. They can walk along webs as if on solid 
ground (no Balanc~ check required). 

Feats: A spiderstono golem gains feats as a humanoid with 
the fighter class. 

const.cuction 
~ Spiderstone golems follow the general 
.t' rules for golem construction presented 

in the Monster Manual. 
.! 
~ 
..! 
~ 

A spiderstone golem's body is 
chiseled from a single block of ob
sidian weighing at least 3,000 
pounds. The golem costs 80,000 
gp to create, which includes 
1,000 gp for the body. Assem-
bling the body requires a suc
cessful Craft (scu lpting or 
masonry) check (DC 1 7). 

The creator must be 16tlt 
level,. able to cast divine spells, 
and have access to the Drow 
domain. Completing the 
ritual drains 1,600 XP ....,._..,_~ 
from the creator-andre
quires gens/quest, limited 
1vish, polymorph a11y object, 1veb, 
spider climb, and freedom if' m0'1Jement. 

jude spider 
Gargantu.an Construct 
Hit Dice: '24dl0 (13'2 hp) 
Initiative: +1 
Speed: 30 ft. . 
AC: '23 ( -4 size, +1 Dex, +16 Mtural), touch 7, flat-footed 

'2'2 
Attacks: 2leg sla~hes +2f'melee and bite +20 melee, or web 

+lr r.anged touch 
Damage: Leg slash 'ld-8+11/18-'20, bite 1d8+f plus petrifi-

cation 
Face/Reach: '20 ft. by 20 ft./10 ft. 
Special Attacks: Forcecage web, petrification, wounding 
Special Qp_alities: Construct traits, DR 30/+'2, sec invisibility, 

SR ~0 
Saves: Fort +8, Ref +9, Will +8 
Abilities: Str 33, Dex 13, Con -, Int -, Wis 11, Cha 1, 

Cliol'ate/Terrain: Any underground 
Organization: Solitary or pair 

Challenge R;ating: 14 
Treasure: None . 
Alignment: Always neutral 
Advancement: ?S-3'2 HD (Garga11tuao); 33-7'2 HD 

(Colossal) 

Jade spiders are stone constructs created as guardians for drow 
edifices. Their name derives from the magically treated jade 
that studs their sharp mandibles and sa\v-edged legs. 

A jade spider appears as a smoothly sculpted stone statue of 
a monstrous spider, 20 feet in diameter and r feet high: It 
weighs 4r,OOO p~unds. 

combut 
Jade spiders are fearless, unthinking 

guardians· that carry out their as-
signed orders without question or 

pause. , 
Unlike stone golcms, jade 

spiders are not affected by 
transmute rock to mr4d 

spells. Sto11e to flesh does 
not actually change the 
golem's .structure, but it 
does cancel its damage 
reduction 'for 1 round. 

Forcecage Web 
(Su): Eight times per 

day, a jade spider 
can cast a magical 

web of glowing 
green energy as a 

standard action. 
his effect func

tions like afor·cecage spell, except 
that it affects only one target . a11d 
allo~s a Reflex save (DC 17) to avoid 

the effect. A target that fails its saving throw is imprisoned 
within a barred cage of force. After using its forcecage web, a 
jade spider must wait '2d4 rounds before doing so again. 

11.1 

Petrification (Su:>: 'Ihe bite of a jade spider injects a glowiJlg 
green venom ~at turns the victim to stone. A creature bitten 
by the spider must succeed at a Fortitude save (DC 22) or int
mediately turn to stone. 

Wounding (Su): A wound resulting from a jade spider's 
leg slash bleeds for an additional 1 point of damage per 
round thereafter. Multiple wounds from such attacks result 
in cumulative bleeding loss (two wounds for 2 poutts of 
damage per round, aod SQ on). The bleeding can be stopped 
only by a successful Heal check (DC 15') or the application 
of a cure spell or some other healing spell (peal, heali11g 
circle, or the like). · 

Construct Traits: A jade spider is immUlle to mind-affecting 
effects, poi~n, sleop, paralysis, stunning, disease, death effects, 
necromantic effects, and any effect that requires a Fortitude 
save mtless·it also works on objects. The creature is not subject 
to critical hits, subdual damage, ability damage, abiljty drain, 
energy drain, or death from massive damage. It cannot heal 
itself but can be healed through repair. It cannot be raised or 

'· 
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resurrected. A jade spider has darkvision (60-foot range). 

See In,visibility (Su): This ability functions like a see invisi
bility spell, except that it is always active and its range extends 
to the limit of the jade spider's vision. 

co nst .cuctio n 
Jade spiders follow the general rules for golem construction 
presented in the Momter Manual. 

A jade spider's body is chiseled from multiple blocks of 
stone together weighing at least ro,tJoo pounds. It costs 80,000 
gp to create, which includes 1,000 gp for the body. Assembling 
the body requires a successful Craft (sculpting or masonry) 
check (DC 1 7). 

The creator must be 16th level and able to cast arcane 
spells. Completing the ritual drains 1,600 XP from the creator 
and requires geas/quest, limited 1visb, polymorph tUIY object, 
flesh to stone, best01v curse, andforcecage. 

orb wruith 
Huge Undead (Incorporeal) 
Hit Dice: 30d1'2 (195' hp) 
Initiative: +6 
Speed: Fly 60ft. (perfect) 
AC: 17 (- 2 size, + '2 Dex, + 7 deflection), 

touch 17, flat-footed 15' 
Attacks: '2 incorporeal touches +16 melee 

touch,'or enervatiop ray +16 rangetl touch 
Damage: Incorporeal touch ld8/19-20 plus 

ld6 Constitution dt;ain, enervation ray 
ld4 negative levels 19-'20 

Face[B.each: 10 ft. by 10 ft./15' ft. 
Special Attacks: Constitution drain, 

create spa\vn, assimilation, ener
vation ray, spell-like abilities 

Special Qy_alities: Incorporeal 
subtype, undead traits, 
unnatural aura 

Saves: Fort +10, Ref +12, 
• Will +'21 
Abilities: Str -, Dex 14, Con 

-, Int 18, Wis 18, Cha 25' 
Skills: Diplomacy +9, Hide +14, 

Intimidate· +'25', L isten +'2'2. 
Search +'2'2, Sense Motive +2'2, Spot +'2'2 

Feats: Alertness, Blind-Fight, Combat Reflexes, Dodge, 
Imptoved Critical (incorporeal touch), Improved Critical 
(enervation ray), Improved Initiative, Mobility, Spring 
Attack, Weapon Focus (mcorporeal touch), Weapon Focus 
(enervation ray). 

Climate/Terrain: Underground 
Organization: Solitary 
Challenge Rating: 19 
Treasure: None 
Alignment: Always chaotic evil 
Advanc.ement: 31-40 HD (Huge); 41-&0 HI? (Gargant~an) 

An orb wraith is an undead monstrosity formed when six or 
more ordinary wraiths come together in an area of powerful 
negative .energy. They are common on the Negative Energy 
Plane, but most natives of the Material Plane encounter them 
within localized areas of negative energy, like the orb at the 
heart of the Undying Temple-hence their commoo name. 

An orb wraith looks like 'a vaguely humanoid ma5s of dar~
ness. Different features-faces, limbs, and glowing red eyes
shift and surface within the creature at different times. Bolts 
of purple-black negative energy spark withll1 its body, like 
lightning \Vithin a lootning thundercloud. ' 

combat 
An orb wraith can extend two appendages-sometimes looking 
very much like arms, other times more strongly resembling 
tentacles or wisps of smoke- to attatk in melee. Otherwise, it 
?imply creates an arc of crackling negative energy from its 
body to that of a nearby target. 

Const itution ·Drain (Su): A11y living creatuJ·e hit by an orb 
wraith's incorporeal touch attack must succeed at a Fortitude 
save (DC 3'2) or take ld6 points of Constitution drain. 

Enervation R.ay (Su): An orb wraith can attack with a bolt of 
negative energy that functions like the e1rervatiorr spell. This 

attack is a ray with a maximum range of 60 feet 
and no range increment. A creature 

- struck by the ray gains ld4 nega
tive levels. 

Spell-L ike Abilities: At 
will-bane, best07V curse, doom, 

fea;; 3/day-circ/e of death, 
circle of doom; 1/day-destruction. 
Caster level '20th; save DC 17 + spell 

leveL ' 
Assimilate (Su): If an orb 

wraith kills an ordinary wraith 
(even one of its own spawn), it 
assimilates the lesser wraith's 
energy into itself, growing 
stronger in the process. I t adds 
the assimilated wraith's H it 
Dice (usually f ) to its own, to 
a maximum of 60 HD. It 
gains all the benefits of 
these additional HD acord
ing to the monster advance

ment rules in the Mo11Sier 
Mm~ual. When an orb wraith advances to 60 HD, it fissions 
u1to two 30-HD orb wraiths. 

Create Spawn (Su): Any humanoid slain by an orb wraith be
comes a normal wraith in ld4 rounds. Spawn are under the com
mand of the orb wraith that created them and remain enslaved 
until its death. They do not possess any of the abilities they had in 
Life. 

Incorporea~ Subtype: An orb wraith can be har}ned only 
by other incorporeal creatures, +1 or better magic weapons, 
spells, spell-like abilities, and supernatural abilities. The crea
ture has a 5'0~ cl1ance to ignore any damage from a corpo
real source, except for force effects or attacks made with 
ghost touch weapons. An orb wraith can pass through solid 
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objects~ but not force effects, at will. Its attacks ignore natu
ral armor, armor, and shields, but deflection bonuses and 
(orce effects work normally ·against them. An orb wraith 
always moves silently and cannot be heard with Listen 
checks if it doesn't wish to be. 

Undead Traits: An orb wraith is immune to mind-affecting 
effects, poison, sleep, paralysis, stunning, disease, death effects, 
necromantic effects, and auy effect tliat requires a Fortitude 
save unless it also works on objects. It is not subject to critical 
hits, subdual damage, ability damage, ability drain, energy 
drain., or death from massive damage. An orb wraith cannot be 
raised, and resurrection works only if it is willing. The creature 
has darhision (60-foot· range). 

Unnatural Aura (Su): Both wild and domesticated a11imals 
can sense the unnatural presence of an orb wraith at a distance 
of 90 feet. They will not willingly approach nearer than that 
and panic if forced to do so; they remain panicked as long as 
they are within that range. 

Quth-Mnren 
Medium-Size Undead 
Hit Dice: 10d1?. (65' hp) 
Initiative: +1 
Speed: 10 ft. 
AC: 14 (+1 Dex, +1 natural), touch 11, flat-footed B 
Attacks: ?. slams +9 melee 
Damage: Slam 1d6+1 plus 1d6 acid 
Face/Reach: r ft. by r ft./! ft. 
Special Attaclts: Caustic blood, command 

undead, horrifying gaze, spit blood 
Special <ll!_alities: Acid immunity, electric

ity resistance H, fast healing 4, 
frre resistance 1Y, turn resistance 
+?., undead traits ' 

Saves: Fort +1, Ref +4, Wil!-+9 
Abilities: Str 16, Dex 13, Con 

-, Int 13, Wis 14, Cha H 
Skills: Climb +1!}, Hide +14, 

Listen +10, Move Silently 
+14, Search +7, Spot +10 

Feats: Alertness, Blind-Fight, 
Power Attack, Weapon Focus 
(slam) 

Climate/Terrain: Undergrow1d 
Organization: Solitary, pair, or gang 

(1-6) . 
Challenge Rating: 7 
Treasure: None 
Alignment: Always chaotic evil 
Advancement: None 

A quth-maren is a revplting unde~d creature cre
ated by clerics of Kiaransalee. These clerics enjoy 
flaying their enemies-removing every scrap of 
skin-and then anin1ating them in this hideous form. 

A qutb-maren bears the overall form it did in life, but 

its .skeleton. ~austic blood constantly oozes from its body. 
Unlike zombies, to. which they bear a ·cer tain resemblance, 
qllth-marens are neither mindless nor prone to decomposition. 

combo.t 
Qy_th-marens fight fiercely but cleverly, making the best use of 
their ranged attacks and gaze attacks before closing with their 
opponents. In groups, they tend to gang up on a single enemy 
at a time, rather than distributing their attacks among a group 
of opponents. · 

Caustic Blood (Ex): A quth-maren's natural attacks deal an 
additional1d6 points of acid damage from the creature's caus
tic blood. A11y creature hitting a quth-maren with natural 
weapons or unarmed attacks also takes 1d6 points of acid 
damage. 

Spit Blood (Ex): Once every 1d4 rounds, as a standard 
action, a quth-maren can spit a glob of its acidic blood as a 
grenadetike weapon attack. The qutb-maren must make a ~uc
cessful ranged touch attack to hit its target. This attack has a 
range increment of 10 feet, with a maximum range of i range 
in'crements. The glob deals ?.d6 points of acid damage on a 
direct hit, and ?. points of splash damage to all creatures within 
r feet of where it lands. 

Horrifying Gaze (Su):' A living creature within 10 feet that 
meets a quth-maren's deathless gaze must succeed at a Will 
save (DC 17) or cower in. fear (lose Dexterity bonus to AC, 
unable to act, any foe gains a +2 bonus on attack rolls). 

Command Undead (Su): Because the quth-maren was an evil 
cleric in life, it can command undead as a 

rtb-tcvel evil cieric. It cannot rebuke 
undead; but it can dispel turning or bot· 

ster other undead. 
Past Healing (Ex): A quth-maren 

regain$ lost hit points at tbe rate 
of 4 per round, as long as it h.1s at 
least 1 hit point. Fast healing does 

not restore hit points lost 
from starvation, thirst, or 

suffocation, and it does not 
allow the quth-maren to 

regrow or reattach lost body 
parts. 
Undead Traits: A quth-maren is 

immune to mind-affecting effects, poison, 
steep, paralysis, stul1lling, disease, death effects, 

necromantic effects, and any effect that requires a 
Fortitude save unless it also works on objects. It is 
not subject to critical hits, subdual damage, ability 
. damage, ability drain, energy drain, or death 

from massive damage. A quth-maren cannot 
~ raised, and resurrection WO{ks only if it is 
willing. The creature has darkvision '(60-foot 

range). 
Skills: A qutb-maren receives a +4 racial bonus 

on Moye Silently and Spot checks. 

it has no skin or exposed fat-just muscles over Jqyh-MAr61t 

•• 
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w.cuith spider 
Wraith spiders are undead creatures formed from the chiti
nous husks of monstrous spiders but animated by evil spirits 
from the realm of Kiaransalee. 

A wraith spider appears much like it did in life, except that 
its eight eyes ar.e hollow sockets through which the empty in
terior of its ;hell is dimly visible. A shadowy aura surrounds 
the creature, congealing to pure blackness around its fangs. . ~ 

combat 
Wraith spiders fight much as they did in 
life, except that they lack spu1nerets to 
produce webs. Their poison glands are 
also missing. but those have been re
placed by negative energy. 

Strength Damage (Su): The bi(e 
of a Large or smaller wraith 
spider deals Strength damage, 
as noted it the table on tfie 
facing page. 

Energy Drain (Su): The 
bite of a Huge or larger 
wraith spider bestows nega
tive levels on the victim 
instead of dealing Strength 
damage. A Huge wraith spider 
bestows one' negative leyel, and 
the Fortitude save to remove it 
has a DC of 16. A Gargantuan 
wraith spider bestows two negative 
fevels (DC '2.S), and a Colossal wraith 
spider bestows 1d4 negative levels (DC 
~9). As a special ability, a wraith !ipider 

horrible abominations that range from loyal servants of the 
drow to deadly re11egades on the outskirts of drowcivilization. 

CREATING AN ARACHNOID CREATURE 
"Arachnoid creatw·e" is a template that can be iidded to any 
animal, beast, or magical beast (referred to herea(ter as the 
base creature). The creature's type changes to aberration. AJ;1 
arachnoid creature uses all the base creature's statistics and 
special abilities except as noted here. 

Speed: The creature gains a climb speed equal to half its 
base speed (round up to the nearest .10 feet). This grants the 

creature a +8 racial bonus on. Clunb c'hecks and 
additional benefits, as described u1 the Monster 

Ma'mtal. 
AC: The creature's natural armor 
bonus increases by an amount 

based on its size, as shown on 
the table on the bottom of. 
page 1_'2.S. 

Attacks: An arachnoid 
creature' gains a bite attack, 
if it did not have one al
ready, in addition to the 
base creature's attacks. It 
also gains four additional 
limbs of th'e same type as 
any limbs it already has. If 
the base creature has natural 
attacks with its limbs: it cru1 
make additional such attacks 
with these extra limbs. A base 

creature with no limbs (such 
qs a purple worm) does not 

gain additional limbs. 

gains the same bonus to the DC for its· energy 
drain ability that Living a vermin gets to its poison 
save DC. 

Wraith Spidtr 

Damage: If the base creature 
does not have a bite attack, use the 

damage value in the table. Otherwise, use the 
value above or the base creature's bite damage, 

whichever is greater. 
Undead Traits: A wraith spider is unmune to mind-affect

uJg effects, poison, sle.ep, paralysis, stunning. disease, death ef
fects, necromantic! effects, and any effect· that requires a 
Fortitude save unless it also works on objects. It is not subject 
to critical hits, subdual damage, ability damage, ability drain, 
energy drain, or death from massive damage. A \'!raith spider 
cannot be raised; and resurrection works only if it is willing. 
The creature has darkvision (60-foot range). 

Tremorsense fE.x): A wraith spider can automatically sense 
the locatibn of anythiJJg within 60 feet that is in contact with 
the ground. 

Arachnoid c.ceutu.ce 
(Template) 
In tl1eir foul veneration of the Spider <l!!een, tl1e drow of the 
Unclerdark have created many new creatures that manifest spi
der like features. Usually characterized by thick black hair 
growing in rough ~lumps, large multiface~ed eyes, an.d 
mandibles' drippu1g with poison, these arachnoid creatures' are 

Special Attacks: An arachnoid creature's bite delivers a 
debilitating poison, with initial and secondary damage as 
shown on tht table. The savmg throw DC for the poison is 
equal to 10 + half the creature's Hit Dice + its Constitution 
modifier + the DC modifier shown on the table. The arach
noid creature also retains all the special attack forms of the 
base creature. 

Special <lJ!.alities: An arachnoid creature retains all the spe
cial qualities of the base creature and also gains immunity to 
all mind-influencing effects (charms, compulsions, phantasms, 
patterns, ru1d morale effects). · 

Abilities: An arachnoid creature's Dexterity score increases 
by +4 and its Intelligence score decreases by -4. (Treat a result 
of 0 or below as mindless, with no Intelligence score). 

Skills: An arachnoid creature· has skill pou1ts equal to twice 
its Intelligence score, plus two per extra Hit Die . . Mindless 
araclu10id creatures have 10-1S skill pomts, like vermin. Hide, 
J ump, Spot, and all skills from the base creature's skill list are 
class skills; all pthers are cross.class skills. · 

An arachnoid creature gau1s a +4 racial bonus on Hide 
checks and a +6 racial bonus on Jump and Spot ~becks. 
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Hit Dice: 
Initiative: 
Speed: 
AC: . 

Attacks: 
Damage: 
Face/Reach: 
~pecial Attacks: 
Special Qy_alities: 
Saves: ' 
Abilities: 

Feats: 

Hit Dice: 
Initiative: 
Speed: 
AC: 

Attacks: 
Damage: 
Face/R.each: 
Special Attach: 
Special Qy_alities: 
Saves: 
Abilities: 

Feats: 

Climate/Ter-rain: 
Organization: 
Challenge Rating: 
Treasure: 
Alignment: 
Advancement: 

Wraith Spider, Small 
Small Undead 
1d12+3 (9 hp) 
+2 
30 ft., climb 20 ft. 
B (+1 size, +2 Dex), 
touch ·13, flat-footed 11 
Bite +1 melee · 
Bite 1d4-1 plus 1 Strength 
S ft. by S ft./ S ft. 
Strength damage 
Tremorsense, undead traits 

·Fort +0, Ref +2, Will +0 
Str 9, Dex 1S, Con -, 
lnt 2, Wis 10, Cl1a 1 
Toughness 

Wraith Spider, Huge 
Huge Undead 
10d12+3 (68 hp) 
+2 
30 ft .• climb 20 ft. 
U (-2 size, +2 Dex, +S natural) 
touch 10, flat-footed 13 
Bite +8 melee 
Bite 2d6+7 plus energy drain 
H ft. by 1S ft./10 ft. 
En,ergy drain . 
Trcmorsense, undead traits 
Fort.+3, Ref +S, Will +7 
Str 21, Dex 1S, Con -. 
Int 2, Wis 10, Cha 1 
Toughness 

Any underground 
Solitary 

APPENDIX I 

Wraith Spider, Me~ium-Size 

Medium-Size Undead 
2d12+3 (16 hp) 
+2 
30 ft., climb 20 ft. 
13 (+2 Dg-.. +1natural), 
touch 12, flat-footed 11 
Bite +'2 melee 
Bite 1d6+1 plus 1d4 Strength 
S ft. by S ft./S ft. 
Strength damage 
Tremorsense, undead traits 
Fort +0, Ref +2, Will +3 
Str 13, Dex H, Con - , 
Irlt '2, Wis 10, Cha 1 
Toughness · 

Wraith Spider, Gargantuan 
Gargantuan Undead 
24d1'2+3 (U9 hp) 
+2 
30 ft., climb 20ft. 
17 ( -4 size, +2 Dex, +9 natural) 
touch 8, flat-footed 1S 
Bite +lS melee 
Bite '2d8+10 plus energy drai.n 
20 ft. by 20 ft./10 ft. 
Energy drain 
Tremorsense, undead traits 
Fort +8, Ref +10, Will +14 
Str '2S, Dex 1S, Con -. 
Int 2, Wis 10, Cba 1 
Touglmess 

Small i/'2. 'Mediu1n-size 1, Large 3, Huge S, Gargantuan 9, Colossal12 
None · 
Always chaotic evil 

Wraith Spider, Large 
Large Undead 
4d1'2+3 (29 hp) 
+'2 
30 ft., climb 20ft. 
13 (-1 size, +2 Dex, +2 .natural), 
touch 11, flat-footed 11 
Bite +4 melee 
Bite 1d8+4 plus 2d4 Strength 
10 ft. by 10 ft./S ft. 
Strength damage 
Tremorsense, undead traits 
Fort +1, Ref--+3, Will +4 
Str 17, Dex H, Con - , 
lot 2, Wis 10, Cha 1 
Toughness 

Wraith Spider, C~lossal 
ColQssal Undead 
48d12+3 (31S hp) 
+2 . 
30 ft., climb 20 ft. 
19 ( -8 size,+ 2 Dex, + U natural) 
touch 4, flat-footed 17 
Bite +2S melee 
Bite 4d6+13 plus energy drain 
40 ft. by 40 ft./ IS ft. 
Energy drain 
Treiuorsense, undead traits 
Fort +16, Ref +18, Will +'26 
Str '29, Dex lS, Con -, 
Int 2; Wis 10, Cha 1 
Toughness 

Small -; Mediurn-size 3 HD (Medium-size); Large S-9 HD (Large);, Huge 11- 23 HD (Huge); 
Gargantuan 2S-47 HD (Gargantuan); Colossal 49-64 HD (Colossal) 

Feats: An arachnoid creature has a pumber of feats equal to 
its Intelligence bonus (if any), plus 1 feat per 4 extra Hit Dice, 
or the base creature's total number of feats, whi.chever is 
greater. Mindless arllchnoid creatw·es have no feats. 

Challenge Rating: Same as the base creatuxe +1 
Alignment: Always neutral evil 

Several sample aracllJloid creatures are preseuted in Appendix '2. 
Climate/Terrain: .Underground 

Initial and Secondary 
Creature Size Natural Armor Bite Damage Damage (DC mod) 
Fine +0 1 plus poison lStr(+O), 
Diminutive +0 1d2 plus poison 1 Str (+0) ... 

L 

Tiny. +0 1d3 plus poison 1d2 Str (+1) 
Smal!' +0 1d4 plus poi~on 1d3 Str (+1) 

t 
Medium-size +1 1d6 plus poison 1d4 Str (+'2) 
Large +2 1d8 plus poison 1d6 Str (+4) 
Huge +S '2d6 plus poison 1d8 Str (+6) 
~gantuan +9 2d8 plus poison 2d6 Str (+8) 
Colossal +lS 4d6 plus poison '2d8 Str (+10) 

•• 
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Hulf-nru~on, 
.eueruniun (Temp lute) · 
Momter Compendium: Momters of Faerii'n details five vari
eties of dragon common to the lands of Faeriln: brown, 
deep, fang, shadow, and song dragons. Like 
the dragons' described in the l(omter 
Mamull, these dragons sometimes 
crossbreed with other creatures, 
producing half-dr agons. Deep 
dragons and song dragons are 
fond of spending time in hu
manoid form, so half-dragons 
of these ancestr ies are espe
cially common. Such an off
spring uses the half-dragon 
template from the Momter 
Manual, with certain ad
justments based on the type 
of its dragon parent. 

Speed: Half-brown drag
ons never have functional 
wings, regardless of their size. 

Damage: Half-fang dragons 
deal damage with their bite and 
claw attacks as if they were one 
size category larger than they ac-
tually are. • . 

Special Attacks: A half-dragon 
of brown, deep, shadow., or song 
dragon ancestry gains a breath weapon 
usable once per day, as given on the table 
below. 

Dragon Variety 
Brown 
Deep 

Song 

Breath Weapon 
Line* of -acid 
Cone** of f1esh
cor·rosive gas 
Cone of shadows 

Cone of electrically 
charged gas 

Damage (DC) 
6d6 (19) 
6d8 (18) 

1d'2 negative 
levels (18) 
6d6 (17) 

" A line is always S ft. high, S ft. wide, and 60 ft. l9ng. 
- A cone is always 30ft. long. 
Three times per day, a fang half-dragon can choose to deal1d4 
points of Constitution drain with its bite attat:k (Fort save DC 
14 negate's). 

~pecial Qe.alities: Half-dragons also have additiMal immu
uities or resistances based on their dragon variety. 

Dragon Variety 
Brown 
Deep 

Fang 
Shadow 
Song 

Immunity or Resistance 
Acid immunity 
Charm immunity, cold and 
fire resistance 10 

Energy drain immunity 
Electricity an'ci pois~n immunity 

Two examples of Faeriln;an half-dragons are presented m 
Appendix '2. ". 

• • • Keenin <s __s_R111t 
(Templute) · ·· , 

A keening spirit is a kind of ghost, created 
specifically from the spirit of an evil 

female elf of any elf subtype. 
Known f_or its constant weeping 
land groani~g, the creat ure is 

sometimes referred to as a 
groaning spirit. It shares most 
of the characteristics of the 
ghost template described in 
the Monste,· Manual except 
special attacks and special 
qualities; those it receives are ~ 
detailed below. ~ 

Specia l Attacks: All 
keening spirits retain the 
special attacks they had in 
life and gain the following 
ones. 

JJestmcti'Ve Touch (Su): A 
keening spirit that hits a 
living target with its incorpo· 
real touch attack deals 1d8 
poil)tS of damage. Against'ethe· 
real opponents, it adds its 

Strength modifier to attack and 
damage rolls. Against material 

opponents, it adds its Dexterity modifier to 
attack rolls 011ly . 
. Fear Aura (Su): A keening spirit is sluouded in 

a dreadful aura of death and evil Any creature wi thin a 60-
foot radius that looks at it must succeed at a Will save (DC 
10 + 1/'2 keening spirit's HD +keening spirit's Cbarisrl}a mod
ifier) or be affected as though by a fear spell cast by a sor· 
cerer of the keening spirit's character level. 

Keeni11g (Su): A 'keening spirit 's most dreaded weapon is its 
wail or keen. This ability functions like the 1vnil of the batrsbee 
spell, but it affects any nwnber of creatures within a 30-foot 
spread centered on the keening spirit. A successful Fortitude 
save (DC 10 + 1/'2 ·keening spirit's HD + keening spirit's 
Charisma modifier) negates the effect. A keening spirit can use 
this 4bility only once per day. , 

Spells: .A keening spirit can cast any spells it could _while 
alive. A drow keening spirit with spt:Ucasting ability (whether 
arcane or divine) is commonly known as a kiaranshee, after 
the drow goddess of the undead, Kiaransalee. 

Special Qe.alities: All keening spirits retain the special quali
ties they had in life and gain the following ones. 

MaTrifestatitm (Su): This ability works as detail~d in the 
ghost template in Appendix 3 of the Monster Mam~a/. 

Rflju'Venation (St~ ): This ability functions as detailed in the 
ghost templat~ in Appendix 3 of the Morrster Mam~a/. • 

Spell Resistatrce (Ex): A keening spirit has SR equal to 13 + 

its class level. 
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Ttmr Resi!tance (E:~): A keening spirit has +4 turn resist
ance, which functions as detailed in the Momler Ma11ual. 
_ Undead Traits: A keening spirit is immune i:o mind-affect
ing effects, poison, sleep, paralysis, stunning, disease, death ef
fects, necromantic effects, and any effect that requires a 
Fortitude save unless it also works on objects. it is not subject 
to critical hits, subdual damage, ability damage, ability drain, 
energy drain, or death from massive damage. A keening spirit 
cannot be raised, and resurrection works only if it is willing. 
The creature has darkvision (60-foot range} 

Sample keening sp_irits are detailed in Appendix 2. 

Revenant (Template) 
Revenants ar<! undead avengers who have returned from the 
grave to track down and kill their murderers. They exist only 
for revenge against their killers and any who aic!ed them. 

A revenant looks like a decaying and ravaged version of the 
murdered person at the time of his or her death. Its skin is 
drawn tightly against the bones, and its clammy flesh may 
sport open wou11ds. Its eyes seem lifeless until it faces its killer, 
then they blaze with unnatural light. Revenants sometimes 
spontaneously form even from victims whose oodies were 
completely destroyed, indicating that"t.tlle magic that bri11gs 
revenants to life can also reform their bodies. Such a revenant 
lacks any magic items tha( were left with it~ original body. 

A revenant possesses most· of the abilities it had in life, in
cluding weapon use and mag!cal abilities. Its alignment cltanges 
to neutral, wbich can prevent the use of class abilities for certain 
character classes. Revenants who were formerly arcane spell
casters do not keep their familiars after becoming revenants. 
Clerics and paladins who had positive energy powers instead 
become users of negative energy. Instead of turning undead, 
such a character can rebuke undead, and instead of sponta
lleously casting cure spells, he or she can spontaneously cast itr
flict spells. A cleric can still pray for spells from his or her deity, 
though all such prayer must now occur at midnight. Revenant 
wizards may have ,difficulty accessing tlieir spellbooks, but 
revenant sorcerers have no such problems. Revenants Call speak 
all their original languages, though they seldom converse. 

A revena.Jlt ordinarily ignores Myone who was not involved in 
its death, unless such a creature is gu.arding the guilty party. 
Though a revenant may desire revenge against accomplices. to the 
deed, it tends to make that goal secondary t"O its primary mission. 

A revenant that has completed its mission of revenge. 
crumbles on the spot, and itS spirit moves on to its next desti
nation. A fevenant tbat cannot accomplish its· mission decays 
slowly. Abo~ six months after its creation, it can no lonzer 
hold itself together, so it crumbles in~o dust. The spirit departs, 
ha vi.ng failed in its quest. 
• The minor artifact known as the cla1v if the revenat1cer (de
tailed in the next section) allows its wearer to create revenants 
to serve hlln or her. Tqese revenants' desire to hunt down their 
killers is overwhelmed by their requirement to serve rlle 
wearer of the claw. They rarely have the opportunity tOJ use 
their ~ecial attacks or their ability to find the guilty, but 
they still make powerful undead servants-particularly when 
they are created from the bodies of powerful characters. 

creutin<s. u nevenunt 
Revenant is a template that can ·be added to a11y humanoid 
creature type (referred to hereafter as the base creature} The 
creature's type changes to undead. It uses all the base creature's 
statistics and special abilities except ·as noted here. 

Hit Dice: All the base creature's Hit Dice become d12s. 
Special Attacks: A revenant retain.s all the special attacks of 

the base creature aod also gains the abilities described below. 
Vengeful Strike (E:~): Any melee attack the revenant makes 

against its killer inflicts an additional +1d10 points of da1nage. 
'Paralyzit1g Glare (Ex): The first time a revenant·confronts 

its killer, the latter must make a Will save {DC 10 + 1/ 2 the 
revenant's Hit Dice and/or levels + the revenant's Charisma 
modifier) or be paralyzed for 2d4 rounds. 

Special Qp_alities: A revenant retains aU the special qualities 
of the base creature and also gains undead traits and those 
listed below. ' 

Vama$_e Redttction (Stt): A revenant has DR Y/+1. • 
Turni11g Immunity (Ex): A revenant cannot be turned or 

rebuked by clerics or paladins. 
·Fast Healirrg (Ex): A revenant regains lost hit points at the 

rate of 3 per round, as long as ·it bas at least 1 hit point. Fast 
healing does not restore hit points lost from starvation, thirst, 
or suffocation, ana it does not allow the reveu.ant to regrow or 
reattach lost body parts, except for damage dealt by fire. 

bmmmities (E.v): ReveqaJ1tS al'e immune to acid, gas, cold, 
electricity, and polymorph. 

Fi11d the Guilty (Ex} So long as a revenant a11d its killer are on 
1 the same plane of existence, the revenant knows in which direction 

its killer can be found a.Jld how far away. he or She is. l!>epending on 
the magical abilities of the base' creature, this extraordi.tlaJ'Y sense 
may even be made to work across planar boundaries. 

U11dead Traits: A revenant is in1mune to mind-affecting 
effects, poison, sleep, paralysis, stunning, disease, death effects, 
necromantic effects, and any effect that requires a Fortitude 
save unless it also works on objects. It is not subject to critical 
hits, sul)dual damage, ability dan1age, ability drain, energy 
drain, or death from massive damage. A revenant cannot be 
raised, and resurrection works only if it is willing. The creature 
has darkvision (60-foot range). 

Abilities: A revenant gains +4 to its Strength and +2 to its 
Charisma, but. it has no Constitution score si.t1ce it is undead. 

Climate/Terrain: Any land and underground 
Organization: Solitary 
Challenge Rating: As base creatur e + 1 
Treasure: As base creature or none 
Alignment: Always neutral 
Advancement: -

This template originally appeared in Monster {:tnnpe1rdium: 
Monsters if Faerr2n. This version is slightly 'changed, and it 
represents an official update of the original template. Sample 
revenants a.re presented in Appendix 2. 

.silve.caith (Tempi~te) 
Silveraiths are incorporeal undead creatures that glow with 
pale blue energy (like that created by a cbiii touch spell). 

•• 
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Their forms are vaguely skeletal, but they suggest clothing 
the creatpres often wore in life, such as flowing robes or full 
plate armor. A silveraith (Duneth Wharreil) is illustrated on 
the back cover of this book. 

Silveraitbs are created through a specific application of the create 
greater undead spell. The caster must be of a level sufficient to 
create a ghost, ru1d the subject must have been a creature to which 
the silvtraith template can be added (see Creating a Silveraith, 
below). The SPell must be cast on the Negative Material Plane, or 
in an area where negative energy is overwhelmingly present. . ~ 

c reutin<s u silveruith 
"Silveraith" is a template that can be added to any living 
creature of at least f levels or Hit Dice that uses magic, 
whether it is an arcane or divine spellcaster or a creature 
with supernatural or spell-like abilities (referred . to 
hereafter as the base creature). Tbe creature's type 
changes to undead, and it gains the incorporeal subtype. 
It uses all the base creature's statistics ru1d special abili
ties except as noted here. 

H it Dice: All the base creature's Hit Dice increase to 
dlls. 

Create Spmu11 (Su): An arcane or divine spellcaster killed 
outright by the backlash of the silveraith's magic. abSorption 
power rises as a silveraith itself in 1d4 days. If the victim 
would not otherwise qualify for the template, it does not 
become a sihreraith. The siJveraitn exercises no special control 
over spawn created in this manner. · .• 

Immunities (Ex).· Silveraitbs are immune to colcl, electric
ity, polymorph, and mind-affecting attacks. 

Incorporeal Subtype: A silveraith can be harmed only by 
other incorporeal creatures, +1 or better magic weapons, spells, 
spell-like abilities, ru1d supernatural abilities. The creature has a 
5'00h chance to ignore any damage froll'! a corporeal source, 

except for force effects or attacks made with ghost touch 
weapons. A silveraith can pass through solid objects, 

but not force effects, at will. Its attacks ignore nat
ural armor, armor, and shields, but deflection 
bonuse·s and force effects work normally against 
them. A silveraith always moves silently and 
cannot be heard with Listen checks if it doesn't -t 

wish to be. ~ 
Tum Resista11ce (E:r} A 'silveraith bas +4 turn i 

resistance. ~ 
~ 

Undead Traits: A silveraith is immune to mind-af- &. 
Speed: A silveraith gains a fly speed of 30 feet (or the base fecting effects, poison, sleep, paralysis, stunning, disease, 

creature's fly speed, if that is greater), with perfect maneuver· death effects, necromantic effects, and any effect that 
ability. requires a Fortitude save unless it also works on objects. 

AC: The silveraith has a deflection bonus to its AC It is not subject to criticaJ hits, subdual damage, ability 
equal to f +its Charisma bonus (tf any). As an incorpo- damage, ability drain, energy drain, or death from mas-
real creature, it has no natural armor bonus. sive damage. A silveraith cannot be raised, and resurrec-

Attacb: Tile silveraith can make a number of incor· tion works only if it is willing. The creature has 
poreal touch attacks equal to the base creature's number darkvision (60-foot range). 
of natural attacks. For example, a Small dragon sil- Abilities: A silveraith gains +1 to Intelligence, 
veraith would have three incorporeal touch attacks C/"111 of tbe re"e"""cer · Wisdom, and Charisma, but as an incorporeal 
(from its bite and two claw attacks). If the silveraith undead creature, it bas no Strength or Constitu-
has more than one incorporeal touch attack, it makes additional at- tion score. 
tacks beyond the rtrst at a -f penalty (UJlless,it has the Multiat- Skills: A silveraith receives a +8 racial bonus on Hide, 
tack feat). A silveraith applies its Dexterity modifier to its touch Listen, Search, and Spot checks. Otherwise its skills are the 
attack rolls. same as the base creature's. 

Damage: A silveraith's incorporeal touch attacks function Climate/Terrain: Any land and underground 
as inflict serious •rvo1mds spells that deal 3d8+1 points of Organization: Solitary 
datpage per level (maximum 3d8+10). A successful Will save Challenge Rating: Same as the base creature+ 1 
(DC 10 + 1/2 silveraith's level + silveraitb's- Charisma modi- Treasure: None · 
fier) reduces the damage by half. Alignment: Any non lawful and nongood. Lawful or good des-

Special Attacks: A silveraith retains all the base creature's ignators change to neutral Thus, a chaotic good creature be-
supernatural and spell-like special attacks (but no~ its extraor- comes a chaotic neutral silveraith, while a lawful good creature 
dinary ones) and also gains those listed below. All saving throw becomes neutral 
DCs are equal to 10 + 1/ 2 silveraith's HD + silveraith's Advancement: As base creature 
Charisma modifier unless noted otherwise. &lmple silveraiths are detailed in Appendix 1. 

Magic Absorption (Su).· A silveraith can ready an action to 
absorb spells targeted at it as if it were a rod of absorptio11. 
When it absorbs spell energy, it creates a backlash of negative 
energy that deals 1d6 points of damage per absorbed spell level 
to the caster of the spell (Will save for half). A negati'Ve mergy 
protectio11 spell negates tnis damage, and undead speUcasters 
are actually healed by this effect. 

Spells: A silveraith can cast any spells it could cast while alive, 
except for healing spells or other spells utilizing positive energy. 

Special <ll!_a lities: A silveraith retains aU the base creature's 
supernatural and spell-like special qualities (bu~ not its excep· 
tiona! ones) and also gains those listed below. · 

n 8 

New special Items 
Drow Poison: Drow are renowned for their use of unconscious-
ness-inducing poison in subterranean ambushes. Drow poison is 
an Injury (DC l7) poison. Its initial damage is uncon~iousness 
for 1 minute, and its secondary damage is unconsciousness for 
'2d4 hours. Drow poison costs 75' gp per dose. The dark elves 
carefully guar<! the secret of their venom, and it is exceedingly 
difficult to find it outside of drow realms and outposts. 
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New MU'5IC Items 
Amulet of Dark Blessing: Made from an iridescent black 
gemstone found in the Underdark, these amulets are identi· 
cal in function to the devices surface dwellers know as 
amulets of Laeral's tears. "Fhese d•·ow devices bestow '24 
temporary hit points on the wearer. When those tempDrary 
hit points have been expended, the amulet crumf>les into 
worthless dust. 

Caster Level: 12th; 'Prerequisites: Craft Wondrous Item, 
aid, shield other; Market 'Price: 1, 200 gp. 

Claw of the R.eveuncer (Minor Artifact): This fme metal 
gauntlet covers the back of the wearer's hand and forearm, at
taching to the fingers by way of five silver rings and to the 
wrist by a fine silver bracelet. The claw has three functions: 
protection, attack, and creating undead. For the purpose of de
termining how many magic items a character can wear, the 

.t' claw counts as one ring, one glove or gauntlet, and one bracer. 
Thus, the wearer can still wear another ring, a single glove 
(such as a giO'IJe of storing), and a single bracelet (such as a 
braulet of frie11ds). 

The claw bestows one negative level on any creature wear-
ing it that does not worship Kiaransalee. This negative level 
persists as long as the claw is worn and disappears when it is re
moved. The negative level never results ill actual level loss, hut 
it cannot be o..u:rcome in any way (including restoratio11 spells) 
while the claw is worn. 

The claw functions as brace,·s of arm01· +)combined with 
an amulet of nat11ral armor "!"Y. providing the wearer with a +f 
armor bonus and a +f natural armor bonus to AC. 

When used as a weapon, the claw functions a +1 weapon 
that deals ld6 points of slashing damage (critical19-20/X2) 
plus ld6 points of negative energy damage. The '':carer is au
tomatically proficient with the claw. 

Finally, the claw of tbe reve11at1Cer allows the wearer to 
transform a corpse into an undeaa creature by touching it. 
Three times per day, the wearer can create a revenant that 
serves the wearer of the claw (even if that is not ~he person . 
who created it) inst~ad of single-minded ly p ursuing vengeance 
against its killer. Commanding the revenant to seek its killer 
frees it from the wearer's command forever. Once per tenday, 
the wearer can instead create a silveraith from the corpse of a 
creature that used magic in life. This ability reflects the claw's 
intimate connection to Kiaransalee. The wearer of the claw 
cannot create a revenant and a siJveraith on the same day. 

The undead-crearion function of the cla1v uses the spell 
trigger activation n~ethod, s0 the wearer must have create 
greater unt/ead on his or her spell list to use tlus ability. · 

Caster Le'U,el: '20th; Weigbt: lib. 
Death Spear, Lesser or Greater: This +1 longspe.ar is 

bathed i11 an aura of negative energy that deals an additional 
ld6 points of negative energy damage on a successful attack. 
In addition, the spear can be u~d to deliver an enervatiofl 
(lesser death spear) OJ e11ergy drai11 (greater death spear) 
effect on a successful hit. A death spear has 10 charges when 
created, and each use of a spell effect uses one charge. When 
drained of charges, the spear retains its aura of negative 

death spear); _'Prerequisites: Craft Magic Arms and Armor, 
mergy drai11 (greater deatb spear) or e11ervatio11 (lesser deatb 
spear); Market 'Price: H,90S gp (lesser deatb spear), 38,90S 
gp (greater deatb spear); Cost to c,·eate: 7,10S gp + 5"44 XP 

(lesser deatb spear), 19,60S gp -1 1,5"44 XP (greater deatb 
spear). 

Drow Hoose Insignia: This metal token is normally worn 
on a chain or in a pouch tied around the neck, occupying the 
same space as a necklace. Each bears· a symbol of a noble 
house from a particular drow city and requires a secret com
mand w~rd to activate. An insignia has a single minor magi
cal ability that can be used once per day, usually a 1st, 2nd, or 
3rd-level spell. Those belonging to powerful drow often have 
multiple abilities of various power levels. Typical spells for a 
house insignia are blur, eat's g1·ace, cloak of· dark p01ver, com
prebend languages,featber fall,jump, levitate, read magic, 
scatlerspray, sbield, spider climb, umee11 servant, and 1vater 
breatbi11g. ' 

Each insignia is slightly different, even those from ,the 
same noble house, so a person aware of the unique shape of a 
person's insignia can magically locate that person. 

Caster Level: Stb; 'Prerequisites: Craft Wondrous Item, ap
propriate spell; Market Price: 360 gp (1st-level ability), '2,160 
(2nd-level ability), or r,400 (3rd-level ability); J/Teigbt. -. 

'Eyes of the Spider: This device fits on the head in such a 
way that it covers the wearer's left eye. Eight rubies are set 
into its silver surface, st¥ting directly over the covered eye 
and rising in a line toward the top of the head. The jagged 
shape of the item is reminiscent of a spider's legs. A charac
ter wearing eyes of tbe spider cannot also wear a pair of eye 
lenses or goggles (though he or she can wear a single eye lens, 
such as a single eye of cbarmi11g or· eye of d001n) or a head
band,_ hat, or helmet. 

When the eyes of the spider are rtrst put on, the device ex· 
tends a protrusion into the wearer's left eye socket. This 
causes excruciating pain and deals 2d6 points of damage. 
Once this occurs, the device cannot be removed until the 
wearer is dead. 

Three times per day, the wearer of t he eye~ of tbe spider 
may use a standard action to make a gaze attack identical to 
the corrupting gaze ability of some ghosts. The range of the 
attack is 30-feet, and the target must succeed at a Fortitude 
save (DC 19) or rake 2dl0 points of damage plus ld4 points 
of Charisma drain. 

The cbaracte.r gains the benefits of a continual true seeing 
spell (the divine version) to a range of 120 feet. Because the 
device also grants all-around vision, the wearer cannot be 

flanked and gains a +4 bonus on Spot and Search checks. 
Finally, the eyes of tbe spider make the wearer 

immune to all mind.·affecting effects (charms, compul
sions, phantasms, patterns, and morale effects). 

Caster Level: 11th; Prerequisites: Craft Wondrous 
Item, eyebite, circle of deatb, prying eyef, Market 'Price: 
21 '2,000 gp; J/Teigbt: -. 

Fang Scarab: A fang-shaped crystal dangles from a 
loop of fmely wrought silver chain in the center of 
this spiderweb medallion. When the chain is used to 

wrap the fang scarab around a monstrous spider's waist 
energy -and its enhancement bonus. 

Caster Level: 7th (Jesser deatb spear) or 17th (greater 1>et~tb spet~r 
(the juncture of its cephalotborax and its abdomen), 
the creature can hear Lolth's dark whispers in its 

'· 
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., 
subconscious. This gives it an instinctive knowledge of what 
the next,moment will bring, which manifests as a +1 insight 
bonus on attack rolls. (This ability docs not funct ion during 
Lolth's silence.) 

Because the fa11g scarab is designed for spiders, it's nor 
useful to most adventurers. A nonspider · can make a fang 
scarab function with a successful Use Magic Device check (DC 
?S), but doinp so also fuses it permanently to its user's neck, 
near the Adam's apple. Nothing short of the wearer's death 
can then remove it. 

Though the fang scarab grants 'its wearer the sime attack 
bonus that it would to a spider, it also initiates a metamorphosis 
that can change the wearer into a half-spider abomination over 
time. When the scarab first attaches itself, the wearer's canine 
teeth enlarge and coarse black hairs appear on the back of his or 
her neck. No further changes occur until the character attains 
levels in the fang of Lolth prestige class (fully qetailcd in Song 
& Silen,·e: A Guidebook to Rogues and Bards). 

Caster Level: Sth; Prerequisites: Craft Wondrous Item, div
ination; Market 'Price: 3,SOO gp; Weight.-. 

Fire Elemental Gem: This red or orange gem contains a 
conjuration spell attuned to the Elemental Plane of Fire. 
When the gem is crushed, smashed, or broken (a standard 
action), a fire elemental (Small, Medium-siz.e, Large, 
Huge, greater, or elder) appears as if summoned by a 
summon monster spell. The elemental is under the con
trol of the creature that broke the gem. 

Caster Level: rth; 'Prerequisites: Craft Wondrous 
Item, mmmo11 momter !II (Small), V (Medium-size), 
VT (Large~, VII (Huge), Y!ll (greater), or .IX 
(elder); Market 'Price: 7SO gp (Small), '2,'2YO gp 
(Medium-size), 3,300 gp .(Large), 4,HO gp (Huge), 
6,000 gp (greater), 7,6SO gp (elder); Weight.-. 

Hand of Kia.ransalee's Glory: Very sinlliar to the 
hand of glory described in the 1JUNCEON MASTER's 
Guide, this item is a mummified drow hand with a 
silver ring on each finger. As with the IJa11d of glory, a 
magic ring placed on one of the fingers (as a replacement 
for one of the silver rings) functions nor
mally for the character who wears the hand. 

In addition, each of the five silver rings 
all~ws the wearer 'of the hand to use a specific spell effect. 
Each r ing can produce one of the following effects once per 
day: deeper darkness, see i11visibilit)•, ray of etifeeblement, chill 
tottcb, and spectral band. If the wearer replaces one of the five 
silver r ings with -another magic ring, he or she must sacrifice 
one of these spell effects in order to replace it with the magic 
ring's power. If removed f rom the hand, tbe .silver rings have 
no magic:tl power. 

Caster Level: 9th; Prerequisites: Craft Wondrou!; Item, ani
mate dead, chill touch, deeper dar/mess, ray of enfeeblement, 
see if/visibility, spectral hand; Market 'Price: 19,000 gp; 
Weight. '2 lb. 

qo 

Piwafwi, Lesser or Greater: The dark-colored greater .phuafwi 
is a cloal that has all the abilities of a cloak of eivenllind, and it 
also provides the benefit of endure elements (fire), negating r 
points of ftre damage per round. (Lesser pi1uaj'1ui are simply 
cl~aks of elvetrkilrd.) 

Caster Level: Sth; 'Prerequisites: Craft Wondr,ous Item, 
endure elemettts, itrvisibilily, creator must be a drow; Market 
'Price: 6,100 gp; Weight. lib. 

Ring of See Invisibility: This ring allows the weai'er to see in
visible, astral. or ethereal creatures or objects within HO feet as 
if they were normally visible. It does not reveal illusions or 
creatures that are simply biding or conc?Jed. Ethereal crea
tures viewed from the Material Plane appear slightly haz.y and 
unfocused, but the wearer can otherwise see details normally. 

Caster Level: 3rd; 'Prerequisites: Forge Ring, see invisibility, 
Marliet 'Price: H,OOO gp. 

Ring of Silent Spells: Once per day, this plain silver ring can 
create a silence effect centered on the wearer. While the siletrce-

::::: ... 
~ 
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remains in effect, the wearer can cast up to three spells with- -t 
our verbal components as though using the Silent Spell feat, i:" 
except that such spells do not require higher spell slots. The I 

ring of silent spells appears in three varieties: a lesser ~ 
version that affects only spells of 3rd level or lower, a 1, 
normal version~that silences spells of 6th level or 
lower, and a greater version that affects all spells. 
'Caster Level: Sth (lesser), 11th (normal), or 17th 

(greater); 'Prerequisites: Forge Ring; Market 'Price: 
9,000 gp (lesser), 29,S20 (normal), or 60,840 
(greater} 

Robe of Gentle Repose: This simple garment is fa
vored by intelligent corporeal undead, particularly 

liches. It surrounds the wearer with a constant 
-gentle ;epose effect, preventing all decay of his or 

her corporeal form. ' 
Caster Level· 3rd; 'Prerequisites: Craft Wondrous I tem, 

gentle repose; Market 'Price: 10,000 gp; Weight: lib. 
Rod of the Twisted Weave: This rod is a long black 

scepter with a point at one end. The other e)ld is an intri
cate design of loosely woven and twisted 
strands, with raw magical energy glowing pale 
green in the midst of it, lile a burning jet of 

natural gas. ];he rod of the twisted Weave functions just like a 
rod of absorptio11, automatically absorbing single-target spells 
or rays (and spell-tile abilities duplicating those effects) di
rected at the possessor or the possessor's gear. However, instead 
of storing absorbed spdl energy, the rod immediate'ly creates a 
backlash of negative energy that deals ld6 points of damage 
per absorbed spell level to the caster of the spell (a successful 
Will save .reduces the damage by half). A 11egative wergJ' pro
tection spell negates this damage, al\d undead spellcasters are 
actually healed by this effect. 

Caster Level: 18th; 'Prerequisites: Craft Rod, spell trmri11~ 
e11ergy drai11; Market 'Price: 60,000 gp. 
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his appendix contains complete statistics for all 
the l-.TPCs and monsters that appear in this adven
ture, except monsters that appear in the MlfiJSter 

Manual and are not significantly modified in this adventure. 
Several l-.TPCs in this adventure have prestige classes that 

are detailed in books other than the 'DUNCF1JN MASTER's 
Guide and the FORC<YTTEN REALMS Campaign Setting. These 
other books are not required to run this adventure because all 
pertinent statistics and abilities for these NPCs are included .. 
here. For reference purposes, each NPC entry indicates the 
original source of any such prestige class. 

In addition, several monsters from Momter Compendium: 
Monsters of Faerr'in appear in this adventure. Their complete 
statistics are reproduced here, and the appearance .of the mon
sters is described in the main text of the adventure. H owever, 
if you prefel' using monsters from the Momter Ma11ual or the 
FORC<YTTEN REALMS Campaig11 Setti11g, the statistics block 
f0r each of these monsters includes a suggested substitution 
for that monster. (The various revenants that appear in the 
adventure do not include suggested substitutions because the 
complete revenant template from Momters of Faeni11 is re
produced in Appendix I.) 

• • 
purt 1: sp1nn1n<s 
the web 
nordrien crypts 
Chahir: Male human vampire Sor8; CR 10; Medium-size undead; HD 
8dl'2-t3; hp 66; Init +8; Spd 3D-ft.; AC 23, touch H, fiat-footed 19; 
Atk +6 'llelee (1d6+3, slam); SA vampire attacks (see Vampires side
bar, page 134); SQ_DR H /+1. turn resistance +4, vampire traits (sec 
Vampires sidebar, page 134); AL CE; SV Fort +3, Ref +9, Will +11; 
Str 14, Dcx 18, Con -, lnt 10, Wis 14, Cha 22. 

Skills and Feats: Bluff +14, Concentration +17, Hide +12, Knowledge 

' 

(arcana) +11, Listen +12, Move Silently +12, Search +8, Sense Motive 
+10, Spellcraft +11, Spot +12; Alertness, Combat Casting, Combat Re
flexes, Dodge, Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Lightning Reflexes, 
Mobility, Toughness. 

Sqrcerer Spells Kt107VIf (6/8/8/6/+; save DC 16 + spell level} 0-
arcane mark, daze, detectn~nt,ic, mat,~ hand, open/close, ray of frost, 
read mar;ic, resista11ce; 1st-mage armqr, magic missile, ray of etifee

b/emem, sleep, tme strike; 2nd-darkness, ·Me/fs acid nrr07V, mirror 

image,· 3rd-hnste, lightning bolt; 4th-imprtn~ed imJisibility. 

'Possessions: Drt~~:ers of. armor + ~ ring of protectio1r + 1, wand of 
magic missiles (3rd-level caster). cloak of resistance+ 1, lSO gp. 

Vampire At tacks: The Will save DCs for Chahir's dominate and 
e.nergy drain abilities are both 20. . 

Turn Resistance (Ex): When resolving a turn, rebuke, command, 
or bolster attempt, Chahir is treated as a 12-HD creature. , 

Chahir'a Pow~r-Up Suite: Cbahir prcpares ' for battle by casting 
mage llrmqr. His increased AC is not included in the statistics above, 
but it is reflected in the powered-up statistics below. 

Powered-Up Statiatica: AC 21', touch H, flat-footed 21 (mage 
ann()r). 

Lady <ll!,allem: Female human ghost Ari8; CR 9; Medium-size 
undead; HD 8d12; hp 49; Init +1; Spd fly 30 ft.; AC 15', touch H, 
nat-footed 14; Atk -; SA animate starue, corrupting gaze, horrific 
appearance; SQ_incorporeal subtype, manifestation, rejuvenation, 
turn resistance +4, undead trai~ AL LN;.SV Fort +2, Ref +3, Will 
+6; Str 10, DclC 13, Con -, Int 12, Wis 10, Cha 19. 

At;nilfsl Ethereal Opponetrls: AC 23, touch B, flat-footed 22; Atk 
+9/+4 melee (1d6+1, +1 rapier). 

Skills and Feats: Bluff +17, Diplomacy +17. Gather Information 
+17, Hide +10, Intimidate •17, L isten +19, Perform +17, Search +9, 
Sense Motive +11. Spot +8; Dodge, MobiJiry, Spring Arrack, Weapon 
Finesse (rapier) 
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., 
Animate Statue (Su) Once per round, Lady Qg_allem can merge her 

body with ,the statue represeu(UJg her iu her family's vault, animating it 

as if through the arrimate objects spell. The animated starue has the phys-· 

ical characteristics of a Large animated object (see Momter·Mmma/), in

cluding a speed of 30 feet and a hardness of 8, but it has Lady Qg_allem's 
mental ability scores and access to her skill ranks ind feats.-

Statue: Large Construct; HD 4d10; hp '21; In it +0; Spd 30 ft.; AC 

14, touch 9, nat-footed 14; Ark +8/+3 melee (1d8+4, slam); SQJ1ard

~~ll~~~~~~~~~K~~~~ 
Int 12, Wis 10, Cha 19; Hide +6. · 

If the statue is destroyed, Lady Qg_~lem is unharmed' but cannot 

animate it again. 

Corrupting Gaze (Su): Any creature within -30 feet that meets 

Lady Qg_a!Jem's gaze must succeed at a Fortitude save (DC 18) or take 

'2d10 points of damage plus 1d4 poims of Charisma drain. 
Horr ific Appearance (Su): Any living creature within 60 feet that 

views Lady Qg_allem must succeed at a Fortitude sav~ (DC.18) or im
mediately take 1d4 points of Strength drain, 1d4 points of Dexterity 

drain, and 1d4 points of Constitution drain. A-creature that su.ccess

fully saves against this effect cannot be affected by Lady Qg_allcm's 

horrific appearance again for one day. 

Incorporeal Subtype: Lady Qg_allem can be harmed only by other 

incorporeal creatures, + 1 or better magic weapons, or magic .. Sbe has a 

r00,-6 cbance to ignore any damage from a corporeal source. She can 

pass through solid objects at will, and her own attacks pass through 

armor. She always moves silently. 

Manifestation (Su): When Lady Qg_aUem manifests, she becomes 

visible but is still incorporeal. She can use her corrupting gaze and hor

rific appearance abilities against material opponents while manifested. 

Rejuvenation (Su): If destroyed, Lady Qg_allem restores herself in 

'2d4 days if she makes a successful level check (DC 16). ' 
· Undead Traits: Lady Qg_~em is immune to mind-affecting ef

fects, poison, sleep, par;~lysis, stunning,. disease, deat11 effects, necro-

mantic effects, and any effect that requires a Fortitude save uuless it 

also works on objects. She is not subject to critical hits,"'..subdual 
damage, ability damage, ability drain, energy drain, or death from 

massive damage. Lady Qg_allem cannot be raised, and resurrection 

works only if she is wllling. She has darkvision (60-foot range). 

'Possessions (all ethereal): +1 cbai1r sb·i,·t, -t1 rapier., circlet if 
pe1·sr~asion, broocb if sbieldirrg. 

Maurezhi: CR 11; Medium-size outsider (chaotic, evil); HD 10d8+10; 

hp ,f9; Init +2; Spd 40ft.; AC '20, touch 1'2, nat-footed 18 (blur gives 

200..6 miss chaJJCe); Atk +14 melee (1d6+4. plus paralysi~, bite) and +1'2 

melee (ld4+3 plus paralysis, 2 claws); SA COJ)Sillne•, pa.ralysis• (DC 

16), pounce•, spell-like abilities•, summo11 cl'eatm·es•; SQ_assume 

shape• (male human rogue, male drow fighter,-female human barbar

ian, male gnoll ranger, f emale drow cleric of Lolth). DR. '20/+2•, out
sider traits*, SR 21, tanar'ri traits*; AL CE; SV Fort +8, Ref +9, Will 
+8; Str 19, Dex H, Con 12, Int 14, Wis i2, Cha 1 (. 

. Skills and Feats: Appraise +3, Climb +10, Concentration +f, Dis
able Device +3, Disguise +10 (+'2'2 in assumed shape), Hide +1'2, Intuit 

Direction +3, Jump +16, Listen +H, Move Silently +12, Open Lock 

+3, Search +3, Spellcraft +f, Spot +13, Tumbl~ +f, Wilderness Lore 

+3; Alertness, Dodge, Multiattack. 

*Maurezhi ability; see Demon, Maurezhi in Appendix 1. 

Spider Warder: Female aranea Rgr4 of Lolth; CR 8; Medium-size 

shapechanger; HD 3d8+9 plus 4d10+1'2; hp 69, 62; In it +9; Spd ro ft., 
climb '2f ft.; AC 16, touch H, nat-footed 11; Atk +llmelce (1d6+3, 

bite), or + 7/+'2 melee (1d6+3/18-20, +1 t·apieY) and + 7 melee 

(1d4+1/X4, masterwork light pick), or +11 ranged touch (web); SA 

poison, spe!Js, web; SQ_alternate fo_nn, darkvision 60 ft., favored 

enemy (aberrations +1), web; ll N; SV Fort +10, Ref +9, Will +6; Str 

14, Dex '20, Con 17,. Int 14, Wis 14, Cha 1'2. 

Skills atid Feats: Animal Empathy +f, Climb +'20, Concentration , 

DfOW Npcs 

·The followin~ info.rn~ation pertaibs to all drow in this adventure. 

Drow Traits {Jh): In addition to the proficiencies, spell resist
ance, saving throw bonuses, and skill modifications already in
cluded ht the statistics blocks, a~J drow $hare the tr~its below. 

• Immunity to magit: sleep spells and effects. 
• A +2 racial bonus on W.ill saves against Encltantml\nt 

spells or eff!!cts. -
• A drow who merely passes within 5" feet of a secret or 

conce;Uea door is entitled to a_Seaq:h check ·to notice it 
as if he or she were actively looking for the door. 

" A +2 racial bonus on Will saves against spell; or spell
rtke abilit~s. 

• Spell-Like Abilities: 1Jday-dmrcing ligqts, da!·/..'11ess, 
faerie fire. Caster level equals character leve1. 

• Darkvision 120ft. 
• LigJJt Bli11dJJess (Ex): Abrupt exposure to bright light 
~uch a5 sunlight or a daylight spell) bllnds a drow for 1 
round In addition, he or she takes a -1 circuptStlUJCC penal-

ty on~ attack rolls, saves, and check&' while operating~~ 
bright light. • , 

~ 

Incidental Treasure: Most of the living drow encountered in 
this adventure carry belt pouches or small purses containing 
a number of coins and small gems. Any given drow character 
carries incidental' treasure as shown below: _ 

GbaracteYs of 1st o1· 2t1d Le-vel: 1d4 X 1~ sp, 1a6 gp, and 
1d4- 2 pp. These amounts average to ll gp w?rth of infiden-
tal treasure. ' 

Cbaracter of 3rd to ·7tb LtveJ: ld4 X 10 sp, 1d6 X S gp, 1d4 
pp, and ld6-3' gemstones.· Each gemsto1,1e iS worth 10 gp. 
These amouitts average to SO gp worth of incidental treasure. 

Characters qf 8th Le-vel or Higber: 1d4 X 10 sp, 1d6 X 10 
~p, 2d6 pp, and ld6-1 gemstones. Each gem is worth 10 gp. 
These amounts average to a little more than BO gp of inci
dental treasure. Of course, many high-level drow also carry a 
number of valuable items and may have personal caches de-
scribed in tbeir chambers. ' 

) 
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+13, .Craft (weaving) +8, Escape Artist +11, Hide +9, Jump +8, Listen 
+8, Spot +8; Alertness, Dodge, Improved Initiative, Track, Weapon 
J:inesse (bite). . • 

Poison (Ex} An aranea delivers its poison (Fortitude save DC B) with 
each successful bite attack. The initial damage is 1d6 points of Strength 
damage, aJld the secondary damage is 2d6 points of St;engtl1 damage. 

Web (Ex): In spider or hybrid form, an aranea can cast a web up to 
si.x times per day. This attack is similar to ari attack with a net, except 
that it has a maximum range of 5"0 feet and a range increment of 10 
feet, and it is effective against targets of Large or smaller siie. If the 
arane~ hits with a ranged touch attack, its target is entangled and cannot 
move. An entangled creature caJl escape with a successful Escape Artist 
check (DC 20) or bu'rst the web with a successful Strength check (DC 
26). The web has 6 hit points and takes double damage from fire. 

Alternate Form (Su): An aranea's natural form is that of a Large 
monstrous spider. It can assume two other forms: a Small or Medium
size humru10id "(the exact form is fixed at birth) or a Medium-size 

spider-humru10id hybrid. Changing form is1a stru1dard action. An aranea 
in humanoid form gains all the abilities a( that form; for example, aJl 
arru1ea in dwarf form has dwarven racial traits. The aranea keeps its 
ability scores and can cast spells, but it cannot use webs or poison in hu· 
manoid form.lJ1 hybrid form, an aranea looks like a humanoid at r~tst 
glance, but a s~ccessful Spot check (DC 18) reveals the creature's fangs 
and spinnerets. Tbe aranca CaJl use weapons and webs in this form. An 
araJ!ea remains in one form until it chooses to assume a· new one. A 
change io form cannot be dispelled, nor does the aranea revert to its 
natural form when killed. A tme seei11g spell reveals its natural form. 

Sorcerer Spells Kn01vn (6/6; save DC 11 +spell level): 0-daze, 

detect magic, mage band, ray of frost, resistance; lst- cbarm person, 

expeditious retreat, shield. . 
Ratrger Spells Prepared: None, because of Lolth's silence. 
Poss~siom: +1 rapier, masterwork light pick. One arauea also has 

a 1va11d of magic missile (fth-level caster). 

Tieral Morcane: Female drow Clr7 of L olth; CR 7*; Meruwn-size 
humanoid (elf); HD 7d8; hp 35"; lJ1it +0; Spd 30ft.; AC 16, touch 10, 
flat-footed 16; Atk +6 melee (1d4/19-'20, masterwork dagger); SA 

rebuke spiders 6/day, rebuke undead 6/day; SQ_drow traits (sec Drow 
NPCs sidebar, page 132), SR 18; AL CE; SV Fort +f, Ref +4, Will +8; 

Str 10, Dcx 10, Con J.1, lnt 14, Wis 16, Cha 16. 
Skills a11d Feats: Concentration +10, Diplomal:y +8, Knowledge 

(arcana) + 7, Knowledge (religion) +12, Listen +f, Search +4, 
Spellcraft +12, Spot +f; Combat Casting, Craft Wand, Lightning 
Reflexes, Scr ibe Scroll. 

Cleric Spells 'Prepared: Nope, because of Lolth's silence. _ 
'])omains: Drow (Lightning Reflexes as a bonus feat), Spider 

(rebuke or commru1d spiders 6/day). 
'PossessiOlls: Mitht;al sbiri, masterwork dagger, d1·01v bpuse 

imignia (/e11itate 1/day), scroll of in'!lisibility purge, wand of searing 

ligbt (20 charges). • 
*Tierak's CR is 1 point lower than its normal value because she 

cannot cast spells. 

L 

Szith Mo.:can.e Noble Guard; Male cjrow Ftr8; CR 9; Medium-size 
humanoid (elf); HD 8d19+16; hp 66, 65"; L1it +6; Spd 30 ft.; AC 20, 
touch 12, flat-footed 18; Atk +12/+ 7 melee (1d6+f/18-20, +1 ra'pitr), 
or +10 ranged (1d4/19-20 plus poison, hand crossbow); SQ.grow traits 
(see Draw l\TI'Cs sidebar, page 132), SR 19; AL 1-.TE; SV Fort +8, Ref 
+4, Will-+3; Str H, Dex H, Con 14, Inr 12, Wis 12, Cha 10. 

Skills "and Feats: Climb +13, Jump +B, Listen +3, Search +3, Spot 

+6, . Swim + 7; . Blind-Fight, Combat Reflexes, Dodge,. Impro\'ed 
Initiative, Mobility, Spring Attack, Weapon Focus (rapier), Weapon 
Specialization (rapier). 

'Possessions: +1 mitbrfll sbirt, +1 mitbral large sbield, +1 rapie,·, 2 
ja'llelins of ligbtning, potion of fiJ', poti~tn of baste, band crossbow, 3 
doses 6f drow poison. 

Szith Morcane SpeUguard: Male draw Evo7; CR 8; Medium-size 
humanoid (elf); HD 7d4; hp as listed in encounter descriptions plus 
24 temporary hit points; Init +3; Spd 3Q ft.; AC 13, touch 13, nat· 
footed 10"1'; Atk +2 melee (ld6- 1/18- 20, rapier), or +6 ra1;ged 
(1d8/ 19- 20, light crossbow); S<Ufrow traits (see Drow NPCs sidebar, 
page 132), SR 18; AL CE; SV Fort +2, Ref +f, Witl +6; Str 8, Dex 16, 
Con 11, Int 18, Wis 12, Cha 12. 

· Skills and Feats: Alchemy +14, Concentration +10, Knowledge 
(arcana) + 14, Listen + 7, Scry + 10, Search +6, Spellcraft + 14, Spot + 7; 
Alertness, Combat Casting, Craft Wand, Empower Spell, Scribe Scroll. 

Spells 'Prepared (f/6/ f/ 4/ 3; save DC 14 + spell lel•elJ. O-arca11e 

mark, detect magic, disrupt tmdead,flar.e•, read magic; 1st-bur 'ling 
bands, causefem·, magic missile•, magic 1veapon, 1"a)' of erifeeblement, 

true strike; 2nd-cal's g;~·ace, endurance,flaming spbere•, see itrvisibil· 

ity, web; 3rd- dispel magic, fly, ligbtning bolt* (2); 4th-fire sbield•, 

ice storm•, stoneskin. 

Spellb1iok: 0-arcane mark, dancing ligbts*, detect magic, detect 
poison, disrupt tmde}ul,flat:e•, light", mage bm1d, "fending, opetr/close, 

prestidigitation, ra)' of frost, read magic, resistmrce; 1st-bur11i11g 

bands, cause fear, mage armor, magic mis.slle*, magic ?veapM, ray of 
e1ifeeblemmt, sbield, spider climb, true strike; 2nd-cal's grace, day

light", Ill/durance, flaming spbere•, see ·invisibility, 1veb; 3rd-dispel 
1 magic, fly, bait mtdend, baste, light1ring bolt", protection from ele· 

ments; 4th-Pre sbield*, fl,-e tr·ap, ice stor·m•, stot1eski11.' 

*These spells belong to the school of Evocation, which is this char
acter's specialty. Prohibited scl1ools: Enchantment and Illusion. 

'Possessiom: Rapier, light crossbow, 20 bolts, 1vand of /igbtni11g bolt 

(25" charges), amulet of dark blessing, p.otio11 of baste (brings ACto 17, 
or 21 with mage armor), potiotr of cure serious 7VOtmds, scroll of mage 

armor (brings ACto 17, or 21 with baste), ray of eJifeeb/ement, spider 

climb, diamond dust (5"00 gp). 
"While climbing a spcllguard has an AC of 10. . 

szith Morcune sentries 
Szith Morcane sentries come in three different varieties. M.ix and 
match tbe;n for flavor. 

Szith Morcane Sentry 1: Male drow Ftrf; CR 6; Medium-size 
humanoid (elf); HD fdlO+f; hp as listed in encounter descriptions; 
lnit +2; Spd 30 ft.; AC 19, touch 12, nat·footed 17*; Atk +9 melee 
(1d6+4/18-20, +1 rapier or ld4+3/19- 20, masterwork dagger), or+ 7 
ranged (1d4/19- 20, mastenvork band crossbow); S<Ufrow traits (see 
Draw NPCs sidebar, page 132),'SR 16; AL CE; SV Fort +6, Ref +4, 
Will +2; Str 16, Dex H, Con 12, Tnt 14, Wis 10, Cha,lO. 

Skills mtd Feats: Climb +11, Hide +8, Jump +11; Listen H, Move 
Silently +8, Search +4, Spot ++, Alertness, Dodge, Mobility, Spring 
Attack, Stealthy. 

'Possessiom: +1 mitbral sbirt; +1 buckler; +1 rapil!r; masterwork 
dagger, masterwork hand crossbow, 20 bolts, cloak of resistance +1; 2 
potiom of spider climb, potion of cure light 1VOtlllds, potiot; of jump, 
1d6- 3 doses of draw poison. 

*While climbing, a Szith Morcane Sentry 1 bas an .AC of 1.5'. 

'· 
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Szith Morcane Sentry 2: Male drow FtrS; CR 6; Medium-size 
humanoid, (elf); HD SdlO+S; hp as listed in encounter descr iptions; 
In it +2; Spd 30 f t.; AC 17, touch 12, flat-footed lf"; Atk +10 melee· 
(1dl 0+6/X3, masterwork glaivc), or +9 melee (1d6+3/i9-20, mas
ten vork short sword), or + 7 ranged (ldS/ 19-20, light crossbow); SQ_ 
drow traits (see Drow NPCs sidebar, page 132)', SR 16; AL CE; SV 
Fort +f, Ref +3, Will +1; Str 16, Dex lf, Con 12, Int 14, Wis 10, 
Cha 10. • 

Skills a11d Feats: Climb +9, H ide +6, Jump +9, Listen +4, Move 
Silently +6, Search +4, Spot +2; Dodge, Mobility, Spring Attack, 
Weapon Focus (glaivc), Weapon Specialization (glaivc). • 

'Possessio11s: Masterwork mithral breastplate, masterwork glaive, 
masterwork shor t sword, light crossbow, 20 bolts, potio11 if buli's 

stre11gth, ld6-3 doses of drow poison. 

"While climbing. a Sentry 1 has an AC of 13. 
Szith Morclllle Sentry 3: Male drow Ftrf; CR 6; Medium-size 
humanoid.(elf); HD SdlO+f; hp as listed in encounter description); 
Init +1; Spd 30 ft.; AC 18, touch 13, flat-footed lf*; Atk +7 melee 
(ld6+1/19-20, short sword), or +10 ranged (1d8+1/X3 plus poison, 
masterwork mighty composite shortbow ·[+2 Str bonu,s] with +1 
arrows); SQ_drow traits (see Drew NPCs sidebar, page 132), SR 1~; 
AL CE; SV Fort +6, Ref +4, Will +2; Str lf, Dex 16, Con 12, Int 14, 
Wis 10, Cha 10. 

S kills mrd Feats: Climb +10, Hide +19, Jump +10, L isten +4, Move 
Silently +9, Search +4, Spot +4; Alertness, Point Blank 

1
Shot, Stealthy, 

Weapon Focus (composite shortbow), Weapo_n SpecialiZation (com
posite shortbow). 

'Possessiom: +1 mitbral sbirl, short sword, masterwork mighty 

~o.mp1.res 

In addition to the da.Jnage reauction, saving throw bonuses, abil
tty score adjust111ents, and skill modifications alre~dy included in 
the statistics blocks, aU vampires share the traits below. ' 

' Vampire Attacks: .All vampires can use the following special 
a~tacks. Save:-1>Cs, where applicable, are given in the individ
ual statistics blocks. 

• • Blood 1Jrain (Ex): A valnp.ire can suck blood from~ 
living ·victim with its. fangs by pinning i.ts opponent. 
On the round that it makes a successful pin attempt, it 
drains blood, dealing 1d4 points of Constitution drain 
per round· that the pin is maintained. 

• 1Jomin{ltion (Su ): A vampire can make a gaze attack . 
against one·creature within 30 feet as a standard action. 
The target must make a successful Will save .(DC as 

-.. -, noted in individual statistics block) or be aifected as ' 
.... . 

though by a dommate person spell (caster level 12th). 
• Ener[J' 1Jrain (Su~· Al1y living creature·stru~k by a 

vampire's slam attack must succeed at a Fortitude 5aving 
throw (DC as noted in individual statistics block)" or gain 
two negative levels. For each negative level bestowed, the 
vampire beals S points of damage. If the amount of 
healing is more than the damage the creature has taken, 
it gains any excess as temporary bit points. If the nega
tive level has not be~n ren~oved (with a spell such as. 
restorafion) before 24 hours have passed, the· afflicted 
opponent must succeed at a Fortitude save with the same 
DC to remove it. Failure means the opponent'~ l9'el (or 
Hit Dice) is ·reduced by one. I 

Vampire Traits: All vampires share the follbwing traits. 

• Alternate Fonn (Su).- A vampire can assume the shape 
of a bat, dire bat, wolf, or dire wolf as a standard 
action. This <}bility is similar to a polymorph seif spell 
(caster level 12th), except that the vampire can assume 
only one of the forms noted here. It can remain in that 
form until it asswnes another or until the next sunrise: 

• Children of the Night (Su): Once per day, a vampir.e 
can summon 4d8 dire rats, 10dl0 bats, or 3d6 wolves 
as a standard action .. Thes~ creatures arrive in 2d6 
rou11ds and serve the vampire·for up to 1 hour. 
Create Spa1Vfl. (~u): A humauoid or monstrous 
humanoid slain by a vampire's energy drain attack rises 
as a vampire spa}vJ~d4 days1after burial. If the vam
pire instead drains the victim's €onstitution to 0 or 
below: the victim returns as a vampire spawn if it had 
4 or fewer Hit Dice and as a vampire if it bad S or 
more Hit bice. In either case, the ne~ vampire or vam
pire spawn is under the command of the vampire that 
created it and remains en~la ved until its master's death. 
Gaseous Form (Stt): At wiU, a vampire can assume 
gaseous \orm as· the spell (caster level ()tb), but it can 
remain gaseous indefy1itely and bas a fly speed of 20 
feet with perfect mru{euverabilit? Using this ability is 
a Standard action. · : 
Fast Healing (Ex): A vampire heals S points of.datllage 
per· round so long as it has at least 1 hit point. If reduced 
to 0 bit points or lower, it aotomaticaUy assumes gaseous 

. form and attempts to escape. It must teach jts coffm 
hom~ within 21tours or be utterly destroyed. (It can 
travel up to 9 miles in 2 hours.) Once at rest in its cof
fU1, it rises to 1 hit point after 1 hour, then resumes fast 
h&aling at the rate of S hit points per round. 
Resista1rces (E:r): A vampire h~ cold resistance 20 and 
electricity resistance 20: 
Spider Climb (Ex): A vampirl! can climb sheer sur
faces as th,oug)l with a spider climb spell. 
U11dea4 Traits: A vampire is imm,pne to ,mind-affect
ing' effects, J>oison, sleep, paralysis, stunning, dis<;ase, · 
death effects, necromantic effects, and any effect that 
requires a "Fortitude save unless it also works on 
objects. It is not subject to critical hits, subdual Clam
age, ability damage, ability drain, energy drai1vor 
death from massive damage. A v~mpire cant~ot be 
raised, and resutre~tion works on1y if it .is willing. It 
bas darkvision (60-foot range). · 
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composite shortbow (+2 Str bonus), 25' +1 arrO'Ivs, ciMk qf ehenkind, 
potion qf spider climb, ld6- 1 doses of drow poison. 
. •While climbing. a Sentry 3 has an AC of 13. 

szith Morcune 
Fiendish Monstrous Spider: CR 9; Gargantuan vermin; HD 24d8+14; 
hp 131; Init +3; Spd 30ft., climb 20ft.; At 18, touch 9, nat-footed 
15'; Face/Reach 20ft. by 10 ft{lO ft.; Atk +10 melee (1d8+9 plus poi· 
son, bite), or +17 ranged touch (web); SA poison, smite good 1/day, 
web; ~old resistance 20, dark vision 60ft., DR 10/+3, ftre resistance 
20, SR 25'; AL CE; ,SV Fort +15', Ref +11, Will +8; Str '23, Dex 17, 
Con 12, Int 3, Wis 10, Cl1a 12. 

Poison (Ex}. A fiendish monstrous spider delivers its poison 
(Fortitude save DC 31) with each successful bite attack. The initial 
and secondary damage is the same (1d6 points of Strength damage). 

Smite Good (Su): Once per day, the spider gains a +5' boJJuS on a 
single damage roll against a good foe. 

Web (Ex): Eight times per day, the spider can cltst a web. This 
attack is similar to a net attack, exce~t that it has a range increment 
of 10 feet and a maximum range of 5'0 feet, and it is effective against 
targets of Huge or smaller size. If the spider hits wi th a ranged touch 
attack, its target is entangled and cannot move. An entangled crea· 
ture can escape with a successful Escape Artist check (DC 30) or burst 
the web witlJ a successful Strength check (DC 36). The web has 16 hit 
points per 5' foot section. 

Szith Morcane Officer: Female drow Frr9; <=:R 10; Medium-size 
humanoid (elf); HD 9d10+9; hp as listed in encounter descriptions; 
Init +2; Spd 30ft.; AC 19, tquch 12, nat-footed 17•; Atk +12/+7 
melee (ld8+6/19-10, +1 t1vo·bladed nvord) and +12 melee 
(1d84/l~-20, +1 hvo-bladed S?vord), or +11 ranged (1d4/19- 20 plus 
poison, hand crossbow); S<UJrow traits (see Drow l\'TPCs sidebar, page 
132), SR 10; AL CE; SV Fort +8, Ref +6, Will +5'; Str 16, Dex 15', 
Coo 13, lnt 1'2, Wis 1'2, Cha 10. 

Skills rmd Feats: Climb +1'2, Listen +9, Search +3, Spot +9; 
Ambidexterity, Combat Reflexes, Dodge, Exotic Weapon Proficiency (two
bladed sword), Mobility, Spring Attack, Two-Weapon Fighting. Weapon 
Focus (two-bladed sword), Weapon Specialization (two-bladed sword). 

'P!Jssessiom: + 2 brea,stplate, +l/+1t1VIJ bladed s1vord, slippers qf spi· 
der climbing, ciMk if resistatrcc +1, hand crossbow lvitlJ 20 bolts, 1d6 
doses of drow poison, key to the iron grate at S19. 

•while climbing. a Szith Morcane Officer has an AC of 19. 

Larala Domian: Female half-drow Rog7/Fang of Lolt11 6: CR 13; 
Medium-size humanoid (elf); HD 7d6+14 plus 6d6+12; hp 78; !nit +8; 
Spd 30ft., climb 10ft:, ny 90ft. (~ith 1vitrgs qf flying); AC 11, touch 
15', nat-footed 21; At~ +11/+6.(1d6+2/15' - 10, +1 keen scimitar) and 
+5' melee (ld6, bite); SA sneak attack +6d6; SQ_evasion, uncanny 
dodge (Dex bopus to AC, ca-n't be nan ked); AL NE; SV Fort + 7, Ref 
+H, Will +3; Str 12, Dex 18, Con 14, Int 12, Wis 6, Cha 14. 

Skills and Feats: Balance +10, Climb +27, Disable Device +11, 
{!ide +31, Jump +3, Listen +17, Move Silently +31, Search +19, Spot 
+11, Use ~agic Device +15'; AJertne$5, Dodge, Improved Initiative, 
Mobility, Stealthy. 

'Possessions: +1 shadO'Iv silent m!YIIes studded leather, +1 kee~~ icilni· 
tar,fang..Jcarab (fused to her ~eck), 1Vi11ged boqts, ri11g if protecti!JN +1, 
cloak if resistatrce +1, 1tmtrd if magic missile (1st-level caster; Use 
Magic bevice check against DC 20 required to use successfully), poti!Ju 
qf cure ligbt 1votmds. 

Note: The f~ng of Lolth prestige class is described .in S~Jng & 
Silence; A Guideb~J~Jk (IJ Rogues rmd Bards. Be"cause of Lolth's silence, 
I..:arala lacks some of t11e standard abilities of the class. 

Duergar Merchant: Male duergar Exp4/Ftr4; CR 8; Medium-size 
humanoid (dwarf); HD 4d6+11 plus 4dl0+8; hp 65', H, 5'1; lnit - 1; 
Spd 20ft.; AC 11, touch 9, nat-footed 11; Atk +8 melee (ld6+1/ X4, 
masterwork heavy pick); SQ!Iuergar traits; AL NE; SV Fort+ 7, Ref 
+l, Will +6; Str 8, Dex 9, ·Con 14, Int 10, Wis 13, Cha 7. 

Skills a1rd Feats; Appraise +9, Bluff+ 7, Climb +6, Craft (gemcut
ting) +11, Knowledge (local) + 7, Listen +2, Move Silently ' +3, 
Profession (merchant) +14, Sense Motive +8, Spot +2; Endurance, 
Silver Palm, Skill Focus (Profession [merchant)), 'foughoess, Weapon 
Focus (heavy pick), Weapon Specialization (heavy pick). 

Duergar ~raits: The duergar merchants have darkvision to a range 
of 120 feet. They are immune to paralysis, phantasms, and magic or 
alchemical poisons. They also have light sensitivity (~1 circumstance 
penalty to attack rolls, saves, and checks in bright SUJJ!ight or day· 

ligbt). ' 
Spell-Like Abilities: 1/day- et!large, invisibility (duergar and gear 

only). Caster level 16th; save DC 8 + spen level. 
· 'Possessio11s: Leather armor, masterwork heavy pick, pack lizard 

(see FORGOTTEN REAiMs Campaig11 Setti11g), trade goods. 

Common Drow W'urior: ·Male and female drow War1; CR 1; 
Medium-size humanoid (elf); HD 1d8; bp 4; Init +1; Spd 30ft.; AC 
16, touch 11, nat-footed 15';. Atk +3 melt!e (ld6+1/18- 20, maste~:

work rapier), or +2 ranged (1d8/19- 20, light crossbow); SQ_drow 
traits (see Drow l\'TPCs sidebar, page 13i), SR 12; AL CE; SV Fort +2, 

' Ref +1, Will +0; Str 13, Dex 13, Con 10, Int 11, Wis 10, CJ1a 10. 
Skills and Feats: Climb +'2, Hide +4, Listen +2, Move Silently +3, 

Search +'2, Spot +2; Stealthy. 
',P!Jssessiom: Masterwork chain shirt, masterwork buckler, master

work rapier, light crc.ssbow, 20 bolts, 1d6-3 doses of drow poison. 

Common Drow Expert: Drow Expl; CRt 1; Medium·size humanoid 
(elf); HD 1d6; hp 3; lnit +2; Spd 30 ft.; AC 15', touch 12, nat-footed 
13; Atk '+1 melee (1<16/18- 20, masterwork rapier), or +2 ranged 
(ld4/19- 10, hand crossbow); 5Qjr0w traits (sec Dro'v NPCs sidebar, 
page 131), SR 12; AL CE; SV Fort +0, Ref +2, Will +1; Str 10, Dex 
14, Con 11, lnt 13, Wis 9, Cba 10. 

Skills a11d Feats: Climb +4, Craft (any one)+ 7, Craft (any one)+S, 
Hide +6, Liste•~ +3, Move Silently +6, Search +3, Sense Motive +3, 
Spot + 3; Skill Focus (first Craft skill selected). 

'Possessiom: Masterwork studded leather armor, masterwork rapi
er, hand crossbow, 20 bolts, ld6- 4 doses of drow poison. 

Common Drow Commoner: Drow Coml; CR 1; Medium-site 
humanoid (elf); HD ld4; hp 2; Init +1.; Spd 30ft.; AC 13, touch 11, 
nat-footed J.1; Atk +1 mele~ (ld6+l/18-20, masterwork rapier), or 
+1 ranged (1d8/19-10, hand ~rossbow); SQ_drow traits (see Drow 
NPCs sidebar, page 132), SR 11; AL CE; SV Fort +0, ~cf +1, Will +1; 
Str 13, Dex 13, Con 10, lnt 11, Wis 10, Cha 10. · 

Skills and Feats: Craft (a11y one) +2, Hide +'2, Listen +'2, Profession 
(any one), +6, Search-+2, Spot +2; Skill Focus (Profession skill selected). 

'Possessiom: Leather armor, rapier, light crossbow, 20 bolts, 1d6-4 
doses of drow poison. 

Slave Overseer (3): Male drow Rog5'/Ftr4; CR 10; Medium-size 
humanoid (elf); HD 5'd6+10 plus 4d10+8; hp as listed in encounter 

•• 
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., 
descr iption; Init +f; Spd 30ft.; AC 11, touch 12, flat-footed 22; Atk 
+11/+ 7 m~lee (1d6+f/18-20, +1 1·apier), or +10 ranged (1d4/19- 20 
plus poison, hand crossbow); SA sneak attack+ 3d6; SQs.lrow traits (see• 
Drew NPCs sidebar, page 132), SR 20, traps, uncanny dodge; AL CE; 
SV Fort +~, Ref +9, Will +4; Str 14, Dex 16, Co1J 14, Int 11, Wis 11, 
Cha 10. 

Skills mrd Feats: Appraise +9, Bluff +8, Climb +9, Diplomacy +4, 
Forgery• +9, Gather Information +8, Hide +2, Innuendo +11, 
Intimidate +14, Listen +f, Move Silently +1, Search +3, Sense Motive 
+9, Spot +3; Dodge, Mobility, Spring Attack, Thug. Weapon Finesse 
(rapier), Weapon Focus (rapier), Weapon Specialization (rapier} 

'Possessiom: +2 cbaimnail, +1/arge steel sbield, +1 rapier, cloak of 
resista11ce +1, slippers of spider climbi11(v potio11 of tmtb, hand cross
bow, 20 bolts, 1d4 doses of drew poison, key to the iron grate at S19. 

Toomut Thendrik: Male drew Clrll of Gbaunadar; CR 11; Medium-size 
humanoid (elf); HD lld8+ll; hp 77; Init +0; Spd 30 ~t.; AC 18, touch 
11, flat-footed 18; Atk +12/+ 7 melee (1d8+3/X3, +27varbammer), or +8 
ranged (1d4/19- 20 plus poison, hand crossoow); SA rebuke undead 
6/ day; SQsjrow traits (see Drew NFCs sidebar, page 132), SR 21; AL CE; 
~~~w~~~~n~~~n~nm~ 
Cha16. 

Skills and Feats: Concentration +H, Knowledge (arcana) +8, 
Knowledge (religion) +8, Listen +6, Scry +7, Search +3, Spellcraft +9, 
Spot +6; Lightning Reflexts, Martial Weapon Proficiency (warham
mer), Spell Penetration, Weapon Focus (warbammer). 

Spells 'Prepared (6/ 7/6/6/ f/ 3/ 2; save DC 14 +spell level): 0-detect 
magic, detect poison, i1iflict minol' ?vormds, read magic, resista11ce, 'llirtue; 
1st-cause fear, detectla1v; doom•, mh·opic sbield, random action, sanc
tteary, sbield of faitb; 1ud-[i.elay poiso11, e11durance, bold p.ersrm, Me!fs 
acid an·01v", silence, spiritual1veapon,· 3rd- best(11JI mrse•, dispel magic, • 
itrvisibility pm-ge, magic vestmf/llt, protection f1·0111 elements, searing light; 
4th- cure critical 7vormds, di'lline p01ver, emotion (}Jale )*, freedem of 
mflvemetrl, poiwr; rth- Evard's blll!:k t~lltacles*,flame sn·ike, rigbteous 
might, slay living; 6th- forbiddance•, heal. 

*Domain spell. Domains: Hatred (+1. cry attack rolls, saves, and 
AC against one opponent for 1 minute, 1/day), Slime (rebuke or 
cotmnaod oozes} 

'Possessirms: + 2 studded leatber, + 2 1varbammer, + 1 small sleei 
sbield, periapt of 1visdom +2, ring of protection +1, scroll of mmmon 
mo'!ster v; band crossbow, 20 bolts, 4 doses of drew poison. 

Arachnoid Giant Octopus: CR 9; Large aberration (aquatic); HD 
8d8+8; bp r9, H; Init +4; Spd 20ft., swim 30ft., climb 10ft.; AC 21, 

touch 13, flat-footed 18; Atk +10 melee (1d4+f, 12 t~ntacle rakes) 
and +f melee (1d8-1'2 plus poison, bite); SA constrict 2d8+6, impro~ed 
grab, poison; SQ__immune to miJJd-influencing effects, ink ·cloud, jet; 
AL 1:\'E; SV Fort '+7, Ref +10, Will +3; Str 20, D.ex 19, Con 13, Int 
- , Wis 11, Cha 3. 

:Skills: Hide +17, Listen +6, Spot +12. 
Constrict (Ex): With a successful grapple check, an arachnoid 

giant octopus can crush a grabbed opponent, dealing 2d8+6 poinrs of 
bludgeoning damage. 

Improved Grab (Ex): If an arachnoid giant octopus bits a 
Medium-size or smaller oppouent with a tentacle rake attack, it deals 
•wnual damage and attempts to start a grapple as a free action with
out provoking an attack of opportunity (grapple bonus +H } The 
creature bas the option to conduct the grapple normally, or simply 
usc its tentacle to bold the opponent ( -10 petialty O!J grapple check, 
but the octopus is not considered grappled). In either case, each· sue-

ccssful grapple check it makes during successive rounds automatical-
ly deals damage from its bite and constrict attacks. )., 

Poison (Ex): An arachnoid giant octopus delivers its poison 
(Fortitude save DC 19) with each successful bite attack. The initial 
and secondary damage is the same (laG points of Strength damage} 

Ink Cloud {Ex): An arachnoid giant octopus can emi~ a cloud of 
jet-black ink 20 feet wide by 1-0 feet long once per minute as a fre,e 
action. The cloud provides total concealment, which the octopus nor
mally uses to escape a losin& fight. Creatures within the cloud experi
ence the effects of total darkness. 

J et (Ex): A giant octopus can jet backward once per round as a dou-
ble move action, at a speed of 100 feet. · 

Thulk, Bugbear Boss: Male bugbear Bbn6;· CR 8; Medium-size 
humanoid (goblinoid); HD 3d8+6 p lu~ 6d12+12; bp 84; Init +3; Spd 
40 ft.;- AC 19, touch 13, flat-footed 19_; Ark +13/ +8 melee (1d8+r, 

morningstar), or +11/+6 ranged (1d6+f,javelin); SQQarkvision 60ft., 
fast movement, rage 2/day, uncanny dodge (Dcx bonus to AC, can't 
be Dankcd); AL CE; SV Fort +8, Ref +8, Will +2; Str 10, Dex 16, Con 
14, lnt 10, Wis 8; Cha 12. 

Skills 1111d Feats: .Climb +11, Hide +f, Int&nidate +7, Jump +10, 
Listen +8, Move Silently -t-8, Spot +2; Alertness, Power Attack, 
Sunder. 

Rage: Thulk can rage twice per day for a duration of 7 rounds each 
time. The following changes to the above statistics are in effect while 
Thulk rages: AC 17; hp 102; Ark +H /+10 melee (1d8+7, m~rn

ingstar), or +11/+6 ranged (ld6+ ?,javelin); SV Fort +10, Will +4; Str 
24, Con 18; Climb +13, Jump +1'2. 

'Possessions: Leather armor, small wooden shield, morningstar, 
r javelins. 

Arcane Guard: Mal~ drew Ftr2/Wi1S; CR 8; Medium-size bwnanoid 
(elf); HD U10+2 plus fd4+S; bp as listed in encounter descriptions; I nit 
+7; Spd 30ft.; AC 18, touch 14, flat-footed lS; Atk +9'melee (2d4+1, +1 
spiked cbai11), or+ 7 ranged (ld4/19~20 plus poison, hand crossbow); SQ__ 
drow traits (;;cc Drew NPCs sidebar, page 132), SR 18; AL NE; SV Fort 

~M~~~~n~~~n~~m~~~ 
SkiJ/s and Feats: Climb+ 7, Concentration +8, Jump +f, Knowledge 

(arcana) +10, L isten +4, Search +f, Spellcraft +10, Spot +6j Exotic 
Weapon Proficiency (spiked chain), Improved Initiative, Scribe 
Scroll, Spell Focus (Transmutation), Still SpeU, Weapon Finesse 
(spiked chain), .weapon Focus (spiked chain)-

Spe//s 'Prepm·ed (4/ 4/ 3/ '2; save DC 13 + spell level; 100.11 chance of 
arcane spell failure): 0-detect magie; disrupt rmdead, read magic, 
resiSfa11ce; 1st- featber fall, magic missile (1), true strike; '2nd- i11vis
ibility, IMitate, see in'llifibility; 3rd- fly, ligiJ111ing boll. · 

SpeJ/book: 0-arcmre mark, da1rcing ligbts, daze, detect magic, 
detect poison, disrupt rmdead, flare, gbos/ sorm~, ligbt, mage band, 
mcndinrv ope11/close, prestidigitalion, ray of frost, read magic, !esist
ance; lst- alam;, endure elements,featlJer fall, magic missile, spidet· 
climb, true st1·ike; 1nd- blur, cafs g1·au, im;isibility, IMitate, see illvis
ibility, 1veb; 3rd- dispel magic,fly, gust of wi11d, baste, ligbt11ing bolt. 
Note that the six arcane.guards share two identical spcllbooks, both 
of which are located in S26. 

'Possessiom: ..Milbral sbir·t, rint of protection +1, +1 spiked cbain, 
potion of baste, potion of eat's grace, band crossbow, 1d6-2 doses of 
drew poison. 

Filzaur, Inverted Tower Student: Male drew Wiz8; CR 9; Medium
size humanoid (elf); HD 8d4+8; bp 31; Tnit +3; Spq 30 ft.; AC 16, 
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touch 14, flat-footed 13; Ark +4 melee (1d6/18-20, rapier), or +4 
melee couch (by spell), or + 7 ranged (1d4 plus poison/19-'20, hand 
qossbow), or +7 ranged touch (by spelJ); SQ9row ·traits (see Drow 
NPCs sidebar, "page 132), SR 19; AL CE; SV Fort + 3, Ref+ 5", Will + 7; 
Str 10, Dex 16, Con 12, Int 18, Wis 12, Cha 10. 

Skills ·attd Feats: Climb +3, ConccntFatiou +12, Knowledge 
(arcana) +H, K11owlcdgc (history) +9, Knowledge (the plaues) +H, 
L isten +3, Scry +9, Search +6, Spcllcraft +H, Spot +3; Brew Porion, 
Combat Casting, Empower SpelJ, Scribe Scroll, Spell Penetration. 

Spells 'Prepared (4/5"/4/4/3; save DC 14 +spell level): 0-daze, 

de/ec~ magic, gbosl sound, read magic; 1st-cbilltouch,featber fall, 

ray 4 e11feeblemen1, shockiug grasp, /me strike; 2nd-blur, gboul 

loucb, spectral band: summon s1varm; 3rd-fly, baste, stinki11g cloud, 

'Vampiric loucb; 4th-besl01v curse, co11tagiott, e11ervation. 
Spellbool.·: 0-arcane mark, da11cing ligbts, daze, detect magic, detect 

poison, dismpt undead, flare, gbosl sound, ligbt, mage ba11d, mending, 

opm/close, prestidigitation, ray if frost, read magic, resista11ce; 1st-cause 

fear, chilltouch,feather fall, mage arm01·, ray if e11/eebleme11t, shockittg 

gt·asp, spidet· climb, mmmo11 momler l, true. strik<,; 2nd....!.blilldtressjdeaf

ness, blur, gboul loucb, see itr'Visibility, spech·al hand, summon nvarm; 

3rd-blillk,fiy, baste, bold person, slinking cloud, mmmo11 momter Ill, 
vampiric toucb; 4th-best01V curse, contagion, detect scr;ying, ener'Vation, 

fear, phatttam,"at killer, remove curse. 

Nobru:r.zal, Inverted Tower Student: Male drow Wiz8; cR 9; Medium
size humanoid (eli); HD 8d4+8; hp 33; Init +3; Spd 30 ft.; AC 16, 
touch 14, nat-footed 13; Atk +4 melee (1d6/18-20, rapier), or +4 
melee touch (by spell), or +? ranged (1d4 plus _poison/19-20, hand 
crossbow), or + 7 ranged touch (by spell); SQ_drow traits (see Drow 
~"ll'Cs sidebar, page 132), SR 19i AL CE; SV Fort +3, Ref+), Will +7; 
Str 10, Dex 16, Con 12, Int 18, Wis 12, Cha 10. 

Spells 'Prepared (4/ 5"/ 4/ 4/ 3; save DC 14 + spell level): 0-daze, 

detect magic, gbost sound, read magic; 1st-color spray, expeditiotU 

retreat, featber fall, mage arm01·, mat;ic missile; '2nd- flami?tg 

spbere, Melj's acid arr01v, see i11'Visibility, 1veb; 3rd- fly,·1Jaste, bold 

perso11, sl01v; 4tb-dimeiJSion door,fire sbield, improved i11visibilitJ'· 

Spellbook: 0-arcatre mark, da11cing' ligbts, daze, detect magic, 

detect pois011, disrupt undead, flare, gbost sound, ligbt, mage band, 

mettdi11g, opm/close, prestidigitatio11, ray if frost, read magic, resist· 
ance; 1st-change self, charm person, color sp'ray, e11dure elements, 

expediti011S rett-eat,featber fall, mage armor, magic missile, obscuri11g 

mist, sbield, spider climb; 2nd-eat's grace, endurance, flamin~ 

·spber·e, invisibility, Melj's acid an·01v, see i11visibility, 1veb; 3rd-fly, 

baste, bold person, magic circle agaimt goo4, protectio11 from elements, 

sl01v; 4th-arcane eye, cbarm !noi/Ster, detect scryitrg, dimemiw door, 

fire sbieid, improved i11visibilit)', scrying, solid fog. 

'Possessiom: Bracer! 4 armor + ~ ring 4 protection + L 

Sosztt.m Mu-Shinn, Inverted Tower Head Student: Male drow 

Ill5"/Sha6;· CR 12; Mediu~1-size humanoid (elf); HD 5"d4+5" plus 
6d4+6; hp 37; Init +4; Spd 30ft.; AC 17, ~ouch 14, flat-footed 13; Atk 
+6 melee (1d6/18-20, masterwork rapier), or +9 ranged (1d4/19-'20, 
{land crossbow); SQ_drow traits (see Drow ~"ll'Cs sidebar, page 132), 
low-tight xision, shadow defense +2, sf\icld of shadows, SR 22; AL CE; 
SV Fort+{ Ref + 7, Will tll; Str 10, Dex 18, Con 12, Int 18, Wis 1'2, 
Cha 10. 

Skills a11d Featt: Concentrl!tion +17, Disguise +6, Hide rt10, 
K110wledge (arcana) +H, K110wledge (history) +12, Kllo\vle~ge. (the 
planes)\.H, Listen +3, Scry +12, Search +6, Spcllcraft +18, Spot +3; 
Disciplitie, Empower Spell, Heighten Spell, Insidious Magic, 

Pernicious Mag_ic, Scribe Scroll, Shadow Weave Magic, Spell Focus 
(IIJusion), Spell Focus.(Enchantment), Tenacious Magic. 

Wizard Spells 'Prepared (5"/6/6/6/5"/3/7.; save DC 14 + spell level, 
or 17 + spell level for Necromancy spelJs, or 19 + spellleve·l for 

Enchantment and Illusion spelJs): 0-daze, detect magic, disrupt 

undead, gbost sound*, resistance; lst-carde fear, color spray*,fealber 

fall, mage armor, ray 4 e1ifeeblemenl1 trtll! strike; 2nd-blur•, ifi'Visi

bility•, min01· image•, mirror· image•, spectral band, 1veb; 3rd-dis

placement*, fly, ball tmdead, baste, suggestio11, vampiric touch~· 4th
confusion, enervatio11, improved itt'Visibility•, pbantasmal killer•, stOtte

skin; 5"th-greater sbadrnv cotyuration•, mirage arcmta*, teleport; 

6th-gr·ealer sbad01v evocatio11•, mass suggestion. 

Spellbook: 0-a~cane mark, daze, detect magic, detect poison, disrupt 

tmdead, ghost sou11d•, mage band, mending, open/close, prestidigitatio11, 

ra,• if fr-ost, read magic, resistance; 1st-cause fear, change self", color 
spray",featber fall, mage armor, Nystufs magical aura•, Nystufs unde· 

tectable ar~ra•, ray if 1!1/feeblemmt, sile111 image", sleee, spider climb, 
true strike; '2nd-blur*, byp11otic pattern•, in'Visibility*,- minor image•, 

min·or image•, spectral ba11d, 1veb>· 3Td-displacemenr, fiJ', fJalt 

u11dead, haste, illusory scripr, i11visibiiity sphere*, suggestion, 'Vmnpiric 

toucb; 4tb-c011fusion1 detect scrying, ener'Vation, illusory 1vall*, 

itnproved iu·visibility•, pbantasmal killer•, rainb01v pattern•, scrying, 

stom:skin; rth- d0111inaie person, greater sbad01v cOtyur·atiOtr", hold mon· 

· ster, mirage arcana•, seeming•, shad01v evocation•, teleport; 6th-greater 

dispelli11g, greater sh~d01v ~ocation*, mass suggesti011, perma11ent image. 

"These spells belong to the school of lllusion, which is this char
acter's specialty. Prohibited sc.hool: Evocation. 

'Possessiom: Bracers if armor + 2, amulet if natural armor +1, 

gloves if 1Je:.:rerity + 2, cloak if aracJJ;tida, potion if cure moderate 
1 1votmds, dia~nond dust (25"0 gp ). 
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Nyc:aloth: CR 13; Large outsider'(evil); HD lld8+33; hp 67; Init +2; 
Spd 40ft., fly 90ft. (good); AC 17, touch 11, flat-footed H; Atk +U 

melee (1d6+5", 2 claws); Face/Reach r ft. by r ft./10ft.; SA improved 
grab, rake 1d6+5", spelJ-like abilities; &Q.DR 7.0/+2, summo11 yugolotb, 
woundillg, yugoloth traits; SR 24; AL NE; SV Fort +10, Ref +9,_ Will 
+ 7; Str 20, Dex 14, Con 17, lot 13, Wis 10, Cha 16. 

Skills" atrd Feats: Concentration +11, Hide +1'2, Kllowledge (the 

planes) +8, L isten +14, Move Silently +16, Sense ~otive +14, Spot 
+14; Dodge, Flyby Attack, Mobility. ' 

Improved Grab (Ex): If an airborne nycalotb bits an opponent 
that is at least one size category smaller than itself with both claw 
attacks, it deals. normal damage and attempts to start a .grapple as a 
free actioi1 without provoking an attack of opportunity (grapple 
bonus +'20). If it gets a bold, it cao rake on the same round. 
Thereafter, the nycaloth the option to conduct the grapple normally, 
or simply use its claws to hold the opponent (-'20 penalty on grapple 
check, but the nycaloth is not considered grappled). In either case, 
each successful grapple check it makes during successive rounds auto
matically deals damage fron\. its claw attacks. If the nycaloth gets a 
bold on a nonflying opponent of Medium-size or smalJer, it can 
ascend with the grabbed creature. When carrying a cr~ature weighillg 
more than 230 pounds, the nycaloth's fly speed drops to 6fJ feet a11d 

it takes a -3 penalty on Hide and Move Silently checks. The nycalotb 
can't carry a_load of.more than 496 pow1ds. 

Rake (Ex): On any round that a nyca1otb bas a hold on an oppo
nent (see Improved Grab, above), it can make two rake attac.ks (+U 
melee) with its bind legs for 1d6+ r points of damage each, 

Spell·Lilte Abilities: At will-deeper darkness, desecrate, fear, 

in·visibility, mirr·or image, see i11visibility, a11d teleport 1vitbout error 
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•• 
(self plus fO pounds of objects only). Caster level 11th; save DC 13 + 
spell level, 

Summo, Tu,oloth (Sp): Once per day, a nycaloth can attempt to• 
summon another nycaloth (or, if you are using Mam1al of tbe 'Pia11es, 
1d3 mezzoloths) with a 50% chance of success. Summoned yugoloths 
remain for 1 hour, and they cannot use their own summon abilities 
dusing that time. There is a 2f% chance that a summoned yugoloth 
turns on its s~mmoner, attacking immediately (and hoping for a 
reward from whomever was threatening the first yugoloth). 

Wounding (Ex} A wound resulting from a nycaloth's claw attack 
bleeds for an additionall point of damage•per round thereafter. Multiple 
wounds from such attacks result in cumulative bleeding loss (two 
wounds for '2 points of damage per round, and so on} The bleeding can 
be stopped only by a successful Heal check (DC H ) or the application of 
a cr1re spell or some other healing spell (jJeal, beating circle, or the like} 

Yugolotb Traits: A yugoloth is immune to poison and acid. It has 
cold resistance 20, electricity resistance 20, and ftre resistauce 20, and 
it can communicate telepathically with any creature within 100 feet 
that has a language. 

Substitution: Use a vrock demon instead of the nycaloth. 

Solom Ned'razak, .Arcbmage ' of Szith Morcane: Male drow 

Wizl3/Acm2; CR 16; Medium-size humanoid (elf); HD. l3d4+13 
plus 2d4+2; hp H; Init +2; Spd 30ft.; AC 19, touch 14, flat-footed 
17; Atk +6 melee touch (by spell), or +9 ranged touch (by spell); SQ._ 
drow traits (see Drow Nl'Cs sidebar, page 132), spell power +2, SR 26, 
spell-like ability (!tleporl, 2/day}, AL CE; SV Fort +f, Ref +6, Will 
+11; Str 8, Dex 14, Con 12, Int 23, Wis 10, Cha 18. 

Skills and Feats: Contentration +19, Knowledge (arcana) +24, 
Knowledge (history) +lS, ,Knowledge (local) +H, Kn<»vledgc (reli
gion) +H, Knowledge (the planes) +18, Listen +'2, Scry +24, Search +8, ~ 
Spcllcraft +26, Spot +2; EmRower Spell, <l!!_icken Spell, Scribe Scroll, 
Skill Focus (SpeUcraft), Spell Focus (Conjuration), Spell Focus 
(Evocation), Spell Mastery (clairaudience/tlairvo;•a!lce, dispel magic, 
fly, baste, sloneslcitt, teleport), Spell Penetration, Twin Spell. 

Spell-Like Ability: Solom can use teleport as a spell-like ability 
twice per day. 

Spell Power: Solom adds +2 to the save DCs and to caster level 
checks for spells he casts. 

Spells 'Prepared (4/6/6/f/Y/3/4/1/1; save DC 18 +spell level, or 20 
+ SJ?elllcvel for Conjuration and Evocation spells): 0-detect magic, 
flare, read magic, resista11ce; 1st-expeditiom retreat, featber fall 
(2), magic -mipile, sbield; 21ld-Aga11azzar's scorc!Jer, milurance, 
II!'Vitate, see itwisibility, web; 3rd-blillk, c/airaudience/tlait"'V~Yatlce, 

Jly, baste, ligbtning bolt; 4th-detect scryi11g, fire sbie,ld, impt·oved 
invisibility, pba1ttasmal killer, siOileskit~>· fth-cone of cold, ilismisfa/; 
6th-quickened Aganazzar's scorcber, disit1tegrate, summon momter 
VI; 7tb-twinned•/igh/nit~g bolt; 8th-empowered cbain ligbltting. 

Spellbodk: 0-arcane mark, datrcing ligbts, daze, detect magic, detect 
poi~on, disrttpt undead, flat·e, ghost SO!IIId, ligbt, mage band, mending, 
ope11/tlose, pt·estidigitatioll, ray of frost, read magic, resistance; 1st
alarm, burning ba11ds, cause feat·, cbi/1 tortcb, comprebmd languages, 
e:o:peditiom rerreat,Jeatber fall, bold portaL, ide11tify,jump, mage armor, 
magic missile, Nystttfs magic aura, Nystufs undetectable aura, sbield; 
2nd-Aganazzar's scorcber, 'arcane lock, blur, eat's grace, endurance, 
gboul loucb, i11'fiisibility, le-vitate, Melf's acid arr01v, protecliott from 
arrrn.vs, resist elements, see itrviswility; 3rd-blacklight, blitrk, clairaudi
ence/clairvoyance, dispel magic, fireball, fly, haste, ligbtni11g bolt, magic 
circle against cbaos, magic circle agaimt !!'Vii, m~gic circle against g~ 
magic circle agai11st la1v; 4tlJ- arcane eye, coifusion, detect scryiflg, 

dimension doot~ dimensi<mal ancbor1 enervation, Bvard's black tentacles, 
fire shieldJire trap, ice storm, improved i11visibility, mi11or globe 'if imml
nera'bility, . phantasmal killer, scryi11g, sto11eskin; fth-attimate dead, 
c/oudki/1, cone of cold, dismissal, hold momter, lesser irrmgum·d, mind fog, 
petmane11cy, prying eyes, teleport, 1val/ of force, 1vall of s~tre; 6tb-chaitt 
ligbtning, circle of deatb, disi1rtegrate, gate se~l, globe of imJ{tlnerability, 
greatet· dispelling, gum·ds and 1~ards, planar bitrdi11g, sum,;on momter 
VI, true seeing,· 7th-ba11ishment, delayed blast fireball,/ittger of deatb, 
forcecage, limited 1vish, primr.atic spmy, spelltuming,· 8th-fleming, bor
rid 1vilti11g, incendiary cloud, prismatic 1vall, protection from spells. 

'Posse sri om: Bracers of annor + ~ amulet of tltltttral annur + 1, ri11g of 
protectirm +4 beddband of inteLlect +4; cloak of. cbarim111 '+4 1vand of 
ligbtning boll (lOth-level caster, 10 charges), 1vmrd of magic missile (9th
level caster, 20 charges), ri11g of coUJiterspells (wi~h disintegrate currently 
stored in it), lkx:cob's blessed book (contains all !tis spells of fth level and 
above; "warded with Nystufs rmdeteclable aura), potion of cure moderate 
wounds, potio11 of ,.,lt'e 'lig!JI 1votmds, diamond dust (2f0 gp} 

Solom Ned'razak's Power-Up Suite: When he is alerted to the pres
ence of intruders, the Archmage .of Szith Morcane casts the follow
ing spells, in this order: (round 1) baste, improved itruisibilit)'i (round 
2) endm·a11ce, stonesk,in; (round 3) fire shield; sbield. The resulting 
adjustments are not included in the statistics above, but they -are 
reflected in the powered-up statistics below. 

Powered-Up Statistics: HD Bd4+26 plus 2d4+4 (endz1rat1ce); bp 
70 (f!ndura11ce'J, AC 30, touch 18, flat-footed 28 (paste, sbietdJ, S~s 
above, plus DR 10/+f, invisible, creatnres striking him take 1d6+1S 
fire damage (SR negates-fire sbield), half damage from cold or'ftre 
attacks (none on a successful save-fire shield); Fort +6 (e11d1trmtce); 
Con H (endura11ce). 

Vampire Noble Guard: Male vampire (drow) Ftr8; CR 11; Medium-size 
undead; HD 8dl'2; bp as listed in encounter descriptions; In it +8; Spd 30 
ft.; AC 28, rouch 14, nat-footed 24; Atk +H/+10 melee (1d6+8/18-20, 

+1 rapier), or +13/+8 melee (1d6+f plus energy drain: slam}, SA vam
pire attacks (see Vampirenidebar, page 134); SQ_clsow traits (sec Drow 
NPCs sidebar, page B2), DR H /+1, tllrn resistance +4, vampire traits 
(see Vampires sidebar, page 134); SR. 19; AL CE; SV Fort +6, Ref +8, 
WiiJ +4; Str 21, Dex 19, Con -, Int 14, Wis 14, Cha 14. 

Skills and Feats: Bluff +10, Climb +16, Hide +1'2, Jurpp +16, 
Listen +14, Move Silently +12, Search +1'2, Sense Motive +10, Spot 
+17, Swin1 +10; Alertness, Blind-Fight, Combat Reflexes, Dodge, 
JJnproved Initiative, 'L ightning Reflexes, Mobility, Spring Attack, 
Weapon Focus (rapier), W<t.~pon Speciali.zation (rapier). 

Vampire Attacks: The Will save DCs for the noble guard's domi
nate and energy drain abilities are both 16. 

Turn Resistance (Ex): When resolving a tusn, rebuke, command, 
or bolster attempt, the noble guard is treated as a 12-HD creature. 

'Possessiom: +1 mitbt·al sbirl, +1 mitbral larf$ sbield, +1 rapie1·, 2 
javeli11s of ligbtning, potion of fly, potio1r of haste. 

Dessa Sik-Morcane: Female drow Clr3 of LolthfBbn9; CR 12•; 
Medium-size hw11ruloid (elf); HD 3d8-H plus 9d12-4f; hp 4 (nor
mal 88}, Init +0; Spd 40 ft.; AC 10, touch 10, flat-footed 10; Atk 

+13/+8/+3 melee (ld3+'2, unarmed -strike); SA rebuke undead f/day; 
SQ9row traits G;see Drow NPCs sidebar, page 132), fast IJlOVement, 
rage 3/day, UJlCanny dodge (Dex bonus to AC, cru1't be flanked); SR 
23; AL CE; SV Fort +4 (normal +11), Ref +4, Will +-9; Str H, Dex 
10, Con 1 (nor~al 14), lnt 12, Wis 14, Cba 14. • 

Skills a11d Feats: Bluff +10, Climb +12, Concentration +3 01ormal 
+10), Diplomacy +4, Indmidate +H, Jump +11, Kno1fledge (religion) 
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+4, Listen +B; Search +3, Spellcraft +4, Spot +6; Cleave, Discipline, 
Great Cleave, Power Attack, Sunder. 
. Rage: The following changes to the above statistics are in effect 
while Dcssa rages: hp 28 (normal112); AC 8, touch 8, nat-footed 8; 

Atk +H/+10/+f melee (1d3+4, unarmed strike); Fort +6 (normal 
+13), Will +11; Str 19, Con f (normal 18); climb +14, Jump +13. 
Dessa can rage three times per d<!y for a duration of 1 round (normal 
7 rounds) each time. · 

Cleric Spells 'Prepared: None, because of Lolth's silence. Domains: 
Destruction (smite 1/day), Trickery (Bluff, Disguise, and Hide are 

class ~kills as a cleric} 
•I)essa's CR is 1 ,point lower than its normal value because she 

cannot cast spells. 

V elu ta and Velina, T'suran Nieces: Fern ale ~ow Clr 10 of Kiaransalee; 
CR. 11; Medium-size humanoid (elf); HD 10d8+10; hp 70, 44; lnjt +0; 
Spd 30ft.; AC 19, touch 10, nat-footed 19; Atk +8/+3 melee (1d4+1 and 
1d6 acid/19-20, +1 corrosi'lle dagger), or + 7 ranged (1d4 plus poi· 
son/19-20, hand crossbow); SA rebuke undead lO/day! SQ_drow traits 
(see Drow .1\TPCs sidebar, page 132), SR 21; AL CE; SV Fort +9, Ref +6, 

Will +11; Str 10, Dex 10, Con 12, Int 14, Wis 16, Cha 16. 
Skills attd Feats: Co•wentration +14, Knowledge (arcana) +7, 

Kl1owledge (re'Iigion) +10, Listen + 7, Scry + 7, Search +4, SpeUcraft 
+15, Spot +7; Craft Magic Arms and Armor, Graft Wand, Empower 
Spell, Extra Turning, Lightning Reflexes. · 

Spells 'Prepared (6/6/6/ f/ 4/3; save DC 13 + spell level): 0-detect 

magic (2), guidance, read magic, resistance, virtue; 1st-bane, causefettr, 

divine favor, doom, etttropic sbield, sbield of faith*;. 2nd-br~ll's strength, 

cure moderate 1vormds, deatb k11ell, endurance•, hold person, sile11ce; 

3rd-bestO?v curse, dispel magic1 magic vestment, searing ligbt, mgges· 
tio11*; 4th--(.'m'e et·itical 1vormds, fire shield•, freedom of mO'vemen1, 

greater magic weapon; fth-flame strike, slay /ivi11g, spideiform*. 

*Domain spell. Domains: Drow (Lightning Reflexes as a bonus 
feat), Retribution (strike of vengeance 1/day} 

'Possessions: +2 elven c!Jain, +1 small steel sbield, +1 col'rosive dag· 

ger (described in Magi<· of Faerntt-deals 1d6 points of acid damage 
per hit), t'ittg of cou11terspells (slay livit/g), 7Vand of hold pet·so1t (40 
charges), cloak of resistance +1, potion of lesser rtstoratitm, potion of 
II!'Vitate, hand crossbow, 4 doses of drow poison .• 

Zedarr T sarran: Male drow Rog3/Ftr4/ BIH of Klaransalee; CR H; 
Mcdjum-s.izc humanoid (elf); HD 3d6+6 plus 4d10+8 plus fd10+.10; 

"bp 92; Init +3; Spd 30 ft.; AC 23, touch 12, flat-footed 23; Atk 
+lr/+10/+f melee (ld8+7, +2 dit·eflaif) 1111d +14 melee (1d8+4, +1 

dire flaif); SA command UJ1.dead 4/day, smite good 1/day, sneak 
attack +3d6; S~ura of despair, dark blessint;~ detect good, drow traits 
(see Drow Nl'Cs sidebar, page 132), poison use, traps, uncanny dodge 

(Dex bonus to AC); S}\ '23; AL "CE~ SV Fort +12, Ref +9, Will +fi Str 
16, Dex 16,,Con H,Int 10, Wis 12, Cha 12. 

Skills and Feats: Bluff +7, Climb +2, Concentration+ 7, Diploll)acy 
+11. Disguise+ 7, Hide +4, Innuendo+ 7, Intimidate +12, Knowledge (reli· 
gion) +3, Listen +f, Search +2. Spot +9; Ambidexterity, Exotic Weapon 
froficiency (dire flail), Leadership, Power Attack, Sunder, Two-Weapon 
Fighting, Weapon Focus (dire nail), W.eapon Specialization (dire nail). 

Blackgt;ard Spells 'Prrpared (2/1; save DC 11 + spell level): 1st-
cure light wounds, doom; 2JJd.,-inflict moderate 1vounds. 1 

'Possessions: + 1 full plate, + 441 dire flail, ritrg of protectio11 + 1, 

gatmtlets of ogt·e pmvet·. · . 

Command Undead (Su): Zedarr can command undead as a 3rd· 
level cleric. 

Smite Good ~Su): Once per day, Zedarr gains a +1 bonl!s on a sin· 
gle attack roll and a. + 5' bonus on the corresponding damage roll 
against a good foe. 

Aura of Despair (Su): Zedarr radiates a malign aura that causes 
every enemy within 10 feet of him to suffer a - 2 morale penalty on 
all savmg thr ows. 

'])elect Gqqt/ (Sp): At will, Zedarr can use detect good. 

Poison Use: Zedarr has no risk of accidentally poisoning himself 
when using poisons. 

Ripper: Advanced fiendish displacer beast; CR 8; Large magical beast; 
HD 10d10+f0; hp 108; In it +1; Spd. 40ft.; AC 17, touch 9, nat-foot· 
ed 16; Atk +16 rneiee (1d8+8, 2 tentacles) and +llmelee (2d6+4, bite); 
SA smite· good; SQ_cold resistance H, displacement, DR f/+2, f~re 
resistance H, resistance to ranged attacks, SR 20; AL CE; SV Fort 
+12, Ref +8, Will +6; Srr 26, Dex 13, Coo 20, Int 5', Wis 12, Cha 8. 

Skills and Feats: Hide +8, Listen +6, Move Silently +6, Spot + 7; 
Alertness, Dodge, Iron Will. ' 

Displa~ement (Su): Any melee or ranged attack directed at RiHper 
has a fOOAI miss chance unless the attacker can locate the beast by 
some means other than sight. A true seeing effect allows the user to 
see the beast's position, but see invisibility has no effect. 

Resist ance to Ranged Attacks (Su): A displacer beast gains a +2 
resistance bonus on saves against any ranged· spell or ranged magical 
attack that specifica'lly targets it, except for ranged touch attacks. 

Smite Good (Su): Once per day, Ripper gains a +10 bonus on a sin· 
gle damage roll against a g~ foe. 

Dorina T'sarran: Female drow vampire. Clrll of Kiaransalee; CR 1+; 
• Medium-size undead; HD lld12; hp 76; lnit +5'; Spd 30 ft.; AC 27, 

touch 14, nat-footed 23; Atk +H/+10 m~lee (1d8+7, +2heavy mace) 

and +8 melee (1d6+2 plus energy drain, slam), or +13 ranged (1d4 plus 
poison/19-20, hand crossbow); SA rebuke undead 11/day, vampire 
attacks (see Vampires sidebar, page 134); SQ_DR U / +1, drow traits 
(see Drow NPCs sidebar, page 132), tu,rn resistance +4, vampire traits 
(see Vampires sidebar, page H4). SR 22; AL CE; SV Fort+ 7, R~f +8, 
Will +12; Str 20, Dcx 20, Con-, !nt 14, Wis 20, Cha 18. 

Skills· and Feats: Bluff +12, Concentration +18, Hide +11, 

Knowledge (arcana) +9, Kuowledge-.(religion) +9, Lisfen +H, Move 
Silently +11. Sc.ry +9, Search +10, Sense Motive +13, Spellcraft +9, 
Spot +H; Brew Potion, Extra Turning, Scr ibe Scroll, Spell Focus 
(Necromancy), Spell Penetration. 

Vampire At~acks: The Will save DCs for Dorina's dominate and 
energy drain abilities are both 19. 

Tu.ro Resistance (Ex): When resolving a turn, rebuke, command, 
or bolster attempt, Dori.na is treated as a U-HD creature. 

Cleric Spells 'Prepm·ed (6/8/6/6/ f / 4/ 2; save DC lr +spell level): 
0-detect magic (2), guidance, read magic, resistance, virtue; 1st
bane, cause fear, command, death7vatch, divi11e favor, e11tropic sbield, 

sattctuary, sbield of faitb*; '').nd-bulfs strength, deatb knell, dese· 

crate*, bold. perso11, silence, spibtual 1veapo1t; 3rd-attimate dead•, 

best01v curse, bli11dness/ deaf11ess, deeper dark11ess, di.;pel magic (2); 
4th- divitte pmver, fire sbieid•,freedom of mO'Vement, giattl vermin, 

spell immunity; fth - circle of doom•, flame strike, slay living, true 

seeing; 6tb-_'ba,isbmet1f•, blade baniet·. 

"Domain spell. Domains: Retril:rution (st rike of vengeance 1/ day), 
Undeath (Extra Turning as a bonus feat). 

'Possessiom: + 2 elven chain, + 2 bl!tlvy mace, periapt of 1fisdom + ~ 
potion of haste, hand crossbow, 20 bolts, 10 doses of drow poison. 
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Alisa.nnara Morcane, High Priestess of Stith Morcane: Female drow 
keening s.eirir Clr12 of Lolt'b; CR H *; Medium-size undead (incor
poreal); HD 12dl2; hp 80; l nir +0; Spd fly 30 ft. (perfect); AC H, 
touch H, flat-footed H; Atk +9 melee touch (1d8; incorporeal 
touch); SA destructive touch**, fear aura•• (Will DC 21~ keening*• 

(Fort DC 21), rebuke undead 8/day; SQ.Jirow traits (se~ Drow l\TPCs 
sidebar, page 132), incorporeal subtype**, manifestation, rejuvena
tion, turtf resistance +4**, undead traits- ; SR 2S; AL CE; SV Fort +8, 
Ref +4, Will +il; Str 10, Dex 10, Con -, Int 14, Wis 17, Cha 20. 

Against Ethereal Opponents: AC ·10, touch 10, flat-f ciotcd 10. 

Skills tmd Feats: Concentration +20, Diplomacy +20; Knowledge 
(religion) +10, Listen +S, Scry +9, Search +4, Spellcraft +17, Spot +S; 
Combat Casting. Expertise, Improved Disarm, Improved Trip, 
Leadership. 

Manifestat ion (Su): When Alisannara manifests, she becomes 
visible bur is still incorporeal. She can use her destructive touch and 
keening abilities against material opponents. 

Rejuvenation (Su): If destroyed, Alisannara restores herself in 2d4 
days if she makes a successful level check (DC i6). 

• Alisannara's CR is 1 point lower than it would normally be 
because she cannot cast spells. 

**Keening spirit abilities; sec Keening Spirit Template in Appendix 1. 

purt ;o: · . 
The neep wustes 
nundom £ncounters 
Sshumath Dae.r indra: Male .half·drow/ half-deep dragon Ftr3/Sor9; 
CR lS; Medium-size dragon; HD 3d10+6 plus 9d4+18; hp 71; In it +3; 
Spd 30 ft.; AC 21, touch 13, flat-foot~d 18; Atk +10 melee (1d6+3, 
bite) and +S melee (ld4+1, 2 claws), or +13/ +8 melee (2d6+S/19-20, 
+2 grMtnuord) and +S melee (ld6+1, bite),, or +12/ +7 ranged 
(ld8+4/ X3, +1 migbty composite longbo·w [+3.Str bonus) with master
work arrows); SA breat h weapon (flesh-corrosive gas}, SQ_charm 
immu11ity, cold resistance 20, dragon traits, ftre resistance 20, SR 23; 
AL CE; SV Fort +8, Ref+ 7, Will +7; Str 16, Dex 16, Con lS, Int 16, 
Wis 10, Cha 20. 

Skills ond Feats.' Climb. +9, Concentration +13, Intimidate +8, 
Jump +'9, Listc~n + 7, Scry +12, SpelJcraft +12, Spot + 7; Cleave;Combat 
Casting. Combat- Reflexes, Dodge, Mobility, Power Attack, Weapon 
Focus (greatsword). 

Breath Weapon· (Ex): SshumatJ1 can breathe a 30-foot-Iong cdne 
of flesh-corrosive gas for 6d8 poillts of acid damage (Reflex save DC 
18 half) Once be" has used his breath weapon, )le must wait 1d4 
rounds before he C3l1 do so again. 

_Dragon Traits: Sshumath is immune to sleep and paralysis effects. 
He has darkvision 60 ft. and low-light vision. 

Sorcerer Spells KnO'IUII (6/ 8/ 7/ 7/ S; save DC lS +spell level): 0-
orcmte mark, detect magic, detect poiso11, disrupt undead, ope11/close, 
roy of frost, read magic, resistof/ce; lst-chilltor~e!J, magic missilt;J roy 
of ell[eeblemellt, sbockhtt; grasp, true strike~· 2nd-Agonazzor's 
scorcber, blm·, buffs strengtb, mduro11ce; 3rd-fireboll, !Josle,, 'IJam
piric,louc!J; 4th- impr0'1Jed invisibility, tbrmderioi/CI!. 

'Possessiom: Bracers of ot·mor +4; +2greots?uord, +1 migbty co-mpos· 
ite l011gb0'1u (+3 Str bonus), SO masterwork arrows. 

Velasta and Velina, Tsarran Niece Revenants: Female drow. revenant 

Clr10 of Kiar311salee; CR B; Medium-size undead; HD lOdl~ hp 6$, 
64; Tnit +0; Spd 30ft.; AC 20, touch 12, flat-footed 20; Atk +H/+10 
melee (ld4+8/19- 20, +1 dogger); SA paralyzing glare** (Will DC 19), 
rebuke undead 10/day, vengeful strike••; SQ_DR S/+1, drow traits (see 
Drow l\TPCs sidebar, page 132), fast healing 3**, r md the guil,ty", immu
nities, SR 21, tnrning inlmunity-..., undead traits**; AL CE; SV Fort+ 4> 
Ref +S', Will +10; Str 14, Dex 10, Con - , Iut 14, Wis 16, Cba 18. 

Skills m1d Feats: Concentration +17, Knowledge (arcana) + 7, 
Knowledge (religion) +10, Listen + 7, Scry + 7, Search +4, Spell craft 
+lY, Spot + 7; Craft Magic Arms and Ar1110r, Craft Wand; Empower 
Spell, Extra Tur"ning. Lightning Reflexes. • • 

Spells 'Prepared (6/6/6/ S'/ 4/ 3; save DC 13 +spell level): 0-detect 
magic (2), guidance, t·eod magic, resistance, virtue; 1st-bone, cause 
fear, divine fo'IJort, diJorn, entt·opic sbield, sbield of foitiJ•t- 2nd
clairo;tdience/clairvoyance*, deatb knell! desecrate, bold person, resist 
e/eme11ts, sile11ce; 3rd-bestO'lu curse, contagion, dispel magic, magic 
yestmentt, suggestion*; +th-divi11e pO'luer,fire siJiefd•, greater mogic-
1ueopo11t, poiso11; Sth-circle of doon~, slay /i'1Ji11g, spiderform•. 

*Domain spell. Domains: Drew (Lightnin~ Reflexes as a bonus 
feat), Retribution (st~ike of veogeaoce lfday). 

- Revenant ability; see Revenant Template in Appendix 1. 
f Already cast today. The effects of these spells are already calcu

lated imo the statistics abo..u:. 
'Possessiom: Salvaged chain shirt, salvaged +1 dagger (greater 

magic 1uedpo11 ). 

Stit h Morcane Officer Revenant: Female drow revenant Ftr9; CR 
11; Medium-size undead; HD 9d12; hp 64, S7; Init +2; Spd 30ft.; AC 
16, touch 12, flat-footed 14; Atk +1}/+8 melee (ld8+ 7/19- 20, two
bladed sword) and +13 melee (ld8+4/19- 20, two-bladed sword); SA 
paralyzing glare* (\yill DC lS), vengeful strike*; SQ_drow traits (see 
Drow NPCs sidebar, page 132), DR Y/+1, fast healing 3*, find the 
guilty•, unmwlitics•, SR 20, turning inlmunity•, undead traits*; AL 

~~~~M~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
12, Cha 12.. 

Skills o1rd Feats: Climb +14, Listen +9, Search +3, Spot +9; 
Ambidexterity, Combat Reflexes, Dodge, Exptic Weapon 

Proficiency (two-bladed sword), Mobility, Spring Attac.k, Two
Weapon Fighting. Weapon focus (two-bladed sword), Weapon 
Specialization (two-bladed sword). 

'Possessiom: Salvaged chain shirt, salvaged two-bladed sword. 
•Revenant ability; see Revenant Template in Appendix 1. 

Drow Ranger: Male drow Rgr6 of Kiaransalee; CR 7; Medium-size 
humanoid (elf); HD 6di0+6; hp 43, 42, 38; In it +3; Spd 30ft.; AC 17, 
touch 13, flat-footed 14; Atk +8/+3 melee (1d6+3/18- 20, +1 scimitar) 
and +.8 melee (1d6+1fl9-20, masterwork sli.ort s~'·ord), or +10 ranged 
(1d4 plus poison/19-20, masterwork band crossbow); SQ.Jirow traits 
(see Drow NPCs sidebar, page 132), favored eoemies (aberrati~ns +2, 
dwarve& +1), SR 17; AL CE; SV Fort +7, Ref +6, Will +4; Str 14, Dex 
17, Con 12, Int 12, Wis 12, Cha 10. 

Skills and Feats: Climb +6, Concentration +6, Hide +12, Listen 
+12, Move Silently +12, Search +:;, Spot +12; Track, Twin Sword 

Style, Weapon .1\ocus (scimitar), Weapon Focus (short sword). 
Spells 'Prepared (2; save DC 11 + spell level): 1st-detect s11ores 

and pits, pass 1uitbouttroce. 
'Possessio11s: <;1 stt1dded leatber, +1 scimitar, masterwork sl1o;t 

sword, masterwork haod crossbow, 10 bolts, ld6- 2 doses of drow poi
son, potion of fly, cloak of resista11ce +1. 
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Cleric Scout: Female drow Rgr'2 of Kiaransalee/Clr9 of K.iaransalee; 

CR 1'2; Medium-size humanoid (elf); HD '2d10..'2 plus 9d8+9; bp as 
l,isted in encounter descriptions; Init +'2; Spd '20 fr.; AC '20, touch 11, 
Oar-footed 19i Atl: +9/+-lr melee (ld1'2+1/X3, +1 s~/1 storinKtreataxe), 
or +11 ranged (ld4+1 plus poison/19-'20, +1 ha11d crmhrnv}, SA 

rebuke undead 9/day; SQ_drow traits (see Drow l:\"'l'Cs sidebar, page 

H'2), favored enemy (aberrations +1), SR '2'2; AL CE; SV Fort +10, 

Ref +1, Will +9; Str 10, Dex H, Con 1'2, Tnt 10, Wis 17, Cba H . 

Skills a11d Feats: Climb - 3, Concentration +10, Hide +1 7, Listen 

+10, Move Silently +17, Search +'2, Spot +9; Alertness, Combat 

Casti•}g, E.xtra Turning, Stealthy, Tracl:. 

Spells 'Prepared <616/6/1/ 3/ '2; save DC B +spell level): 0-create 
water, detect magic, guida11ce, light, read magic, resista11ce; 1st-cause 
fear, di'11i11e fa'llor, doom, mtropic shield, obscuri11g mist, shield of 
faith*; 2nd- aid, death k11ell, desecrate•, resift eleme11ts, silence, sou11d 
burst; 3rd-ht!S/qlv curse, ct·entl!food and ?voter, dispt!l magic, ill'llisi
bility purge, mngic circ/1! ngn'imt good*; 4th-cure critical 7VOJ111ds, 
divine p07vl!r, unholy bligbt•; Sth- dispel good*, flame Sir ike. 

•Domain spell. Domains: Evil (cast evil spells at -1-1 caster level), 

Retribution (srril:e or vengeance 1/day). 

'Possessiom: +1 sbnd01v sill!nt m011es full plate, +1 spell stori11g 
grentn.~:e (contains inflict serious 1vounds when rtrst encountered, so 

her f1tst buccessful hit deals an additional 3d8+9 points of damage), 

+1 band crorsbO?v, 10 bolts, ld6- 3 doses of drow poison. 

Skn:ed and Theod (1): Male and female troglodyt e BbnlO; CR 11 

each; Medium-size humanoid (reptilian}, HD 1d8+6 plus 10dl2+30; 

hp lU, 101; Init -1; Spd -lrO ft.; AC 21, touch 10, flat-footed 21; Atl: 

+12 melee (1d4+1, '2 claws) and +10 melee (1M, bire), or +lS/+10/+1 

melee ('2d6+ 3, Large+ 2 momitJ(,Stnr}, SA stench; SQ4arl:vision 90ft, 

fast movement, rage 3/ day, uncanny dodge (Dcx bonus to AC, can't 
be flanked, +1 against traps); AL CE.; SV Fort +14, Ref +3, Will +4; 

Str 13, Dex 9, Con 16, Tnt 8, Wis 10, Cha 10. 

Skills and Feats: Climb +4, Hide +6, Listen +lS, Wilderness Lore 
+H; Combat Reflexes, Multiattack, Power Attack, Sunder, Track, 

Weapon Pocus (morningstar). 

Stench (Ex) When a troglodyte is angry or frightened, it secretes an 

oily, musklike chemical that nearly every form of animal life fmds olTen

sivc. Any creature (except other troglodytes) within 30 feet of the troglo

dyte must succeed at a ~ortitudc save (DC 13) or bC overcome with nausea 

This effect lasts for 10 rounds and deals 1d6 points of Strength damage. 
Rage: The following changes arc in effect as long as Skn.cd and 

Theod rage: HD 2d8+10 plus 10dl'2+f0; hp 139; AC 19, touch 8, flat

footed 19; Atk +14- melee (1d4+3, '2 claws) aJld +12 melee (1d4+1, 

bite), or +lS/+10/+f melee ('2d6+f, Large +2 momi11gstnr); Fort +16, 
Will +6; Str 17, Con 19; Climb +6. They can each rage three times per 

day, and each fit of rage lases for 8 rounds. 

'Possessions: + 2 stud!ed lent6er armor, ring of protectiott + 1, Large 

+2 mqrnint,S/nr, cJqak of resistance +1, t,auntlets of ogrl! p07vl!r,ja'llelin 
of lit,btnittg, potio11 of haste, 191 gp. 

Latar. Male troglodyte ClrlO of Laogzed; CR 11; Medium-size 

humanoid (reptilian); HD 2d8t4 plus 10d8+'20; hp 78; lnit -1; Spd 30 

ft.; AC '23, touch 10, flat-fOOted 23; At,k +8 melee (ld4, 2 claws) and +6 
melee (ld(bite1 or +11/+9 melee ('2d6+'2/19- 20, Large +2morni1t(,Star); 
SA rebuke undead 3/day, stench; SQ_darl:vision 90ft.; AL CE.; SV Fort 

+12, Ref +'2, Will t il; Str 10, Dex 9, Con 14, Int 8, WisH, Cba 10. 
Skills a11d Feats: Concentration +1'2, Hide •3, Listen +7, Spot +4; 

Alertness, Combat Casting, Improved Critical (morningstar), Iron 

Will, Multiattack, Weapon Focus (morningstar). 

Stench (Ex):. When a troglodyte is angry or frightened, it secret es 

an oily, musk like chemical that nearly every form of animal life rtnds 
offensive. Any creature (except other troglodytes) within 30 feet of 

the troglodyte must succeed at a Fortitude save (DC 13) or be over

come with nausea. This effect lasts for 10 rounds and deals ld6 points 

of Strength damage. 

Spells 'Prepared (6/6/6/4/~/3; save DC 12 +spell level): 0-create 
water, cure mittor wounds ('2), dell!ct magic, lit,ht, resistance; 1st
bless, command (2), deatlnvatcb, di'Vine fnvor, protection from &ood•; 
'2nd~11durnnce (3), bold perso11, sbnller•, silettce; 3rd-cure serious 
7VOIIIIdS (2), magic circle nt,nimt good•, magic cit·cll! against law•; 
4th- air ?valk, chaos bnllmur•, cure critical wounds, summon momter 
!V; rth- dispel t,ood•, pla11e sbift, slay li'lling. 

•Domain spell. Domains: Ch:~os (cast chaos spells at +1 caster 

level), J!Aril (cast evil spells at +1 caster level). 

'Possessiom: + 2 breastplate, ri11g of protection +1, Large +2 mor11· 
i11gstnr, cloak of re!istmJCI! t-1, periapt of 1visdom +2,;otion of blur, 
potio11 of eat's grace, potiou of detecttbougbts, po1io11 ofluvisibility. 

The La ke of sha dows 
Gliunda and Thurrak (1): Male and female stone giaJlt elder Sor4; CR 

12; Large giant (earth}; HD 14d8+f6 plus 4d4+16; bp lH, 144; I nit 

+3; Spd 40ft.; AC '2f, touch 1'2, nat-footed '21; Ark +H /+10/+f melee 
('2d6+ll, Huge +1 i;rentclt~b), or +14/+9/+4 ranged ('2d8+i, rock); 

Face/Reach f ft. by f ft/ 10 ft.; SA rock throwing, speU-Iil:e abilities; 

SQgarkvision 60ft., rock catching; AL N; SV Fort +1"4, Ref +8, Will 

+10; Str '24, Dex 16, Con 18, Int 13, Wis 14, Cha 16. 

Skills and Feats: Climb +1'2, Concentration +1'2, Hide +-+, 

# Jump +1'2, Knowledge (arcana) +f, Listen +4, Spot +8; Alertness, 

Combat Ca~ting, Combat Reflexes, Point Bl:ank <Shot, Power 

Attack, Precise Shot. 

Rock Throwing (Ex); Ghunda and Thurral: can burl rocl:s weighing 

40 to ro pounds each with a range increment of 180 feet a11d a max

imum range of f increments. 

SpeU-Like Abilities: 1/day-stone shape, sto11e tell, a11d either trans· 
mute rock to mud or trn11m111te mud lo rock. Caster level lOth; save DC 

13 +spell level. 

Rock Catching (E.r): Once per round as n free nctio,n, Ghunda and 

Thurral: can catch Small to L arge rocks aimed at them. A successful 

Reflex save (DC H for Sm:~ll, DC '20 for Medium-size, DC '2S for 

Large) negates the attack. 

SorCI!rl!r Spells Kt/071111 (6/7/4; save DC 13 + spcU leveL): 0-arcane 
mark, danci11g ligbts, daze, dt tect magic, rend magic, resistn11ce; lst
e11dure elements, magic missile, true strike; 2nd-l!lldurance. 

'Posseuiom: Bracers of nrmot· + 1, Huge + 1 t,rentclub. 

Fiend iah Kraken: CR H; Gargantuan magical beast (aquatic); HD 

20dl0..180; hp 103; I nit +4; Spd swim '20ft.; AC '20, touch 6, flat· 

footed 20; Atk +'28 melee '('2d8+12/19-20, '2 tentacle rakes) and 

+23 melee (ld6+6, 6 arms) and'+'23 melee (4d6+6, bite); Face/Reach 

20ft. by 40 ft/ 10 fr. (100ft. with ten tacle); SA COJ.lStrict ld6+18, 

improved grab, smite good 1/day, spell-like abilities; SQ_co1d resist · 

ancc 20, DR 10/+3, fire resistance 20, ink cloud, jet, SR 2f; AL 

NE.; SV Fort +21, Ref +1'2, Will +13; Str 34, Dex 10, Con 29, Int 

21, Wis '20, Cha 10. 

Skills nnlt Feats: Concentration +19, Knowledge (geography) +10, 

· Knowledge (nature) +10, Listen +H, Search +H, Spot +H;, Alertness, 
Blind-Fight, Expertise, Improved Critical (tentacle), Improved 

Initiative, Improved Trip, Tron Will. 
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Constrict (Ex): With a successful grapple check, a fiendish kraken can 

crush a gr~bbed opponent, dealing ld6+18 points of bludgeoning damage. 
Improved Grab (Ex): If the fiendish kraken bits a Huge or small· 

er opponent with an arm or tentacle attack, it deals normal damage 
and attempts to start a grapple as-a free action without provoking an 
attack of opportunity (grapple bonus +44). If it gets a hoid, it can con· 
strict on the same round. Thereafter, tl1e creature has the option to 
conduct <the g~apple normally, or simply usc its arm or tentacle to 
hold the opponent (-20 penalty on grapple check, but the krakeu is 
not considered grappled). Ln either case, each succcssf ul grapple check 
it makes during successive rounds automatically deals damage from 
its arm or tentacle and constrict attacks. 

Smite Good (Su}. Once per day, a ftendish kraken gains a +20 bonus 
on a single damage roll against a good foe. 

Spell-L ike Abilities: 1/day-conlrol ?veather, COitlroi 7vinds, domi· 

nate mzimal, resist elements. Caster level 9th; save DC 15' +spell level. 
Ink Cloud (Ex): A fiendish kraken can emit a cloud of jet-black 

ink 80 feet high by 80 feet wide by 120 feet long once per minute as 
a free action. The cloud provides total concealment, which the krak· 
en normally uses to escape a losing fight. Creat ures within the cloud 
suffer the effects of total darkness. 

J et (Ex}. A fteudish kraken can jet backward once per round as a 
double move action, at a speed of 280 feet. 

Advanced Chuul: CR 10; Huge aberration; HD 20d8+120; hp 216; 
!nit +6; Spd 30ft~ swim 20ft.; AC 23, touch 10, flat-footed 21; Atk 
+22 melee (2d8+9, 2 claws); Face/Reach: 10 ft. by 10 ft./H ft.; SA 
improved grab, paralysis, squeeze; SQ.paralysis immunity, poison 
immunity; AL CE; SV F6rt +12, Ref +8, Will +14; Str 28, Dex 14, 
Con 22, Int 10, Wis 14, C~a 5'. 

Skills afld Feats: Hide +13, Jump +18, Listen +18, Spot +18; ' 
Alertness, Cleave, Improved lllitiative, Power Attack, Sunder. 

KUO- TOQ Abilities 
The following abilities are sh~ed by all the kuo-toas in 
the shrin~ cQmJ>lex . . 

.6,mphibious {Ex): Although kuo-toas breatl1e by means 
of gills, they can survive indefu1itely on land. 

Ili1Qlunities (Ed): Kuo-toas ar.e immune to poison and 
paralysis. The various hold speUs·.also' have no effect on 
them, and their keen sight automatically detects figments 
for what. they are. · 

Keen Sight (Ed): Kuo-t~ have excellent vision thank~ 
to their twq independently focusing eyes. Their eyesight is 
so keen that they can spot a moving object or creature even 
if it is invisible, ethereal, or astral. Only by remaii1ing per-

.,f.eg!.y still can such objects or creatures escape th~ir 11otice. 
Light Blindness (Ex): Abrupt exposure to bright light 

(such as sunlight or a day light spell) blinds kuo-toas for 1 
round. In addition, a kuo-t oa takes a - 1 circumstance 
penalty on all at tack rolls, saves, and checks while. operat-
ing in bright light. · 

Slippt ry (Ex): All kuo-toas secrete a.n oily film that 
·makes them difficult to grapple or snare. Webs, magi'c or 
otherwise, don't affect kuo-toas, and they tJsuaUy can 
wrig~le free from most other forms of confinement. 

Improved Grab (Ex}. If an advanced chuuJ hits a Large,or small· 
er opponent with a claw attack, it deals normal damage and i'lttcmpts 
to start a .grapple as a f rce action without provoking an attack of 
opportunity (grapple bonus +32). If it gees a hold, it can squeez.e on 
itS' next turn. Thereafter, th~ creature has the option to conduct the 
grapple normally, or simply usc its claw to hold rhe opppncnt (-20 
penalty on grapple check, but the octopus is nor considered-grappled~. 
In either case, each successful grapple check it makes during succes· 
sive rounds automatically deals damage from its claw attacks. 

Pualysis (Ex): The chuul can transfer grabbed victims from a 
claw to its tentacles as a partial action. Tbe tentacles gfapp1e wit h the 
same strength aS the claw but deal no damag~. Howeve~, they exude 
a paralytic secretion. Every creature held in the tentacles must make 
a Fortitude save (DC 26) or be pqralyzed for 6 rouJJds. While held in 
the tentacles, paralyz.ed or not, the victim automatically takes 2d6+4 
pointsof damage each round from th~ creature's mandibles. 

Squeeze (Ex): A cbuul that gets a hold automatically deals claw 
~amage, plus an additional ld8 points of bludgeoning damage from 
t he crushing force each round the hold is maintained. 

Kuo-To& Mool: MaJ,e kuo·toa Mnk10; CR i2; Medium-size mon· 
strous humanoid (aquatic); HD 2d8+4 plus 10d8+20; hp 81; !nit +6; 
Spd' 40 ft., swim 5'0 ft.; AC 25', touch 19, flat-footed H; Atk 
+10/+ 7/+4 melee (1dl0+3, u11armed·strike) and +5' melee (1d4+1, bite), 
or +9/+6/+3 melee (ld6+4 plus ld6 fire, +1flamitzg mmchaku) and +9 
melee (1d6+4 plus 1d6 cold, +1frost mmcbalm) a11d +5' melee (1d4+1, 
bite); SA flurry of blows, ki strike (+1), stunning attack (10/day; DC 
20); SQ_amphibious*, darkvision 60 ft~ electricity resistance 30, fast 
movement, immunities•, improved evasion, keen sight*, leap of the 
clouds, light blindJJess•, purity of bo_dy, slippery•, slow fall (5'0 ft.), 
still mind, wholeness of body 20; AL LE; SV Fort +11, Ref +12, Will 
+15'; Str 16, Dex lr1 Con 14, Int 1&, Wis 20, Cha 6. 

Skills mJd Feats: Balance +14, Escape Artist +22, Hide +12, Jump 
+15', Knowledge (religion) +6, Listen +11, Move Silent ly +17, Search 
+9, Spot +14, Tumble +1"4~ Alertness, Deflect Arrows, Dodge, Great 
For titude, Improved Initiative, Improved Trip, Mobility, Shield 
Proficiency, Spring Attack. 

'Possessiom: +1flamillg IIUIIChaku, +1frost mmcbaku. 

•Kuo-toa ability; see Kuo-Toa Abilities sidebar. 

Kuo-Toa Templu: Male and female kuo-toa Rogf/Ftr3; CR 10; 
Medium-siz.e monstrous huinanoid (aquatic); HD 2d8+6 plus 5'd6+15' 
plus 3dl0+9; hp 80, 75'; Init + 7; Spd 20 ft., swin1 5'0 ft.; AC 28, touch 
H, nat-footed 28; Atk +13/+8 melee (1d6+4/x3, +1 ha/fspear) and +6 

melee (1d4+1, bite), or +13/+8 ranged (1d6+4/x3, +1 ba/fspear}, S.A 
sneak att:rck +3d6; ~dhesive, amphibious•, darkvision 60ft., electricity 
resistance 30, evasion, immunities•, keen sight*, light blindness•, slip
pery•, traps, uncanny dodge (Dex bonus ro :AC); f.L l\TE; SV Fort +9, 
Ref +11, Will + 7; Str 16, Dex 16, Con 16, Int 14, Wis 14, Cha 6. 

Skills and Feats: Balance +2, Bluff +3, Diplomacy +0, Disable 
Device+ 7, Escape Artist +25', Hide +10, Intimidate +0, Jump +11, 
Knowledge (religion)+ 7, Listen +11, Move Silently +10, Search +16, 
Spot +15', Tumble +12; Alertness, Dodge, Great Fortitude, Improved 
Initiative, Mobility, Power Attack, Sllield :Proficiency, Spring Attack, 
Weapon Focus (haU:spear). 

Adhesive (Ex}. Anyone who makes an unsuccessful melee attack 
against a kuo-toa m ust succeed at a Reflex save (DC 14) or lose the 
weapon used to. make the attack, because it sticks to the kuo-toa's 
shield. Creatures using natural weapons are automatically grappled if 
t hey get stuck. 

f4.:2. 
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'Possessiom: + 2 chain s!Jirt, large wooden shield, + 1 hnlfspea,·, ring 
if protectio11 + 1, broocb if shielding. 

•Kuo-toa ability; see Kuo-Toa Abilities sidebar. 

Kuo-Toa Leaaer Whips: Female kuo-toa Clr6 of Umberlee; CR 8; 

Medium-size monstrous humanoid (aquatic); HD 2dll+6 plus 6d8+18; 

hp 6'2, 60, f8; Init -1; Spd 20ft; swim fO ft.; AC 21, toucb 10, flat· 

footed '2.1; Atk +10/+f melee (ldl0+3, +1 pincer staff) and +3 melee 

(1d4tl, bite). or +f ranged (1d6+'2,javelin); SA lightning bolt; rebuke 

undead 3/day; SQ.amphibious .. , darkvision 60 ft., electricity resist· 

ance 30, immunities", keen sight••, light blindness .. , slippery-; AL 

NE; SV Fort +10, Ref +4, Will +13; Str H, Dex 8, Con 16, lot 1'2, 

Wis 21, Cba 10. 

Skills a11d Feats: Concentration +9, Escape Artist +16, Knowledge 

(arcana) +4, Knowledge (religion) +8, Listen +11, Move Silently +l, 

Search +9, Spell craft + 7, Spot +14; Alertness, Exotic Weapon 

Proficiency (pincer staff). Great Fortitude, Weapon Focus (pincer staff). 

Light ning Bolt (Su): Two or more kuo-toa whips opera ting toget h· 

er can generate a stroke of lightning every l,d4 rounds. T he whips 
must join hands to launch the bolt but need merely remain within 30 

feet of one another while it builds. The lightning bolt deals 1d6 points 

of damage per whip (Reflex DC 13 + number of whips for half). 

Spells 'Prepared: (f/6/f/ 4; save DC H + spell level) 0-detect 
magic, guida11ce, read magic, resista11ce, 'Virtue; 1st-bless, di1Ji111: 
fa-uor, magic 1veapon, obscuring mist', random actiorr, shfeld if faitb; 
2nd-calm emotiom, curt moderate 1VOtmds, deatb lmdl,fog cloud•, 
shield other; 3rd-bestow cr~rst, dispel magic, magic circle agaimt 
good•, seari1rg light. 

•Domain spell. Domains: Evil (cast evil spells at +1 caster level), 

Water (turn f~te/rebuke water} 

'PossessioiiS: +1 scale mail, +1 pincer staff, ring of protection +1, 
potion of protection from elements (/ire). platinum ring (fO gp} 

.. Kuo-toa ability; see Kuo-Toa Abilities sidebar. 

K.uo-Toa Greater Whip: Female kuo-to:t Clr9 of Umberlee; CR 11; 

Medium-size monstrous humanoid (aquatic); HD 2d8+6 plus 9d8+27; 

hp 82; ! nit +0; Spd 20ft? swim fO ft.; AC 23, touch 10, flat-footed 

23; Ark +11/+6 melee (1d10+3, +1 pilrw· staff) and +f melee (ld4tl, 

bite); SA lightning bolt, rebuke undead 4/day; S~mphibious, darkvi· 

sion 60 ft? electricity resistance 30, immuni ties, keen sight, light 

blindness, slippery; AL NE; SV Fort +13, Ref +8;Will +H; Str H, 
Dex 10, Con 16, Int 10, Wis 19, Cha 12. 

Skills and Fl!ats: Concentration +12, Escape Artist +17, 

Knowledge (religion) + 7, Listen +9, Move Silently +0, Search + 7, 

Spellcraft +f, Spot +13; Alertness, Combat Casting. Exotic Weapon 

Proficiency (pincer staff). Great Fortitude. 
L ightning Bolt (Su): Two or more kuo-toa whips operat ing togeth· 

er can generate a strC!ke or lightning every ld4 rounds. The whips 

mustjoiJl ~nds to launch the bolt but need merely remain within 30 

feet of one another while it builds. The lightning bolt deals ld6 points 
of damage per whip (Reflex DC 13 + number of whips for hall). 

Spells 'Prepared: (6/6/6/f/4/'2.; save DC 14 + spell level): 0-create 
water, detect magic,guidanu, read mat.ic, resistance, -uirtut; lst-dj.vine 
favor, doorp, protection frum good•, rn11dom action, SII11CI1Jary, sbitld of 
faitb; 2nd..:_death k11ell, eudura1rct, tJrthrn/1, bold person, sbntter•, spiri· 
tun/weapon; 3rd-btst01v curse, contagion•, cure serious wotmds, diip!!l 
magic, senri11g ligbt; 4tb-divi11e p01ver, greater magic 1veapo11, 5ptll 
immunity, rmboly bligbl'; fth--circle if doom•,ftame nrike. · 

•Doi11ain spell. Domains: Destruction (smite 1/day). Evil (cast evil 

spells at +1 caster level} 
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'Possessi011s: -t;2 breastplate, +1 pilrcer staff, 3 ja'Velim if lightnftrg, 
cloak if resista11ce + 2. . 

The Claw: Male half·ftend/half·kuo-toa Rog3/Clr3 of Umberlee/Asn4; 
CR. H; Medium-size outsider; HD 2d8+'2 plus 3d6+3 plus 3d8+3 plus 

4d6+4; bp 6'2.; In it+ 3; Spd 20 f~ swim fO ft.; AC 20, touch 13, flat·foot· 

ed 20; Atk +10/+f melee (1d10+l, +1 pincer Ilafj) and +4 melee (ld6, 

bite), or +11/+6 melee (1d4t'2, nssassitls dag,er) and +4 melee (1d6, bitch 

SA rebuke undead 4/day, death attack (DC 16; or 17 witb nssassi!ls dng· 
ger), sneak attack +4d6, spell·like abilities; SQ.acid resistance 20, 

amphibious .. , cold resistance 20, electricity resistance 30, evasion, ·nre 

resistance 20, immunities .. , keen sight .. , light blindness .. , outsider 

traits, poison use, slippery .. , traps, uncanny dodge-(Dex bonus to AC, 

can't be flanked). +1 on s.wes against poison; AL NE; SV Fort +11, Ref 

+14, Will +1'2.; Str 10, Dcx 17, Con 1'2, Int 14, WiS'18, Cba 12. 

Skills a11d FtaiS: Concentration +4, Disguise +f, Escape Artist +26, 

Hide +H, Knowledge (re ligion) +1'2, Listen +18, M ove Silen tly +H , 

Search +18, Spot +22; Alertness, Dodge, Exotic Weapon Proficiency 

(pincer staff), Expertise, Great Fortituds:, Mobility. , 

Spcll·LiJte Abilities: 3/day-darkm:ss, poison; 1/day-blasplmny, 
co11tagio11, desecrate, unboly bligbt. Caster level 12; save DC 11 + 

spell level. 

Outsider Traits: A half-fiend has dar kvision (60-foot range} It 

cannot be raised or resurrected. 

Poison Uae: The tlaw haS no risk of accidentally poisoning himself 
when using poisons. 

Cleric Spells 'Prepared: (4/4/ 3; save DC 14 +spell level): 0-dmcl 
magic (2), read magic, resistance; lst-di'Vine favor, obscuring mist', 
sanctuary, shield if faith; 2nd--tlrdurance,fog cloud•, silence. 

•Domain spell. Domains: Destruction (smite 1/day), Water (turn 

f~te/rebuke "':Iter} 
Assassi11 Spells 'Prepared: (2/2; save DC 12 + spell level): lst

gbost sormd, obscuring mist; 2nd-alter self, pass 1vitbout trace . 
'Possessiom: Assassin's dag,er, + 1 pincer staff, 2 potiom of i11Visibility. 
••Kuo-toa ability; see Kuo-Toa Abilities sidebar. 

The woilin~ cliff 
Ghindul: Male kir·lanan Ftr6/Sor3; CR 11; Medium-;iz.e monstrous 

humanoid; HD 4d8+4 plus 6dl0+6 plus 3d4t3; hp 82; Init +6; Spd 30 

f t., fly 90ft. (good); AC 19, touch 13, flat-footed 17; At k +17 melee 

(1d4-t 7, 2 claws); SA negative energy touch, ray if enfeeblement, 
rebuke undead; SQ_bat familiar (Ghaa). dar kvision 60 f t., familiar 

benefits, harmed by posit ive energy; AL CE; SV Fort +8, Ref +9, Will 

+8; Str 21, Dex 14, Con 13, Int 8, Wis 8, Cba 14. 

Skills and Feats: Concentration +4, Escape Artist +6, Hide +10, 

Listen +4, Move Silently +6, Spot + 7, Use Magic Device +6; Alerrueso, 

Blind-Fight, Comb:tt Casting. Combat Reflexes, Dodge, Flyby Atta.ck, 

Improved Initiative, Weapon Focus(claw), Weapon Specializat.ioo (claw} 

Negative Energy Touch (&u): The Fortitude save DC for thls abil· 

ity is 18; see Kir-lanan Abilities sidebar, page 144. 

R•y 4 B•/edle111e11t (Sp): The Fortitude save DC, for this ability 
is 13; see Kir·lanan Abilities sidebar. 

ll.cbuke Undead (Su): Ghindul rebukes undead as a 13tb·level cler· 

ic; see Kir·lanan Abilities sidebar. 

Familiar Benefits: Ghindul has a bat familiar named Ghaa, who 

graJlts him Alert ness when be is within f feet. Ghindnl has an empath· 

ic link with Ghaa to a distance of 1 mile, and he can share spells with 

Gbaa. In addition, Ghaa can deliver touch spells for Ghind~l. 
Sorcere1· Spells K1101vn (6/6; save DC 12 +spell level): O-arca11e 
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mark, daze, dtleclmagic, mage ba11d, ray of frost; lst-e.rpedilious 
relreal, m,agic missile, /rue slrike. 

'Possessions: Bracers of armor + ~ ring of proleclion + 1, 1 polions of 
inflict serious 7vDtmds, poliott of blur, 2 tanglefoot bags. · 

Ghaa: Male bat familiar; Diminutive magic:iJ beast; HD 9d8; hp 
31; Init +1; Spd f ft, fly 40ft. (good); AC 18, touch 16, flat-footed 
14; SQ..blindsighr. 1m proved evasion; AL N; SV Fort + 7, Ref+ 7, Will 
+9; Str 1, Dex 'u, Con 10, lnt 7, Wis 14, Cha 4. 

Skills: Listen +9 (or + f if bhndsight is negated), Move Silently +6, 
Spot +9 (or +f if blindsight IS negated}. • • 

Kir-Lanao Fighten: Male and female kir-lanan Ftr6; CR 8; Medium· 
size monstrous humanoid; HD 4d8+8 plus 6dl0+11; hp as listed in 
encounter descriptions; tnit +2; Spd 30 ft, ny 90 ft. (good); AC 18, 
touch 11, nat-footed 16; Ark +16 melee (ld4+7/19-20, 2 claws); SA 
negative energy touch, ray of etifeeblemellt, rebuke u.ndea(l; SQJ!ar k· 
vision 60 ft., harmed by positive energy; AL CE; SV Fort +8, Ref +8, 
Will +8; Str 10, Dex 15', Con 14, Int 10, WtS 10, Cha 8. 

Skills aftd Feats: Climb +10, Escape Artist +f, Hide +10, Listen 
+f, Move Silently +6, Spot +6, Usc Magic Device +3; Blind-Fight, 
Combat Reflexes, Flyby Attack, Improved CriticaJ (claw), Iron Will, 

Weapon Focus (claw), Weapon Specialization (claw} 
Negative Energy Touch (Su): The Fortitude sa1•e DC for this abil· 

icy is B; see Kir-lanan Abilities sidebar. 
R•y of E•ft~iltllfllll (Sp): The Fortitude save DC for this ability 

is 10; see Klr-lanan Abilities sidebar. 
Rebuke Undead (Su) The Kir-lanan fighters rebuke undead as 

lOth-level clerics; sec Kir·hman Abilities sidebar. 
'PossessirmJ: 1 potions of itiflict seriom 1votmds; adilitiQnaJ items by 

individual: # 

· Area 1: Fighter 1: J/()lt~ sa hi~, 2 tanglef oot bag~ Fighter 1: gloves of 
arr01v mari11g, 1 tanglcfoot ba~ Fighter 3: ttecklace of fireballs (type 
V), '2 tanglcf oot bags; Fight~r 4: IJDrtt of gDDd11~ss.ft:.vil, 1 tanglef oot bags. 

Area 3: Fighter 1: 1 beads of foru; Fighter 1: s1011e salve; Fighter 
3: 111ifld /aft. 

Phaikeul: Female half·kir-lnnan/balf·dragon (shadow) Ftr8; CR 12; 
Medium-size dragon; HD 4dl0+11 plus 8d10+24; hp 100; Init t3; 

Spd 30ft., ny 90ft. (good); AC 17, touch 14, nat-footed 14; Atk +13 
melee (1d4+11, 1 claws) and +18 melee (1d6+ 7, bite); SA breath 
weapon (energy drain), negative energy touch, ray of ~nfeebl~mml, 
rebuke undead; SQ!lragon traits, energy drain immwtity, harmed by 
positive energy; AL CE; SV Fort +4, Ref +9, Will +f; Str 30, Dex 16, 
Con 16, Tnt 14, Wis 8, Cha 10. . 

Skills a11d Feats: Climb +17, Escape Artist + 7, Hide +16, Listen 
+ "', Move Silently +10, Spot + i, Use Magic Device +f; Blind-F ight, 
Combat Renexes, Expert ise, Flyby Attack, Power Attack, Weapon 
Focus (claw), Weapon Focus (bite), Weapon Specializ.ation (claw), 
Weapon Specialization (bite} 

Breath Weapon (Su): Phaikkul's breath w~apon is a 'cone of bil· 

lowing, smoky shadows with an energy drain effect. Any creature 
within the 30-ft. cone gains 1 negative level unless it makes a suc· 
cessful Rencx save (DC 18} The Fortitude save to remove the nega· 
tive level also has a DC of 18. 

Negative Energy Touch (Su~ The For titude save DC for th is abil· 
ity is 16; see Kir·lannn Abilities sidebar. 

R•y of E•fuHem~~rl (Sp): The Fortitude save DC for this ability 
is 13; see Kir- lanan Abilities sidebar. 

Rebuke Undead ($u): Phaikkul rcbuJ:cs u;1dcad as a 11th-level 

cleric; sec Kir·lnnan Abilities sidebar. 
Dragon Traits: Phaikkul is immune to sleep and paralysis effects. 

She has dark vision 60ft. and low-light vision. 
'Possnsiom: + 2 chai11 shirt, ri11g of proUclion +1, gaunll~ls of ogre 

p01ver, polion of itiflicl serious 1vounds. 

Glouroth: Male mature adult shadow dragon; CR 15'; Large dragon 
(shadow); H D 1'2d11+88; hp 132; Init +4; Spd 80 ft, ny 150 ft. 
(poor); AC 34, touch 9, nat-footed 34; Atk +27 meJce ('2d6+6, bite) 
and +12 melee {ld8~1, 1 claws) and +12 melee (ld6+3, 2 wings), +11 
melee (ld8+9, tail slap); Face/Reach 5' ft. by 10 ft./10 ft.; SA breath 
weapon (entrgy drain). frightful presence, spell-like abilities, spells; 
SQJ>lindsight, dragon traits, DR 10/+1, energy drain' immunity, keen 
senses, shadow blend, SR 15'; AL CE; SV Fort +17, Ref +B, Will +18; 
Str 11, DeJC 10, Con 19, lnt 20, Wis 10, Cha 11. 

Skills and Feats: Bluff +27, Concentration +15', Diplomacy +17, 
Escape Artist +21, Hide +18, Jump +26, Knowledge (Underdark history) 
+17, Knowledge (Underdnrk local) +17, Listen +19, Move Sile~1tJy +21, 

Kir-LunO)l Abilities 

T he following abilities are shared by all the kir-lanans in the 
Wailing ClifT ar&a. · 

Negative E~ergy Touch (Su): Three times per day, a kit· 
lana11 e.t11 empower its touch with negative energy, similar to 
the cblll loucb spell. I f it hits ·with a tnelee touch attack, it 
aeals 2d6 points of damage and 1 point of Strength damage. 
A successful Fortitude· save negates the Strength damage. 
The kir-lanan heals the same number of points of damage as 
it deals with this. attack, though it cannot exceed its normal 
maximum hit points by this means. 

A kir-lanan caM use a claw atta~k to .deliver this negative 
energy effect, but it must hit with a regular melee. attack to 
ao so. It does not regain hit points for the claw damage it in· 
flicts,just the negative energy damage. 

R•y of E~rfee'ble•mrl (Sp) Three times per siay, a kir-lanan 

can use ray of enfeeblemellt. Caster level 4-th; save DC 13. 
R.ebuke Undead (Suj. A kir·lanan can rebuke or command 

undead three times per dar_ as an ev.il cleric. 
Harmed by Positive E nergy: Because of the negative 

energy that suffuses its frame, a kit·lanan is vulnerable to at
tacks using positive energy, just as undead are. It takes 
damage from cure spells, holy water, and blessed weapQns. It 
cam1ot be turned, but it is uncomfortable· around such dis

plays of positive energy and generally seeks to avoid a turn· 
ing cleric anyway. ' 

Like undead, a kir-lanan is healed by iriflict spells and 

other applications of negative energy. It ,gains S temporary 
hit points for each negati~e level it would gain from an 
energy drain effect, such as I!IICT"'Valioh, energy drahJ, or a 
shadow dragon's breath weapon. 
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Search +27, Spe'ucraft +'27, Spot +'29; Alertness, Flyby Attack, Hover, 
Improved Initiative, Power Attack, Wingover. 

Breath Weapon (Su): Glouroth's breath weapon ·is a cone of bil · 
lowing, smok)• shadows with an energy drain effect. Any creature 
within the 40-ft. cone gains 4 negative levels, or '2 negative levels 
with a suc~essful Renex save (DC '26). The Fortitude save to remove 
the negati\'C level also has a DC of '26. 

Frightful Presence (Ex) Whenever Glouroth attacks, charges, or flies 
overhead, every creature within a radius of 180 feet with fewer than '2'2 
HD must make a successful Will save (DC '26) or become shaken for 

4d6 rpu11ds (or panicked if it has 4 or fewer HD). Creatures that suC· 
ccssfuUy save arc immune to Glouroth's frightful presence Tor one day. 

Sorurer Spells Kmnv11 (6/8/7/f; caster level 7th; save DC H + 
spell level): 0-arcatte marl:, dau, detect mat,ic, disrupt undead, 

mat,e hand, ray of frost, read mat,ic; lst-fhi/1 touch, mage armo1·, 
mat,ic missile, ray of mfeeblement, true strike; 2nd- blur, in'Visibility, 

rnist e/eme11ts; '3rd- deeper darkness, dispel magic. 

Spell· Like Abilities: 3/ day- mirnJr image; '2/day- dimei/Sion doo,·. 

Caster level 7th; save DC H + spell level. ' 
Dragon Traits: Glouroth is immune to sleep and paralysis effects. 

He has dark vision 60ft. and low-Light vision. 
Shadow Blend (Su): During any conditions other than full daylight, 

Glouroth can disappear into the shadows, giving him nine-tenths con· 
cealment. Artificial illumination, even a ligbt or colltillualflame spell, 
does not negate tbis ability, but a daylight spell does. · 

Substitutio.o: Usc an old black dragon in place of the shadow dragon. 

vournoth's Mire 
Murimydra Officer: Fem~le drow Ftr8; CR 9; Medium-size 

humanoid (elf); HD 8d10+16; hp 60, 60; I nit +'2; Spd 30ft.; AC '23, touch 
13, nat-footed '21; Atk +1'2/+ 7 melee (1d6+f/18-'20, +1 rapier); SQ_drow 
traits (see Drow NPCs sidebar, page 13'2), SR 19; AL CE; SV Fort +8, Ref 
+4, Will +3; Str H, Dex H, Con 14, lot 10, Wis 1'2, Cha 1'2. 

Skills and Feats: Climb +'l,Jwnp +'2, Listen +6, Search +'2, Spot +6; 
Blind-Fight, Combat Renexes, Dodge, Mobility, Spring Attack, 
Weapon Finesse (rapier), Weapon 'Focus (rapier), Weapon 

Specialization (rapier). 
'Possessiom: +2 cbai11mail, +llarge stet/ sbidd, +1 rapier, ri11g of 

protectio11 + 1. ' 

Gok'Lial: Male grimlock Bbn1'2; CR 13; Medium-si1.e monstrous 
humanoid; HD '2d8+10 plus 1'2d1'2+60; hp 183; Init +3; Spd 40ft.; AC 
'2'2, touch B, nat-footed '2'2; Atk +'21/+16/+11mclce (1d8+8/18-'20/X3, 
+2 kmt battlea.,:e); SQ!>lindsigqt, DR 1/-, fast movement, imlllllniries, 
rage 4/day, scent, uncanny dodge; AL NE; SV Fort +13, Ref +10, Will 
+ 7; Str 19, Dex 16, Coh '20, Int 8, Wis 10, CJ1a 6. 

Skills a11d Feats: C!imb +18; Hide +8, Intimidate +10, L isten +1'2, 
Search +3, Spot +4; Alertness, Cleave, Improved Critical (battleaxe), 
Power Arrack, Weapon Foc'Us (battleaxe). 

Blindsight (Ex): Gok'llak can ascertain all foes within 40 feet as a 
sighted creatUre would. Beyond that range, he treat all targets as 
totally concealed. Gok'llak is susceptible to sound· and scent-based 
attacks, however, and is affected norJnally by loud noises and sonic 
spells and ~verpowering Qdors. Negating his sense of smell or hearing 
reduces this ability to the equivalent of the Blind-Fight feat. If bOth 
are negated, Gok'Llak is effectively blinded. 

Immooitiea: Gok'Llak is immune to gaze attacks, visual effects, 
illusion~ and other attack forms that rely on sight. 

Rage: 'The following changes to the above statistics are in effect 

while Gok'llak ~ages: AC 20, touch 11, Oat·foored '20; hp '211; Atk 
+'23/+18/+13 melee (lti8+10/18-'20/X3, +2 kee~~ battleaxeJ, SV Fort 
+H, Will +9; Str 23, Con 24, Climb +'20. Gok'llak can rage four times 
per day for a duration of 10 rounds each time. 

'Possessio11s: + 2 ktt11 bailie axe, + 2 bide armor, + 2 bracers of health, 
nonmagical rings and gemstones worth fOO gp. 

<lltthnorak: Male mind nayer Sor6; CR 14; Medium·si1.e aberration; 
HD 8d8+24 (mind nayer) plus ~d4+18 (Sor}, hp 10'2; Init +7; Spd 30 
ft.; AC 18, touch lf, nne-footed H; Atk +13 melee (1d4, 4 tentacles); 
SA extract, improved grab, mind blast, psionics; SQ9arkvision 60ft., 
telepathy; SR 2f; AL LE; SV Fort+ 7, Ref + 7, Will +lf; Str 10, Dcx 
17, Con 16, Int 18, Wis 18, Cha '24. 

Skills a11d Feats: Alchemy +9, Bluff +1'2, Concentration +18, 
Diplomacy +9, Hide +9, Intimidate +H, Knowledge (arcana) +H, 
Knowledge (the planes) +11, Listen +11, Move Silently +8, Scry +10, 
Spell craft + 10, Spot + 11; Alertness, Comb:tt Casting, Dodge, Expertise, 
Improved Initiative, Weapon Finesse (tentacle~ Weapon Focus (tentacle). 

Extract (Ex) A mind nayer that begins its turn with all four !en· 
tacles attached and successfuUy maintains its hold automatically 
extracts the opponent's brain, instantly killing that creature. 

Improved Grab (Ex): If {@tbnorak hits an opponent of Small to 

Large si1.e with a tentacle attack, it deals normal damage and 
attempts to start a grapple as a r ree action without provoking an 
attack of opportuni~y (grapple bonus +9). 1f it get~ a hold, it can try 
to attach its remaining tentacles with n single grapple check. 
Thereafter, (@thnorak has the option to conduct th'e grapple nor· 

mally, or simply use its tentacle to hold the opponent ( -'20 penalty 
on grapple check, but (@tbnorak is not considered grappled). In 

• either case, each successful grapple check it makes during successive 
rounds automatically deals damage from its tentacle- at tacks. The 
opponent can escape with a single suecessfnl grapple check or 
Escape Artist check, but (@thnorak gets a +'2 circumstance bonus 
for every tentacle that was attached ar the beginning of the oppo
nent's turn. 

Mi•d Bl• sl (Sp): This attack is a cone 60 feet long. Anyone caught 
in this cone must succeed at a Will save (DC '21) or be stunned for 
3d4 rounds. 

'Psi1J11ics (Sp): At will- astral projection, cbarm 1fZOIISier, det~ct 

tbot1ghts, le'Uitate, plane sbi/t, and sugg-estion. Caster level 8th; save DC 
17 + spell level. 

Telepathy (Su): Mind Oayers can communicate telepathically with 
any creature within 100 feet that has a language. 

Spells Kn07VII (6/8/ 7/ f; save DC 17 +spell level): 0-arcane mark, 

daze, detect mat,ic, disrupt undead, t,bost sou11d, lit,ht, read mat,ic; 

lst-chi/1 toucb, llltl(,l! amtor, magic missile, sbocking grasp; 2nd
alter self, see itt'Visibility; 3rd- baste. 

'Possessiom: Ring of protectio11 + 2, cloak of cbarisma + 2 

Note: If you are using the 'Psjo11ics Handbook in your game, you can 
usc (@thnorak as a psion instead of a sorcerer, 11·ith the followmg 
adjustments to his skills, feats, and powers known. , 
<lltthooral: Male mind nayer Psion 6 (telepath). Statistics~ the sor· 
ce•·er version, except as noted bel011~ AC 2'2, touch H, nat-footed 19. 

Skills a11(! FMts: ·Animal Empathy +11, Bluff +'24, Concentration 
+18, Diplomacy +19, Hide +9, Intimidate +H, Knowledge (psionics) 
+H, Knowledge (the planes) +11, Listen +11, Move Silently +8, 
Psicraft +10, Remote View +10, Spot +11; Alertne~ Combat 
Manifestation, Dodge, Improved Initiative, Inertial Armor, Weapon 
Finesse (tentacle), Weapon Pocus (tentacle). 
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Psionic Powers Known (28+ pts/day): 0-!mrSI, daze (DC 1d20.. 7), 

detect psi~ttics, distract (DC 1d20.. 7), telempatbic projection (DC 
1d20.. 7); lst-biocurronl (DC 1d20..4), cbm·m person (DC 1d20..8), 
disable (DC 1d20..8); 2nd-brain lock (DC 1d20..9), inflict paitt (DC 
1d20..9); 3rd-/mer dominalitm (DC 1d20..10} 

Psionic Combat Mode~: All. 

pu.ct III: Mue.cimvd.cu 
. ~ 

' 
The Burnin~ cin; 
Ogre Champion: Male ogre Bbn8; CR 10; Large giant; HD 4d8+16 plus 
8dl2+31; hp as listed in encounre.r descriptions; lnit +0; Spd 40ft.; AC 20, 
touch 10, flat-footed 20; Ark +20/+lf/+10 melee (1d6+13/19-20, Huge +1 
greatclub), or +10/+f/+0 ranged (1d6+8/X3, Huge longsP.Car); .Face/Reach 
1' ft. by 1' ft./10ft.; SQrage 3/day, uncanny dodge; AL CE; SV Fort +14, 
Ref +3, Will +3; Str 26, Dex 11. Con 19, Int 8, Wis 10, Cha 4. 

Skills and Feats: Climb +17, Hide -1', Jump +H, Listen +10, Spot 
+1; Cleave, Improved Criticnl (greatclub), Power Attack, Weapon 
Focus (greatclub} 

ll..age: The following changes to the above statistics are in effect 
while the ogre champion rages: .AC 18, touch 8, flat-footed 18; hp 
141; Ark +11/+17/+12 melee (2d6+16/19-20, Huge +1greatclub); SV 
Port +16, Will +f; Str 30, Con 13, Climb +19, Jump +17. He ca11 rage 
three times per day for a duration of 9 rounds each time. 

ll..evena.nt Drow ll..anger: Male drow revenant Rgr6 of Kiaransnlee; 
CR 8; Mediom-size undead; HD 6d11; hp as l.isted ill encounter 
descriptions; I nit + 3; Spd 30 ft.; AC 17, touch 13, flat·f ooted 1 +, Atk ' 
-+-10/+f melee (1d6+f/ 18-:-20, +1 scimitar) and +10 melee 
(1d6+1/19-20, masterwork short sword), or +10 ranged (1d4 plus poi· 
son/19-20, masterwork band crossbow); SA paralyzing glare• (Will 
DC 14), vengeful strike•; SQ_DR f/+1, drow traits (see Drow ~TPCs 
sidebar, page B2), favored enemies (aberrations,..1, dwarves +1), fast 
healing 3: fmd the guilty•, immunities•, incorporeal subtype, SR 17, 
turning immunity•, undead traits•; AL CE; SV Fort +6, Ref +6, Will 
+4; Str 18, Dcx 17, Con - , lnt 11, Wis 12, Cba 11. 

Skills and Feats: Climb +8, Concentration +6, Hide +12, Listen 
+12, Move Silently +12, Search +3, Spot +12; Track, Twin Sword 
Style, Weapon Focus (scimitar), Weapon Pocus (short sword} 

Spellr 'Prepared (2; base DC 11 + spell level): 1st-detect snares 
a11d pits, pass witboutlrace. 

'Possessiom: +1 studded leatber, +1 scimitar, masterwork short 
sword, masterwork hand crossbow, 10 bolts, 1d6-3 doses of drow poi· 
son, potio11 of fly, cloak of t·esistance +L 

*Revenant ability; see Revenant Template in Appendix L 

Td wak, Ghost Champion: Mnle drow ghost Ftr12; CR H; Medium· 
siu undead; HD 12d11; hp 61'; Init +3; Spd ny 30ft. (perfect); AC 
H, touch H, flat-footed 12; Atk +H melee touch (withering. incor· 
poreal touch); SA manifestation, horrific appearance, withering; SQ._ 
drow traits (see Drow NPCs sidebar, page 132), incorporeal, rejuvena· 
tion, turn resistance +4, undead traits; SR 24; AL CE; SV Fort +'2, 
Ref +7, Will +f; Str 17, Dex 16, Con -, Int 11, Wis 11, Cha 14. 

4gain.st Ethereal Oppone11ts: AC 23, touch 13, flat-footed 22; Atk 
+18/+13/+8 melee (2d4+8/19-20, + 2 spiked cbain), or + 10 melee touch 
(withering. incorporeal touch} 

Skills ~~~d Fe11ts: Climb +13, Hide +6, Jump +11, Listen +H, Search 

+B, Spot +B; Blind-Fight, Combat Reflexes, Dodge, Exot ic Weapon 
Proficiency (spiked chain), Improved Criticnl (spiked chain), Mobility, 
Point Blan.k Shot, Power Attack, Precise Shot, Spring Att ack, Weapon 
Focus (spiked chain), Weapon Specialization (spiked chain} 

Withering (Su): Taharnk's touch acts as a rod of 1vitbering, dealing 
1d4 points of Strength damage and 1d4 pOints of Constitution dam· 
age with a successful incorporeal touch attack (Fort DC 28 ~egates} If 
Taharak scores a critical hit, the damage is Constitution drain instead. 

Horrific Appea.rance (Su): Any living creature within 60 feet that 

vie~s Taharak must succeed at a Fortitude save (DC 18) or immedi· 
ately take 1d4 points of Strength drai11, 1d4 points of Dexterity 
drain, and 1d4 points of Constitution drain. ~ creature that success
fully saves against this effect cannot be affected by Taharak's horrilic 
appearance again for one day. 

Incorpor eal Subtype: Taharnk can be harmed only by other incor· 
porea!"creatures, +1 or better magic weapons, or magic. He has a 1'00;6 
chance ro ignore any damage from a corporeal source. He can pass 
through solid objects at will. and his own attacks pass through armor, 
He always moves silently. 

Manifestation· (Su): When Taharak manifests, he becomes visible 
but is still incorporeal. He can use his incorpor~al touch attack and his 
horrilic appearance against material opponents. 

Rejuvenation (Su): If destroyed, Taharak restores himself in 2d4 
days if he makes a successful level check (DC 16} 

Undead Traits: Tabarak is immune to mind-affecting effects, 
poison, sleep, paralysis, stunning. disease, death effetts, necromantic 
effects, and any effect that requires a Fortitude save unJcss it also 
works on objects. He is not subject to critical hits, subdual damage, 
ability damage, ability drain, energy drain, or death from massive 
damage. Taharak cannot be raised, and resurrection works only if he is 
willing. He has dark vision (60-foot range} 

'Possessiom: + 2 ft!ll plate, + 2 spiked cbnin (both ethereal} 

CuJt Cleric: Female drow Clr9 of Kiaransnlee; CR 10; Medium·size 
humanoid (elf); HD 9d8+9; hp as listed i11 encounter descriptions; In it 
+0; Spd 20. ft.; AC 23, touch 10, flat-footed 23; Ark + 7/+2 melee 
(1d8+1, +1 momingstar), or +8 ranged (1d8/ 19- 20, masterwork light 
crossbow with masterwork bolts); SA rebuke undead 10/day; SQ.jrow 
traits (see Drow NPCs sidebar, page 132), SR 20; AL CE; SV Fort + 7, 
Ref +3, Will +9; Str 10, Dex 10, Con 11, I r1t 14, Wis 16, Cba 16. 

Ski/is atrd Feats: Concentration +13, IV10wlcdge (arcana) +8, 
Knowledge (religion) +8, L iSten +1', Scry +14, Search +4, SpeUcraft +14, 
Spot +1'; Combat Casting. Craft Wand, Ertra Turning. Scribe ScrolL 

Spells 'Prepared (6/6/6/ 1'/ 3/1; save DC 13 + spell level): 0-cure 
minor 7Votmds, detect m11gic, guid11trce, read magic, resistance, 'Virtue; 
lst-deatmvatcb, di1Ji11e fa'Vor, e11dure ekme11ts, random actio11, sane· 
tumy, s!Jield if faitb"; 2nd-cure moderate 7Votmds (2), deatb knell, 
desecrate•, bold person, spiritual weapon; 3td- animalc dead*, besiiJ'IV 
curse, dispel magic, hwisibility purge, mngic '1Jestme11t; 4th-cure criti· 
calwotmds, drvi11e pO'IVtr,fire sbieltr,; S'th-circle of diXJ1n•, slay lrvi11g. 

'Possessio11s: +2full plate, +LI11rge steel sbield, +1 morllillf,Siar, scroll 
of flame strilte, scroU of blade barrier, wa11d of mmm011 mo11ster Ill 
(H charges; this item does not work inside the f orbidda nee of Castle 
Maerimydra), masterwork light crossbow, 20 masterwork bolts. 

Apprentice Silveraith: Male drow silveraith Wiz9; CR 12; Medium· 
size undead (incorporeal); HD 9d12; hp 74, n; luit +3) Spd fly 30ft. 
(perfect); AC 19, touch 19, nat-footed 16; Ark +f melee touch ( 3d8+9 
[Will DC H half]. incorporeal touch); SA magic absorption• (Will DC 
H ); SQfreate spawn•, drow traits (see Drow ~TPCs si<!ebar, page 132), 

j 
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immunities*, in~orporeal subtype•, SR '20, turn resistance +4*, undead 
traits•; AL CE; SV Fort +3, Ref +6, Will +7; Str -, Dex 16, Con-, 
I_nt '21, Wis 1'2, Cha 1'2. • 

Skills and' Feats: Alchemy +11, Concentration +13, Hide +11, 
Knowledge (arcana) +11, Knowledge (the planes) +11, Listen +14, Scry 
+17, Search +H, Spellcraft+17, Spot +14; Craft Wand: Craft Wondrous 
Item, Empower Spell, Enlarge Sp-ell. Extend Spell, Scribe ScrolL 

Spells 'Prepared (4/6/S"/4/3/'2; save DC n +spell level): 0-detect 

magic, mage band, open/close, ,·esistance; 1st-cbi/l touc!J, e:t:peditious 

reh·eat, magic missile, ray of enfeeolement, s!Jield; 2nd-flami"g 

spber~, gboultoucb, Mel.f's aoid arrow, scare, weh; 3rd-dispel magic, 

baste, s/o'TV, vampiric toucb; 4th-enervation, ice storm, pbatrtasmal 

!tiller; S"th-cone of ~old. • 

Spellhook: 0- arcane mark, dancing ligbts, daze, detect magic, 

detect poison, disrupt zmdead, flare, gbost sou11d, light, mage hand, 

metrditrg, opetr/close, prestidigitatiorr, ray of frost, read magic, resist

alice; lst-cm1se fear, cbi/1 tou'cb, expeditious retreat,jmnp, magic mis

sile, Nystul's magical aura, Nystul's tmdeteclahle aura, obscuring mist, 

ray of ctifeeblemetlt, sbield, true strike,· 2nd-h(itldlles's/deafuess, day· 
ligbt,flmnillg sphet·e,fog cloud, gboul toucb, Me If's acid arro'zv, scare, 

spectral hand, weh; 3rd- dispel magic,firehall, baste, ligbf1ring holt, 

slow, vampiric toucb; 4th- bestow curse, cbarm monster, dimension 

door, enervati~, ice storm, improved invisibility, phantasmal killer, 

stoneskitt; S"th-cloudki/1, corre of cold, domitrate perso11, wall of force. 
*Silveraith ability; see Silveraith template in Appendix 1. 

Hamadh the Unseen: Male drow Rog4/Rgr3 of Vhaeraun/Shd7; CR 
H; Medium-size humanoid (elf); HD 4d6+4 plus. 3d10+3·plus 7d6+7; 
hp 67; Init +f; Spd 30 ft.; AC '23, touch 16, flat-footed '23; Ark 
+H/+10/+f melee ('2d6+5/17-29, +2 keen greats1vortl), or +16 ranged 
(1d4/19-'20, hand crossbow); SA shadow illusion, sneak attack + '2d6; 
SQJ!efeosive roll, drow traits (see Drew ~1J>Cs sidebar, page 13'2), eva

sion, favored enen'!Y (aberrations +1), hide in plain sight, shadow jump 
(4'0.ft.), slippery mind, SR '2S, summon shadow, traps, uncanny dodge 
(Dex bonus to AC; can't be flanked); AL CN; SV Fort +:7, Ref +H, 
Will +4; Str 14, Dex '21, Con 1'2, Int 14, Wis 10, Cha 10. 

Skills and Feats: Balance +14, Disguise +14, Escape Artist +19, 
Hide +3'2, Jump +21, Listen +1'2, Move Silently, Perform + 7, Search 
+14, Spot +19, Tumble +'21; Combat Reflexes, Dodge, Mobility, 
Spring Attack, Stealt4y, Track. ' 

Hide in Plain Sight (Su): Harnadh can usc the Hiae skill even while 
being observed as long as he is within 10 feet of a shadow. 

Shadow Illusion: Once per day, Hamadh can create illusions from 
the surrounding shadows as though with a silent image spell. 

Shadow Jump: Hamadh ~ travel up to 40 feet between shadows 
as if by a dimensio11 door spell. 

Summon Shadow: Hamadh can have up to two shadow compan-. 
ions, each with 4 HD .• These shadows cannot be turned, rebuked, or 
commaJrtlecl by any third party. 

'Possessio11s:1+ 1 shad01u st;tdded leatber, + 2 keen greats1vord, boots of 
elvmkind, gloves of '])exterity + ~ ring of protection +1 (a white gold 
band set with a line of tiny black pearls), am11let of natural armor +1, 
~otiorr of tro11detectio11, hand crossbow and 20 bolts, shadow essence poi
sou (Fortitude sa vc DC 17; initial da1page 1 point of Strength draiu, 
secondary damage '2d6 pQints of Strength damage). 

Wisp: Female half-drew Brd7/Shdf; CR 12; Medium-size humanoid 
(half-elf); HD 7d6+ 7 plus fd6+f; hp 5"8; Init +4; Spd 30 'ft.; AC '22, 
touch 1~. flat-footed '2'2; Atk +14/+9 melee (ld6+1/17-'20, +1 kee11 

sbort S1vord); SA shadow illusion•; SQ_bardic knowledge +8, bardic 

music (cou11ter~ong, fnsci11ate, inspire competence, inspire courage, 
inspire greatuess, mgption) 7/day, defensive roll, evasion, half-drew 
traits, hide in plain sight", shadow jump* (20 ft.), summon shadow*, 
uncanny dodge (Dex bonus to AC, can't be flanked); AL N; SV.Fort 

+4, Ref +13, Will +S; Str 10, Dex 18, Con 13, I nt 1'2, Wis 8, Cha 16. 
Skilts a11d Feats: Diplomacy +S, Hide '1-19, Knowledge (local) +11, 

Listen +f, Move Silently +19, Perform +18, Search +7, Sense Motive 
+14, Spot +S; Combat Reflexes, Dodge, Mobility, Weapon Finesse 
(short sword), Weapon Focus (short sword): 

Half-Drow Traits: Wisp is immune to magic sleep spells and 
effects. She has a +2 racial bonus on saves against enchantment spells 
or effects and a +1 racial bonus on Listen, Spot, and Search checks 
(already figured uiro the statist ics given above} She also has darkvi
sion (range 60 feet). 

· Hide .in Plain Sight (Su): Wisp can use the Hide skill even while 
being observed as long as she is within 10 feet of a shadow. 

Shadow Illusion: Once per day, Wisp can create illusions from the 
surrounding shadows as though with a silent image spi ll. 

Shadow Jump: Wisy can travel up tQ 20 feet between shado1~s as 
if by a dimemio11 door spell. 

Summon Shadow: Wisp can have up· to one shadow companion 
wi.th 2 HD. This shadow cannot be turned, rebuked, or commanded by 

any third party. 
Ba,·d Spells K11owfl (?./4/3/1; save DC 13 +spell level; 10% chance 

of arcane spell failUre): o...:..daflcit~g ligbts, detect Qzagic, mage batrd, 

open/close, prestidigitatio11, read magic; 1st-charm perso11, cure light 

1UOIIT/dS, detect Secret doorS, vrrrtrifiXJIIiSm; '2nd-caf')' gracl!, byp1101ic 

pattem, ifiVisihility, silerrce; 3rd-corifusiotl, gaseoiiS form. 

'Possessions: + 1 mitbral shirt, + 1 · keerr short S1Uo1·d, cloak of 
1 elve11kirrd, gloves of dexterity+~ ri11g of protectio11 + 1, pipes of tbe sew-

ers, potiotr o/ blur. . 

Logala Thenduk (Drow Form): Female drow wererat Rog9; CR 1'2; 
Medium-size Shapechanger; HD 9d6+18; hp H; Init +4; Spd 30 ft.; 

AC 16, touch 14, nat-footed 16; Atk. +6/+1 melee (ld6/18- '20, rapi· 
er) and +1melee (ld4, bite), or +11 ranged (ld8/19- 20, masterwork 
light crossbow); SA sneak attack +S"il6; SQ_alternate form, darkvision 
60 ft., drow traits (see Drow NPCs sidebar, page 132), evasion, natu· 

ral lycanthrope, rat empathy, SR •. 'lO, traps, uncan!!y dodge (Dex 
bonus to AC, can't be nan ked); AL LE.; SV Fort +6, Ref +10, Will +6; 
Str 10, Dex 18, Con 1'2, Int 16, Wis 1'2, Cha 10. 

Skills atrd Feats: ·Balance +18, Climb +1'2, Disable Device +lS, 
Escape Artist +:L6, Hide +16, Jump +'2, Listen+ 7, Move Silently +16, 
Open Lock +16, Pick Pocket +16, Read Lips +H, Searclt +21, Spot+ 7, 
Tumble +llS; Dodge, Mobility, Spring Attack. 

Alternate Form (Su): As a standard act ion, Logala can assume 
either of two alternate forms, a hybrid rat-human form and a rat 

form. Upon assuming an alternate form, Logala regains hit poults as 
if she bad rested for a day. 

Hyhrid Form: While Log~la is in her hybrid form, the following 
changes to the above statistics ate ilt effect: I nit + 7; AC '20, touch 17, 
flat-footed '20; Ark +13/ +8 melee (1d6/18-'20, rapierl and +11 melee 
(1d4, bite), or +14 ranged (ld8/19-'20, masterwork light crosSbow); SA 
curse of lycanthropy, sneak attack +S"d6; SQ_alternate form, D~ H /sil
ver, drow tr~its (see .Drow ~1J>Cs sidebar, page 132), evasion, natural 
lycanthrope, rat empathy, SR '20, ttaps, uncanny dodge (Dex bonus to 
AC, can't be·J1anked); SV Fort +7, Ref +13; Dex 24, Con 14; Balance 
+21, Climb +19, Escape Artist +19, Hide +19, Listen +11, Move Silently 
+19, Open Lock +19, Pick Pocket +19, Search +25", Spot +il, Tumble 
+19; Multiattack, Weapon Finesse (bite), Weapon Finesse (rapier). 
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Rat Form: While Logala is in her hybrid form, the following 
changes t~ the above statistics are in effect: Small Shapechanger; I nit 
+ 7; AC 21, touch 18, flat-footed 21; Atk +14 melee (1d4, bite); SA 
curse of lycanthropy, sneak attack +fd6; SQ_alternate form, DR 
H/silvcr, drow traits (see Drow l\TPCs sidebar, page ~32), evasion, 
natural lycanthrope, rat empathy, SR 20, traps,' uncanny dodge (Dex 
bonus to AC, can't be flanked); SV Fort + 7, Ref+ 13; Dex 24, Con 14; 
Balance -1'21, Climb +19, Escape Artist +19, Hide +23, Listen +11, 
Move Silently ~19, Open Lock +19, Pick Pocket +19, Search +2f, Spot 
+11, Tumble +19; Multiattack, Weapon Finesse (bite). 

Cune of L ycanthropy (Su): Any hu~nanoid bit by LogaJa's bite or 
weapon attack must succeed at a Fortitude save (DC H ) or contract 

lycanthropy. 
Natural L ycanthrope: Logala was born a lycanthrope and has 

full control over her lycanthropy. She never needs to make Control 
Shape checks. 

Rat Empathy (Ex): Logala has a +4 racial bon~s Ol\ checks to 
influence a rat's attitude. She can communicate simple concepts and 
(if the animal is friendly) commands. 

'Possessiom: Masterwork light crossbow, 20 bolts, rapier. 

Ki.ru: Male drow Rogf/Clr3 of Vhaeraun/Skr3; CR 12; Medium-size 

humanoid (elf); HD fd6 plus 3d8 plus 3d6; hp 41; Init +:Y, Spd 30 
ft.; AC 22, touch H, flat-footed 22; Atk +8/+3 melee (1d6+1/19-20, 
+1 short s1vortl), or +11 ranged (1d4/ 19-20, hand crossbow); SA 
rebuke undead f/day, sneak attack +4d6; SQ_drow traits (see Drow 
N.PCs sidebar, page 132), evasion, locale object, obscure object, sacred 
defense +1, sanctuary, thwart glyph, traps, uncanny dodge (Dex 
bonus to AC); SR 22; AL CE; SV Fort + 7, Ref +12, Will + 7; Str 10, 
Dex 18, Con1.0, Iut 10, Wis lf, Cha H. 

Skills and Feats: Balance +H, Climb +19, Hide +18, Jump +0, # 

K.nowledge (religion) +3, Lisfen +4, Move Silently +H, Pick Pocket 
+13, Search +10, Spot +12, Tumble +13; Dodge, Great Forrirude, 
Silent Spell, Stealthy. 

LH•te Ojject (Sp): Karas can use locate object once per day. 
Ojsc•r• Ojject (Sp): Kiras can use obsfure object once per day. 
& cred Defense: Karas gains a +1 bonus on saving throws against 

divine spells, as weU as the spell-like and supernatural abilities of outsiders. 
Suctu•ry (Sp ): 'Karas can use sa11ctunry once per day. 
Thwart Glyph: Karas gains a +4 bonus on all Search and Disable Device 

ch~ks to locate, disable, or bypass magic glypbs, runes, and symbols. 
Spells 'Prepared (4/4/3; save DC 12 + spell level): 0-create ?Vater, 

detect magic, purify food a11d dri11k, resistance; 1st-change self', doom, 
en tropic shield, shield of faith; 2nd-deatb k11ell, bold person, ifl'llisibilil)·•. 

•Domain spelL Domains: Chaos (cast chaos spells at +1 caster 
level), Trickery (Bluff, Disguise, and Hide are class skills). 

'Possessiom: + 2 elven chai11, + 1 short sword, lnser ri11g of sile~~t 
spells (see Appendix 1), amulet of 11atural armor +1, hand crossbow 
and 20 bolts, 6 doses of drow poison. 

ChilriU:: Advanced phasm; CR 9; Medium-size Shapechanger; H D 
30d8+60; bp 18f; Injr +6; Spd 30ft.; AC 17, touch 12, flat-footed H; 
Atk +23 melee (1d3+1, 2 slams); SQ_alternate form, amorphous, 
scent, telepathy, tremorsense; AL N; SV Fort +12, Ref +12, Will +12; 
Str 12, Dex H, Coo H, lot 16, Wis H, Cha 14. 

Skills and Feats: Bluff +23, Climb+ 7, Craft (pottery) + 7, Disguise 
+H•, Knowledge (Underdark local) + 7, Listen +10, Spot +10, 
Wilderness Lore +6; Alertness, Blind-Fight, Combat Reflexes, Dodge, 
Expertise, Improved Initiative, Improved Dkrm,, Mobility, Skill 
Focus (Disguise), Spring Attack, Whirlwind Attack. 

Alternate Form (Su): Chiirikk can assume the form of any corpo
real creature or object from Diminutive to Large size as a standard 
action. This ability is otherwise similar to sbapechange (caster level 
20th). ChiirikJc's favor ite forms (an old-looking drow male and a rrre 
giant male) are detailed below. 

'J)r01v Form: While Chiir ikk Is in this form, the following changes 
to the above statistics are in effect: Medium-size humanoid (elf); AC 
12, touch 12, Oar-footed 12; Atk +22 melee (1d3, unarmed strike); SQ_ 
alternate form, drow traits (see Drow NPCs sidebar), scent, telepathy, 
tremorsense; Fort +9, Ref +11; Str 10, Dex 13, Con 8; Climb +6. 

Fire Cia111 Form: While Chiirikk is in this form, the following 
changes ro the above statistics are in effect: Lafge giant (fire); AC 16, 
touch 8, flat-footed 16; Ark +30 melee (1d4+10, unarmed strike); SA 
rock throwing; SQ!lrernate form, rrre subtype, rock catching, scent, 
telepathy, tremorscnse; Str 31, Dcx 9, Con 21; Climb +16. 

Amorphous (Ex): In its natural form, Chiirikk is immune to poi
son, sleep, paralysis, stun, and polymorph. It is not subject to critical 

!lits and, having no clear front or back, cannot be flanked. 
Telepathy (Su): Chiirikk can communicate telepathically with any 

creature within 100 feet that has a language. 
Tremonensc (Ex): As long as it is touching the ground itself, 

Chiirikk can automatically sense the location of anything within 60 
feet that is in contact with the ground. 

Skilb: *When using an alternate form, Chiirikk gains a +10 cir
cumstance bonus to Disguise checks. 

Guk: Female goblin Rog9; CR 9; Small humanoid (goblinoid); H D 
9d6+18; hp 49; Init +4; Spd 30ft.; AC 19, touch U, nat-footed 19; 
Ark +6/+1 melee (1d6-1/19-20, +1 ve11omottS siJort nvOt·aj, or +11 
ranged (1d4/19-20, masterwork ba!ld crossbow); SA sneak attack 
+fd6; SQ...!!a.rkvision 60ft? evasion, traps, uncanny dodge (Dex bonus 
to AC, can't be flan}'ed); AL N'E; SV Fort +f, Ref +12, Will +4; Str 
6, Dex 18, Con 14, Int 14, Wis 12, Cha 8. 

Skills a11d Ftats: Appraise +H, Balance +16, Climb +10, Escape Artist 
+16, Hide +32, Listen +lf,"'Move Silently +20, Read Lips +S. Search +10. 
Spot +H; Ale:rtness, Dodge, Lightning Reflexes, Skill Focus (Hide). 

'Possessiom: +1 s1Jad01v studded len/her, +111ettomo/IS sborl sword, 
masterwork hand crossbow, 20 quarrels. (A venqmous weapon, 

described in Magic of Fatmin, allows the wielder to use a poiso11 spell 
(DC 14) against a creature str1rck by the weapon once per day. The 
wielder can decide to use the power after striking the blow, as long as 
it is in the same round, and doing so is a free action.) 

Kurgoth Hellspawn, Conqueror of Maerimydra: Male half-rrend/half
r.re giant Blkf of Kossuth; CR 1 7; Large outsider (fll'e, evil); HD 
Hd8+90 plus fd10+30; hp 218; I nit +1; Spd 30ft? fly 30ft. (average); 
AC 29, touch 10, flat-footed 28; Atk +32/+27/+22/+17 melee (2d8+19 
plus 1d6 fiJ'e, Huge +1flaming greatnvord), or +31 melee (1d6+12, 2 
claws) and +26 melee (1d8+6, bite); or +21/+16/+11/+6 ranged (2~6+12 
plus 2d6 frrc, rock); SA command unde:ld, rock throwing, smite good 
1/day, sneak attack +1d6, spell·! ike abi lities; SQ,11cid resistance 20, aura 
of despair, cold resistance 20, rrre subtype, electricity resistance 20, 
poison immunity, poison use, rock catching; AL NE.; SV Fort +20, Ref 
•8, Will+ 7; Str 3f, Dex 13, Con 23; lnt 14, Wis 10, Cha 13. 

Skills a11d F~ats: Climb +27, Concentration +18, DiplQmacy +13, 
Hide +4, Intimidate +B,Jump +27, Knowlcdge(religion)+14, Listen +7, 
Sense Motive+ 7, Spot +lf; Cleave, Great Cleave, Power Attack, Sunder. 

Command Qndead (Su): Kurgoth can command undead as a 
3rd-level cleric. 

Rock Throwing (Ex): Kurgotb can hurl rocks weighing 40 to fO 
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pounds each wfth a range increment of 1'20 feet and a maximum 
range of S increments. 
• Smite Good (Su}. Once per day, Kurgoth gains a ;1 bonus on a sin
gle attack roO and a + 7 bonus on the corresponding damage roll 
against a good foe. 

Spell-Like Abilities: At will- detect g!JOd;-3/day..2.darkness, poison, 
tmboly aura,·lfday-blaspbemy, contagion, desecrate, destruction, bor
rid 1vi/ting, S111mno11 moiJSter fX (fiends -only), tmbaJI01v, t1111Jo/y 
bligbt. Caster level '20; save DC 11 + spell level. 

Aura of Despair (So): Kurgoth radiates a malign aura that causes 
every_ enemy within 10 feet of him to suffer a - '2 morale penalty on 
all saving throws. 

'.Detect Gootl (Sp}.' At will, Kurgotb can use detect g!JOd. 
Fire Subtype (Ex): Kurgoth is immune to fire and takes double 

damage from cold (if it penetrates his cold-resistance), except on a 
successf u1 save. 

Poison Use: Kurgoth has n6 risk of accidentally poisoning himself 
when using poisons. 

Rock Catching (Ex): Once per round as a free action, Kurgoth can 
catch Small to Ltrge rocks aiemd at him. A successful Reflex save (DC lS 
for Small, DC '20 for Medium-size, DC '1s for Large) negates the attack. 

'PossessioiiS:+ 2 full plate, Huge +1 flaming greatnvord. 

Tusk, Fiendish Elephant: CR -; Huge magical beast; HD 19d8+9S; 
hp 180; Inir +0; Spd 40ft.; AC '27, touch 8, flat-footed 27; Atk +18 
melee ('2d6+1'2, slam) and +11 melee ('2d6+6, '2. stamps), or +16 melee 
(ld8+18, gore);, Face/Reach 10 ft. by '20 ft./10 ft.; SA trample 
'2d8+18, smite good; SQsold resistance 20, DR ~0/+3, ftre resistance 
'20, improved e\'asion, scent, SR ?.S; AL NE; SV Fort +20, Ref +8, 
Will +9; Str 34, Dex 10, Con '2~, Int 9, Wis 13, Cha 7. 

Skills: Listen +6, Spot +6. 

C?-stle Moerimvdru 
R.cvenllnt Murimydra Assassin: Male drow revenant M.nkf/AsnY; CR 
1'2; Medium-size undead; HD 10d1'2; hp 7), 69, 68, 3'2; Init +4; Spd 40 
ft.; AC 21, touch 18, flat-footed '21; Atl< +9/+4 melee (ld6+3, +1 simJg
ham), or +8/+3 melee (1d8+'2, unarmed strike), or +10 ranged (1d4.plus 
poison, ha11d crossbow); SA death attack (DC 17), flurry of blows, par
alyzing glare* (Will Dj: 16), sneak attack +3d6, stunning attack S/day, 
vengeful strike*; S(LDR S/+1, +'2 save against poisOn, drow traits (see 
Drow l\11?Cs sidebar, page 13'2), evasion, fast healing 3*, fast movement, 
Tmd the guilty•, immunities•, poison use, purity of body, slow fall ('20 
ft.), SR '21, still mind, turning immunity•, uncanny dodge (Dex bonus 
to AC, can't be flanked), undead traits•; AL LE; SV Fort +tf, Ref +1'2, 
Will +7; Str 14, Dex 18, Con -, Int 14, Wis 14, Cha 1'2. 

Skills and Feats: Balance +lJ, Climb +11, Disguise +4, Hide +19, 
Jump +17, Listen +4, ~ovc Silently +19, Search +4, Spot +4, Tumble 
+19; Deflect Arrows, Dodge, Mobility, Spriug Attaok, Stealthy. 

'Possessicm:,+l siangbam; ring of protectio11 +l, bracers of armo': +J, 
deathblade poison (Fortitude save DC 20; initial damage 1d6 points 
of Constitution damage, secondary damage '2d6 points of Constitution 
damage), ld6 doses of drow poison. 

Poison .Use: The revenant assassin .has no risk of accidentally poi
soning hin~5elf when usi1tg poisons. 

Assassin Spells 'Prepared ('2./'l; save DC 1'2 + spell level): 1st
obscm·inr; mist, spider climb; 2nd-alter self, pass 1vitbout trace. , 

*Revenant ability; see Revenant Template in Appendix 1. 
~ 

Ghost Maerimydra Officer: Female drow ghost Ftr8; CR 11; 

Mediwn-size u.ndead (incorporeal); HD 8d1'2; hp as listed · in 
encounter descriptions; Init +2; Spd fly 30 ft. (perfect); AC lS, 
t6uch lJ, nat·footed 13; Atk +10 melee touch (corruption 1d4, 
incorporeal touch); SA corrupting touch, corrupting gaze; so_!lrow 
traits (see Drow ~NPCs sidebar, page 13'2), incorporeal subtype, man
ifest.at'ion, rejuvenation, turn resistance' +4, undead traits; SR 19; 
AL CE; SV Fort +6, Ref +4, Will +3; Str lS, Dcx lS, Con-, Int 
10, Wis 1'2, Cha 16. 

Skills attd Feats: Climb +'2, Hide +10, Jwilp +'2, Listen +14, Search 
+10, Spot +14; Blind-Fight, Combat Refle~es. Dodge, Mobility, Spring 
Attack, Weapon Finesse (rapier), Weapon Focus (rapier), Weapon 

Specialization (rapier} 
Agaimt Etbereal Oppottents: AC '23, touch 13, -flat-footed '21; Atk 

+1'2/+7 melee (1d6+S/18-'l0, +1 rapier), or +10 melee touch (corrup
tion 1d4+'2, touch} 

Corrupting Touch (Su}. When the ghost hits a livi11g target with 
its incorporeal touch attack, it deals 1d4 points of damage (or 1d4+'2 
against ethereal opponentS} 

Corrupting Gaze (Su): Any creature within sO feet that meets, the 
officer's gaze must succeed at a Fortitude save (DC 17) or take '2dl0 
points of damage plus 1d4 points of Charisma drain. 

' Incorporeal Subtype: The officer can be harmed only by other in

corporeal creatures, +1 or bener magic weapons, or magic. She has a 
SO% chance to ignore any damage from a corporeal source. She can 
pass through solid dbjects at will, and her own attacks pass through 
armor. She always moves silently. 

Mllnifestation (Su}. When .the officer mimifests, sh·e becomes visi
ble but is still incorporeaL She can use her incorporeal touch attack 

and her corrupting gaze against materilil opponents. 
Rejuvenation (Su): If destroyed, the officer restores herself in ld4 

days if she makes a successful level check .(DC 16). 
Undead Traits: The officer is· immune to mind-affecting effects, 

poison, sleep, paralysis, stunning, disease, death effects, necromantic 
effects, and any effect that requires a Fortitude save unless it also 
works on objects. She is not subject to critical hits, subdual damage, 
ability damage, ability drain, energy drain, or death from m~ssive 
damage. The officer cannot be raised, and resurrection works only if 
she is willing. She has darkvision (60·foot range} 

'PossessioiiS: + 2 c!Jainmail, +1 lar-ge•steel sbield, +1 raP.ier (all ethereal} 

T'aunn Guuds: Male and female drow Ftr6; CR 7; Medium-size 
humanoid (elf); HD tld10+6; hp as listed in encounter descriptions; 
Init +2; Spd '20ft.; AC '23, touch 11, nat-footed '2'2; Atk +ll/+6 melee 
(1d10+6/19-20, +1 bastard sword), or +8/+3 ranged (1d8+3/X3, 
mighty composite longbow(+3 Str bonus]); SQ_drow traits (see Drow 
NPCs sidebar), SR 17; AL CE; SV Fort +6, Ref +4, Will +3; Str 16, 
Dex H, Con 1'2, Int 10, Wis 1'2, Cha 12. 

Skills and Feats: Climb +), Listen +6, Search +'2, Spot +S; Blind
Fight, Combat Reflexes, Dodge, Exotic Weapon Proficiency (bastard 
sword), Mobility, Weapoij Focus (bastard sword), Weapon 
Specialization (bastard sword). · 

'Possessi011s: +1full plate, +1 Jm-ge steel shield, +1/Jasfard s1vt»·d, 
mighty composite longbow (+3 Str bonus), '20 arrows. 

Revenant M~erimydr.a Spellguud: Male drow revenant Evo10; CR 1'2; 
Medium-size undead; HD 10d12; h!f as listed in encounter descriptions; 
!nit +3; Spd· 50 ft.; AC H, touch lJ, flat-footed 1'2; Atk +7 melee 

• (1d6+ 2/18-'20, rapier), or +8 ranged (1d4/19-'20, hand crosstx;w); SA par
alyzing glare .. (Will DC 16), vengeful stl'ike ... ; SQQrow traits (see Dr ow 
NPCs sidebar, page 13'2.), DR S/+1, fast healing 3-, find the guilty .. , 
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inlmunities .. , SR. 21, turning inlmunity", undead traits .. ; AL CE; SV 

~~¥~~~~~~~~~~~~n~n 
Skills and Feats: Concentration +14, Knowledge (arcana) +17, 

Knowledge Oocal) +11, Knowledge (the pL~nes) +17, L iaten +3, Scry 
+17, Search +6, Spellcraft +17, Spot +3; Brew Potion, _Craft Wand, 
Craft Wondrous Item, Scribe Scroll, Spell Focus (Evocation), Spell 
Focus (Conjuration), Spell Penetration, Weapon Focus (ray). 

Spells·'Prepfred (5'/6/6/ 5'/ 5'/ 3; save DC 14 + spell level): O-da11C· 
i11g ligbts,flare•, mage ha11d, open/close, ray of frost; lst-featber fall, 
mage armor, magic missile• (2), ray of enfeeblemellt, shield; 2nd
bulls strengtb,flaming sphere•, levitate:.Me/fs acid arrow, see imJis
ibility, 1veb; 3rd-firebalr,fly, baste, lightning bolt", 'llampit·ic toucb; 
4th-fire sbield*, ice storm*, Otiluke's resilie111 spbere•, sto11eski11, zva/1 
of fire'"; rth-cloudki/1, cone of cold*, 1vall of force•. 

Spel/b()0/1; 0- arcmte mark, da11ci11g lights, detect magic, detect poi· 
son, disruptundead,flare•, ligbf", mage ba11d, mendi?tg, open/close, pres· 
tidigitatio11, ray of frost; lst- e.t·peditious ,·etreat, featber fall, jump, 
mage armor, magic missile*, ray of enfeeblemeltf, sbield, Temer'sfloat· 
ing disk*, true strike; 2nd- bull's strellgtb, cat's·grace, darkness•, day· 
lii,bl", e11dura11Ce, flamittg spbere•, levitate, locate object, Me If's acid 
arr(Ylv, see invisibility, s!Jatte~·•, spectral band, 1veb.; 3rd-dispel magic, 
firebatr,fly, gust of 1vind*, !Jasti, Leomtmd's ti11y but", lig!Jtning bolt', 
magic circle agaimt cbaos, magic circle agaimt la1v, protectio11.from ele
ments, si(Ylv, stinkittg cloud, vmnpiric loucb.; 4th- colltagion, detect scry· 
i11g, dime11sion d001·, enervatto11,flre sbield", ice storm•, Otiluke's resiliettt 
spbere•, polymorpb olhet·, polym;,.pb self, stone skin, 1va/l of fire•, ?vall of 
ice'*.; )th-animate dead, Bigby's interposi11g bmrd", cloudkill, cone of 
cold*, lesser planar bi11diltg, teleport, ?vall of force•. 

"These spells belong to the school of Evocation, which is this char
acter's specialty. frohibited. schools: Enchantment and Dlusion. 

'Possessions: Ring of protection+~ 1va11d of ligbt11ittg bolt (lOth-level ' 
caster, 10 charges), scroll of <;!Jain ligbtning, scro/J of dismissal, cloak 
of resista11ce + 1, diamond dust (5'00 gp ~- The spellguards share a com· 
mon spellbook, which is kept in area C'23. Ea.ch spellguard carries a 
key to tb.is room . 

... Revena1H ability; see Revenant Template in Appendix 1. 

Doomsphere: Beholder ghost; CR H; Large undead (incorporeal); HD 
lldl2; hp 83; In it +4; Spd fly 30 ft. (perfect); AC 13, touch 13, flat· 
footed 13; Atk + 7 ranged touch (eye rays) and +'2 melee touch (cor· 
rup,tion ld4, incorporeal touch); SA corrupting touch, eye rays; SQ_ 
all-arou11d vision, a11l:imagic cone, cold immunity, electricity inllnu
nity, incorpor£111 subtype, manifestation, rejuvenation, turn resistance 
+4, undead traits; AL :1:\TE; SV Fort +3, Ref +3, Will +11; Str 10, Dex 
10, Con -,lot 17, Wis H, Cha 19. 

Skills a11d Feat!: Hide +H, Knowledge (arcana) +10, Listen +'23, 
Search +'26, Spot +'28; Alertness, Flyby Attack, Improved ·Initiative, 
Iron Will, Shot ou· the Run. 

Agaiml Et!Jereal Opponents: AC '20, touch 9, flat-footed '20. 
. Corrupting Touch (Su): When the doomsphere hits a·living target 

with its incorporeal touch attack, it deals ld4 points of damage. 
Eye Rays (Su): Each of the doomsphere'S' ten smaU eyes can produce 

a magical ray once per round, even when the doomsphere is attacking 
physically or moving at full speed. The creature can easily aim aU its 
eyes upward, but its own body tends to get in the way when it tries to 
aiu1 the rays in other directions. During a round, the creature can aim 
only. three eye rays at targets in any one arc other than up (forward, 
backward, left, right, or down). The remaining eyes must aim at targets 
in other arcs or not at -all A beholder can tilt' and p_an its body each 
round to change which rays it can bring to bear in a given arc. · 

Each eye's effect resembles a spell cast by a H t h-level sorcerer but 
follows the rules for a ray (see Aiming a Spell in the '>'Player's 
Hatrdb()Ok). The doomsphere reta.ins the living beholder's eye rays of 

fem· and si(Ylv. Its other eight eyesta1ks have the powers described 
below. All rays have a range of 15'0 feet. 

Chill Ray: This ray deals 2d6 points of Constitutiou-s)amage. In 
addition, the target must succeed at a Will save (DC 20) or be affec~
ed as if by a si(YIV spell for 11 rounds. 

Witbering: This ray deals ld4 points of Strength damage and ld4 
points of Constitution damage when it hits a living creature. If the 
doomsphere scores a critical hit, the damage is actually Constitution 
drai11 instead. A successful Fortitude save (DC_20) negates the effect. 

Hold Momter: The target must succeed at a Will save (DC 20) or 
be affected as though by the spell. 

Enervation: The target must succeed at a Fortitude save (DC 20) 
or be affected as though by tbe spell. 

Animate JJead: This ray works just like the spell, except that the 
~oomsphere uses the ray rat her than a physical touch. 

Bo11esbatter: This attack breaks the bones or chitin of the subject, 
dealing damage and reducing speed by half. On a successful Fortitude 
save (DC 20), the target takes 2d6 points of d~mage; on a failure, he 
or she takes 3d6 points of damage on the fJtst round and an addi
tiOJial ld8 on the next round. Incorporeal, gaseous, and invertebrate 
(including plants, oozes, elementais, worms, and mollusks without 
shells, such as squids or slugs) creatures are not affected. 

Fles!J Sea,·: The target's flesh is magically seared away from the 
bone, dealing damage as a Me If's acid arr(Ylv spell ('2d4 points of dam
age per round for 5' rounds). 

U11holy Blig!Jt: The target is affected as though by the spell. A good 
character takes S'd8 points of damage: and is sickened for ld4 rounds. 
A neutral character takes half damage and is not sickened. A success
ful Fortirude save (DC '20) reduces the damage by half and negates 
the sickeni1tg effect. 

All-Arou.nd Vision (Er): The doomsphere can't IX! flanked, and it 
gains a +4 racial bonus·orr"Spot and Search checks (in addition to the 
ghost's +8 racial bonus). 

Antimagic Cone (Su): The doomsphere's central eye continually 
produces a 15'0-foot antimagic cone extending straight allead from 
the creature's front. This ability functions just like antimagic field 
(caster level 13th). All magical and supernatural powers and effects 
are suppressed--even the doomsphere's own eye rays. Once per round, 
during its tun), the doomsphere decides which way it will face and 
whether the antimagic t'01111' is active or not. (I'he doomsphere deacti
vates the cone by shutting its centr al eye.) Note that a doomsphere 
can use its incorporeal touch attack only against creatures to its front. 

Incorporeal Subtype: A doomsphere can be harmed only by ot her 
incorporeal creatures, +1 or better magic weapons, or magic. It has a 
S'OOh chance to ignore any damage from a corporeal source. It can 
pass through solid objects at will, and its own attacks pass tb:ough 
armor. It always moves silently . 

Manifestation (Su): When a doomsphere manifests, it becomes vis· 
ible but is still incorporeal. It can use its corrupting touch and eye 
rays against material opponents while manifested. 

Rejuvenation (So}. If destroyed, ·the doomspbere restores itself in 
'2d4 days if it makes a successful level check (DC 16). 

Undead Traits: A doomsphere is immune to mind-affecting 
effects, poison, sleep, paralysis, stunning, disease, death· effects, necro
mantic effects, '\lld any effect that requires a Fortitude save uuless it 
also works on objects. It is not subject to critical hits, subdual damage, 
ability damage, ability drain, energy drain, or deat!J. from massive 
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damage. A doo~sphere cannot be raised, and resurrection works only 
if it is willing. It has darkvision (6,0-foot range). . 
• Substitution: The doomsphere, a specific application of the ghost 
template, is detailed in Momter Compe11dimn: Momte1·s of Faeni11. 
You can u~ the standard ghost template instead. 

Demon Silveraith: Heuou silveraith; CR 16; Large undead (UJcorpore· 
al); HD 9d12; hp 45'; In it +0; Spd fly 30ft. (perfect); AC 17, touch 17, 
flat-footed 17; Atk +8 melee touch (3d8+9, incorporeal touch [Will save 
DC 17 ball]); SA magic absorption•, spell-like abilities; SQ_create 
spaw1!"• DR 20/+2, immunities•, incorporeal subtype•, mmmonta11ar'ri, 
telepathy, turn resistance +4*, undead traits*'; SR 23; AL CE; SV Fort 

~w~~~~~~~~~~~~~~u 
Skills a11d Feats: Concentration +15', Hide +22, Listen +31, Search 

+23, Spellcraft +15', Spot +31; Bliod-Fight, Cleave, Power Attack. 
Spell-Like Abilities: At will-mrimate object, blaspbemy, bliltk, 

cbaos hammer, deeper dark11ess, desecrate, detect good, detect magic, 
dispel good, magic circle agaimt good, proauce flame, summtm nvarm, 
teleport without error (self plus SO pounds of object's only), mrhol)' 
blight; 3/day-gaseousform. Caster level13; save DC 13 +spell level. 

Summo11 T•11•r'ri (Sp): Once per day, the dcmoo silveraith can 

attempt to summon 4d10 dretches or another hezrou with a 35% 
chance of succ~ss. 

Telepathy (Su): The demon silveraith can communicate telepathi· 
cally with any creature within 100 feet that has a language. 

*Silveraith ability; see Silveraith Template in Appendix 1. 

Cult Champion: Female drqw Ftr4/Clr8 of ~iaransalee; CR 13; 
Medium-size humanoid (eli); HD 4d10+4 plus 8d8+8; hp as listed in 
encounter descriptions); !nit +~; Spd 30 ft.; AC 22, touch 11, flat· 
footed 21; Atk +14/+9 melee (2d4+6/18- 20/X4, +1 km1 scytbe), or 
+11/+6 ranged (ld8+2jx3, mighty composite longbow [+2 Str bonus]); 
SA rebuke undead 9/day; SQj.row traits (sec Drow NPCs sidebar); SR 
23; AL CE; SV Fort +11, Ref +4, Will +12; Str 14, Dex 12, Con 12, 
Int 10, Wis 16, Cba 14. 

Skills and Feats: Climb +3, Concentration +9, Listen +9, Search 
+2, Spellcraft +8, Spot +9; Alertness, Blind-Fight, Extra Turning, 
Improved Critical (scythe), Iron Will, Spell Penetration, Weapon 
Focus (scythe), Weapon Specialization (scythe} 

Spells 'Prepared (6)6/S/5'/3; save DC 13 + spell level): 0-create 
1vater, detect magic, guida11ce, 1·ead magic, resistd11ce, virtue; lst
balle, cure light 1votmds, divine favor, doum, random action, sbield of 
faitb"; 2nd-bulfs stt·ength, desecrate*, enduratrce, resist elements, 
silence; 3rd-best07v curse, blindmm/deaf11ess1 dispel magic, magic 
circle agaimt good*, prayn:; 4tp-cure c1·itical 1vounds, divine.p01ver, 
rmboJy bligbt*. 

"Domain spelL Domains: Evil (cast evil spells at +1 caster level), 
Retribution (strike of vengeanc'e 1/day} 

'Possessious: + 1 keeJr"scytbe, + J full plate. Area C3S and CH: greater 
fire eleme11tal<l,em, dr0111 b;use imignia (blur} 

Revenant Slave Overseer: Male drow reveoant Rog5'/Ftr4; CR 11; 
~edium-size undead; HD 9d1'2.; bp 67, 5'0, 47; Init +5'; Spd 30ft.; AC 
22, touch 12, flat-footed 22; Atk +13/t8 melee (ld6+ 7/18-20, +1 rapi· 
er), or +lO~ranged (1d4n9- 20 plus poison, hand crossbow); SA para· 
lyzing glare• (Will DC 15'), sne;U: attack +3d6, vengeful strike"; SQpR 
5'/+1, drow traits (see Drow Nl'Cs sidebar, page 132), fast healing 3", 
find the guilty*, immunities•, traps, turning immunity\ uncarUJy 
dodge (IDelC bonus to AC), undead traits•; SR. 20; AL CE; SV Fort +8, 
Ref +9, Will++, Str 18, Dex 16, Con 14, Int 12, Wis 12, Cha 12. 

Skills atrd F~ats: Appraise +9, Bluff +8, Climb +11, Diplomacy :r4, 
Forgery +9, Gather . Information +9, Hide +2, Innuendo +11, 
H1timidate +15', Listen +f, Move Silently +2, Search +3, Sense Motive 
+9, Spot +3; Dodge, Mobility, Spr ing Attack, Thug, Weapon F~esse 
(rapier), Weapon Focus (rapier), Weapon Specialization (rapier). 

r:.ossessiom: + 2 chaimnail, + 1 large steel shield, + 1 rapjer, hand 
crossbow, 20 bolts, cloak of resistmrce +1, slippers of spider climbi11g, 
potion of trutb, ld6-3 doses of drow poison. 

"Revenant ability; see Revenant Templafe in Appendix 1. 

Cult Necromancer: Male drow Ftr4/Nec7; CR 12; Medium-size 
hun1anoid (elf); HD 4d10+4 plus 7d4+ 7; hp 49, 42, 65', 63; In it +1; 
Spd 30 ft.; AC io, touch 13, flat-footed 19; ·Atk +11/+6 melee 
(ld6+4/1J-20, +1 kee11 rapier), or +8/+3 ranged (ld6+3/x3, mighty 
composi'e shortbow [+3 Str bonus]); SQ_drow traits (see Drow NPCs 
sidebar, page .132); SR 22; AL CE; SV Fort + 7, Ref +4, Will + 7; Str 
16, Dex 12, Con 12, Int 16, Wis 12, Cha 10. 

Skills a11d Feats: Climb +8, Concentration +12, Jump +4, 
Knowledg_e (arcana) +13, Knowledge (reUgion) +13, Listen +3, Se:vch 
+5', Spellcraft +13, Spot +3; Craft Wand, Expertise, Improved Disarm, 
Improved Trip, Power Attack, Scribe Scroll, Spell Focus 
(Necromancy), Spell Penetration, Still Spell. 

Spells 'Prepared (S/6/S/4/'1:, save· DC 13 +spell level; lOOm chance of 
·spell failure): 0-detect magic, disrupt undead*', ray of frost, read magic, 
1·esistance; 1st--cause fem·*,' chill touch*, magic missile, obsc1•ring mist, 
ray of etrfeebleme11t*, shield; 1nd-gboul touch*, mirror image, spectral 
ba11d*, stilled cbill touch*, st!lled ray of -e'tifeeblement*; 3rd-dispel 
magic, baste, sl01v, vampiric toucb".; 4tb-l!trer'l/ation•, sto1reskj11. 

Spell book: O-arca11e mark, da11ci1rg ·ligbts, daze, detect magic, dir· 
• rupt rmdead",flare, gbost sound, ligbt, ma~e band, m.endi11g, ope11jcJose, 

prestidigita/;0111 ray of frost, read magic, resistance; lst"-cause fear•, 
cbill toucb*, endure eleme11ts, feather fall, magic missile, magic 
1veapq,r, obscuring mist, ray of e1rfeebleme1rt*, shield, sbockitrg grasp, 
spider climb, tmsem ser'llant.; 1nd-bulfs Slre11gtb, gboul touch*, i11vis· 
ibility, levitate, mirror image, resist e{ements, sca1·e*, spectral band*, 
?veb; 3rd-dispel magic, ge1rtle repose*, greater magic zveapo11, ball 
undead*, baste, kee11 edge, ligbtnitrg bolt, slow, vampiric touch*; 4tb
colltagfon ... el/ervatioll*,fear•, sto11eski11. 

*These spells belong to the school of Necromam;y, wb.ich is this 
character's specialty. Prohibited school: Divination. 

'Possessiom: +1 mithral shirt, large steel shield, ri11g of protee1io1r + 4 
+1 kee11 1·apier, mighty composite shortbow (+3 Str bonus), diamood 

dust (25'0 !W} . 

Revenant Maerimydu Officer: Female drow revenant Ftr8; CR. 10; 
Medium-size undead; HD 8dl1; hp as listed in encounter descriptions; 
Init +2; Spd 30ft.; AC 23, touch 13, flat-footed 21; Atk +14/+9 melee 
(1d10+7/19-20, +1 bastard nvorrl), or +11 ranged (1d8/19-20, mas· 
terwork light crossbow); SA paralyzing glare• (Will DC H), vengeful 
strike*; SQPR 5'/+1, drow tr~its (see Drow NPCs sidebar, page 132), 
fast healing 3•, find the guilty"; immunities*, SR 19, t urning immu· 
nity•, undead traits*; AL CE; SV For t +8, Ref +4, Will,+3; Str 19, DelC 
15', Con-, Int 10, Wis 12, Cha 14. 

Skills a1rd Feats: Climb +4,Jump +4, Listen +6, Search +2, Spot +6; 
Blind-Fight, . Combat Reflexes, Dodge, Exotic Weapon Proficiency 
(bastard sword), Mobility, Spring Attack, WcapGn 'Focus (bastard 
sword), Weapon Specialization (bastard sword). 

'Possessiom: +2 cbai11mail, +1 large steel shield, +1 bast'!rd nvord, 
ring of protectirm + 1, 10 + 2 bolts. 

"Revenant ability; see Revenant Template in Appendix 1. 
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APPEl!:<DIX l. ., 
Arachnoid Roper: CR 11; Large aberration; HD 10d8+30; hp 61; Init 
+ 7; Spd 1q ft? climb 10ft.; AC 18, touch 11, flat-footed 1S; Atk +10 
ranged (special, 10 strands) and +S melee (1d6+1 plus poison); SA 
attach, poison, strandll, weakness; SQ_cold resistance 30, electricity 

immunity, 1tre vulnerability, imnJUnities, SR 18; AL ~TE; SV Fort 
+6, Ref +6, Will +11; Str 19, Dex 17, Con 17, lilt 8, Wis 16, Cha 11. 

Skills at~d Feats: Climb +11, Hide +19, Jump +10, Listen +lS, Spot 
+11; Alertness, Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Weapon Focus (stra11d) 

Attach (Ex} If an arachnoid roper bits with a straJJd attack, the 
stralld latches onto the opponent's body. This attack deals no dalnage 
but draws the stuck opponent 10 feet ·closer each subsequent round 
(no attack of opportutlity) uJJ!css tl!at creature breaks free with a suc
cessful Escape Artist check (DC 13) or Strength check (DC 19). The 
roper can draw in a creature within 10 feet of itself and bite with a 
+4 attack bonus in the same round. 

A single attack with a slashing weapon that deals at least 10 points 
of dan1age severs a strand (AC 10). . 

Poison (Ex}. An arachnoid roper delivers its poison (Fortitude save 
DC 11) with each successful bite attack. The· initiaJ and secondary 
drunage is the same (1d6 points of Strength dan1age). 

Strands (Ex): The arachnoid roper has ten long, sticky strands that 
can strike up to SO feet away (no range increment). 

Weakness (Ex): A roper's strands can sap an opponent's. strength. 
Anyone caught by a strand must.succeed at a Fortitude save (DC 18) 
or take 1d8 poinrs of temporary Strength damage. 

Fire Vulnerability (Ex}. Al; arachnoid roper takes double damage 
from ftre attacks unless a s.we is aJJowed for baJf damage. A success
ful save halves the damage and a failure doubles it. 

ImmU!lities: Arachnoid ·ropers are immune to aJJ mind-influencing 
effects (charms, compulsion!\. phantasms, patterns, and morale effects} 

Skills: An arachnoid roper gains a +4 racial bonus on Hide checks ' 
a·nd a +6 racial bonus on Jump and Spot checks. *In stony or icy areas, 
its racial bonus on Hide checks rises to. +11 (an additional +8} 

Jhorganni: Female drider vampire Clr7 of Kiaransalee; CR 16; Large 
undead; HD 13di1; hp 101; Init +7; Spd.30 ft.,,climb H ft.; AC ?.7, 
touch 14, flat-footed 11; Ark +14 melee (ld8+6 and energy drain, 1 
claws) and + 11 melee (ld6+ 3, bite-); FacefReach 10 ft. by 10 ft./ S ft.; 
SA attach, blood drain, energy drain, rebuke undead 14/day, spell-like 
abilities, spider mastery; SQ.Jilternate form, cold resistance 10, DR 
15/+1, electricity resistaJJCe 10, fast healing S, gaseous form, turn 
resistance +4, undead traits; SR. 16; AL CE; SV Fort +4, Ref +7, Will 

+14; Str ?.1, D,ex 16, Con-, Int 16, Wis 1S, Cha 14. 
Skills and Feats: Bluff +lS, Clin1b +16, Concentration +16, Hide +17, 

..Knowledge (arcana) +10, Kllowledge (religion) +10, Listen +13, Move 
Silently +11, Scry +10, Search +11, Sense Motive +lS, Spellcraft +19, 
Spot +16; Alertness, Ambidexterity, Combat Casting, Combat Reflexes, 
Dodge, Extra Turning, Improved Initiative, Lightning Reflexes, 
Mobility, Multiattack, Spell Penetration, Weapon Focus (claw). 

.Attach (Ex}. If Jhorganni hits with her bite attacll, she latches 
onto the opponent's body and begins drail1ing blood the same round. 
Her AC while attached is 15". 

Blood Drain (Ex}. Jhorganni drains blood, dealing ld4 points of 
Constitution drain immediately upon attaching to her opponent. 
Each round thereafter that she remains attached, she automatically 
deals au addit ional 1d4 points of Constitution drain. 

Energy Drain (So): Any living creature hit by Jhorganni's claw 
attack must succeed at a Fortitude saving throw (DC 13) or gain one 
negative level For each negative level bestowed, J4organni beals S 

points of damage. If the runoum of healing is more than the damage 

she has taken, she gains any excess as temporary hit points. If the neg· 
ative level has not been removed (with a spell such as. restoration) 
before 14 J1ours have passed, the afflicted opponent must succeed at 
a Fortitude save (DC 13) to remove it. Failure means the opponent's 
level (or Hit Dice) is reduced by one. 

Spell-Like Abilities: l fday- dancing lights, dar/mess, 4etecl cbaos, 

detect evil, detect good, detect ia1u, detect magic, faerie fi;e, /!!'Vila/,. 

Caster level 6; save DC 1S + spell level. 
Spider Mastery (So): Jhorgru1ni can compel a spiderkind creature 

(see Spider kind) to obey her mental commands. An unwilling, intelli· 
gent target that fails a Will saving tbrQw (DC 13) dbeys one com
mand as if under a suggestio11 spell. A success(~ I save allows the crea
ture to resist the command, but Jborganni can attempt to command 
it again next round. Commanding an unwilling target requires a stan
dard action; otherwise, Issuing commands is a free action. 

Alt.ernate Form (Su): Jhorganui Call assume the shape of a mon· 

str~us spider of all)' size fr~m Tiny to Large as a standard action. This 
~bility functions like a polymorpb self spell (caster level 11th). She 
can remain in spider form until she chooses to revert to her natural 
form or until the- next sunrise. 

Past Healing (Ex):,Jhorganni heals S points ~f drunage per round as 
Long as she has at le:tst 1 bit point. If ·reduced to 0 bit points or below, 
she ·automatically assumes gaseous form and attempts to escape. She 
must reach her web nest witb.in ?. hours or be utterly destroyed. (She can 
travel up to 9 miles in 1 hours.) After 1 hour of rest in her nest, her hit 
point total.rises to 1, then she resumes fast healing at 'her normal rate. 

Gaseous Form (So}. At will,}l10rganni can assume gaseous form as 
a stand:trd :tction. This ability functions Like the gaseous foms spell 
(caster level Sth), except that Jhorganni can remain gaseous indefi
nitely and has a fly speed of 10 feet ~vith perfect maneuverability. 

Undead Traits: Jhorganui is immune to mind-affecting effects, 
poison, sleep, paralY.sis, stunning, disease, death effects, necromantic 
effects, and any effect that requires a Fortitude save unless it also 
works on objects. Sl1e is not subject to critical hits, 'subdual damage, 

ability damage, ability· drain, energy drail1, or death from massive 
damage. Jhorganni Callllot be raised, and resurrection works only if 
she is willing. She has dark vision (60-foot ral1ge). 

Spells 'Prepared (effective caster level 13th; 6/8/8/7/6/S/ 4/ 3; save 
DC 17 + spell level}. 0-crea/e 'luater, detect magic, guidrmpe, read 

magic, resista11ce, vil·tue; lst-bmre, cause fear, comma11d, ctnnpre· 

hend la11guages, detecltmdead*, doom, random action, sbield of faitb; 
1nd- aid, br1/l'e stt·ength, dnrlmess, desecra.te•, endurance, bold person, 

resist elemmts, spiritual 1utapo11; 3rd- bestO'Tu curse, blindness/deaf 

m:ss, deeper dar/mess, dispel magic, i11•visibility purge, magic circle 

agaimt good•, protection from elements; 4th- cure critical 1uormds, 

divitre p01ur:r, freedom "of mo'IH:ment, poison, spell immfl11ity, rmboly 

bligbt"; Stb-circle of doum*,flame strike, imect plague, slay livi11g, 

tme ~eeit~g; 6th-blade barrier, create tmdead\ etbereal11ess, greater 

dispellit~g; 7th-to11h·olrmd'ead*, deuructiorr, repulsio11. . 
•Domain spell. Domains: Evil (cast ! vii spells at +1 caster level). 

Unde:tth (free Extra Turning feat). 
'Possessio/IS: Ri11g of protectio11 +1. 

Arachnoid Gray Render: CR 11; Huge aberration; HD 10d8+180; bp 

167; Init +1; Sp~ 30ft., clinlb 10ft.; AC 14, touch 9, flat:footed 1'3; 
Atk +13 melee (1d8+10 plus poison, bite) and +18 melee (1d8+S, 6 
claws); Face/Reach 10ft. by 10 ft./H ft.; SA improved grab, poiso1~, 
rend 3d8i-H; SQjmmunities, scent; AL l\"'E.; SV Fort +11, Ref +13, 
Will + 7; Srr U, Dex 11, Con 18, Inc -, Wis 11, Cha 8. 

Skills: Climb +18, Hide +8, Jump +16, Spot i-14. , 
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Improved a;.ab (E.x): If an arachnoid gray render hits a Large or 
smaller opponent with a bite an;ack, it deals non_nal damage and 
a.ttempts to start a grapple as a free action without provoking an 
attack of opportunity (grapple bonus +33). If it gets a hold, it can rend 
on the same round. Thereafter, the creature has the option to conduct 

the grappl~ normally, or simply !JSC its jaws to hoid the opponent (-10 
penalty on grapple check, but the gray render is not considered grap· 
pled). L1 either case, each successf uJ grapple cl1eck it makes during suc· 
cessive rounds automatically deals damage from its bite attack. 

Poison (Ex): An arachnoid gray render delivers its poison 
(Fortjtude save DC 3S") witl1 each successful bite attack. The initial 

and secondary damape is the same (1d8 points of Strengtb damage). 
Rend (Ex): An arachnaid gray render that gets a hold latches onto 

the opponent's body ru1d tears the flesh. This attack automatically 
deals 3d8+H points of damage. 

Immunities: Arach110id gray renders are immune to all mind· 
influencing effects (charms, compulsions, phantasms, patterns, and 
morale effects). 

Skills: Arachnoid gray renders receive a +.4 raci;ll bonu~ to Hide checks, 
a +6 racial bonus to Jump checks, and a +10 racial bonus to Spot d1ecks. 

Laerekh, Chief Necromancer: Male drow Sor14; CR lS; Medium-size 

humanoid (elf); HD Hd4+14; bp H; In it +2; Spd 30ft.; AC 20, touch 
14, flat-footed 18; Atk + 7/+2 melee (ld4/19- 10, dagger of vemnn); SQ_ 
drow traits (see Drow 1--.TPCs sidebar, page 131), familiar 'benefits; SR 
15"; AL NE; SV Fort +S, Ref +6, Will +9; Str '8, Dex 14, Con 12, Int 
H, Wis 10, Ch.a-22. 

Skills and Feals: Concentration +18, Kno~ledge (aicru1a) +19, 
Knowledge (religion) +6, Listen +1, Scry +11, Search +4, Spellcraft 
+19, Spot +1; Greater Spell Focus (Necromancy), Improved Familiar, 
Spell Pocus.(Necromancy), Spell Penetration, Spellcasting Prodigy. 

Familiar Benefits: Laerekh bas a quasir fruniliar, who grants him 
Alertness when be is within S feet. Laerekb bas an empathic link with 
the quasit to a distance of 1 mile He can share spells with it, speak 
with it, and scry on it. In addition, the familiar can deliver touch 
spells for Laerckh. 

Swcerer Spells Kn01un (6/8/8f8/7f7/o/ 4; save DC 17 + spell level, 
or 21 +spell level for Necromancy spells}. 0-arcane mat·k, dancittg 
lights, detect magic, disrupt undead, mage hand, mending, open/close, 
read magic, resistance,; 1st-cause fear, chill touch, ray of e•ifeeble· 
me111, shield, spiri11uonn•; 1nd- deatb armor•, ghoitl Jouch, scare, see 
invisibility, speclt"al hand; 3rd-genlle repose, ball undead, baste, 
·vampiric lducb; 4th-contagion, enervation, fear, scrying; Sth-ani: 
mate dead, cltmdki/1, Gritmua/d's graymantle; -6th-circ/e of deaJb, 
disintegrate; 7th-finger of deaJb. 

*Spell described in Magic of Faenin: substitute magic missile (1st) 
and •·esist elements (21id) if that book is not available. 

'Possessiom: Bracer~ of armoi· + 4; amulet of naturalannor + 2, ring 
af protection. +2, dagger of v~nom, cloak ofCbarirma+2 

\ 

Ol!_asit Familiar: CR -; HD 3d8 (effective 14); hp 17; Spd 20ft., fly 
SO ft. (perfect); AC 2f, touch H, flat-footed 21; Ark +11 melee 
(ld3-1 and poison, 2 claws) and + 7 melee (ld4- l, bite); Face/Reach 
1 1/1 ft. liy 2 1/1 ft./ 0 ft.; SA poison,_ spell-like abilities; S<ulternate 
form, DR f/silver, fire re,istance 10, .improved evasion, poison immu· 
nity, regeneration 2., SR 19; AL CE; SV Fprt +4, Ref + 7, Wili +10; 
Str 8, Dex 17, Coo 10, Inr 10,, WIS 12, Cha 10. 1 

Skills and Feats: Hide +14, Listen +6, Move SilenrJy"+6_. Search 
+4, Spellcraft +4, Spot +6; Weapon Finesse (bite, claw). 

Poison (Ex) A quasit delivers its poison (Fortitude save DC 13) with 

each successful c~w attack. The initial damage is ld4 points of Dexterity 
damage; the secondary,drunage is 1d4 points of Dexterity damage. 

Spell-Like Abilities: At will- detect good, detect magic, ittvisibilfly 
(self only); 1/day-causefear (30-foot radius). Caster level 6th; save 
DC 10 + spell level. 

Alternate Form (Su): The quasit call assume another form no 
larger than Medium-size at will as a standard action. This ability 
functions like a polymorph self spell (caster level 11th). It can choose 
only one of two forms, bat or wolf. • 

Regeneration (Ex): A quasit rakes no~mal damage from acid and 
from holy ru1d blessed weapons. · 

Revenant Shattered Tower Guard: Male drow revenant Ftr4/Wiz7; 
CR 13; Medium-size undead; HD lld11; hp as listed in encounter 
descriptions); In it +6; Spd 30ft.; AC 11, touch 14,· flat-footed 19; Atk 
+14/+9 mele; (ldl0+10/X3, +1 spell stwittg ba/berd), or +11/+6 ranged 
(ld8+5'/X3, mighty +1 composite /ongb01u (+3 Str ~nus] with +1 
m·r01us); SA paralyzing glare• (Will DC 16), vengeful ·strike"; SQPR 
S/+1, drow traits (sec Drow NPCs sideb;u-, page -132), fast healing 3•, 
fmd the guilty•, immunities*, SR. 21, traps, turning in1munity•, 
uncanny dodge (Dex bonus to AC), undead traits•; AL NE; SV Fore 
+1. Ref +S, Will +6; Str 20, Dex 14, Con-, Int 16, Wis 10, Cha 12. 

Skills and Feals: Climb +9; Concentration +H, Jump +9, 
Knowledge (arcana) +11, Listen +2, Scry +!0, Search +S, Spellcraft 
+13, Spot +1; Blind!F"ight, Combat Reflexes, Craft: Wand, Improved 
Initiative, Scribe Scroll, Spell Focus (Necromancy), Still Spell, 

Weapon Focus (halberd), We'!pon SpeciaJizlltion (halberd). 
Spells 'Prepared (4/S/4/3/1; save DC 13 +spell level, or lS +spell 

level for Necromancy spells; 25"% chance of arcane spell failure): 0.... 
• daze, detect magic,flare, read magic; 1st-chill Jouch, magic missile, 

ray of etife'eb/ement, sbield, lt"ue slt"ike;. 2nd- blur, buffs strenglb, 
invisibility, Still ray of enfeeblement; 3rd-flmne at"I'O'IU, baste, vam· 
piric toucb; 4th- ice storm. 

Spellbook: 0- m·cane mark, dllltCitrg ligiJJs, daze, detect magic, 
detect poison, dirmpt undead, flare, gbosl sorwd, light, mage /Jatrd, 
mending, open/close, prestidigitation, ray of frost, read magic, resist· 
ance; 1st-cause fear, cbi/l touciJ, eniiure e/ements,fealbet·fa/1, magic 
missile, tnagic 1ueapon, t·ay of etifeeblement, sbield, spider climb, true 
strike; 2nd- blur, bull's slt"engtb, int~isibility, /evil ate., pt·otecJion fnnn 
arr01us, 1ueb; 3rd- bliuk, flame at"I'O'lu, fly, greater magic weapon, 
basle, keen edge, SIO'lu, Stttmrton monster II I, vampiric tor~eb; 4th
dime'nsioll doot·,fire sbield, ice slorm, imprO'IJed ittvisibi/ity, stoneski11. 

'Possessions: ~1 spell storing balberd, +2 brea!lplate, ri11g of proJec· 
lion +2, 1u~nd of magic missile ( 3rd level caster, 11 charges). 

*Revenant ability; see Revenru1t Template in Appendix 1. 

Duneth Whar reil: Male drow sUverairJ1 Wizl3/ Acm2; CR 18; 
Medium-size undead (incorporeal); HD Hd12; hp 104; lnit +1; Spd 
fly 30 ft. (perfect); AC 20, touch 20, flat·footcd 18; Ark +9 melee 
touch (3dS..10 (Will DC 2Q half). incorporeal touch); SA arcane 
reach, magic absorption•, spell power +1; SQ_create spawn•, drow 
traits (see Drow NPCs sidebar, page 131), imrnunitirs•, incorporeal 
subtype•, SR 16, turn resistance +4*, undead traits•; AL CE;' SV Fort 
+4, Ref +6, Will +14; Str - , Dex 14, Con-, L1t 21, Wis 16, Cha 17. 

Skills ani/ FeatsJ Alchemy +14, Concentcarion +11, ~nowledge 
(arcana) +24, Knowledge (history)·+H, Knowledge (rhe planes) +H, 
Listen +9, &:ry +24, Search +8, Spellcraft +26, Spot +9; Empower 

' Spell, Enlarge Spell, Maximize Spell, Qgjcken Spell, Scribe Scroll, 
Silent Spell, Skill Focus (Spellcraft), Spell Focus (Necrom;ncy), Spell 
Focus (Trru1smutation). 
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•• 
Spells 'Prepared (4/6/6/S/S/4/4/1/1; save DC 17 +spell level, or 19 

+ spell lexel for Necromancy and Transmutation spells): 0-daze, 

• detect magic, mage ba11d, read magic; 1st-cause fear, chill touch, 

magic missile, ray of tmfeeblemelrt, shield, true strike; ·2nd-blind· 

ness/deafNess, gboul touch, Meif's acid arrow, scm·e, seectral band, 

1veb; 3rd-dispel magic, baste, lightning bolt, il01v, vampiric touch; 

4th-e1rervation, fear, ice storm, scrying, ?vall of fire; Sth-cone of 
cold, hold mom;er) quickened magic missile, nightmare; 6th-circle of 
deatb, disi11tegrate, greater dispelli11g, true seeing; 7th-finger of 
deatb; 8th-borrid 1vilting. 

Arca.ne Reach: Duoeth can use touoh spells on targets up to 30 
feet away. If the spell requires a tooch attck, he must make a ranged 
touch attack. 

Spell Power: Duneth adds +1 to the save DCs and to caster level 
c.hecks for spells he casts. 

Spellbook: 0-arcane mark, dancing lights, daze, detect magic, detect 

poison, dist·upt rmdead, flare, gbost sormd, ligbt, mage.ba11d, mending, 

open/close, prestidigitation, ray of frost, t·ead magic, resirlance; 1st
caMe fear, cbartn person, cbi/1 toucb, color spray, romprebend languages, 

e1rdut·e elements, expeditious t·etreal,feat!Jer fall, mage armor, magic 

missile1 ray of etifeeblement, shield, true strike; 2nd-blindness/deaf

ness, darkness, gboul toucb, invl'sibility, )m()(;k, levitate, Melj's acid 

arr01v, t·esist elements, scare, spectral band, Tasba's hideous. laugbter, 

1veb; 3rd-dispel magic, fireball, fly, barte, bold perso11, ligbtni11g bolt, 

protection frrn;l elements, sl01v, sti11king cloud, mggestion, vampiric touch; 

4th-best07v curse, crnttagio11, d~nensi;m door, e11ervation,fear, ice stot"1n, 

improved invisibility, pbanfasmal killer, scrying, sfoneski11, ?vall of fire; 

Sth-animate dead, c/oudki/1, cone of cold, C011tttct of!Jifr pla1Je1 drnninate 

person, hold monster, magic"jar, 11ightmare, pasS?vall, permanetrcy, tele· 

port, wall of force; 6th~i~cle of death, crnrtingetrcy, disintegrate, eye· 
bite,flesb to strnre, globe of itrvuluerability, greater dispelling, Otiluke's ' 

freezing spbere, planar bim/i11g, true seeitrg; 7th~ontro/ rmdead, 

delayed blast fireball, finger of deatb,forcecage, greater scrying, limit· 

ed 1vis!J, pfane.sbift, prismatic spray, teleporl?vitbouterror; 8th~lone, 

horrid wilting, p01ver ?vord, blind, protection frrnn spells, symbol 

*Silveraith ability; see Silveraith Template it.., Appendix 1. 

Ice: Female old white dragon dracolicb; CR 17; Huge undead (cold); 
HD 24d12; hp 161; In it +4; Spd 60ft, fly 200ft. (poor), swim 60ft., 
burrow j0 ft.; AC 33, touch 8, flat·footed 33; Atk +3l melee (2d8+9 
plus 1d6 cold plus paralysis, bite) and +26 melee (2d6+4 plus 1d6 cold 
plu~ paralysis, 2 claws) and +26 melee (1d8+4 plus 1d6 cold plus paral
ysis, 2 wings) ~d +26 melee (2d6+13 plus 1d6 cold plus paralysis, rail 
slap); Face/Reach 10ft. by 20 ft./10ft.; SA breath weapon (cone of 
cold), control undead, freezitrg fog, frightful presenc.e, paralyzing 
gaze, paralyzing touch, spell·like abilities, spells; SQj:llindsight, c6ld 
subtype, DR 10/+1, dragon traits, keen senses, icewalkiug, immunities, 
invulnerability, SR· 24, undead traits; AL CE; SV .Fort +14, Ref +14, 
Will +lS; Str 29, Dex 10, Co11 -, lnt 12, Wis 13, Cha 14. 

,Skills a11d Feats: Bluff +'26, Concentration +26, Diplomacy +26, 
Jump +33, Listen +2S, Search +2S, Spellcraft +2S, Spot +2S; 
Alertness, Cleave, Improved Initiative, Power Attack, Sunder, 
Weapon Focus (bite), Weapon Focus (claw). 

Breath Weapon (So}. Ice's breath weapon Is a cone of cold. Every 
creature within the SO-foot c"One takes 8d6 points of cold damage, or 
half that amount with a successful Reflex save (DC 24). 

Cp11trol u,tle•tl (Sp}. Once every three days, Ice can use control 
rmdead (caster level lSth). She cannot cast other spells while this 
ability is in effect. · . 

· Frightf~l Presence (Ex): Whenever Ice attacks, charges, or Tlies 

overhead, every creature within a radius of 240 feet with fewer than 
24 HD must make a successful Will save (DC 24) or becoml:.,shaken 
for 4d6 rounds (or panicked if if it h.as.4 or fewer HD). Creatures that 
successfully save are immune to lee's frightful presence for one day. 

t Sot·cercr Spells Kn01v1r (6/7/S per ,day; caster level Sth; save DC 
12 + spell level): 0-arcane mark, detect ;nagic, light, r:py of frost, 

read magic, resistmrce; lst-e.>:peditious rett·eat, magic missile, shielt{, 

tme strike; 2nd-Snilloc's S1101vball S?vartn, resist elements. 

Freex:i11t, Fot, (Sp): Three. times per day, Ice can produce an effect 
sim,ilar to that of a solid fog spell, except that it also causes a rime of 
slippery icc to form on any surface ths: fog touche~ creating tbe 
effect of a grease spell. Ice is immune to tbe vease effect because of 
her icewalking ability. 

Paralyzing Gaze (So}. Anyone within 40 f.eet of Ice who fails a 
Fortitude save (DC 24) is paralyzed for 2d6 rounds. If the saving 
throw ·is successful, the creature is forever immune to Ice's gaze. 

Paralyzing Touch· (So): A creature struck by any of Ice's melee 
;macks must make a Fortitude save (DC 24) or be paralyzed for 2d6 
rounds. A successful saving throw a.gainst this effect does not coofer 
any immunity against subsequent attacks. 

Spell-Like Abilities: 3/day-fog cloud, gust if 1vi11d. Caster level 8; 
save DC 12 + spell level. 

Blindsight (Ex): Ice can ascertain creatures by nonvisual means 
with a range of 240 feet. 

Dragon Traits: Ice is immune to sleep and paralysis effects. She 
bas darl.:vision 60 ft. and low-light vision. 

Cold Subtype: Ice is immune to cold but takes double damage from 
fire, except on a successful save. 

Keen Senses (Ex): Ice sees four times as well as a human in low· 
light conditions and twice as well in !10rmal light. She also has dark· 
vision with a range of 800 feet. 

Icewall:ing (Ex): .This ability works like the spider climb spell, but 
the surfaces Ice climbs must be icy. It is always in effect. 

Immunities: In addition to her dragon and undead immw1ities, Ice 
is immune to polymorph and electricity effects. Like a skeleton, she 
rakes only half damage from piercing or slashing weapons. 

Invulnerability: If Ice is slain, ber spirit immediately returns to 
her phylactery. See the FORGOTTEN REALMS Campa.ig11 Setti11g for 
the details of this ability. . 

Undead Traits: Ice is imm4ne to mind-affecting effects, poison, 
sleep, paralysis, stunning, disease, death effects, necromantic effects, 
and any effect•that requite"s a Fortitude save unless it also works on 
objects. She is not subject to critical hits, subdual damage, ability dam· 
age, ability drain, energy drain, or death from massive damage. Ice 
cannot be raised, and resurrection works only if she is willing. She has 
darkvision (60·foot range). 

K.bumarr: Male drow Ftr7{Blk4 of Kiaransalee/C(hmS of Kiaransalee; 
CR 17; Medium-size humanoid (elf); HD 7d10+ 7 plus 4dl0+~ plus 
Sd10+S; bp 126; Init +6; Spd 20ft.; AC 23, touch 11, flat-footed 22; 
Atk +23/+18/+13/+8 melee (2d6+10/17- 20, +2 u11holy greats?vorrl), or 
+21/+16/+11/+6 melee (1d10+S plus co11tagion [Fortitude DC 14 
negates1 demq11 armor claw), or +18/+13/+8/+3 ranged (1d8+4/Xj, . 
mighty composite longbow (+4 Str bonus)); SA command 11ndead 
6/day, smite good 1/day, smite infidel 1/day, sneak attacl;. +1d6; SQ_ 
aura of despair, dark blessing, detect goqd, divine wrath, drow traits 
(see Drow NPCs sidebar, page 132), lay o11bands (H lip/day), poisop 
use, sacred defen,se +2; SR 27; AL CE; SV Fort +17, Ref +12, Will +7; 
Str 19, Dex H, Con 12, Int 10, Wis 10, Cha 16. 

Skills a11d Feats: Climb +S, Concentration +4, Hide +J., Intimidate+ 7, 
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Knowledge (religion) +8, L isten +2, Search +2, Spot+ 7; Blind-Fight, 
Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Great Cleave, Improved Bull Rush. 
J.mproved Critical (greatsword), Improved Initiativ~, Power Attack, 
Sunder, Weapon Focus (dagger), Weapon Focus (greatsword), 
Weapon Specialization (greatsword). 

Comm~nd Undead (Su): Khumarr can command' undead as a 3rd
level cleric. 

Smite Good (Su): Once per day, Khumarr= gains a +3 bonus on a sin
gle attack roll and a +4 bonus on the corresponding damage roll 
against a good foe. 

S111 ite Infidel (Su): Once per day, KliUmarr gains a +3 bonus on a 
single attack roll and a +f bonus on the corresponding aamage roll 
against an opponent' who does not worship K.iaransalee. · 

Au.ra of Despair (Su): Khumarr radiates a malign aura that causes 
every enemy within 10 feet of him to suffer-a - 2 morale penalty on 
all saving throws. 

1>6/ut Good (Sp): At will, ~humarr can usc detect good. 

Divine Wrath (Su): Once per day as a free action, Khumarr gains 
a +3 bonus on attack rolls, damage, and saving thro1~s for 3 rounds. 
During this time, be also has DR f/-. 

Poison Use: 1<.humarr has no risk of accidentally poisoning himself 
when using poisons. 

Sacred Defense: Khumarr gaius a +2 bonus on saving throws 
against divine spells, as well as the spell-like and supernatural abilities 
of outsiders. · 

'Possessirms: Vemtm annor, + 2 tmboly greatS'Word, g;armtlets of ~e puwer. 

Cabrath Nelioderra; Female drow ClrH of l,Ciaransalee; CR 16; 
Medium-size humanoid (elf); HD Hd8+1f; hp 81; !nit +0; Spd 20 ft.; 
AC 23, touch 12, flat-footed 23j Ark +11/+6/+lmelee touch (ld6 plus 
1 temporary Str [Fortitude DC 11negates1 spectral dagger); SA rebuke 
undead 10/day; SQ_drow traits (see Drow :t\"ll'Cs sidebar, page 132), SR 
~~~~~~u~~~~~~~~~~ 
14, Wis 18, Cha 16. 

Skilts a11d Feats: Concentration +19, Knowledge (:ll'cana) +20, 
Knowledge (religion) +20, L isten +6, Search +4, Spellcraft +20, Spot 
+6, Wilderness Lore +6; Extra Turnjng, Greater Spell Focus 
(Necromancy), Greater Spell Penetration, Lightning Reflexes, Spell 
Focus (Necromancy1 Spell Penetration, Survivor. 

Spells 'Prepared (6/7/7/7/ f/ f/ 4/ ?.; save DC i?. +spell level, or 17 
+ spell level for Necromancy spells): 0-detecl' magic, guidance, 

mmdi?rg, ptll·ijyf()()d and drink, 1·ead magic, resistance; lst-clonk of 
dark p07ver•, di1Jit1e favor, d()()m, endr1re elements, etlfropic sbield, 

ra11dom action, sbield of faitb; 1nd- brllfs st~·etr(,th, clairaudietrce/ 

clairvoymrce, cure moderate 7l!.Otmds, death knell, bold person, sound 
burst, spiritual1veapon; '3rd- best07v curse, blilld11ess/deaft~ess, dispel 

magic, invisibility pr1rge, prayer, protection from elements, suggestio11";, 

4th-air· 1valk, cbaos f;ammer'1, c11re critical 1vormds, divine pf11Ver, 

greater ma[jc weapon, poistm; fth- etbereal jatmt,f/ame strike, slay 

living, spider/llnn•, true "seeing; 6th-etbereahress, g;reate1· ,dis

pelling•, bonn, beal; 7th-destruction, greater scrying, 1vord of 
chaos•; 8th-fire storm. 

~ •Domain spell. Domains: Chaos (cast chaos spells at +1 caster 
level), Drqw (free Lightning Reflexes. feat). 

'Possessi~m: Spectral d.agger (descdbed in Magic of Faertin: acts as 
chilltoucb spell, DC 11), +41igbt fortification ba/f-plate armor, rftrg 

of protecti01r +~greater fire elemental g;em (see Appendix 1). 

Mus, \tampire Assassin: Male drow vampire Mnk4/Rog4/ AsnS; CR 
16; Medium-size undead; HD Hdl?.; hp 81; Init +11; Spd 40ft.; AC 

3'3, .touch 2'3, n.at-footed B; Atk +12/+ 7 melee or +10/+10/+f melee 
flurry of blows (ld8+ 3 plus energy drain, unanued strike); SA death 
attack (DC 18), flurry of blows, sneak attack +fd6, stunning attack 
(4/day, DC 16); SQ±2 save against poison, DR H /+1, drow traits (see 
Drow NPCs sidebar, page 132), evasion, fast movement, poison use, 
slow fall (20ft.), still miud, traps, tum· resistance +4, uncat~ny dodge 
(Dex bonus to AC, can't be flanked); SR 24; AL LE; SV Fort +6, Ref 
+21, Will +10; Str 16, Dex 24, Con-, Int 16, Wis 18, Cha 19. 

Skills and Feats: Balance +2f, Bluff +10. Climb +19, Disguise +8, 
Escape Artist +16, Hide +31, Jump +21, Listen +27, Move Silently 
+31, SearJ:h +13, Sense Motive +12, Spot +20, Tumble +2f; Alerwess, 
Bliud-Fight, Combat Reflexes, Deflect Arrows, Dodge,- Expertise, 
Improved Disarm, Improved Initiative, Lightning Reflexes, 
Mobility, ·Spring Attack. 

Vampire .Attacks: The Will save DCs for M:~as's dominate and 
energy drai.n abilities are both 20. 

Tu.r n Resistance (Ex): When resolving a turn, rebuke, command, 
or bolster attempt, Maas is treated as a 17-HD creature. · 

Poison Use: Maas has no risk of ac$:identally poisoning hi~sclf 
when using poisons. 

Spells 'Prepared (2/2/1; save DC 13 +spell level}. lst-clwrge self, 
obscuring; mist; 1nd-dar/..wess, pass 1vithout trace; 3rd-nondetection. 

'Possessions: Bt·acers' of armor -+'4; ritl[, of protection + ~ amulet of 
·natural armor+~ g;l011es of dexterity +2 

' . 
Wyrruth, Ambassador of Shade: Male human shade Enc6/Sha10; CR 
18; Medium-size outsider; HP 16d4+'32; hp '71; Init +O; Spd 30ft.; AC 
17, touch 10, flat-footed 17; Atk +8/+3 melee (ld6-l, masterwork 
quarterstaff); SQ_darkvision, greater 'shield of shadows, low-light 

' vision, sbadesigbt, shadow defense +3, shadow double, sbad07v walk, 

spell power ~'3; AL LE; ~Fort +7, Ref ~7, Will +14; Str 8, Dex 10, 
Con 14, Int 18, Wis 12, Cha 14. · 

Skills a11d Feats: Bluff +7, Concentration +23, Diplomacy +B, 
Intimidate +8, Knowledge (arcana) +B, Knowledge (history) +B, 
Knowledge (the planes) +13, Scry +,16, SpeUcraft +19; Discipline, 
Extend Spell, Heighten Spell, Insidious Magic, L ightning Ref!exes, 
Maximize Spell, Pernicious Magic, Persistent Spell, Scribe Scroll, 
Shadow Weave Magic, Silent Spell, Spell Focus (Enchantment), Spell 
Penetration, StiiJ Spell, Tenacious Magic. 

fn1Jarkness: hp 87; Spd fO ft.; AC,21, tou.ch 14, flat-footed 21; Atk 
+9/+4 melee (ld6+1, masterwork quarterstaff); SQs.ontrollight, darkvi· 
sion, 'fast healing '2. greater shield of shadows, low-Light vision, shade

sig;bt, shadow defense +3, shadow double, sbad07v image, sbnd07v stride, 

shad07vtr:Zvel, sbad07v1valk, spell power +3; SR 27; AL LE; SV Fort 
+12. Ref +11, Will +18; Str 8, Dex 10, Con 16, Int 18, Wis 12., Cha 16. 

Skills iu Varkness: Bluff +8, Concentration +24, Diplomacy +14, 
Hide +8, Intimidate +9, Knowledge (arcana) +13, Knowledge (history) 
+13, Knowledge (the planes) +13, Listen +f, Move Silently +8, Scry 
+16, Spellcraft +19, Spot +f. 

Co11trq/ Lit,bt (Sp): Wyrr6Pl can create darkness within a 100-ft. 
radius of himself . 

Greater Shield of Shadowe (Su}. As a standard actiop, Wyrruth can 
create a mobile disk of purple-black force that duplicates the'effect of 
a sbie/d spell and provides him with three-quarters concealment (30% 
miss chance} against· attacks originating from the other side of it. It 
also grants him SR 22 against such attacks. The shield of shadows 
lasts for 10 rounds per day. 

l~t'flisibility (Sp): Wyrruth can use invisibility once :per round 
(caster level 16th). 

Sb~tdesit,ht (Sp): Wyrruth has darkvision with a 60-foot range. He 
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can see normally through any darlmess effects, but not through fog, 
invisibilitX, obscur ement, and so forth. 

Shadow Defense: Wyrruth gains a +3 bonus on his saving throws· 
against Enchantment, llJusion, and Necromancy spells, as well as 
spells wit" the·darkness descriptor. . 

Shadow Double (Su): Once per day, Wyrrutb can use a standard 
action to create a double of himself woven from sbadowstuff that 
lasts foi' ·16 r?unds. The double bas Wyrruth's ability scores, base 
attack bonus, base saves, and hit points as Wyrruth, but no equipment. 

Sb.JIYW lm•ge (Sp): This abilit}" functions like a mil·rur image 

spell (caster level 16th), except that it c·~eares ld4+Y figments of him. 
Wyrruth can use this ability three times per day. 

Sb•tlo'll! Striae (Sp): Wyrrut h can vanish from his current loca
tion and reappear in any shadowy area within 300 feet as often as 
once every '2 rounds. Using this ability is a move-equivalent action, 
so he can use another ability, cast a spell, or attack in the same rou11d. 

Sb.JIYW Tr•<Jel (Sp): Once per day, Wyrruth cal'\ use l!ither tele
prn·t wit!Juut e,-,·ur to reach a shadowy locale on the same world as the 

shade or pla11e s!Jift to access the Plane of Shadow. 
Sb•tlD'WII'•IIt (Sp): Wyrruth can use s!Jad01v 1vaik once per day. 
Spell Power: Wyrrutb adds +3 to the save DCs and to caster level 

checks for spells he casts froin the Enchantment, illusion, or 
Necromancy schools, as well as spells with the darkness descriptor. 

Spells 'Prepared (Y/6/6/6/6/Y/4/4/3; save DC 14 +spell level): O
arca11e mark, detect magic,' mage bafld, read magic, resistance; 1st
charm persM, magic missile, t~1essage, obsmring mist, sbield, rmseen 

serva11t; ?.nd-hiindness/deaj'tress, darkness, giilferdust, prutectio11 

from arr01vs, resist elements, Tnsba's bideous iaugbtet:; 3rd- biillk,Jiy, 

baste, prolectiun /rum e/mfeJtts, si01v, suggestiun; 4th-coJifusiun, etno

tiun,fire sbield, ice storm, impr()'l)ed i11visibility, poiymurpb seif.; S'th
cone of cold, domi11ate persun, feebiemind, mind f ug, 1vaii of furce; ; 
6th-c!Jain iig!Jt11ing, glube of. i11VUI11erability, greater dispelling, mass 

suggestion; 7th-forcec{/ge, imanity, p;irmatic spray, spell 1ur11ing; 

8th-i11cmdiary cloud, mass cbarm, prismatic 1vaii. 

Spelibook: 0-arcmre mark, daze, detect magic, g!Just surmd, mage 

band, me11ding, open/close, prestidigitatiotr, ray qf frusl, read magic, 
resistmrce; lst-aiarm, ·allimale rope, burmng hands, cbann persun; 

cuior spray, endure elements, enlarge, expeditious retreat, bypnutism, 

magic missile, message, obscuri11g mist, sbieid, rmseetr servant; '2nd
biitrdness/denfness, bim·, · buffs stt·etrt;th, eat's grace, dar/mess, 

e11durance, flaming sphere, giillerdust, invisibility, levitate, Meif's 
acid arr01v, protectiu"n frum · nrr01vs, resist elements, T nsba's bideous 

laughter; ?.rd'Z"biink, dispinceme111, fireball, fly, baste, buld persun, 

i11·visibility sphere, lightning bull, p1·utectiutr /rum elemetrts, secret page, 

~epia snake sigil, siuw, mggestion; 4th-cbflrm munster, cunfusiun, 

dimensiun dwr, dimensional ancbur, emution, Evnrd's black tentacles, 

fire sbield, ice storm, impr()'l)ed invisibility, lesser geas, mitror globe o/ 

itrvui11ernbiiity, Oliluke's resilient spbere, pulymrn·ph self; S'tb-Bigby's 

interposing' band, cluudki/1, cune of culd, dismissal, domi?~t~te persun, 

dre,am, feebiemind, buld m.umter, mind fug, nig!Jtmare, · pennmrency, 

se11ding, 1vall of force; 6th- acid fog, antimagicfieid, cbai11 iigbtning, 

disintegrate, e)'ebite, gens/quest, globe of invulnerability, grelllet· dis

pelling, greater sbnduw evocation, mass suggestiotr, mislead, shades; 

7th-bmrisbmellt, delayed blast fireball, ethereal jaunt, forcecage, 

imnnity, p01ver 1vord, film, ·prismatic spray, sbad01v 1vai/.:, speti 1111'11-

iflg, srmnnM mumter VII, teleplll't witboul errur; 8th-a11tipat!Jy, 

binding, dematrd, incendiary cluud, mass c!Jflrm, Ottu's il't'esistible 
dance, pt·ismatic 1vall, sympatby, trap tbe surd. 

'Pussl!ssions: Bracers. of armor +J; amrdet 'o/ na!ural armrn· +2, 
lnvende1· dnd green iorm stune (10 spell levels absorbed1 wmr"d o/ 

magic missile (9th-level caster, 30 charges), scroll of stu11eski11. 

\ 
Mighty Iron Golcm: CR 16; Huge construct; HD Y4d10; hp 297; luit -2; 
Spd 20 ft. (cru1't run); AC 31, touch 6, flat-footed 31; Atk +n melee 
(4d6+H, '2 slams); Face/Reach lOft. by lOft/H ft.; SA breath weapon; SQ_ 
construct traits, DR f0/+3, magic immunity, nist vul.nerabilit)!> AL N; SV 
Fort +18, Ref +16, Will +18; Str 41, Dex 7, Con-, Int -, W~ 11, Cha} 

Breath Weapon (Su): On the ftrst or second row1d of combat as a free 
action, the goleru can breathe a cloud of poisonous gas in a lO.foot cube 
dir~ctly in front of it. The cloud lastS for 1 round. After if has breathed, 
the golem must wait ld4+1 rounds befor~ doing so again. The cloud is 
poisonous to all within it (Fortitude save DC 37). The initial damage is 
ld4 points of Constitution damage; the secondary damage is death. 

Construct Traits: A migl1ty iron golem is immune to mind-affect
ing effects, poison, sleep, paralysis, stunning, disease, death effects, 
necrOJuantic effects, and any effect that requires a Fortitude save 
unless it also works on objects. The creature is not subject to critical 
pits, subdual damage, ability damage, ability drain, energy drain, or· 
death from massive damage. It cannot heal itself but can be healed 
through repair. I·t cannot be raised or resurrected. A mighty iron 
golem has darkvision,(60.foot range). ' 

Magic Immunity (Ex): A mighty iron golem is immune to all 
spelis, spell-Like abilities, and supernatural effects, except as follows. 
An electricity effect slows it (as the si01v spell) for 3 rounds, with no 
saving throw. A fire effect breaks any slow effect on the golem and 
cures 1 po!m of damage for each 3 points of damage it wou.ld other
wise deal. (The 1valt of fire deals 2d6+H points of damage, so each 
round the golem stands witl1in the wall it heals 1/ ?, of that amount.) 

Rust Vul.ncrability (Ex): A mighty iron golem is affected normally 
by rust attacks, such as that of a rust !nonster or a rusting grasp spell. 

purt iv: The 
un~y1ncs Temple 
The Undying Temple: CR ?.0; Colossal construct; Init +3; Spd - ; SA 
spell-like abilities; SQ_blindsight, construct traits, negative healing, 

object traits, SR 30, telepathy; AL CE; SV Fort +1'2, Ref :-• Will 
+H; Str -, Dex -, Con -, Int 16, Wis 17, Cha 18. 

Spcll-Lil:e Abilities: At will- arcmre eye, c/airaudiet~ce/clairvoy

a1lce, desecrate, detect evil,' detect goud, detect t!Juug!Jts; 7fday-enet·

vation, nightmare; 3/day-destmction, domitrale mMster, zwbuly 

biigbt; lfday-!Jurrid 1vilting, summon momler IX Caster level '20th; 
save DC 14 +spell level. 

Blindsight (Su}. TbelJndying Temple can disceru creatures with
in 30 feet of any part of its structure, on either the Material or the 
Ethe{eal Plane. 

Construct Tralta: The Undying Temple is immune to mind-~ffect
ing effects, poison, sleep, paralysis, stunning, disease, death effects, 
necromantic effects, and any effect that requires a Fortitude save 

unless it also works on objects. The creature is not subject to critical 
hits, subdual damage, ability damage, ability drain, energy drain, or 
deatb from massive damage. It cannot heal itself but can be. healed 

through repair. \It ~an hot be raised or resurrected. The Undying 
Temple has darkvision (60-foot range). 

Negative Healing: The Undying Temple is harmed by positive 
energy (including cure spells) and healed by negative energy (includ
ing itifiict spells). 

Object Traits: The Undying Temple uses many 9f tbe rules for 
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attacking an object found in Chapter 8 of the 'Players Ha11dbook. It is 
inallimate and immobile, so hitting it is trivially easy. It does not have 
a. hit point total. Individual sections of wall and oth~r features of the 
building Ita ve hit points, but all of these sections must be destroyed in 
order to destroy the temple. It takes half damage from ranged 
weapons (except for siege engines and the likej and frbm acid, fire, and 
lightning attacks, and it takes on"C-quarter damage from cold. It fails 
all Reflex saves. It is considered to be a magic item (caster level '20th). 

Telepathy (Su): The temple can communicate telepathically with 
any creature within 100 feet that has a language. 

Paelinn, Divine Seeker: Female drow Rogll/SkrS of Kiaransalee; CR 
17; Medium-size hu1~anoid (elf); HD lld6+11 plus Sd6+5'; bp 74; In it 
+6; Spd 30ft.; AC '25', touch 17, flat-footed '25'; Atk +19/+14/+9 melee 
(1d6+'2/18-10, +21uormdi11g rapier), or +17 ranged (1d4 plus poison, 
hand crossbow); SA sneak attack +8d6; SQ£livine perseverance, drow 
traits (see Drow l\"'l'Cs sidebar] page 13'2), evasion, improved evasion, 
locate creature, locate object, obscure objett, sacred defense +'2, sanctu
ary, SR '27, thwart glyph, traps, uncanny dodge (Dele bonus to AC, 
can't be flanked, +1 against traps); AL CE; SV Fort +5', Ref +17, Will 
+S; Str 10, Dex '2'2, Con 1'2, lnt 16, Wis 1'2, Cha 10. 

Skills mrd Feats: Climb +19, Craft ( trapmaking) +'2'2., Disable 
Device +'2'2., Escape Artist +25', Hide +35', Jump +19, Knowledge (reli
gion) +8, Listen +3, Move Silently +35', Open Lock +'25', Pick Pocket 
+'25', Search +16, Spot +14; Dodge, Expertise, Mobility, Sp'ring Attack, 
Weapon Finesse (rapier), Whirlwind Attack. 

Divine Persc:verance: Once per day when brought to - 1 or fewer 
hit points, Pael.llu1 is automatically cured of 1d~S points of damage. 

u c•te Cre11ture (Sp ): Paelinn can use locate creatr1re once per day. 
u c•te Object (Sp): Paeliun c;an use locate object once per day. 
Obscure Object (Sp): Paclinn c:u1 use obscr1re object once per day. 
Sacred Defense: Paelinn gains a + '2 bonus on saving throws against 

divine spells, as well as the spell-Like and supernatural abilities of outsiders. 
S••ctu•ry (Sp): Paclinn can usc sanctuary once per day. 
Thwart Glyp-h: ·Paelinn gains a +4 bonus on all Search and Disable 

Device checks to locate , disable, or bypass magic glyphs, runes, and 
symbols. ' 

'Possessiom: + J silent m011es studded leatber, + 2 rapier of 1uowuJilrg, 
hand crossbow, '20 bolts, ri1rg of protection+ 2, amulet of natural armor 
+2, greater pi1uaf1ui (~e Appendix 1), giO'IJeS o./JJexterity +2, slippers 
of spider climbi1rg, '2 potio11S if wre serious 'tuormd~, 6 doses of drow 
poison, 2 doses of deathblade poison (Fortitude save DC '20; initial 
damage 1d6 points of Constitution damage, secondary damage '2d6 
points of Constitution damage), key to U10. 

Flenser: Female draegloth Clr1'2 of Kiaransalee; CR 17; Large out
sider (chaotic, evil); HD 6d8+18 plus 1'2d8+36; hp 13'2; In it +3; Spd sO 
ft.; AC '2'2, touch 13, fl~t-footcd l9; Ark +'23 melee (1d6+8, '2 claws), and 
+18 melee (ld8+4, bite); FacefReacb r ft. by 5' ft./10 ft.; SA rebuke 
undead 3/day, spell-like abilities; SQ!tcid resistance '20, cold resistance 
20, drow traits (see Drow NPCs sidebar, page 13'2~ electricity resistance 
'20, fire res.isrance 20, immunities, outsider traits, SR '1.9; AL CE; SV 
fort +16, Ref +1'2, Will +17; Str '26, Dex 16, Con 17, lnt 10, Wis 18, 
Cha 10. • 

Skills ~1rd Feats: Qoncentration +15', Hide +8, Jmnp +13, 
Knowledge (religion) +9, Listen +1'2, Move Silently +1'2, Search 4-6, 
Spellcraft +6, Spot +1'2; Blind-Fight, Cleave, Power Attack, Spell 
Penetration, Weapon Focus (claw), Weapon Focus (bite} 

Spel'f.Lil:e Abilities: 1/day-darkness, desecrate, rmboly blight. 
Caster level 6th; save DC 10 +spell level. 

Immunities (:Ex): Flcnser is immune to poison and sle~p-indudng 
spells and effects. 

Spells 'Prepm·ed (6/7/6/ 6/ S/ 4/ s; save DC 14 + spell level} 0-cure 
minor 1uormds, detect magic, guidance, mending, resistance, 'Uirtue; ist
cause fear, deatlnuatcb, di'Uine fa'Uor, doom, e11tropic sbield, random 
actio11, shield qf fait!/•; '2nd- deatb knell; delay poison, end11rance•, ge1r· 
tie repose, hold person, spiritual 1ueapofl; 3rd-beslow curse, 
blindness/d~afness, co11ttrgi01t, dispel magic, ifi'Uisibilit;y purge, speak 1uitb 
dead*; 4th- di'Uine p01uer,ft·eedom of m01Je1nent, poison, summon mo1r· 
ster IV, unboly bligbt"; 5'th-circle if doom,flame strike, mark if jus· 
tice•, slay /i'Uing; 6th-blade barriet·, r:reate undead*, barm. . 

•Domain spell. Domains: Evil (cast evil spells at +1 caster level), 
Retribution (strike of vengeance 1/ day} 

'Possessi01rs: Bracers qf armor +4; ring qf protection + 1, 1uand of 
unholy blig!Jt.(Btb-level caster, 18 charges} 

Substitution: Apply the half-fiend template to a female drow 
cleric of 15th level. 

Yashar, Medusa Sorcerer: Male medusa.Sor10;·CR 17; Medium~size 

monstrous humanoid; HD 6d8+18 plus 10d4i-30; hp 104; In it +4; Spd 
30 ft.; AC 19, touch 14, flat-footed :ts; Atk +17/+1'2/+ 7 ranged 
(1d6+'2/X3, +2 sbortb01v), or +12/+ 7/+'2 melee (1d4+1/19-20, dagger) 

and +11 melee (1d4, snakes); SA petrifying gaze, poison; SQfamiliar 
benefits, snake familiar; AL LE; SV Fort +8, Ref +1'2, Will +12; Str 
1'2, Dex 18, Con 16; Int 11; Wis 10, Cha '21. 

Skills and Feats: Bluff +14, Concentration +13, Diplomacy + 7, 
Disguise +14, Intimidate+ 7, Listen +'2, Mo~e Silently ·+11, Spcllcraft 
+11, Spot +16; Alertness, Martial Weapon Proficiency (shortbow), 
Point Blank Shot, Precise Shot, Rapid Shot, Spell Focus (Evocation], 

' Spell Penetration, Weapon Finesse (snakes). 
Petrifying Gaze (So): Anyone within is feet of Yashar who meets 

his gaze must make a successful ' Fortitude save (DC 15') or turn to 
stope permanently. 

Poison (E:r); Yasbar delivers his poison (Fortitude save DC 14) with 
each successful snakes attack. The initial ,damage is ld6 points of Strength 
damage, and the secondary damage is '2d6 points of Strength dan1age. 

Familiar Benefits: Yashar has a Tiny viper familiar, which grants 
him Alertness when he is within S feet. Yasbar has an empathic link with 
tltc viper to a distance of 1 mile. He. can share spells with it and speak 
with it In addition, the familiar can deliver tou.ch spells for Yasbar. 

Sorcerer Spells Kn01utr (6/8/7/7/6/ 4-, save DC H +spell level): 0-
arca;e mark, daze, detect magic, disrupt rmdead,flare, mage hand, 
open/close, read magic, resistmtCe; 1st-force7uave•, mage annor, 
magic missile, sbield, true strike; '2nd-battering ram•, blur, eat's 
grace, see in·visibility_· 3rd--greater magic 1ueapon, baste, keen edge; 
4tb-Otiluke's 1·esilient spbet·e, tbmrde1·lance; Sth---'lua/1 of force. 

'Possessions: Bracers of armor + 2, + 2 sbortb01u, ring of etbereal sight 
(see Appendix 1). 

*Spell described in Magic of Faerr'i11; substitute bur11it1g baml.s 
(1st) and Agunazzar's scorc?ler ('2nd) if t hat book is not available. 

Tiny Viper Familiar: CR -; HD 1/4d8 (effective 10}. hp 5''2; SA poi
son; SQ__improved evasion, scent, speak with snakes; Int 10; see 
Momter Manual, Appendix I. 

Poison (E;:r): The-viper delivers its poison (Fortitude save DC 11) 
with each successful bite attack. The initial damage· and secondary 
damage are the same (ld6 points of Constitution damage} 

' Khumur Revenant: Male drow revenant Ftr7/ Blk4 of 
Kiaransalee/ ChmS of KiaransaJee; CR 18; Medium-size undead; HD 
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., 
16dl2; hp 101; Init +6; Spd 20ft.; AC 19, touch 11, flat-footed 18; 

Atk +22/+18/+13/+8 melee (2d6+9/17-20, masterwork greatsword), 
or +18/+1l/+8/+3 ranged (1d8++/ X3, mighty (+4) composite longbow); 
SA command undead 6/day, divine wrath, paralyzing glare• (Will DC 
19), poison use, smite good lfday, smite infidel 1/day, . sneak attack 
+ld6, vengeful strike*; S~ura of despair, dark' blessing, detect good, 
drow traits (see Drow NPCs sidebar, page 132), lay 011 bands (H 
hp/day), .sacred defense +2, DR S/+1, fast healing 3", ftnd the guilty*, 
immunities•, SR 27, turning immunity•, undead traits*; AL CE; SV 
Fort +17, Ref +13, Will +8; Str 21, Dex H, Con-, Int.10, Wis 10, 
Cha 18. • 

Skills a11d Feats: Climb +S, Concentration +4, Hide +2, Intimidate 
+7, Knowledge (religion) +8, Listen +2, Search +2, Spot +7; Blind· 
Fight, Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Great Cleave, Improved Bull Rush, 
lnlproved Critical (greatsword), Improved Initiative, Power Attack, 
Sunder, Weapon Focus (dagger), Weapon Focus (greatsword), 
Weapon Specialization (greatsword). 

Command Undead (Su): Khumarr can command undead as a 3rd· 
level cleric. 

Smite Good (Su): Once per day, Khumarr gains a++ bonus on a sin
gle attack roll and a +4 bonu's on the corresponding damage roll 
against a good foe. 

Smite Infidel (Su): Once per day, Kbumarr gains a +4 bonus on a 
single attack roll and a + S bo11us ou the corresponding damage roll 
against an opponent who does not worship Kiaransalee. 

Aura of Despair (Su): Khu~arr radiates a malign aura that causes 
every enemy within 10 feet of him to suffer a -2 morale penalty on 
all saving throws. 

1Jetecl Gootl (Sp): At wi1J, Kbumarr can use detect good. 
Divine Wtat~ (Su): On~e per day a~ a free action, Khumarr gains 

a +3 bonus on attack rolls, damage, and saving throws for 4 rounds. • 

During this time, he also has. DR Sf-. 
Poison Use: Khumarr has no risk of accidentally poisoning himself 

when using poisons. • 
Sacred Defense: Khumarr gains a +2 bonus on savi11g throws 

against divine spells, as well as the spell-li}te and $Uperoatural abilities 
of outsiders. 

*Revenant ability; see Revenant Template in Appendix 1. 

Cabrath Nelinderra: Female drow keening spirit ClrlS of Kiaransalee; 
CR 18; Medium-size undead (incorporeal); HD 1Sd12; bp 89; In it +0; 
Spd 11y 30 ft. (perfect); AC H, touch H, flat-footed lS; Atk +11 
melee touch (1d8, incorporeal touch); SA destructive touch**, fear 
aura-, keening'~", manifestation, rebuke undead 12/day; SQ_drow 
traits (see Drow NPCs sidebar), incorporeal subtype••, ,rejuvenation, 
SR 28, turn resistance +4", undead traits*"; AL CE; SV Fort +9, Ref 
+7, Will +13; Str 10, Dex 10, Con-, Int 14, Wis18, Cha 20. 

Skills m1d Feats: Concentration +23, Knowledge (arcana) +20, 

Knowledge (religion) +20, Listen +S, Search +4, Spellcraft +20, Spot 
+6, Wilderness Lore +6;_ Extra Turning, Greater Spell Focus 
(Necromancy), Greater Spell Penetration, Light11ing Reflexes, Spell 
Focus (Necromancy), Spell Penetration, Survivor. 

Against Etbereal Oppo'llenls: AC 10, touch 10, flat-footed 10. 
Manifestation (Su): Wl1en Cabrath manifests, she becomes visible 

but is still incorporeal. She can use her destructive touch and keening 

abilities against material opponents. 
ll,ejuvenation (Su): If destroyed, Cabrath restores herself in 2d4 

days if she makes a successful level check (DC 16). 
Spells 'Prepared (6/7/7/ 7/S/ f /4/3; save DC i3 + SP!!lllevel, or 17 + 

spell level tor Necromancy spells): O-de/eel magic,(,uida11ce, me11aing, 

purify food atrd drink, read magic, resistmrcl!; 1st-cloak of dark 
p0'111er*, divi11e favor, dwln, mdure e/eme11ts, entropic shield,"' random 
actio11, sbield ojfaitb; 2nd-hull's strength, ciairaudie11ce/ clairvoyance, 
cure moderate wotmds, deatiJ k11ell, b;ld person, sotmd burst, spiritual 
1veapo11; 3rd-hes/O?v curse, hlindttess/deafness, dispel m(lgic, invisibili· 
ty purge, prayer, protection from elements, s;1ggestiotr*; 4tb;-air 1valk, 
chaos !Jammer•, ct1re critical ~vounds, divi11e p01ver, gre~ter magi,c 
weapoti1 poisotiJ Sth-etbereal jatmt, flame strike, slay li·vittg, spider· 
form*, true seei11g; 6th-etherealness, greater dispelling", harm, heal; 
7th-destruction, greatet· scrying, word of cbaos*; 8th-fit·e storm. 

*Domain spell. Domains: Chaos (cas.t chaos spell's at +1 caster 
level), Drow (free Lightning Reflexes feat). • ' 

'Possessiom: This entry assumes that Cabrath lost her gear before 

beco111ing a keening spirit. 
**~eening spirit ability; see Keening_ Spirit Template in Appendix L 

Umaerh: Male dro\v lich Sor11/Dev'4 of Kiaransalee; CR 18; 
~edium·size undead; HD Hd12; hp 122; Init +3; Spd 30 ft.; AC 23; 
touch 16, flat-footed 20; Atk +8 melee (1d8+f (Will save DC 2S for 
halJ1 touch); SA· fear aura, paralysis, enlarge spell 9/day; SQ;t.Lign· 
ment focus (Evil), QR H /+1, drow traits (se~ Drow NPCs sidebar, 
page 132), immunities, sacred defense +2, SR 26, turn resistance +4, 
undead traits; AL CE; SV Fort +4, Ref +7, Will +12; Str 13, Dex 16, 
Con-, Int 16, Wis 12, Ch:t 26. 

Skills a11d Feats: Alchemy +21, Concentration +26, Hide +11, 
Knowledge (arcana) +21, Listen +11, Move Siletitly +11, Scry +21, 
Search +13, Sense Motive +9, Spellcraft +21, Spot +11; Craft Staff, 
Craft Wand, Craft Wondrous Item, Forge Ring, Greater Spell 
Penetration, Scribe Scroll, Spell Penetration. 

Fear Aura (Su): Any creature wi~h less than 5' HD in a 60-foot 
radius who looks at Umaerh must succeed at a Will save (DC 25') or 
be affected as thou&h by fear (caster levellSth). 

Paralyzihg Touch (Su): Any living creature Umaerh touches must 
succeed at a Fortitude save (DC 2S) or be permat1ently paralyzed. 
RemO'Ve paralysis or any spell that can remove a curse can free the 
victim, but. the effect cannot be dis.~,>elled. Anyone paralyted by 
Umaerh seems dead, though a successful Spot check (DC 20) or Heal 
check (DC H ) reveals that the victim is still alive. Tqis power works 
in conjunction with his damaging touch. 

Alignment Focus (Evil): Umaerh casts spells with the evil' deserip· 
tor as a 16th-level caster. 

Enlarge Spell: Nine ti.nies per day, Umaerh may cast a spell as it 
if were UJJdcr the effects of the Enlarge spell feat. The spell does not 

require a higher-level spell slot. 
Immunities (Ex): Liches are immune to cold, electricity, poly· 

morph, and mind-affec(mg attacks. 
Sacred Defense: Umaerh gains a +2 bonus on saving throws against 

divine spells, as well as the spell·like and supernatur~ abilities of outsiders. 
Undead .Traits: Umaerh is immune to mind-affecting effcc~s, poi· 

son, sleep, paralysis, stunning, disease, deat.h effects, necromantic 
effects, and any effect that requires a Fortitude save unless it also 
works on objects. He is not subject to critical hits, subdual damage, 
ability damage, ability drain, energy drain, or death from massive 
damage. Umaerh cannot be raised, and resurrection works only if he 
is willing. He has dark vision (60-foot range). 

Sorcerer Spells Known (6/8/8/8/8/7/ 7/S; save DC 18 +spell level): 
O-arca11e mark, dat~cin[, lights, daze, detect magic,flo.re, mage ha111, 
open/close, read 1!Mgic, ,·esistmrce; 1st-mage armor, magic missile, ray 
of enfeeblement, spider climb, true strike; 2nd-lgedrazzar's mias· 
ma•, see i11visihility, shadO'IJI spray, summon s1varm, '/feb; 3rd-ilispel 
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magic, fly, h;ste, reverse arnnus*; 4th-tmet·wrtioll, ice storm, 

imprO'ved irrvisibility, plumtasmal killer; Sth-a11imate dead, c011e of 
~old, domi11ate perso11,feeblemi11d; 6th-cbai11 light11i11g,fire spiders*, 

repulsion; 7tb:.._conlroltmdead, prismatic spray. 

* Spell described in Magic of Faeni11: substitute protectio11 from 

an·IJ'lus (2~d), protection from elements (3rd), and acid fog (6th) if that 
book is not a vailablc. 

'PossessiotJS: Ri11g of protectio1r +J, staff Of frost (20 charges), ring 

of cotmterspells, ring of major fire resistance, bracers of armor + ~ 

ba11d of Kiaramalee's glory (see Appendix 1; his rilrg of fire resist a tree 

repla~es the hand's deeper dar/mess power), robe of gentle repose (see 
Appendix 1), key to ,area 23. 

Sanctum Defenders: Male and female drow FtrH; CR 16; Med.ium· 
size humanoid (elf); HD Hdl0+15; hp 102, 89; !nit +3; Spd 30ft.; 
AC 21, touch 11, Oat-footed 20; Atk +20/+15/+10 melee (1d8+7 plus 
1d6 negative eJ1ergy/19-20/X3, death spear), or +21/+16/+11 ranged 
(1d8+3, +2 mighty composite longb0'1u [+3 Str bonus)); SQ_drow traits 
(see Drow NPCs sidebar, page 132), SR 26; AL CE; SV Fort +10, Ref 
+8, Will +6; Str 17, Dex 16, Con 12, Int 12, Wis 12, Cha 10. 

Skills and Feats: Climb +H, Jump +9, Listen +9, Search + 7, Spot 
+9; Alertness, Blind-Fight, Cleave, Combat Re.Oexes, Dodge, Lmproved 
Critical (longspear), Mobility, Point Blank Sbot, Power Attack, Precise 
Sbot, Rapid Shot, Spring Attack, Weapon Focus (lo11gspear), Weapon 
Focus (composite longbow), Weapon Specialization (longspear~ 

'Possessiom: + 2 full plate, greater death spear (8 charges, see 
Appendix 1), +2mighty composite longliO'w (+3 Str bonus), 30 + 2 arriJ'lvS. 

Irae T'aarran: Female drow Clrl7/Hid of Kiaransalee; CR 21; 
Medium-size humanoid (elf); Hp 17d8+17 (Clr) plus 3d8+3 (Hie); hp 
114; Init +0; Spd 30 ft.; AC 20, touch 10, fut-footed 20; Atk 
+14/+9/t;4 melee (1d4+1 plus ld6 negative energy/19-20, ciMv of the 

t·evenmrcet·); SA blast infidel, divine reach, rebuke undead 10/day, 
speU power +2; S<Ufrow traits (see Drow NPCs sidebar, page 132), SR 
31; .AL CE; SV Fort +14, Ref +8, Will +19; Str 10, Dex 10, Con 12, 
Int 14, Wis 19, Cha 16. 

Skills atrd Feats: Concentration +2"4-, Knowledge (arcana) +H, 
Knowledge (religion) +2S, Listen +6, Scry +12, Search +4, Spellcraft 
+2S, Spot +6; Craft Wondrous Item, Extra Turning, Greater Spell 
Focus (Necromancy), ,Heighten Spell, Iron Will, Lightning Re.Oexes, 
Spell Focus (Necromancy), Spell Penetration. 

Blast Infidel: Any spell using negative energy that Irae casts on a~ 
opponent who does not worsip Kiaransalee functions as if under the 
effect of the Maximize Spell fear, witbou~ using a higher-level spell 
slot. Undead affected by this ability heal the appropriate amount of 
damage, regardless of their patron. 

Divine Reach: Irae· can use touch spells on targets up to 30 feet 

away. If the spell re<~,uires a melee touch attack, sbe must make a 
ranged touch attack instead. 

Spell Power: Irae adds +2. to the save DCs and to caster level checks 
for her divine spells. 

Spells 'Prepared (6/ 7/7/7/7/S/ f/ 4/ 3/ 2; save DC 16 +spell level, or 
7-0 +spell level for Necromancy spells): 0-create 1vater, detect magic, 

guidance, Jne11dirrg, purify food aml .drink, read magic; 1st- bane, 
causefear,'comma11d, dea}lnuatcb, detect undead", divifrefavor, doom; 

2nd- bulfs slrengtb, crtre moderate 1vormds, deatb knell, e11dm·a11te*, 

bold pet·son, silmce, stone bones; 3rd-animate dead*, dar/ifil·et, deep· 
1!1' darkness, dispel magic, protection from elemetr/s (2), searitrg light.; 

~ 

4th.-cure criti~al 1vormds, deat!J 1vm·d, dimensional an~!Jor, divine 

p01uer,fire shield*, poison, spell immunity; ftb-battletidet, circle of 
doom*, commtme,flame strike, slay livitrg; 6th-bmrisbment*, ethereal· 
ness, greater dispelli11g, harm, heal; ?th-destmctio11, [;rl!ater s;.yitrg, 

spell turning*, mmmo11 momter V! I; 8th-discer1tlocation•,fire storm, 

rmlJot/.aflra; 9th-energy drain*, implosio)t. 

*Domain spell. Domains: Retribution (strike of vengeance 1/day), 
Undeath (Extra Turning as a bonus feat). 

tspell described in Magic of Faerlin: subStitute blitrdrress/deafness 

(3rd) and imect plague (Sth) if that book is not available. 
'Possessions: Cla1v of tbe revma11cer, eyes of tbe spider, rod if t!Je 

t1visted Wl!llve (34 levels remaining), masterwork dagger, plain 
mitbral ring (Un1aerh's phylactery} The new magic items are 
described in Appendix 1. 

· Irae l"aurlll's Power-Up Suite: On a daily basis, Irae Tsarran 
increases her Strength and Constirution scores with bttlfs strength and 
etrdurance. Her increased scores are not included in the statistics 
above, but they are reOected in tbe powered-up statistics below. 

Irae T'sarrau prepares for a climacti<; battle by casting the.fo4ow· 
ing spells, one per round, in this order: (200 minute duration): spell 

tumi11g, protectiollfrom eleme111s (fire), deatb ward, dealbwatch, (20 
round duration) 1111holy aura, fire shield (warm sbield), divi11e p07ver, 

and (10 round duratioi1) divine fnvor. If sl1c can time it right-in 
other words, if the temple remains able to warn her of the characters' 
approach-she casts smnm~rt monster VII (sumrponing a bebilith) 
immediately before the characters enter the Greater Temple (U29). 

Powered-Up Statistics: HQ 17d8+H phis 3d8+9; lip 171 plus 20 

temporary hp (mdurance and divine favor); AC 24, touch 14, .Oat· 
footed 24 (u111Joly aura); Atk +31/+26i+21/+16 melee (ld4+11 plos 

' 1d6 negative energy/19- 20, cla1v of tbe reve11a11cer [divi11e favor 
gives +11 to· attack and +4 to damage, div.ine p07ver gives +6 to attack 
a11d damage)); SQ!ls above, plus· spell trmritrg, immune to f'Jie until 
spell absorbs 240 points of fire damage (protectio1r from e/eme11ts), 

immune to death spells and effects (deatb wart!), immune to posses· 
sion and mental influence (;mboly aura.), good creatures striking ber 
take ld6 temporary Strength damage (Fort DC 24 negates; rmboly 

aura), creatures striking her take 1d6+20 fJie dan1age (SR negates; 
fire sbield), half damage from cold attacks (none on a successful save; 
fire sbield), SV Fort +20, Ref +12, Will +23 (endurance increases 
Fort, tmboly aura adds +4 resistance);,Str 18 (13 without divitrefavor 

but with bulfs strengtb), Con 16 (endurance~ 
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C ity of the Spider Queen is an epic FORGOTTEN

REALMS® adventure designed to occupy a party of
adventurers as they advance from 10th level 

all the way up to around 18th level. Enormous in scope and
world-shaking in consequences, the adventure could provide the
foundation for an entire campaign. The purpose of this web
enhancement is to offer additional material to just that end: to
enrich campaigns set in the Underdark, focusing on the events of
the City of the Spider Queen adventure and the War of the Spider
Queen novel series. 

To use this web enhancement, you should already have City of the
Spider Queen by James Wyatt. This bonus material is
brought to you by the official FORGOTTEN REALMS website:
<www.wizards.com/forgottenrealms>.

Additional
Encounters in the
Deep Wastes
Part II of City of the Spider Queen involves a long trek through the
Underdark. Some adventuring parties will breeze right through this
section (perhaps almost literally, using wind walk), while others will
savor every moment of the long and danger-fraught journey. Even
wind walking characters tend to stop for encounters, however. Use
these additional encounters instead of or in addition to some of the
ones presented in the adventure.

Werebat (EL 14)
The characters come upon three dire bats—actually a drow werebat
druid with her two animal companions. Thelossa, the werebat, is
originally from Maerimydra but left the city 20 years ago after she
contracted lycanthropy. Use the Yrthak Caverns map in the map
booklet for this encounter, but at a reduced scale (1 small square =
5 feet, rather than 50 feet). 
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Encounter Distance: 110 feet
D Thelossa: hp 93
D Dire Bats (2): hp 26, 30; see MONSTER MANUAL®
Tactics: Thelossa begins the encounter in her bat form and

attacks immediately, after casting a silent stilled greater magic fang
on herself. She uses her natural weapons in bat form, supplemented
by the silent stilled spells she has at her disposal (leading off with
flame strike) until she decides that she would have a better chance
against the characters in her humanoid form. At that point, she
attempts a Control Shape check (DC  20) to change form. If she suc-
ceeds, she uses spells from a distance where possible (starting with
barkskin on herself, then another flame strike, an ice storm, and
flaming sphere) while her animal companions attack. When forced
into melee in drow form, she casts flame blade and attacks with
that, as well as using touch spells like heat metal and poison. If she
sees herself losing the fight, she casts obscuring mist then uses wild
shape to become a Tiny bat (with statistics as a raven’s) and fly away.

D Thelossa: Female drow werebat Drd 11 (drow form); CR 13;
Medium-size shapechanger; HD 11d8+11; hp 60; Init +2; Spd 30 ft.;
AC 13, touch 13, flat-footed 11; Atk +10/+5 melee (1d8+5/18–20,
flame blade); SA Spell-like abilities; SQ Alternate form, animal
companions (dire bats), bat empathy, blindsight 120 ft., drow traits,
nature sense, resist nature’s lure, SR 22, trackless step, venom immu-
nity, wild shape (Tiny, Small, Medium-size, or Large animal 4/day),
woodland stride; AL NE; SV Fort +11, Ref +6, Will +12;
Str 14, Dex 14, Con 12, Int 12, Wis 16, Cha 10.

Skills and Feats: Concentration +15, Control Shape +16, Intuit
Direction +16, Knowledge (nature) +14, Listen +12, Search +7, Spot
+12, Wilderness Lore +18; Alertness, Silent Spell, Still Spell,
Survivor.

Spell-Like Abilities: 1/day—dancing lights, darkness, faerie fire.
Caster level 11th; save DC 12.

Alternate Form (Su): With a successful Control Shape check,
Thelossa can assume the form of a dire bat as a full-round action.
Upon assuming her dire bat form, she regains hit points as if she had
rested for a day. If slain, she reverts to her drow form, though she
remains dead. However, any part of her body that is separated from
the whole retains its animal form. 

Animal Companions: Thelossa has two dire bat animal compan-
ions. She has befriended these creatures with the spell animal
friendship.

Bat Empathy (Ex): Thelossa gains a +4 racial bonus to checks
when influencing a bat’s attitude. She can communicate simple con-
cepts and (if the bat is friendly) commands.

Drow Traits: Thelossa is immune to magic sleep spells and effects.
She has a +2 racial bonus on saves against enchantment spells or

effects. Thelossa has darkvision (120-foot radius), and she is entitled
to a Search check when within 5 feet of a secret or concealed door
as though actively looking for it. She has a +2 racial bonus on Will
saves against spells or spell-like abilities; Thelossa has light blindness
(blinded for 1 round by abrupt exposure to bright light, –1 circum-
stance penalty on all attack rolls, saves, and checks while operating
in bright light). She also has a +2 racial bonus on Listen, Spot, and
Search checks (already figured into the statistics given above).

Nature Sense: Thelossa can identify plants and animals (their
species and special traits) with perfect accuracy. She can determine
whether water is safe to drink or dangerous.

Resist Nature’s Lure: Thelossa gains a +4 bonus to saving throws
against the spell-like abilities of fey (such as dryads, nymphs, and
sprites).

Trackless Step: Thelossa leaves no trail in natural surroundings
and cannot be tracked.

Venom Immunity: Thelossa gains immunity to all organic poisons,
including monster poisons but not mineral poisons or poison gas.

Wild Shape (Sp): Thelossa can change into a Tiny, Small,
Medium-size, or Large animal and back again four times per day.
Unlike the polymorph self spell, this ability allows her to adopt only
one form per use. Upon changing into an animal form, she regains
hit points as if she has rested for a day, and she risks no penalty for
being disoriented while in her wild shape. She gains all the creature’s
special abilities when she does so.

Woodland Stride: Thelossa may move through natural thorns,
briars, overgrown areas, and similar terrain at her normal speed and
without suffering damage or other impairment. However, thorns,
briars, and overgrown areas that are enchanted or magically manip-
ulated to impede motion still affect her.

Spells Prepared (6/6/5/5/3/2/1; save DC 13 + spell level): 0—
detect magic, flare, guidance, purify food and drink, read magic,
resistance; 1st—cure light wounds, entangle, faerie fire, magic fang,
obscuring mist, pass without trace; 2nd—barkskin, flame blade,
flaming sphere, heat metal, resist elements; 3rd—meld into stone,
poison, protection from elements, silent stilled magic fang, spike
growth; 4th—cure serious wounds, flame strike, silent stilled flam-
ing sphere; 5th—ice storm, silent stilled greater magic fang; 6th—
silent stilled flame strike. 

Possessions: Pearl of power (3rd-level spell), pearl of power (2nd-
level spell), dusty rose ioun stone, necklace of fireballs (type III). 

D Thelossa: Female drow werebat (dire bat form) Drd 11; CR 13;
Large shapechanger; HD 11d8+44; hp 93; Init +8; Spd 20 ft., fly 40
ft. (good); AC 21, touch 14, flat-footed 17; Atk +12 melee (1d8+7,
bite); Face/Reach 10 ft. by 5 ft./5 ft.; SA Curse of lycanthropy, spell-
like abilities; SQ Alternate form, animal companion (dire bats), bat

Underdark Campaigns
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Drow Names
Only drow leaders of significance are named in the pages of City of the Spider Queen, but characters might capture or charm low-ranking
drow in many spots. In case you need a drow name quickly, consult the following lists:

Female: Alauniira, Belarbreena, Charinida, Drisinil, Faeryl, Haelra, Ilivarra, Laele, Nathrae, Pellanistra, Quarra, Rilrae, Sabrae, Talice,
Vlondril, Xullrae, Yasraena, Zarra.

Male: Alak, Belgos, Chaszmyr, Durdyn, Elkantar, Guldor, Istorvir, Kelnozz, Malaggar, Mourn, Nym, Orgoloth, Ranaghar, Rizzen, Seld-
szar, Szordrin, Tebryn, Yazston.

Surnames: Abaeir, Blundyth, Coborel, Dhuunyl, Gellaer, Hune, Jhalavar, Luen, Mlezzir, Pharn, Rrostarr, Telenna, Vrinn, Xarann,
Zolond.

—Rich Baker
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empathy, blindsight 120 ft., DR 15/silver, drow traits, nature sense,
resist nature’s lure, SR 22, trackless step, venom immunity, wild
shape (Tiny, Small, Medium-size, or Large animal 4/day), woodland
stride; AL NE; SV Fort +14, Ref +8, Will +12; Str 20, Dex 18, Con
18, Int 12, Wis 17, Cha 10.

Skills and Feats: Concentration +18, Control Shape+16, Hide +0,
Intuit Direction +16, Knowledge (nature) +14, Listen +20*, Move
Silently +9, Search +11, Spot +20*, Wilderness Lore +18; Alertness,
Flyby Attack, Improved Initiative, Silent Spell, Still Spell, Survivor.

Curse of Lycanthropy (Su): Any humanoid hit by Thelossa’s bite
attack must succeed at a Fortitude save (DC 14) or contract lycan-
thropy. 

Spell-Like Abilities: 1/day—dancing lights, darkness, faerie fire.
Caster level 11th; save DC 12.

Alternate Form (Su): With a successful Control Shape check,
Thelossa can assume the form of a dire bat as a full-round action.
Upon assuming her dire bat form, she regains hit points as if she had
rested for a day. If slain, she reverts to her drow form, though she
remains dead. However, any part of her body that is separated from
the whole retains its animal form. 

Animal Companion: Thelossa has two dire bat animal compan-
ions. She has befriended these creatures with the spell animal
friendship.

Bat Empathy (Ex): Thelossa gains a +4 racial bonus to checks
when influencing a bat’s attitude. She can communicate simple con-
cepts and (if the bat is friendly) commands.

Blindsight (Ex): Thelossa maneuvers and fights as well in the dark
as a creature with normal vision does in the light. She uses echolo-
cation that allows her to “see” objects and creatures within 120 feet.
A silence spell negates this ability and forces her to rely on her weak
vision, which has a maximum range of 10 feet. *Her blindsight gives
her a +4 racial bonus on Spot and Listen checks. These bonuses are
lost if her blindsight is negated.

Drow Traits: Thelossa is immune to magic sleep spells and effects.
She has a +2 racial bonus on saves against enchantment spells or
effects. Thelossa has darkvision (120-foot radius), and she is entitled
to a Search check when within 5 feet of a secret or concealed door
as though actively looking for it. She has a +2 racial bonus on Will
saves against spells or spell-like abilities; Thelossa has light blindness
(blinded for 1 round by abrupt exposure to bright light, –1 circum-
stance penalty on all attack rolls, saves, and checks while operating
in bright light). She also has a +2 racial bonus on Listen, Spot, and
Search checks (already figured into the statistics given above).

Nature Sense: Thelossa can identify plants and animals (their
species and special traits) with perfect accuracy. She can determine
whether water is safe to drink or dangerous.

Resist Nature’s Lure: Thelossa gains a +4 bonus to saving throws
against the spell-like abilities of fey (such as dryads, nymphs, and
sprites).

Trackless Step: Thelossa leaves no trail in natural surroundings
and cannot be tracked.

Venom Immunity: Thelossa gains immunity to all organic poisons,
including monster poisons but not mineral poisons or poison gas.

Wild Shape (Sp): Thelossa can change into a Tiny, Small,
Medium-size, or Large animal and back again four times per day.
Unlike the polymorph self spell, this ability allows her to adopt only
one form per use. Upon changing into an animal form, she regains
hit points as if she has rested for a day, and she risks no penalty for
being disoriented while in her wild shape. She gains all the creature’s
special abilities when she does so.

Woodland Stride: Thelossa may move through natural thorns,
briars, overgrown areas, and similar terrain at her normal speed and
without suffering damage or other impairment. However, thorns,
briars, and overgrown areas that are enchanted or magically manip-
ulated to impede motion still affect her.

Possessions: dusty rose ioun stone. 
Note: The werebat template is described in Monsters of Faerûn.

Thelossa’s statistics represent a corrected version of that template
(see sidebar on the next page). 

Dracolisk (EL 12)
The characters are hunted by a fiendish half-dragon/half-basilisk.
Some ancient texts speak of the “dracolisk” as if it were a distinct
species of monster, suggesting that these crossbreeds were once more
common than they are now. This one, spawned on the lower planes,
is both unusually powerful and unusually bad tempered. It has
crawled these Underdark tunnels for decades, eating whatever it can
catch—from stray rothé to unwary drow. 

Encounter Distance: 60 feet
D Fiendish Dracolisk: hp 150
Tactics: Sharing none of the intellect of its dragon parent, the

fiendish dracolisk is nevertheless a stealthy hunter accustomed to
stalking prey in these Underdark passages. If it hears the characters
approaching, it crouches in a small alcove and waits for them to
reach its hiding place. It uses its breath weapon to target the char-
acters in the middle of the party, then leaps out to attack with its
gaze and natural weapons. 

D Male Fiendish Half-Black Dragon/Half-Advanced Basilisk: CR 11;
Large dragon; HD 12d12+60; hp 138; Init –2; Spd 20 ft., fly 20 ft.
(average); AC 20, touch 7, flat-footed 20; Atk +21 melee (2d6+10,
bite) and +16 melee (1d6+5, 2 claws); Face/Reach 5 ft. by 10 ft./5 ft.;
SA Breath weapon (60-ft. line of acid), petrifying gaze, smite good;
SQ Cold resistance 20, darkvision 60 ft., DR 10/+3, fire resistance
20, immunities, low-light vision, SR 24; AL N; SV Fort +15, Ref +6,
Will +5; Str 31, Dex 6, Con 21, Int 4, Wis 12, Cha 12.

Skills and Feats: Hide +6, Listen +9, Move Silently +4, Spot +9;
Alertness, Flyby Attack, Great Fortitude, Wingover .

Breath Weapon (Su): Once per day, the fiendish dracolisk can
breathe a 60-foot line of acid. Anyone within its range takes 6d4
points of damage (Reflex DC 17 half).

Petrifying Gaze (Su): A fiendish dracolisk can turn a target within
30 feet that meets its gaze to stone permanently. A successful For-
titude save (DC 17) negates the effect. Each opponent within range
of its gaze attack must attempt a saving throw each round at the
beginning of that opponent’s turn in initiative order. The dracolisk
can also actively gaze as an attack action by choosing a target within
range, who must then attempt a saving throw.

Smite Good (Su): Once per day, a fiendish dracolisk can make a
normal attack to deal an additional +12 points of damage against a
good foe.

Immunities: A fiendish dracolisk is immune to acid, paralysis, and
sleep effects.

Skills: *A dracolisk gets a +4 racial bonus on Hide checks in natu-
ral settings.

Arachnemancer (EL 17)
The characters encounter a wandering devotee of Lolth who has
not been stripped of her spells: a wizard with an affinity for all
kinds of arachnids. Rhuallith is an arachnemancer, a member of a
prestige class that venerates spiders to an extreme degree, adopt-
ing them as a totem and mimicking their ways through magic. A
regular traveler in the Underdark, Rhuallith seems extremely cau-
tious and suspicious of strangers, and generally attacks without
pausing to communicate. If the party is made up of drow (or is dis-
guised to appear so), she may parley before attacking, but still
treats them with suspicion until she is convinced they share her
devotion to Lolth.



Encounter Distance: 60 feet
D Rhuallith: hp 58
D Jade Spider: hp 132; see City of the Spider Queen, Appendix I

The arachnemancer prestige class (written by Monte Cook) is fully
described in DUNGEON® Magazine #84. Rhuallith’s statistics con-
tain all the information you need to run this encounter with her. 
D Rhuallith: Female drow Wiz 7/arachnemancer 8; CR 15;

Medium-size humanoid (elf); HD 7d4+7, 8d6+8; hp 58; Init +6; Spd
30 ft.; AC 19, touch 14, flat-footed 17; Atk +9/+4 melee

(1d4/19–20, dagger of venom); SA Command spiders, poison touch,
spell-like abilities; SQ Drow traits, poison save bonus +8, speak with
spiders, spider magic, spiderform, SR 26, webwalking; AL CE;
SV Fort +5, Ref +10, Will +8; Str 8, Dex 15, Con 12, Int 22, Wis 12,
Cha 8.

Skills and Feats: Climb +17, Concentration +19, Hide +32, Jump
+17, Knowledge (arcana) +12, Knowledge (nature) +13, Listen +3,
Move Silently +22, Search +8, Spellcraft +24, Spot +3; Combat Casting,
Greater Spell Focus (Evocation), Improved Initiative, Scribe Scroll,
Silent Spell, Spell Focus (Evocation), Spell Penetration, Stealthy.
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Updated Template: lycanthrope, werebat
Lycanthropes are humanoids who can transform themselves into animals or hybrid monsters.

Evil lycanthropes often hide among normal folk, emerging in animal form at night (especially under the full moon) to spread terror
and bloodshed.

CREATING A LYCANTHROPE

“Lycanthrope” is a template that can be added to any humanoid creature (referred to hereafter as the “character”). The creature’s type
changes to “shapechanger.” The lycanthrope takes on the characteristics of some type of carnivorous animal (referred to hereafter as the
“animal”). A werebat is a humanoid who can transform into the form of a dire bat.

A lycanthrope uses either the character’s or the animal’s statistics and special abilities in addition to those set out below.
Hit Dice: Same as the character or animal, whichever produces the higher hit point total. If the lycanthrope’s number of Hit Dice is

important, as with a sleep spell, use the character’s or animal’s number of Hit Dice, whichever is greater.
Speed: Same as the character or animal, depending on which form the lycanthrope is using.
AC: The character’s or animal’s natural armor increases by +2, depending on which form the lycanthrope is using.
Attacks: Same as the character or animal, depending on which form the lycanthrope is using. 
Damage: Same as the character or animal, depending on which form the lycanthrope is using.
Special Attacks: A lycanthrope retains all the special attacks of the character or animal, depending on which form it is using, and also

gains those listed below.
Lycanthropic Empathy (Ex): Lycanthropes can communicate and empathize with normal or dire animals of their animal form. This

gives them a +4 racial bonus to checks when influencing the animal’s attitude and allows the communication of simple concepts and (if the
animal is friendly) commands, such as “friend,” “foe,” “flee,” and “attack.”

Curse of Lycanthropy (Su): Any humanoid hit by a lycanthrope’s bite attack in animal form must succeed at a Fortitude save (DC 15)
or contract lycanthropy. Bludgeoning or nonpenetrating attacks do not transmit the condition.

Special Qualities: A lycanthrope retains all the special qualities of the character or animal and also gains those listed below.
Alternate Form (Su): All lycanthropes can shift into animal form as though using the polymorph self spell (though their gear does not

change). Changing to or from animal form is a standard action. Upon assuming animal form, the lycanthrope regains hit points as if having
rested for a day. A slain lycanthrope reverts to its humanoid form, although it remains dead. Separated body parts retain their animal form,
however. This shapeshifting ability can be difficult to control.

Damage Reduction (Ex): A lycanthrope in animal form gains damage reduction 15/silver.
Saves: The base saves are as for the character or animal, whichever is better. In addition, lycanthropes receive a +2 racial bonus to For-

titude and Will saves.
Abilities: For a lycanthrope in humanoid form, ability scores are unchanged. In animal form, a werebat’s ability scores improve as fol-

lows: Str +6, Dex +4, Con +6.
Skills: Lycanthropes receive a +4 racial bonus to Search, Spot, and Listen checks when in humanoid form. In animal form, these bonus-

es increase to +8. A lycanthrope in animal form gains the same skills as a normal animal of its form in addition to the character’s skills.
If a lycanthrope has a skill in both its humanoid and animal forms, use the better score. Afflicted lycanthropes also can learn the Control
Shape skill as a class skill.

A werebat gains a +4 racial bonus on Spot and Listen checks in animal form. These bonuses are lost if its blindsight is negated.
Feats: Same as the character. When in animal form, the lycanthrope gains any feats a normal animal of its form has. Lycanthropes also

have the Improved Control Shape feat. Werebats in animal form also have Flyby Attack and Improved Initiative.

Climate/Terrain: Same as either the character or animal
Organization: Solitary or pair, sometimes family (2–4), pack (6–10), or troupe (family plus related animals)
Challenge Rating: Same as the animal +2
Treasure: Standard
Alignment: Any; werebats are always neutral evil.
Advancement: By character class



Command Spiders (Ex): Rhuallith can compel any spiderkind
creature to obey her verbal commands. An unwilling, intelligent
target is entitled to a Will saving throw (DC 17). A failed saving
throw indicates that the target obeys one command, per a suggestion
spell. A successful saving throw allows the creature to resist the com-
mand, but Rhuallith can attempt to command it again next round.
The act of commanding an unwilling target is a standard action.
Otherwise, issuing commands is a free action.

Poison Touch (Ex): Rhuallith delivers poison (Fortitude save DC
19) with a successful touch attack. The initial and secondary damage
is the same (1d3 points of Strength damage). She can elect not to
secrete poison. Secreted poison cannot be harvested or saved for any
purpose.

Spell-Like Abilities: 1/day—dancing lights, darkness, faerie fire.
Caster level 15th; save DC 9 + spell level.

Drow Traits: Rhuallith is immune to magic sleep spells and
effects. She has a +2 racial bonus on saves against enchantment
spells or effects. Rhuallith also has darkvision (120-foot range), and
she is entitled to a Search check when within 5 feet of a secret or
concealed door as though actively looking for it. She has a +2 racial
bonus on Will saves against spells or spell-like abilities. As a drow,
Rhuallith has light blindness (blinded for 1 round by abrupt expo-
sure to bright light, –1 circumstance penalty on all attack rolls,
saves, and checks while operating in bright light). She also has a +2
racial bonus on Listen, Spot, and Search checks (already figured into
the statistics given above).

Poison Save Bonus: Rhuallith gains a +8 bonus on all saving
throws against poison.

Speak with Spiders (Su): Rhuallith can freely communicate with
any spiderkind creature (see “Spiderkind” in City of the Spider
Queen).

Spider Magic (Su): Rhuallith uses her total character level when
determining level-based factors (range, duration, and so forth) of
her arachnemancer spells.

Spiderform (Su): Rhuallith can change her form to that of a mon-
strous spider of any size, from Diminutive to Gargantuan. This
supernatural ability works like the spell polymorph self. The change
can last no more than 80 minutes, but during that time, she can
shift back and forth between the spider form and her real form as
desired (the shift requires a standard action).

Webwalking (Su): Rhuallith can ignore web spells and spi-
derkind webbing as if affected by a freedom of movement spell.
She can walk along webs as if on solid ground (no Balance skill
check required).

Arachnemancer Spells Prepared (5/5/3/3; save DC 16 + spell
level, or 20 + spell level for Evocation spells; 10% chance of spell
failure): 1st—cause fear (2), spider climb (2), summon monstrous
spider I†; 2nd—spiderskin†, summon spider swarm† (2), web (2);
3rd—giant vermin, poison, summon monstrous spider III†; spider
plague† (2), wall of webs. 

Wizard Spells Prepared (4/6/5/3/2; save DC 16 + spell level, or 20
+ spell level for Evocation spells; 10% chance of spell failure): 0—
detect magic (2), flare*, mage hand; 1st—magic missile*, obscuring
mist, ray of enfeeblement, shield, spider climb, true strike; 2nd—
Aganazzar’s scorcher*, daylight*, levitate, mirror image, resist ele-
ments; 3rd—blink, lightning bolt*, vampiric touch; 4th—enervation,
Otiluke’s resilient sphere.

Wizard’s Spellbook: 0—arcane mark, dancing lights, daze, detect
magic, detect poison, disrupt undead, flare, ghost sound, light, mage
hand, mending, open/close, prestidigitation, ray of frost, read magic,
resistance; 1st—alarm, color spray, endure elements, magic missile,
magic weapon, Nystul’s undetectable aura, obscuring mist, ray of
enfeeblement, shield, spider climb, summon monster I, true strike;
2nd—Aganazzar’s scorcher, daylight, levitate, mirror image,

obscure object, protection from arrows, resist elements, summon mon-
ster II, summon swarm, web; 3rd—blink, clairaudience/clairvoy-
ance, dispel magic, lightning bolt, summon monster III, vampiric
touch; 4th—dimension door, enervation, Otiluke’s resilient sphere,
summon monster IV. 

* Evocation spell
† Arachnemancer spell
Spider plague is as insect plague, except conjured insects are

spiders instead (and do not fly). Spiderskin is as barkskin.
Summon monstrous spider is as summon monster, except a mon-
strous spider is conjured and the duration is doubled (2
rounds/level): I—Small, III—Large. Summon spider swarm is as
summon swarm, except conjured insects are spiders instead (and
do not fly). Wall of webs: As wall of iron, including hardness and
hit points, except the wall is twice as thick and made of concen-
trated webbing (but not flammable).

Possessions: Cloak of Charisma +4, +3 shadow leather armor,
dagger of venom, ring of protection +2, Boccob’s blessed book.

Additional Magic
Items
These drow-themed magic items do not appear in City of the Spider
Queen simply because none of the drow nonplayer characters
(NPCs) in the adventure used them. Both make useful gear for drow;
the scourge of fangs in particular is common equipment for clerics
of Lolth.

Spider Mask: This drow-made item is a black velvet face mask
with four spiderlike, jointed wire “legs” protruding from each side of
it. It entirely conceals the face when worn, and bestows two distinct
powers to its wearer. First, the wearer remains entirely unaffected
by spider webs, web spells, tanglefoot bags, and similar weblike
effects, as if the character had a freedom of movement spell in effect.
Second, the wearer gains a +5 resistance bonus to saving throws
against the poison attacks of vermin. 

Caster Level: 7th; Prerequisites: Craft Wondrous Item, freedom
of movement, resistance; Market Price: 7,750 gp; Weight: —.

Scourge of Fangs: This scourge has a handle of adamantine and
five serpentine constructs as lashes. The snakes are extensions of the
will of the scourge’s wielder, hissing and writhing in response to the
thoughts and emotions of the character carrying it. At the wielder’s
mental command, the serpents attack as separate and independent
creatures, using the statistics below. With an attack action, the whip
wielder can cause one of the snake heads to attack; as a full attack
action all the heads can attack. If a good-aligned character tries to
wield the scourge, the snakes attack the wielder instead of the
intended target.

The snake heads have the following characteristics: Tiny Con-
struct; HD 2d10; hp 11; Init +3; Spd 0 ft.; AC 17 (touch 14, flat-
footed 14); Atk +5 melee (1d2–2 and pain, bite); SA Pain;
SQ Construct; AL NE; SV Fort +0, Ref +3, Will +0; Str 6,
Dex 17, Con —, Int —, Wis 11, Cha 1. Feat: Weapon Finesse
(bite). 

Pain (Su): The venom of the serpent’s bite causes wracking pains,
imposing a –4 penalty on the victim’s attack rolls, skill checks, and
ability checks for 2d4 rounds. A successful Fortitude save (DC 19)
reduces the penalty to –2.

If a snake head is destroyed, it falls off the whip. The remaining
heads continue to function normally until all are destroyed.

Caster Level: 5th; Prerequisites: Craft Wondrous Item, animate
objects, bestow curse; Market Price: 30,000 gp; Weight: 5 lb. 
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New Monsters
These Underdark denizens all have a Challenge Rating too low to
warrant their inclusion in City of the Spider Queen. If you are run-
ning an Underdark campaign with characters at lower level, howev-
er, they may prove interesting opponents. At high levels, they can
still add to the realism of an adventure simply by appearing in the
background—the foulwing as a mount for a higher-level NPC, for
example, or giant arachnids as companions for an arachnemancer
like Rhuallith. 

Foulwing
Huge Aberration
Hit Dice: 6d8+30 (57 hp)
Initiative: +1
Speed: 20 ft., fly 30 ft. (poor)
AC: 17 (–2 size, +1 Dex, +8 natural), touch 9, flat-footed 16
Attacks: 3 bites +10 melee and 2 claws +5 melee
Damage: Bite 1d8+8, claw 2d4+4
Face/Reach: 15 ft. by 15 ft./10 ft.
Special Attacks: Blood drain, breath weapon, crush 2d8+12
Special Qualities: Darkvision 60 ft.
Saves: Fort +7, Ref +3, Will +5
Abilities: Str 27, Dex 12, Con 20, Int 7, Wis 10, Cha 5
Skills: Climb +25, Spot +9

Climate/Terrain: Any land and underground
Organization: Solitary, pair, or flock (3–5)
Challenge Rating: 5
Treasure: None
Alignment: Usually neutral evil
Advancement: 7–16 HD (Huge); 17–18 HD (Gargantuan)

A foulwing is a grotesquely misshapen predator with no greater love
than tearing flesh from bone with its three toothy mouths.

A foulwing’s squat posture and bloated body suggests the shape of
an enormous toad, about 20 feet long and 8 feet at the shoulder. It
weighs around 8,000 lb. Its skin is black and covered with wriggling
growths shaped like small horns. Its legs end in rubbery fingers
useful for clinging to uneven surfaces but ineffectual in combat.
Black, leathery wings tipped by sharp claws sprout from its shoul-
ders. Its head is long and narrow, ending in a snout with a single nos-
tril surrounded by three needle-toothed jaws. Its red eyes, faceted like
gemstones, glow with a pale red light.

Foulwings communicate with each other in harsh croakings only
slightly more sophisticated than animal calls, conveying identities
and basic emotions, urges, and warnings. 

COMBAT

Foulwings hunt from the air, hurling themselves onto potential
prey with their massive bodies and tearing with their jaws while
battering foes with the claws on their wings. Drow and other evil
humanoids frequently tame and ride these creatures as war
steeds.

Blood Drain (Ex): A foulwing can use its three long, tubelike
tongues to drain blood from an opponent it has pinned with its crush
attack. With a successful grapple check (grapple bonus +20), it drains
blood, dealing 1d4 points of Constitution damage.

Breath Weapon (Su): A foulwing’s breath weapon is a 30-foot
cone of acidic gas. Creatures within the cone must make a successful
Reflex save (DC 18) or be blinded and stunned for 1 round as the
gas burns the eyes and exposed skin. 

Crush (Ex): A flying foulwing can land on opponents three or
more sizes smaller than itself as a standard action, using its whole
body to crush them. A crush attack affects as many creatures as can
fit under the foulwing’s body. Each creature in the affected area
must succeed at a Reflex save (DC 18) or be pinned, automatically
taking 2d8+12 points of bludgeoning damage. Thereafter, if the
foulwing chooses to maintain the pin, treat it as a normal grapple
attack (grapple bonus +20). While pinned, the opponent takes crush
damage each round.

Skills: A foulwing receives a +8 racial bonus on Climb checks.

Lurker Above 
Huge Aberration
Hit Dice: 10d8+50 (95 hp)
Initiative: +5
Speed: 10 ft., climb 10 ft., fly 30 ft. (good)
AC: 15 (–2 size, +1 Dex, +6 natural), touch 9, flat-footed 14
Attacks: Slam +13 melee
Damage: Slam 1d8+12
Face/Reach: 10 ft. x 20 ft./5 ft.
Special Attacks: Constrict 1d8+12, improved grab, smother
Special Qualities: Darkvision 60 ft., immunities, levitate, low-light
vision, scent, tremorsense
Saves: Fort +8, Ref +4, Will +11
Abilities: Str 27, Dex 12, Con 21, Int 5, Wis 18, Cha 4
Skills: Climb +16, Hide -2*, Listen +11, Move Silently +12, Spot +11
Feats: Improved Initiative

Climate/Terrain: Any underground
Organization: Solitary, pair, or flock (3–5)
Challenge Rating: 8
Treasure: Half
Alignment: Always neutral
Advancement: 11–16 HD (Huge); 17–30 HD (Gargantuan)

The lurker above is an unusual creature found only in large subter-
ranean areas. It is a flat creature generally 20 feet wide and 10 feet
long, with two large eyes located near the center of its front edge.
No more than a foot thick, it resembles a manta ray. Its skin is
smooth, black, and rubbery on the top, but its underside has the col-
oration and texture of stone. Over the course of a few days, the
underside of a lurker above can shift in texture and color to appear
to be almost any kind of rock.

Hundreds of tiny claws that emerge from its smooth top enable
the lurker above to crawl along surfaces, but only very slowly. It
generally prefers to fly, using its natural buoyancy and undulating
its whole body as a wing to move with speed and grace in a motion
very similar to swimming. A lurker above resorts to its tiny claws
only when constricting prey; it can float while using them but
cannot move horizontally.

A lurker above can enter a state similar to hibernation, enabling
it to feed only once every few months. When food is plentiful,
however, it is capable of eating many times its body volume in a
single sitting. Its rough-textured underside conceals hundreds of
tiny suckers used to consume food. The suckers, too small to bite
prey, suck up victims that have been crushed into paste by the
creature’s entire body.

Most caverns are large enough to support only a single lurker
above, but particularly enormous or well traveled caverns can sup-
port as many as five. A lurker above does not attack, eat, or act
against others of its kind; if food becomes too scarce, it moves on to
new hunting grounds. A lurker above that has fed well and often
enough to grow to Gargantuan size eventually enters a long stage of
inactivity, during which time it divides into 2-4 Medium-size young.
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The young reach maturity in 20 to 30 feedings, which can take as
little as a few weeks or as long as a few years.

A lurker above does not itself have any use for coins or magic
items, and finds most metals inedible. As a result many caves inhab-
ited by the creatures develop a small pile of treasure left from vic-
tims. In some cases, the treasure pile acts as a lure for unwary
subterranean humanoids, who themselves become victims of the
lurker above.

COMBAT

A lurker above attacks only to feed, but is almost always hungry.
When at rest, it attaches itself to the ceiling of a large cave or
cavern. Upon sensing prey (generally with its tremorsense), the
lurker above becomes awake and alert. It positions itself over a
target, then drops down to attack. A lurker above always attempts
to grapple and constrict the largest target in a group, then levitate
out of counterattack reach. If targets can attack the lurker above at
range, it attempts to move its grappled target to one side of its body
and make slam attacks against other targets.

Constrict (Ex): A lurker above deals 1d8+12 points of damage
with a successful grapple check.

Improved Grab (Ex): If a lurker above hits an opponent that
is at least one size category smaller than itself with a slam
attack, it deals normal damage and attempts to start a grapple as
a free action without provoking an attack of opportunity (grap-
ple bonus +23). If it gets a hold, it constricts on the same round.
Thereafter, the lurker above has the option to conduct the grap-
ple normally, or simply use its body to hold the opponent (-20
penalty on grapple check, but the lurker above is not considered
grappled). In either case, each successful grapple check it makes
during successive rounds automatically deals slam and constric-

tion damage. A lurker above may not have more than one target
grappled at a time.

Smother (Ex): In addition to constricting its victim, a lurker
above that has made a successful grapple check against a target cuts
off all the prey’s air. Targets being smothered use the same rule as
for drowning: They can hold their breath for a number of rounds
equal to twice their Constitution. After this time, the target must
make a Constitution check (DC 10) in order to continue holding its
breath. Each round, the DC increases by 1.

When the target fails its Constitution check, it begins to suffo-
cate. In the first round, it falls unconscious (0 hp). On the following
round, it drops to –1 and is dying. In the third round, it succumbs
and dies.

Immunities (Ex): Because of its rubbery hide and ability to stretch
easily, a lurker above takes only half damage from bludgeoning
attacks.

Levitate (Ex): The body of a lurker above is naturally buoyant,
allowing it to gain and lose altitude. Thus a lurker above may pro-
duce an effect like that of the levitate spell, as a free action, moving
at a base speed of 20 feet.

Scent (Ex): The creature can detect approaching enemies, sniff
out hidden foes, and track by sense of smell. 

Tremorsense (Ex): When attached to a rocky surface, a lurker
above can automatically sense the location of anything within 180
feet that is in contact with the same rock. This capability enables a
lurker above on the ceiling of a cavern to sense the approach of crea-
tures walking across the bottom of the cavern.

Skills: A lurker above gains a +4 racial bonus on Listen and Move
Silently checks. *When attached to the ceiling in rocky areas with
little vegetation, a lurker above gains a +12 racial bonus on Hide
checks.
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Vermin, Giant Arachnids
Giant Whip Spider Giant Whip Scorpion Giant Sun Spider
Medium-Size Vermin Large Vermin Large Vermin

Hit Dice: 2d8+4 (13 hp) 4d8+8 (26 hp) 6d8+12 (39hp)
Initiative: +2 +1 +2
Speed: 40 ft. 50 ft. 40 ft.
AC: 16 (+2 Dex, +4 natural), 18 (–1 size, +1 Dex, +8 natural), 16 (–1 size, +2 Dex, +5 natural),

touch 12, flat-footed 14 touch 10, flat-footed 17 touch 11, flat-footed 14
Attacks: 2 claws +2 melee and bite –3 2 claws +4 melee and bite –1 Bite +6 melee and 2 claws +1 

melee melee melee
Damage: Claw 1d4+1, bite 1d6 Claw 1d6+2, bite 1d8+1 Bite 2d6+3, claw 1d4+1
Face/Reach: 5 ft. by 5 ft./5 ft. 5 ft. by 10 ft./5 ft. 5 ft. by 10 ft./5 ft.
Special Attacks: Improved grab, squeeze Improved grab, squeeze, Improved grab, squeeze

poison spray
Special Qualities: Poison immunity, vermin traits Poison immunity, vermin traits Vermin traits
Saves: Fort +5, Ref +2, Will +0 Fort +6, Ref +2, Will +1 Fort +7, Ref +4, Will +2
Abilities: Str 13, Dex 14, Con 14, Str 15, Dex 12, Con 14, Str 17, Dex 15, Con 14,

Int —, Wis 10, Cha 2 Int —, Wis 10, Cha 2 Int —, Wis 10, Cha 2
Skills: Climb +8, Hide +10, Spot +7 Climb +9, Hide +8, Spot +7 Climb +10, Hide +10, Spot +7

Climate/Terrain: Any land and underground Any land and underground Warm land and underground
Organization: Solitary, pair, or pack (3–5) Solitary or pair Solitary, pair, or pack (3–5)
Challenge Rating: 1 2 2
Treasure: None None None
Alignment: Always neutral Always neutral Always neutral
Advancement: 3–6 HD (Medium-size) 5–12 HD (Large) 7–9 HD (Large); 10–18 

HD (Huge)



Giant arachnids are relatives of the monstrous spiders and scorpions
described in the MONSTER MANUAL. They are not as widespread
nor as prone to species and size variation as their more common
cousins. Characters frequently encounter them in and near drow set-
tlements in the Underdark, where they are occasionally tamed and
used as beasts of burden and war. Though scorpions are not consid-
ered spiderkind, giant whip spiders, giant whip scorpions, and giant
sun spiders do fall into that category, making them particularly sus-
ceptible to many forms of drow magic.

COMBAT

All three giant arachnid varieties fight by grabbing opponents, then
squeezing and biting them to death.

Improved Grab (Ex): If a giant arachnid hits an opponent that is
at least one size category smaller than itself with a claw attack, it
deals normal damage and attempts to start a grapple as a free action
without provoking an attack of opportunity. If it gets a hold, it can
also squeezes in the same round.

Squeeze (Ex): A giant arachnid that gets a hold on an opponent
of its own size category or smaller automatically deals damage with
both claws. It can then use its bite as a primary attack at its full
attack value.

Vermin Traits: A giant arachnid is immune to all mind-affecting
effects (charms, compulsions, phantasms, patterns and morale
effects). It also has darkvision (60-foot range).

Skills: Giant arachnids receive a +4 racial bonus on Climb, Hide,
and Spot checks.

GIANT WHIP SPIDER

A giant whip spider is an arachnid about the size of a human with a
long, flat body and six spindly legs. Two more legs are held close to
the creature’s mouth and end in spiny pincers. Two long, whiplike
appendages emerge from the creature’s body just behind its pincer-
legs, but despite their impressive appearance these are simple feelers
it uses to probe into fissures and other areas it can’t see. It ranges in
length from 6 to 8 feet and weighs about 200 lb.

Sages sometimes refer to giant whip spiders as monstrous
amblypygids, but this term is not in common use.

COMBAT

A giant whip spider tries to grab prey in its pincers and hold the
victim near its mouth. 

Improved Grab (Ex): The giant whip spider has a grapple bonus
of +2.

GIANT WHIP SCORPION

Giant whip scorpions look very similar to giant whip spiders. Their
front, pincer-tipped legs are larger and stronger, and a third long
feeler extends from the rear of their abdomens. They are also larger,
averaging 8 to 12 feet long and about 500 lb.

Giant whip scorpions are sometimes known as monstrous uropy-
gids or occasionally as giant vinegaroons, for their acidic spray.

COMBAT

Like other giant arachnids, giant whip scorpions attack with their
pincers, squeezing and biting opponents they can grab. They use
their poison spray to escape danger.

Improved Grab (Ex): The giant whip scorpion has a grapple bonus
of +9.

Poison Spray (Ex): Three times a day, a giant whip scorpion can

discharge a cloud of noxious vapor that extends in a 20-foot radius
spread around itself. The cloud is an inhaled poison (Fortitude save,
DC 18). The initial and secondary damage is the same (1d4 points of
Dexterity damage). 

GIANT SUN SPIDER

Giant sun spiders are difficult to distinguish from Large monstrous
spiders without practice. Their segmented, hairy bodies sprout 10
legs, the front pair thicker than the rest and ending in small but
strong pincers. Dominating their heads are two gigantic mandibles
and two small, bulging, black eyes. Their coloration is typically
lighter than that of monstrous spiders, ranging from brown to
yellow.  They are about 10 feet in diameter and weigh 250 lb.

Sages call giant sun spiders monstrous solifugids or monstrous
solpugids. They are also, more commonly, called giant camel spiders
or giant false spiders.

COMBAT

Lacking the developed pincers of the other giant arachnids, giant
sun spiders have weaker claw attacks but still use their grasping
claws in the same manner. A giant sun spider’s fearsome bite makes
up for its underdeveloped pincers.

Improved Grab (Ex): The giant whip spider has a grapple bonus
of +11.

The Silence of Lolth
The starting point for both City of the Spider Queen and the War
of the Spider Queen novel series is the same: Lolth has fallen silent
and is no longer granting spells to her clerics. In drow society, where
Lolth’s will is the single most important guiding principle and her
clerics hold the reins of power, this silence has catastrophic effects.
Dissolution, the first novel in the series, explores the effects of this
catastrophe in Menzoberranzan, while the second novel, Insurrec-
tion, will expand the story to the nearby drow city of Ched Nasad.
City of the Spider Queen shows the results of Lolth’s silence in
Maerimydra. 

If you are running an extended campaign based on City of the
Spider Queen, you may want to explore other drow cities beyond
these three and examine the repercussions of Lolth’s apparent aban-
donment of her people there. In addition, Kiaransalee’s cult is not
working in Maerimydra only, so this section includes notes on the
activity of her cult beyond that fallen city.

Cormanthor
The “spider-kisser” drow of Cormanthor are a relatively weak fac-
tion among the surface-dwelling dark elves who loot the ruins of the
ancient elven realm. Lolth’s silence, naturally, has made them even
weaker. Many of the “spider-kissers” are natives of Maerimydra;
some are considering a return to that city to oust the upstart
invaders. There are no followers of Kiaransalee among the drow of
Cormanthor. 

Eryndlyn
The status quo of this drow city beneath the High Moor depends on
an uneasy truce among three religious factions: the followers of
Ghaunadaur, Vhaeraun, and Lolth. When one side showed its weak-
ness, the other two were quick to take advantage of that weakness,
and the Lolth faction is all but exterminated. Her priestesses lie slain,
their followers either killed or enslaved. The western plateau of the
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city, once controlled by the Lolth faction, lies in ruins still contested
by the other two factions. Much like Maerimydra, it is a war zone,
and battle erupts whenever gangs or better-organized strike teams
from the remaining factions should happen to meet. The strife
extends into the outer edges of the two other domains as well. 

With both Ghaunadaur and Vhaeraun taking an active interest in
events in Eryndlyn, Kiaransalee’s cult has been unable to find a
foothold in this city. Her cult has never numbered more than a tiny
handful of outlaw drow in Eryndlyn, despite what is actually an
unusual amount of religious freedom in the city: With three power-
ful factions vying for control, few drow are willing to back a fourth
party like Kiaransalee’s weak cult.

Guallidurth
The drow of this city beneath the Calim desert have always tried to
follow the Will of Lolth—so much so, that the city has been in a
constant state of civil war, carved up among sects that vehemently
dispute exactly what the Spider Queen’s will is. The neverending
struggle among noble houses common to every drow city is paral-
leled by an identical struggle among cultic factions, each led by the
Matron Mother of a noble house. Ironically, the situation has
changed very little since Lolth fell silent. A common crisis, which
some would take as an incentive to working together, is simply
another point of contention in the heated doctrinal debates in the
city. Every faction agrees that Lolth is angry with the drow of Gual-
lidurth, and almost every faction considers the Spider Queen’s anger
a result of their having failed to exterminate the heterodox groups
that oppose them. The eternal infighting continues unabated, even
amplified. 

Guallidurth has always been a fertile ground for non-Lolthite
cults, with the cult of Vhaeraun most prominent among these.
About the only thing the Matron Mothers of the city can agree on
is that worshiping another deity is even worse than worshiping
Lolth the wrong way, so they sometimes manage to join forces to
hunt down the heretical cults that spring up like weeds in the city.
These hunts are rarely very effective, rapidly dissolving into infight-
ing, which only strengthens the growing disaffection with the rule
of Lolth in the city. In this environment, the cult of Kiaransalee is
growing measurably stronger, though it still holds little hope of
claiming any real power locally.

Sschindylryn
Miles below the King’s Forest of Cormyr, this drow city is a signif-
icant trading power in the Underdark, but a minor military one, at
best. A sound defeat at the hands of Menzoberranzan’s armies
reduced Sschindylryn’s military power to practically zero, and the
city has focused on trade while rebuilding its strength, mastering
divination and travel magic to enhance its mercantile activities.
Even the drow tradition of constant internecine conflict has faded
in recent years as the city focuses its attention peacefully outward.
With Lolth’s silence, the Matron Mothers of Sschindylryn’s noble
houses fear they have angered their goddess by becoming too soft
and too comfortable. They have begun a steady campaign of intrigue
and assassination, but have failed to muster the full strength of their
houses behind them. The resulting rash of murders and one-on-one
combats has thinned the numbers of Lolth’s weakened clerics while
leaving room for males—particularly merchants and wizards, but
also the fighters who hold secondary positions in the houses—to
claim the true leadership of the city.

Kiaransalee’s cult thrives in this new environment, though it
remains small and largely invisible. Each noble house, a festering
sore of anger and vengefulness in the wake of the battles among the
Matron Mothers, now harbors at least one secretive worshiper of

Kiaransalee. Increasingly, fallen priestesses of Lolth are rising as
revenants and escalating the conflict. The males who run the city in
all but name still frown on the worship of the Revenancer, but do
not take anything near the steps that would have been taken before
Lolth’s silence to hunt them down and exterminate them. 

Sshamath
Located under the Far Hills, Sshamath is a teeming drow metropo-
lis ruled not by the clerics of Lolth, but by male wizards who spear-
head the city’s extensive trade in magic items. Traditionally, the
clerics of Lolth have held secondary positions of power locally, but
with their abrupt loss of magical power they found themselves cast
down from their positions and replaced by other wizards and by cler-
ics who retain their spellcasting ability—including several clerics of
Kiaransalee. The Revenancer’s interest in magic (particularly necro-
mantic magic) has earned her clerics the respect of Sshamath’s
ruling wizards, and they now stand alongside clerics of Vhaeraun
and Ghaunadaur as minor city officials. 

Even with a small temple now standing openly in the mist of the
city, however, the Revenancer could not hope to accomplish as much
in Sshamath as she has in the ruins of Maerimydra. The Weave dis-
ruption created by Irae T’sarran’s work in Maerimydra would never
go unnoticed in a city of wizards, and even evil wizards have an
interest in seeing that the Weave remains uncorrupted. As a result,
her plans in Sshamath exist on a smaller scale. Her high priestess,
Chaulga Feth, is quietly amassing a small undead army in prepara-
tion for Irae T’sarran’s eventual march from the Dalelands west-
ward, when the Great Revenance is complete. 

Kiaransalee
City of the Spider Queen includes a brief description of Kiaransalee
and her cult. Here, her complete divine statistics are detailed, fol-
lowing the format used in Deities and Demigods and Faiths and
Pantheons. Because of the recent surge in her worship as detailed in
City of the Spider Queen, Kiaransalee is now a lesser deity instead of
a demigod. As a mortal, Kiaransalee was a lich, and she retains those
abilities as a deity.

Kiaransalee
Necromancer 20/Cleric 20
Medium-size Undead
Divine Rank: 6
Hit Dice: 20d12 (Nec) plus 20d12 (Clr) (480 hp)
Initiative: +9
Speed: 60 ft.
AC: 51 (+9 Dex, +6 divine, +19 natural, +7 deflection), touch 32,

flat-footed 42
Attacks: +5 dagger of venom +38/+33 melee, or paralyzing touch +33

melee touch, or spell +33 melee touch, or spell +35 ranged touch
Damage: +5 dagger of venom 1d4+12/19–20, fear aura (Will DC 37),

paralyzing touch 1d8+5 (Will DC 37 half) plus paralysis, by spell
Face/Reach: 5 ft. by 5 ft./5 ft.
Special Attacks: Domain powers, paralyzing touch (Fort DC 37),

rebuke undead 18/day, salient divine abilities, spell-like abilities
Special Qualities: Drow traits, DR 41/+4, familiar (spiders), fire

resistance 26, godly realm (1 mile outer plane, 600 ft. Material
Plane), divine aura (600 ft., DC 23), divine immunities, plane
shift at will, remote communication 6 miles, spontaneous casting
of divine spells , SR 51, teleport without error at will, turn resist-
ance +4, undead traits, understand, speak, and read all languages
and speak directly to all beings within 6 miles
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SSaavveess:: Fort +22, Ref +33, Will +37
AAbbiilliittiieess::  Str 24, Dex 28, Con —, Int 41, Wis 28, Cha 25
SSkkiillllss:: Alchemy +33, Bluff +29, Concentration +49, Craft (jewelry-

making) +41, Diplomacy +15, Hide +28, Innuendo +33, Intimidate
+23, Knowledge (arcana) +64, Knowledge (history) +32, Knowledge
(planes) +32, Knowledge (religion) +41, Knowledge (undead) +61,
Listen +27, Move Silently +23, Scry +64, Search +35, Sense Motive
+23, Spellcraft +64, Spot +27

FFeeaattss:: Combat Casting, Empower Spell, Enlarge Spell, Extend Spell,
Extra Turning (x2), Forge Ring, Greater Spell Focus (Necroman-
cy), Greater Spell Penetration, Heighten Spell, Lightning Reflex-
es, Maximize Spell, Quicken Spell, Scribe Scroll, Silent Spell, Spell
Focus (Evocation), Spell Focus (Illusion), Spell Focus (Necro-
mancy), Spell Mastery (animate dead, circle of death, control
undead, enervation, fear, finger of death, horrid wilting, power
word kill, soul bind, wail of the banshee), Spell Penetration, Still
Spell

DDrrooww  TTrraaiittss:: Kiaransalee gains a +2 racial bonus on Will saves
against enchantment spells or effects. She has darkvision (120-foot
range), and she is entitled to a Search check when within 5 feet of a
secret or concealed door as though actively looking for it. She gains
a +2 bonus on Will saves against spells or spell-like abilities. As a
drow, Kiaransalee has light blindness (blinded for 1 round by abrupt
exposure to bright light, –1 penalty on all attack rolls, saves, and
checks while operating in bright light).

DDiivviinnee  IImmmmuunniittiieess:: Kiaransalee is immune to ability damage, abil-
ity drain, acid, banishment, cold, death effects, disease, disintegration,
electricity, energy drain, fire, imprisonment, mind-influencing
effects, paralysis, poison, sleep, stunning, and transmutation. As an
undead, she is also immune to necromantic effects and any effect
requiring a Fortitude save unless it also works on objects.

SSaalliieenntt  DDiivviinnee  AAbbiilliittiieess:: Alter Form, Alter Size, Arcane Mastery,
Control Creatures (undead, 6 creatures at once and per day, Will DC
23), Divine Spellcasting, Extra Domain (Drow), Extra Domain (Ret-
ribution), Hand of Death (Fort save DC 33).

DDoommaaiinn  PPoowweerrss::  Cast chaos spells at +1 caster level; Extra Turn-
ing and Lightning Reflexes as bonus feats; cast evil spells at +1 caster
level; 1/day may strike for maximum damage against an opponent
that harmed her in combat.

SSppeellll--LLiikkee  AAbbiilliittiieess:: Kiaransalee uses these abilities as a 16th-
level caster, except for chaos spells and evil spells, which she uses
as a 17th-level caster. The save DCs are 23 + spell level. Animate
dead, animate objects, banishment, blasphemy, chaos hammer,
circle of doom, clairaudience/clairvoyance, cloak of chaos, cloak of
dark power, control undead, create greater undead, create undead,
death ward, desecrate, detect undead, discern lies, discern location,
dispel good, dispel law, endurance, energy drain, fire shield, gate,
greater dispelling, greater planar ally, magic circle against good,
magic circle against law, mark of justice, protection from good, pro-
tection from law, shatter, shield of faith, speak with dead, spell
turning, spiderform, storm of vengeance, suggestion, summon mon-
ster IX (as chaos or evil spell only), unholy aura, unholy blight,
word of chaos.

As a drow, Kiaransalee also has the ability to use dancing lights,
darkness, and faerie fire each 1/day, caster level 40th.

FFeeaarr  AAuurraa  ((SSuu))::  Kiaransalee is shrouded in a dreadful aura of death
and evil. Any creature of less than 5 HD in a 60-foot radius that
looks at her must succeed at a Will save or be affected as though by
a fear spell (caster level 40th; save DC 37).

UUnnddeeaadd  TTrraaiittss:: Kiaransalee is not subject to critical hits or subdual
damage, and she is not at risk of death from massive damage. Nega-
tive energy heals her.

CClleerriicc  SSppeellllss//DDaayy  ((LLeevveellss  00––99tthh))::  66//99//88//88//88//88//66//66//66//66;; base DC =
21 + spell level.

WWiizzaarrdd  SSppeellllss//DDaayy  ((LLeevveellss  00––1155tthh))::
5/9/9/9/8/8/8/8/7/7/2/2/1/1/1/1; base DC = 27 + spell level, or 29 +
spell level for Evocation and Illusion spells, or 31+ spell level for
Necromancy spells. Prohibited school: Enchantment.

OTHER DIVINE POWERS

As a lesser deity, Kiaransalee may take 10 on any check She
treats a 1 on an attack roll or saving throw normally and not
as an automatic failure. She is immortal.

SSeennsseess:: Kiaransalee can see, hear, touch, and smell at a distance of
6 miles. As a standard action, she can perceive anything within 6
miles of her worshipers, holy sites, objects, or any location where one
of her titles or name was spoken in the last hour. She can extend her
senses to up to 5 locations at once. She can block the sensing power
of deities of her rank or lower at up to two remote locations at once
for up to 6 hours.

PPoorrttffoolliioo  SSeennssee:: Kiaransalee is aware of any use of animate dead,
create undead, create greater undead, or similar spell used to create
undead when any target is a drow corpse, as long as the event affects
at least five hundred people. She is similarly aware whenever a drow
swears an oath of vengeance if the event is of similar scope. 

AAuuttoommaattiicc  AAccttiioonnss:: Kiaransalee can use Spellcraft or any of her
Knowledge skills as a free action if the DC for the task is 20 or lower.
She can perform up to 5 such free actions each round.

CCrreeaattee  MMaaggiicc  IItteemmss:: Kiaransalee can create any kind of magic
item that uses negative energy or affects undead, as long as the item’s
market price does not exceed 30,000 gp.

About the Author
James Wyatt is the designer of Oriental Adventures, City of the
Spider Queen, and The Speaker in Dreams, the co-designer of Deities
and Demigods, Defenders of the Faith, and Monsters of Faerûn, and
a meddler who gets his fingers into every pie possible (most recently,
writing some 20 pages of the Epic Level Handbook). He liked it when
an editor described him as “a really twisted monkey."
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Daggerdale is reeling from a sudden series of murderous drow raids. As a grave 
threat to the entire surface world develops in the war-torn dark elf city 
of Maerimydra, intrepid heroes must discover its source and destroy it, if they can. 
Designed to take lOth-level characters as far as 18th level, City of the Spider ~ee11 

draws the heroes into the deepest reaches of the Underdark and plunges them into 
an epic adventure with dire consequences. 

13 new monsters 13 new magic items * 16-page fall-color map booklet 

To use this accesso{Y• you also need the FoRGOTTEN REALM.f Camp,aigtJ Settin~ 
the 'Player's Ha11abook, the Vu'NCEON MASTER's Gt~ide, and the Monster Manual. 
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